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NATIONAL INCOME, 1929-32
CHAPTER I

CONCEPT, SCOPE, AND METHOD
1. NATIONAL INCOME PRODUCED AND NATIONAL INCOME

PAID OUT

Year in, year out the people of this country, assisted by the stock
of goods in their possession, render a vast volume of work toward the
satisfaction of their wants. Some of this work eventuates in com-
modities, such as coal, steel, clothing, furniture, automobiles; other
takes the form of direct, personal services, such as are rendered by
physicians, lawyers, Government officials, domestic servants, and
the like. Both types of activity involve an effort on the part of an
individual and an expenditure of some part of the country's stock of
goods. If all commodities produced an4 all personal services rendered
during the year are added at their market value, and from the result-
ing total we subtract the value of that part of the nation's stock of
goods which, was expended (both as raw materials and as capital
equipment) in producing this total, then the remainder constitutes
the net product of the national economy during the year. It is
referred to as national income produced, and may be defined briefly
as that part of the economy's end-product which is attributubl' to
the efforts of the individuals who comprise a nation.

In return for, these efforts, the individuals receive some compensa-
tion, either in money or in kind. If such money- receipts and the
noney equivalents, of the receipts in kind are added, the resultin
total constitutes national income paid out.1 This latter would equal
national income produced, in total and in parts, only if every distin-
guishable group of services rendered were at once compensated at the
money value which the result of these services fetches in the market.
This condition, however, rarely materializes. A manufacturing corpo-
ration whose net product (gross product minus the cost of materials
and allowance for use of durable equipment) amounts to $1,000,000,
may pay out only, $900,000 in. wages, salaries, rents and royalties,
dividends, and interest, and retain $100,000 as corporate savings;.
or', on the contrary (as happened in 1930 and later years), it may
pay out in the forms listed above a suim in excess of its net product,
thus sustaining a loss; (negative savings). Similarly, a proprietor of
an unincorporated establishment, e.g., a retail store, may withdraw
as his income an amount larger or smaller than his net product, thus
incurring a negative or positive saving. In general, the difference
XIn the case of most payments for example, wages and salaries, income paid out measures the flow of

money or goods to individuals directly. But in the case of Interest and dividends, especially the former
we had to measure under income paid out not only payments made directly to individuals as such, but
also receipts of interest and dividends by savings organizations, which may be treated as ussociations of
individuals for the purl of better management of their property incomes. Among such associations are
life insurance companies, foundations, savings banks and savings departments of commercial banks,
building and lop associations. The volume of property income revived by these organizations in 1929
may be estimated as running between 2.5 and 3.0 billion dollars. (See also ch. IV, pp. 35-38.)

1



NATIONAL INCOME, 1929-32

between national income produced and national income paid out
is that the former does, and the latter does not, include savings by
business establishments.

In the estimates presented below an attempt is made to measure
)0oth national income produced and national income paid out.

2. THE CLASSIFICATION OF NATIONAL INCOME

The efforts of individuals in producing commodities or rendering
personal services to other individuals differ in type as well as in the
field of application. The efforts of a manual worker in a steel plant,
compensated by wages, obviously differ in character from those of a
bond-holding investor compensated by an interest payment on the
bond. Such distinctions of the type of activity yield a classification
of the national income by types of payment, i.e., wages, salaries,
dividends, interest, etc. Another distinction, that of activities' of
similar type (e.g., manual labor) by the industrial fields in which they
are rendered (e.g., manufacturing, mining, etc.), is also important,
since the different weight in the nation's end-product of the various
industries constitutes an important characteristic of the national
economy. Such distinctions of the industries in which services are
rendered result in a classification of national income by industrial
sources. The details of each of these two classifications are deter-
mined largely by the relative importance of the categories distin-
guished and by the availability of data for each of the categories.
As adopted in the present study, these two classifications are as
follows:

A. Classification by types of payment.
I. Labor incomes.

1. Wages (money and money value of food, board, and other per-
quisites and gratuities).

2. Salaries (same as 1, including also commissions).
3. Other labor income.

(a) Compensation for injury (paid to employees).
(b) Pensions.

II. Property incomes (paid to individuals
4. Interest.
5. Dividends.

III. Entrepreneurial incomes.
- 6. Withdrawals by individual entrepreneurs.

7. Business savings (positive or negative).
(a) Individual entrepreneurs.
(b) Corporations.

Items 1 through 6 constitute national income paid out; by adding
7 we obtain national income produced.

B. Classification by industrial sources:
I. Agriculture.

1. Total.
II. Mines, quarries, and oil wells.

2. Bituminous coal.
3. Anthracite coal.
4. Metalliferous mines.
5. Oil wells and natural gas.
6. Quarrying and nonmetallic mines.

Not rents and royalties usually classified as a type of property income were defined by us as an entre-
t)reneurial income from the industry of real estate Inclusive ofIndividual holdings (thus failing under
i tem ). Since in most cases the receipts of rents and royalties are connected with the obligation of managing
the property in question, a great deal Is to be said for classifying them not as a functional income type, but

.i a par with other fumetion^ tvDwes of income originating in a specific industrial field.



CONCEPT, SCOPE, AND METHOD

B. Classification by industrial sources-Continued.
III. Electric light and power and gas.

7. Electric light and power.
8. Manufactured gas.

IV. Manufacturing industries.
9. Food, beverages, and tobacco.

10. Textiles and leather.
11. Paper, printing, and publishing.
12. Chemicals and petroleum refining.
13. Construction materials and furniture.
14. Metals and metal products.
15. Miscellaneous manufacturing.

V. Construction.
16. Total.

VI. Transportation.
17. Railroads (including Pullman and express).
18. Water transportation.
19. Street railways.
20. Motor transportation.
21. Other transportation.

VII. Communication.
22. Telegraphs.
23. Telephones.

VIII. Distributive trades.
24. Wholesale trade.
25. Retail trade.

IX. Finance.
26. Banking.
27. Insurance.
28. Real estate, inclusive of individual holdings.

X. Government.
29. Federal.
30. State and county.
31. Municipal.

XI. Service.
32. Amusement and recreation.
33. Professional service.
34. Personal service.
35. Domestic service.
36. Business service.
37. Miscellaneous service.

XII. Miscellaneous.

3. SCOPE AND CONTENTS OF NATIONAL INCOME FURTHER DEFINED

The above detailed classifications provide a fair description of the
various groups of services which are included, at their market value,
in the national income. But they are far from an exhaustive account
of the possible contents and scope of the national income measure-
ment. The boundaries of a "nation" in "national" income are still
to be defined; and a number of other services, in addition to those
listed above, might also be considered a proper part of the national
economy's end-product. The brief discussion below attempts to
define more precisely the scope and character of the national income
measures presented in this report.

(a) 2he boundaries of a nation.-The available data do not permit
a strictly uniform definition of the territorial scope for the diverse
parts of the national income. But, by and large, the estimates pre-
sented below refer to income produced by the inhabitants and corpo-
rations of the continental United States. To this total is added prop-
erty income received by the inhabitants of this country from securities
and direct investments in foreign enterprises, and from it is sub-
tracted the property income received by foreigners from securities or

3



NATIONAL INCOME, 1929-32

direct investments in enterprises domiciled in the United States.
This adjustment for the international flow of property incomes can
be made only for the national income total and not separately for its
various constituent parts.

(b) Services of housewives and other members of the Jamily.-The
volume of services rendered by housewives and other members of the
household toward the satisfaction of wants must be imposing indeed,
when totaled for the 30 million families comprising thle population of
this country; and theitem is thus large enough to affectmaterially any
estimate of national income. But the organization of these services
render them an integral part of family life at large, rather than of the
specifically business life of the nation. Such services are, therefore,
quite removed from those which gainfully occupied groups undertake
to perform in return for wages, salaries, or profits. It was considered
best to omit this large group of services from national income, especially
since no reliable basis is available for estimating their value. This
omission, unavoidable though it is, lowers the value of national income
measurements as indexes of the nation's productivity in conditions
of recent years when the contraction of the market economy was
accompanied by an expansion of activity within the family.

(c) Services of owned durable goods.-Durable goods, such as houses,
automobiles, furniture, etc., yield some net service, i.e., income, to
their possessors which is not enjoyed by a person who must hire these
goods whenever he desires to use them. There would seem to be
some ground, therefore, for including the value of such services in the
national income total. On the other hand, the net yield from the
possession of durable goods is not exactly equivalent, as most inconies
are, to a receipt of purchasing power, capable of being spent by the
recipient in any way, he pleases. A still weightier objection i.o the
inclusion of the value of these services in our income totals is the fact
that., as a rule, such} durable goods (with the possible exception of
houses), are not bought b)y the household with the idea of a net yield
in mind, in the same WayR ns l)on(1s would be purchased. It would be
erroneous to treat the net income from durable goods as if it were
equivalent, to investment income. For these reasons, and because
of difficulties in arriving nt a reliable estimate of the item-is involved,
the net Arield of all durable goodls ownedl by the households w;as dis-

(d) EIariings front odd jobs.- -Odd jobs are numerous, and the
eturns th1e.y bring many amountI to al substantial sum11. SomeI of thle
pIcople engaged on such 0o(1( jo)s .lre reportedly in the Census as gain-
fully occupied, others are not. At any rate, the available data
p)erlnit only a most inadequate estimate of ;the earnings from odd
jobs; tand these earnings a're largely omitted from the national income
totals presented in this rel)ort. This omission results in our estimates
somewhat exaggerating the relative decline in national income from
1929 to 1932; if, as appears from all indications, the number of
l)eoI)lC ciigatgdoIl o(1d job)s has increased materially during the
depression and the earnings from these jobs have either increased or

failed to decline as deeply as thle other constituent parts of the
national income total.

(e) Relief and chlrity.-The distribution of money or goods as relief
land clarity does not usually imply the performance of any service
I)y the recipienlts; although if relief is confined only to the groups for-
merly employed, it may l e treated as a species of compensation for
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past services and thus n belated bona fide income. Usually, how-
ever, relief and charity, distributed primarily according to need, may
be considered a pure draft upon other incomes and cannot be included
as part of the national income total. The one exception to this rule,
however, is the portion of relief and charity that is paid out of cor-
porate or business earnings (from which they are usually deducted
as contributions in arriving at the net income figure). In such a
case, relief and charity form one of the unaccounted for parts of the
net product of the national economy, and should be added into the
national income total, preferably at the source where the funds orig-
inate. This, however, is not possible, since existing data do not
allow us to ascertain the precise source of relief and charity funds.

(f) Changes in the value of assets.-Changes in the value of assets
that are not handled in- a professional capacity arise as a reflection of a
change in net income, whether actual or forecast, of a change in the
riskless rate of return, or as a result of some general changes unrelated
to the basic course of economic life. The inclusion of gains and losses
yielded by such changes in asset values would therefore be either~a
duplication, since it would amount to counting both a change in net
income and the change in capitalization of that income, or a distortion
of the national income estimate as a measure of the economic system's
end-product. On the other hand, incomes derived from such changes
in asset value as are caused by professional handling, are a compensa-
tion for such professional services, and thus properly a constituent part
of the national income total. The estimates in the present report
include such incomes derived by groups professionally occupied in the
handling of assets. But in all other cases gains and losses on salerof
assets have been eliminated, insofar as the data permitted.

(g) Earnings from illegal pursuits.-In determining which efforts of
individuals may or may not be classified as services for the purpose
of including their value in the national income total, the estimator
must perforce follow the overt expression of social opinion as em-
bodied in the nation's legal code. That many illegal acts are of some
benefit to one group or another and are being paid for, is no proof
that these acts constitute a service from the social point of view.
On the contrary, their very illegality, allowing for the lag of the legal
statute behind public opimon, implies their disserviceability to society
tit large. The investigator, unless he wishes to impose his own scale
of values, cannot, therefore, treat earnings from such illegal pursuits
as burglary, theft, illicit drug traffic, bootlegging, qtc., as bona fide
parts of the national income. Such exclusion does not imply, of
course, that all lawful pursuits are necessarily serviceable from the
social viewpoint, when the latter is defined in terms of some specific
criteria. It does mean that legality is understood as an absence of
(listinct social condemnation, and that all lawful activities are to be
given that benefit of doubt which the market place is eager to bestow
upon anything that succeeds in fetching a price.

4. USES AND ABUSES OF NATIONAL INCOME MEASUREMENTS
The valuable capacity of the human mind to simplify a complex

situation in a compact characterization becomes dangerous when
not controlled in terms of definitely stated criteria. With quan-
titative measurements especially, the definiteness of the result

I 87265-34--2
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suggests, often misleadingly, a precision and simplicity in the out-
lines of the object measured. Measurements of national income are
subject to this type of illusion and resulting abuse, especially since
they deal with matters that are the center of conflict of opposing
social groups where the effectiveness of an argument is often con-
tingent upon oversimplification.

froin the definition of national income presented and discussed
above it is obvious that a measure of income produced sheds a good
deal of light on the productivity of the nation; that income received
measures the same productivity as reflected in the flow of means of
purchase to the nation's members; and that when total income
paid out is adjusted for changes in the value of money and apportioned
per capita, the result is illuminating of movements in the nation's
economic welfare. Comparison of such income measurements for
different nations, or for the same nation for different years, yields
valuable indications of spatial and temporal differences in national
productivity and economic welfare. Moreover, various single groups
of services or drafts may be compared with the country's total to
indicate their relative weight in or draft upon the latter.
These constitute highly valuable uses of national income measure-

ments, but only if the results are interpreted with a full realization of
the definition of national income assumed, either explicitly or im-
plicitly, by the measurement. Thus, the estimates submitted in the
present study define income in such a way as to cover primarily only
efforts whose results appear on the market place of our economy.
A student of social affairs who is interested in the total productivity
of the nation, including those efforts which, like housewives' services,
do not appear on the market, can therefore use our measures only
with some qualifications. Secondly, the present study's measures of
national income, like all such studies, estimates the value of com-
modities and direct services at their market price. But market
valuation of commodities and especially of direct services depends
upon the personal distribution of income within the nation. Thus
in a nation with a rich upper class, the personal services to the rich
are likely to be valued at a much higher level than the very same
services in another nation, characterized by a more equitable personal
distribution of income. A student of social affairs who conceives of
a nation's end-product as undistorted by the existing distribution of
income, would again have to qualify and change our estimates,
possibly in a marked fashion. Thirdly, the present study's estimate
of national income produced is based in part, like most existing esti-
mates, upon the prevalent legal and accounting distinction between
gross and net income of business enterprises. To a student of social
affairs whose concept of net productivity does not agree with the
prevailing practices of separating net from gross income, especially
by corporations, our estimates will obviously present a somewhat
distorted picture of the nation's net product

All these qualifications upon estimates of national income as an
index of productivity are just as important when income measure-
ments are interpreted from the point of view of economic welfare.
But in the latter case additional difficulties will be suggested to anyone
who wants to penetrate below the surface of total figures and market
values. Economic welfare cannot be adequately measured unless the
personal distribution of income is known. And no income measure.
ment undertakes to estimate the reverse side of income, that is, the
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intensity and unpleasantness of effort going into the earning of
income. The welfare of a nation can, therefore, scarcely be inferred
from a measurement of national income as defined above.
The abuses of national income estimates arise largely from a

failure to take into account the precise definition of income and tWe
methods of its evaluation which the estimator assumes in arriving
at his final figures. Notions of productivity or welfare as under-
stood by the user of the estimates are often read by him into the
income measurement, regardless of the assumptions made by the
income estimator in arriving at the figures. As a result we findc all
too commonly such inferences that a decline of 30 percent in the
national income (in terms of "constant" dollars) means a 30 percent
decline in the total productivity of the nation, and a corresponding
decline in its welfare. Or that a nation whose total income is twice
the size of the national income of another country is twice "as well
off ", can sustain payments abroad twice as large or can carry a debt
burden double in size. Such statements can obviously be true only
when qualified by a host-of
A similar failure to take into accoiunV'-thr- inyestigatoi.'_ basic

assumptions underlies another widely prevalent abuse of natioial-
income measures, involved in estimating the draft or "burden " which
this or that particular type of expenses (e.g., government expenses,
payments on bonded debt, etc.) constitutes ot the country's total
end-product. Every payment included in the national income is
ipso facto a draft or a "burden" upon national income. For example,
net receipts by physicians from medical practice, are both an addi-
tion to national income and a draft upon individual incomes from
which such receipts originate. Since we estimate the value of personal
services or commodities at their market value it follows that any
payment for productive services contributes just as much to the
national income total as it takes away from it. No items included in
national income can, therefore, be conceived as "pure" draft.
The full meaning of a statement that such payments as interest

on bonds or taxes for government services are a "burden" or draft
upon national income is that actually no services are being rendered
in return for these payments. That an increasing weight in the
national income of payments on fixed debt or of salaries of govern-
ment officials is not hailed as an increased contribution to national
income lies in the implicit assumption, not always true, that the serv-
ices contributed by creditors or government officials have not in-
creased proportionately, and that, therefore, a heavier burden was
added upon other income recipients without an increased benefit.
Such assumptions are accepted all too easily because they are

based upon a natural but erroneous identification of national income
with business or personal income. From the standpoint of a business
firm or person, the income of employees, private or public, is
likely to appear as a draft. But from the vantage point of national
economy as a whole, which is used by a national income investigator,
no payment that is included in national income can be considered as a
pure draft upon the country's end-product. This can be true only
of payments not included such as charity, earnings from illegal
pursuits, and the like. Al that the national income estimator can
say is that this or the other part of the national total has increased or
declined more than the others. That this rise or decline implies a
larger or smaller burden upon the national economy can be established

7
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only on the basis of such additional assumptions as have been
formulated above, assumptions which are not a proper part of the
national income estimate and which are far from being self-evident.

5. *METHODS OF ESTIMATE, SOURCES, AND ACCURACY OF NATIONAL
INCOME FIGURES

The discussion above has shown that measures of national income.
are clearly conditioned by the estimator's idea of productivity and
valuation; and that consequently one must be careful in interpreting
the results. In order to make intelligent interpretation possible,
national income estimates must distinguish clearly the component
parts of the total, breaking down the latter in as eat detail as the
available data permit. Such a break-down will enabie any student to
recast the totals and to obtain new combinations, most satisfactory
for the interpretive purpose at hand.
The desire to present the national income figures in full detail and

the lack or availability of data have largely determined the method
of estimating followed in the present report. Since a classification by
industrial sources and types of payment was requested; it wias decided
to build up the estimate of income created in each industry as the
sum total of the component parts of its net product, that is, wages,
salaries, interest and dividend payments, etc., taking care to restrict
the figures only to the payments which were directed to individuals
and not to other business establishments. Such' an estimate of
income originating in each industry by types of payment could,
theoretically be arrived at in one of three ways: By studying com-
modities and services produced; by tabulating incomes received by;
individuals; by measuring consumption and saving by individuals.
Since data are available primarily on the production of commodities
and services and on payments incurred in the process of such produc-
tion, the first method was followed for the most part, supplemented
by the second whenever need arose. This procedure was thus
similar to that followed by the National Bureau of Economic
Research,3 except that a more detailed break-down was made possible
in the present report by additional data available for recent years.
The l)roce(lure is also quite similar to that adopted by the Federal
Trade Commission,4 but with a substantially more complete division
by ty)es of payments and industrial categories and a more precise.
elimination of a possible (duiplication of some of the items.
The method followed and sources of data employed in deriviing

each of the numerous items composing the national total are described
concisely in appendix A. As may be seen at a glance, a list of the
most important sources would include all the recent censuses,.
especially those of Agriculture (1929), Mining (1929), Manufacturing
(1929. and 1931), Distribution (1929), Construction (1929), Occupa-
tions (1929 and 1919), Electrical Industries (1927 and 1932), Educa-
tion (1930); the reports on Statistics of Income of the Internal Reve-
nuie Office, supplemented by special tabulations requested for the
purpose of this report; the annual reports of the Comptroller of the
Currency and the Federal Reserve Board's reports on member bank
exp)enditures; the reports on Receipts and Expenditures of the Federal
Government, as well as the annual volumes of the Financial Statistics

* The latest publication is The National Income and Its Purchasing Power, by W. I. King, New
York,1930B

4 See National Wealth and Income, Washlngton, D.C., 1920.
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of States and Financial Statistics of Cities; the Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics indexes of employment and pay rolls in a number of industries;
the Department of Agriculture estimates and supporting data on
income from agriculture; the reports of the Interstate Commerce
Commission on railroads and other public utilities accounting to it;
State data on employment and compensation, especially those of
Pennsylvania, New York, and Ohio; and a multitude of other sources
too numerous to mention.
For some of the constituent parts of the total, indicated in the

classifications above, the available data are abundant and reliable;
for others both direct and indirect information is quite scanty and
the resulting estimate is subject to a wide mars of error. It is of
importance to note the areas of the nRationat economy in which
formidable difficulties were encountered for lack of precise data:

(a) For the fields of construction, water transportation and motor
transportation, trade, almost all of finance, and of service, and even for
government proper, data are on the whole scanty. And, of course,
the miscellaneous field is by its very nature a confession of the limita-
tions which the data impose on the national income estimator.

(b) Even for those industrial fields for which data were compara-
tively good, there was difficulty in measuring property income on a
basis comparable to that of labor incomes. This was due to the fact
that the industrial classification of Statistics of Income (the richest
source of data on property incomes) is necessarily quite different from
the classifications of our industrial data.

(c) There was general paucity of data on entrepreneurial incomes,
and the estimates relating to this income type are the ones most
subject to doubt.

(d) -The estimates for 1932, especially those for property incomes,
are preliminary in character and may be revised somewhat when
final data for 1932 become available.
The national income total is thus -an amalgam of accurate and

approximate estimates rather than a unique, highly precise measure-
ment. This difference in reliability of estimates of various parts is
one more reason why those parts should be carefully distinguished
and presented separately, rather than thrown together into a gross
total with a resulting obfuscation of the degree of accuracy to which
such a total is subject. It is recognized that in a number of the many
industrial fields distinguished in this report, the estimates are at best
only well-considered guesses. - But it was thought preferable to carry
the industrial classification to the utmost possible detail, and thus
reveal, even if approximately, the different movements which are
likely to be concealed in larger group totals.

In view of the approximate character of the national income figures
caution should be exercised in interpreting differences or changes
shown by these figures. Small differences or changes in national
income-estimates should not be taken as an unequivocal:indication
that differences actually exist or that changes have actually occurred.
It is practically impossible to evaluate precisely the possible error
involved in each of the numerous partial eAtiwates. But anyone
who is desirous of usi the figures submitted in this report is urged to
familiarize himself with the methods and sources employed in arriving
at the estimates. Only then will he be able to form a considered
judgment of the technical adequacy of the estimates from the point
of view of the prospective use to which they are to be put.
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CHAPTER II

NATIONAL INCOME, 1929-32
1. NATIONAL INCOME AND ITS CHANGES

Estimates of the total national income of this country for the years
1929-32 are presented in table 1. As previously indicated, the
figures for 1932 are provisional in character, especially for property
incomes; and may be revised, when final data for the year become
available.

TABLE I.-National income, paid out and produced

Absolute numbers (millions of Percentages of 1929
dollars)

Line Item

1929 1930 1931 1932 929 1930 1931 1932

1 Income paid out-.--.-. 81,136 75, 410 63, 247 48,894 100.0 92.9 78. 0 60. 3
2 Business savings--- 1,896 -6, 065 -8,604 -9, 529-
3 Income produced-..-. 83,032 70,345 54. 3 39,365 100 0 84. 7 65.8 47.4
4 Bureau of Labor Statistics cost of

living index.-.-.-.-..... . . . . 100.0 97.4 88.9 80. 4
5 Bureau of Labor Statistics whole-

sale priceindex---------- . ......----....-100.0 90.7 76.6 68. 0

The movement of the totals from 1929 to 1932 exhibits clearly the
striking effect of the present depression. The volume.of net income
paid out to individuals shrank by 40 percent during this period of
3 years. The longest series of authoritative annual estimates of
national income for this country, that by Dr. WVillford I. King, back
to 1909, covers only one major depression.1 The corresponding
decline, from 1920 to 1921, amounted to a drop of 14.4 percent from
the peak, as over against the shrinkage of 40 percent shown iil the
present depression.

% Savings by unincorporated business establishments, corporations,
and individual entrepreneurs which in 1929 were positive to the extent
of 1.9 billion dollars, have, in the years following, turned into losses
which by 1932 rose to the total of 9.5 billion dollars. Care must be
taken not to confuse the term "savings" used here with the com-
mon notion of business profits and losses. By our definition, given
in chapter I, an enterprise enjoys a positive saving when it pays out
in wages. salaries, interest, dividends, and other types of income
received by individuals an amount smaller than the margin between
its yoss intake from industrial operations and the cost of goods (in-
cluding in the latter all business costs not appearing as income

I Realized income, as defined by Dr King Includes, besides Income paid out, also income imputed
to possessors of durable goods. This Imputed Income amounted in 1927 to 4.8 billion dollars. See The
National Income and Its Purchasing Power (National Bureau of Economic Research, 1930), p. 379. The
estimates presented In this bulletin should not be treated as a direct continuation of the series published
In that book; nor should the estimates for 1929 given in table 1 be compared with Dr. King's estimates
for earlier years. The present figures utilize the data in the census of 1929 and mudh additionalinformation
not available to Dr. Xing at the time his study was made. The National Bureau of Economic Research
Is at present engaged in revising Dr. King's series back to 1009. When this revision Is completed, a cou-
tinuous series of comparable measurements from 1909 through 1932 will be available.
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streams). On the other hand, an enterprise sustains a loss (negative
saving) when the volume of its payments to various income recipients
is greater than its gross margnn. The usual notion of business profita:nd loss defines them as the residual share before and not after
payment of dividends or of entrepreneurial withdrawals.

It must also be noted that the measurement of business savings
is conditioned by the accounting practices of the country's business
establishments. These practices, in an attempt to provide a con-
setvative basis for business policy, may give rise to a picture of in-
come changes which will appear distorted to an observer looking to
criteria beyond those set by the business world itself. Thus, the
prevalent rule of valuing inventories at cost or market, whichever is
lower, may, in a period of rapidly declining prices, serve to reduce the
savings of enterprises, although for logical consistency with the meas-
urements in periods of rising prices it might be advisable to value
inventories on a cost basis only. Similarly, the prevailing practice
of straight-line depreciation based on cost of the fixed assets may
mean, in a period of declining prices, not capital preservation but
capital accumulation by the enterprise.

Another element of uncertainty in the measurement of business
savings is due to the inability, of estimating accurately the volume of
actual withdrawals by individual entrepreneurs, as distinct from the
net profits or losses sustained in their business. Thus, in the case of
agriculture, withdrawals by farm operators were assumed to equal
the wage allowance for operators and family labor, there being no
direct information on withdrawals made by farm operators for their
living expenses; and in other industries entrepreneurial withdrawals
were usually estimated on the basis of a salary allowance. The error
in our estimate of business savings that can result from such crude
approximations may possibly be of considerable magnitude. Thus,
the volume of business savings in agculture for 1929 is estimated at
1.2 billion dollars, accounting for about 60 percent of the total busi-
ness savings for that year. If agriculture (the most important
industrial source of business savings of individual entrepreneurs)
is omitted, the total business savings in 1929 amount to 700 million
dollars, and negative savings in 1932 to 8.3 billion dollars.

These are only some of the reasons why one should be careful in
interpreting the estimates of business savings as an element in the
measurement of national income produced. On the other hand, it
must be remembered that these savings are in themselves a highly
important factor in shaping policies in the business economy. Granted
that under such conditions as characterized the recent years net losses
of enterprises may have been exaggerated by accounting practices
yet the effect of such losses upon the activities of the entrepreneurial
class can hardly be overestimated. A large business loss mi an econ-
omy so dependent upon the stimulus of the profit incentive as ours is
both a symptom of and a factor in the gravity of the present depression.

If the estimates of national income produced are accepted with all
the qualifications that attach to its measurement, the totals show a
decline considerably greater than that in national income paid out,
the percentages of the contraction from 1929 to 1932 being 53 ind 40
percent, respectively. This disparity suggests at first the inference
that to some extent, possibly exaggerated by the figures in table 1?

11
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the flow of net income to individuals was sustained through a draft bys
the business enterprises upon their capital and surplus. But this
appears to be a misleading description of the situation during recent
years. The business losses may have- resulted from a failure of
certain costs, beside those constituting direct income payments to
individuals, to decline as greatly as did the volume of business. A
partial confirmation .of this interpretation may be found in the
accounts of corporations reported in Statistics of Income. The com-
bined items of bad debts, depreciation, and depletion, amounted to
5.4 billion dollars in each of the 3 years 1929, 1930, and 1931, while
gross sales plus gross profits from operations other than those tabu-
lated as gross sales have declined from 147 billion dollars in 1929 to
123 in 1930 and to 97 in 1931, a total decline of about 33 percent.
These figures refer to corporations only and do not cover agriculture
or unincorporated trade and construction, all of which show con-
siderable business losses in recent years. It thus appears reasonable
to suggest that a large part of the business losses incurred in 1931
and 1932 may be imputed not to the sustention of income payments
to individuals but to the coverage of other, rather rigid costs.
The estimates presented in table 1 do not include a number of items

which have been considered by other investigators as parts of national
income. Of these, one of the most important is imputed net rental,
iLO., income accruing to people living in their own homes. For 1930,
such net rentals could be estimated as amounting to about 2.7 billion
dollars (if we allow for owned homes a gross rental equal to the average
rental in leased homes, and a ratio of net to gross rentals of 66.7
percent); and even this large total does not include imputed rent on
owned farm homes. But there is some doubt as to the propriety of
including this item, since the ownership of a home combined with its
possession does not constitute a participation by the proprietor in the
economic activity of the nation in the same recognized fashion 1s does
his work for wares profit, or salary, or his capital investment in
industry. For smii ar reasons, such an item as interest on durable
goods owned has also been omitted. This last item was estimated
by Dr. King at about 3 billion dollars in 1927,2
Another item of some interest is that of relief expenditures. Recent

estimates of relief expenditures set thenm-Mt-85 million dollars in 1-929,
150 million in 1930, 300 million in 1931, and 500 million in 1932.A
The special report by the Department of Commerce on Relief

Expenditures by Governmental and Private Organizations, 1929 and
1931, indicates that in cities of over 30,000 the percentage of govern-
mnent expenditures to total expenditures on relief was about 60 in the
first quarters of 1929 and 1931. If this percentage is true for the
country as a whole for 1932, it would appear that government relief
expenditures in 1932 amounted to about 300 million dollars. If such
expenditures were covered from taxation of business establishments
(rather than from taxation of individuals), this volume should be
considered as flowing indirectly from the business system through
the government into the hands of individuals. But the allocation
of these funds to their specific origin is a rather arbitrary task.

' See The National Income andIts Purchasing Power, National Bureau of Economic Research,New

ICarles E. Persons, Calculation of Relief Expenditures,Proceedings of the American StatisticalAsso-
elation, March 1933, p. 71.
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Thus, the estimates of national income presented in table 1 are
incomplete in failing to include a number of items. But these omis-
sions are relatively minor, and in regard to most of them considerable
doubt exists as to the propriety of their inclusion. Were the measure-
ment of these items a task easily and reliably performed with the
available data, such estimates would have been presented. But in
view of the difficulties, and often the impossibility of presenting a
reliable estimate of these items, it was considered advisable to omit
them.
The contraction of national income after 1929 was due at least in

part to a decline in the price level, and an adjustment for price changes
is obviously in order. But such an attempt to measure national
income paid out or produced in dollar volume at constant prices
could not be made in a satisfactory fashion. Net income paid out to
individuals should be adjusted for changes in the cost of living. But
the best available index of the cost of living, that of the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, refers only to urban wage earners, and is perhaps
unsatisfactory even for those, its weights being based on a survey
taken 15 years ago.' For other economic groups, with the exception
of farmers, current data on the cost of living are absent.. Net in-
come produced could best be adjusted by an all-inclusive price index,
covering both commodities and services, at wholesale and at retail,
But no such all-inclusive, authoritative index is available.

If, nevertheless, it is wanted to obtain some approximate notion
of the movement in national income total adjusted for price changes,
the contraction in income paid out may be compared with the decline
shown by the Bureau of Labor Statistics index of the cost of living.
This comparison suggests that the purchasing power of net income
paid out declined slightly in 1930; that by 1931 the decline from 1929
was in the neighborhood of 10 percent of the 1929 level; and that by
1932, the contraction in purchasing power of income paid out may have
amounted to 25 percent of the 1929 volume. A similar comparison
can be made of national income produced and the Bureau of Labor
Statistics index of wholesale prices. The latter index probably shows
a larger decline from 1929 to 1932 than would have been indicated
by a more inclusive price index. The comparison suggests that the
volume of income produced, at a constant price level, must have
declined in 1930 by about 6 percent from the 1929 level; by 1931 the
decline may have been from 15 to 20 percent of the same level; and
by 1932 from 30 to 40 percent.-

2. DISTRIBUTION BY TYPES OF PAYMENT

The estimates of total national income, striking as they are in
absolute volume and the extent of indicated changes during recent
years, are of little value in themselves to anyone trying to interpret
their significance. It is necessary to know their distribution by vari-
ous important categories before a full understanding of their import
can be reached. We shall first consider the distribution of national
income paid out by types of payment, arid then the movement of
both income paid out and produced by the various industrial sources
from which it originated.
'Thb uteau l#bor statistis Isad ut in revising is oatt living In4, and It to hoped

that thlndex wllbe Improved materlyin t near future.
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Tables 2 and 3 and chart I present the distribution of national in-
come paid out into wages, salaries, dividends, interest, etc. Net
rents and royalties paid to individuals have been included with
entrepreneurial withdrawals in our general classification. But for the
benefit of those students who are inclined to define them as property
income, the estimates in question have been segregated in tables 2
and 3.

TABLE 2.-National income paid out, by types of payment I

Item

Salaries (selected Industries)!
Wages (same as In line 1)2---
Salaries or wages (all other
tries)-

Total labor income I-
Dividends----
Interest--------------------
Total property Income 4..

Net rents and royalties-
Entrepreneurial withdrawal'
Total entrepreneurial inoo
Total income paid out-.-

Absolute numbers (millions of
dollarsercentages of 1929

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

I------- .6,702 5,601 4, 738 3,383 100.0 99.3 83.1 69.3
17,179 14,210 10,642 6,840 100.0 82.7 61.4 39.8

r Indlus- , , , ,
--------- 20 052 27, 794 24,622 20,302 100 0 96.7 84.8 69.9
------- 562, 793 48,682 40,896 31,533 100.0 92.0 77.6 69.7

6,964 5,796 4,313 2,688 100.0 97.2 72.3 43.4
*---------6,677 6,816 6,649 6,491 100.0 102.4 99.6 96.7
.. .- 12, 206 12, 226 10,498 8, 472 100.0 100.2 86. 0 09.4

4,116 3, 475 2,762 1,86 100.0 84.4 66.9 46.3
I- 12,020 11,127 9,102 7,024 100. 0 2. 6 76.7 68.4me - 16, 136 14, C02 11,863 8,890 100.0 90.6 73.5 66.1

81,136 75,410 63,247 48,894 100.0 92.9 78.0 60.3

I The grand totals in this and the following tables are obtained by an addition of the totals for each indus:trial field. The income subtotals by Industrial fields are primarily In thousands of dollars, while the sub
,totals of gainfully engaged are usually in actual numbers. But tWe subtotals entered in Tables 2 to 30 areeither in millions of dollars (for income) or in thousands of persons (for numbers engaged). These subtotalsdo not, therefore, add up exactly to the grand totals given.

2-Includes mining, manufacturing, construction, steam railroads, Thullmnan, railway express, and water
transportation.

3 Includes also employees' pensions and compensation for injury.
4 Includes also net balance of International flow of property incomes.

TABLE 3.-Percentage distribution of national income, by types of payment

Item

Salaries (selected industries) I--------
Wages (same as In line 1)
Salaries or wages (all other industries)
Total labor Income 2

Dividends ---------------
Interest .------------ .- - -- ------------------- ------------
Total property income 3----------

Net rents and royalties .--
Entrepreneurial withdrawals -

Total entrepreneurial Income
Total Income paid out .- .

Percentages of total Income paid
out

1929

7.0
21.2
35.8
65.1
7.4
7.0

16. 0
5.1

14.8
19.9

100.0

1930

7.5
18.8
36.9
64.4
7.7
7.7
16 2
4.6

14.8
19.4

100.0

1931

7. 6
10.7
38.0'
04.7
6.8
8.9
16.6
4.4
14.4
18.7

100.0

1932

6.9
14.0
41.16
64. 6
6. 3
11.2
17.3
3.8
14.4
18.2

100. 0

I Includes mining, manufacturing, construction, steam railroads, Pullman, railway express, and water
transportation.

I Includes also employees' pensions and compensation for injury.
a Includes also net balance of international flow of property incomes.

When the big functional divisions of national income are considered,
a significant difference appears between property incomes, on one
ham, and labor and entrepreneurial incomes, onwthe other. Thus,
total labor income declined from 1929 to 1932 by 40 percent, total
entrcl)reneurial income by 45 percent, -but property incomes have
held uip in comparison, the decline from 1929 to 1932 having been
only. 31 percent. It is obvious that payments to property holders
formed a relatively increasing cost to the economic system as a whole.
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9.869604064

Table: Table 2.--National income paid out, by types of payment


Table: Table 3.--Percentage distribution of national income, by types of payment
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W\ithiI labIor incOllme itself, there is a significant differencesil.
movement between salaries and wages. For those basic industries
for which the distinction between these two types of labor income
could be made, total salaries showed a decline of 41 percent between
1929 and 1932, while total wages declined by 60 percent. It is also
to be noted that the declinee in salaries began substantially only in
19.31, whliile that in wages was already marked in 1930. The cumnu-
lative burd(len of the depression was thus much greater in the case of
the wirage earning group than for the salary earners. A similar differ-
ence in movement between wages and salaries may be expected to
characterize other branches, where a clear distinction between the
two labor groups exists.
No less a significant difference in movement characterizes the two

types of property incomes. Interest payments increased in 1930,
an(l showe(l but an insignificant decline by 1932. This indicated
stability of interest flow may have been exaggerated by an insufficient
allowance for (lefaults in some industries, but hardly to an extent to
affect the totals considerably. Dividends declined slightly in 1930,
thuls lagging in movement behind wages, but were cut drastically in
1931 and especially in 1932. The resistance to contraction of interest
paylments served, however, to hold up the total property income to a
relative level in 1932 which wais higher than any other functional
income ty)c.

In entrepreneurial incomes, the least reliable group of estimates,.
there is also an interesting difference in movement between net
rents and royalties and withdrawals by entrepreneurs, the former
showing a much mnore marked drop than the latter. The fact that
total entrepreneurial incomes declined even more than did labor
incomes is not surprising if it is remembered that the largest single
group of entrepreneurs aire the farmers, who suffered very heavily in
tle depression; and that another large group is in She field of con-
struction, an industry in which contraction has been most severe.
The disparate trends in the various income groups appear clearly

ill chart 11. The relative weight of the various types of income
in total income paid out is shown clearly in the percentage distribu-
tion in table 3. The share of labor incomes is, on the whole, fairly
constant, the result being probably due to the fact that the rise in
the proportion of salaries was offset by the decline in the share of
wages. The percentage constituted by property income rose from
1929 to 1932, this rise being accounted for largely by interest payments
on fixed debt. The share of entrepreneurial incomes declined, pri-
marily because of the drop in the relative proportion of rents and
royalties. if net rents and royalties are added to property income,
the decline in absolute volumes from 1929 to 1932 amounts not to
30 percent but to 36 percent; but the share of property incomes in1
the total paid out still shows a slight rise between 1929 and 1932.

National income paid out formed an income stream flowing for the
most part directly to individuals. But only in. the case of employees
and entrepreneurs can we estimate without duplication the number of
individuals who participated in the process of income creation and
who received the income paid out. These estimates are presented in
table 4.

1tj
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TABLE 4.-Numnber of people engaged I

Absolute numbers (thousands) Percentages of 1929
Line Item ---l

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Salaried employees (selected Indus-
tries)'- 2, 221 2, 187 1, 916 1, 556 100.0 98.4 86. 2 70. 0

2 Wage earners (same Industries as in
line 1) '- 12,219 10,077 8,890 7,131 100.0 t 87.4 72. 8 68.4

3 Salaried employees or wage earnsre
all other industries)- 20, 765 20,057 18,544 16, 707 100.0 90.6 89. 3 80. 7

4 Al employees ...... 35, 205 32, 921 29,349 25, 453 100.0 93. 6 83. 4 72. 3
6 Entrepreneurs- 9,020 8, 889 8,704 8, 677 100.0 98.5 96. 6 9. 2
6 All gainfully employed -. 44, 225 41,809 38,053 34, 131 100. 0 94.5 86. 0 77. 2

'In this table, and all subsequent tables relating to number of people employed or engaged, the annual
estimates are averages for the calendar year. The numbers represent In some Industries a full time
equIvalent.

I Includes mining, manufacturing, construction, steam railroads, Pullman, railway express, and water
transportation.

Here again salary and wage earners can be segregated for only a
few basic industries; and in those the employment opportunities of
salary earners appear to have been reduced less than those of wage
earners. For all employees the decline in numbers employed amounted
in 1932 to 30 percent from the peak of 1929. The estimates of the
number of entrepreneurs engaged are much less reliable. The very
concept of employment or active participation is not quite clear in
the case of individual entrepreneurs. And for lack of available
data, it was necessary to assume in a number of industrial groups a
coinstant number of entrepreneurs for the years after 1930. The slight.
decline shown in the number of individual entrepreneurs is thus only
a minimum indication of the contraction in their number which would
be shown if the definition of active participation could be applied more
thoroughly.
The totals in table 4 afford some measure of the extent of unem-

ployment resulting from the present depression. Thus, the estimate
of 41.8 million gainfully engaged shown for 1930 should be compared
with the total of 47.1 million gainfully occupied I shown by the Census
of Occupations as of April 1, 1930. These totals do not include farm
family labor. The number of unemployed in 1930 may thus be esti-
mated as amounting to 5.3 million; in 1931 to 9.0 million; and in
1932 to 13.0 million. These estimates take no account of the in-
crease in the number of employables in 1931 and 1932 who may have
to be added to the number gainfully occupied in 1930 and thus to
the number of unemployed in 1931 and 1932. If this annual increase
in the number of employables be estimated at 703,000 (the annual
increment in gainfully occupied from 1920 to 1930, the totals in the
2 years having been corrected for farm family labor), the estimated
number of unemployed in 1931 rises to 9.7 million and in 1932 to
14.4 million. On the same basis, the estimated number of unem-
ployed in 1929 would be 2.2 million. There was thus almost a seven-
fold increase in the volume of unemployment during the 3 years of
the present depression.

I Gainful workers, In the usage of the Census of Occupations, include all persons who usually follow a
gainful occupation, although they may not have been employed when the census was taken. Painfully
engagedare the workers employed and enterpreneurs actively participating in any Industrial activity. Iu
estimating the number of gainfully engaged we reduced, wherever possible, the number of partially em-
ployed to an equivalent number of fully employed.

9.869604064

Table: Table 4.--Number of people engaged
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Labor incomes, the totals of which have been presented in table 2
were thus paid out to or withdrawn by a greatly shrunk army oi
active participants in the economic activities of the nation. It is
important to observe the movement in income paid out, when
reduced to per employee figures. The results are presented in table 5.

TABLE 5.-Per capita income of employees and the cost of living

Absolute numbers Percentages of 1929
Line Item l

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Salaried employees (selected indus-
tries) I.- $2, 607 $2,689 $2,474 $2,176 100.0 100.9 9.4 84.7.

2 Wage earners (same industries as In 4
line 1)- 1,406 1,331 1,186 959 100.0 94.7 84.4 68.2

3 Salaried employees or wage earners
(all other industries) . 1,399 1,386 1,328 1,211 100.0 99.1 94.9 86.6

4 Ali employees- 1, 475 1, 448 1,360 1,199 100.0 98.2 92 2 81. 3
5 Bureau of Labor Statistics cost of

living index . ------ 100.0 97.4 88.9 80.4

X Includes mining, manufacturing, construction, steam railroads, Pullman, railway express, and water
transportation.

The decline in the average income of employees has also been sub-
stantial, so that even those who remained on the pay rolls could con-
tribute to their individual or family expenses a smaller volume of-
money. But this drop in average income was not any greater than
the decline in the cost of living. The comparison with the Bureau of,
Labor Statistics cost of living index suggests that the average com-
pensation has on the whole retained its purchasing power in 1930; and:
that there was even a slight gain in the purchasing power of the aver-
age compensation in 1931, the gain shrinking somewhat in 1932, It
must be remembered, however, that the per capita incomes presented
in table 5 refer largely to earners employed full time; and should not
be interpreted as an average payment made to each earner on the
pay roll.

Moreover, in the few basic industrial divisions where salaries and
wages could be distinguished, the decline in the average wage was,much more drastic than that in the average salary. In theseindustrie,
the purchasing power of the average wage declined in 1930 and 1931,
but especially strikingly in 1932. One is led to infer that in other'
industries which suffered from the depression, the average wage has
been cut more than the average salary. The depression seems to
have put its greatest burden upon those who, in view of their already'
low position on the economic scale, could least afford tdlose.y

3. DISTRIBUTION BY INDUSTRIAL SOURCES

Knowledge of the general features of economic depressions leads
one to expect that various industrial divisions have suffered unequally.
in the drastic contraction which characterized the period covered by
the present report. Some industries, sheltered from the pressure of
changing conditions, have continued to give employment and pay out:
only moderately changed volumes of income to lbor'. and capital
engaged in them. - Other-, more exposed to adverse changes in com-
petitive markets and supplying services which can easily be dispen~sed

9.869604064

Table: Table 5.--Per capita income of employees and the cost of living
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with in bad times, must heave shown slrinkages in employment and
income greatly in excess of the total for the economic system as a
whole.
The distribution of' income by the industrial divisions from which

it originated offers little difficulty in the case of labor a~nd entre-
preneural incomes. But in the case of interest a)nd dividends, the
existence of intercorporate holdings of securities, the prevalence of
integrated corporations deriving income from more than one indus-
trial field, and the difficulty of reconciling the industrial classification
of the corporate data in Statistics of Income with that in the industrial
censuses, render the allocation by industrial sources a task that can
be solved only approximately. In using the estimates submitted in
tables, 6 to 1 1 it must, therefore, be remembered that for a. part of the
totals involved, the industrial classification could not be carried
through in a clear-cut fashion.

Thle differential movement in total employment, inclusive of the
enltrejnrenetirs attached, in various industrial divisions is given in
tables 6 and 7 and portrayed graphically in charts III and IV. The
indlllstrilll classification id the present chapter distinguishes only the
1 2 br1oad~divisions, the detailed grouping being presented and dis-
ctissCel in chapters V to XVI1.

'I'AHLE 6.--Number of people engaged, by industrial divisions

Absolute numbers (thousands) Percentages of 192
Line ~~Item-_______________

1929 193 1931 1932 192 1930 1931 1932

I Agriculture..............7,592 7,611 7,448 7, 288 100.0 98.9 98.1 96.0
2 Mining.---------------- 1,068 980 819 644 100.0 91.7 76.6 00.3
3 Electric light and powor and gas-- 336 344 322 283 100. 0 102.3 95. 7 84.0
4 Manufacturing------------10,023 8,800 7,66O 0, 257 100.0 88.4 76.6 62.4
6 Construction-------------1,528 1,378 1, 054 673 100.0 90.2 09.0 44, 1
8 Transportation------------3,073 2,846 2,493 2,140 100. 0 92.60 81. 1 69.8
7 Communication------------ 533 520 4149 402 100.0 97.6 84. 2 76.6
8 Trade-7,163 6,785 6,177 6,619 100.0 94.7 86.2 78.4
9Finance- ------1,422 1,388 1,276 1,136 100.0 97.06 89.7 79.8

10 0 overnment-3,003 3,166 3,127 3,122 100.0 106.1 104.1 104.0
11 Service----------------6,6536 6,276 4,810 4,283 100.0 95.3 88.8 77. 3
12 Miscellaneous-------------2, 948 2,766 2, 515 2,285 100.0 93.8 86.3 77.65
13 Total----------------44,225 41,809 38,053 34,131 100.0 94.6 86.0 77.2

TAIBL.3 7.-IPercentage distribution o number of people engaged, by industrial
divisions

Percentages of total number engaged
Line Itemi

1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Agriculture------------------------ 17.2 18.0 19.86 21.3
2 Mining-------------------------- 2.4 2.3 2. 2 1.9
3 Electric light and power and gas------------- .8 .8 .8 .8
4 Manufacturing---------------------- 22. 7 21. 2 19. 9 18.3
5 Construction----------------------- 3.5 3. 3 2. 8 2. 0
6 Transportation ---------------------6.9 6.8 0.5 8. 3
7 Communication--------------------- 1.2 1. 2 1.2 1. 2
8 Trade--------------------------- 16. 2 18.2 16. 2 16.6
9 Finance------------------------- 3.2 3. 3 3.4 3.3
10 Government----------------------- 6.8 7.65 8. 2 9. 1
11 Serve-------------------------- 12.6 12.6 12.86 12.6
12 Miscellaneous----------------------60. 7 6.6 8.0 6. 7
13 Total-------------------------- 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

9.869604064

Table: Table 6.--Number of people engaged, by industrial divisions


Table: Table 7.--Percentage distribution of number of people engaged, by industrial divisions
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The greatest reduction in the number of people engaged occurred
in three basic branches: construction, mining, and manufacturing,
especially in the former. The. reat decline in the demand for hous-
ing, industrial construction, and durable goods in general -must have
been responsible for the particular severity with which the depression
affected these three branches. If a similar decline in number of
people engaged did not occur in agriculture, it was due to the different
organization of this industry, with the large number of its small
independent entrepreneurs and the impossibility of shifting the bur-
den to any considerable extent by passing it on to the employees in
the industry. On the other hand, two groups escaped the effects of
the depression, as far as employment is concerned. In government,
the readjustment was most delayed, due to the general, and to a
considerable extent justifiable, slowness of the government mechanism
in adapting itself to the-changes in the business system proper; and,
of course, it may be questioned whether government activity should
be curtailed rather than extended during a business depression. In
electric light and power and gas employment declined but little, due
to the fact that the growth in the use of electric energy had largely
offset the effect of the depression. Moreover, the stability of the
industry's operating revenues -due to the rigidity of its rate structure
prevented the decline in income and resulting unemployment from
going very far.
Table 7 reflects the shift in the proportional importance of the

industrial divisions as judged by the numbers engaged in them. Ag-
riculture and government show the most marked rise, while construc-
tion, manufacturing, and mining account for a declining proportion
of the working population of the country.

Broadly, similar differences in the impact of the depression upon the
various industrial divisions a pear when we study the other aspects
of income. This is particular the case in gross income, which can be
measured for some of the industrial divisions in our classification.

TABLE 8.-Gross income at current prices, selected industrial divisions

Absolute numbers (millions of Percentages of1929
Line Item - - -

1929 1930 1931 1932 19290 1930 1931 1932

1 Agriculture -- ,---- --- 12, 060 9,809 7,266 5,103 100. 0 81.3 60. 2 42. 3
2 Mining .--- 3, 989 3, 248 2,104 1,718 100.0 81. 4 52. 7 43. 1
3 Electric light and power and gas-- 2,383 2, 438 2,402 2, 244 100.0 102.3 100.8 94. 2
4 Manufacturing -- 68,468 54,741 39, 973 26, 796 100.0 80. 0 68. 4 37. 8
5 Construction---- 6,971 6, 673 3,808 1,700 100.0 79.9 64.6 24. 4
6 Transportation I --8,009 6,903 5, 628 4, 377 100.0 86. 2 70.3 54.
7 Communication --- 1,422 1,429 1,360 1, 184 100.0 100.5 96. 6 83.
8 Trade -------------------------- 118,4407 102, 205 87,876 72,590 100.0 86.3 74. 2 61.
9 Recreation and amusement 2,219 1,916 1,688 1, 459 100. 0 8 3 76. 1 65.

I Includes only stetan railroads, Pullman, common-Parrier busses, street railways, and pipe lines.

9.869604064

Table: Table 8.--Gross income at current prices, selected industrial divisions
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TABLE 9.-Gross income at 1929 prices, selected industrial divisions

Absolute numbers (millions of e
dollars) Percentages of 1929

Line Item

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

I Agriculture- 12,060 11,666 12,518 12, 349 100.0 95.9 103.8 102.4
2 Mining----------------3,989 3,435 2,912 2,461 100.0 86.1 73.0 61,7
3 Electric light and power and gas- 2, 383 2,3765 2,278 2,039 100.0 99.7 95.6 85.6
4 Manufacturing . 68,468 59, 660 51, 116 37, 589 100.0 87.0 74. 7 64. 9
S Construction- 6,971 0, 262 4,882 2, 297 100.0 89.8 70.0 33.0
7 Transportation I . 8, 009 7,046 6, 881 4, 700 100.0 88.0 73. 4 68.7
7 (o u lcatlon --------------------,. .1, 422 1,383 1,301 1,185 100.0 97.2 91. 6 83.3
8 Trade----.------------- 118,407 110,295 111,384 105,107 100.0 93.1 94.1 88.8

J Includes only steam railroads, Pullman, common-carrier busses, street railways, and pipe lines.

Gross income is defined here in the same way as it is used in income
tax statistics, namely, as the total intake from the industrial operations
of the business establishments (sales by manufacturing, mining, and
trading concerns, operating revenues of public utility companies, sales
and value of produce retained in the case of farmers). The measure-
mnent of this volume in current prices reveals again the comparatively
favorable situation of the electric light and power and gas group, and
also that of the communication industry (telephone and telegraph).
The branches which suffered most from a decline in gross income are
agriculture, mining, manufacturing, and especially construction.

In the case of gross income by industrial divisions, some correction
for changes in prices may be attempted with somewhat greater pre-
cisionI than is possible in the case of net income (see table 9). When
such a. price adjustment is introduced, it becomes clear 1)ow great a
part of the contraction in the gross income was due to the fall of prices.
In one important industrial division, viz., agriculture, there was no
decline in quantity output altogether. In others, notably electric
light and power and gas, communication, and trade, the decline from
1929 to 1932 was not in excess of 15 percent. But in other basic
divisions even quantity output showed a marked shrinkage during the
period. The decline in mining from 1929 to 1932 was about 40 per-
cent, in manufacturing 45 percent, in construction 67 percent, and in
the selected branches of transportation 41 percent.

Tables 10, 11, 12, and 13, which show income paid out, business
savings, and income produced by industrial divisions, confirm the
impression of the differences in movement already suggested in con-
nection with the estimates of number of people engaged and of gross
income. The greatest shrinkage in income paid out occurred in con-
struction, mining, manufacturing, and agriculture. The volume of
income payments by government shows again no effect of the depres-
sion. In tile case of electric light and power and gas, nee- inconue paid
out again suffered but a comparatively moderate decline from 1929
to 1932.

24
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Table: Table 9.--Gross income at 1929 prices, selected industrial divisions
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TABLE IO.--Income paid oilt, by industrial divisions

Absolute numbers (millions of Percientages of 1929
Line Item dollars)

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 193111932

I Agriculture--------------6,361 .5,720 4, 517 3, 459 100.0 89. 9 71. 0 54. 4
2 Milning.- ----2,123 1, 779 1278 837 100.0 83.8 (10. 2 39,4

:i Flectrrclitanpweanga 1,0 153 1,401 1, 210 100.0 116. 1 111.9 93. 1
4 Manufacturing------------18,157 10,141 12,490 8, 373 100.() 88. 9 68. 8 46.1
5 Construction-------------3, 135 2,825 1,897 864 100.0 90. 1 60. h 27. (1
0 Transportation------------6, 660 6,202 5, 236 4,020 100.0 93.1 78. 6 60.4
7 Communication------------ 912 943 887 797 100.0 103. 4 97. 3 87. 4
8 Trade-----------------11,238 10,424 9,103 7,326 100.0 92.8 81.0 65. 2
9 Finance----------------10, 054 9, 265 8,000 6,183 100.0 92. 1 79. 6 61. 5

If) Government--------------6,456 6,763 6,792 6, 796 100.0 104.8 105. 2 105.3
1 1 Service----------------8,479 7,968 6, 731 5, 273 100. 0 94.0 79.4 62. 2
12 Miscellaneous------------ 6.,255 5, 877 4,850 3, 7 0 100.0 94.0 77. 5 60. 0
13 Totaul----------------81, 136 75,410 63, 247 48, 894 100,0 92. 9 78. 0 60. 3

TABLE 11I.-Percentage distribution of income paid out, by industrial divisions

Percentages of income paid out
Line Item ___

1929 1930 1931 1932

I Agriculture------------------------ 7.8 7.6 7. 1 7. 1
2 Mining_-- 2.6 2.4 2 0 1 . 7
3 EIectrIc Ilg~hti and- po~we-r -a'nd-_g~as-1. 6 2,0 2, 3 2. 5
4 Manufacturing---------------------- 22. 4 21. 4 19. 7 17. 1
5 ConstructIon ---------------------- 3,9 3, 7 3.0 1. 8
6 '1ransportation--------------------- 8. 2 8. 2 8. 3 8. 2
7 Communication--------------------- 1.1I 1. 3 1,4 1.0
8 Trade-------------------------- 13.9 13.8 14.4 15.0
9 Finance------------------------- 12. 4 12. 3 12. 7 12. 6
10 GJovernment----------------------- 8.0 9.0 10.7 13.1.9
1 1 Service-------------------------- 10. 5 10.6 10.6 10. 8
12 Miscellaneous----------------------- 7. 7 7. 8 7. 7 7. 7
13 Total-------------------------- 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Business savings could not be established for the government,
since, its whole system of accounting is such that it was inmpos-
sible within the, scope of the present study to segregate properly
the government's capital expenditures from its current expenditures.
Consequently, one could not treat the excess of government expendi-
tures over revenues as a reliable indication of losses sustained and
covered from the extension of the government debt. Within this
division omitted, the differences in the movement of business savings
shown in table 10, confirm the, distinctions made above, The o~y~
exception is the considerable size of business losses sustained in the
electric light and power and gas group, and the comparatively small
size of the same losses in the field of construction,

TABLE 12.--Busizeso sav'ings, -by industrial divi.4me

Absolute numbers (millions of dollars)
Line Item-_

1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Agriculture---------------------------------------7---1,177 -100 -651 .-1,227
2 Mining--247 -464 -56 -1
3 Electric lgtadpower and gas-------------- -17 -278 -283 -258
4 Manufacturing -----------_--------- 1,197 -1,850 -2,813 -2, 501
5 Construction------------------------ -48 -181 -229 -410
6 Transportation ----------------------.-36 -121 -368 -430
7 Communication---------------------- .107 44 10 -57
8 Trade--------------------------- 115 -939 -1,737 -1,918
9 Finance-------------------------- -421 -617 -1,394 -1, 569
10 Service-------------------------- -26 -142 -209 -400
11 Miscellanieous ------------------ ---- -302 -417 -383 -383
12 Total------------------------ 1,806 -5,066 -8,604 -9,529

9.869604064

Table: Table 10.--Income paid out, by industrial divisions


Table: Table 11.--Percentage distribution of income paid out, by industrial divisions


Table: Table 12.--Business savings, by industrial divisions
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Net income p)ro(duce(l, shown by industrial divisions in table 13,
reflects imost strikingly, aInd probably in a somewVhat exaggerated
form, thie full effect of the (depreSSiOn on the dollar volume of income.II agriculture, mining, fand manufacturing, the decline, from 1929 to
1932 was almost 75 percentt aInd in construction over 85 percent. The
decline il1 transportation, trade, and finance (the latter inclusive of
net rents and royalties) approximated 50 percent of the 1929 level.
And onily in electric light and power and gas and in communication
was thel shrinkage limited to about 25 percentt of the 1929 level.
Finally, in income p)aid to individuals by government agencies, no
decline fappl)MarS at tall.

TABLE 13.--Income produced, by industrial divisions

Absolute numbers (millions of Percentages of 19291 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~dollars)
Line Item . . . .

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Agrlculture- 7,538 6,020 3,866 2,232 100.0 74.6 61.3 29.6
2 Minin'- ------------ 1,876 1,315 732 627 100.0 70.1 39.0 28.1
3 Electric l -'igtandp-ow..er and gas-1,289 1,226 1,178 968 100.0 95.0 91.4 74.3
4 Manufacturing- 19,364 14,292 9,677 5,873 100.0 73.8 60.0 30. 3
5 Construction----------- 3,087 2,644 1,667 464 100.0 85. 6 64 0 14.7
6 Transportation----------- 7,020 0,082 4,808 3, 83 100.0 86.8 69.4 61.0
7 Communication----------- 1,019 987 897 740 100.0 97.1 88.6 73. 2
8 Trade ---------------- 11,353 9,484 7,300 6,408 100.0 83.6 04.9 47.6
9 Finance----------------------------9, 633 8,048 6, 012 4,014 100.0 89.8 68.6 47.9

10 Government---------- 6,,456 6,763 6,792 6,796 100.0 104.8 105. 2 105. 3
11 Service-.---------------- 8,453 7,820 6,622 4,813 100.0 92,6 77.1 66. 9
12 Mliscllaneous- 6,953 6,400 4,467 3,367 100.0 91.7 76.0 56.6
13 'Total ------------------- ----- 83,032 70,345 54, 643 39,365 100.0 84. 7 65.8 47. 4

When themovement of net income is compared with changes in
gross income (in those industrial divisions in-which data permit such
comparisonss, it is found that in most branches income paid out
declined duringg recent years less than did gross income. But in all
branclhes income produced declined more than did gross income,
thus suggesting the inference that the cost items not covered under
income pro(luced (i.e., cost of goods, taxes, depreciation and deple-
tion, bad debts, interest payments to other business establishments,
rents to other business establishments) have declined much less than
did gross incomes. This is but another confirmation of the inference
that the negative savings shown in tables 1 and 12 are only partly
to be accounted for by a sustention of netincomepayments. They
are to be explained to a large extent by the covering of such rigid
cost items as do not appear, at least directly, in the form of incomes
paid to individuals.
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CHAPTER III

LABOR AND ENTREPRENEURIAL INCOME

The discussion in chapters III through XVI is in the nature of
refinement upon the broad conclusions established in chapter II.
The present chapter and chapter IV following deal with the broad
divisions by types of payment. Chapters V through XVI deal with
each of the 12 industrial divisions established in our classification of
national income by industrial sources.

1. LABOR INCOME

Individual entrepreneurs are important in but a few of the indus-
trial divisions of the country's economic system. With the exception
of agriculture, trade, service, and to some extent transportation, in-
dustries are organized upon the principle of separation of ownership
from active participation in the process of production. The distri-
bution of the number of employees among the various industrial
divisions appears, therefore, quite similar to the distribution of the
total number of people engaged, as may be seen from a comparison
of table 14 with table 6. For some industrial divisions, such as
electric light and power and gas, communication, and government,
the figures in the two tables are identical. Consequently, contrac-
tion of employment, which appears as a result of the depression,
tends to show the same differences in movement among the various
divisions. The constant volume of employment in the government
field, the moderate contraction in public utilities, other than trans-
portation, the very drastic shrinkage in construction-these all con-
firm the observations made in chapter II.
TABLE 14.-Number of employees (full-time equivalent), by industrial divisions

Absolute numbers (thousands) Percentages of 1929
Line Item

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Agriculture-..... 2,027 1,890 1,748 1, 484 100.0 93.2 86.2 73.2
2 Mining---- - ---- --- 1,054 98 804 830 100.0 91.6 76.3 59.8
3 Eleotric light and power and gas 338 344 322 283 100.0 102.3 95.7 84.0
4 Manufacturing---- ... 9,890 8,752 7,474 0,192 100.0 88.6 75.6 68 6
5 Construction-1,30 1,210 888 55 100.0 89.0 65.2 37.2
6 Transportation-------- 2,905- 2,872 2,320 1,979 100,0 92.0 79.9 68. 1
7 Communication .... .... 633 520 449 402 100.0 97.5 84.2 7565
8 Trade .. 5,562 5,350 4,984 4,489 100.0 98.2 89.2 80.7
9 Finance I ---------------------- 1,422 1,388 1, 276 1,135 100.0 97.6 89.7 79.8
10 Government......-......-...3,003 3,150 3,127 3,122 100.0 105.1 104.1 104.0
11 Service----- - 4,858 4598 4,148 3,628 100.0 94.6 85.4 74.7
12 MIscellaneous -----------------------. 2,255 2,077 1,833 1,005 100.0 -92 1 81.3 71.2
13 Total-3-,---------------3f,205 32,921 29,349 25,453 100.0 93.5 83.4 72 3

I Includes Insurance agents.

Total labor income paid out, which includes, in addition to com-
pensation paid to actv1e employees, compensation for injury and
pensions (a comparatively small item), shows in all branches, with
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tle, exception of government, al greater decline than. does the nlmbller
of emllployees (see ttll)le 1 5). Here, again, the lifl'CIe1c in the
inipact of (le)ression ii pon thie -arious indust-Irial groups stanl(s out
very c learly, It is interestirng to observe, howNever, that in addition
to ('ollstriction, liiniti, aind manufacturing, lal)or incomes in agri-
Cultuire are ailso among those which show thie greatest shrinkage since

'AIJII, 15.---Labar income paid out, by industrial divisions

Line' tein

1 Agriculture---- 1, 313
2 Mining - - 1,639
3 Electric light and power and gas 531
4 Manufacturin--14, 984
f IConstruction--------- 2, 620
r, Transportation- 4,97(0
7 Conmunication.---- --------------- 713
8 Trade----- -------------------- 8, 209
( Finance I -------------------------- 3, 246

10 Government- 4,984
11 Service------------------- 5,=932
12 Miscellaneous-3--- 3, 6L52
13 Total-5-52, 793

Includes compensation of insurance agents.

Absolute numbers (millions of Percentages of 192
(|ollars)

1929 19310 1931j 1932 1929, 1930 11931

1 ,112
1, 413

5.50
12,969
2, 291
4, 621
722

7,687
3, 167
.5, 280
5, 524
3, 345

48, 582

807
1,024
515

10, 113
1, 535
3, 788

(149
6,837
2, 798
5, 352
4, 700
2, 778

40, 896

A

52t3
677
384

6,961
689

2,867
542

5, 597
2, 223
5, 277
:3,713
2, 079)

I31' 533

100.0 84.7
100.0 86. 2
100.0 103. 7
100.0 86. 6
100.0 87. 5
100.0 91.0
100.0 101.3
100.0 93. 6
100.0 97.6
100.0 105.9
100.0 93.1
100.0 91.6
100.0 92.0

61. 5
62. 6
97. 1
67.5
68. 6
76. 2
91.0
83.3
86. 2
107.4
79. 2
76. 1
77. 5

932

39. 8
41.3
72.3
46. 5
26.3
67. 7
76. 1
68.2
68. 6

105. 9
62. 6
56.9
59. 7

Per capital incomes of employees, shown in table 16, are interest-
ing 1oth for absolute differences in average compensation shown from
one industrial division to the next, and for the difference in move-
inent. The highest per capital, compensation in 1929, that in finance,
is prol)ably exaggerated somewhat by the inclusion of insurance
agents, but would nevertheless remain the, highest average, even onlit-
ting the latter. The low average compensation in agriculture also
conformns to our general knowledge of the various industries.

TABLE 16.-Per capita income of employees, by industrial divisions

Line Itemn

I Agriculture ------------
2 Mining-
3 Electric light and power and
4 Manufacturing
5 Construction --.-------
6 Transportation .
7 Communication
8 Trade --.------------
9 Finance I .-.--.----------

10 Government
11 Service .
!2 Miscellaneous .
13 All industries-..-
14 Bureau of Labor Statistics

living index --------

gas

cost of

Absolute numl)ers

1929

$648
1,531
1,561
1, 608
1,904
1, 681
1,310
1, 474
2, 282
1,466
1, 216
1, 616
1, 475

1930

$588
1, 438
1, 581
1, 474
1,866
1,68
1,369
1, 435
2, 282
1,473
1,196
1,605
1, 448

1931

$462
1,248
1,580
1,344
1,095
1,596
1,419
1, 375
2,193
1,483
1,126
1, 507
1,360

1932

$352
1, 049
1, 339
1,115
1, 315
1, 409
1, 320
1, 245
1, 9.58
1, 448
1,015
1, 285
1,199

Percentages of 1929

1929 1930 1931 1932

100.0 90.7 71.3 64.3.
100.0 93.9 81.6 68. 5.
100.0 101. 3 101.2 85.8
100.0 97.7 89.1 7g. 9100.0 '98. 08..i80 D .1
100.0 98.6 94.9 83.8
100.0 103.8 107. 6 100.1
100.0 97.4 93.3 84.5.
100.0 100.0 96.1 85.8
100.0 100. 6 101. 2 98.8
100.0 98. 4 92.6 83. 5
100.0 99.4 93.3 79.&
100.0 98.2 92.2 81.3

100.0 97.4 88.9 80.-4

Includes insurance agents.

Marked declines in the per capita compensation of employees
occurred in agriculture, mining, construction, and manufacturing;
while per capita incomes in the communication and government
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LABOR AND ENTREPRENEURIAL INCOME

groups remained comparatively unchanged. The decline in pay-
ment of farm workers cannot be compared with the changes in the
cost of living index- of the Buireau of Labor Statistics. For the other
l)ranches the comparison suggests that, with the exception of mining,
there was little contraction in the purchasing power of the average
income of employees in 1930 or 1931. But in 1932 the situation
changed materially. In mining, manufacturing, and construction
there occurred a drop in average compensation greater than the
decline in the cost of living, with a resulting contraction in the pur-
Chasing lower of even the employed and working class.

It is somewhat misleading to speak of employees and of their
average compensation as if they formed a homogeneous group with
an equal distribution of ability and compensation. There are obvi-
ously marked gradations in status and compensation, which ought
to be studied fully in order to learn iM!.ore precisely the nature of
recent changes in the flow of labor incomes. To begin with, avail-
able data permit a distinction of the ,al ry earning from the wage
earning group in four basic industrial divisions. The difference in
the impact of the depression upon employment and earnings of these
two groups is shown clearly in tables 17 through I(.
Table 17 indicates that in every one of the branches the reduction

in the number of employed salary earners was more moderate than
the contraction in the number of wage earners. In none of the
branches (lid a significant reduction in the number of salary earners
set in until after 1930, while the numbers of wage earners had already
been reduced in 1930 by at least 10 percent from the 1929 level. In
every year and in every branch, the employment index of salary
earners (in terms of the 1929 volume as 100) was higher than the
employment index of wage earners. The cumulative effect of unem-
ployment upon wage earners, with its early increase in 1930 and
greater proportions throughout the following period, was much more
burdensome than it was upon the salary earners.

TABIE 17.-Nwinber of salaried employees and wage earners, selected industrial
div'Wions

Absolute numbers (thousands) Percentages of 1929

Line Item -_ _
1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 bMining:
Salaried employees-99 98 8 68 100.0 99. 5 85.1 68.8
Wage earners- 956 868 721 562 100.0 90.8 75. 4 58.8

2 Manufacturing:
Salaried employees- 1, 503 1, 491 1, 321 1,084 100. 0 99.2 87.9 72. 1
Wage earners- 8, 387 7, 260 6, 152 5,108 100.0 86.6 73.4 60. 9

3 Construction:
Salaried employees- 155 167 119 73 100.0 101. 2 77.0 46.9
Wage earners-1,205 1,053 767 433 100.0 87.4 63.7 35. 9

4 Transportation: I
Salaried employees-.-.-. 465 440 391 331 100. 0 94.8 84. 1 71. 2
Wage earners-1,672 1, 496 1, 250 1,028 100.0 89.6 74.8 61.5

S Total:
Salaried employees- 2, 221 2, 187 1, 916 1, 556 100.0 98.4 86. 2 70.0
WVage earners --12,219 10,677 8,890 7.131 100.0 87.4 72.8 58.4

Includes only steam railroads, Pullman, railway express, and water transportation.

The same difference, only more intensified, appears in the move-
ment of salaries and wages for the same industrial divisions (see
table 18). The volume of salary payments in 1930 was about the
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same as in 1929 and declined by 1932 to roughly 60 percent of the
1929 volume except in construction. The volume of wages had
alrea(ly suffered in 1930 a drop of almost 20 percent from the preceding
year, and by 1932 its decline amounted to about 60 percent of the
1929 level. This greater decline of wages as compared with salaries
al)peare(l in each of the four industrial divisions in every year.

rTnr,} 18.--Salaries and wages paid, 8electedl industrial divisions

Absolu

Line Item

1929

1 Mining:
Snlaries-- 247
Wages- 1, 367

2 'Manufacturing:
Salaries- 4, 013
Wages- 10,899

3 Construction:
Salaries-.- 4fi
Wages- 2, 134

4 'Transportation:
Salaries-.- 988
Wages- 2, 781

5 Total:
Salaries-.- 5 702
Wages-_--__---- 17,179

ute numbers (millions of
dollars)

1930 1 1931

213
1, 146

4, 030
8, 866

451
1, 80G

937
2, 391

5, 66
14, 210

216
788

-:3, 378
6, 669

321
1,181

824
1,903

4, 738
10, 642

1932

150
511

2, 429
4,474

167
498

637
1, 357

3,383
6,840

Pei centages of 1929

1929 1930 1931 1932

100.0 98. 3 87.4 60.8
100.0 83. 9 57.7 37.4

100.0 100.4 84.2 60. 6
100.0 81.3 01.2 41.1

100. 0 99.2 70.7 36.7
100. 0 84.7 55.4 23.3

100.0 94.8 83.4 64.5
100. 0 86. 0 68. 5 48.8

100.0 99.3 83.1 69.3
100.0 82.7 01.4 39.8

I Includes only steam railroads, Pullman, railway express, and water transportation.

Table 1.9 indicates that in spite of the fact that in 1929 the average
salary ran from 30 to 100 percent higher thani the average wage in
the designated industrial divisions, the reduction in the average salary
was proportionately smaller than in the average wage. Indeed, the
average compensation of salary earners was not seriously affected
until 1932, the last year of the period studied, while the average wage
had already been materially cut in 1931, and in mining as early as
1930. The figures thus suggest rather forcibly the greater impact of
the depression upon the wage earners, the large body of our working
pohulllation who are likely to Teel most painfully any contraction in their
otherwise none-too-high incomes.

TABLE 19.-Per capital salaries and wages, selected industrial divisions

Item

Mining:
*Salary - - -

Wage
Manufacturing:
Salary... ..
Wage .- --

Construction:
Salary ..- - ....
Wage .--- - -- - - -

Transportation: I
Salary......-------
Wage .-------. ---

Above industries:
Salary .
Wage ..-.---.

Absolute numbers

1929 1 1930

$2,50
1, 430

2,669
1, 300

2, 937
1,771

2,126
1, 663

2, 6f7
1, 406

$2, 474
1, 321

2,703
1,221

2,879
1, 715

2, 127
1, 698

2, 689
1,331

1931

$2,571
1, 094
2, 556
1,084

2, 695
1, 540

2,108
1, 623

2, 474
1,186

1932

$2, 210
909

2,241
870

2, 297
1,151

1,924
1,319

2, 175
959

Percentages of 1929

1929 1930 1931 1932
I _-

100.0
100.0

100.0
100. 0

100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0

98.8
92.4

101.3
93.9

98.0
90.8

100.0
96.1

100.9
94. 7

I Includes only steam railroads, Pullman, railway express, and water transportation.

102.7
76. 5

95.8
83. 4

91.8
87. 0

99. 2
91. 6

96.4
84.4

Line

1

2

4

88.3
63.6

84.0
67.4

78.2
65.0

90.5
79. 3

847
68.2

-

3q
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A comparison of the average salary and wage in the four industrial
divisions in table 19 with the movement of the Bureau of Labor
Statistics cost of living index, indicates that the average salary (with
the exception of that in construction in 1932) has gained in purchasing
power. It is doubtful, however, whether this particular index of the
cost of living is a proper measure to use in the case of salary earners.
But in the case of average wages a material reduction in purchasing
power was noted in mining and manufacturing in 1931, and in all the
four industrial divisions in 1932.

It is important to consider whether the results of the comparisons
in tables 17 to 19 can be extended to the differential movement of
salaries and wages in the other industrial divisions. In some of the
latter such a distinction would not be significant (agriculture, govern-
ment, and partly finance). As to those fields in which there does exist
a definite cleavage between the salaried and wage earning group,
the inference should be based upon the movement of total labor income.
Where its movement is similar to that in one of the industrial divisions
in table 18, we may infer, with some plausibility, that the differential
movement of salaries and wages is also similar. In those other divi-
sions, salary earners must have also suffered a smaller contraction of
income than did wage earners.

It would be interesting to carry the distinction somewhat further
afnd attempt to segregate the salaried employees themselves into
principal and others. There is little doubt that with the development
of big corporations and the separation of ownership from management,
the principal corporate officers remain employees only in the formal
sense of the word. They are performing entrepreneurial functions,
and by virtue of their powers, are entrepreneurs in all but the title.
The inclusion of their compensation in labor income is thus to a con-
siderable extent misleading. And if their compensation could be
segregated, it would deserve special classification. Such a segregation
is possible, however, only for a few industrial divisions and mostly
for a single year. Table 20 presents these figures for six industries,
In all, except steam railroads, number and compensation refer to what
the Census designates as principal corporate officers. In railroads
the group includes, in addition to the latter, some of the upper mana-
gerial personnel, such as division superintendents.

TABLE 20.-Number and salaries of principal officers and of other salaried employees,
selected industrial divisions

Salaries
Number Number of prin- Other Averg Average

of other c parl salaries 1rg aayo
Yerof prin- saaid fier tou 8ary of other

o
Line Item Year p salaried (thou. 581 0tc~palem- '.~ o principal salaried

omesployees sands of dollars) oflesworklersdollars)

1 Mining.--------------1929 6,384 40,947 31,375 107,64 $4,916 $2, 293
2 Manufacturing- 1929 169,227 1,334,052 1, 132, 027 2,880,938 6,689 2, 160
3 Railroads, steam-1929 28,217 368 368 129,779 706,618 4,699 1,915
4 Wholesale trade-19-29615, 739 1, 539,303 385, 222 2,624,908 5,860 1 705
5 Street railways . 1927 1, 723 26,122 8, 770 47,877 6,090 1,833
6 Telegraph.1927 90 26,100 871 37, 423 9,678 1, 434

It may be seen that the average salary in the principal group is
much higher than that of all other salary earners, the ratios running
from about 7 to 1 in telegraphs, to 2.2 to 1 in mining. In point of
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numbers, the principal group anounts to about one tenth of thre total,
except telegraphs, wvlere it is less than I perceiit of the total, and in
wholesale trade where it is about 4 percent. We tills have a small
fraction of the total ho(ly of eli)loyees in receipt of average cornpensa-
tioni rtiIining to about 4 to 1( times as high as that of the average wage
earner.

Somne light on the miovemnent, of incomes of these emnl)loyees may be
gathered from the item "conll)ensation of officers" reported by cor-
porations to the income tax authorities and tabulated in Statistics of
Income. Data, Ie available ait present only through 1931, andiare
compared with the movement of total salaries for selected industrial
branches in table 21.
TAnii; 21.-C-eom pensaltio o.f corporal,' (1cicrs and 10t1l salaries, seletIedl inl(ustrial

..r .Si.o l(lIPt'Si0115s

Aabsolute numbers (thousands
ofdollars) Percentages of 1929

Line Item 1

'I1929 1930 1931 1929 1 1930 1931

COMPENSATION OF OFFICERS

I Mlinhag- 56,310 50,856 44,976 100.0 90.3 79.9
2 Manufacturing-1,171,888 1,095,929 935,348 100.0 93. 5 79.8
3 Construction-163, 933 158, 401 129, 629 100.0 96. 6 79. 1
4 Water transportation ----- ---------------- 12, 131 10,798 10,249 100.0 89.0 84.5
.5 Air traflj)ortuton--1, 426 1, 740 2, 448 100.0 122. 0 171. 7

TOTAL SALAIUES
0 MIning- 246, 881 242, 774 215, 735 100.0 98. 3 87. 4
7 Manufacturing- ,012,965 4,030, 394 3, 377, 528 100.0 100.4 84.2
8 Construction--454, 604 451, 142 321, 193 100.0 9. 2 70.7
5 'ater transportation-92, 607 84, 630 74, 377 100.0 91. 4 80.3
lo Air transportation-6,601 8, 202 10, 245 100.0 126. 2 157.6

I1 m110st cases, compensation of officers (which includes l)onuses
and other types of compensation besides salaries) shows a greater
(decine after 1929 than does the volume of total salaries paid (except
in construction, water transportation, and air transportation in 1931).
The differences, however, aire comparatively mild, an(1 one wonders
whether great significance is to be attributed to then. it must be
remembered that compensation of officers is a deduction itein, and
the iillortance of its precise statement in the income tax return
declines as a corporation incurs losses. There might be thus a bias
towar(1 more isncomlplete reporting of compensation of officers. Butt
even (lisregarding this possible bias, it appears that the salaries of
the principal officers are not ctit to any significantly greater p1ropor-
tionIs than are those of the salary earning body as a whole. There
is thius no tendency to distribute the burden of economy according
to capacity to bear.

2. ENTREPRENEURIAL INCOMES

It was suggested in chapter II, and it is obvious from the description
of sources and methods of estimates in appendix A, that our figures
on number and incomes of individual entrepreneurs, with the exception
of those for agriculture and service, are at bent but well-considered
guesses. Little importance is, therefore, to be attributed to the minor
changes in numbers or incomes which appear in tables 22 through 24.

Thus, to the fact that the total number of entrepreneurs shows but
little decline from 1929 to 1932 is not to be attributed too much sig-
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niticance. But this failure of the total to contract does show that
for farmers and entrepreneurs in the field of service, bad business does
not bring with it an immediate separation from activity, for the
simple reason that one's economic activity is bound with the whole
pattern of life, in which changes cannot be made very easily. What
does occur is a marked contraction of income.

TABLE 22.-Number of entrepreneurs, by industrial divisions

Absolute numbers (thousands) Percentages of 1929
Line Item

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Agriculture-5,565 ,621 5,700 5,804 100.0 101.0 102.4 104. 3
2 Mining, manufacturing, and con-

struction- 315 290 274 247 100.0 92.0 87.0 78.
3 Transportation- 169 174 173 161 100.0 103.1 102.5 95. 6
4 Trade---------------- 1.601 1,436 1,213 1, 130 100.0 89.6 75.7 70. 6
5 Service- 677 680 662 60N I0W. 0 100.3 97. 8 96.8
6 Miscellaneous-69.- 082 689 682 680 100.0 99.6 985 98. 2
7 Total-- 9,020 8,889 8, 704 8, 677 100.0 98.5 96.5 96.2

The estimates in table 23 indicate a very marked shrinkage in income
produced by individual entrepreneurs, the most conspicuous being
in the basic fields of agriculture, mining, manufacturing, construction,
and trade. That in all these fields individual entrepreneurs have been
drawing during recent years upon their capital appears plausible. It
is quite possible that the estimates exaggerate the losses sustained by
individual entrepreneurs, especially in fields other than agriculture
and service, Where we had to use the corporate profit-and-loss ratio
in order to arrive at the estimates. For unincorporated establish-
inents, with their much smaller capital per establishment, it may have
been impossible to sustain such a relative loss (proportionately to the
volume of business) as can be sustained by a large corporation with
capital reserves. It is, therefore, important to exercise caution in
using these estimates.
TABLE 23.-Income produced and withdrawals by X lltrepreneurrs, by industria

divisions

Absolute numbers (millions Percen.es of 1092of dollars)
Line Itemi

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 193 1931 1932

WITHDRAWALS

I Agriculture- 4,519 4,096 3, 218 2,460 100. 0 90.6 71. 2 54.4
2 Lining, manufacturing, and con-

struction-887 811 628 364 100.0 91. 5 70. 8 41. 0
3 Transportation-299 313 295 240 100.0 104.8 98. 6 80.3
4 Trade-------- -- 2,402 2,181 1, 17 1, 512 100 0 90.8 75.7 62. V
5 Service----- ------------ 2,345 2, 235 1,868 1, 428 100.0 C5.3 79. 7 60.9
6 Al miscellaneous-1, 568 1, 489 1, 275 1,021 100. 0 95.0 81. 3 65. 1
7 Total -..- ---- 12,020 11, 127 9,102 7,024 100.0 92.6 75.7 58. 4

INCOME PRODUCE"D
8 Agriculture----------------- 5,696 3,96 2, 567 1. 233 100. 0 70 2 45.1 21.6
U MI ining, mnanufacturing, and con-

struction------- - 766 356 81 -217 100.0 45. 5 10. 5 .
10 Transportalion--298 296 272 208 100.0 99. 2 91. 1 69. 8
II Trade---------2,50.5 1, 843 96 516 100. 0 73.6 .38. 6 20.6
12 Service-. 2, 348 2, 201 1,763 1,261 100.0 93. 7 75.1 53. 7
13 Miscellaneous- 1,568 1, 489 1, 275 1,021 100.0 95. 0 81. 3 65.1
14 Total---- - 13,181 10,181 6,923 4,021 10. 0 77. 2 51 5 30. 5
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If the estimate of i.-comne produced rests upon insecure foundations,
the estimate of income withdrawn is still more approximate, for it
is very difficult to penetrate within the individual entrepreneur's
economy and discover how much he withdraws for his personal and
family needs. Indeed, many an entrepreneur does not know it him-
self. We had to base our estimates of withdrawals upon either the
total volume of salaries or salaries and wages, or the ratio of compen-
sation of officers and dividends paid to the corporate volume of
business applied to the volume of business by unincorporated
establishments.
The decline in withdrawals, l)ased as it was largely upon the move-

ment of employee incomes, moves quite similarly to the latter. Of
more interest are the per capita withdrawals shown in table 24. The
differences in absolute size of these average withdrawals among the
various industrial divisions seem significant. The higher average in
the field of service, with its large body of professional people, and the
lowNr return inl agriculture appear to conform to our general knowledge
of the economic areas. Less importance is to be attributed to the
differences in movement of the I)Cir capita withdrawals, although the
greater decline of this figure in agriculture, and in the combined groups
of ininilng, mianuffacturlling, and construction, does appear of some
Si(g1nificance. Oin the other hanl, the relatively favorable movement
of the average in trade may be due to an overestimate of the decline
in numbers, and a resulting overestimate of the per capita wsith-
l1f-\NNVIdS.

TABLE 24.-Pcr capita withdrawals of entrepreneurs, by industrial divisions

Absolute numbers IPercentages of 1929
Line' Item __ _ -

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Agriculture-$---- $812 $729 $586 $424 1(X.0 89.8 69.6 52. 2
2 dining, manufacturing, and con-

structiou-2,815 2,798 2,291 1,474 100.0 99.4 81.4 62. 4
3 Transportation-------- 1,776 1,803 1,708 1,491 100.0 101.0 96.2 84.0
4 Trade---------,----I, 600 1,620 1,498 1,338 100.0 101.3 99.9 89. 2
6 Service-.------------3,461 3,289 2,821 2,177 100.0 95.0 81. 6 62.9
6 Miscellaneous-- 2,264 2,161 1,870 1,602 100.0 95.5 82.6 66.3
7 Average-.-----------------1,333 1,252 1,046 810 100.0 93.9 78.5 60.8
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CHAPTER IV

PROPERTY INCOME

It was indicated in chapter II that the allocation of property income
paid to individuals by industrial sources from which they originate
offers difficulties for two reasons: (1) in the case of vertically
integrated corporations, the data on property income do not permit
as fine an allocation by industrial sources as is possible in the case of
data on production and on labor income; (2) with intercorporate
holdings of securities, interest and dividends paid out by a given
corporation do not necessarily flow into the hands of individuals but
may be received by another corporation. The first difficulty cannot
be overcome precisely, since it is impossible, and to some extent
undesirable, to refine the property income measurement to any greater
degree than is adopted by the corporate unit itself. It is possible,
however, to solve the second problem in a satisfactory, if somewhat
cumbersome, fashion.

In the case of individual payments, the available data permit one
to distinguish for every corporate group the volume of dividends
received and that of cash dividends paid (total dividend payments).
It is then possible to establish for every corporate group the volume
of dividends originated-i.e., the volume paid out of operating
revenues as distinct from a transfer of dividends received on security
holdings. These dividends originated are not the volume of divi-
dends paid by the given corporate group directly to individuals
they are the contribution by the given corporate group to the total
fund of dividends which go to individuals. How much a given corpoo-
rate group paid out directly to individuals in property income could be
ascertained only if the distribution of securities of this particular
group between individuals and business establishments were known.
Such data are not available. Consequently, it is only when one adds
together the volume of dividends originated in each corporate group
that the volume of dividend payments received by individuals
becomes known.
In arriving at the volume of dividends paid to individuals the

adjustment is made for dividend receipts by corporations only
Possible receipts of dividends by unincorporated business establi-
ments are neglected.

In the case of interest payments two assumptions are made: (1)
That interest on short-term debt (of less than 2 years' duration), with
the exception of interest on savings deposits, is all paid to corpora-
tions or business establishments and none to individuals directly;
(2) that with the exception of holdings by public utility companies
bond and mortgage holdings of industrial corporations are confined
primarily to government securities. Here again, as in the case of
dividend, the estimated interest originated is equal to total interest
payments on long-term debt minus receipts of interest on bonds held
by the given corporate group; and here, again, interest payments

8
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originated do not measure the volume of payments by the given cor-
porate group directly to individuals, but the original contribution by
the given corporate group to the total fund of interest payments
going to individuals.
When dividends and interest originated in various industrial

groups are added up, the resulting total is an estimate of property-
income payments received by individuals. Even then, however, it
does not constitute a volume of payments made directly to individuals,
each taken singly. Part of these payments is received by savings
banks, life insurance companies, charitable and educational founda-
tions, building and loan associations. All these organizations were
treated in this report as associations of individuals for the purpose of
a better management of their savings. The volume of payments
going to these associations was assumed to accrue to the benefit of
the individuals and was not segregated from the total, the available
data not easily permitting such a segregation. The approximate
magnitude of this part may be gaged from the fact that in 1929 the
income from investments of banks (commercial and savings) was 900
million dollars, of life insurance companies, 800 million, and of build-
ing and loan associations about 500 million.' Since a considerable
volume of interest payments are received also by private universities,
hospitals, charitable foundations, etc., the totals of property income
thus diverted from going directly to individuals may have amounted
in 1929 to between 2.5 to 3 billion dollars, thus constituting about 25
percent of the total property income paid to individuals. The flow
of property income to individuals may thus be divided into two
unequal streams-the larger flowing directly into the hands of indivi-
duals, the other flowing into the hands of various types of savings and
nonprofit organizations to be eventually transferred to individual
consumers.
Table 25 summarizes the movement of property incomes origi-

nating in the various industrial divisions of the country's economic
system. It may be seen that the biggest contributions to the total
property income fund come from manufacturing, transportation (i.e.,
primarily steam railroads), finance (i.e., primarily interest on mort-
gage debt on real estate), and government. These four groups to-
gether account for about two thirds of the total in 1929 and in 1932.
TABLE 25.--Dividends and1 interest payments originated, by industrial divisions

Absolute numbers (millions of Percentages of 1929
Line Item dollars)

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1032

I Agriculture------- 529 612 492 470 100.0 96.8 93.0 90.0
2 Alining---------------414 293 184 113 100.0 70. 7 44.'5 27. 3
3 Electric light and power and pas--. 775 953 946 832 100.0 122.8 122 0 107. 3
4 Manufacturing-.----.-.-.2, 792 2,867 2, 127 1, 255 100.0 102. 7 76. 2 45.0
5 Construction- 79 101 53 14 100.0 127. 5 67. 3 18. 2
6 Transportation- 1,390 1, 36 1, 153 912 100.0 98.4 82. 9 65.6
7 Communication-199 221 238 254 100.0 111.1 119.8 127.9
8 Trade----------------626 555 449 218 100.0 88. 6 71. 7 34. &,
9 Finance-- 2, 692 2, 623 2, 457 2, 094 100.0 97.4 91. 3 77. 8
10 governmentt- 1, 472 1, 483 1, 439 1, 520 100.0 100.8 97.8 103. 2
11 Service -- --------------- - 202 209 162 133 100.0 103.4 80. 4 65.7
12 Miscellaneous-------.......-1, 036 1, 042 707 650 100.0 100. 7 77.0 62 8
13 Total-------------- 12, 206 12, 226 10,498 8. 472 100.0 100. 2 86.0 69. 4
IThe estimate for banks is derived by applying an average rate of return to the item of investment

reported on the balance sheets of banks in the Annual Report of the Comptroller of the Currency. The
estimate for life insurance companies is taken from the summary of their accounts in the Life Insurance
Year Books of the Spectator Co. The estimate for building and loan associations is obtained by applying
a 6 percent rate to the volume of urban mortgage real estate debt held by them in 1929, as estimated in
Internal Debts of the United States, Evans Clark, editor, New York, 1933, ch. 3, p. 69.
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In three of the industrial divisions there was an actual increase in
the volume of net property incomes originated: government, electric
light and power and gas, and communication (i.e., primarily the tele-
phone industry). Surprisingly enough, the volume of payments
originated in agriculture declined only moderately. But this was due.
to the preponderance of fixed debt and absence of dividend payments,
in the field; besides, the estimate in this field by the Department of
Agriculture takes no account of defaults. An especially drastic con-
traction in the volume of payments occurred in mining, manufactur-
ing, construction, and trade-all fields in which the funded debt is of
small magnitude as compared with capital stock, and in which, there--
fore, a reduction in payment was possible without throwing the enter-
prises into bankruptcy or exposing them to the mercy of the creditors.
It is to be noted that in these fields the decline in property income
originated was more, rather than less, drastic than that in labor and.
entrepreneurial incomes (with the exception of manufacturing in 1930,
dividend payments having held up in that year). Thus, the failure
of total property income to decline as mIuich as vIid total labor and,
entrepreneurial income was due partly to the sustention of property
incomes by the public utilities other than transportation, pair-dy to the
general sustention of interest payments on bonds and mortgage debt.

Tables 26 and 27 summarize the estimates of the volume of dividend
payments paid by and originating in the various industrial divisions.
A comparison of the totals shows that of some 8 billion dollars of total
dividend payments, more than one quarter is received by corporations,
and only about 6 billion dollars are paid out to individuals and savings
associations. Comparing dividends, total and originated, branch by
branch, it may be observed that the biggest recipients of dividends
from other corporations must be within the groups of manufacturing,
electric light and power and gas, and especially the miscellaneous
group (which includes holding companies and lessors, investment
trusts, etc.).

-- TABLE 26.-Total dividend payments, by industrial divisions

Absolute numbers (millions of Percentages of 1929
dollars)

Line Item

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Agriculture-27 20 21 21 100.0 76.6 77.8 77.8
2 Mining- 425 303 .173 95 100.0 71.2 40.8 22.3
3 Electric light and power and gas - 739 830 751 678 100.0 112.2 101.6 78. 2
4 Manufacturing-- 3,161 3, 165 2,289 1,288 100.0 100. 1 72.4 40.8
5 Construction-76 109 60 6 100.0 144.3 79.2 7.8
6 Transportation-844 819 602 342 100.0 97.0 71. 3 40.6
7 Communication-- 172 199 213 207 100.0 116.2 123.8 120.8
8 Trade-625 561 433 176 100.0 89.8 69.3 28.2
9 Finance----------------- - 923 803 709 490 100.0 87.0 70.8 53. 1
10 Service-135 129 95 69 100.0 95.6 70.3 51. 4
11 Miscellaneous-- 1, 036 1,045 624 611 100.0 101.0 60. 2 69.0
12 Total- 8,162 7,984 5, 969 3, 884 100.0 97.8 73. 1 47.6.

37265-34-4
. _
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TABLE 27.-Dividend payments originated, by industrial divisions

Absolute numbers (millions of Percentages of 1929

Line Item dollars)

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Agriculture- 20 13 17 17 100.0 65.0 85.0 85.0
2 Mining- 365 249 138 72 100.0 68.2 37.9 19.7
3 Electric light and power and gas _ 413 6a5 606 383 100.0 137.0 122.6 92.8
4 Manufacturing-2,677 2,617 1,896 1, 048 100.0 101. 6 73.6 40.7
5 (Construction-62 85 40 4 100.0 135.8 64.0 6.3
6 Transportation ...... -..... 740 693 476 240 100.0 93.7 64.2 32 6
7 Communication-.----- 155 182 200 201 100.0 117.0 128.6 129.7
8 Trade-.-------- - 560 497 386 163 100.0 87.8 08.2 28.9
9 Finance-.--.--..-- 776 665 694 421 100.0 85.8 76.6 64.3

10 Service-...... 104 103 71 53 100.0 98.8 67.8 50.4
11 Miscellaneous-187 127 -10 -14 100.0 68.0
12 'lotal-5,964 5, 795 4,313 2,588 100.0 97. 2 72. 3 43.4

Dividends 1)eing the. elastic part of prol)erty incomes, their move-
ment 1)v inlllstrial divisions reflects the (liflerential impact of the
depression Ill)Onl th(e valiOuIS sector's of our economic system. Thle
greatest contraction in volunmc originated occurred in mining, manu-
facttiring, construction, trade, transportation, and the miscella-
n1eouIS groilp). The basic fields of miining, manufacturing, andi con-
stirliCtion Ia-ve bCeen shown to have 1)eCn affected most in the m1ove-
mneitd of other types of income. The appearance, on the list of the
imiscellanecous group, tra(le and transportation is not very significant,
since in these brallches dividend income is of auxiliary importance
angrd as suelh may hnae been allowed to reflect depression conditions
miore than wN. would have been the case in a sul)stantial income streamI.
Electric light an(l power and gas, and the communication fields, show
the, least effects of the depr session.

It is of interest to note that the decline in dividends originated
has been somewhat more drastic than in dividends paid out, especially
in 1932. While the difference is rather small, it does suggest that
corporate holders of capital stock were more fortunate in their choice
than the individual holders.

Interest payments paid and originated by industrial divisions are
shown in tables 28 and 29. There is much less difference between
the two measures of interest payments than there is between those for
dividends, partly because there is actually much less intercorporate
holding of bonds than of stocks, partly because of the assumption
made y us that only government securities are held by industrial
corporations. There is thus little difference in movement between
table 28 and table 29.

TABLE 28.-Total interest payments on long-term debt, by industrial division

Absolute numbers (mi~llons o,'1 Percentages of 1929
Line Item dollars)

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Agriculture.-.......... 509 499 475 459 100.0 98.0 93.3 90. 2
2 Mining-.-- ------------- 60 54 64 48 100.0 89.7 89.6 80.33 Electric light and power and gas. 365 392 443 452 100.0 107.6 121.3 123. 4
4 Manufacturing-.-----.-. 307 327 306 277 100.0 108 5 99.7 90.26 Construction-------------- 21 21 17 13 100.0 98.6 83.3 6.8
6 Transportation--------------------. 700 722 723 714 100.0 103. 1 103.2 101.97 Communication- 71 89 01 84 100.0 97.2 88.2 90.2
8 Trade--.---.-.----------- 72 76 75 65 100.0 10.5 104.1 89.79 Finance---.-.-------------- - 2,194 2,215 2,106 1,905 100.0 100.9 96. 0 88.810 Oovernment.-.. ...... 1,472 1,483 1,439 1,520 100.0 100.8 97.8 103.2

11 Service-99 107 93 81 100.0 108.2 93.8 81.9
12 Miscellaneous--------- 331 368 305 305 100.0 108.2 92.3 92.2
13 Total.-.............-.......6,202 6,323 8,097 5,902 100.0 102.0 98.3 9.2
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TABLE 29.-Interest payments on long-term debt originated, by industrial divisions

Absolute numbers (millions of Pecnasof12i dollars)ercentages of 1929
Line Item

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Agiliculture--609 499 475 459 100.0 98.0 93. 3 90. 2
2 Mining--- --- 48 44 46 41 100.0 90.1 94.6 84.4
3 Electric light and power and gas.- 363 388 410 450 100.0 106.9 121.4 123.9
4 Manufacturing-216 260 230 208 100.0 116.8 107.4 90. 7
5 Construction-17 17 14 11 100.0 97.4 79.3 61. 6
6 Transportation-650 075 678 672 100.0 103.7 10-4. 2- 103.3
7 Communication-44 39 38 63 100.0 90. 1 88.3 121.8
S Trade------------------ 61 58 63 M4 190.0 095.7 104. 3 89.8
9 Finance--------------- 1,917 1,9I8 1,i63 1,074 100. 0 102.1 97.2 87.3

10 Government--------- 1, 472 1,4 1,4:39 1, 520 190.0 100.8 97.8 103. 2
1 1 Service-98 106 92 80 190.0 108. 3 93.9 82.0
12 Miscellaneous-28 21)9 270 270 100.0 105.5 95. 5 95. 5
13 Total---,-----5 677 5,815 5, 614) 5, 491 190.0 102.4 9. 5 96. 7

The biggest contributors to the. total fund of interest payments
are the divisions of finance (whiichl includes payments on real estate
mortgage debt), government, transportation (i e., primarily steam
railroads), and agriculture, withl its farm mortgages. These four
divisionss aCcoulnt for about 80 percent of the total.

rTle effect of tle (lepIressilon upon thiese interest payments is observ-
bllbe only in a few brnicies, viz., construction, minling, finance, service-
all of whicll, witlh the exCee)tio(I of finance, are liot very important
in the total. The public utilities as a whole, including railroad trans-
portation, appear not only to lha-ve sustained their interest pJayments
but even increased thlemi after 1929, especially tile electric light and
power and gas industry. Tilere was scarcely any change in interest
payments by government agencies through 1932, and but a slight
decline, quite possibly underestimated, in the case of agriculture. As
a result, total payment.of interest to individuals shows but. a slight
decline in 1932 as compared with 1929; and a similar statement can
be made in regard to gross interest payments.

Since property income declined during the period under study to
an extent more moderate than did labor incomes, it is interesting
to ascertain how these two types of payment are distributed among
groups distinguished by the size of their total income. Are property
incomes received primarily by the richer groups in our economy, and
did, therefore, the less appreciable contraction of these income streams
tend to favor the higher income classes as against the low income
groups?
A partial answer to this question may be obtained from the tabula-

tion of income tax returns by individuals. These returns are classified
by the size of net income reported, 'and for each of the net income
groups the items of wages and 'salaries, dividends, interest and other
income, and net rents and royalties are added up separately. The
resulting totals are complete only for individuals reporting net income
above $5,000. It may be seen, then, what proportion of the country's
total wages and salaries, dividends, interest, and rents and royalties
paid to individuals is accounted for by these comparatively well-to-do
groups with a net income of over $5,000. The results of this com-
parison are shown in table 30.

9.869604064
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TABIE; 3(.-- 'Prcentage of lotal images and salaries, dividends, interest, and rents
M10(d royalties reccive(d by inldlividualiS reporting net income oJ (fler $J,OOO

Iine Iem 19 I 193( I1MI 1932

IWAGES AND) SALARIES

I Total (millions of dollars)- 51,933 47 664 39, 901 30, 525
2 ReceivC(e by Ind(ividuals reporting net income over

$5,000 (millions of dollars)-5, 179 4, 408 3, 320 2, 072
3 Percentage of (2) to (1)-------.-.-.------------ 10.0 9. 2 8.3 6.8.

l)lVIDENDS

4 Total (millions of dollarr,:)- 5,964 5, 795 4, 313 2, 588
.5 Received by iu(livi(iuals reporting net income over

$5,000 (millions of dollars)-.----------- 4, 247 3,709 2, 584 1, 513;
6 Percentage of (5) to (4)---------------------- 71. 2 64.0 59. 9 58. 4

INTEREST

7 Total (1nillions of dollare)-.----------------------- 5, 677 5,815 5, 649 5, 491
8 Received lbv Indivi(luals reporting net income over

$5,000 (millions of(lollars)1. . 298 1,056 775 535.
9 Percentage of (8) to (7)- 22.9 18. 2 13. 7 9.7

RENTS AND) ROYALTIES

10 'T'otal millionss of dollars)-. . 4, 116 3, 475 2, 752 1, 865
11 Received by Indivi(lual.s reporting net income over

$5,(X)0 (millions of dollars)- 649 479 306 160
12 Percentage of (11) to (10)- 15.8 13.8 11. 1 8.6

1 Exclu4es wholly tax-exempt. interest.

Only a small fraction of' wages aid salaries is reported by this.
gr1oll)p A much larger p)rop)otioll of (dividel(1s, rahlging from 71
per'ct2ent in 1929 to 58 lper.ent ini 1 932, is received by individuftls
withilet inlCOHe nal)ove $5,000. The proportion in thle case of interest
is flppreciably sniiallel than in the case of dividends, but that may
largely be dueI to thle fact -that a considerable fraction of interest
p)apimei ts is retained by, stavilngs banks, life. insuranlle companIies,
foundations, private ilmiversities, bluil(ling and( loan associations, etc.
It may be suggested that over 2 billion dollars in interest was-received
by these organizations in 1929. It is difficult to say to what par-
ticular income classes the eventual benefits from these various asso-
ciations accrue. But it goes without saying that were such a study
to be made, the percentage of interest payments going to the higher
income groups would have to be raised 1)eyond those shown in table 30.
Low percentages are shown also for net rents and royalties, but here.
agailI, sonIc of theiin are received by thle savings associations; however,
there, mny well he considerable receipts of rents among groups with
net income below $5,(00.

It lIst O1Iso be IOted that the niet-income classes used by Statistics
of Iieonie fb11ah)sed(l 111)011 a miet ilIcoIIeC iieltilsive of gains and losses.
fi'oni sale of c Ipital aisseits l(l profit and loss fromt business operations.

ile efleet, of shell ill(Iclsioll was (1irimg rieceiit years to shift individuaLs
ill the ti1p)ler incoi(ie levels into low net income classes. To the decline
of the p)ercel1tages lfter 1929 is therefore not. to be attributed too
mllchl Si(rlllieiallee.

9.869604064
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Talale 30 suggests rathew forcibly that, by and( large, a1 much more
Considerable prol)poitionl (l 1)rol)crty ilncoines than of labor incIomles
'S received byV inl(ividuatials with nIet in1cof11C above $5,000--a group
which constitutes tle ricerle stratumitii, olllo icl(olle l'eCil)ienlt lc)OpUlatio1 .

The fact. therefore, that 1p1o'perty incomes sho(w1d a smaller decline
than Cl(ali)O' incomes allows the inference that. even quantitatively
the. burden of the (depressiOn, srlwhen icnasuredl by decline of income
l)aid out, wns greaterupIion the. low income classes 'thall upon the Ihigh
income(i' oIIus. 'That the declinee in wefllfre whi(h this contraction
in incomes spelt. to their recipiielts was much greater in the case of
the low illcollmC groups than in the higher income classes, fl)12rS
beyond reasonable doubt.



(ciLAP'rEHR IT

AGRICULTURE

While the list half cetnhiry witnessed a lmarked declinee ill the
iml)ortance of agriculture in the economic system of this country,
farming still occupies i plhce of prominence. According to the census
for 1930, tOix flrm population amoulntedf to 30.4 million people out of
the country's total population of 1'22.8 million, thus accounting for
24.8 p)erCelllt; in the samne, year, the number of peoplelgainfully emn-
ploye(l in agriculture was 10.5 million of the country's total of 48.8
million, a lltlter of 21..5 percent.

Farmll' population lIaS increased (luinig recent years, especially
in 1]931 ndl 1932 (see table 3-1). Thle nlmlble)l' of perCsols leaving
fariiis for cities (lecline(l fromn an tnnuaIl a-vcrage, of 2.15 milillions
(luring the yer(ls 1925-29 to 1 .4() Iillions (liiiing 1930-32; while
between t he same perio(ls the average ninl)eP- of j)persons arriving
annuadlly at farnls from cities has, ris'enl from 1.55 to only 1.66 millions.'
Thus, the (lata suggest ulint tthe increase in farl population was due
mlore to thel flet that the flarm-reiele(l people remained on the farm
thanI to city people mloving to the farm. However, the depression
not only ten(le(n to discourage the farm boy and the farm.Ii girl from
going to thl, eity an(l seeking employment, but practically forced
manly whio lihad gone to thle cityr in prosperous years to return to the
farm for subsistence. Tlle Imovement back to thle farm or to rural
cofl nu iti ('5 was prol)nably greater than indica tedl by the available
datat. It is a coinmoli oI)servation that miany abandoned houses and
fatrmsteads throughout the country have been reoccupied. These
peol)le probably are not adequately represented in the returns on
questionnaires sent out to farmners by) the Department of Agriculture.
The numberO of farms huts shown little change; and, accordingly,

the number of farm operators in table 31 shows scarcely any move-
nment.2 Wh1liat did change was the opportunity open to farmers to
engage in occupations other than. farming. As a result the proportion
of farm operators' time employed, in occulpations other than agricul-
ture has declined, and the theoretical. number of farmers devoting
full time to agriculture. has risen slightly from 1929 to 1932.

Since the increase in farm population wamrs due primarily to a larger
proportion of the growing generation staying on the farm, and the
nulnl)er of farms relnaine(l approximately the same, it was reasonable
to infer that. the rise in farm population resulted in increasing numbers

I See The Agrictiltural Situation, U,.. 1)epnrtnient of Agriculture, May 1033, pp. 4-5.
'I'Ieso estiniates tend, however, to olimit subsistence farnis. Although agriculture on the whole has

not beon it profitable industry in the past :3 years, nnd there lias been no encouragement for expanding
agricultural 1)rodilictIlon generally by the addition of noew lands under cultivation, many families have
retilrnedl to t(h land for aid and subsistence. c2onsecjuently, while there has been no great change In the
number of friri business units, that is, in the number of farm operating units that would classify under the
census as a farin, there probably are lanly mhore people living upon the landl. it Is even more (lificult to
secure neccirate (late as to the number of farmis than to determine accurately the number of people living In
tile country, on farnis. hI'le number of farni units of 3 acres or more of land has probably increased more
thein Indicated by, reports from fartner:s. liut thie increase has been in suhsist*nu farming and not lu
commercial agriculture.
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of farm workers, both wage earners and family labor. The estimate
for these two groups combined shows a rise of 12 percent between
1929 and 1932, from 4.3 to 4.8 millions. This rise, of course, took
place in the number of persons in these particular occupational groups,
and not in the number of persons actually employed. In the case of
farm wage earners, the only group in the farming industry for which
employment has definite meaning, the equivalent number of fully
employed (i.e., through the complete season of a farm worker's
employment) declined from about 2 millions in 1929 to 1.5 millions
in 1932.

Gross income, that is, the money value of all goods produced by
farmers, excluding crops fed to livestock, has shown a precipitous
drop from 1929 to 1932, the total decline amounting to 58 percent of
the 1929 total (see table 32). During the past quarter of a century,
the only decline in gross agricultural income at all comparable with
the present took place between 1919 (gross income of 16,935 million
dollars) and 1921 (8,927 million dollars), a drop of 47 percent.
This decline in gross income from total agriculturral production was

apportioned unequally among the various; groups of farm products.
Tlhe income from some groups, such as dairy products, poultry and
eggs, fruits and vegetables, did not, decline as deeply as the total.
In other groups, notably grains, and cotton an(l cottonseed, the de-
cline in gross income was most marked. It is of some significance that
those groups of farm products in which gross income declined least
were largely commodities of domestic consumption, commodities
which, on the whole, are little processed before sale to ultimate con-
sumers. On the other hand, the groups of farm products in which
the decline in gross income was mnost marked were commodities of
which a large share flows to the world markets and in which a con-
siderable volume of transportation and processing intervenes before
the product reaches the final consumer.
The drastic contraction in gross income from agriculture was not

due to any material decline in the volume of goods produced by
farmers, but almost exclusively to the decline in prices received by
farmers for their produce. This is shown clearly in table 33, which
presents indexes of the quantity volume of farm production for sale
and for consumption in the farm home, production fed to livestock or
used for seed being excluded.
In two commodity groups there was an actual rise from 1929 to

1932 in the volume produced (fruits and vegetables and dairy prod-
ucts), while in others there was a most insignificant drop in 1932
(poultry products and meat animals). Grains did show a decline in
the quantity of output, but even that was true primarily of 1932 as
against 1931, and the decline was only a small fraction of the steady
drop shown in the dollar value of the gross income. The total volume
of output of farm produce showed but a small decline in 1932 from
1931, and was higher than that for 1929 or for 1930.

If farmers were a self-contained group, that is, if they supplied their
needs for living and production exclusively with farm products, the
decline in the money value of their income in the face of a constant
commodity volume of their production, would imply no adverse
change in their economic position (in absence of a sharp rise in farm
population). But farmers have to buy production materials and
equipment as well as a number of necessities of life from industries
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otlier than agriculture ; and they are carrying financial obligations,
b)othl to priv-ate finance and to the government. The prices of all
these goods andml selrices sup))lied to the farmers by other industries
lhave (lecline(l much less sharply thanhlaiv'e the prices received by
farmers for their pro(ldits. As a. result the resi(lual share of farm
Nwage earners an(1 in(lel)emlent farm operators has suffered a mllflIked
decline. These fmlcts ire brought OUtprominently inl tables 34, 35,
mfl(I 36.

tiflble :34 shows tle ap)l)ortionmnent of agricultural gross income
calling p)aymlents to other industries, the allowtance for replacement
of fillami operators' cap1)ital consumed in 1)roduction, and the, net income
of the group) emage(i ini faringig, i.e., farm wage earners alnd inde-
pe(lent farmi operators. It should 1)e noted ait the outset that the
valriouis groups of farmiels' expenses ire estimated b)y the Department
of Agricultuire notafs l payments actually made but as reductions that
should be allowe(l in properly accounting in nrlivilrat net inconie.
Hence., the figIres in taible 34 (10 not take account of defaults on

rent, interest, or taxes; of failure to pay for labor or for current )10o-
(liuction expenses; 01o of the disparityy between capital expenditures
and the charges for depreciation and o1)solescence.
Payments to other industries or economic groups include not only

disbursements to manufacturers and other entrepreneurs who supply
farmers wvith pro(luctive eq uip)ment and materials ((current produc-
tion exl)enses), but also those to theland-owning group (rent), to thle
financial organizations or individ uals who supply capital (interest),
and to the government (taxes) which supplies other services. The
deductions going into all these various channels have declined be-
tween 1 929 and 1932 bythe following percentages: current produc-
tion expenses, 45; rent, 49; interest, only 13; and taxes, only 20.
None of these(leclines was as marked as that in gross income, and
aflS a result the share, of these various expenses in gross incomehas
risen apJ)preciaSbly, especially so in the case of interest and taxes.
The total share ofpayments to other industries or economic groups

in the gross income increase(l from 34percent in 1929 to 49 percent
in 1932. This r'ise took place notbecause farmers were buying a
volume of commodities and services larger relatively to the quantity
volumile of their output but because thle pricesthey werepaying for
these commodities and services ha(l not fallen as low as theprices
they Were receiving foI theirounl)roducts. This was manifestly the
case, with suchl)ayments as rentalnd taxes. As to interest, the De-
partment of Agricuilttire estima-tes that the indebtedness of farm
oIperators(lecline(l from 9,482 million(lollalrsat the beginning of 1929
to 8,375 million dollarsttthe beginning of1932.: pThe average inter-
estIate paid l)y farmers hastlulsdeclinedd from 6.02 percent ill 1929
to about 5.92 pem'cent in 1932, a, relative drop of only 1.7 percent.
Simiflarly, pricspJai( by farmers for commodities used in production
declinedd by only 26p)el'cent between 1929 and 1932,4 as contrasted
with a(I'ol) of 59 percent in prices received by farmers for their prod-
ucts. The value of farmers' current production expenses, adjusted
for price changes,thls shows a decline of 26 percent from 1929 to 1932.

3 See Income from Farn Pro(luctionin the United States, mimeograph release by the Bureau of Agri-
cultural Economics, April 1933, table 8.'

See indexes of prices paid and received by farmers in current Issues of the Agricultural Situation or
('rops and MIarkets.
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The allowance for depreciation an(l obsolescence is an estimate of

the (ost of farmers' depreciable capital (buildings used in production,
farmi C(luii)lnment, aiid tools) consume(l in current farm operations.
This allowance is estimated on the basis of the average life of the
ap)ittil gools in questions, aind may, therefore, be at variance with
the actual situation during the recent years, deeply affected as theywN'ere by the agricultural depressionn. The depression may have re-
sulte(l in fallrnies abnormally prolonging the useful life of some of
these capital goo(1s, a.n(l thus re(lllcing the allowable depreciation rate.
Or, some(ca)pital goods may have been discarded completely because
of the (costliness of their operation, and hence the base to which the
depreciation and obsolescence rates are to be applied may be some-
what narrower tha2n the one used in thepresent estimate.

Including the depreciation and obsolescence allowance as it is
presented in table 34, the combined deductions from gross income
rose from 42 percent of the total in 1929 to 65 percent in 1932. The
resi(lual. share of net income remaining for farm laborers and inde-
pendent farm operators consequently shows a drastic decline. Farm
wages have, on the whole, accounted for a. fairly constant ratio of
gross income through the 4 years. But the share of independent
fa-rmi operators has not onlydeclinedd in absolute figures to less than
one fourth of the amount in 1929, but has dropped in relation to gross
income from 47 percent, in 1929 to 25 percent in. 1932.
The constituent parts of farm wages and farm operators' net income

appear in tabple 35. It is to be seen thatai substantial part of net
income from agricultural p)I'oduction is derive(l iin the form of com-

modities or services. Thus, in 1929, of the total net incomel)roduced
by farnm operators and workers (compensation of employees, labor
allowance of operators, and business savings), or 7,009 million dollars,
1,751 million dollars, or about one quarter, was paid in commodities
or services (1,393 million dollars' worth of commodities retained by
farmers for own consumption, 239 million dollars' worth of cominiod-
itiesconssumied as board by farm workers, and 119 million dollars'
worth ofperquisites to farmi wage earners). The cash received by
farmers for their products in 1929 accounted for 76 percent of the
net income produced by them and the products retained by them
for their own consumption (excluding board of farm laborers) for
only 24 percent. By 1932, the relative importance of cash and
Com11modity incomes had been reversed, the percentages being 32 and
68, respectively. The same result does not appear for the income
of farm workers, the Department of Agriculture assuming a constant
proportion between the value of the board and perquisites and the
cashpayment to farm wage earners.
The total net income produced in agriculture includes not only the

labor income of farm owners ahd the entrepreneurial income of farm
operators, but also such property income shares as interest and
dividends,almost exclusively the former. The total net income pro-
duced in agriculture, when computed on a basis comparable to net
income in other industries, includes, therefore, in addition to farm
wages and operators' net income, interest payments on mortgage
indebtedness (but not payments of interest on bank loans, which are

6 Lodging, laundry, use garage or stable when furnished, and In case of married wage earners garden

plot and lodging of family.
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considered an expense paid to another industry, and not to an income-
recipient group) and a small volume of dividend payments. The
addition of these items in table 35 changes but little the movement
of net income produced.
The full significance of the decline in income from agriculture can-

not be gaged until the money figures are adjusted for changes in prices
of those products on which the money incomes are spent. An attempt
to carry through this adjustment is made in table 37.

It may be seen that the income of farm workers suffered a sub-
stantial decline, even when allowance is made for a decline in the prices
of the products upon. which these incomes are spent. This decline of
35 percent in total income of farm workers appears the more serious
when it is considered that the number, whether employed or un-
employed, must have risen during the same period about 12 percent.
It is curious that the volume of board since 1929 has showed little
decline, in view of the decline in the number of farm workers fully
employed. This suggests that the adjustment of the value of board
by the index of prices received by farmers "overcorrects" the figures
for the price decline.
The drop in farm operators' net income remains most substantial,

even when allowance is made for the fall in prices paid by them for
subsistence products. This decline of over 50 percent in commodity
value of their net income is to be compared with an almost complete
absence of decline in the commodity volume of their gross income.
Here again, the increased importance of commodities in the net in-
come is obvious, commodities accounting for 79 percent of the net
income in 1932. This change wits due not only to the shrinkage of
cash receipts from sales; farmers have been retaining a larger propor-
tion of their produce for their own consumption, obviously under the
influence of the unfavorable market situation for their goods. Thus,
the quantity volume of commodities retained by farmers for their
owi (consumption increased by 47 percent between 1929 and 1932,
while the quantity volume of total farm output has changed little
between these two dates.

All estimates discussed in the text above deal with the net income
produced in the, farm industry, and not with income actually withdrawn
by the farm operators. The existing information does not permit a reli-
able estimate of income withdrawn by farmers. The most reasonable
assumption that could be made would be to consider as income with-
drawn by farmers an amount equal to the wages of operators and
family labor, as estimated in table 35. Consequently, the savings
from the farm business as such would be given by the estimates in
column 3 of table 35, which show that net losses have been sustained
in 1930, 1931, and 1932.
The figures in tables 35 and 37 raise the question as to how farm op-

erators subsisted in the face of the failure to earn an income sufficient
to cover even their labor services at a hired labor hand's rate. It should
be noted that net income per farm operator, even in 1929 dollars,
amounted in 1932 to slightly less than $450, a figure distinctly below
the minimum subsistence level for a family. The answer lies in the
fact that net incoine from farming is not the only source of subsistence;
that farmers receive income from occupations other than farming;
that tit least during 1931 and 1932 (if not during 1930) farm operators
were (lraiwig upon their capital; that numerous defaults of payment
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CHART V
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of rent, interest, taxes, anld other obligations have occurred. Some
1)artial (lata serve to sul)port these statements. Thus farmers'
ca1)ital expenditures on building and( equipment amlounted to 1,254
million dollars in 1929, exceeding the depreciation and(I obsolescence
allowance in that year by 342 million dollars. In 1932, similar capital
exp)en(litures fell to 278 Imlillion dollars. and wvere short of the (leprecia-
tion an(I obsolescedfce allowance- for that year by 527 million dollars.
The percentage of landI and buildings owne(l by farm operators fell
from 70 tit the beginning of 1929 to 68.7 at the beginning of 1932.@
Forced sales of farms for delinquent taxes, foreclosure' of mortgages,
blankruptcies, etc., were 19.5 per thousand farms in 1929 and 41.7 in
1932.7 None of these changes is registered in table 34, which is
built upon the assumption of full payment of the various exp)ense items
as well as of depreciation and obsolescence.

e See Income from Farm Production in the United States, mimeographed release of the Bureau of Agri-
cultural Economics, April 1933, tables 4 and 8.

See the F'arm Real Estate Situation, 1931-32. Circular No. 261, UT.S. Department of Agriculture,
January 19:33, table 8,.1)37.
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TABLE 31.-Number of people engaged in farming

Item

Total farm population .--
Number gainfully occupied
Farmers-owners and tenants.
Farmers-equivalent hill time.
Managers and other salaried em-

ployees. .
Wge earners-gainfully occupied.
Unpaid family labor .
Wage earner-equivalent full time

Absolute numbers (thousands)

1929

30,213
10,427
6,029
6, 495

70
2,694
1,633
2,027

1930

30,377
10,484
6,012
5, 547

74
2 738
1, 60
1,890

1931

30,913
10,669
6 009
6, 622

78
2, 853
1,729
1, 748

1932

31,742
10,955
6,031
5,722

82
3,015
1,828
1,484

Percentages of 1929

-1V99

1 .0100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

1930

100.6
99.7
100.9

105.4
101.6
101.7
93. 2

1931

102.3
99. 7
102.3

111.0
105.9
105.9
86.2

TABLE 32.-Gross income from agricultural production by groups ((at current prices)

Item

Grains............

Fruits, nuts, and vegetables-
Cotton and cottonseed.
Other crops (including sugar and

tobacco) .------- ---

Total crops ... ....--
Cattle and calves.. ..... --
Hogs ... .. .......-.-.- ...

Poultry and eggs .-----------------
Dairy products .. ....
Other livestock and livestock prod-

ucts (including sheep and wool)
Total livestock and it, products-.
Total crops and livestock--.

Absolute numbers (millions of
dollars)

1929

1,401
1,707
1,647

908

5,53

1, 111
1, 631
1,230
2,323

302
(, 497

12,000

1930 1931

925 741
1,605 1,272
870 489

-794 666
4,194 3,068

951 681
1,350 912
1,050 SW
2,031 1,014

233 181
5,615 4,197
9,809 7, 265

1932

258
963
417

435
2,073

602
638
603

1, 260

127
3,030
5,103

Percentages of 1929

192

100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

1930

66.0
94.0
56. 2

87.4
76.4
85.6
88. 2
85.4
87. 4

77. 2
86.4
81.3

1931

62. 9
74. 6
31.6

62.3
65. 2
61.3
59. 5
65.8
69. 6
59.9
84.6
60. 2

TABLE 33.-Indexes of groos income from agricultural production (at 1929 prices)

Percentages of 1929
Line Item

1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Grains-............100.0 79.9 101.5 50.6
2 Fruits and vegetables-.-- - -- - -- 100.0 80.9 103. 3 108 0
3 Cotton and cottonseed----. -- 100.0 79.9 72.8 85. 2
4 Meat animals-------.------------------ 100.0 101.4 101. 2 97. 5
5 Poultry products--------------------------- 100.0 107.8 108. 9 97. 4
6 Dairy products- 100.0 99.4 103. 6 108. 4
7 Total (includes also tobacco, wool, and hay)- 100.0 95.9 103.8 102.4

49

Line

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8

1932

I.

100.0
104.1

116.4
111.9
111.9
73. 2

Line

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
8
9

10

11
12

1932

18.4
56.4
27.0
47.9
37.3
45. 2
36. 1
49.0
54. 2

42.1
46.6
42. 3

9.869604064

Table: Table 31.--Number of people engaged in farming


Table: Table 32.--Gross income from agricultural production by groups (at current prices)


Table: Table 33.--Indexes of gross income from agricultural production (at 1929 prices)
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TABILE :34.-Apportionment of gross income fromt agricult'zlal production
[Millions of dollars]

Item

Grosslncomiie-,.----...---------------- ------
Current production expenses-.-...-.
Rent--
Interest.-.--------------.-.-.-.--- ----------------------------

Taxes .-- --.
'T'otal paynloilts to other in(dustrie-
I)epreciatlon and( obsole-sceonco...-...-. -..
Wages.
Operators' net Income --- -- --......

1929

12,060
1, 949
1,110
571
489

4, 119
912

1, 313
5, 716

1930

9,809
1,838
911
558
489

3, 796
892

1,112
4, 009

1931

7, 265
1, 350
692
524
465

3, 031
843
807

2, 584

1932

5,103
1,069
570
497
389

2, 525
805
523

1,2O

I Includes a small amlount of compensation of farn managers and other salaried employees, also cash
dividends paid.

1 ABIE 35.-Incoe pa(lid out anldl produced, agriculture

A bsoltite numbers (mill
dollarss)

Llne Item _______
Line Ii_ I -12) 1930 1931

I ('Clsli wwlzes (i nlu(dJ(ling penitiisites) 1, 07.1 910 060
2 Bloardl ailloowaice 239 202 117
3 'T'okil coipl)enslatoll of clll)lo ees I313 1,112 807
4 IDividends ...I 20 13 17
5 Initerest oll Imortgage (otl), ----------- 1 4991 1_
f 'lTotal pproperty i cioine . . 521 512 49)2
7 ('onmmodiity income of ol)erltors --i 1,393 1, 221 101).
8 Cash lulmor allowance of operator'. . 3, 121; 2, 872 2 203
9 'T'otal lha Ior allowance of Ol)erlttors' .1 51t9 4, (}1f; :1, 218
10 'Ttall income paid oult - -- i;-j., 2i 4. 517
11 -------oss]3vimigs . 177 1 05I)1
12 'I'otWl incoilie lproduciel - -7--63X5 1201 .1)3

.~~~~~~~~i

lions of

1932

428
95
523
17

45,9
470
817

1, 613
2,460
3, -159

- I 227
2, 232

Percentages of 1929

192-9

100. 0
100. 0
100.0
100.0
1M0. 0
1(). ()
1M. 0
100.1)
100. (
1)0. 0

100. 0

1930

84.7
84.5
84.7
65.0
98. 0
96. 8
87.9
91.9
90). 6
89. 9

74. 6

1931

61.6
61. 5
61. 5
85.0
93. 3
93. 0
72. 9
70. 5
71.2
71.0

51. 3

1932

39. 9
39. 7
39..8
8.'F. 0
90. 2
!1). 0
60.8
51. 6
54. 4
54. 4
9i. 65.

TABL'.E11.' 3(i,-IderCetuye(Iit''ibutiOnl of inCOme paid out, agriculture

Item

('Com pensa tion of enaimloy-ess,..
Dividends
Interest on mortgagedebt-t..-
Total prol)erty income .--- --- ----

('onitioulitv income of operators ....-. ..
Cash withldrawals of operators .. -..
Total wvithdrawnls of operators --------------------------

Total income pai(d out------------------------- -------

Percentages of income paid out

1929

20. 6
.3

8.0
8. 3

21. 9
49. 1
71.0

100. (

1930

19.4
.2

8.7
9.0

21.4
50. 2
71.06

100. 0

1931

17.9
.4

10. 5
10. 9
22. 5
48. 8
71. 2

100. 0

1932

15. 1
. 5

13.3
13.8
24, 5
46. 6
71. 1
100.0

T'AMI.n, 37.--- Iabr ind entr('prncnurial income frotht (aqricultural production (at
1'29p)r ices)

It,

Absolute ntimnbers (millions of
dollars)

1929

FARNI WAGXS|
(CivSi and perquisites . .1 1,074

()Total----------------------I 1, :3 13
INC(OME OF FARM OPERATORS

('C ash . .---------- ----.-.. 1, 303
('Coumimnodity.---l,----I

T1'otal.-..- 5,096

1930 | 1931

1)1 1
2:38

1, {})2

2, 9136
1, 14:1
4, 379

819
253

1,072

1, 926
1, 75(1
3,676

1932

1123
2:10
85:3

561
2,051
2, 612

Percentages of 1929

1929

100.0
100.0
10).0

1W0.0
100.0
100. 0

1930 1 1931

89. 8
9W6
91. 5

l 68. 2
103.6
76. 9

76. 3
105. 9
81. 7

44.8
125. 6
64. 5

1932

58. 0
96. 2
65A'

13.0
147. 2
45.9

50

Lino

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
S
9

Line

13
4

6
7
8

Line

2

(1.)t., l!I ctI

9.869604064

Table: Table 34.--Apportionment of gross income from agricultural production


Table: Table 35.--Income paid out and produced, agriculture


Table: Table 36.--Percentage distribution of income paid out, agriculture


Table: Table 37.--Labor and entrepreneurial income from agricultural production (at 1929 prices)
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CHAPTER VI

MINES AND QUARRIES
1. THE INDUSTRY AS A WHOLE

AMines and quarries, as defined in this report, are a collective name
for all industries engaged in the extraction of minerals and metals
and in a limited processing of these products at or near the mines in
order to make them suitable for smelting, manufacturing, or other
purposes. More substantial processes of transforming the products,
such as smelting and refining of metals, the making of cement, lime,
gypsum, etc., and processing of stone are definitely excluded, as
belonging to the field of manufacturing. This definition is the one
followed by the Census of Mines and Quarries, and the data of this
census underlie a number of the estimates presented below.
The mining and quarrying industry seems at first to be a con-

glomeration of separate industrial groups that have little in common
with each other. Included in it are branches whose products eventu-
ally satisfy the needs of ultimate consumers, such as anthracite and
petroleum; and branches whose products are eventually transformed
into producers' goods, such as iron and some of the nonferrous ores
which form the raw materials for our industrial machinery. In some
mining industries the product does not require much processing
before it is ready for consumption, e.g., coal; in others it goes through
numerous transformations. Some branches of the mining industry are
regionally concentrated (e.g., anthracite), others are widely dispersed
(stone quarries). Some of the mining industries are well organized and
dominated by a few large corporations; others are in a demoralized
state, resulting from interregional competition and overcapacity.
In short, there appears at first little unity in the mining and quarrying
industry as a whole. It is therefore important to study separately
the various groups in the industry.
But it is also important to study the industry as a whole, because

in spite of all their differences the subgroups under mining and
quarrying do have significant elements in common. They are largely
industries supplying raw materials rather than finished products,
being in this respect in the same class with agriculture. But, unlike
farmers, the producers in mining and quarrying have much greater
technical control over the volume of output; and they do supply,
more than does agriculture, the manufacturing industries which
turn out durable goods- a highly significant section of our industrial
system. The industry is also distinguished by the fact that all its
processes are attached to the location of the original resources.
This distinguishes mining and quarrying from some manufacturing
industries which turn out semifinished products, e.g., partly raw
materials. The location factor materially influences the institutional
organization of the mining industry and colors the life of the people
who actively participate in it.
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As judged by the number of people engaged in them, mines and
(luarries and oil wells do not constitute one of the big industrial
groups. Tal)le 38 shows an average employment in the industry in
1929) of about 1.1 million, including the sinall-number of independ-
ent entrepreneurs. The Census of Occupations shows about 1.15
million gainfully employed, attached to mining. On the whole, then,
the industry accounts for between 2 and 3 percent of the total gain-
fully occupied population of the country.
the effects of the depression are seen in a decline in the total

number of people in the industry to 60 percent of the 1929 level,
with the result that about 400,000 men have been contributed to the
army of unemployed. The decline in employment took place un-
equally among the various groups of employees. In the salaried
group an appreciable drop did not occur until 1931, and even by
1932 the contraction was milder than in the total. It is in the
wage earning group that the decline assumed significant proportions
as early as 1930, and by 1932 reached the greatest magnitude, a drop
of over 40 percent from 1929. This disparity in the effects of depres-
sion on the employment of the two labor groups will be found in many
other industries.
The gross income of the mining industry, i.e., the value of their

production, has also shown an appreciable decline during the depres-
sion, as a result of both a decline in prices and in quantity volume of
output (see table 39). The quantity volume of production dropped
by 1932 to slightly over 60 percent of the 1929 level, thus moving in
rough similarity to the number of people engaged in the industry.
The dollar value of output at current prices dropped much more; by
1932, it was less than half of the 1929 figure. Indeed, the percentage
decline in the gross income from, mining was even more appreciable
than that in agriculture.
Such a decline in the quantity and dollar volume of the industry's

activity was necessarily passed on to the income of the people who
participate in the industry by rendering labor services, provide its
capital, or undertake its entrepreneurial responsibilities (see table
40 and chart VI).
The total volume of net income paid out seems to have moved

with the dollar volume of gross income, declining by 1932 to 40 per-
cent of the 1929 level. In this movement the various groups of
income recipients have fared unequally. The salaried employees
suffered no appreciable shrinkage in total income until 1931, and
were subject to the severest cut between 1931 and 1932. Wages
were reduced as early as 1930 and dropped by 1932 to the strikingly
low level of 37 percent of the 1929 volume. As usual, interest pay-
ient on fixed debt held up well, but dividends were cut sharply in
1930 and by 1932 dwindled to less than one fifth of the 1929 total.
Tlhe groups favored in the decline were salaried employees and bond-
holders while the burden of the contraction fell most heavily on wage
earners and stockholders, the results being obviously much graver
in the case of the former group than in the latter. This disparity
in the contraction movement resulted in a shift in the percentage
distribution of income paid out, as shown in table 41.
While net income paid out declined as much as gross income, even

such incomes as were paid could be sustained only by drawing upon
the industry's capital and former savings. Table 40 shows that even
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CHART VI

INCOME BY TYPE OF PAYMENT
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in Is prosp)crous a year as 1929, the industry as a whole had nega-
tive savings, the income paid out being larger than the total profits
made in that vear. The extent of these negative savings of corpora-
tions and individual entrepreneurs increased during 1930 and 1931
idlthough it must be noted that the estimate of savings of individual
entrepreneurs is at best a. well-considered guess. The volume of these
negative savings was cut in 1932, but this indicated change should
he considered with much reservation.
At ainy rate, the income pro(luced in the industry (as distinct from

net. income paid out) declined much more-than did the gross income.
Income l)roduced covers primarily labor expenses, current service on
(capital debt, and entrepreneurial incomes. It does not cover such
business expenses as taxes, rents and royalties, cost of materials and
sul)plies, aind depreciationn and depletion charges. It is obvious that
the much greater decline of income produced as compared with gross
income is an indication of the fact that these other cost items failed
to drop as much as did the value of output. This should have been
true of rents and royalties, some of the taxes, and especially of the
depreciation charges. Thus, according to Statistics of Income, cor-
p)orations in the mining and quarries group paid in 1929, 91 million
dollars in taxes other than income tax, and charged off 228 million
dollars for depreciation. By 1931, taxes declined to 74 million dollars,
and depreciation charges to 195 million dollars, a drop of about 20
and 15 percent, respectively. - But the decline in gross income during
this 2 year period amounted to 47 percent. The considerable weight
of the comparatively rigid cost elements in the mining and quarrying
industry must have been greatly responsible for the negative savings
shown, and must have contributed to the severe contraction in the
volume of operations, employment and income paid out.
The difference in the severity of the decline in the incomes of the

salaried and wage earning classes appears to be especially clear when
we compute changes in per capita salaries and wages, and compare
them with the movement of the Bureau of Labor Statistics index of
the cost of living (see table 42). It may be seen from table 42
that those salaried employees who were fortunate enough to stay on
the pay roll were enjoying an income of the same and even augmented
p)urchasing power (if the cost of living index may be taken as char-
acteristic of the living expenses of the salaried class). On the contrary,
among wage earners, even the fortunate minority that remained
employed had its average compensation cut beyond the decline in the
cost of living. The resulting drop in the purchasing power of the per
cal)ita wage was more marked in 1931 than it was in 1930, and became
still worse in 1932 as compared with 1931.

2. SUBGROUPS UNDER MINING AND QUARRYING

The differences in organization and economic characteristics of the
various subgroups under mining and quarrying suggest a. significant
divergence in the movement of employment and incomes in these
subgroups. Table 43 which presents estimates of employment indi-
cates clearly the magnitude of this divergence.
The total number of employees shows the most drastic decline in

metal mines, with nonmnetal mies and quarries a somewhat removed
second. Both of these groups supply primarily raw materials that
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go into industrial machinery, construction, and generally durable
goods. On the other hand, anthracite mines and oil and gas wells,
whose products find preponderant use directly among ultimate con-
sumers, show a smaller contraction in employment. But it is sur-
prising that in the bituminous coal mines, which produce what is
primarily an industrial raw material, employment registers the
smallest decline of all. This suggests that in this group, more than
in any other, an attempt must have been made to retain workers on
the pay roll, possibly by reducing the working time and sharing work.
Of the two groups of employees, the salaried workers have suffered

a smaller contraction in employment than the wage earners in every
gIroxip with the exception of bituminous coal mining. This exception
may again be due to the fact that the reduction of the working time
and the sharing of work in this industry was practiced primarilyaimong the wage earners rather than among the salaried people.
At, the other extreme stands the group of oil and gas wells, in which
the contraction in the number of employed wage earners appears to
have been as drastic as in the nonmetal group, while the number of
salaried employees was cut only half as much as that of wage earners.
The difference in the severity of the decline in employment in the

various mining industries was due largely to differences in the impact
of the depression upon their gross income (see table 44).
The smallest decline in gross income occurred in anthracite mining,

which goup showed a drop from 1929 to 1932 slightly over 40 per-
cent. The severest drop occurred in metal mines in which the gross
income in 1932 was only one sixth of the total in 1929. In the oil
and gas wells group the drop in 1930 and 1931 was as great as (or
greater than) in the other groups, with the exception of metal mines;
but by 1932, their gross income, when converted into a percentage of
the 1929 level, made the second best showing. By and large then,
the movement of gross income in the mining industry showed the
expected differences between producers' and consumers' goods. The
peculiar movement of gross income in oil and gas wells may have
been due to the fact that in this part of themining industry, under
the competitiveorganization that prevailed in the early years of the
depression, the individual producers could not curtail output suffi-
eiertlg for fear* of the loss of oil by the pumping activitiesof theneighboring wells or by seepage.
When the estimates of gross income are presented in quantity units

the picture changes somewhat (see table 45). With one significant
exception, viz., gold, allmining groups show a substantial decline in
the volume of output. Thedecline was smallest in natural gas and
petroleum, with anthracite a somewhat distant third. In iron ore,

copper, and other metals volumes of output reached strikingly low
levels in 1932.
With such a drastic decline in money and commodity volumes of

output, there naturally canme a severe contraction in the income paid
to labor, capital, and entrepreneurial activity (see table 46). The
decline in the volume of wages paid was much more severe in every

mining group than was the contraction in the volume of salaries.
Especially striking was the drop of wages in metal and the nonmetal
groups, while theAnthracite group shows again the mildest decline
in income paid out. The same difference in the severity of the decline
is shown by the five branches of the industry in total labor incomes.
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The amount of property incomes which originated in the indus-
try (i.e., amount paid out minus the property income derived from
security holdings of the concerns in the group) has also shown a
drastic decline, but this decline took place primarily in the elastic
area of property incomes viz., dividend payments (see table 47). In
the flow of dividends there was the familiar difference in the severity
of decline between the more favorably situated branches, such as
anthracite and oil and gas, and the most affected branches, such as
the metal mining industry. In interest payments on fixed debt
the movement was quite different. The amount originated has
increased in anthracite and inmetalmining; partly because the pay-
ments could not be reduced without throwing the enterprises into
bankruptcy, partly because of liquidation of fixed interest securities
held by the concerns (government bonds), and the consequently
greater extent to which interest payments on outstanding bonds
were made out of the results of the industrial processes proper. The
relative proportion of interest payments to dividend payments
seems to be highest (in 1929) in the coal mining groups, and lowest
in metal mines. It is, therefore, of significance that metal mines
were the only group in which the decline in property income was
,more drastic than that in gross income (compare with table 44). In
all other branches the tendency was for the decline in property income
tobe smaller than the drop in gross income.

lt is interesting to observe the effect of the depression on the rela-
tive share of various types of income in the total volume paid out
(see table 48). Salaries claimed an increasing proportion of that vol-
Jume in practically every branch of the industry, this being especially
true in metals, nonmetal mines, and the bituminous coal group.
Wages showed a decline in most branches (anthracite, bituminous coal,
oil and gas, and even nonnietal). Only in metal mines, which suffered
the miiost drastic decline in the flow of total income, the relative share
,of wages shows a rise. The share of property income remained fairly
constant in most branches, with the exception of the metal group, in

Which it shows a marked decline. By and large then, it is the salaried
groun), and the bondholders who were favored during the general
decline in incomes. The wage earning group seems to have lost
ground; and since for them contraction was from an absolutely low
level with which the group started, there must have been a striking
increase of the economic burden carried by the wage earning group.

Trhe decline in total income paid out in various branches of the
dining and quarrying industry ranges from 44 to 47 percent in
anthracite and oil and gas, to 84 percent in metal mines (see table
49). But great as this contraction in incomes was, it was prevented
from being still more drastic through a draft by the enterprises upon
their capital andl former savings. Unstable as the income flow proved
to be in the industry, the firms did make some contribution toward
stability by drawing upon their capital and not allowing income paid
out to feline as much as did income produced. The largest absolute
amounts drawn in such fashion from capital are recorded for the oil
and gas wells and the metal mines. By 1932 the metal and non-
imetaI mines were paying incomes primarily out of capital, the per-
centage ratio of business losses to total income paid out being over
200 in metal mines and about 90 in nonmetal mines. The smallest
relative contribution out of capital was made in the anthracite
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group. It. must be remembered, however, in all this discussion that
the deteririnuation of business savings is subject to all the limitations
of corporate accounting. The only correction introduced was to
sul)tract profits and losses from sales of capital assets. As a result
b)lusiness savings are computed under conditions assisting preserva-
tion of the nominal value of capital; thus, e.g., the depreciation and
obsolescence charges are likely to be kept the same, since in these
years there was seldom revaluation of fixed, wastable assets. It
i- thus possible to show negative savings in a situation which, if a.
strtctural revaluation of assets were to take place, might have-
shown a positive business saving.

In comparing table 4-9 with table 44 one sees that in every single,
branch of the mining industry, income produced has declined much
more than gross income. This indicates that the total of cost items,
other than those recorded under income produced (cost of materials
and supplies, taxes, depreciation and depletion charges, rents and
royalties, short-term interest payments, etc.) must have declinedd to a
smiialler extent tlia.n did the industry's gross income. Even income paid.
out (as distinct from income produced) has declined in most branches
as much as did gross income, if not slightly more (with the exception of'
the oil and gas group).
The full bearing of the reduced incomes upon the industry's emii-

1)loyed workers can be measured when the per capita salary or wage is
compared with some approximation of the cost of living. The coIn-
lmrison in table 50 shows that the salaried employees who remained:
on the pay roll enjoyed increased purchasing power in all the branches.
except nonmetals; and that the same was true of wage earners in an-
tdracite mines and oil and gas wells. But in the other three branches,.
especially bituminous coal mines, the per capita compensation declined.
mutch more than did the cost of living as measured by the Bureau of'
Labor Statistics index. This particularly conspicuous effect of the
(ldepression on the per capita wage in bituminous coal mines (one
would expect to see the average wage in metal and nonmetal mines,
and quarries take the lowest dip) confirms the suggestion made above
concerning the Possible prevalence of work sharing among wage-
earners in bituminous coal mines. It is also worth noting that the
lowering of the purchasing power of the average wage in bituminous'
coal, metal mines, and nonmetal mines 'and quarries was becoming
progressively worse from, year to year. The purchasing power of the'
average wage was, in each of these three branches, lower in 1930 thamn
in 1929, lower in 1931 than in 1930, and lower in 1932 than in 1931.
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T' \HI.: 3S N umber of people engaged, wtining and quiamrying industry

Absolute
Line Item.

1929 1930

I Salarie( cnm)loyees 98,613 98, 124
2 Wage earners---------------- 955, 547 867, 642
3 Total number of employees. 1, 054, 160 96, 76
4 Entrepreneurs- 14, 109 14, 109
fi Total number engager- 1, 068, 2f9 979, 876

e numbers

1931

83, 03
720, 527
804, 430
14, 109

818, 639

1932

67,882
562, 267
630,139
14, 109

644, 248

Peroentages of 1929

1929 1930 1931 1932

100.0 9.5 85.1 68,8
100.0 90.8 76.4 68.8
100.0 91.6 76.3 59.8
100.0 100.0 1100.0 100.0
100.0 91.7 76.8 G0.3

'I'Aw.i-: 39).'--Gro.Rs inlcomle, mining (lad quarrying industry

ie |

'T'otal nlaiue of lpro(luction (thousands of dollars)
In(dex of value (1929=100)
Indlex of (lqunltity l)roduction (1929=1 OO) .

Absolute numbers

1929 1 1930 1931 1932

3, 989, 264 3, 247,912 2, 103, 620 1, 717, 709
100.0 81.4 1 62.7 43.1
100. 86.1 73.0 61. 7

T'1 tli: 40.- -4-11coei poid out and p)ro(duccd, mn inning and quiarrying indtu8try

Item

Salaries .- -------
Wages --- -------
Other labor Income .
Total compensation of eui-

N)loyeeMs .-----
T)lvldends
Interest----
Total property income paid
out

Withdrawals of entrepreneurs -

Total Income l)ai(d out
Corporate savings ....
Business savings of individuals
Total Income produced-

Absolute numbers (thousands of dollars) Pe

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929

246, 881 242, 774 216,735 15 031 100. C
1, 366,666 1, 140,124 787,96 511, 261 100.

25,729 24, 023 20, 386 10,004 100.0

1, 639, 170 1, 412, 921 1,024,087 677, 29 100.
3f5, 323 249, 060 138, 473 71,904 100.0
48, 359 43, 571 46, 718 40, 825 100.0

413,62 292, 631 184,191 112, 789 100.0
70, 217 73, 222 69, 334 4B, 673 100. 0

2, 123, 076 1, 778, 774 1,277, 612 836,658 100.0
-214, 639 -336,868 -380,628 -262, 253 .
-32, 801 -127, 368 -165, 268 -47, 294

1, 876,63 1, 314,638 731,816 527 1111 100.0n

rcentages of 192

1930

98.3
83.9
93.4

86.2
08.2
90.1

70.7
104.3
83.8

:70.i

1931

87.4
67.7
79.2

62.6
37.9
94.5

44.6
98.7
60. 2

39.0

1932

60.8
37.
62.2

4-. 3
19.7
8M.4

27.3
(6.3
39.4

'TABLF, 41.-Percentage distribution of income paid out, mining and quarrying
industry

Pcrcentages of income paid out

Item -
1929

Salaries . . --------- 11. 6
Wages --- 64.3
Other labor income . --1. 2
Total comnl)onsation of eCI)loycs-. - - - 77. 2

D)ivl(loends-.------------------------------------- 17. 2
Interest--------------------------------------------------------- 2. 3
Total property Inconie pnaid oil -.19. 6

Withdrawals of entrel)reneurs. -.. 3. 3
'fatal Income pait(d oilt( . -. .------- -...--. 100.0

1930 1931 1932

13.6 16.9 17.9
64.4 61.7 61.1
1.4 1.6 1.9

79.4 80.2 81.0
14.0 10.8 8.6
2.4 3.6 4.9

16. 6 14.4 13. 6
4.1 5.4 5.6

100. 0 100,0 100. 0

Line,

1
2
3
4

5
6
7

10
11
12

Line

.4
0
7
8
'I

2I:1 I

9.869604064

Table: Table 38.--Number of people engaged, mining and quarrying industry


Table: Table 39.--Gross income, mining and quarrying industry


Table: Table 40.--Income paid out and produced, mining and quarrying industry


Table: Table 41.--Percentage distribution of income paid out, mining and quarrying industry
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TABLE 42.-Per capita income of eml)loyees, mining and quarrying industry

IA 1 ... 1 .\~Absolute numbers Percentages of 1929

Iteln

Salaried employees.
Wage earners ... -.
All active employees .
Bureau of Labor Statistics cost of

living index.

1929

$2, 504
1,430
1,631

1930

$2,474
1, 321
1, 438

1931

$2, 571
1, 094
1, 248

1932

$2, 210
90)9

1, 049

1929 1930 1931 1932

100.0 98. 8 102.7 88.3
100.0 92.4 76. 5 63.1
100.0 93.9 81.5 S.

100.0 97.4 88. 93It

DETAILED TABLES, MINES AND QUARRIES

TABLE 43.-Nlumber of employees, various branches of the mining aIn(l quarrying
inl(I usttry

Absolute

IteIII
1929 1930
.J-

Salaried employees, antliraci te..
Salaried employees, bituminwois.
SRalrled employees, metal
Salaried employees, nonmetal ..-.
Salaried employees, oil and gas .

Wage earners, anthracite .
Wage earners, bituminous .
Wage earners, metal .
Wage earners, nonmetal .
lWage earners, oil and gas

Total number of employees, anthracite-
Total number of employees, bitumi-
nous-

Total number of employees, metal
Total number of employees, nonmetal.
Total number of employees, oil and gas.

8,370
23, 686
9, 758

11, 517
45, 282

146, 603
460,192
!19, 765
96, 471

132, 610

164,973

483, 878
120, 523
107, 988
177, 798

8,411
21,491
9,406
11,2-47
47, 669

136, 927
429,819
99, 644
81,325
119, 927

145, 338

451, 310
109,050
92, 672
167, 491

numbers

1931 1 1932

7, 802 6,361
19, 141 1. 508
6,979 4, 651
9, 3S9 7,370

40, 589 33, 992

118, 015 91,027
382,880 310,169
70,781 43,714
65, 021 47, 271
83, 830 69,476

125, 817 91, 988

402, 024 325, 677
77, 760 48, 365
74, 410 54, 641
124, 419 103,468

Percentages of 1929

1929 1930 1931 1932

100.0 100.5 93.2 76.0
100.0 90.7 80. 8 05.5
100. 0 96.4 71.6 47.7
100.0 97.7 81.5 64.0
100.0 105.1 89. 6 75.1

100. 0 93.4 80.6 62.6
1(0.0 93.4 83.2 67.4
100.0 83.2 59.1 36.6
100.0 84.3 67.4 49.0
100.0 90.5 63.3 52. 4

100.0 93.8 81.2 63. 2

100.0 93.3 83.1 67. 3
100,0 84. 2 0.0 37. 3
100.0 85.7 68.9 0:. 6
100.0 94.2 70.0 58. 2

TABLE3 44.-Gross income at current prices, various branches
quoarrying industry

of the mining and

Absolute numb
dloll

Line Item _ __

1929 1930

1 Value of production, anthracite- 384,8M5 33, 681
2 Value of production, bituminous. 966, 694 807,189
3 Value of production, metal 3,821 396,138

4 Value of production, nonnmetal- 407, 462 347, 6.5
6 Value of production, oil an(l gas.-. 1, 596, 423 1, 3413, 33U

ers (thousands of
ars)

1931

295, 568
597, 417
224, 373
253, 849
732, 4131

1932

221, 676
422, 445
105,848
143, 019
824, 772

Percentages of 1929

1929

100.0

100.0

100.0
100.0

100.0

1930

91.9
83.5

62. 6
85. 3

84. 1

1931 1932

76.8 57.6
61.8 43.7
35.4 16.7
62.3 35. 1
45.9 51. 7

Line

1
2
3
4

59

Line

2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10

11
12

13
14
16

. .

9.869604064

Table: Table 42.--Per capita income of employees, mining and quarrying industry


Table: Table 43.--Number of employees, various branches of the mining and quarrying industry


Table: Table 44.--Gross income at current prices, various branches of the mining and quarrying industry
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TABLEJ 45.---Quantity of output, various branches of the mining and quarrying
industry

Item

Anthracite- short tons-
oppo.1111illols_- (lo

( 'ol)fper------ --- -- potm ls-
'eal- short tons-.
Zinc- (10.-.
(l01(- troy ounces-
Silver-(1-0---.-------------do-
Iron-long tons-.
Stone-short tobs-
Clay- do.
Phosphate rock .long tons..
Sand and gravel- short tons-
Sulphurr --long tols..
Petroleumlbharrels..
Natural gas .- cubic feet..

Absolute nlnl)ers (thousands)

1929 1930 1931 1932

7:3, 828 69, 38.,! 59, 641 49, 900
5341, 9S9 .1(7, 526, 382, 089 305, 667

2, 002,8033, 394,380 1, 042, 711 544, 010
672 674 390 255
612 489 292 207

2, 208 2, 2861 2,396 2, 449
61, 328 60, 748 30, 932 23, 981
75, 603 55, 201 28, 516 6, 331

141, 110 126,9f9 97,933 66, 234
4, 347 3, 963 2, 619 1 618
3, 761 3, 926 2,535 1, 701

222, 572 197, 052 153, 479 89, 000
2, 437 1, 990 1, 377 1, 109

1, 007, 323 89S, 011 851, 081 781, 845
1, 917, 693 1, 943, 421 1, 686, 436 1, 618, 000

Percentages of 1929

II

it
it
it

It
it
it
it

)2O 1930 1931 11932

10.0 94.0 80.8 67.6
0. 0 87. 4 71. 4 67.1
0. 0 69.6 52.1 27. 2
00.0 85.4 58.0 37.9
0.0 79.9 47. 7 33.8
10.0 103.6 108.6 110.9
10.0 82.7 60.4 39.1
10.0 73.0 37.7 7.1
00.0 90.0 69.4 46.9
10.0 91.2 67.9 37.2
10.0 104.4 67.4 45.2
10.0 88.5 69.0 40.0
10.0 81.7 64.15 46.6
YJ.0 89.1 84.6 77.6
10.0 101.3 87.9 79.2

TAB3LE 46.-Total compensation of employees, various branches of the mining and
quarrying industry

Item

Salaries, anthracite.
Salaries, bituminous.-.
Salaries, metal.
Salaries, nonmetal .
Salaries, oil and gas .

Wages, anthracite .
Wages, bituminous .--.
Wages,metal.
Wages, nonmetal .
Wages, oil and gas ----

Total compensation of employees, an-
thracite.-----------

Total compensation of employees, bi-
tuminnous.

Total compensation of employees, metal.
Total compensation of employees, non-
Imetal.

Total compensation of employees, oil
andl geas. -- -

Absolute numbers (thousands
of dollarss)

1929

21, 28'
68, 641
27, 34'
31, 7

107,841
236, 081
576, OH
184,56
118, 76
250, 64l

260, 6
647, 41(
214, 78(

162, 64(

362, 9*4

1930

2 20, 121
762,095
2 25, 618
i 29, 28
5 116, 112
; 218, 972
9 468, 791
i 143, 952

94, 174
9 220, 235

1 242, 813

O 531, 883
O 171,96

125, 986

8 339, 798

1931

18,858
44,006
18, 076
23,172

111, 664
171,040
331, 60
82, 680
63,416

139, 268

193,465

385, 169
102, 526

88,140

254, 293

1932

14,848
34, 330
11,241
16, 47C
74, 136
126, 362
205, 276
39, 864
34, 877
100, 082

143, 360

246, 746
62, 129

51, 171

183, 398

Percentages of 1929

1929 1930 1931 1932

100.0 94.5 88.0 69.8
100.0 88.8 76.1 58 6
100.0 93.3 60.1 41.1
100.0 94.2 72.9 48.7
100. 0 100 7 103.4 08 7
100.0 92.8 72.6 53.1
100.0 81.3 67.5 36.6
100.0 78.0 44.8 21.6
100.0 79.3 63.4 29.2
100.0 87.9 55.0 42 3

100.0 93.0 74.1 64.9
100.0 82.2 59.6 38.1
100.0 80. 1 47. 7 24.3

100. 0 82.6 67. 7 33.5

100.0 93. 6 70.1 50.6

TABLE 47.-Property income originated, various branches of the mining and
quarrying industry

Item

Divildends, anthracite .
Dividends, bituminous
I)ividends, metal
Dividends, nonmetal .
Dividends, oil and gas .

Interest, anthracite .
Interest, bituminous---. .
Interest, metal.
Interest, nonmetal---
Interest, oil anf( gas
Total property Income pald out, an-
thracite.

Total property income 1)aid out, bitu-
mninous-.-- -.-.----.-.-.-----

Total property income pai(1 out, met!Al--
Total property income paid out, nmn-
metal.. ..

Total property income paid out, oil
andgas.

Absolute numbers (thot
of dollars)

1929

15, 607
2, 843

195, 077
58, 405
69, 391
8, 646
16,935
2, 316

10, 615
9, 348

21,253

63, 7?i
,&17, 392

69, 020

79, 239

1930

13, 202
23, 998
92, 571
40, 245
79, 044
8, 00,1

14, 762
3, 153
9, 151
8, 454

21, 263

38, 750
95, 724

49, 398
87,498

1931

9,424
16, 584
37, 788
38, 479
37, 202
10, 523
13, 103
6. 587
5, 534
10,971

19,943
28, 687
43, 376

44,013

48, 173

sands

1932

6, 427
19.882
31, 060
9, 269
10,99
5, 405
5, 662
9,593

16,336

18,624
11,832
26, 444.
40I,U

Percentages of 1929

1929 1930 1931 1932

100.0 84.6 60.4 45.3
100. 0 89.4 68.1 28.0
100.0 47.6 19.4 3.3
100.0 68.9 65.9 34.0
100.0 113.9 63.f0 44.8
100. 0 93. 2 121. 7 107.2
100.0 87.1 77.4 64.9
100.0 130. 2 241. 3 233.6
100.0 80.2 62.1 62.4
100.0 85.8 111. 4 97.4

100.0 87.7 82.2 87.4

100.0 88.6 65.6 42.3
100. 0 48. 6 22.0 6. 0
100.0 71.6 63.8 38.9

100.0 110.4 60.8 61.3

Line

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Line

2
3
4
6
6
7
8
9
10
11

12

13
4

16

Line

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14

16

9.869604064

Table: Table 45.--Quantity of output, various branches of the mining and quarrying industry


Table: Table 46.--Total compensation of employees, various branches of the mining and quarrying industry


Table: Table 47.--Property income originated, various branches of the mining and quarrying industry
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TABLE 48.-Percentage distribution of income paid out, various branches of the
mining and quarrying industry

Item

Salaries, anthracite
Salaries, bituminous-
Salaries, metal---
Salaries nonmetal-
Salaries, oil andgas.

Wages,anthracite.
Wages bituminous-
WVages, metal ---------------------------------------------
Wages, nonmetal
Wages, oil and gas _________----__ --_----__----

Total property income pai( otit, anthracite .
Total property income paid oUt, bituminous
Total property income paid out, metal.
Total property income paid out, nonmetal .
Total property income paid out, oil and gas .

Percentages of income paid out

1929

7. 5
8. 4
6.6

14. 1
21.5

82. 7
82.8
44. 7
52. 6
50. 0

8. 5
6. 3

47. 8
30. 5
15.8

1930

7.6
9. 1
9 5
16.7
23. 5

82. 8
81. 5
53. 6
52. 5
44.9

8.0
6.7

35. 7
27. 6
17. 8

1931

8.8
10. 5
12.3
17. 1
30.7

80. 0
79. 3
56.4
46.9
38.3

9.3
6. 9

29.6
32.5
13.3

1932

9.3
12.8
17.6
19.7
28.0

78. 4
76.5
62.0
44. 1
40.1

10.2
6.9
18.4
32. 3
15. 4

TABLE 49.--Income paid out and produced, various branches of the mining and
quarrying industry

Absolute numbers (thousands Percentages of 1929
Line Item of dollars)

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

I Income paid out, anthracite- 285,60 264, 44B 213, 765 165,969 100. 0 92. 6 74.8 56.0
2 Income paid out, bituminous- 696,748 575,570 418, 03 268, 622 100. 0 82.6 60.0 38.5
3 Income paid out, metal-413, 049 268,58 146, 481 64.321 100.0 65. 0 35. 5 15.6
4 Income paid out, nonmetal- 225,977 179, 444 135, 298 78, 715 100.0 79.4 69.9 34.86 Income paid out, oil and gas - 501, 264 490, 331 363, 662 264, 637 100.0 97.8 72. 6 62. 8

6 Savings, anthracite--13,783 -7,653 -9,723 -13,094
7 Savings, bituminous_ - --60. -62,124 -61,4 -39, 080.. .
8 Savings, metal --49,834-113,101 -108,113-122,035.
9 Savings, nonmetal--23, 602 -23, 760 -63,236 -53, 429 .
10 Savings, oil and gas- -109,881 -257, 698 -313, 234 -81,909

11 Income produced, anthracite- 271,826 256,793 204,032 146, 875 100.0 94. 6 75.1 54.0
12 Income produced, bituminous- 646, 408 613, 446 356, 542 229, 442 100. 0 79.4 55. 2 35.5
13 Income produced, metal-363,21 155,407 38, 368 -57,714 100.0 42.8 10.6
14 Income produced, nonmetal- 202, 37 155,684 82,06 25, 286 100.0 76.9 40. 5 12. 5
15 Income produced, oil and gas- 391, 383 232, 733 50,318 182,728 100.0 59.5 12.9 46. 7

TABLE 5O.--Per capita income of employees, various branches of the mining and
quarrying industry

Item

Average salary, anthracite..
Average salary, bituminous
Average salary, metal-
Average salary, nonmetal
Average salary, oil and gas
Average wage, anthracite .
Average wage, bituminous
Average wage, metal
Average wage, nonmetal.----.
Average wage, oil and gas
Average compensation of all active
employees, anthracite

Average compensation of all active
employees, brituminous-------

Average compensation of all active
employees, metal ..... ...

Average compensation of all active
employees, nonmetal-------

Average compensation of all-active-employees oil and gas
Bureau of Labor Statistics cost of
living index.-

Absolute numbers

19297

$2, 643
2, 476
2,802
2, 758
2, 382

1, 610
1, 253
1, 541
1, 231
1,891

1,661

1, 313

1,636

1,394

2,016

1930

$2, 392
2,424
2,713
2,661
2,420
1,699
1,091
1, 445
1,158
1,836

1,645

1,154

1, 54

1,341

2,002

M'} 1932
--

$2,417
2,302
2, 590
2,468
2,749
1,449
866

1,168
976

1,661

1,09
934

1,296

1,164

2,016

$2,334
2, 211
2,417
2,099
2, 181

1, 368
662
912
734

1,527

1,431

736
1,057

918

1,742

10

10

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

10

10

10

10

Percentages of 1929

129 1930 1931 1932

0.0 94.1 95.0 91. 8
0.0 97.9 93.0 89.4
0.0 96.8 92.4 86.3
0.0 96. 5 89.5 76.1
0.0 101.6 115. 4 91. 6
0.0 99.3 90.0 85.0
0.0 87.1 69.1 62.8
0.0 93.8 75.8 59. 2
0.0 94.1 79. 2 59.6
0.0 97.1 87.8 80.8

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

99.0

87.9

95.0

96.2

99.3

90.8

71.1

79. 2

83. 5

100.0

88.9

80.2

66.1

64.6

65.9

80.4

80.4

Line

2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10

I11
12
13
14
15

Line

1
2
3
4

6
7
8
9
10
11

12

13
14

16

16

'..

. .

I

9.869604064

Table: Table 48.--Percentage distribution of income paid out, various branches of the mining and quarrying industry


Table: Table 49.--Income paid out and produced, various branches of the mining and quarrying industry


Table: Table 50.--Per capita income of employees, various branches of the mining and quarrying industry
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(CIHAPTER VII

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER AND MANUFACTURED GAS

The electric light and power industry sells the bulk of its product
to industrial and commercial consumers, while the manufactured gas
industry satisfies largely the needs of domestic consumers. We
should, therefore, expect the impact of the depression to be more
pronounced in the electric light and power industry, and to some
extent this expectation is confirmed by the estimates in tables 51 to
57. That the difference in the movement of incomes in the two
industries was not greater than that shown, appears to be due to the
contrast between the industries in the rapidity of their growth. The
increase in the use of electric light and power during recent years was
aJ)preciably greater than the growth in the consumption of manu-
factured gas. Thus gross revenues of electric light and power
stations tripled between 1919 and 1929, and the number of kilowatt-
hours sold was, in 1929, 2.6 1 times the 1919 figure. On the other
hand, the value of products of the manufactured gas industry in 1929
was only 1.6 2 times the 1919 value.
The Census of Occupations for 1930 shows 114,930 gainfully occu-

i)ied classified under gas works, and 289,255 classified under electric
light and power plants. This yields a total of 404,185; a number
almost 70,000 in excess of the average number estimated employed
during 1929 (see table 51), the excess being shown primarily for the
manufactured-gas industry. The comparison suggests that some,
unemployment characterized the latter industry even in 1929.
The decline in the number of employees shown in table 51 is on the

whole rather moderate, find appears to have occurred later than in
miost basic industries. A marked contraction of employment did not
occurs until 1932, and even in that year it was mild when compared
with the decline of 40 to 60 percent observed in mining.
The exl)lanation of such a comparatively favorable showing of

employment in the two industries lies in the movement of their
revenue-es and gross products (see table 52). In the elfttric light
and power field, the number of kilowatt-hours sold to domestic
consumers showed a marked rise from 1929 to 1932, while the volume
of energy sold at retail to commercial consumers wtas larger in 1930 and
1931 than in 1929, and only slightly below the, level of the letter year
in 1932. True, the number of kilowatt-hours sold at wholesale to
commercial consumers showed an appreciable decline of 30 percent
by 1932. But since the rates to domestic service and to commercial
consumerlllsI at retail are higher than the wholesale rates, the total
reventle, as contrasted with kilowatt-hours sold, was larger in 1930
auld 1931 thain in 1929, and only 5 percent below the level of the latter
year in 1932. In manufactured gas, neither the revenue nor the

See Survey of Current Business, Annual Supplement for 1932, pl). 142-143.
See Census of Mlanufactures, successive issues, 1919-29.
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CHART VII

INCOME BYTYPE OF PAYMENT
ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER AND GAS
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NATIONAL INCOME, 1929-32

nlulnlier of cubic feet sold, showed a marked decline until 1932, in
which year both volumes were about 10 percent below the 1929 level.

Thle contraction in lal)or incomes paid out by electric light and
power 1)lants was mo(lerate in comparison with the cut in salaries
afi(l wages in other industrial fields. But in view of the very slight
decline in operating revenue, this reduction in labor incomes appears
to have been a response by the industry to the general fall in prices
find depressed conditions in the labor market rather than to the
presstire of declining gross incomes. This is especially true of the years
1931 anid 1932. In the former, labor incomes fell to 97 percent of
1929 levels whlile revenues were al)ove the 1929 total. In 1932, total
compensation of einlployees fell to 71 percent of the 1929 figure while
revenues were Clown to only 94.5 percent of 1929.

As contrasted with labor incomes, property incomees l)aicl out by the
electric light and power industry rose to considerable heights in 1930
allnd 1931 as compared with 1929, and even in 1932 were in excess of
the 1929 volumt1e. Curiously enough this rise was taking place at the
tiime when the enterprises were drawing upon their capital and
previously accumulated surplus, this draft being especially large in
1930 and 1931. As a result, while income paid out rose more and
fell less than did operating revenue (except during 1932), income
produced showed a much greater decline than gross income.

Similar tendencies were characteristic of the gas industry (see
tal)le 54). Bere also labor incomes, while they show no appreciable
drop until 1932, declined in that year much more than did operating
revenue. Here also property incomes paid out showed a substantial
rise ats conul)areCl with 1929, and in distinction frown the electric light
an(l power industry, showed no decline even in 1932. Here also the
payments of income exceeded the volume of income produced, so
that even in 1929 a corporate negative saving appears to have been
sustained. The volume of the latter increased markedly in 1931, and
becanie still larger in 1932.
As a result of suich movements, the relative share of labor income

in the total paidl out declined materially (see table 56). In the
electric light and power industry the share of labor income declined
from about 40 percent in 1929 to about 30 in 1932; in manufactured
gas there is a similar drop from. 47 percent to 37. Trhe share of
property income paid out gained accordingly.
The per capital figures for labor incomes (see table 57) indicate that

their has been no reduction in average compensation until 1932; and
that in the latter year the reduction in labor incomes took place
primarily by a reduction in employment. Throughout the period,
but especially in 1930 and 1931, the purchasing power of the com-
pensation paind to the employees on1 the pay roll was higher than that
in 1929.
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SUMM1%ARY TABLES, ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER AND
MANUFACTURED GAS

TABLE 51.-Number of employees, electric light and power and gas industries

Item

Number of employees-electric
light and power .

Number of employees-gas.
Total number of employees in
the industry .

Absolute numbers

1929

271, 796
64, 639

336, 435

1930

279, 916
64, 122

1931

259,842
62, 182

314, 038 322, 024

Percentages of 1929

1932 1929 1_930 1 1931I 1932

225,557
50,947

282,504

100.0
100.0

100.0

103. 0
99. 2

102.3

95.6
96. 2

95.7

83. 0
88.1

84. 0

TABLE 52.-Gross income, electric light and power and gas .Industries.

Item

Revenue from ultimate consum-
ers.-electric light and power
(thousands of dollars).

Kilowatt-hours sold-electric light
and power (millions):
(a) Domestic service .
(b) Commercial, retail .
Ic) Commercial, wholesale-----
(d) Railroads, street and inDter-urban.------
(ce) Total .-------.

Revenue 'from- ultimate consu-
mers-gas (thousands of dollars):
(a) Domestic -. -
(b) Industrial and commercial.
(c) Total.-------------

Cubic feet sold-gas (millions)
(a) Domestic .- ..
(b) Industrial an(d commercial.
(c) Total-

Absolute numbers

1929

1,

1930 1931 1932

Percentages of 1929.

1929 1930 1931 1932

938,52111,990,950j1,967,03411,832,5981 100.01 102. 71 101.5

9, 774
13, 108
44, 326

5, 047
75, 29

340,449
89, 685

444, 115

281, 201
103,490
401, 154

11,019
13,944
41,619

4,996
74, 90S

341, 741
87, 877

446, 756

282, 768
99,667

403, 153

11,784
13,827
38, 098

4, 607
71,688

335, 429
82, 298

435, 390

276, 976
92, 248

391, 197

11,986
12,030
31, 187

4, 175
63, 762

325, 350
69, 138

411, 289

263, 020
73, 929

358, 876

100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0

100. 0
100.0
100.0

100.0

100.0
100.0I

'112. 7
106.4
93.9

99.0
99. 5

100.4
98. 0
100.6

100 6
96. 3
100.6

120.6
105. 5

85. 9

91.3
95. 2

98.5

91. 8
98. 0

98.6
89. 1
97. 5

TABLE 53.-Income paid olt and produced, electric light and power industry

Absolute numbers (thousands of Percentages of 1929dollars)Pecnaeof1
Line Iteni -- - --.

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 193?

I Salaries and wages .. . 425,633 443, 947 411,850 303,052 100.0 104. 3 90.8 71. 2
2 Other labor Income- 4, 260 4, 738 4,787 4, 031 100.0 111.2 112.4 94. &
3 Total compensation ofemployeeb- 429,893 448, 68b 416, 637 307,083 100. 0 104.4 96.9 71. 4
4 Dividends- 346,418 497, 291 429, 034 300,948 100.0 143. 6 123.8 88. 6
5 Interest-.------------------- 316, 602 339,118 387, 743 396, 237 100. 0 107.1 122. 5 125. 2
6 Total property income paidl out 663, 020 836,409 816,777 703,185 100. 0 126.2 123.2 106. 1
7 Total Income paid out . . 1, 092, 913 1, 285, 094 1, 233, 414 1, 010,28 100.0 117 6 1129 92. 4
8 Corporate savings -4.............' 716 -26 373 -231,032 -197,21-9 Total income produced-1, 097, 629 1, 034,721 1,002,382 813,058 100. 3 91.3 7. I....________________._.___w___

Line

1

2
3

Line

1

2

3
4
5

7

8

9

10
11
12
13
14
15

94.5

122. 6;
98. 6
70.4

82. 7
84. 7

95.6.
77. 1
92. 6

93.6.
71. 4
89. $.

l

9.869604064

Table: Table 51.--Number of employees, electric light and power and gas industries


Table: Table 52.--Gross income, electric light and power and gas industries.


Table: Table 53.--Income paid out and produced, electric light and power industry
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NATIONAL INCONIE, 1 929-32

TmljI, 54.--Intcome paid out and produced, manufactured gas industry

Absolu

1929

Salaries an(l wages- , 557
Other labor income . 1, 200

'Total compensation of em-
iPloyees-.10, 757

I)vends. - 66,298
Interest ----- 46, 106
Property income 1)aid out ---- 112,404
'T'otal income paid out --.-- 213, 161

Corporate savings - .- !-21, 6538
Total income produced - 191, 623

te numbers (thousands of
dollars)

1930

100,030
1,372

101,402
67,947
48,509
116,456
217, 858
-27, 373
190,486

1931

96, 880
1, 671

98, 451
76, 906
52, 687
129,492
227,943
-62, 276
176,068

1932

75, 227
1,579

76,806
76,860
63,273
129,123
205, 92
-61, 143
144, 786

Percentages of 1929

1929

100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0

1930

100.6
114.3

100.0
102.6
105. 2
103.6
102.2

--k4-

1931 1 1932

97.3
130.9

97.7
116.0
114.1
115.2
106.9

91. 7

75.B
131.6

76.2
114.4
116.6
114.9
96. 6

76.6

TABIJE' 155.-irtcome )aid out and produced, electric light and power and gas
industries

Itent

Salaries and wages....
Other labor income ...- ..
Total compensation oreITl)loyees

Dividends ....- ..
Interest.- ..--.-.-.-.----
Total property Income paid out..
Total Iucoine p id out ....

Corporate savings.. .. .-..
Total income produced ....

Absolute numbers (thousands of
dollars)

1929

626, 190
6, 46C

630,65
412,716
362,708
775, 424

1,306,074
-16,822

1,289,252

1930 1

543,977
6,110

660,087
605, 238
387, 627
952, 85

1,602,962
-277 746
1.225, 208

1931

608, 731
6,368

616, 08
605,939
440, a33
940, 26

1,461,357
-283,307
1,178,060

1932

378, 279
6,610

383,889
382,798
449, 610
832,308

1, 216,197
-28W 353
957,844

Percentages of 1929

1929 1930 1931 1932

100.0 103.6 96.9 72.0
100. O111.9 110.4 102.7
100. 0103.7 97.1 72. 3
100.0 137.0 122., 92.8
100.0 106.9 121. 4 123.9
100. 0 122.8 122.0 107. 3
100.0 116.1 111.9 93.1

100. 0f 9. 91.+ 74.3

TrAB1.E 56.-Percenttaqe distribution of income paid out, electric light and power
and gas industries

Item

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER

Salaries and wages.
Other laborIncome-
Total compensation ofemployees.

Dividends ..
Interest-------------------------------------
Property income paidout-
Total Income paid out

MANUFACTURED OAS
Salaries and wages---.-----------------------------------
Other labor Income-.--.
Total compensation of emp)loyees.

Dividends-
Interest-X. -.-.------------ --------- -----------------

Property income paidout.
Total income paid out --... ..---- -.

ELECTIC LIGHT ANI) POWER AND GAS

Total salaries and wages- ----

Other laborIncome..-.- - --- -- --- ---- ----- -

Total compensation ofemployees-
Dividends.------------- - --- -

Interest------..------------------------
Total property income paidout-
Total income paidout-

Peroontages of income paid out

1929

38.9
.4

29. 3
31.7
29.0
00.7
100.0

40. 7
.6

47.3
31. 1
21. B
62. 7

100.0

40. 2
. 4

40. 6
31.6
27.8
69. 4

100.0

1930

34.6
.4

34.9
38.7
20.4
65.1
100.0

46.9
.6

40.6
31.2
22,3
63.6
100.0

30. 2
.4

30.8
37.8
26.8
63.4
100.0

1931

133. 4
I.4
33.8
34.8
31.4
66. 2
100.0

l .7

33.7
ZL I
5 8
100.0

34.8
I.4
136.234.8
30.1
64.8
100.0

I=x

30.0
. 4

30.430. 4
39. 2
09.6
100.0

3d.5
.:

37.3
36.8
125.9
62.7
110. 0

31. 1
.6

31.6
31.6
37.0
88. 4
100.0

66

Iine

1

3

.56
7
8
9

Lil[e

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Uine

1
2
3
4
6
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

9.869604064

Table: Table 54.--Income paid out and produced, manufactured gas industry


Table: Table 55.--Income paid out and produced, electric light and power and gas industries


Table: Table 56.--Percentage distribution of income paid out, electric light and power and gas industries
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TABLE 57.-Per capita income of employees, electric light and power and gas
industries

LIni Itcnl hAolute numiibers

1929 1930 1931 19:32

I All active employees-electric light
and power---- $1, 56 $1,586 $1, 585 $1, 344

2 All active employees-gas-1, 640 1, 560 1, 55 1, 321
3 All active employees in the in-

dustry .- ----------- 1, 501 1, 581 1, 580 1, 339
4 Bureau of Labor Statistics cost of

living index

Percentages of 1929

1929 19)30 1931 1932

100.0 101.3 101. 2 85.8
100.0 101.3 -101.2 85.8

100.0 101.3 101.2 85.8

100.0 97.4 88. 9 80.4

9.869604064

Table: Table 57.--Per capita income of employees, electric light and power and gas industries
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CHAPTER VIII

MANUFACTURING

1. THE INDUSTRY AS A WHOLE

The manufacturing industry, as defined in this report, covers the
same field that is covered by the Census of Manufactures, with the
following significant exceptions: (a) the manufacture of heating and
illuminating gas is discussed in chapter VII; (b) the group of railroad
repair shops is covered in the estimates for railroad transportation;
(c) moving picture production is classified with recreation and amuse-
ment. Also, some industries which the Census of Manufactures
reports but does not include in the manufacturing total, viz., power
laundries, and cleaning and dyeing establishments, are classified with
domestic and personal service. All these omissions lend greater
homogeneity to the group of manufacturing industries.
Judged by the number of people engaged, the manufacturing indus-

try constitutes the second largest single area in our economic system.
Table 58 shows an average employment in 1929 of 9.9 million, and
the addition of the small group of individual entrepreneurs brings the
total to about 10 million people. The ascertainment of a correspond-
ing number of gainfully occupied from the Census of Occupations is
not easy, because of lack of comparability in the classifications. How-
ever, grouping together all the industrial branches in the Census of
Occupations which correspond roughly to the industries covered in
table 58, we obtain an estimate of gainfully employed attached to
manufacturing of 11 million people. This total includes notion
picture production, excluded from manufacturing in table 58 (about
20,000 employed in 1929), but, on the other hanJ, does not take into
account the 1.3 million gainfully occupied for whom no industrial
affiliation is shown. Rough as the comparison is, it suggests the
existence of a. considerable volume of unemployment in manufactur-
ing industries in 1929. This volume-of unemployed would appear to
approximate 1 million people, if the industrial attachment of gain-
fuilly occupied shown in the Census of Occupations may be relied upon.

Since 1929 the number of unemployed has multiplied. The total
number of employees had declined by 1932 to slightly over 60 percent
of the 1929 level, with a resulting addition to the army of unemployed
of some 3.7 million mneu. As was the case in mining, the contraction
of employment opportunities was much more drastic for wage earners
than for the salaried employees. The number of wage earners de-
clined substantially by 1930, and was 61 percent of the 1929 level in
1932; while the number of employed salary earners showed a sub-
stantial drop only in 1931, and declined by 1932 to 72 percent of the
1929 total. Among the individual entrepreneurs the shrinkage must
have been considerable. The estimates of their number in table 58
are to be taken only as rough approximations. But the substantial
decline which they indicate appears quile plausible.
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The influence of the depression on gross income, i.e., volume of
sales of the manufacturing industry, is measured in table 59. A
drastic decline took place in the dollar value at current prices, the
volume in 1932 being only 38 percent of the 1929 level. When ad-
justment is made for the drop in wholesale prices, the extent of the
decline is diminished although it still remains substantial. It is
interesting to observe that, as in many other industries, there is some
similarity in movement between volume of employment and the
commodity volume of gross income. The relatives in line 5 of table
58 and line 4 of table 59 are close to each other through 1931, but
in 1932 output fell much more than did employment.
The movement of various parts of net income paid out accords

with their behavior in mining and in a number of other basic indus-
tries (see table 60 and chart VIII). Salaries declined much less than
wages, and began their downward movement only in 1931, while
wages sustained a drop of 20 percent in 1930. Dividends, the most
elastic part of property income, rose in 1930 as compared with 1929,
but declined markedly in 1931, and suffered a drop in 1932 more severe
than that in any other part of income paid out. Interest payments on
long-term debt, as may have been expected, felt the influence of the
depressionn very slightly in 1930 and 1931, and only the cumulative
pressure resulting in failures brought down the volume in 1932 by the
small margin of 3 percent below the 1929 level. Total property
income in manufacturing industry moved largely with dividend pay-
nents, the latter outweighing interest payments by the ratio of 10 to 1
(in 1929). Withdrawals of individual entrepreneurs appear to have
declined even more than did labor incomes, a movement to be ex-
plained largely by a drastic reduction in the number.
Income produced has declined much more than income paid out

the latter being sustained by drafts upon the industry's capital and
surplus. These drafts, shown in table 60 as corporate and individual
business losses (negative savings), appear first in 1930, and reach
large absolute volumes by 1932. This is due partly to the presence
of such rigid costs as the allowance for depreciation and obsolescence
taxes (other than income), bad debts, etc. But it must also be noted
that in these industries labor incomes did not decline as much as did
the volume of sales, indicating that in part they also constituted a
rigid, overhead type of costs. This was true primarily of salaries,
since the decline of wages follows pretty closely the contraction of
gross income.
The divergence in the rate of decline among various parts of income

paid out resulted in a shift in the relative weight of these parts (see
table 61). Salaries and interest on long-term debt have claimed a
greater share of the total; while the proportional weight of wages and
dividends has shown an appreciable shrinkage.
The significance of the decline in labor income for the employed

group appears in the per capita figures presented in table 62. It may
be seen that the per capita earnings of the employed wage earner
declined more appreciably than the (c wt of living, while the per
capita earnings of the salaried employee declined to a smaller extent
than did the cost of living. As a result the purchasing power of the
employed salary earner rose after 1929, especially in 1931, but declined
from 1931 to 1932. The purchasing power of the employed wage

37265-3'I-0
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CHART VII1
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MANUFALCTURING

eaillcr declined after 1929, and has shown a most severe drop from
1931 to 1932, when it dropped from about 95 percent of the 1929 level
to slightly over 80 percent of that level in 1932.

2. SUBGROUPS OF MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

The Census of Manufactures distinguishes over 300 separate
industrial branches, and a still more detailed classification could
presumably be made. But it is neither possible nor advisable to
refine our income estimates so as to be able to distinguish separate
industries. Important distinctions appear very clearly in the small
number of large subgroups which we distinguish. Tile main line
of cleavage runs primarily in terms of the durability of the com-
modity in question; secondarily, in terms of the distinction between
producers' and consumers' goods. The groups of food and tobacco,
paper, printing, and publishing, and, to a smaller extent, chemicals
and petroleum refining, produce primarily perishable goods and
supply, for the most part, the needs of ultimate consumers. The
textile and leather group turns out semidurable goods primarily
for the ultimate consumer. The construction materials and furni'-
ture, metals and machinery, and miscellaneous (primarily machinery)
groups produce goods that go both to ultimate and to industrial
consumers, but all these goods are quite durable in character. We
find, consequently, that the impact of the depression upon these
three divisions in manufacturing is quite different; that the most
drastic contraction is found in those industries that turn out durable
goods, and the mildest contraction in those industries that turn out
perishable commodities.
The difference appears clearly in the movement of employment

(see table 63). The decline between 1929 and 1932 in the total
number of employees in the food and tobacco, and paper, printing,
and publishing groups is only about 20 percent, while in construction
materials and furniture and metals and metal products it amounts
to 54 and 48 percent, respectively. The same divergence appears in
the movement of both wage earners and salaried employees. The
number of wage earners in the perishable products groups declined
much less than did .the number in the durable prodjets groups; 4nd
the, same is true of salaried employees. Finally, 'it must be observed
that the difference in contraction of employment between the salary
earners and wage earners which was observed for manufacturing as a
whole is true when the comparison is carried through by branches.
In every one of the branches and in every year (with the exception of
textiles and leather for 1932) the employment of the salary earners
shows less of a decline from the 1929 level than does employment of
wage earners.
The varying susceptibility of the different groups in manufacturing

to the influence of the depression appears also in the decline in the
dollar value of their output (see table 64). The most drastic
contraction by 1932 is shown in metal and metal products, with con-
struction materials and furniture little better. Paper, printing, and
publishing, and food and tobacco again show the smallest decline,
although even in these branches the shrinkage in the dollar value of
output from 1929 to 1932 amounts to 44 to 46 percent. As in the
case of employment, the textiles and leather group seems to occupy
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an interinc(iate, position, with a decline in gross income larger than
in the case of the perishable produCts groups but smaller than that in
the durable goods in(lustries.

rTlhe adljustmlent of the (dollar volhine of output for price changes
ifl(lieates a ImiCh more moderate contraction than would appear from
the,dollar value figures, but intensifies the diflerence in the moveinent
among the various branches (see table 65). Whereas in dollar
v'-allues the largest afnd smallest declines between 1929 and 1932 vere
77 percent for metals and metal pro(lucts and 44 percent for paper,
printing, an(1 publishing, the similar range in the quantity volumle of
outl)ut is l)etWeen 71 percent decline for metals and metal products
and a 12 percent decline for food and tobacco. The reason is, of
course, in the greater elasticity of p-rices of perishable goods as
against prices of durablee commodities. The dollar volume of output
in durable goods during these years was the product of a greatly
contracted quantity output multiplied by a price that did not fall as
muticlh as did prices of other manufactured goods; while the dollar
volume of output of perishable commodities during the same period
was the product of a moderately reduced quantity output multiplied
ly a price that fell rather substantially.

It is interesting to compare by branches the nmovemnent of employ-
m1enIt (table 63) and the changes in the quantity volume of output
(table 65). In textiles and leather, and construction materials and
furniture, employment and quantity output moved, on the whole,
together. In food and tobacco, through all the years, paper, printing,
and publishing through 1930, and chemicals and petroleum refining
through 1931, the volumne of emlployment declined appreciably more
than did the volume of output, indicating an increase in output per
employee. In metals and metal products, and in the miscellaneous
group, especially the former, employment declined much less than the
quantity volume of output, suggesting a decline in output per
emj)loyee. In short, those industries which showed least contraction
in volume of output seemed to have reduced employment more than
was indicated by the shrinkage in their production; while the reverse
was true of industries in which the fall in volume of output was
severest of all.
The movement of labor incomes paid out by the various branches

of the manufacturing industry reflects again the differences among
them in the severity of the contraction of their gross incomes (see
table 66). Again, the decline is smallest in food and tobacco, paper,
pl'inting and publishing, and chemicals and petroleum refining; it is
miost severe in construction materials and furniture, and metals and
metal products. Again, in every branch and in every year, the in-
comes paid to salary earners declined less from the 1929 levels than
li(l payments to wage earners.
Just as we compared number of employees with quantity output, so

we caln coill)oIe, branch by branch, labor incomes paid out with the
dollar volume of output. This comparison shows that with the ex-
ception of construction materials in 1932, and the chemical and petro-
lenlm group in 1930, in every year the total labor incomes paid show a
smaller decline from the 1929 level than do the dollar values of out-
put. The inference is that labor incomes have become to a con-
siderable extent an irreducible overhead cost. The interesting part
is that this statement is true not only of salaries, but even of wages
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in a number of industries. In only two groups, construction mate-
rials and the miscellaneous group, did wages decline pari passu with
the drop in the value of output. In the others, wages formed in
every year a larger fraction of total value of output than they did
in 1929.
The movement of property income originated in the various

branches of manufacturing shows some significant departures from
the differential pattern of gross income and labor incomes (see
table 67). It is true that the decline from 1929 to 1932 in property
incomes is greatest in the same two branches which show the severest
contraction also in other respects, viz., construction materials and fur-
niture, and metals and metal products, and that the smallest decline
appears in the group of food and tobacco. But, on the other hand,
there is a striking contraction in the otherwise favorably appearing
groups of paper, printing and publishing, and textiles and leather;
while chemicals and petroleum refining do not show a substantial
reduction in property incomes until 1932. It would seem then that
corporate organization and the size of concerns in the industry, in
add ition to the volume of business, have some effect upon the indus-
try's dividend paying policy.

It is interesting to note that property income originated has in a
number of industries shown a smaller decline than that registered by
the dollar value of output. This was true not only of such com-
paratively well-situated branches as food and tobacco, but also of
chemicals and petroleum refining, metals and metal products, and
the miscellaneous group.
The shift in the relative weight in the total net income paid out of

the various important income types is shown by industrial branches
in table 68. In all branches the relative weight of salary payments
increased during this period, the rise being especially nmarked in the
metals and metal products and in the construction materials and fur-
niture groups. Wages seem to have lost ground in most industries.
With the exception of paper, printing, and -publishing and textiles and
leather, the percentage of net income paid out to wage earners de-
dlined, both in industries which suffered most from the depression and
in those which fared favorably as compared with others. The share
of property incomes increased in food and tobacco, chemicals and
petroleunm refining, and somewhat in the miscellaneous group. It
showed a distinct, decline in the other four groups. On the whole,
then, it was the salary earners and partly property income recipients
who gained at the expense of wage earners in the general decline of
not income paid out.

Table 69 demonstrates to what an extraordinary extent the flow
of income paid out was sustained at the expense of the industry's
capital and surplus; or, expressing it differently, to what extent other
cost items, besides those covered under income paid out, failed to
decline more than did gross income received so as to corn pensate for
sustained income payments. Income paid out did decline less
than the dollar value of output in every one of the branches
distinguished, especially in chemicals and petroleum refining. But
the other costs obviously failed to compensate for it; and some of
them (depreciation, bad debts, and taxes other than income taxes)
have probably remained much more rigid than income paid out
itself. As a result, negative savings appeared in every branch in 1930
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an(l increased to striking Proportions in 1932. Consequently, income
pro(ldneed shows astounding decliness. In metals and metal products
the income ])prolu ed in 1932 was less than one fifth of that in 1929,
in construction llaterials aind furniture, one eighth. By far the hest
showing was inude b)y the food and tobacco group.
The per capital w-ages and salaries in the various branches of nmanu-

facturing are shown in table 70; and are instructive both in the abso-
lute differences front industry to industry and in the divergence in
their movements after 1929. Thus, it is interesting to observe that
average salaries vary mruch less from industrial branch to industrial
branch than do wages. The lowest and the highest average salary
in 1929 were $2,340 and $2,879, respectively, a range of slightly over
20 percent of the lower figure; in wages the range in the same year was
irom $1,043 to $1,1562, a difference of about 50 percent of the lower
figure. Secondly, the. average wage declined from the 1929 level more
than did the average salary. This was true of every branch during
every one of the years after 1929 except food and tobacco in 1930.
And, finally, average wages and salaries declined much more in the
durable goods industries than they did in the perishable goods
b)ran.Ich es.
When thee decline in the average wage and salary is compared with

the movement of the Bureau of Labor Statistics cost of living index,
it becomes apparent that the average compensation of the employed
salary earlier retained its purchasing power in all branches, and has
increased it in some (food and tobacco, chemicals and petroleum
refining, paper, printing, an(1 publishing). The average wage lhas
increased in purchasing power in the same groups (food and tobacco,
paper, printing, and publishing, and chemicals and petroleumll refin-
ing). But in the others it suffered a decline in purchasing power, in
textiles and leather in 1930 and especially in 1932; in construction
materials and furniture in 1931, and especially in 1932; in metals and
metal production throughout, but especially in 1932; and in the mis-
cellaneous group, especially in 1932. Thus, even for the wage eariners
fortunate enough to remain on the pay rolls, the depression beenmle
especially intensified in 1932.
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TABLE 5.8.-Number of people engaged, manufacturing industry

Item

Salaried employees-.. .
Wage earners
Total number of employees.

Entrepreneurs -...
Total number engaged-

Absolute numbers

1929

1, 603,279
8,386,738
9,890,017

133,173
10,023,190

1930

1, 491, 355
7, 260, 280 f
8, 761, 6351S

108 108
8,859, 7431S

1931

1, 321, 489
3, 162, 34A
r, 473, 820

92,36
7,60, 194

1932

1,084,033
6,107,900
0,191,933

64,693
6, 26, 626

Percentages of 1929

1929 1930 1931 1932

100.0 99. 2 87. 9 72.1
100.0 86. 6 73. 4 6'0. 9
100.0 88.6 75.6 62.6
100.0 81 2 69.4 48.6
100.0 88.4 75.61 62.4

TABLE 59.-Crross income; manufacturing industry, at current and (it 9?9 prices

Item

Value of production, at current prices (thousands
of dollars)-..--^--.

Value of production, at current prices (1929- 100)-
Value of production, at 19 prices (thousands of
dollars)------ -

Value of production, at 1929 prices (1929=100).

TABLE 60.-Income paid out and produced, manufacturing industry

Itemn

Salaries.----..----.-.-
Wages -
Other labor Income
Total compensation of
employees..

Dividends...........
Interest-.-- ..
Total property Income
pjald out--------

Wlthdrawals of entrepre-
neurs. .-

Total lnmorne'pai'dout..
Corporate savings...
Business savings of ndi-

viduals _.......
Total Income produced..

Absolute numbers (thousands of dollars)

1929

4,012,95
10,898,641

72,766

14,984,301
2, 677,121
214,619

2,791,740

380,044
18,150,745
1, 217, 924

-20,639119, 34, 130

1930

4,030,394
8,865,761

72, 360

1931

3 377,628
8,009,451

65,917

12,968,606 10, 112,896
2,616,817 1,896 142

260, a50 230,413

2,867,167

305,478
10,141,160
-1, 8, 420

-104,162
14,29¶ 578

2,126, 6b

250 516
12,480,907
-2,007,022
-206,440
9, 670,605

1932

2, 429, 236
4,474,107

67, 741

6,961,083
1,047,917
207,530

1,255,453
156,884

8, 378,420
-2,281, 724

-218, 92
5,872, 767

Percentages of 1929

1929

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

....0

-1W0.

1930I

100.4
81.3
99. 6
80.6
86.6
101. 6
113. 0

102.7

80.3
88.9
....

1931 1932

84.2! 60.5
61.2i 41.1
90.06 79.4

67.6 40.5
73.6 40.7

107.4[ 9.7

76.21 45.0

65.8 41.2
68.8 40.1
0. 0 30.

TABLE 61.-Percentage distribution of income paid out, manufacturing industry

Perconttges of income T

Item
1929 1930 1931

Salaries ...--------------.-.-.-.---. 22.1 25.0 27.0
Wages---60.0 54.9 63.4
Other laborincome-- -- 4 4 5
Total compensation of employees - -------------------- 82.5 80.3 81.0

Dividends--------------14.2 16.2 16.2
Interest------------------------------ 1.2 1.6 1.8
Total property income paid out-- -------------- 16. 4 17.8 17.0

Withdrawalsof entrepreneurs-.-..--- i------- 2.1 1.9 2.0
Total income paid out-I - - 100.0 100.0 100.0

7B

)ald out

1932

29.0
b3.4

.7
83.1
12.6
2.56
16.0
1.9

100.0

Line

1
2
3
4
6

Line

2
3

4

1929

68, 468, 192
100.0

68, 468, 192
100.0

1930

64,740,796
80.0

69i,669,60
87.0

1931

39,972,829
58. 4

61, 116, 916
74.7

1932

25, 796, 206
37.8

37,58,713
54.9

Line

1
2
3
4

6
6
7

8

9
10
11

12

Line

2
3
4
6
0
7
8
9

- -__ ---

9.869604064

Table: Table 58.--Number of people engaged, manufacturing industry


Table: Table 59.--Gross income, manufacturing industry, at current and at 1929 prices


Table: Table 60.--Income paid out and produced, manufacturing industry


Table: Table 61.--Percentage distribution of income paid out, manufacturing industry
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TAILF, 62.-Per capital income of employces, manufacturing industry

Il Absolute numbers Percentages of 1929

Llne Item _ I---

I Salarie(l employee =
2 Wage earners
3 All active employees.
4 1Burenu of Labor Statistics cost of

living Index--

1929 1930 1931 1932

$2, M9 $2, 703 $2, 556 $2, 241
1,300 1, 2'21 1,084 876
1,50 1,474 1,344 1, 115

1929 1930 1931 1932

100.0 101.3 95.8 84.0
100.0 93.9 83.4 67.4
100.0 97.7 89.1 73.9

100.0 97.4 188.9 80.4

DETAILED TABLES, MANUFACTURING

TABLE 63.--Number of employees, various branches of the manufacturing industry

Absolute numbers

Line Item

SALARIE) EMPlOYEES

Food and tobacco.. -
P'aper, printing and publishling.-.
Textiles and leather
Construction materials and furni-
ture.

Chliemicals and petroleum refining -

Metals an(l metal products .
M1iscellaneous and rubber .

WAfE EARNERS

Food an(1 tobacco .-. --

l'aper, p)rinti zig (lpublishing ----
Textiles an(l leathler .
Construction materials and furni-
ture. -.-.-----------------.------

Chemicals and petroleum refining..
Metals and metal products.
Miscellaneous anf( rubber .

TOTAL NUMBER OF EMIPOYEES

Food and tobacco .
Paper, printing an(l publishing.-..
'l'extiles an(1 leather .
Construction materials and furnil.
ture..

Chemicals and petroleum reflningl -

Metals an(l metal products .- .
Miscellaneous and rubber .

1929

144, 948
238,788
178, 470

119,400
92, 825

444, f;4
75,839

869, 36
691,381

2,054,344

1,204,800
385, 019

2,867,340
414, 488

1, 014, 314
830,169

2,232,814

1,324,200
477, 844

3 311,996
490, 327

1930 19'31

142,113 132, 495
246, 281 227,030
171,140 152, 282

108, 745 88, 974
93, 722 83,788

452, 706 390, 718
69,952 63,051

816, 743
568,909

1,834, 303
957, 259
355,9q50

2, 392, 736
334, 380

746, 872
509264

1, 707, 200

733, 507
315,111

1,865,895
274, 491

958,856 879, 367
815,190 736,294

2,005, 443 1,859,482
1,066,004 822,481

449, 672 393,899
2,845 44212 250, 613404 3321 337, 542

1932

118,132
203, 629
129, 768

65, 824
72, 102

295, 021
49, 327

687, 213
455,954

1,,507, 179

542, 653
272,906

1, 422, 472
219,523

805, 345
659,583

1, 636, 947

608, 477
345,008

1,717,493
268,850

Percentages of 1929

1I')9

100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.O
100.
100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

1930 1931 1932

98.0
103. 1
95.9

91. 1
101.0
101.8
92. 2

93.
96. 2
89.3

79. 5
92.4
83.4
"A. 7

94. 5
98. 2
89.8

80. 5
94.1
85.9
82. 5

91.4i
95. 1
85. 3

74. 5
90. 3
87.9
83.1

85.9
86.1
83.1

60.9
81.8
65.1
66.2

86.7
88.7
83.3

62.1
83.6
68.1
68.8

81.5
85. 3
72.7

55. 1
77.7
66.3
65.0

79.0
77.1
73.4

45.0
70.9
49.6
53.0

79.4
79. 6
73. 3

46.0
72. 2
51.9
54.8

TABLE, 64.-Gross income at current prices, various branches of the
industry

manufacturing

Iten

VALUE OF PROD)UC(TION
Food and tobacco.------
Paper, printing andl publishing.
Textiles and leather .- ..
Construction materials and fur-

niture
ChemIcp.!s and petroleum re-

fining ..... ..
Metals and metal products ---
Miscellaneous and rubber.
Total..------------..----

Absolute numbers (thousands of dollars)

1929 1930 1931 1932

13, 269,831 11,808,963 9,363,767 7,155,210
5,062,391 4,837,861 3,839,984 2,831,909

1 1, 603, 108 8, 901, 655 7,217,695 5,081,170
5, 153, 180 3,859,053 2,591,111 1,645,480
6, 894, 500 6,55,68 4,437, 796 2,498,1013, 819, 139 16, 832, 1 10, 989, 529 5, 531,964
2,7M, 0431 2,150,419 1,532,947 1,052,371
68 468, 192 64,740, 79639,972, i25,79f,2N

Percentages of 1929

1929 1 1930 1 1931 1932

100.0
100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0
100.0

89.0
91.6
77.4

74.9

95.0
70.7
77,7
80.t

70.6
75.9
62.7

50.3

04.4
46.1
55.4
68.4

53.9
55.9
44.2

31,9
30.2
23,2
38.0
37.8

2
3
4

5
6
7!

8
9
10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17
18

19
20
21

Line

2
3
4

S

6
7
8

--

I.-__.-

9.869604064

Table: Table 62.--Per capita income of employees, manufacturing industry


Table: Table 63.--Number of employees, various branches of the manufacturing industry


Table: Table 64.--Gross income at current prices, various branches of the manufacturing industry
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TABLE G5.-Gross income at 1929 prices, various branches of the manufacturing

industry

Item

VALUE OF PRODUCTION

Food and tobacco
Paper,printing and publishing.
Textiles and leather
Construction materials and
furniture

Chemicals and petroleum re-
fining-

Metals and metal products ---
Miscellaneous and rubber .
Total ...

Absolute numbers (thousands of dollars)

1929 1 1930 1 1931 1 1932

13, 269,831 13,034,175
5, 062, 391 4, 676, 401

.11, 503, 108 9,934, 883

6, 163,180 4, 09,659

. 6, 894,500 7,311,037
23,819,139 18,375,716
2, 766, 043 2, 230,725

68, 468, 196P, 559,596

12, 536, 163 11, 710, 655
4, 292, 908 3, 670, 233
9, 649, 325 8,165,971

3, 169, 891 2, 217, 628

6, 673, 377 3, 630,961
13, 067, 216 6,932, 286
1, 738, 035 1, 270,979

51, 115, 915 37, 588, 713

Percentages of 1929

1929 1930 1931 1932

100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
6100 u

98. 2
90.4
86.4

79. 5

100.0
77. 1
80. 6
87. 0

94.5
84.8
83.9

61. 3

00.8
54.9
62.8
74. 7

88. 3
72. 5
70. 9

43. 0

52. 7
29.1
46. 9
64.9

TABLE 6f3.-Salaries anid wages paid; various branches of the manufacturi-ng industry

Item

SALARIES

Food and tobacco .
Paper, printing and publishing.
Textiles and leather.
Construction materials and
furniture ..--.

Chemicals and petroleum re-
fining

Metals and metal products --

Miscellaneous and rubber..

WAOES

Food and tobacco..
Paper, printing and publishing.
Textiles and leather .
Construction materials and
furniture

Chemicals and petroleum re-
fining

Metals and metal products.---
Miscellaneous and rubber...

TOTAL COMPENSATION OF EM-
PLOYEZ8

Food and tobacco -

Paper,printing and publishing.
Textiles and leather-
Construction materials and
furniture .

Chemicals and petroleum re-
flning..

Metals and metal products - --
Miscellaneous and rubber.

Absolute numbers (thousands of dollars) Percentages of 1M

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

339,191 330,839 298,909 24B, 541 100.0 97.5 88.1 72. 7
596, 000 625,081 M1, 456 440,240 100.0 104.9 92.5 7& 9
613, 759 482,444 409,943 302,619 100.0 93.9 79.8 .58. 9

323,88 293,720 227,062 143,365 100. 0 90.7 70.1 44. 3

246,818 255,674 228,322 176,785 100. 0 103.6 92.5 71.2
1,199,151 1,255,354 991,642 849,931 100. 0 104. 7 82. 7 54 2

193,741 184,463 184,626 107,484 100. 0 95. 2 85.0 55.5

99, 722 937,551 802,012 650,511 100.0 94.1 80. 6 05. 3
923, 702 881,212 748, 6B7 584, 631 100. 0 95.4 81.0 6& 3

2,142,018 1, 777,876 1,530, 176 1,091,553 100.0 83.0 71. 4 51. 0

1,372,200 1,034,402 693,067 378,522 100.0 75. 4 50.5 27. 6

523, 282 471,942 395,739 303,254 100.0 90.2 76.06 5 0
4, 392,050 3,337,910 2,187,808 1, 265, 5 100. 0 78. 49. 8 28.8
58, 607 424 799 312, 083 200,631 100. 0 77.4 50. 9 36. B

1,344,251 1, 277,611 1,110,048 90, 023 100.0 95.0 82. 6 67. 4
1,522,945 1, 9, 859 1, 303,358 1,028,026 100.0 99.1 85.6 07. 5
2,6 0, 140 2, 264,552 1,944,078 1,397,607 100.0 8& 1 73.1 52. 6

1,710,369 1,340, 765 929,309 527,987 100.0 78 4 56 3 30.9

778 00 730 33 633, 757 488,659 100. 0 9 7 81.5 628
5,621,875 4, 623, 36 3,200,695 1,938,681 100.0 82.2 67. 0 34. 5

746, 269 612,981 480,083 311, 037 100.0 82.1 64.3 41. 7

Line

1
2
3
4

6
7
8

Line

1
2
3
4

5
6

7

8
9
10
11

12

13
14

15
16
17
18

19

20
21

9.869604064

Table: Table 65.--Gross income at 1929 prices, various branches of the manufacturing industry


Table: Table 66.--Salaries and wages paid, various branches of the manufacturing industry
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TA IBl. 6t7.--P ropert y inco

L'.ii0 1 temi

NvTrIONAIJ INCOMATE, 1 929-3 2

oPe originated, various branches of the mzanufacturing
industry

AAbsolu to numbers (thousano. o'r o'olars) lereenitaiges of 192'hl

1929

I DDIVl[)ENl)S

I Food and tobacco-.-
2 Paper, printing and publishing.
:3 Textiles and leather .
4 Construction materials afnd

furniture .
5 Chemicals 0a(n p)otrolemn'Il rc-

fining .
6 Metals and metal proedls-ls
7 Miscellaneous and rubl)er

INTEREST

8 Food and tobacco
9 Paper, printing and pulnishingJl

10 Textiles and leather-11 Construction materials afnd
furniture-I

12 Chemicals and petroletnm re-
filling .--

13 Metals and metal products.---
14 Miscellaneous and rubber-

TOTAr. iROPIRTY INCOME I',AI)
OUT

lo Food and tobacco-
16 1 Paper,printing and bl~utiishing.
17 Textiles an(l leather-
18 ('onstructloan materials alu

ftlrnittlro - - - -----

19 Chemicals and petroleuni re-
fining ----

20 Metals and metal products
21 Miscellaneous and rubber

401, 58O
189,984
216, 462

181, 210

485,653
98'3,545
118,678

48, 274j
322 I643

I : 694
20, 58:3

31,95
40 7221
20: 265

4110, 854
222, 1550
228, 156

201,802

517, 568
1, 033, 267

138, 943

1030

434, 309
179, 611
168, 569

139, 311

600, 412
990, 274
104, 371

40, 40-9i
33, 665
11, 70(

23, 962

41, 097
67, 166
23, 261

483, 778
213, 176
180,359

1603, 273

041,50
1, 057, 410

127,032

1(131 19:12 1029,}
i

367, 282
131 694!
125, 2451
84, 352

459,0581
652: 9201
75, 091t

43, 404!
31, 311
10, 400.

22, 830,

52, 8941
47, 707
21,801

410, 68
13, 005
135, 051

107, 182i

512, 452
700, 687
V6, 892

:327, 703
47, 705 1
63,328 1

28, 606 1

327,311
205,307
48,037

43, 486
30,483
9,516 1

10,333

44, 504
45 35917,8551

371, 189
78, 188
71, 844

44, 859

371,81h
250,663
05,892

100.0
100.0
100. 0

00. 0

100. 0
100. 0

0. 0O100.O0iI100. 0'
100.01
1oo. 01
100. 0,

100.0

100.0

100. 0
100:0100 0

TABlE ti8.--Percenthqc distributionI of in come paid o1t, valrio., lJberncles of the
?mlanflacti ilty industlltHtry

Itenit

SAL.AIIIES

Foo( annd tobacco -.- ------------
Paper, printing and publishing . .- --

Textiles and leather----------------- .
Construction materials and furniture.
Chemicals and petroleum reflning.....
Metals and metal products .-.
NMisceilaneous and rubber .-.-.

W*A OF.8
Food an(l toluacco ------.----------------
Paper, printinlg and publishing-
'Pextiles and leather ----.-------.
Construction materials and furniture-
Chenmieals and petroleumn refining .
Metals and metal products .
Miscellaneous at(1 rubber-

PROPERTY INCOME 'AlD) (UT

Food and tobacco .---.-------------------------- ----------

Paper, printing and publishing.
Textiles and( leather------------------------------ -----

Construction materials and furnituro.
Chemicals and petroleum rellningl-g.
Metals and metal pro(lucts-
Miscellaneous andrubber.

IPercentages of income paid out

1092 1930 1931 1932

17.9 17.8 18.7 18.6
33.4 35.6 36.8 39. 1
17. 2 19.2 19.1 20. 0
16.3 18.09 21.3 24.3
18.9 18.4 19.8 20. 3
17.9 22.0 25.2 29.4
21.4 24.3 27.9 '1)

52.5 50.5 50. 1 40,2
61.8 50.1 50.0 i 52.1)
71.7 70.8 71.3 72.0
69.2 6. 5 ! 05.0 64.3
40. 0 33.9 34.3 35. 1
65. 6 58. 4 55.0 57.3
30.7 56.1, 53.0 1 .52.2

23.7
12. 5

7.

10. 2
39.
Ih. 4
15. 4

26. 1
12. 1
7.2

10. 5
46. 1
18. 5
16.8

25. 7
10,9

10. 1
44. 4
17.8'

i16. 4

28.0
6.9
4.8
7.6

43.0
11.4
17. 2

1931 1932I 9Vs(

---- ---!

19:10

108. 2!
94. 6
77.9

123.6
100. 7
87.0

102.4
104. 7
100.8

110a.

128. 8
135. 1
114.8

107. 5
96.0
79. 1,

80. 9

123.9
102. 3
91.9

91.5
69. 31
57. 9

46. 5

94. 6
60. 4
63. 3

89. 9
97. 3
89. 0

110. 9

165. 71
016. I!
107. 01

91.'dl. 31
73.'41.5'd. 51
53. 1

99. 0
67.8
09 7

81. 6
25. 1
29.3

15 7

67. 4
20.0
40. 5

90. 1
94. 8
S. 4

79. 4

139. 4
91.2
Ss. 1

82. 5
35. 2
31.93

>22. 2

71.8
24. 3
47. 4

Line

2

4

10

7!

sI
101

.11
12
1:1
14

115
16
17
is
19
20
21

----------------

..........

------------

..................

............

9.869604064

Table: Table 67.--Property income originated, various branches of the manufacturing industry


Table: Table 68.--Percentage distribution of income paid out, various branches of the manufacturing industry
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A'B1I3, ;5.---ICoile j)aid( olut an(2d produced, various bra nche.s of the manufacturing

industry

Ite imi

INCOMY 7 'AID OUT

Food an(l to'-.ctco
Paper, print iag and publlshinlg_.
Text'le2 'nml leather
Construction materials and fur-
niture -- -------------------

Chemicals and petroleum refining.
Metals and metal products.
'Miscellaneous and rubber

BUSINESS SAVINGS

Food and tobacco
Paper, printing and publlshing...
Textiles and leather
Construction materials and fur.
niture .

Chemicals and petroleum refining.
Metals and metal pro(lucts
Miscellaneous and rubber-..

INCOME PRODUCED

Food and tobacco .
Paper, printing an(1 publishing-..
Textiles an(1 leather .
Construction materials and fur.
niture.-----------

Chemicals and petroleum refining-
Metals an(d metal products.
Miscellaneous an(1 rubber.

A bsolinto numt erIIos (t ho1 I )tisansL; of i lIa rs) P'ereent ages of 192

I,.
1,
2,

1,
1,
6,'

II.

192N1 19.30
I_

898,193 1,851, 020
783, 883 1,757 595
985, 478 2, 610,350

983, 187 1,554, 636
3W8,511 1391,072
691,889 5,710,881
904, 467 757,857

70, 316
100,8.58
-63, 353

-50,828
278, 754
901,835
-40, 196

-53,848
-29, 025
-527, 434

-261, 471
-341,038
-442, 416
-193, 440

1, 968,508 1,802, 172
1, 884, 74111, 728,570
2, 922, 125 1, 982, 916

1, 933,059
1, 587, 265
7, 593, 724
864, 271

1,293,065
1,049,134
5, 268,465

5M4, 417

19113 1932 1929 1930 1931 1032

1, 00, 168 1, 323, 328 100.0 97.8 84.3 6i3.7
1, 496, 764 1, 125, 035 100.0 98. 6 83.9 63. 1
2 14fl 175 1 516, 270 100. 0 84.1 71.9 50. 8

1, 060, 385 688,830 100.0 78. 4 53. 7 29. 7
1, 164, 034 864,581 100. 0 100.3 88. 2 68.1
3,931,757 2,207,981 100.0 85.3 58.8 33.0

589, 1161 384. 131 100. 0l 83. 8 6f5. 1 42. 5

-148, 8071-240, 063 .. . --.-.-I-

-113, 75fi1 -96. 54i ----
-475, 3391 449 850! . .

-348. 827 -378, 220.. .
-541,527 -313 3771 .

-1, 001, 870 -825., 31 .
- 183,336 -1 I, 041---

1, 451, 361 1,03, 261V 100. 0 91. 6 73. 7 65. 0
1, 383,008 1, 029, 495 10(.0 91.7 73.4 54.6
1, 670, 836 1, COO, 4201 100. 0; 67. 1 57. 2 36. 5

717, 558 210, 610! 100. 0' 66. 9 37. 1 10. 9
612, 507 551, 204' 100.0 66. 1 38.6 34.7

2,929,887 1, 382, 418 100. 0 69.4 38, 6 18. 2
440.5, 780 186. 090' 10. 0 05. 3 47. 0 21. 6

iABi.i; 70.---l-/'i' ('(1ailta ilc(o)mfl *of Cmp/)IoyeCe', varioii.s branchi'.'s of the man uf(cturing
indl( 1 st 1',1

IteIn

AVERAGE SA.lARY

Food and tobacco
Paper, printing and publlsblng.._.
Textiles and leather
Construction materials and furni-
ture..---- ..--..

Chemicals arid petroleum refining-
Metals and metal products.
Miscellaneous and rubber.

AVERAGE WAGE

Food and tobacco
Paper, printing and publishing.--
Textiles and leather
Construction materials and furni-
ture.

Chemicals and petroleum refining.
Metals and metal products
Miscellaneous and rubber
AVERAGE COMPENSATION PER

ACTIVE EMPLOYER

Food and tobacco
Paper, printing and publishing..
Textiles an(i leather
Construction materials and furni-
ture

Chemicals and petroleum refining.
Metals and metal products.
Miscellaneous and rubber
l3ureau of Labor Statistics cost of
living index..

.Albsolute nil)Prs

1921)

$2, 340
2, 496
2, 879

2, 712
2, 659
2, 697
2, W55

1, 146
1, 5G2
1 043

1,139
1,359
1, 532
1 324

1, 317
1,831
1, 189}
1281

1, 612
1,68
1,614

$2,328
2, 538
2,819

2,701
2,728
2, 773
2,637

1,148
1,549
969

1,081
1,326
1,395
1, 270

1,323
1,848
1,127

1,246
1,618
1,614
1, 607

I 91:1

$2, 256
2,429
2,692

2, 552
2, 725
2, 538
2,611

1, 074
1, 470
896

945
1, 266
1, 173
11, 137

1, 252
1,760
1, 043

1,119
1,604
1,409
1,412

Percentages of 192N)

19:12

$2, 087
2,162
2, 332

2,178
2, 438
2, 203
2,179

947
1,282
724

698

1, 111
889
914

1, 114
1,554
852

858
1,388
1, 115
1, 146

1929

100. 0
1(0.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0

100. 0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
100. 0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

:1930 19:31 1932
_ __ ---

99. 5

101.7
97.9

99.6
102.6
102.8
103.2

100.2
99. 2
92.9

94.9
97.6
91. 1
95.9

100.6
100.9
94.8

7. 3
100.4
95.0
99.6

97. 4

96. 4
97.3
93.

94.1
102.6
94.1

102. 2

93.7
94.1

85. 9

83.0
92,4
76.6
85.9

95. 1

96. 5

87.7

87.4
97. 0
83.6
93.3

88.9

89. 2
86.8
81.0

80.3
91.7
81.7
85.3

82.8
82.1
69. 4

61.3
81.8
58.0
69.0

846.
84.9
71.7

87.0
88&1
68.1
7& 7

80.4

Linle

2
3
4

5
6
7

8j
9
10
11

12
13
14

15
17
18

19
20
21

1,ine

1

1I

31
4;
5
6
7

18

19
10
21

2
13
14 !

15
161
17
181
19;
201
211
22

_

9.869604064

Table: Table 69.--Income paid out and produced, various branches of the manufacturing industry


Table: Table 70.--Per capita income of employees, various branches of the manufacturing industry
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CHAPTER IX

CONSTRUCTION

The construction industry, as defined in this report, includes
construction or alteration of buildings, roads, bridges, and other
engincering structures, in so far as such work is done by construction
Conil)anies, but not by industrial or government organizations with
the hell) of their own forces. Thus, income from a large volume of
construction bly railroads, telephone companies, pipe line companies,
Federal, State, and city governments, and others, is not included in
the income estimates presented below, but forms a part of the total
income originating in steam railroads, the telephone industry, pipe
line companies, etc. The distinction thus made between construction
defined institutionally, as it i'; in the present report, and construction
definedd functionally, results in a striking difference in the volumes
involved. Thlus all construction, defined functionally, amounted in
1929 to about 11.5 billion dollars (estimated by the Federal Employ-
ment Stabilization Board), while the volume of contract construc-
tion (i.e., accounted for by construction firms) is estimated as only
about 7 billion dollars.
The Census of Construction for 1929 was the first Nation-wide

tally of the industry taken since 1900, and provides a great deal of
information underlying the estimates given below. But a comparison
of the census totals with other information available on the volume
of contract construction (reports by the F. W. Dodge Co. on the value
of contracts awarded, estimates by the Federal Employment Stabili-
zation Board of the volume of construction, data by the Census of
Occupations on the number of gainfully occupied attached to the.
industry, data from the Censuses of Manufactures and Distribution
on the volume of construction materials produced and consumed)
lead to the conclusion that the census failed to cover the industry
colflJ)letely. Instead of a volume of construction of 5.8 billion dollars
in 1929, indicated by the census, it appeared more reasonable to
assume a volume of 7 billion dollars (see appendix A, notes to
table 72). Consequently, the average number of employees in the
industry and the labor incomes, as derived from the Census of Con-
struction, were raised by slightly over 20 percent, to take care of the
shortage in covering.
The Census of Occupations reports 2,574,968 gainfully occupied

attached to the building industry, and 454,824 classified under con-
struction and maintenance of roads, sewers, and bridges. While
the latter figure probably includes a number of gainfully occupied
not engage(l in construction or repair, this excess is more than offset
by the number of casufzl workers in the construction field counted
among the 1.3 million gainfully occupied for whom no industrial
attachment is given. We have thus a total of slightly over 3 million
gainfully occul)ied attached to the construction industry, while the
number engaged in 1929 as shown in table 71 is only slightly over
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OONSTRUCTION

1.5 million. But the Census of Occupations totals must include a
very large proportion of construction workers engaged by the public
utilities, government, or other nonconstruction firms for work on
their own account. If we assume that all such workers were classi-
fied by the Census of Occupations under the two classifications men-
tione above, the number of wage earners in table 71 should, for the
purpose of comparison be raised by 64 percent (the percentage excess
in 1929 of total construction over contract construction). This
would raise the total number engaged in construction to 2.3 millions,
still leaving a surplus of 700,000 unemployed. This does not appear
to be an excessive surplus, since the seasonality in the industry is
considerable, and since by 1929 the volume of construction was
already on the decline from the peak of 1928.
The decline in employment in the construction industry shown by

table 71 is striking, even though for lack of data we are forced to the
somewhat improbable assumption that the number of entrepreneurs
attached to the industry remained the same. The number of wage
earners has shrunk by 1932 to slightly more than one third of the
volume in 1929, with the result that the industry contributed about
850,000 men to the army of unemployed. As is the case in other
industries, the number of salaried employees has shown a milder
decline. But even for the latter group the contraction from 1929 to
1932 amounted to over 50 percent of the 1929 level.
Table 72 indicates the drastic decline which took place during the

period in the volume of contract construction. The drop was
especially marked in private construction, which in 1932 was about
one seventh of the volume in 1929.1 Public utility and government
construction done on a contract basis declined Bomewhat less, but
even there the volume in 1932 was only slightly over one third of the
level of 1929. Of course, both public utilities and the government
cut down on construction contracts much more than they did on
construction work done by their own forces. Thus the decline for
these two groups shown in table 72 is a combined result of a decline
in total public and public utility construction and of the shift in
favor of construction done on own account.
The adjustment of the dollar volume for the changes in building

costs serves to reduce the decline between 1929 and 1932 (see
table 73). But even with this adjustment, the volume of contract
construction shows a total drop from 1929 of 67 percent.
The bearing of this striking contraction of the industry upon income

originated in it is showA in table 74 and chart IX. Labor income
had declined by 1932 to slightly more than one quarter of the 1929
volume, with the customary disparity in movement in favor of sal-
aries appearing again. Property incomes did not begin to decline
until 1931, but suffered a drastic contraction by 1932. The estimate
of withdrawals by individual entrepreneurs is based on the move-
ment of salaries (the only basis available in the present state of the
data), and thus reflects the changes in that particular part of labor
income. The total income paid out did not decline as much as gross
income produced, the latter being judged by the dollar volume of
total construction. But negative savings are shown for the industry

I These estimates are based on the volume of contracts awarded, and there Is some lag between actual
construction and the date of award of the contract.
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NATIMNATL INCOME, 1929-32

CHART IX

INCOME BY TYPE OF PAYMENT
CONSTRUCTION

INTEREST
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en\en in 1929. Trley increased in 1930 and .1932. As a result, income
produced dropped much more than did income paid out.. Indeed,
income produced moved in close similarity to gross income (compnre
with table 72).
Labor and entrepreneurial incomes account for over 95 peI'cent of

income paid out in the industry (see table 75). Since entrepreneurial
incomes and salaries are assumed to move similarly, and salaries
show greater resistance to the contraction than do wages, the combined
share of entrepreneurial income and salaries in the total paid out
grew from 28.4 percent in 1929 to 37.8 percent in 1932; while the share
of wages declined between the same 2 years from 68 to 58 percent.
The reduction of labor incomes to a per capital basis (see table 76)

indicates that the average compensation of a salary earner declined
to about the same extent as did the cost of living, so that the I)ulrcllas-
ing power of the average salary remained approximately the sarino from
1929 through 1932. The same stability of purchasing power of the
average compensation was also true of the employed wage earners,
but only through 1931. In 1932, per capita wages declined materially,
much beyond the decline in the cost of living; with the result that the
purchasing power of the average wage dropped by about. 17 percent
between 1931 and. 1932.



SUMMARY TABLES, CONSTRUCTION

TABLE 71.-Number of people engaged, construction industry

i Absolute numbers Percentages of 1929

Line Item
1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

.- l_ I I _

1
2
3
4
S

Salaried employees.
Wage earners .
Total number ofemployees
Entrepreneurs .
Total number engaged..-

164, 785
1, 204,9 16
1, 359, 701

167, 811
1, 527, 512

156, 701
1, 053,097
1,209, 798

167, 811
1, 377, 609

119,181
766,930
886,111
167,811

1,053,922

72, 584
432,50
505, 150
167,811
672,961

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

101.
87.
89.

100.
90.

2
4
0
0
2

77.0
.03. 7
65.2
100.0
69.0

40.9
35.9
37. 2
100.0
44.1

TABLE 72.-Total volume of contract construction (at current building co0ts)

Absolute numbers (millions of Prcentages of 1929dollars)Prenasof12
Line Item__

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Private construction .. 4, 114 2, 475 1,535 587 100.0 60. 2 37.3 14.3
2 Public utility construction-974 1,056 775 379 100.0 108, 4 79.6 38.9
3 Public-construction- 1,883 2,042 1,498 734 100. 0 108.4 79.6 39.0
4 Total construction ................. 6,971 6, 673 3,808 1, 700 100.0 79. 9 54.6 24. 4

TABLE 73.-Total volume of contract construction (at 1929 building costs)

Item

Private construction.
Public utility construction..
Public construction .
Total construction .

Absolute numbers (millions of
dollars)

1929

4, 114
974

1, 883
6, 971

1930

2,781
1, 187
2, 294
6, 262

1931

1,98
994

1,921
4,882

1932

793
512
992

2, 297

Percentages of 1929

1929

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

1930

67. 6
121.9
121.8
89.8

1931

47.8
102. 1
102.0
70. 0

1932

19. 3
52. 6
52. 7
33. 0

TABLE 74.-Income paid out and produced, construction industry

Item

Salaries---------------
Wages-
other labor income.
Total compensation of employ.
ees-

I1)Ividends.
Interest. ..
Total property Income paid out.

Withdrawals of entrepreneurs --

Total Income paid out.
Corporate savings.,
Business savings of individuals..
Total Income produced.

Absolute numbers (thousands of
dollars)

1929 1930 1931

454,604 451,1421 321,191
2, 133, 649 1, 806, 320j 1, 180, 97C

31,2911 33,5911 32, 63s

2, 619, 544
62,315
17,076
79,391

436, 249
3, 1365 184

20, 263
-68, 179

3, 087, 268

2, 291,053
84, 594
16,631

101, 225
432, 769

2, 825, 037
-17,186
-164, 009
2, 643, 842

1, 534, 708
39, 901
13, 637
53,438
308,428

1, 896, 574
-63,430
-175,837
1, 667, 307

1932

1I, 72'
497,698
24,851

689,274
3, 944

10, .26
14, 470

160,103
863, 847
-95, 58
-314, 479
463, 810

| ercentages of 1929

1929 1930 1931 1932

100.0 99. 2 70.7 36.7
100. 84.7 55.4 23.3
100. 107. 4 104.0 79. 4

100.( 87.5 58.6 26. 3
100. 135.8 64.0 6.3
100. 97.4 79.3 61.6
100. 127. 5 67.3 18&2
100. 99. 2 70.7 36.7
100. 90.1 60.5 27.6

F100. 85.6. 64.0 14.7

S4

Line

1
2
3
4

Line

10

2
3
4

6
6
7
8
U
10
I11
12

9.869604064

Table: Table 71.--Number of people engaged, construction industry


Table: Table 72.--Total volume of contract construction (at current building costs)


Table: Table 73.--Total volume of contract construction (at 1929 building costs)


Table: Table 74.--Income paid out and produced, construction industry
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CONSTRUCTION 85
TABLE 75.-Percentage distribution of income paid out, construction industry

Percentages of income paid out
line Item

1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Salaries---------------------------------------------14. 5 16.0 16.9 19. 3
2 Wages ... . . --- . --------68. 1 63.9 62.3 57.6
3 Other labor income-1........................................... 1 0 1.2 1.7 2.9
4 Total compensation of employees-83. 6 81. 1 80.9 79. 8
Dividends............32.1..------------- 2.1---------- . 3 .1 .2

6 Interest-.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .5 .6 .7 1. 2
7 Total property income paid out ......... ...................... 2.5 3.6 2.8 1. 7
8 Withdrawals of entrepreneurs------------------------- 13.9 16.3 16.3 18. 5
9 Total income paid out.....-.........-.....100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

TABLE 76.-Per capita income of employees, construction industry

Absolute numbers Percentages of 1929
Line Item__ _ _

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Salaried employees- $2, 937 $2, 879 $2, 695 $2, 297 100.0 98.0 01.8 78. 2
2 Wageearners--.---- 1,771 1,715 1,640 1,161 100.0 96.8 87.0 65.0
3 All active employees-1,904 1,866 1,695 1,315 100.0 98.0 89.0 69. 1
4 Bureau of Labor Statistics cost of

living index-- . . --------- 100.0 97.4 88.9 80. 4

W7265-84-7

9.869604064

Table: Table 75.--Percentage distribution of income paid out, construction industry


Table: Table 76.--Per capita income of employees, construction industry
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CHAPTER X

TRANSPORTATION

1. THE INDUSTRY AS A WHOLE

The transportation industry, more than most general groups dis-
tinguished so far, offers during recent years a picture of conflicting
trends among the various branches which in common satisfy the
demand for inovenient across space. It includes specific industries
which differ in a large number of aspects: In the rate of their current
technical progress, in relative size, in the degree of control exercised
by the government over them, in the character of needs which they
satisfy. Transportation is a collective name that embraces steam
railroads, one of the largest industrial branches of the country, which
satisfies a diversified demand for both short- and long-distance trans-
portation of both commodities and people; an industry closely
regulated by the government, and one in which_ technical progress
appears largely to be a matter of the past. On the other hand, there
is inotor transportation, which is still growing rapidly and which is
much less subject to governmental regulation. Then there is such a
small but rapidly expanding branch as air transportation, so far
confined primarily to passengers and mail, water transportation, one
of the oldest branmclebs of the industry; and, finally, such a narrowly
specific group as pipe lines. It may be seen. that the total for the
transportation industry is bound to conceal large divergences in
movement among the constituent parts. The. discussion of the
inhldstry as a whole can, therefore, be only a brief introduction to the
analysis of changes in the specific branches.
The field as covered in the present chapter fails to include all

transportation. Two minor branches had to be classified with the
miscellaneous group), because the available data did not allow even
rough estimates of not income involved. These branches were harbor
craft, in the water transportation division, and taxicabs, in the motor
transportation division. On the other hand, the estimates below
coveOI more than just transportation. The available data do not
permit a clear, functional segregation of industrial activity. Conse-
quently, estimates of incomiee produced in the steam railroad branch
include not only the value of services rendered by railroads in trans-
Porting commodities and people, but also the value of services of
steam railroad eInJ)loyees engaged in the construction, repair, and
maintenance of track, eq1 i1l L'ent, and buildings. Similarly, the
estimates for motor and wAt r transportation include the income of
employees of firms engaged in these fields who spend their time in
the repair and maintenance of equil)plent. This is a result of that
institutional type of classification by industrial groups which is forced
upon us by the character of tile available information.
The Census of Occupations lists about 2.9 million people who may

be classified as attached to the field of transportation, as the latter
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is defined in the present chapter.' This total includes gainfully occu-
pied in the harbor craft and in the taxicab business but, on the other
hand, it excludes construction workers engaged by railroads on own
account, repair men in motor transportation, etc. The addition of
this body would probably raise the number of gainfully occupied
somewhat above the 3,1 million employed in 1929, which is shown in
table 77.
The movement of employment for the various groups of peoI)le

engaged in the industry shows substantial effects of the depression,
although not as marked as those in manufacturing, mining, or con-
struction. As in other industrial groups, so here the employment of
salary earners has not been reduced a's much as that of wage earners.
The puzzling feature at first is the absence of any material decline in
the otherwise small number of entrepreneurs in the industry. But
most of these independent employers are in the motor transportation
field, which felt the effects of the depression much less than did the
big field of steam railroads.

T're labor income of the body of employees in the field showed a
much more drastic contraction than (lid their numbers (see table
78). Total compensation showed an accelerating decline from 1929
resulting in a volume in 1932 about 42 percent below the 1929 level.
Again, for those areas in the field for which the distinction of salaries
and wages was possible, the salaries declined less than wages; although
even in the former the decline from the 1929 level amounted to over
one third.
Of the property incomes, dividends showed. a marked contraction

after 1930, and by 1932 were down to less than one third of the 1929
level. But interest payments, which in this group are relatively more
important than in most other industrial divisions, showed no effect
of the depression. In every year after .1929 they were at a level
higher than that for the year of prosperity; with the result that the
combined property income declined to a smaller extent than did labor
income. This comparatively favorable movement of property income
was observed also in some other industrial groups, )but in the latter
the general effect of the depression on gross income and labor coni-
pensation was much less marked than in the present field.

Total income paid out declined by 1932 to 60 percent of the
1929 volume, and, as in all other industries, income produced declined
nore. Negative savings appeared in 19(30 and reache(l large propor-
tions in 1932. The contraction in income produced brought the
volume by 1932 to about one half of that of 1929. A summary of
changes in the various parts of income pro(duce(l and pnaid out is
l)i'esented graphically oIn chart X.
Table 79 reflects the shift in the proportional weight, of the ,various

functional types of income in total income paid out. Salaries, where
such could be segregated, have claimed a growing share, although the
increase was not material. On the other hand, the share of wages
declined appreciably-from 42 percent of total income paid out, in
1929 to 34 in 1932. The total share of labor has also shown a decline
even though this fall was reduced somewhat by the resistance of
salaries to contraction. The most striking change, however, was the

IThis total is an addition of the following numbers (in thousands): 18, air transportation; 62, expresscompanies; 26, pipe lines; 1,683, steam railroads; 195, street railroads; 483, truck, transferand cabco-n
nies er transportation; 12, other and not specific transportation andcommduniction; and 226,car and airowad shops.
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TRANSPORTATION

rise in the share claimed by interest payments on long-term debts,
which almost doubled between 1929 and 1932. Property income as
a whole rose slightly
The reduction of labor compensation to a per capita basis shows

that the decline in the average income of employed workers was not
as great as in the cost of living. This was particularly true of the
average salaries, the purchasing power of which must have increased
Appreciably. between 1930 and 1931. The average wage, on the
whole, kept pace with the declining cost of living, indicating that the
purchasing power of the per capita income of the employed wage earn-
ers remained fairly constant throughout the period.

2. SUBGROUPS OF THE TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY

The varying effect of the depression on the different groups which
can be distinguished in the light of available data appears quite
clearly in the differential movement of employment shown in table 81.
The branches which suffered the greatest decline in employment are
steam railroads, water transportation, and electric railways. In the
first two, commodity transportation is the most important l)art of
the business, and that is likely to decline during depression more
than would the demand for transportation of persons. In the case of
steam railroads the additional aggravating factor was the competition
of motor truck and bus transportation. And in the case of electric
railways, i.e., street cars, the competition of busses was obviously a
primary factor in their poor showing. On the other hand, air trans.
p)ortation shows a striking increase in the number of employees, the
case of a rapidl growing industry partially supported by government
subsidies, which aided it in withstanding the effects of even such a
severe depression as the present one. A comparatively favorable show-
ing is made also by-motor transportation, the extension of the bus busi..
ness and of motor truck traffic reducing the impact of the depression
upon the total passenger and commodity traffic.

Gross income at current prices could be measured for only some of
the branches in the field (see table 82). But the figures do serve
to indicate the extent to which gross income held up in the field of
bus and motor truck transportation as compared with steami railroads
and electric railways. The significant differences appear, however,
more clearly in the measure of the quantity volume of activity in'
table 83. Here, again, we have a striking rise in the activity of air
transport, and what appears to be a fairly good showing by the com-
mon-carrier busses. As against this, the drastic decline in railway
freight traffic and in waterway tonnage is a reflection of the contrac-
tion that has taken place in the volume of production in the basic
industries.

It is interesting to observe that the decline in ton-miles of revenue
freight appears to have been greater than that in the quantity output
of the three basic branches of our industrial system that supply the
bulk of commodity traffic, viz, agriculture, mining, and manufacture
itng. It was observed in chapter V (table 33) that there was scarcely
ainy decline in the gross volume of agricultural production, when ad-
justed for price changes. In mining, as table 39 indicates the decline
in quantity output from 1929 to 1932 was 38 percent. in manufac-
turing, the same decline between the 2 years was 45 percent (table 59).
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In none, of these branches was the decline as great as that of 48 per-
cent. shown in ton-milbs of revenue freight. (it is to be remembered
that. farm products account for at considerable proportion of railroad
tonnage.) It thus appears reasonable to infer that railroad traffic
declinedmore than quantity production of commodities; and that the
demand for railroad transportation must have been reduced by the
coniPetition of trucks and by the fact that freight charges, which
failed to decline with the drop in commodity prices, formed an increas-
ing cost margin which made transportation in certain areas of the
economic system too expensive.

In the compensation of employees the same disparity appears
among the various divisions of the transportation field (see table
84). Labor incomes in railroad and water transportation fell off most.
Indeed, in the former field the decline in labor incomes, especially
wages, followed very closely the movement of operating revenue shown
in table 82. If total labor income in that field did form a slightly in-
cresasing fraction of the gross income, this was due to the compara-
tively favorable showing of salaries, which declined much less than
wages. Again, air transportation shows an appreciable increase in
lal)or income paid out; and the next favorable showing is made by
notor transportation.
In interest and dividends paid out, the movement of the total is

determined primarily by changes in two fields, steam railroads and
the street railways, which together accounted for about 85 percent
of the total for the group (in 1929). In both these fields dividends
Suffered a drastic contraction, but with some significant differences
in the timing of the movement. In steam railroads, dividends showed
scarcely any change from 1929 to 1930, but declined precipitously
in 1931 and 1932. In street railways, the decline was manifest as
early as 1930, with a much milder decline from 1930 to 1931, and again
an intensified drop from 1931 to 1932. In interest payments there
was even a more marked difference between the two fields. In steam
railways, interest payments originating in the field increased, and in
1932 were 6 percent above the 1929 level. In local street railways
interest payments declined in 1931 and by 1932 were 13 percent below
the 1929 volume,. The differences between the two fields in both
types of income may be interpreted as a reflection of the financial
strength of steam railroads as compared with local traction, which
suffered from competition to a much greater extent and-for a longer
period than did steam railways.

In the other fields there was. the general reaction of dividend
payments to the depression, with the exception of the small group of
aviation companies which are closely tied up with corporations in
other fields. There was also the usual lack of response on the part
of interest payments.
As a result of the sustention of interest payments, property income

originated in the steam railroad field did not decline as drastically
as did the same payments in the field of water transportation or
street railways. The differences in this respect among the various
fields are therefore not as marked as in other types of income pay-
mnents; especially so because, in the small field of air transportation,
the affiliation of corporations with corporations in other fields does
not permit a reliable steady of property incomes.
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Table 86 tends to confirm the general impression obtained in other
industrial fields as to the relative gain or loss of various income types.
The weight of salsxies in total income paid out definitely increased
during these years, while that of wages declined. The share of total
labor incomes declined in steam railroads, somewhat in motor trans-
portation, and in pipe lines. The movement in pipe lines is generally
highly similar to the movement in the oil and gas branch of mining,
and the group of chemicals and petroleum refining in manufacturing.
The share of labor incomes increased in electric railways and in air
transportation, but the results for the latter field are misleading.
Property income has gained a greater share in steam railroads and
pipe lines.

In all branches of the transportation field negative savings appeared
in 1930, and income produced declined more than income plid out
(see table 87). But it is of some interest to note that the volume
of negative savings shown by the various branches of the field relative
to volumes of income paid out or income produced was not as high
tis that in some basic branches of our industrial system. Thus the
ratio of negative savings to income paid out shown in 1932 runs about
10 percent (with the exception of air transportation, for which these
figures having little meaning). But the same ratio in 1932 in manu-
facturing industry was about 25 percent (see table 60).
The per capita compensation of employees on the pay rolls of the

various transportation branches shows a decline from 1929 smaller
than that in the index of the cost of living- (see table 88). This
was especially true of salary earners, and of the labor body taken
as a whole. Where wages could be measured separately from salaries
(steam railroads and water transportation), it can be seen that the
per capita income declined parn passu with the cost of living. On
the whole, then, the influence of the depression on the average income
of the employed worker in the industry was much milder than in a
number of other basic branches of our industrial system.
Tables 89 to 109 present further details on income paid out and

produced in the various branches of the transportation field. Steam
railroads, railway express, and Pullman are each treated separately.
In the field of water transportation the tables distinguish foreign and
coastwise shipping, inland waterways, lake transportation, and
stevedoring and longshoring. In the motor transportation field a
distinction is made between sightseeing busses, common-carrier busses,
and motor-truck transportation.
Comments on all these tables would be out of place here, where

only general observations are summarized. One might note, however,
the importance in the water transportation field of the stevedoring
and longshoring branch, in point of number of employees; the fact
that as regards employment and salaries and wages, the field of foreign
and coastwise shipping has shown a smaller decline than did trans-
portation on inland waterways, and appeared especially favorable as
compared with transportation on the Great Lakes. in the motor
transportation field, the preponderant importance of motor truck
transportation may be noted; as well as the fact that as compared
with common-carner and sightseeing busses, the decline in employ-
ment and compensation of labor was much greater in the field of
motor trucking, a natural reflection of the difference between business
demand and demand by ultimate consumers.
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SUMMARY TABLES, TRANSPORTATION

TABLJE 77.-Number of people engaged, transportation industry

Item
1929

Salaried employees I .. . 464, 679
Wage earners I- 1, 671, 669
Salaried employees or wage earuers . 768, 417

All employees..- 2, 904, 665
Entropreneurs-........... 188, 508
Total number engaged - 3, 073, 073

Absolute numbers

1930

440, 331
1, 496 474

735, 662
2, 672, 457

173, 773
2,846,230

1931 1932

390,696 331,012
1, 249, 82Xi 1,028,164
679.587 019,606

2,320,106 1,978,832
172,764 161,130

2, 492, 870 2, 139,962

Percentages of 1929

1929

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

1930

94.6
89. t
96.7
92. 0
103.1
92.0

I Steam railroads, Pullt'nanl, railway oxlpress, nnd water transportation.
I Other branches of tr>Insportatlol.

TABLE 78.-Income paid out and produced, transportation industry

1931

84.1
74. 8
88.4
79.9
102.6
81. 1

1932

71.2
61.6
80. 6
68.1
95.6
69. 6

Item

Absolute numbers (thousands
of dollars)

1929

Salaries I-. 987, 71
Wages I....----------------2,780,M64
Salaries or wages I.-- 1,116,473
Other labor income .-.. 86,
Total compensation ofemployees. 4,970, 422

Dividends-.... - 739, 737
Interest---- 650,486
Total property Income paid out.. 1, 390,222

Wlthdrawals of entrepreneurs - 299, 121
Total income paid out ........... 6,669,766

Corporate savings .-360, 669
Business savings of individuals ... -'659
Total Income produced . 7, 019, 076

1930

936, 652
2, 391, 472
1, 104,081

89,191
4, 621,396

692,997
674, 701

1,367,698
313, 356

6, 202,460
-103,233
-17,299

6, 081,918

1931

823, 672
1,903,310
976,139
86,449

3, 788,470
474, 721
677,965

1, 162,086
2956067

5, 230, 223
-344, 639
-23, 249

4, 868, 335

1932

836,920
1,366,614
794,982
78, 626

2,866,941
240, 326
672, 009
912, 335
240, 279

4,019,6655
--404, 210
-32,056

3, 583, 289

Percentages of 1929

1929

I100.0100.0100.0100.,100.0100.0100.
100.a
100.0
100.0

....
M..

100.

1930

94.8
86.0
99.0
102.9
91.0
93. 7

103. 7
98. 4
104.8
93.1

1931

83.4
68. 6
87.4
99. 7
76. 2
64. 2

104. 2
82. 9
98.6
78. 6

69. 4

1932

64.6
48.8
71.3
90.6
67. 7
32.6

103. 3
65. 6
80. 3
60. 4

....

51.0

I Stoarn railroads, Pullman, railway express, and~water transportation.
3 Other branches of transportation.

TABLE 79.--Percentage distribution of income paid out, transportation industry

Item

Salaries'....----. --.--
Wages ..--------------------------------------------
Salaries or wages .I--- -----------
Other labor income.------------
Total compensation ofemployees.
Dividends.---------------- -------------------
Interest .--- - -

Total property income paid out.-.-.
Withdrawals of entrepreneurs ............ ............... ...
Total Income paid out ...-....-.-.-.--

Percentages of Income paid out

1929

14. 8
41.8
16. 7
1 3

74.6
11. 1
9.8
20.9
4.5

100.0

1930 1931

16. 1
38. 6
17.8
1. 4

72.9
11.2
10. 9
22.1
6. 1

100.0

15.7
30. 3
18.6
1.7

72. 4
9.1
12.9
22.0
5.6

100.0

1932

15. 8
33.7
19.8
2. 0

71. 3
6.0

16. 7
22.7
6.0

100.0

JLine

1
2
3
4
5
U

Line

2
3
4
6
a
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Line

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

'Sea raloas Pullman_ ._ .., rala e,_re., a_ wae trnprtto,,
I Steam railroads, Pullman, railway express, and water transportation.
I Other branches of transportation.
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9.869604064

Table: Table 77.--Number of people engaged, transportation industry


Table: Table 78.--Income paid out and produced, transportation industry


Table: Table 79.--Percentage distribution of income paid out, transportation industry
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TABLE 80.-Per capita income of employees, transportation industry

Absolute numbers
Line Item

1929 1930 1931 1932

I Average salary I-- $2,126 $2, 127 $2, 108 $1, 924
2 Average wage I--------------.- 1,63 1,898 1,523 1,319

Average Income per active em-
p~loyee--------------1, 681 1, 658 1, 596 1, 409

4 Bureau o! Labor Statistics cost of
living index-... - ....

Steam railroads, Pullman, railway express, and water transportation.

Percentages of 1929

1929 1930 1931 1932

100.0 100.0 99, 2 90.6
100 0 90.1 91.0 79. 3

100 0 98. 6 94.9 83. 8

1000 97.4 88.9 80.4

DETAILED TABLES, TRANSPORTATION

TALE 81.-Number of employees, various branches of the transportation industry

Item

*

Salaried employees, steam rail-
roads I .........

Salaried employees, water transpor-
tation-.......

Wage earners, steam railroads I ....
Wage earners, water transportation
All employees, steam railroads I ..
All employees, water transporta-

tion-.-
All employees, motor trausporta-
tion-

All employees, street railways_.
All employees, air transportation -

All employees, pipe lines .

Absolute numbers

1929

422, 670

42,009
1, 418,021
253,548

1,840, 691

295,657
494,876
246,323

3,160
24,069

1930

399, 718

40, 613
1, 264,862

241, 612
1,654,680

282,225
471,744
236, 417

4, 85
22,96

1931 1932

353,884

36,812
1, 047, 679

202, 244
1,401,463

239,056
440,390
213,032
6,818
20,347

298,131

32,881
853,255
174,899

1,161,380
207,780

411,88
184, 613
5,788
17,400

19

Percentages of 1929

29 1930 1931 1932
_1 i-

100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

94.6

90.7
88.6
96.3
89.9

I96.5
95.3
90.0
145.6
96.2

83. 7
87. 6
73.9
79.8
76.1

80.9
89.0
86.6
184.7
84.5

70.6
78. 3
60.2
69.0
02. 0

70. 3

83.2
74. 9
183.7
72.3

Iinclusive of Pullman and railway express.

TABLE 82.-Gross income, various branches of the transportation industry

Item

Gross operating revenues, steam
railroads .. -....-....-.....

Gross operating revenues, Pullman
Co....--. ----

Gross operating revenues, express
companies -...-

Gross revenue, common-carrier
busses---------- ----

Gross revenue, motor trucks-
Gross revenue, street railways
Gross revenue, pipe lines -

Absolute numbers (thousands
of dollars)

1929

6,373, 004

82, 384

144, 954

395, 000
1, 707, 235
907,001
251, 411

Percentages of 1929

1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

6, 356, 484

70, 234

132, 405

400, 250
1, 749, 621

831, 845
237,910

4, 246,385
02, 658

117,582

370,000
1, 657, 239

726, 180
222,944

3,170,000
43,30

90,284
348, 800

1,245, 792
603, 332
211,789

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

84.0

92.6

91.3

101.3
102.6
91.7
94.0

06.0

75.9

81. 1

93.7
91.2
80.1
88.7

49. 7
62. 6
62. 3

88.3
73.0
66.5
84.2

Line

2

:3
4

6

7

8
9
10

Line

12

3
4

S
6
7

9.869604064

Table: Table 80.--Per capita income of employees, transportation industry


Table: Table 81.--Number of employees, various branches of the transportation industry


Table: Table 82.--Gross income, various branches of the transportation industry
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TABILE 83.-Quantity volume of activity, various branches of
industry

the transportation

Iteem

Ton-nlles revenue freight, steam
railways (millions) .

Passenger miles, steam railways
(miiIos)....).. .

Berth passengers carried, Pull-
mall Co, (thousands) .-.

Chair passengers carried, Pull-
nTlan Co. (thousands) .

Bus mIles,commnnon-earrier busses
(thousands) .-----.-..

Passengers carried, street rail-
ways (thousands).... ....

Barrels of oil carried, pipe lines
(thousands) .-- --.

Number of passengers, air tranis-
)ortration.---...

Waterway tratlh, Panama ('anal
(thousands of long tons).

Waterway traffie, river (thou-
sands of short tons) .

Waterway trnflic, ocean (t holl
hands of net tons).

Absolute numbers

1929 19310

450. ,189 385, 81 t

31, 105 26, 87f

21,000 18, 50C

12,400 10, 00

1, 750, (0 1, 825, 00

I 1323;":, &SS 10, 534, 24fl

1,156,351 1, 172, I65

173, 405 417, 150.5

14 ,815') 13,204

42,0061 38,41:1
31, 9071 31,940

1931

311,073

21,933

14,600

8, 400

1, 804, 600

9,55 10,048
1 127 796

522, 34.5

10, 339

24, 359

20,6563

1932

235, 37f

17, 001

10, 200

5, 60J

1, 797, 000

8, 392,441

1, 120,848

540,681

7, 777

114,945

23, 777

Percentages of 1929

1929

100.0

100.0

100,0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

85.7

86.2

88.1

87.9

104. 3

93.0

101.4

240.8

88.9

90.0

100.1

1930 1 1931

69. 1

70.4

69.6

67. 7

103.1

84.0

97. 5

301. 2

69. 6

57. 1

83.3

1932

62.3

54.B

48.8

45. 2

102. 7

74.1

96.9

311.8

62. 4

35. 0

74.5

'1'AHI.I 84.---Compensation of einployces, various branches of the transportation
industry

I teml

Salaries, steam railroa(1s I .-:
Salaries, water transportation ..
Wages, steam railroads I
Wages, water transportation.
Salariesand wages, steam rallroadsi.
Salaries and wages, water trans-
portation.--

Salaries and wages, motor trans-
portation.-. -.-.

Salaries and wages, street railways.
Salaries and wages, air transporta-
tlon..------.

Salaries an(l wages, piple lines.- .

Other labor income, steami rail-
roa(ls '.------------------Other labor income, water trans-
portation....................

Other labor income, motor trans-
portatlon.--*-----------

Other labor income, street rail-
ways - - - - -

Other labor income, pipe lines ..

Total connpensatlon of employees,
steam railroads I ...

Total compensation of employees,
water transportation...........

Total compenlsation of emnp)loyees,
motor transportation ......

Total compensation of employees,
street railways .-------------....

Total compensation of employees,
air transportation...........

Total compensation of employees,
pipe lines.-----------------------

Absolute numbers (thousands
of dollars)

1929 1930 1931 1932

895,112 852,022 749,195 673,614
92, 607 84,630 74, 377 63, 306

2,331,8681,97,651 1, 683, 616 1,111, 316
448, 674 393,821 319,795 245,198

3, 226,980 2, 849,673 2, 332, 710 1,684, 930

541, 281

.36, 002
422, 858

9, 296
47, 318

59, 776

9, 636

12,862

3,957
457

3, 280, 756

650,917

648,864

426,816

9, 295

47, 776

478, 451

635, 734
412, 478

12, 618
43, 251

59, 745

10, 428

14, 132

4, 362
624

2, 09, 418

488,879

649,860

416,840

12, 618

43, 775

394,172

66f3 747
358,135

16,172
37, 085

67, 880

10, 620

13, 274

4, 143
632

2, 390, 690

404, 692

677,021

362, 278

16,172

37, 717

308, 01

460,612
283, 643

15, 251
29,472

b1, 413

9, 779

13,46

3, 235
632

1, 736,343

318, 283

480,078

286,878

15,256

30,104

Percentages of 1929

1929 1930 1931 1932

100.0 95. 2 .83. 7 64.1
100.0 91.4 80.3 68.4
100.0 885.7 67. 9 47. 7
100.0 87.8 71.3 64.6
100.0 88.3 72.3 52.2

100.0 88.4 72.8 67.0

100.0 100.0 88.6 73. 4
100.0 97. 6 84. 7 67.1
100.0 135.8 174.0 164.1
100.0 91.4 78.4 62.3

100.0 99.9 96.8 86.0

100.0 108.2 109.2 101.6

100.0 109.9 103.2 104. 7

100 0 110 2 104.7 81.8
100.0 114.7 138.3 138.3

100.0
100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

88.t
88.7

100.2

97.7

135.8

72. 7

73.

88.9

84.9

174.0

62. 8

67.8

74.0

67. 2

164. 1

I.100. 0! 91.61 78.9) 63. 0

I Includes Pullman and railway express.

94

Line

2

3

4

6

0

7

8

9

10

I1I

Line

2

34

7

8
9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

11

._

9.869604064

Table: Table 83.--Quantity volume of activity, various branches of the transportation industry


Table: Table 84.--Compensation of employees, various branches of the transportation industry
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TRANSPORTATION 95
TABLE 85.-Property income originated, various branches of the transportation

industry

Item

I)lvidends, steam railroadsl
Dividends, water transportation
Dividends, motor transportation
Dividends, street railways .
I)ividends, air transportation.
Dividends, pipe lines

Interest, steam railroads1 .- ...
Interest, water transportation .- .
Interest, motor transportation
Interest, street railways.
Interest, air transportation.
Interest, pipe lines ....
Total property income paidl out, steam

railroads - -- -

Total property income paii out, water
transportation.

Total property income paid out, motor
transportation.

Total property Income paid out, street
railways-

Total property income paid out, air
transportation .

Total property income paid out, pipe
lines.

Absolute numbers (thousands
ot dollars)

1929

438,771
28, 58CJ
36,838

148, 214
-22

87, 36

521, 113
6, 09
17,047

103, 236
214

2,180

959, 884

34, 675

54, 485

251, 450

192

89,536

1930

434,889
30, 189
31,895
98,987
-172

97, 209

636,053
7 034

19, 479
109, 726

235
2,171

970, 942

37,223

51, 374

208,713

63

99,383

1931

267,131
19,651
25,912
85,258

202
86,667

649,012
11,278
18,302
90, 81S
-378
2,931

806,143
30,929

44, 215

182, 077

-176

89,498

1932

64,477
5,934

20,863
38,166

166
110,731

651, 451
10,039
17, 209
90,021
-361
2,760

015,928

16, 873

38, 072

128, 186

-205
113, 481

Percentages of 1929

1929 1930 1931 1932

100.0 99.1 68.6 14.7
100.0 105.6 68.8 20.8
100.0 86.6 70.3 56.6
100.0 M. 8 67. 6 25.7

100. 0111. 3 99.1 126.8

100.0 102.9 105.4 105.8
100.0 116.4 185. 0 179. 5
100.0 110.4 103.7 97.5
100.0 10f.3 93.8 87. 2
100.0 9. 7 134.41241. 1

100.0 101.2 84.01 6i4.2
100.0 107.3 E9.2 48.7

100. 0 94. 3 81. 2I 69 9

100.0 83.0 72 4 51.0

100.0 111.01 100.01 126.7

Includes Pullman and railway express.

TABLE 86.-Percentage distribution of income paid out, various branches of the
transportation industry

Item

Salaries, steam railroads I ..--...-.... -.. -..
Salaries, water transportation .......
Wages, steam railroads1I . -:

Wages, water transportation .---------.........

Salaries and wages, steam railroads I
--------...

Salaries and wages, water transportation ...- ..
Salaries and wages, motor transportation..- ...
Salaries and wages, street railways.......
Salaries and wages, air transportation .-.- ..- ...
Salaries and wages, pipe lines .--------------------------

Property Income paid out, steam railroads' ..-.-.-.-...
Property income paid otit, water transportation........
Property income paid out, motor transportation.
Property Income paid out, street railways......
Property income paid out, air transportation........l'roperty Income paid out, pipe lines.-------------------

Percentages of income paid out

1929 1930 1931 1932

21. 1 22.0 23.4 24.4
15.7 16. 0 17.0 18.7
64.9 51.5 49.5 47.2
76. 1 74.4 72.8 72.6

76.0 73.4 73.0 71.6
91.9 90.4 89.9 91.4
63.7 62.9 61. 7 61. 7
62.3 65.9 65.8 68.3
98.0 99. 6 101. 1 101.4
34.6 30.2 29.2 20.5

22.6 25.0 25. 2 26. 2
5. 9 7.0 7.1 5.0
5. 5 5.1 4.8 5.0

37.1 33.4 33.4 30.9
2.0 .6 -1.1 -1.4
65.2 69.4 70.4 79.0

'Includes Pullman and railway express.

Line

1

4
5
6

7
8
9
10
I11
12

13

14

15

Itl

17

18

Line

10

2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10

12
1:3
14
15
16

---I-

9.869604064

Table: Table 85.--Property income originated, various branches of the transportation industry


Table: Table 86.--Percentage distribution of income paid out, various branches of the transportation industry
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96 NATIONAL INCOME, 1929-32

TVAlILE 87.-Itcome paid out and produced, various branches of the transportation
industry

Absolute numbers (thousands of Percentages of 1929

Linetlee, .
1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

I IIncome paid out, steam railroan(s 4, 246, 040 3,880, 36013, 196, 733 2,352,271 100. 0 91. 4 75. 3 655. 1Inloleo paId out, water transpor-
fition.---- - - -

Inc-otno pa1id out, motor transpor-
tation.

Involimo paid out, street railways-.
Incolme paid out, air transportation.
IncoliUe ptaid out, pip lines
Business savings, stcam rFailroa(1s I..
Business savings, water transpor-
tanlon.........

13usiness savings, motor transpor-
tationi...-.-..-.- .......

Business savings, street railways
Business savings, air transporta-

t io ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

Biusiness savings, pipe lihes.

I neomne pro(1uce(1, steam railroads '
Income produced, water transl)or-

tlit io --.
Income produced, motor transpor-

tation
Incomne produced, street railways
Income produced, air tranusportat ion
Income produced, pipe lines.

589, 2.35

908, 827
(178, 205

9, 487
1:17, 311

392, 185

10, 13B

-6, 259
-47, 40:
-7, 056
18, 3081

, 638, 825

69, 370
9)2, 5681
S30, 862
2,431

1o5, Ol19

529, 432

1, 01 1, 216
025, 553
12, 681

143, 158

-22, 298)

- 22, 758

-37, 111
-10,:743
-18,968
-8, 651

3,858, 062

506, 674

9)741, 152
614, 81
-6 28
134, 507

4:18, 616

913, 378
544 :1i55
15,) 996

127, 215

-232, 26

*-27, 612

-.1(, 2)87
-4,614

-9,811
-6,304

2, 964, 473

410, 934

867, 091
497, 741

6, 186
121,911

337, G48

755, 937
41f5,064
15, 050

113, 585

-251, 772

-43, 996

-6)4, 4:32
-15, 512

100.
100,
100.
1O0.
1()0.

-9,811.
-'50, 713.

2, 100,499 100. 0

293, 652 100. 0

691,605 100.0
399, 552 100.0

5, 239
92,1842 100. 0

,O 89.n 74,94 5

.0 101. 2 91. 4 7
0 02,2 80.3 (I
0 133.7 168.16 16
0 1041.3 )92. (; IC

83.2

84. 6

98.1
97.6

86.4

63,9

68.6

87.4
78.9
78.3

',73

'5. 7
'1. 2
S. 6
1. 6

45. 3

49.0

69. 7
(3.3
59. 7

I Inclumles Pullman and railway express.

TAHRI 8.-1Pcr capita income of employees, various branches of the transportation
, . industry

Item

Average salary, steam railroads Il
Average salary, water transportation.
A vorago wage, steam railroads I.
Average wage, water translportation.
A verage pay, all active employees,
steam railroads .. -..

Average pany, all active employees,
water transportation.........

Average pay, all active einploye(,
motor transportation .....

Average pny, all active employees,
street railways .----------......

Average pay, all active employees,
air trans)portat ion .

Average pay, ill active employees,
pipe lines --

lBuretin of Labor Statistics cost of
living inmlex...- -..

Absolute numbers IPercentages of 1929

1929 1930 1931 --1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

$2, 118 $2, 132 $2,117 $1, 924 100.0 100.7 100.0 90.8
2, 204 2,084 2,020 1,925 100.0 94.6 91.7 87.3
1,644 1,592 1,512 1, 302 100.0 9B.8 92. 0 79. 2
1, 770

1,753

1, 831

1,285

1, 717

2,951

1, 966

1, 630

1, 722

1, 695

1, 348

1,745

2, 762

1, 888

1, 581

1,664

1,649

1, 280

1,681

2,780

1,823

1, 402

1,463

1,485

1,133

1,536
2, 636

1,694

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

92.1

08. 2

92.0

104.9

101.6

93.3

90,0

97. 4

89. 3

94.9

90.1
99. 6

97. 9

94. 2

92. 7

88.9

79. 2

83.5

81. 1

88. 2

89. 6

89.3

86.2

80. 4

I Includes P'ullmnan and railway express.

21

3,

8

10

411

12

1:
14

15

16
17
18

JLine|

:1
*1
t,

6

7

8

10

11

..

I

9.869604064

Table: Table 87.--Income paid out and produced, various branches of the transportation industry


Table: Table 88.--Per capita income of employees, various branches of the transportation industry
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97TRANSPORTATION

DETAILED TABLES, STEAM RAILROADS

'1ABLE 89.-Number of employees, steam railroads

Item

Principal salaried employee-.
Other salaried employees-..

All salaried employees.
Wage earners .
Total number of employees

Absolute numbers

1929

28,217
3f8,368
3",58

1, 35, 877
1, 752, 482

1930

27,659
37,159
374,818

1,198,741
1, 671, 59

1931

25, 013
306, 639
331,652
996,i11

1,330,403

Percentages of I129

1932 1929

20,98 100.0
258,240 100.0
279,196 100.0
812,267 100.0

1,091,403 100.0

TABLE 90.-Income paid out and produced, steam railroads

Item

Principal salaries
Other salaries
Total salaries.

Wages -- --------------------
Other labor Income
Totalcomponsationofemployee&

Dividends
Interest .
Total property income paid ouL
Totai income paid out

Corporate savings
Total income produced

Absolute numbers (thousands of
dollars)

1929 1 1930 1 1931

129, 77C
705,51E
835, 297

2, 231, 91f
68, 28&

3,125,495
399, 0M
620,904
919, 9

4, 045, 494
420,548

4,400,042

129,416
6, 901

796, 317
1,90, 693

8,180
2,761,190
424,809
634, 50

959, 313
3,720, 63
-17, 961

3, 702, 552

117,45E
682, M0
700, 118

1, 60, 354
56,271

2, 262, 743
257, 0K8
647, 371
804, 457

3,067, 2tK
-235, 60K
2, 831, 601

1932

91, 662
445, 213
536, 865

1, 056, 085
49, 848

1, 642,796
68,423

649, 850
608,273

2, 251,069
-246,001
2,006,088

Percentages of 1929

I19 1 1930

100,0
100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

99.7

94,5
95.3

85.4

99. 8

88. 3

106.4

102.6

104. 3

92.0

9

101 1832

90., 70.6
82. 031
83,81 64.3
67.61 17.3
96.B 85. 3
72.1 32, 6

105.! 105.6
87.4
76. 8 55.6

6. 4. .. .. .

63..41 '1t. 9

TABLE 91.-Percentage distribution of income paid out, steam railroads

Percentages of income paid out
line Item _

1929 1930 191 1 1932

I Principal salaries--- 3. 2 3.6 3.9 4. 1
2 Other salaries- 17. 5 17.9 10.0 19. 8
3 Total salaries------- ---------------------- 20. 7 21.4 22.9 23. 9
4 Wages---55.-------------I - 66. 2 51.2 49.1 46.96 Otherlabor Income-..-- - . 4 1. 1.8 2. 2
6 Total compensation of employees---- -- 77. 3 74. 2 73.8 73.0
7 Dividends-............... 9.8 11.4 &84 2. 6
8 Interest---- -- - -- - - -- 12.9 14.4 17.8 24. 4
9 Total property Income paid out .............-.. .... 22. 7 25.8 26.2 27. 0
10 Total Fincome paid out-............... 100.0 100.0 100.0 1wi 0

TABLE 92.-Per capita income of employees, steam railroads

Absolute numbers Percentages of 192
Line Item _ _

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 )931 1932

1 Principal salaried employees- $4 509 $4, 679 $4, 69 $4, 374 100.0 101.7 102.1 95. 1
2 Other salaried employees-,-,- 1,915 1,921 1,901 1,724 100.0 100.3 99.3 90.0
3 All salaried employees -.- 2,106 2,125 2,112 1, 2 100.0 10Q9 100.3 91.3
4 Wage earners-1,I4 1,593 1,508 1,300 100.0 96.8 91.6 79.06 All activeemployees....... 7b 1,720 1,68 1,450 100.0 98.3 94.7 83.4
0 Bureau of Labor Statistics oost of

living Inde - ------ 100.0 97.4 8&9 80.4

Line

1
2
3
4
S

1930 1 1931

09.0
94,2.

88.3
89.7

1932

74. 3
70. 1
70.4

62. 3

884
83.8
73. 7
75.9

Line

2
3
4
5

7
8
9
10
11
12

-

9.869604064

Table: Table 89.--Number of employees, steam railroads


Table: Table 90.--Income paid out and produced, steam railroads


Table: Table 91.--Percentage distribution of income paid out, steam railroads


Table: Table 92.--Per capita income of employees, steam railroads
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NATIONAL INCOME, 1929-32

DETAILED TABLES, RAILWAY EXPRESS

[rABL1 93.-Number of e7flo)(yees, railway express

Albsoluto numbers Percentages of 192
1.i.)e ltt'rtm - ________ _

1 929 193() 1931 193I2 1929 1930 1931 1932

I 'rinicipal salaric( empl)loyees- 2, 300 2, 377 2, 336 2,010 100. 0 10. 3 101. 6 87. 4
2 Other salaried employees-18, 185 17, 119 15, 258 12, 900 100. 0 94. 1 83. 9 71.:

All salarie(l employees-20,185 19, 4941 17, 594 14, 970 100.0 95. 2 85. 9 73. 1
.1 Wice earners-- 39, 609 35,816 30,041 25, 100 100.0 90.4 75.8 63. 4

Tolal niumber of enI)lo(yees9.ao 04 55, 312 47, 035 40, 076 100. 0 92. 0 79. 3 66.1

,1'AItLnI- (91I.- --Income paid out anaid produced, railway express

I tem1

Pri 11 ipal sflr1 s -.
Other salaries-
Commtinissions - . -

Total compensation, other sala-
ried employees

Total compensation, all salaried
eml)loyees-

W ages
Other labor income. ..
Total compensation of employees.
Dividends-
Interest.
Total property income paid out.
Total inconie paid out

Corporate savings .- .....
Total income p)roduced(-

Absolute numbers (thousands
of dollars)

1929

6, 158
32, 003
9, 629

41, 632

47, 790
65,858
1, 491

116,139
590

1, 259
1,849

116, 988
-115

116, 873

1930

6, 143
29, 597
8,155

37, 752

43,895
58,820
1 565

104,280
70

1, 651
1, 721

106,001
36

106,037

1931

5,682
26, 551
6, 513

33, Q64

38, 746
50,874
1,609

91,229
70

1,670
1,740

92,969

92,970

1932

4. 549
20, 000
4,804

24, 804

29,353
37, 103

1, 567
68,023

64
1, 668
1, 732

69, 755
-5

69,750

Percentages of 1929

1929

100. 0
100.0
100.0

100.0

100.0
100.0
100. 0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0

1930 1 1931 1 1932

99.8
92. 6
84.7

90.7

91.8
89.3
105.0
90.6
11.9

131.1
93.1
90.6

90.7

92. 3
83. 0
67. 6

79.4

81. 1
77. 2
107.9
79. 2
11.9

132. 6
94.1
79. 5

79. 5

73.9
62. 6
49. 9

59.6

61f.4
56.3

105.i
59.1
10.8

132.6
93.7
59.6

59.7

TABLE 95.-Percentage distribution of income paid out, railway express

Item

Principal salaries .. . . .. -.-.
Other salaries ..
Commissions....-- .

Total compensation, other salaried employees
Total compensation. all salaried employees . .

Wages.------.-----------------------------------
Other laborIncome..- -.
Total compensation of employees
Dividends.
Interest .----------------------------
Total property income paid out .. ..
Total income paid out.

Percentage of income paid out

1929 1930 1931 1932

5.3 5.8 6.1 6.6
27.4 27.9 28.6 28.7
8.2 7.7 7.0 6.9

35. 6 35.6 35.6 35. 6
40.9 41.4 41.7 42.1
56.3 55.6 64.7 53.2
1.3 1.5 1.7 2.2

98.4 98.4 98.1 97.5
.5 .1 .1 .1

1.1 1.6 1.8 2.4
1.6 1.6 1.9 2.6

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

TABLE 96.-Per capita income of employees, railway express

Item

Principal salaried employees.
Other salaried employees
All salaried employees
Wage earners ---.-------
All active employees .............
Bureau of Labor Statistics cost of

living index .

Absolute numbers

1929

$2, 677
2,289
2,333
1,863
1,891

.- ---

1930

$2, 684
2,205
2,251
1,642
1, 867

1931

$2, 432
2, 167
2,202
1,O3
1,881

I----.---

1932

$2,263
1,913
1,960
1,478
1,658

.......--

Percentages of 1929

1929

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0

1930

K985
9 3
96.6
98.7
98.2

97..4

1931

90. 8
9. 7
94.4
101.8
99.6

88.9

98

Line

2

4

.1
6
7
8
9)
10
I11
12
13
14

Line

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
I11
12

Line

1
2
3
4
5
6

1932

846
83.6
84.0
88 9
87.7

89.4

.-. . . _ I
I

F

9.869604064

Table: Table 93.--Number of employees, railway express


Table: Table 94.--Income paid out and produced, railway express


Table: Table 95.--Percentage distribution of income paid out, railway express


Table: Table 96.--Per capita income of employees, railway express
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DETAILED TABLES, PULLMAN CO.

TABLE 97.-Number of employees, Pullman Co.

Absolute numbers Percentages of 1929

Line Item _ _-_ ___ _ _
1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Principal salaried employees-276 258 247 246 100.0 93.6 K. 5 89.1
2 Other salaried employees - 5, 224 5,146 4, 491 3, 713 100. 0 98.5 86.0 71. 1
3 All salaried employees-5,500 5,404 4, 738 3,959 100.0 98.3 86. 1 72. 0
4 Wage earners-22, 635 22,305 18, 627 15, 888 100. 0 99. 0 82.7 70.5
6 Total number of employees. - 28,035 27, 709 23, 365 19,847 100.0 98. 8 83.3 70.8

TABLE 98.-Income paid out and produced, Pullman Co.

Absolute numbers (thousands of Percentages of 1029
dollars)

Line Item

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Principal salaries- 93) 937 876 742 100.0 99.8 93.3 79.0
2 Other salaries- 11,080 10,873 9,455 0, 654 100.0 98.1 85.3 60. 0
3 Total salaries-12, 025 11,810 10,331 7,396 100.0 98.2 85.9 61. 6
4 Wages-34, 094 32,138 26,287 18,128 100.0 94. 3 77.1 53. 2
5 Total compensation of employees.. 46,119 43,948 36,618 25,624 100.0 95.3 79.4 65.3
n Dividends-- ------ - 39,089 10,010 -21 5,990 100.0 25.6-- 15.3
7 Interest-------- -1,050 -102 -33 -67-----
8 Total property income paid out - 38,039 9,908 -64 5, 923 100.0 26. 0 -- 16.6
9 Total income paid out-84,158 53,866 36,564 31,447 100.0 64.0 43.4 37.4
10 Corporate savings -28,248 -4,383 3,339 -6,766 .
11 Total income produced 55, 910 49,473 39,903 24,681 100.0 88.5 71.4 44.1

TABLE 99.-Percentage distribution of income paid out, Pullman Co.

Percentages of income paid out

Line Item
19 1930 1931 1932

1 Principal salaries- 1.1 1.7 2.4 2 4
2 Other salaries- 13. 2 20.2 25.9 21.2
3 Total salaries---------------------- 14.3 21.9 28.3 23.5
4 Wages------------------------------------------------ 40.5 59.7 71.9 57.6
5 Total compensation of employees-64. 8 81.6 100. 1 81.2
6 Dividends-46.------------------ 46.4 18.6 -.1 19.0
7 Interest- ---------------- -1.2 -.2 -.1 -.2
8 Total property income paid out- 45.2 18.4 -.1 18.8
9 Total income paid out- 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

TABLE 100.-Per capita income of employees, Pullman Co.

Absolute numbers Percentages of 1929

Line Item
1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Principal salaried employees- $3, 4Q2 $3, 632 $3, 547 $3, 016 100.0 106.8 104.3 88 7
2 Other salaried employees- 2,122 2,114 2,106 1,792 100.0 99.6 99.2 84.4
3 Allsalaried employees- 2, 186 2,18S Z180 1,868 100.0 100.0 99.7 85.6
4 Wage eaners- 1,613 1,441 1,411 1,141 100.0 95. 2 93 3 7& 4
5 All active employees- 1 645 1, 688 1, 7 1,288 100.0 96.4 95.3 78.2
6 Bureau of Labor Statistics cost of ,

living index-. . . . 100.0 97. 4 88. 80.4

9.869604064

Table: Table 97.--Number of employees, Pullman Co.


Table: Table 98.--Income paid out and produced, Pullman Co.


Table: Table 99.--Percentage distribution of income paid out, Pullman Co.


Table: Table 100.--Per capita income of employees, Pullman Co.
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DETAILED TABLES, WATER TRANSPORTATION

TABLE 101.-Number of employees, foreign and coastwise water transportation

Absolute numbers Percentages of 1929

Line Item __
1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Salaried employees- 21, 403 21, 379 19,987 18,95 100.0 99.9 93. 4 88. 5
2 Wage earners- 64,841 2, 131 46,725 42, 608 100.0 95. 1 85. 2 77. 7
3 Total number of employees ..... 76, 244 73, 510 66,712 61, 43 100.0 98. 4 87. 5 80. 7

TABLE 102.-Compensation of active employees, foreign and coastwise water
transportation

Absolute numbers (thousands Percentages of 1929
of dollars)

Line Item __ _

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932'

1 Salaries------4,---------- 46,099 42,848 39,022 34,802 100.0 92.6 84.6 76.5
2 Wages- 60,710 U4, 48 46,811 37, 902 100.0 89.9 77. 1 62. 4
3 Total compensation of activeem-

ployees- 106, 809 97,198 85, 833 1 72,704 100.0 91.0 80.4 68.1

TABLE 103.-Number of employees, inland waterway transportation

Absolute numbers Percentages of 1929
Line Item - -

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 i 1930 1931 1932

1 Salaried employees- 11,451 11,172 10, 279 9,181 100.0 97.6 89.8 80. 2
2 Wage earners . -... . 19, 484 18, 127 15,292 13, 272 100.0 93. 0 78.5 68. 1
3 Total number of employees - 30,935 29, 299 25,571 22,453 100.0 94. 7 82. 7 72. 6

TABLE, 104.-Compensation of active employees, inland waterway transportation

Absolute numbers (thousands Percentages of 1929
of dollars)

Line Item

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

I Salaries.-.-.......-24,838 23,630 21,177 17,646 100.0 95. 2 85.3 71.0
2 Wages..-,20,921 19,095 15,801 12,282 100.0 91.3 75. 658.7
3 Total compensation ofactiveem- l

ployees--45,769 42,731 30,978 29,8 100.0 93.4 80.8 65.4

TABLE 105.-Number of employees, Great Lakes water transportation

Absolute numbers Percentages of 1929
Line Item --- - _

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Salaried employees ..................-9,155 8,062 ,6548 4,766 W1000 88.1 71.6 52.0
2 Wageearners-.. .. . ,16, 723 14,364 10, 727 7,519 100.0 85.8 86 1 45.0
3 Total number of employees.-- 25, 878 22, 416 17, 273 12,284 100.0 86.6 88.7 47.5

9.869604064

Table: Table 101.--Number of employees, foreign and coastwise water transportation


Table: Table 102.--Compensation of active employees, foreign and coastwise water transportation


Table: Table 103.--Number of employees, inland waterway transportation


Table: Table 104.--Compensation of active employees, inland waterway transportation


Table: Table 105.--Number of employees, Great Lakes water transportation
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TABLE 106.-Cornipefisation of active employees, Great Lakes water transportation

Itemn

Salaries .--
Wages.
Total comlcnsation of active em-
ployees.

Absolute numbers (thousands of
dollars)

1929 1 1930 1931

21, 670 18,346 14,178
17,043 14,178 10, 183

38,713 32,524 24, 361

1932

10,858
7,014

17, 872

Percentages-of 1929

1929

100.0
100.0

100.0

1930

84. 7
83.2

84.0

1931

65. 4
59. 7

62.9

1932

50.1
41.2

46. 2.

DETAILED TABLES, MOTOR TRANSPORTATION

TABLE 107.-Number of people engaged, motor transportation

Item

Sightseeing busses, employees. -
Common-carrier busses, em -
ployees-

Motor trucks, employees
Total number of employees.

Entrepreneurs, motor trucks -

Total number engaged.

Absolute numbers

1929 1
2,592

112,000
380, 283
494,876
167,979
662, 854

1930

2,248

110,000
369,496
471,744
173, 256
644, 999

1931

2,560

108, 000
329,830
440,390
172, 289
612,679

1932

2, 422

104,000
305,443
411,865
160,703
672, 668

Percentages of 1929

1929 1930 1931

100.0 86.7 98.8

100.0 98.2 96.4
100.0 94.5 86.7
100.0 96.3 89.0
100.0 103.1 102.6
100.0 97.3 92.4

TABLE 108.-Total compensation of employees, mnotor transportation

Salaries and wages, sightseeing
busses.

Salaries and wages, common-
carrier busses

Salaries and wages, motor trucks
Total salaries and wages

Other labor income
Total compensation of em-

p)loyees .-

TABLE 109.-Per capita income of employees, motor transportation

Item

All active employees, sightseeing
busse .. ...............

All active employees, common-car-
rier busses - .------------------

All active employees, motor trucks.
All active employees in the industry..-
Bureau of Labor Statistics cost of
living index ..

Absolute numbers

1929

$1,429
1,383
1, 255
1,285

1930

$1, 477

1,429
1,322
1,348

1931

$1,406
1,372
1,249
1,280

1932

$1, 268

1,286
1,080
1,133

Percentages of 1929

1929

100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0

.I-I-........I- 100.0

1930 1931 1932

103.4

103.3
105.3
104.9

97.4

98. 4

99.2
99.6
99.6

88.9

88.7

93.0
86.1
88.2

80.4

87265-34-8

Liuel

1
2
3

Line

1
2

3
4
5
6

1932

93.4

92.9
80.3.
83.2
95. 7
86.4.

2

3
4
6
6

3,705

154,891
477,406
636,002
12,862

648, 864

3,321

167, 183
475, 230
635, 734
14,132

649,866

3, 600

148,176
411,971
663, 747
13, 274

577,021

3,070

133, 744
329,798
466,612
13,466

480, 078

100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0

89.6

101.5
99.6
100.0
109.9

100.2

97. 2

95. 7
86f.3
88.6
103.2

88.9

82.9-

80. 3
69.1
73.4
104.7

74.0.

Line

I

2

3
4
5

| |

...

9.869604064

Table: Table 106.--Compensation of active employees, Great Lakes water transportation


Table: Table 107.--Number of people engaged, motor transportation


Table: Table 108.--Total compensation of employees, motor transportation


Table: Table 109.--Per capita income of employees, motor transportation
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CHAPTER XI

COMMUNICATION

The field of commitunication, defined incluisively, covers telephones,
telegraph, and postal service. But in this country, as in many
others, postal service is a function of the Government, and is man-
aged on lines which do not make it comparable to an industry run
for profit. The income flowing from the postal service industry is
inclul(ed las a separate part with the total income estimates for
the government group. The field of coinmiunication remains, there-
fore', limlhite(d to the telephone and telegra)ph industries, the latter
incl1sive of radio (ca)bles.
The two are quite distinct in size, in the economic nature'of the

demand which they satisfy, and somewhat in the character of their
organization. The telephone industry is by far the larger of the
two. It satisfies primarily the demand of ultimate consumers,
while the largest part of demand for the services of the telegraph
industry comes from business enterprises. Finally, the telephone
industry in this country is dominated by an integrated corporate
system; while in the field of telegraphs there has been, *during recent
years, intensive competition between two big corporations.
The Census of Occupations for 1930 shows 578,602 gainfully

occupied classified, under telegraph and telephone. This figure is
quite close to that shown in table 110 as the average number em-
ployed in 1929. Since that year there has been a decline in employ-
ment, somewhat more moderate in the telephone industry than in
the telegraph field; but in both industries the contraction of employ-
ment was much more moderate than in most other basic industrial
fields. The contraction did not begin until 1931, and the number
employed in 1932 was o.Ay about 24 percent below the 1929 level,
as compared with declines of 40 to 60 percent in mining, manufac-
turing, and construction.
The success of the industries in withstanding the effects of the

business depression is shown especially clearly in table 111. The
operating revenue of the telephone. industry showed no decline
until 1932, in which year it fell to a level about 10 percent below
that of 1929. Similarly, the number of telephone messages showed
no decline until 1932, in which year it dropped to a level about 5
percent below that of 1929. The comparison of the dollar and
quantity volume of business in the industry suggests that charges
must have held up, and that the small contraction which did occur
took place mostly in the more expensive long-distance messages.

In the telegraph field, because of the business character of the
demand, the contraction in gross income was much more material.
Operating revenue declined by 1932 to about 60 percent of the
1929 level, and only a somewhat smaller contraction occurred in
the number of messages. Also, the decline in the gross income of
the industry began in 1930, instead of being delayed until 1932 as
was the case in telephones.
The contraction in labor incomes paid by the telephone industry

was quite moderate compared with the cuts that labor sustained
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in other industrial fields (see table 112). But in view of the
fact that operating revenue did not decline until 1932, and then
by only 10 percent, the contraction of labor incomes in 1931 by
8 percent and in 1932 by 22 percent (as compared with the 1929
level) showed that the industry took advantage of the fall in the
cost of living and a depression labor market in order to reduce its
labor costs. Contrasted with this decline in labor incomes was
the marked rise in property incomes paid out. Dividends, the
most important part of property incomes in the telephone industry,
rose by 1932 to 148 percent of the 1929 level; and, as a result, total
income paid out in 1932 was only about 8 percent below the volume
for 1929.
The exceptional position of the telephone industry during the

depression is still more clearly marked in the fact that it showed
positive savings even through 1931, and only a comparatively
small volume of negative savings in 1932. However, its savings
had declined materially by 1930, and consequently the total in-
come produced showed a marked decline in 1931. A comparison
of income produced with gross income (compare with table 111)
revealed that in telephones, as in most other industries, the former
declined more than did the latter, reflecting the rigidity of some cost
items.
The telegraph industry shows no such exceptional behavior during

this depression period. Labor incomes declined appreciably, even
though the contraction did not begin until 1931. Similarly, property
incomes, primarily dividends, fell off drastically in 1931, and by
1932 were down to one third of the 1929 level. Total income paid
out in 1932 was only 60 percent, of the 1929 volume, and, as con-
trasted with the telephone industry, telegraphs began to show
negative savings as early as 1930. Inicome produced in the industry
moved together with operating revenue through 1931; but in 1932
it declined more than operating revenue, suggesting that some rigid
cost items became of greater weight as the total gross income dropped
to the low absolute levels of 1932.
A summary of changes in incomes for the field as a whole is pre-

sented graphically on chart XI.
The difference in the response to the depression in the two industries

resulted in a difference in shift which occurred in the relative propor-
tion of various income groups (see table 115). In the telephone
industry the share of labor incomes in the total paid out declined from
77 percent in 1929 to 65 percent in 1932, while that of property income
rose correspondingly from 23 to 35. In the telegraph industry, the
share of labor incomes showed a tendency to rise after 1930, with the
result that by 1932 labor incomes accounted for 91 percent of the total
paid out as compared with 83 percent in 1929. Correspondingly,
the share of property incomes declined from 17 percent in 1929 to 9
percent in 1932.
The per capita incomes of employees who were retained on the pay

rolls show a rise from 1929 to 1931 and a moderate decline-in 1932
(see table 116). This movement indicates that there must have been
a shift among employees in favor of the higher paid group, the reduc-
tion of employment, when it occurred, taking place preponderantly
among the lower paid divisions. A comparison of the per capital
compensation with the cost of living suggests that the purchasing
power oi <-he per capita salary has risen after 1929
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CHART XI
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SUMMARY TABLES, COMMUNICATION

TABIJ, I 1O.-Arumber of employees, communication industries

Line! It ciii

I Number of employees, telephone-
2 Number of employees, telegraph--
3 Number of employees, coin-

munication indlustries

Absolute numbers Percentages of 1929

1929 1930 i 1931 1 1932 1929x 1930 1931 1932

436,'20 425,532 367, 573 334, 085 100. 0 97. 6 84. 2 76. 6
96,314 193,99 181,041 68,3481 100 0 19761 84,2 71,0

532, 734 519, 531 448, 622 402, 433 100. 0 | 97. 5 84. 2 76. 5

TmuE 111.-Gross income and number of messages, communication industries

Item

Operating revenue, telephone-
Operating revenue, telegraph-
Operating revenue, communi-
cation industries

Number of messages, tele-
phone ------- --------

Number of messages, telegraph

Absolute numbers (thousands)

1929 1930 1931

$1, 203, 139 $1, 232,076 $1, 193, 959
$219, 218 $197, 210 $166, 9

$1, 422, 3571$1, 429, 2861$1, 369, 955

34, 49,631 34, 048 242 32, 857, 693
257, 5911 229,393 182, 616

1932

$1,055,801
$128,225

i$1, 184, 026

30,048,365
160,984

Percentages of 1929

1929

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

1930

102.4
190.0

100.6

98.7
89.1

1931

99.2

75.7

95.6

95.2
70.9

1932

87. 8
68. 5

83. 2

87. 1
62.

TABLE 112.-Income paid out and produced, telephone industry

Absolute numbers (thousands of Percentages of 1929
dollars)

itle | Iteui

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

I Salaries and wages . -... ... 8,4 592, 787 533,070 465 224 100.0 101.2 91. 0 77. 7
2 Other labor income- 7,653 7,803 9,051 8,692 100.0 103. 3 119. 8 113.8
3 Total compensation of em-

ployees-6-593,417 600, 690 642,121 463,816 100.0 101.2 91.4 78.2
4 Dividends-1---134,443 169, 610 189,061 198,646 100.0 118.6 140.6 147. 7
5 Interest-39,804 33,997 33,014 47,677 100.0 85.4 82,9 119.8
6 Total property income paid

out-174,247 193,607 222,075 246,223 100.0 111. 1 127.4 141.3
7 Total income paid out- 767,60 794,097 764,196 710,039 100.0 103.4 99. 6 92. 5
8 Corporate savings-93,712 50,221 16, 020 -48,738
9 Total income produced- 861,376 844,318 779, 216 661,301 100.0 98.0 90.5 76.8

TABLE 113.-Income paid out and produced, telegraph industry

Absolute numbers (thousands of Percentages of 1929
line Item dollars)

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Salaries and wages- 116,734 118,385 103, 344 75,850 100. 0 101.4 88.5 65.0
2 Other labor income- 2,388 2,670 2,787 2,438 100.0 107.6 116.7 102. 1
3 Total compensation of em-

Ployees-119,122 120,966 106 131 78,288 100.0 101.6 89.1 65.7
4 Dividends-... . 20,762 22, 134 10,672 2, 713 100.0 106. 6 50.9 13. 1
5 Interest-3,774 6,264 6,449 6,398 100.0 139.5 144.4 143.0
6 Total property income paid

out.-.-... . 24,636 27,398 16,021 8,111 100.0 111.7 65.3 33.1
7 Total income paid out 143,658 148, 353 122,152 86,399 100.0 103.3 85.0 60.1
8 Corporate savings-13, 748 -6,284 -4, 80 -8,322
9 Total income produced- 167 406 142,069 117, 286 78,077 100.0 90.3 74.5 49. 6

II7
Line

_I- I
.1
2
3

4

S

~~i-.- - --

9.869604064

Table: Table 110.--Number of employees, communication industries


Table: Table 111.--Gross income and number of messages, communication industries


Table: Table 112.--Income paid out and produced, telephone industry


Table: Table 113.--Income paid out and produced, telegraph industry
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TABLE 114.-Iiconme paid out an(d produced, cornmu nication in(lustries

Iten]

Salaries and wages.
Other labor incoine-
Total compensation of emn-

l)oees- -.
D)ivldends .
Interest .
Total property income paid
out .--

'T'otal income paid out.
Corporate savings .

9 '1'otal imconle I)roditwed

Absolute numbers (thousands of
dollars)

1929

702, 698
10,5363

713, 134
155, 205
43, 578

198, 783
911, 917
107, 460

1, 019t, 377

1930

711, 172
11,024

722, 196
181, 644
39, 261

220,905
94:3, 101
43, 937

987, 038

1931 19:32

636,414 1531,071
12,454 11,32:9

648,868
199, 633
38, 463

238,096
886,964
10,154

897,118

642, 403
201, 259
53,075

254, 334
796, 737
-57,060
739, 677

I'ercentages of 1929

1929 1 1930 1 1931 1 1932

100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0

100.0

101. 2
104. 6

101.3
117.0
90.1

111. 1
103.4

96.8

90.6
118.2

91.0
128.6
88. 3

119.8
97.3

88. 0

75. 6
107. 5

76. 1
129. 7
121.8

127.9
87. 4

72. 6

TABLE 115.---Percentage distribution of income paid out, communication
industries

IPercentages of income paid out

Item
1929

TEL.EPI'IIONE
Salaries and wages ------
Other labor income------
Total compensation of employees

D)ividends---- ------------------------------
Interest---- -----------------------------------i
Total property income paidout--
Total income paid out -------------------

TELE(GAPIIH
Salaries and wages-- -----------
Other labor income ----- ------------------
Total compensation of employees .--- ---- --------

I)ividends -----------------------------
Interest -.-.---.------------------------------
Total property income paid out------------- .-
Total income paid out .--

COMMUNICATIONS

Salaries and wages .-- -

Other labor income
Total conlensation of employees

Dividends
Interest ------------------------------
Total property income paid out
Total income paid out -------

76.3
1.0

77.3
17.5
5.2

22.7
100.0

81.3
1.7

82.9
14.5
2.6
17.1

100.0

77.0
1.2

78. 2
17.0
4.8
21.8
100.0

TABLE 116.-Per capita income of employees, comm unication industries

Absolute numbers Percentages of 1929
Line Ite___

1929 1930 1931 1932 11929 1930 1931 1932

1 All active employees, telephone..--- $1, 342 $1, 393 $1, 450 $1, 363 100. 0 103.8 108. 0 101. 6
2 All active employees, telegraph- 1, 212 1, 259 1, 276 1, 110 100.0 103.9 105. 2 91. 6
3 All active employees In industry..- 1,319 1, 369 1, 419 1, 320 100.0 103. 8 107.6 100. 1
4 Bureau of Labor Statistics cost of 1

livingindex.. ------ ------- -------- ---- - 100.o 97.4 88.9 80.4

106

2
3

4

6

7
8

1930 1931
Line

3

4

5

7

8

9

10

I I

12

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

74. 6
1.0

75.6
20.1
4.3

24.4
100.0

79.8
1.7

81.5
14.9
3.5
18.5

100.0

75.4
1.2

76.6
19.3
4.2
23.4
100.0

1932

64. 1

1. 2
65. 3
28. 0
6.7

34. 7
lO.0

87. 8
2.8

90.

3. 1
6. 2
9. 4

100.0

66.7
1.4

68.1
25. 3
6.7

31. 9
100.0

69. 8
1.2

70. 9
24. 7
4.3

29.1
100.0

84. 6
2. 3

86. 9
8. 7
4. 6

13. 1
100.0

71.8
1,4

73. 2
22. 5
4.3
26,8
100.0

9.869604064

Table: Table 114.--Income paid out and produced, communication industries


Table: Table 115.--Percentage distribution of income paid out, communication industries


Table: Table 116.--Per capita income of employees, communication industries
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CHAPTER XII

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE

For purposes of estimating labor and entrepreneurial incomes,
wholesale and retail trade are defined in a way similar to that of the
Census of Distribution of 1930. It is therefore advisable to begin
this chapter by citing the comments of the Bureau of the Census on
the scope of its coverage in wholesale and retail trade:

Wholesale trade . . . embraces all establishments engaged in the purchase,
sale, or distribution of goods on a wholesale basis. In addition to wholesalers
of the conventional type, the census covers wholesalers rendering limited
services, such as desk jobbers or drop shippers and cash-and-carry wholesalers,
and the whole range of organizations engaged in wholesale trade or operating on
a wholesale basis, and performing wholesale functions, including brokers, com-
mission merchants, chain- store warehouses, manufacturers' sales branches,
selling agents, etc. The tcrm has also been used to include assemblers and
country buyers of farm products, such as elevators, country buyers, cooperative
marketing associati'.iis, and the like. While brokers, commission merchants,
manufacturers' sales branches and chain-store warehouses are in certain respects
unlike wholesale merchants, they perform wholesale functions in general and
have been classed in the wholesale field. Concerns selling goods to such indus-
trial consumers as manufacturing plants, public utilities, oil-well companies,
mining concerns, railroads, and the like, are also regarded as establishments
engaged in wholesale trade. Thus . . . the wholesale field covers nearly all
merchandising concerns, with the exception of retail establishments. (See
Wholesale Distribution, Summary for the United States, p. 7.)

Retail distribution is the process of purveying goods to ultimate
consumers for consumption or utilization, together with services
incidental to the sale of goods. For census purposes, however, this
definition was restricted. Wholly service businesses, such as laun-
dries, dry cleaners, etc.; professions, such as medicine and the law;
and public utilities, such as water, gas, and electricity-all were
excluded. Also excluded were bakeries, planing mills, lumber yards
manufacturing their own lumber and millwork, power laundries,
cleaning and dyeing establishments, and hotel dining rooms, all
these groups being covered in other censuses. Finally, supply houses
and most of the machinery dealers and dealers in iron and steel
products, leather, findings, and junk, have been included with whole-
sale rather than with retail trade. (See Retail Distribution, Summary
for the United States, pp. 10-11.)

Property income in the distributive trades is estimated from corpo-
rate data, which do not allow one to establish the property income
for exactly the same area that is involved in labor and entrepreneurial
incomes. Thus, Statistics of Income (which is our richest source of
data on corporate incomes) classifies restaurants not with retail
trade, but with hotels, laundries, and other domestic services. Simi-
larly, manufacturers' retail sales branches are likely to be classified
under manufacturing rather than under retail trade. For wholesale
trade, also, manufacturers' sales branches, warehouses, elevators,
assemblers and country buyers are likely to be classified in corporate
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statistics either under manufacturing or un(Ler transportation). The
segregatioIn of all these groups is next to iinlpossible,.and as a result,
Property incomes un(ler wholesale and. retail trade cover a smaller
area than (lo labor an(l entrel)rCneurial incomes. Still, in distributive
tra(les pulre prol)erty incomes are generally small as compared with
other types of income; and the restriction of the area for which these
prol)erty incomes are measured is likely to have hut a negligible effect
upon the income totals for retail and wholesale trade as at whole.
However, even the estiinates of lalbor and( entrepreneurial income.s

in these fields are to be taken cautiously because of their teiitative
character. The Census of Distribution for 1930 provides us with
basic materials for our estimates. But this census was the first
Nation-wide enumeration of the distributive field, and is likely to
suffer from the usual defect of first censuses, viz., incomipleteness.*The estimates of labor incomes for years other than 1929 are largely
a result of carrying forward Census of Distribution totals with the
help of employInelt and pay roll ifidexes of the Bureau of Labor
Statistics. But the Bureau's sample of retail and wholesale concerns
is too small in size and( too unequal in regional distribution to reflect
faithfully the movement in so wide a field. The estimates of entre-
preneuirial income, which is especially important in retailing, have
to be based upon scattered samples covering only a small fraction
of the total field of trade. In 1929 over half of the total volume of
sales were accounted for by unincorporated establishments. Conse-
quently, while the estimates presented below are probably the best
that could be derived from the available data, they are less reliable
-than those for such fields as manufacturing and railroad transporta-
tion, and should be interpreted with caution.

Wholesale and retail trade combined account for a substantial
prol)ortion of the gainfully occupied population of this country.
Table 117 shows an employment total of over 7 million in 1929, even
after the number of partially employed has been reduced to an equiva-1lent number of full-time employed. It is difficult to establish from
the Census of Occupations the number of gainfully occupied attached
to trade, because in this census restaurants are not included with trade
.but are combined with hotels and boarding houses. Omitting this
group of independent restaurants (i.e., restaurants not attached to
hotels, which in table 117 are included in retail trade), we find in theCCensus of Occupations a total number of gainfully occupied in track.
of about 6.5 million, I or about one eighth of the total number of
gainfully occupied in this country. Since the number of full time
employees in restaurants and eating places was about 420 thousand,
the number reported as employed in trade minus the restaurants
is about 6.7 million in 1929, as against 6.5 million gainfully occupied
reported as of April 1, 1930. This excess of employed over gainfully
occupied appears puzzling at first sight, but it must be remembered
that the Census of Occupations shows over 1.3 million gainfully
occupied for whom there is no industrial attachment, and that the
CelsSus of Distribution classified as full timely employees those who
work full time through the day, but not necessarily all through the
year. In the latter census, even though the number employed is an

I The number Is obtained by adding 5,353 thousand listed under wholesale and retail trade, 86 thousand
under other and not specified trade, 498 thousand under automobile agencies, 424 thousand under garages
greasing stations, etc., 31 thousand under grain elevators, and 59 thousand under warehouses and 0o0a
storage.
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average of the numbers reported on each of the four quarters, it may
still include employees whose main industrial attachment is not in
the distributive trades.
The estimates cithd above suggest that in 1929 the number of

gainfully occupied but unemployed people attached to trade must have'
been rather small. The developments during the following years
changed this situation materially. The number of both employees
and independent entrepreneurs has shown a material shrinkage, the
totals declining more than 20 percent from 1929 to 1932 in both retail
and wholesale trade. Contrary to what one would expect, the esti-
mates show a greater drop in the number employed in retail as comn-
pared with wholesale trade. This result is due to the much more
appreciable decline in the number of entrepreneurs in retail trade as
compared with wholesale. When only employees are considered, it
is seen that by 1932 their number declined 21percent in wholesale
and only 18.5 percent in the retail field.

In distributive trades, as in all other branches of economic activity,
the decline during recent years in the number employed was both.
a cause and an effect of the shrinkage in gross income. The move-

ment of gross income, both in current prices
and as adjusted for

price changes, is shown for wholesale and retail trade in table 118.
Itmust be noted that the estimates in lines 1 and 4 are derived from
data for wholesalers only, thus excluding the activity of agents,
brokers,manufacturers' sales branches, etc. In 1929 sales by whole-
salers accounted for only 29.6 billion dollars out of a total for whole-
sale trade of 69.5 billion dollars. It is therefore quite possible that
the decline in gross income for wholesale trade may misrepresent
somewhat the movement of wholesale trade as a whole, since thereKight have been a shift in the relative proportion of the total whole--
sale business done by wholesalers proper.

This qualification is not
true of the estimates for the retail field.2 In current prices, the sales
in both branches of trade-have declined steadily from the peaks in
1929, the decline in wholesale trade being shade more appreciable
than that in retail trade. The correctionorprice changes shows that
the drop in the quantity volume of trade was, on the whole, rather
mild. Curiously enough this decline took place mostly between 1929
an d 1930, especiallywith regard to retail trade. One is unable to say

definitely whether thisshowing is due to vagaries of the statistical

procedure followed or is a true reflection of the situation.
The movement of the various parts of income paid out in whole-

sale trade shows a departure from the usual pattern (see table 119) in
thatproperty income showed much material drop than did
labor incomes. This was due to drastic contraction of dividends,
and to the fact that interest payments on long-term debt, which in
this industry as in others showed decline, form but small part of

total property income. As in other industries, income produced
showed a much more material drop than income paid out. One hesi-
tates to trust this result too much, because the movement of business
savings is so much dependent upon the estimate of entrepreneurial
withdrawals-an estimate which is at best but well-considered guess.

The estimates of
volume of retail and wholesale tradeprepared by the Cost Analysis Division were

available also for separate groups. But the study of these estimates by subgroups Indicated that their
basis was Insuffioen t to yield reliable figures and the resulting measurements show a lack of oorrespondenoe
to such other, more reliable symptoms of volume of trade as sales by farmers, output of the manufacturing
industry, etc.
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Table 120 shows the apportionment of income paid out and
produced in retail trade, the results being quite similar to those for
wholesale trade. hIere, also, pure property incomes declined much more
sharply than did labor incomes; and, again, as in wholesale trade, the
income produced fell off nuch more sharply than income paid out;
and the result is subject to the same doubt as in the case of wholesale
trade. The only feature that appears to distinguish the movements
of the various lWarts of income in retail trade from that in wholesale
trade, is the. much greater decline of withdrawals by entrepreneurs
in the former. This is due largely to the more drastic decline in the
number of individual entrepreneurs in retail as compared with the
wholesale field.

Table 121 and chart XII summarize the movement of income paid
out and produced in distributive trades as a whole. It is of some
interest to compare it with table 118, which shows the movement of
gross incm(eoIl in the same field. It appears from this comparison that
income paid out declined less than gross income in every one of the
3 years following 1929. Thus, total sales dropped in 1930 to
86 percent of the 1929 volume, while income paid out dropped to
only 93 percent of the 1929 figure; similar percentages are 74 and 81
for 1931, and 61 and 65 for 1932. But income produced in the
industry appears to have declined more than did gross income,
especially in the later years. Thus, by 1931 income produced was-
65 percent of the 1929 level; gross income, 74 percent; the same
figures for 1932 were 48 percent and 61 percent, respectively. Since
income produced forms a substantial part of the mark-up by the
distributive trades over the cost of goods (the other parts are such
items as rent, depreciation charges, payments to other business units
except those for goods purchased for sale), it becomes obvious that
the gross margin in the distributive trades must have declined during
the (1Cpression, rather than risen. This indeed is shown by the
estimates of gross margin, provided by the Cost Analysis Division of
the 13Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, and used by us in
arriving at business savings and losses. These gross margins, in
percentages of sales, show in retail trade a drop from 28.5 in 1929 to
27.8 in 1932; and in wholesale trade (wholesalers only) a decline from
13.8 percent in 1929 to 12.7 in 1932.

This evidence, which is presented here for careful and critical
consideration, suggests considerable doubt as to the. tenability of
the assertion, made widely during recent years, that during the
depression retail prices of commodities lagged materially behind
wholesale prices. If gross margins, when expressed in percentages
of final prices, remain unchanged, then the prices chargedby retailers
and wholesalers should have moved with the prices paid by them.
The sources of a disparity in movement between prices charged by
manufacturers and prices charged to ultimate consumers by retailers
could, under the conditions described above, be only two: (a) The
increase in the number ofhands through which a commodity passes
from a manufacturer to ultimate consumer, with a consequent cumu-
lation of a larger number of gross margins; (b) since commodities
are held in stock by the distributive trades, retailers and wholesalers
may have added the mark-up to the original purchase price of the
commodities, which, in a period of declining prices, is higher than
the currentprice. The first factor could hardly have been operative
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dining the recent (lepression. The second might have exercisedit-s
iinfluence, b1ut it coulld not have been sufficiently important to:cancel
the opposite influence of a decliningg relative gross margin.

It is thus strongly suggested by the evidence of tables 118 and
121 that there was little disparity betweenl the movement of prices
charged(l bly )rodlucers of finished commodities and that of prices
charge(l for the sanme commodities by retailers. The general imIpres-
sion of such (lisI)arity between retail and wholesale prices may arise
froi comparing in(lexes of which one is heavily weighted with
unfinished commodity prices, while the other covers only finished
products. At anyr rate, the estimates presented call for further
examination of tle relation between prices paid by distributive
trades and l)rices charged by them to ultinmate consumers.
While somne shifts occurred inI the relative proportion of income

flowing to the various groups employed in the distributive tra(les,
these shifts Nwere nlOt very marked (see table 122). In both whole-
sale and retail trade, the proportion of labor incomes in the total
paid out has increase(l slightly, while the share of property incomelias dlrol)p)ed materially. Inl wholesale trade, withdrawals of entre-
preneurs accounted for a growing share of income paid out, but the
changes should not be considered significant, in view of the precarious
l)asis of the estimates. InI retail trade, entrepreneurial incomes
remained onl the same level, or declined slightly.
While the total volume of labor income originating in the distlibu-

tive tra(les has shown a substantial decline, the per capita incomes
have shown no such marked drop. (It must again be noted that
the number of part-time employees has~been reduced to an eluivalent
number of full-time employees.) At any rate, the decline in the per
capita income of the various employee groups in trade has not been
as great as the drop in the Bureau of Labor Statistics cost of living index.
If this latter measure may be assumed to 1e typical of the cost of
living of employees ill distributive trades, it appears that the real
earnings of those who had the good fortune to remain in full time
-E ploymen t have increased slightly as compared with 1929.
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TABLE 117.-Nuiimber of people engaged, wholesale and retail trade

Iteml

WHOLESALE TRADE

Employees- 1, 605, 042
Entrepreneurs-- 90, 772
Total number engaged- 1, 695,812

RETAIL TRADE

Employees- 3, 956,823
Entrepreneurs- 1, 610, 67
Total number engaged - 5, 467, 430

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE

Employees-.-.- . 6, 601, 86t
Entrepreneurs-1, 601, 379
Total number engaged_. 7, 163, 244

Absolute numbers

1929 19130 1931

21, 645,639
2 85,000:1,630,639

1,400,484
83,000

1,483,484

1932

1, 264,649
80,000

1,344,649

3,804, 8103, 63,0463, 224, 373
1,350, 00 1,130,000 1,050,000

05, 164, 8104,693, 046 4, 274, 373

5 360 44 943, 53
1' 435' 000 1' 213, 000
fi 785,449 6, 176, 530

4,489,022
1,130,000

,619, 022

Percentages of 1929)

1929 1930 1931 1932

100.0 9t.3 87.3 78.8
100.0 93.6 91.4 88.1
100.0 96.2 87.5 79.3

100.0 96.2 90.0 81.5
100.0 89.4 74.8 69.5
100.0 94.3 85.8 78.2

100.0 9:.2 89.2 80.7
l100.0 89.6 76.7 70.6
l00.0 94.7 86.2 78.4

TABLE 118.-Gross income, wholesale and retail trade

Absolute numbers (millions of Percenltages of 1929
dollars)

Line Item

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

I Net sales at current prices, wholesale
trade- 69, 29 58, 205 50, 375 41,090 100.0 84. 0 72. 7 59.3

2 Net sales at current prices, retail trade 49, 115 44, 000 37, 500 31, 60 100.0 89.6 76. 4 64.1
3 Net sales at current prices, whole-

sale and retail trade- 118,407 102,205 87,876 72, 590 100.0 86.3 74. 2 61. 3
4 Net sales, 1929 prices, wholesale trade --- 69,292 64,173 65, 764 60,426 100.0 92.0 94.9 87. 2
5 Net sales, 1929 prices, retail trade-.- 49,115 46,122 45, 620 44, 681 100.0 93.9 92.9 91. 0
; Net sales, 1929 prices, wholesale and

retail trade-.---------- j-118,407 110,296 111, 384 105,107 100. 0 93. 1 94.1 88.8

TABLE 119.-Income paid out and produced, wholesale trade

Item

Salaries and wages
Other labor Income .
Total compensation of employees

Dividends --------------------
Interest.------
Tot4l property income paid out

Withdrawals of Individual entre-
preneurs -

Total Income paid out
Corporate savings .
Business savings of Individuals.--
Total Income produced ..

Absolute numbers (thousands of
dollars)

1929 1930

3, 010,1 2, 80,166
1,995 2,188

3, 012, 126 2, 882, 34
199,784 177, 657
16, 386 6, 692

215,170 184, 249

679,182 546,682
3, 806, 477 3,613,186

21, 847 -233,839
44, 90-229, 744

3, 873, 014 3, 149, 602

1931

2,607,608
2,'148

2, 09, 756
131,499
18,396

149,895
495, 148

3,154,799
-321,611
-332, ON
2, 600, 690

1932

Percentages of 1929

1929

2,009, 688 100. C
1,791 100.

2, 011, 479 100. C
14,806 100.C
17, 225 100.
32,031 100.C

423,829 100.0
2, 4B7, 339 10.0
-208,032-
-213, 201
2, 048, 610 l10.6C

Line

2
3

4
5
6

7
8
9

Line|

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11

1930 1 1931

95.7
109,7
95. 7
88.g
43.5
85.5

94 4
94. C

.81,
81, t

1932

60.8
89.8
60.8
7.4

112.3
14.9
73.2
04.8
52.9

83.3
107.7
83.3

lf65. E
119.5
69. 7

85.5
82. S

_ 4.5

113
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I~ ____I__: .~~~~~

9.869604064

Table: Table 117.--Number of people engaged, wholesale and retail trade


Table: Table 118.--Gross income, wholesale and retail trade


Table: Table 119.--Income paid out and produced, wholesale trade
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'I'AE 120.---Income paid out and produced, retail trade

Absolute numbers (thousands of
dollars)

Line Item __

1929 1930 1931 1932

I Salaries and wages
-.-.-.---|., 189, 4, 796, 4, 317, 3, 577,2 Other labor Income- 7, 542 8,619 9 377 7,736

3 Total compensation of employees. 5,197,212 4,805,118 4,326,764 3,585,035
4 l)lildends--------------------- 365,835 319,294 264,486 148,446
., Iiterest----------------- - 45,189 51, 211 44,784 37,192
i' 'otal pro rty income paid out. 411,024 370,654 299,270 185,638
7 WVithdrawals of entrepreneurs- 1, 822,890 1,634,860 1,322, 100 1,087,800
8 Total income paid out 7, 431, 126 6, 810, 513 5, 948, 124 4, 85, 473
9 Corporate savings-. -9,980 -367,349-563,867-714,677
10 Business savin gs of Individuals 68, 576 -108,329 -618,570 -783,895
11 Total Income produced .-- - 17,479, 7226, 334,8354,865, 697,3,360,001

Percentages of 1929

1929 1930 1931 1932

100.0 92.4 83.2 M8.,9
100.0 114.3 124.3 102.6
100. 0 92. 5 83.3 69. 0
100.0 87.3 69.6 40.6
100.0 113.4 99.1 82.3
100.0 90.2 72.8 45. 2
100.0 89.7 72.6 69.7
100.0 91.6 80.0 65.4

°°I& 84.7 65.1 44. 9'

'ITABIL.E 121.--Jncome paid out and produced, wholesale and retail trade

Absolute numbers (thousands of dollars) Percentages of 1929
Line1 It emi __. __ __

1929 1930 1931 1832 1929 1930 1931 1932

Salaries and wages-8, 199,8O 7, 676, 165 6, 821, 9)5 5, 586, 988 100.0 93. 6 83. 2 68. 1
2 Other Iuihorincon-_-___-_-___ 9, 637 10, 807 11 5251 9,526 100.0 113. 3 120.8 99. 9
3 T''otal compensation of enm-

ployees-8,209, 337 7, 687, 472 6, 836, 610 5o 9, 514 100.0 93. 6 83. 3 68. 2
4 D)ividends-565, 619 496, 8511 385, 9851 163, 252 100.0 87. 8 68. 2 28.9
5 Interest------- -- 60,575 57, 943 63, 1IS0 54, 417 100.0 95. 7 104. 3 89. 8
6 Total property income paid out. 626,194 554, 794 449, 165 217, 669 100.0 88. 6 71. 7 34. 8
7 Withdrawals of entrepreneuirs- 2, 402, 072 2,181, 432 1, 817, 248 1, 511,629 100.0 90.8 75.7 62. 9
8 Total income paid out-- 11. 2:37, 603 10, 423, 6 9, 10" ,123 7 :325, 812 100.0 92. 8 81. 0 65. 2
9 Corporate savings -- 11, 867 -601, 188w -U53681 -920-W9
10 Business savings of individuals 103, 266l -338, -851 , "18 --'97 9 ---6' -
11 Total income produced- 11, 352,736 9,484, 437 37,36,287' 5, 408, io7i 100.0 83.5' 64.9 47.6
__ _.o_________ ___

trade

TAiIlm- 122.- --I~c'ccutaq~le di~stribultion1 of income p~ail 01lt, wh1olesalle anld retail trade

Iteni

.Salaries and wages-
()Otler labor incoli.-

'Fotal cOmip1)ensat Ion of (11 ptloyees __
viderds.---------------

linterest.
'Total property income pai(l out.

W iili(lraIwals of entrelwreneurs
To'¢tal in~onlel p~aid; out--------

Wholesale Retail

Percentages of income pail Percentages of income paid
out out

19329 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1'931 1932

79. 1 79. 7 | 79 5 ! S 69.8 70.4 72.6 73.
.1 .1 1 .1 .1I . 2 . 2

79.1 79.'8 79. l 81. a 69.9 70.6 72.7 773.8
5.2 4.9 4 2 61 4. 9 4.7 4.31 3.1
.4 .2 6 7 .6 .8 .8 .8
l. C7 5. 1 '.8 1 3' 5.5i 5.4 6.0 3.8

15. 2 l16. 1 l15 7 17.2 24.6 24.0 22.2 22.4
Ioo.' ° 00.I '°° I 04).0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
______

T1ABLE 12:3. -Per ca/)ita income of employees, wholesale and retail tra(le

Absolute imummihers Percentages of 1929

Li ne Itvem | - - ---- --
1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 |1932

1__-- -1 ----- -- Ii_____________
I All employees, wholesale trade $1,875 $1 863 $1 791 8$1 ' 100.0 99. 4 95. 84. 7
2 All employees, retail trade 1, 312 1, 261 1, 212 1,1009 100. 0 96. 1 92.4 84. 5

All employees total trade 1,474 1,435 1,375 1,245 100.0 97.4 93.3 84.5
4 lBureau of Labor Statistics cost of

living Index - -------- 100.0 97.4 88.9 80.4

I:"2,j
{;,I

,,
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9.869604064

Table: Table 120.--Income paid out and produced, retail trade


Table: Table 121.--Income paid out and produced, wholesale and retail trade


Table: Table 122.--Percentage distribution of income paid out, wholesale and retail trade


Table: Table 123.--Per capita income of employees, wholesale and retail trade
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CHAPTER XIII

FINANCE
1. GENERAL COMMENTS

Finance is a collective name for those branches of our economic
system which engage in the issuance, disposition, or trade in monetary
funds or claims to property or income. These branches form almost
a complete economic world of their own, with numerous functional
and institutional distinctions. Among them are commercial banks
and savings banks, commodity and security brokers, investment
houses and joint-stock land banks, installment finance companies,
and personal loan companies; all types of insurance companies; and,
finally, real estate, trading, and management companies. Were
proper data available for these numerous branches of the field of
finance, an interesting study could be made of the role which they
play in the creation of the country's, national income. But for a
number of important divisions of the field, data of the kind necessary
for preparation of income estimates are almost completely absent.
This is true of commodity and security brokerage, personal finance,
building and loan associations, investment and private banks.
Because of these forced omissions, it does not seem advisable to
treat and discuss the field of finance as a whole. A graphical sumn-
mary of the estimates is presented however, in chart XIII.

If the estimates below fail to cover the complete field by a sub-
stantial margin, they, on the other hand, cover an important branch
of economic activity not usually classified as finance. Under real
estate we include the management of small individual holdings.
The primary sources of our data on corporate real estate include
not only trading in real estate, but also the companies which manage
the property; and, besides, they cover not only real estate com-
panies but also patent-holding companies which collect royalties.
Accordingly, our estimates in this field extend to both trading in
and managing of real estate property and to the holding and man-
aging of patents. The managing functions are more of an industrial
pursuit, not usually associated with finance as such.

In the field of finance there is a problem in the ascertainment of
income which should be discussed before any figures for separate
divisions are analyzed. The problem arises from the difficulty of
defining the source of income in the field. A commercial bank
performs various functions, each of which may yield the bank and
its stockholders net income. These activities are the advance of
short-term credit to business organizations; the supply of foreign
exchange and trade facilities; acting in a fiduciary capacity if it is a
trust company; and, finally, it may derive funds from investments
in stocks and bonds. Obviously, the bank produces or assists in
the production of services in the first three functions; but in the
last function, that of receiving interest and dividends on securities,
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it acts largely as an association of individuals. The income which
it thus receives is either paid out or accrues to the individual
depositors in the banks who draw interest on their deposits (pri-
marily time de1)osits). It is therefore permissible to disregard both
the receipts by commercial banks from their investments in stocks
and bonds (which payments have already been measured at their
industrial source) and the payments of banks to individuals on their
deposits (which are a duplication of the receipts by banks of invest-
nient income).

rrhe same view appears more clearly acceptable in the case of
savings banks and life insurance companies. Both are largely asso-
ciations of individuals for a better preservation and utilization of
their savings. In the case of both institutions interest and dividends
are received, andal accrue or are paid out to the members of those
institutions, i.e., to depositors in savings banks and to policyholders
in insurance companies. In both groups some original net income
is created, viz, the services which are rendered by the personnel of
the companies, anid the additional capital contributed by stock-
holders (the latter in joint-stock savings banks and insurance com-
panics). But the aniount received in interest and dividends does
not constitute any1 original income created by the companies, and
neither do their payments to depositors and policyholders. Of
course, it is quite possible that savings banks and insurance com-
pniics pay out in a given year to depositors and policyholders an
amount smaller or larger than the amount of interest and dividend
receipts iminus the expenses involve(l (on labor and outside capital).
In this respect our failure to study the precise apportionment of the
property incomes originated (andl tal)ulated by us) elsewhere, as
between the tills and expense accounts of the banks and insurance
companies and the pockets of individuals, prevents us from saying
that the full amount originated has actually been paid to indi-
vi(luals. But the available data do not permit such a precise appor-
tionment. We are forced to declare that we know the volume of
property income eventually reaching the individuals either as such,
or as banded in such savings associations as banks, insurance com-
panies, and all other associations of individuals of this type, which
derive and spend property income in similar fashion (among them
charitable and educational foundations).

In carrying out the viewpoint just developed, the estimates below
cover for life insurance companies and all banks only labor incomes
produced and dividends paid to stockholders. In the case of banks,
since most of their business activity is in the field of short-term credit
(rather than investments), the corporate savings were also taken
into account. The other divisions distinguished, viz., insurance com-
panies other than life (fire and marine, casualty, etc.) and real estate,
including individual holdings, were treated as regular industrial
branches, in which, therefore, receipts of property income were
considered deduction items, and in which the payments of property
income were considered fully.

2. THE BANKING INDUSTRY

The estimates for banking, presented in tables 124 to 128, while
they fail to include private banks, industrial banks, and a few banking
organization engaged in personal finance, do cover the preponderant
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part of the field. The general designation "commercial banks"
includes national and State banks, loan and trust companies, savings
banks, and joint-stock land banks. Under "other banks" are
subsumed thie activities of such semigovernmental institutions in the
field as the Federal Reserve banks, the Federal farm credit banks, the
intermediate credit banks, etc. The Census of Occupations reports
625,00() gainfully occupied in the field of banking and brokerage.
Since brokerage is not covered in table 124, it may be seen that the
estimates can fail to cover only an insignificant fraction of the field.

In contrast to the stability of numbers employed in other banks,
the employment in commercial banks showed a marked contraction
after 1930, reaching by 1932 a level about one fifth below that of
1929. Trhis warns probably a result of both a. contraction in the number
of banks througl failures, and of reduction in the number of employees
in thle survivinlg banks. It is a significant symptom of the severity
of thie present depression to find such a large contraction in employ-
inent in a fiell usually so stable as banking.
An appreciable decline occurred also in the compensation of em-

ployees of commercial banks, although the estimates, based as they
are on the movement of salaries in other industries, are but well-
considered guesses. In respect of both employment and labor in-
comIes, the "other" banks exhibit a marked stability.'r'Jhl( 1926 shIows, in addition to laI)or inconle, two other income
divisions--dividends paid to bank stockholders, and- corporate savings.
Botlh slhow clearly thle effects of the depression. Dividends declined
by 1932 to two thirds of their amount in 1929, a substantial reduction,
but not as drastic as that prevailing in a number of industrial branches.
Corporate savings, which were positive in 1929, turned into losses in
1930), withl the losses rising to striking volumes by 1932. It is also to
be considered that these are losses after payment of dividends of sur-
viving banks, and that the figures do not reflect the losses in banks
that failed. On the other hand, the fact that negative savings shown
appear so large as compared with total income paid out, should not be
attributed much significance, since a large volume of income passing
through the hands of the banks is not included in the tables.
The percentage distribution of income paid out shows no significant

shift as between labor incomes and dividends paid (see table 127).
3. THE INSURANCE FIELD

'Thie insurance field, one of the most stable sections of our economic
system, gives employment to about half a million people. The
Census of Oecupatiolis lists 507,000 gainfully occupied in the field, a,
figure close to the 456,000 shown in table 129. The depression seems
to lhave affected eniployirment but little-even of the office employees,
whio are oin a steictly salary basis, the, moderate decline in fire, marine,
indi casualty insurance, companies having been largely offset by the
slight increase in the number of office employees in life insurance
companies. The number of licensed agents has also increased
sliglhtly, smith the result that total employment in the field in 1932
was only 4 percent below the 1929 level.

In the movement of labor income there was a significant difference
between tile compensation of office employees and that of agents
(see tables 130 and 13t5)). In the life insurance field the compensation
of officepersonnel has increased even more than did their number. In
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other insurance companies the decline in compensation kept pace with
the decline in numbers, so that per capita incomes (shown in table 135)
indicate by 1932 but a small decline as compared with those in 1929.
In both fields the average income of office employees has held up well
as compared with the decline in the cost of living, suggesting an
increased purchasing power of the average compensation. Con-
trasted with it is the material drop in the compensation of agents,
which amounted by 1932 to about 20 percent from the 1929 level in
life insurance, and to 30 percent in other insurance. This decline
appears to be a reflection of the contraction in the volume of new busi-
ness and of a drop in commissions on already written insurance can-
celed under the pressure of bad times. Since the number of agents
in the field increased slightly, the per capita return of agents must
have suffered a contraction of about 30 percent between 1929 and 1932.

In life insurance the only other income recorded is the small volume
of dividend payments to stockholders by joint-stock companies (see
table 131). These payments dropped by 1932 to somewhat less than
two thirds of the 1929 volume, but, of course, exercised but little effect
upon the total income originated. As a result, the percentage dis-
tril)ution of income paid out shows little shift between labor and
property incomes (see table 133), but it does show a substantial
change in favor of compensation of office employees as over against
payments to agents.
In the field of insurance other than life, the interesting feature is the

negative character of property incomes (see table 132) illustrating the
well-known fact that the premiums charged do not cover fully the
underwriting risk, and are supplemented by the gains made by the
companies on their investments. These gains must have been affected
by the depression, with the result that negative savings appear in 1930
and persist in 1931 and 1932. Total income paid out declined by 1932
to the extent of one third from the 1929 level, reflecting primarily
the decline in labor incomes. Total income produced declined still
more materially, indicating that both dividends and labor incomes
wvere partly sustained by draft upon the capital and surplus of the com-
panies. The proportional share of labor incomes in the totals paid
out shows a significant rise from 1929 to 1932 (see table 134), while
the negative share of interest rises, indicating that income paid
out was covered to a greater extent from the investment rather than
from the premium incomes of the companies.

4. REAL ESTATE

The field of real estate includes not only trading in real estate prop-
erty but management of apartment houses, office buildings, and of
small individual holdings (among the latter those cases in which an
owner rents out a part of his house or land to other people). In addi-
tion, there is some inclusion of income from patents, held either by
individuals or by corporations. The field is therefore wide and none
too homogeneous. Also, the available data are comparatively scanty;
and while the estimates presented below are the best that we could
arrive at with the available data, the lacunae in information are
serious enough to allow the possibility of substantial error.
The number of people in the industry as shown in table 136 is esti-

miated from the Census of Occupations, with -some allowance for vnem-
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ployment. While the income estimates cover net rental receipts by
individual owners of real estate, their number is not shown as engaged
in the industry, since to most of them the management of their houses
or land is only a secondary pursuit. The movement between 1929
and 1932 is estimated on the basis of what is essentially a combined
manufacturing and trade employment index for the wage earners,
and of the movement of salary earners in manufacturing for the sala-
ried group. These estimates are submitted as the most plausible
opinion on the changes in employment in this field.
The same is true of the estimated volume of salaries as shown in

table 137. But the volume of wages is based on a specific sample of
compensation for janitors, one of the biggest groups of wage earners
in the field. The drastic decline of the volume of wages appears
plausible, in view of the well-known severe impact of the depression
on the real estate industry. The same effect appears in the volume
of dividends originating in the industry, which declined by 1932 to
less than one third of the volume in 1929. Strikingly enoughI, interest
payments on debt of corporations show no such decline, as judged by
the volumes reported to the Income Tax Bureau. But interest pay-
ments on mortgages on real estate property owned by individuals did
show a significant decline. This difference in movement of the two
groups of interest payments is due to the assumption that the defaults
of interest payments on individuals' mortgages were much larger than
were those shown by the corporate debt. Finally, there was a striking
decline in net rents and royalties received by individuals. It is possi-
ble that this estimated decline is exaggerated by the fact that insuffi-
cient allowance was made for nonreporting. But general information
relating to the real estate field does not suggest any doubts but that the
decline in net income from that industry during recent years must
have been striking. The drop of total net income paid out by 1932
to 42 percent from the 1929 level does not therefore appear exagger-
ated. The large volume of corporate losses and the growing volume
of individual losses appears as another manifestation of the same
phenomenon.

In the percentage distribution of income paid out, the most
striking feature is the growth of the share of interest payments on
mortgage debt, both corporate and individual (see table 138).
Their combined weight has increased from 27 percent of total net
income paid out in 1929 to 41 percent in 1932. The greatest off-
setting decline occurred in the share of individuals' net rents and
royalties, whose ratio to net income declined from 55 percent in 1929
to 43 in 1932.
Of the per capita incomes shown in table 139 that for wage earners

is most reliable as a specific measure of payments in the field.
Although the rather low average wage in 1929 shows a considerable
decline from 1929 to 1932, the purchasing power of that wage shows
aIdefinite decline only in the last year of the period. -
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SUMMARY TABLES, BANKING

TABLE 124.-Number of employees, banking industry

Absolute numbers

1930 1931 1932

Percentages of 1929

1929 1 1930 1 1931 11932

1 Number of employees, commer-
cial banks-374, 780 363,317 330,237 298,636 100.0 90. o 88. 1 79.7

2 Number of employees, other
banks-11,324 11,349 11,288 11,145 100.0 100.2 99.7 98.4

3 Total number of employees...- 386,104 374, 600 341, 625 309,781 100.0 97.0 88.6 80. 2

TABLE 125.-Total compensation of employees, banking industry

Absolute numbers (thousands of Percentages of 1929dollars)
Line Item

1929 1930 1931 1 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Salaries and wages, commercial
and savings banks, joint-stock
land banks------ 648,015 629i233 560, 19 455,089 100.0 97. 1 86 4 70.3

2 Salaries and wages, all other
banks.- .. 20,112 20,047 20,910 20,690 100.0 102,7 104. 4 102.4

3 Salaries and wages in the in-
dustry-068---,--N 127 049,910 581,079 476, 279 100. 0 97.3 87.0 71.3

4 Other labor income in the indus- .
try- 1,187 1,400 1,58 1,658 100.0 i18.4 131.3 131.3

5 Total compensation of employ-
ees in the Industry - 69,314 061,316 582, 637 477,837 100.0 97. 3 87. 0 71.4

TABLE 126.-Income paid out and produced, commercial banking

Absolute numbers (thousands of Pectasof12
dollars) ~~Percentages of 1920dollars)

Line Item __

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 SalarIes and wages-0----648,016 629, M3 0, 169 455,089 100.0 97.1 86. 4 70.3
2 Other labor Income--------------- 1,187 1, 406 1,68 1, 658 100.0 118.4 131.3 131.3
3 Total compensation of employees. 649,202 630,0 561,727 467, 247 100.0 97. 1 86.5 70.4
4 Dividends- 460, 756 449,831 410, 790 310,827 100.0 96.4 88.0 66 6
5 Total Income paid out- 1,115,957 1,080,600 972, 617 768,074 100.0 90.8 87. 1 08 8
6 Corporate savings 132, 677 --37, 603-328,627-461,807
7 |Total income produced. - 1,248,634 1,042,997 643,890 306, 267 100.0 83 6 61 6 24.5

TABLE 127.-Percentage distribution of income paid out, commercial banking

Percentages of income paid out

1929

68.1
.1

58. 2
41.8
100.0

1930

68. 2
.2

58.6
41.6
100.0

1931

57.6
.2

67.8
42.2
100.0

1932

59.8
.2

I9.5
40.5
100.0
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Line Item
1929

Line

2

3

4

Item

Salaries and wages .
Other labor income . -

Total compensation of employees-----------------------------
Dividends.------- --

Total income paid out

-------

. .

9.869604064

Table: Table 124.--Number of employees, banking industry


Table: Table 125.--Total compensation of employees, banking industry


Table: Table 126.--Income paid out and produced, commercial banking


Table: Table 127.--Percentage distribution of income paid out, commercial banking
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TABrE 128.-Per capita income of employees, banking industry

Item

All active employees, commercial
and savings banks, joint-stock
land banks..

All active employees, nll other
banks.

All active employees in tho In(iustry
13ureau of labor Statistics cost of
living index

Absolute numbers

1929 1930 1931 1932

$1,729

J, 776
1.730

$1, 732

1, 819
1, 735

$1, 696

1, 852
1, 701

$1, 526

1,847
1, 537

.-

Percentages of 1929

1929 1930 1931 1932

100.0 100.2 98.1 88.3

100.0 102.4 104.3 104
100.0 100.3 98.3 88.8

100.0 97.4 88.9 80.4

SUMMARY TABLES, INSURANCE

T'A1T.E 129.-NNumber of employees, insurance field

Item

Life, office employees-
Fire and marine, office emn
)lyo--es..-.

Casualty, offlee employees.
Total office employees

Licensed agents .
Total number of employees --

1929

70, 778

48,996
84, 707

204,481
251, 350
455,831

Absolute numbers

1930 1931 1932

74,005 75, 440 78, 440

47,451 43,853 40,007
82,835 78,160 64,075

204,291 197,453 179, 522
259, 287 258,191 258, 191
463, 678 455, 644 437, 713

Percentages of 1929

1929 1930 1931 1932

100.0 104.6 106.6 106.6

100.0 96.8 89. 6 81. 7
100.0 97.8 92.3 75.6
100.0 99.9 96.6 87.8
100.0 103.2 102.7 102.7
100.0 101.7 100.0 96.0

TABLE 130.-Compensation of employees, insurance field

Item

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES

Salaries of officers and employees.
Salaries (and expenses) of agents -

Commissions ..
Total compensation-

ALL OTHRR INSURANCE COMPANIES

Salaries of employees.-------------
Agents' compensation
Total comI)ensation

ALL INSURANCe
Salaries of employees
Compensation of agents..
Total compensation .-.

Absolute numbers (thousands of
dollars)

1929 1930

106,520
224,901
274, 503
605,924

262, 354
592,121
854,475

113, 628
220, 238
277, 311
611,177

262, 215
572, 895
835,110

368, 874 375, 843
1,091,5251,070 444
1,460, 399 1,446, 287

1931

118, 406
199,022
258,002
676, 130

246, 146
618, 693
704, 739

364,1552
976, 617

1, 340, 169

Percentages of 1929

1932 1929 1930

118,702
146, 274
252, 543
517, 519

100.(
100.(
100.
100.0

193, 073 100.
409, 6791 100.0
603, 3521 100.0

106.7
97.9
101.0
100.9

99.9
96.8
97.7

312, 3751 100.10 101.0
808,4961 100. 01 98. 1

1120,8711 100.0 99.0

1931

111.2
88.6
94.0
95.0

93.8
87.6
89. 5

98.8
89.4
91.8

TABLE 131.-Income paid out, life insurance field

Absolute numbers (thousands of Percentages of 1929

Line Item dollars)

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Salariesofoffleersand employees- 106,520 113,628 118,406 118,702 100.0 106.7 111.2 111.4
2 Salaries of agents-224, 901 220,238 199,022 146, 274 100.0 97.9 88. 6 65.0
3 Commissions- 274,503 277,311 258,002 252,543 100. 0 101.0 94.0 92.0
4 Total compensation of em-

ployees------ 605,924 611,177 575,430 517,519 100.0 100.9 95.0 85.4
5 I)ividends paid -- 22,260 21,917 16,984 13,971 100.0 98. 5 76.3 62.8
6 Total income paid out ... . 628,184 633,094 592, 414 531, 490 100.0 100.8 94. 3 84.6
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Line

1

2

3
4

_ !

Line

1
2

3
4
6
6

Line

2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9

10

1932

111.4
65.0
92.0
85.4

73.8
69. 2
70.6

84. 7
74.1
76.8

-

-

lll

9.869604064

Table: Table 128.--Per capita income of employees, banking industry


Table: Table 129.--Number of employees, insurance field


Table: Table 130.--Compensation of employees, insurance field


Table: Table 131.--Income paid out, life insurance field
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TABLE 132.-Income paid out and produced, insurance other than life

Item

Salaries and wages, office em-
ployees ... - -

Agents' compensation-
Total compensation of employees.

Dividends----
Interest-
Total property income paid out..
Total Income paid out-

Corporate savings
Total income produced

Absolute numbers (thousands of
dollars)

1929

262, 354
592,121
854, 476
47, 40

-117,146
-69,741
784, 734

7,205
791, 939

1930

262,215
572,895
835,110
39,073

-104,957
-65, 884
769,226
-84,939
684, 287

1931

246,146
518, 593
764, 739
43, 789

-107, 616
-63,826
700,913

-100, 274
600,639

1932

193 673
409,679
603, 362
28, 37

-107, 615
-79, 308
524; 044

-100, 274
423, 770

Percentages of 1929

1929 1930 1931 1932

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

ioo.6

99.9
96.8
97.7
82.4

98.0

86.

93.8
87.6
89.5
92.4

89.3

75.8

73. 8
69. 2
70. 6
59. 7

TABLE 133.-.Percentage distribution of income paid out, life insurance field

Item

Salaries of officers and employees-
Salaries ofagents-
Commissions-.-
Total compensation ofemployees..

Dividendspaid-
Total income paidout.

Percentages of income paid out

1929

17.0
35. 8
CS. 7
96. 6
3. 6

100.0

1930

17.9
34.8
43.8
96.5
3. 5

100.0

1931

20.0
33. 6
43. 6
97.1
2.9

100.0

1932

22.3
27. 5
47. 5
97.4
2.6

100.0

TABLE 134.-Percentage distribution of income paid out, insurance other than life

Percentages of income paid out
Line Item

1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Salaries of officers and office employees-.- .. -. -. 33.4 34.1 35.1 37.0
2 Agents' compensation..-.---- 75.5 74.5 74.0 78. 2
3 Total compensation of employees-108.9 108.6 1910. 115. 1
4 Dividends-6.0 5.1 6. 2 5.4
5 Interest--14.9 -13.6 -15.4 -20.5
8 Total property income paid out -8.9 -8.6 -9. 1 -15.1
7 Total income paid out- 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

TABLE 135.-Per capita income of office employees, insurance field

Item

All office employees, life insurance
companies-

All office employees, all other insur-
anoe companies.-.-.

Bureau of Labor Statistics cost of
livingindex.

Absolute numbers

1929

$1, 505

1,962

1930

$1,535
2,013

1931

$1, 570

2,017

1932

$1,573
1,861

Percentages of 1929

1929

100.0

100.0

100,0

1930

102. 0
102.6

97. 4

1931 1932

104. 3 104.6

102.8 94.9

88.9 80.4
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Line

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Line

I
2
:3

5
6

Line

1

2

3

ll

*X |~~~.~

9.869604064

Table: Table 132.--Income paid out and produced, insurance other than life


Table: Table 133.--Percentage distribution of income paid out, life insurance field


Table: Table 134.--Percentage distribution of income paid out, insurance other than life


Table: Table 135.--Per capita income of office employees, insurance field
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SUMMARY TABLES, REAL ESTATE

TABLE 136.-Number of employees, real estate (inclusive of individual holdings)

Absolute numbers Percentages of 1929
Line Item

1929 1030 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

I Salaried employees- 297,239 294, 880 261, 264 214. 378 100. 0 99.2 87.9 72.1
2 rage earners ------------------ 282,604 254, 423 216, 260 173, 008 100 0 90 0 76. 5 61. 2
3 i Total number of employees. 679,903 649, 303 477, 524 387, 386 100. 0 94.7 82. 3 66. 8

TABLE 137.-Income paid out and proluced, real estate (inclusive of individual
holdings)

Absolute numbers (thousands of Percentages of 1929
dollars)

Line Item

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

I Salaries-. -- 793, 331 797, 061 667, 791 480,421 100.0 100.5B 84. 2 60. 6
2 Wages-322,802 272, 741 206, 961 144, 289 100.0 84.6 64. 1 44. 7
3 Total compensation ofemployees 1, 116,133 1, 069, 802 874, 752 624, 710 100.0 95.8 78. 4 60.0
4 I)lvidends- 238, 339 153, 791 122, 286 67, 582 100.0 64.6 61. 3 28.4
5 Intereston corporatelong-term debt. 358, 683 405, 484 407, 281 36, 843 100.0 113.0 113.6 102.3
6 Interest on individuals' mortgages-- 1, 675, 883 1, 657, 585 1, 563, 233 1, 414, 56 100. 0 98. 9 93. 3 84. 4
7 Total property income paid out - 2,272, 905 2, 216,865 2,092,800 1,848,5981 100.0 97. 5 92. 1 81.3
8 Net rentals of individuals- 4 116, 137 3, 474, 769 2, 751, 664 1, 805, 160 100. o' 84. 4 60. 9 45. 3
9 Total Income paid out-7, 605,1756, 701,426 5, 719, 216 4, 338,851 100.0! 90. 1 76. 2 67.8
10 Corporate savings -- 374, 646 -286, 240 -351,550 -302, 560-
11 Business savings of indllvduals -185,94 -208,275 -133 413 -704,617-
12 Total income produced- , 944,6836,266,9114,754,2533,331,674 100.0. 90.2 68. 5 48. 0

TOTAL 138.--Percentage distribution of income paid out, real estate (inclusive of
individual holdings)

IteIII

Salaries ----.------------------------
Wages
Total coml)ensation of emplloyees

Dividends - .-.--------.----

Interest on corporate long-term (lebt
Interest on individuals' mortgages.
Total property income paidout.

Net rentals ofIndividuals.
Total income paidout.

|Percentages of income paid out

1929

10.6
4.3
14.9
3. 2
4.8

22. 3
30. 3
54.8
100.0

1930 1 1931

11.8 11.7
4.0 3.6

15. 8 15.3
2.3 2.11
6.0 7.1
24.5 27.3
32.8 36.6
51.4 48.1
100.0 0I10.0

11932

11. 1
3.3
14.4
1.6

8. 5
32. 6
42. 6
43. 0
100.0

TABIE 139.-Per capita income of employees, real estate (inclusive of individual
holdings)

Absolute numbers Percentages of 1929
Line Iteni _ _

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

2
3
4

Salaried employees
Wage earners.
Average income, all active employees.
Bureau of Labor Statistics cost of
living index .

$2, 669 $2, 703
1, 142 1, 072
1,926 1, 948

$2, 556
957

1,832

$2, 241
834

1, 613

100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0

101.3
93.9
101.2

97. 4

05.8
83. 8
95. 2

88.9

84.0
73. 0
83.8

80.4

Linel

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

_ ____ _

9.869604064

Table: Table 136.--Number of employees, real estate (inclusive of individual holdings)


Table: Table 137.--Income paid out and produced, real estate (inclusive of individual holdings)


Table: Total 138.--Percentage distribution of income paid out, real estate (inclusive of individual holdings)


Table: Table 139.--Per capita income of employees, real estate (inclusive of individual holdings)
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CHAPTER XIV

GOVERNMENT
There may be some doubt as to the propriety of classifying govern-

ment (Federal, State, county and city) as a branch of the country's
economic system, and of treating- its activity as an economic pursuit.
Indeed, the motive of immediate profit, which characterizes private
industry, is conspicuously absent from the activity of the government.
But, on the other hand, various government agencies do perform an
important function in the economic life of the nation. Even were
government not engaged, as it so extensively is, in such obviously
industrial activities as postal service, public education, and construc-
tion; even were its activity confined to protection (army, navy, and
police), fire prevention, legislation, and judicial settlement of disputes,
we would still have to say that these purely governmental functions are
of real value in the economic life of the nation, and that they give
rise to income which should be taken into account.
But how should this income be measured? In most private indus-

trial activities (industry being defined in the broadest sense to include
trade, professional pursuits, etc.), charges for the services rendered by
industry to consumers and payments by the industry to its labor and
capital are established on a comparatively free market. This permits
the inference that the payments made measure, if roughly, the value
of services produced. But the charges by the government to business
units and to individuals are not established on the free market, since
the government has the right to and does tax,- not in accordance with
services rendered but in accordance with ability to pay. Neither are
payments by government for labor and capital employed by it fixed
under conditions closely similar to those found in the case of private
enterprises. Moreover, it is not possible to reappraise the value of
government services according to the rule of the market place, for the
reason that certain activities become government functions because
thye can not be left to the operation of the free market forces.

There is thus only one way out of the difficulty: To declare that
the actual payments by the government to labor and capital employed
by it measure the net volume of services rendered. Income originat-
ing in the field of government activity is thus equal-to the payments to
employees plus interest payments on government debt. The other
expenses of the government on supplies, materials, etc., cannot be
counted, just as we do not count in the income originating in private
industry the value of raw materials and other commodities consumed.
Nor can we establish for the government the volume of savings-i.e.,
excess or deficiency of gross receipts over expenditures. The govern-
ment may spend more than its current receipts and increase its debt,
and still this would not necessarily signify any negative saving since
the government's capital expenditures may result in an addition to
the country's tangible wealth equal to or greater than the increase in
the public debt. The data available until recently do not permit a
simple segregation of current and capital expenditures of the govern-
mont. A more intensive investigation of this question, as well as a
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functional analysis of governmental activity in greater detail than is
given iithe estimates below, could not be undertaken within the limits
of the present report.

Tlhwnuml)e r of people engaged in government service,exclusive
of publiceflllcation, in 1929 wvas, as shown in table 140, about 2
million), while the(Census of Occupations reports only 1.33 million
gainfully occupied classified under public service and postal service.
This apparentdiscrepancy is accounted for by the fact that the
present estimates includea number of temporary workers, largely in
the construction field (reduced to equivalent full time). In chapter
VII the number of workers engaged in both public and public utility
construction in 1929 was estimated as about 800,000, of which num-
ber the proportionate share ofpublic construction may be estimated
as about 250,000.

In the field ofpostal service the Census of Occupations lists only
284,000 gainfully occupied, while our estimates show an average of
371,000 employed in 1929 (see table 146). Again, the Census of
Occupations shows only 133,000 soldiers, sailors, and marines, while
our estimates obtained from the War and Navy Departments indicate
the number engaged in the Army and the Navy in 1929 as 280,000
(see table 146). Thediscrepancy may l)e largely due to the number
of soldiers, sailors, and marines not residing within the continental
United States at the time of the census. A correction for all these
missing group1)s would bring the figures of the Census of Occupations
to 1.81 million, as against 1.93 million shown in table 140, an agree-
mient close enough, in view of the difficulties of the industrial classi-
fication in the Census of Occupations. Finally, there are another
million employees in the field of public education. Thus, all told,
government service accounts for 3 million employees, or over 7 percent
of the total gainfully occupied population of thecouIntry.
The volume of employment in government during these years

shows extreme stability. The only group to show a marked decline
is that of city government employees after 1930. But this decline,
which appears mild wlhen compared with the drastic contraction of
employment in most industrial branches, is more than offset by the
slight rise in the numbers employed in other government branches.
The volume of salaries, wages, and other labor income fails similarly

to reflect any effect of the depression (see table 141). Indeed, in
some government branches, such as State, county, and city, salaries
and wages have shown a greater increase or a smaller decline than did
employment. However, the precarious basis of some of these esti-.
mates does not warrant reliance upon such differences. What does
stand out and apl)ears subject to little doubt is that through 1932
labor incomes paid out by all government divisions, except city,
showed, if anything, a slight, rise; and that in the case of cities the
decline that began in 1931 resulted in a level in 1932 which was but
slightly below that of 1929.

Per capital income of active employees in government service
shows little change from 1929 to 1932 (see table 142). Since dur-
ing the same period, especially after 1930, the cost of living appears
to have declined materially, there was a corresponding gain in the
purchasing power of the average compensation of government
employees.

Neither were there appreciable changes in the volume of interest
payments on government debt (see table 143). There was a
consistent rise in interest payments by State and county governments.

126;
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But the absolute volume of their payments aappears small as compared
with the Federal interest payments, which declined appreciably from

t.!29 to 1931, but rose again in 1932. As a result of these diverse
movements, total interest payments declined slightly in 1931 and rose
slightly in 1932.

Table 144 and chart XIV summarize the volume of income paid out
by the government. The imposing total of 6.5 to 6.8 billion dollars
shows the government to be one of the biggest income producing
branches of our economic system. Its failure to decline during these
years was partly due to the cumbersome nature of the mechanism
determining the economic policy of the government; and also partly
due to the fact that as distinct from other branches of activity the
demand for government services (with the possible exception of Postal
Service) shows little decline during depressions. Indeed, during such
years, when private initiative slackens and strains develop in the social
fabric, the demand for government services is likely to rise.

Trable 145 indicates that the proportional allocation of net income
paid out among various types of income showed little change during
these years.

Tables 146 to 154 provide some detailed break-down of labor in-
comes originating with the various divisions of the government
organizations. Unfortunately, the data available did not permit a
more detailed functional analysis of the activity of the various
government agencies. It is interesting to note, however, that of the
total number of employees in the Federal Government service, about
one third are engaged in such a typically industrial activity as Postal
Service; that another third is comprised in the Army and the Navy';
and that civil service accounts for only somewhat less than one third
of Federal employees (see table 141). A somewhat similar
division exists in respect to salaries and wages paid by the Federal
Government, although Army and Navy pay rolls and subsistence
account for only a quarter of the total the rest being divided about
equally between postal and civil service (see table 147). The
reason for this is, of course, the lower per capita compensation of the
Army and the Navy, which appears clearly in table 148.
No such functional analysis, rough as it Is, could be carried through

for State and county government activities. But tables 148 to 159
segregate State government from county. It is to be seen that the
State governments account for almost twice as many employees
as do the counties; and that State pay roll is about 80 percent
larger than that of the counties. For city government a distinction
could be made between policemen, firemen, and civil employees
proper. It may be seen that the former two groups account for
slightly over one quarter of the total number employed (see table
152), but the salaries of the same two groups account for over one
third of the total salaries and wages paid to municipal employees
(see table 153). This is due to the rather high per capita incomes of
policemen and firemen as compared with the average compensation
of civil municipal employees (see table 154).

In the various parts of income originating in government activity
there is little shift in the constituent parts which the available data
permitted us to distinguish. The impression of stability that the
estimates produce is partly a reflection of the conspicuous inertia of
the income streams for which government is responsible; but it may
be partly due to the crudity of our estimates, forced upon us by the
character of the available information.
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SUMMARY TABLES, GOVERNMENT

TABLE 140.-Number of employees, government service

Absolute numbers

Line Item
1929 1930 1931 1932

I o\,deral ----- ------ 933,040 955, 821 964, 490 952, 419
2 Shlite and county- 351, 450 363, 262 364, 631 388 809
3 City-650,168 710, 703 624,046 591, 505
4 Public education- 1,068,624 1,126, 585 1,174,118 1,189, 188
6 Tvtal number of em-

ployees-3, 003, 272 3,156, 371 3, 127, 285 3,121,921

Percentages of 1929

1929

100. 0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0

1930

102.4
103.4
109.3
105. 4

105.1

1931

103.4
103.8
96.0
109.9

104.1

1932

102. 1
110. 6
91.0
111.3

104.0

T.ABLE 141.--Total compensation of employees, government service

Item

Salaries an(l wages:
Federal
State an(1 county
City.-- ------------------
Public education

Pensions:
Federal ---------- --
State and county
City (including schools)

Total compensation:
Federal .-
State and county
City ------
Public education

Absolute numbers (thousands of
dollars)

1929 1930

1, 397,610
477, 516
973, 851

1,554,060

418, 627
72, 665

89, 554

1, 816, 246
5.50, 181

1,063,405
1, 554,060

1, 428,137
499,865

1,078, 137
1, 643,389

4'i3, 411
75, 786
101, 06

1, 881, 548
575, 651

1, 179, 203
1, 643,389

1931 1932

1, 437, 829 1, 425, 401
620,339 533,841
981,624 895, 539

1, 699, 500 1, 664, 732

617, 095 548,193
78, 545 79,460
117, 345 129, 445

1, 954, 924 1, 973, 594
598, 884 613, 307

1 098 969-1 024 984
1,699, 50 1, 664, 732

Percentages of 1929

1929

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

1930

102. 2
104. 7
110:7
105.7

108.3
104.3
112.9

103. 6
104.6
110.9
105.7

1931

102.9
109.0
100.8
109.4

123. 5
108.1
131.0

107.6
108. 9
l103. 3
109. 4

1932

102.0
111.8
92. 0

107. 1

131. 0
109.4
144. 5

108. 7
111.5
96. 4
107. 1

TABLE 142.-Per capital income of active employees, government service

Absolute numbers Percentages of 1929
Line Item. _ _ . _

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Federal-.-- - $1,498 $1, 494 $1,491 $1,497 100.0 99.7 99.5 99.9
2 State and county -1,359 1,376 1,427 1,373 100.0 101.3 105.0 101.0
3 City-1,498 1 517 1, 673 1, 614 100.0 101. 3 105.0 101. 1
4 Public education- 1,454 1,459 1, 447 1,400 100.0 100.3 99.5 96. 3
5 All government- 1, 46 1, 473 1, 483 1, 448 100.0 100. 6 101.2 98. 8
6 Bureau of Labor Statistics cost of

living index ----- 100.0 97.4 88.9 80. 4

TABLE 143.-Total interest paid, government service

I Absolute numbers (thousands of dollars) Percentages of 1929
Line Item _

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 190 1931 1932

I Federal- 671,396 837, 468 609, 132 652,110 100.0 94.9 90.7 97.1
2 State-97,784 106,126 111, 202 111,682 100.0 108.5 113.7 114.1
3 County- 143,087 150, 843 148, 037 154, 717 100.0 105.4 103 6 108.1
4 City- 60,129 589,00 670,99 601,399 100.0 105. 2 101. 9 107.4
5 Total-. 1,472, 396 1, 483,442 1,439,367 1,619,808 o100.0 100.8 97.8 103. 2

Line

2
3
4

6
6
7

8
9
10
11

9.869604064

Table: Table 140.--Number of employees, government service


Table: Table 141.--Total compensation of employees, government service


Table: Table 142.--Per capita income of active employees, government service


Table: Table 143.--Total interest paid, government service
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Item

Salaries .
Other labor income
Total compensatIon of employees

Interest
Total income paid out

Absolute numbers (thousands of Percentages of 1929
dollars)

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

4, 403, 046 4, 49, 528 4, 639, 292 4, 519,513 100.0 105.6 105. 4 102.6
580, 846 630, 263 712, 985 757, 104 100. 0 108. 5 122. 7 130. 3

4, 983, 89215, 279, 791 5, 352, 277 5, 276,617 100. 0 105. 9 107.4 105. 9
1 472 396 1, 483, 442 1, 439, 367 1, 619, 808 100.0 100.8 97.8 103. 2
6, 456, 288 6, 763, 233 6, 791, 644 6, 796,4251 100. 0 104. 8 105. 2 105. 3

TABLE 145.-Percentage distribution of income paid out, government service

Item

Salaries
Other labor income
Total compensation of employees---

Interest --- ------------------------------------------------
Total income vaid out-----I

Percentages of income paid out

1929

68.2
9.0

77. 2
22. 8
1 0. 0

1930

68. 7
9.3

78. 1
21.9
100.0

1931

68.3
10. 5
78.8
21. 2

100. 0

1932

66. 5
11. 1
77. 6
22.4
100.0

TABLE 146.-Number of employees, Federal Government service

Absolute numbers Percentages of 1929
Line Item __ _

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

I Army-.------..137,360 137, 472 138,648 133,038 100.0 100.1 100.9 96.9
2 Navy-142, 507 144,390 144,466 141,814 100. 0 101.3 101.4 99.5
3 Postal service------------.-- 370, 988 372, 718 371, 483 369,866 100.0 100. 5 100. 1 99. 7
4 Civil service------ 282,185 301, 235 309,893 307, 701 100.0 106. 8 109. 8 109.0
5 Total number of employees. 933, 040 955, 821 964, 490 952,419 100. 0 102. 4 103. 4 102.1

TABLE 147.-Salaries and wages including payments in kind, Federal Government
service

Absolute numbers (thousands of dollars) Percentages of 1929
Line Itemr __. _ __ __

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Army-164, 129 155,716 154, 160 149, 259 100.0 101.0 100.0 96.8
2 Navy-181,804 185,638 180, 199 181, 366 100. 0 102. 1 102.4 99.7
3 Postal service- 655, 252 658, 137 554, 754 552, 210 100. 0 100.6 99.9 99. 6
4 Civil service-. 606, 374 528, 64 542, 716 542, 566 100. 0 104. 4 107. 2 107.1
5 Total salaries and

wages- 1, 397, 619 1,428,137 1,437, 829 1, 425, 401 100.0 102. 2 102.9 102.0

TABLE 148.-Per capita income of active employees, Federal Government service

Itemn
Absolute numbers

199 1930

1 Army-- $1, 122 $1, 133
2 Navy-- 1,276 1,286
3 Postal service 1, 497 1, 497
4 Civil service 1,794 11, 755
5 All employees-.--...--.- -1,498 1,494
6 Bureau of Labor Statistics cost of living

Index

1931

$1, 112
1,289
1,493

1932

$1, 122
1, 279
1, 493

Percentages of 1929

1929

100.0
100.0
100.0

1930 1931

101.0 99. 1
100.8 101.0
100.0 99.7

1,751 1 7631 100.01 97.8 97.6
1,491_1,497 100.01 .7 1 99.5i

--------- 100.0 97.4 88. 0

1932

100.0
100.2
99.7
98.3

9

I 0. 4
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TABLE 144.-Income paid out, government service

Line

2
3
4
6

Line

2
3
4
5

Line

9.869604064

Table: Table 144.--Income paid out, government service


Table: Table 145.--Percentage distribution of income paid out, government service


Table: Table 146.--Number of employees, Federal Government service


Table: Table 147.--Salaries and wages including payments in kind, Federal Government service


Table: Table 148.--Per capita income of active employees, Federal Government service
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TABLE 149.-Number of employees, State and county government service (excluding
education)

Absolute numbers Percentages of 1929

Line Item_ _ _
1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 State---225---------m, 528 235,122 236,086 251,813 100.0 103.3 103.8 110.7
2 County-1--193,922 128,140 128,545 136,99 100. 0 103. 4 103.7 110. 6
3 Total number of employees-. 351, 450 363,262 364,631 388,809 100.0 103.4 103.8 110.6

TABLE 150.-Salaries paid, State and county government service (excluding
education)

Absolute numbers (thousands of Percentages of 1929
dollars)

Line Item

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 State-------- - 302,840 316,944 330,048 338,689 100.0 104.7 109.0 111.8
2 County-------- ------- 174, 676 '182,921 190,291 195, 162 100.0 104. 7 108.9 111.7
3 Total salaries paid-477, 516 499,865 520,339 533,841 100. 0 104. 7 109,0 111.8

TABLE 151.-Per capita income of active employees, State and county government
service (excluding education)

Absolute numbers Percentages of 1929

Line Item
1929 1030 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Stato--------------- $1,331 $1,348 $1,398 $1,345 100.0 101.3 105.0 101.1
2 County--------- 1, 410 1,428 1,480 1,426 100.0 101.3 105.0 101. 1
3 All employees-1,359 1,376 1,427 1,373 100.0 101.3 105.0 101.0
4 Bureau of Labor Statistics cost of

living In(lex ----- 100.0 97.4 88.9 80.4

TABLE 152.-Number of employees, city government service (excluding education)

Absolute numbers Percentages of 1929

Line Item -l
1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Policemen- 104,061 110,379 110,408 110,541 100.0 106.1 106.1 106.2
2 Firemen- 80,763 l85,271 85,633 82,724 100. 0 105. 6 106.0 102.4
3 Civil employees - l 465, 334 1 515,053 428, 005 398, 240 100.0 110.7 92.0 85.6
4 Total number of employees--- 650, 158 710, 703 624, 046 691, 505 100.0 109.3 96.0 i 91.0
I~~~

TABIJE 153.--Salaries paid, city government service (excluding education)

Absolute numbers (thousands of dollars) Percentages of 1929

Line Item __
1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1 1932

_____________________________-- I -- -- --I___________- --- --- 1 -- -I-

Policemen- 21 ,A6|I 232,397 243,468 232,437 100.0 107.2 112.3 107.2
2 Firemen-. I 9,613 171,176 175,1164 165,574 100.0 107.2 110.1 103.7
3 lCivilemployees-- 197,377 674,54 562,492 497,528 100.0 112.9 94.2 83.3
4 l Total salaries paid- 973,851 .1,078,137 981, 624 895,539 100.0 110.7 100.8 92.0
_______..____.___.______.___..____.____._______.___..

9.869604064

Table: Table 149.--Number of employees, State and county government service (excluding education)


Table: Table 150.--Salaries paid, State and county government service (excluding education)


Table: Table 151.--Per capita income of active employees, State and county government service (excluding education)


Table: Table 152.--Number of employees, city government service (excluding education)


Table: Table 153.--Salaries paid, city government service (excluding education)
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TABLE 154.-Per capita income of active employees, city government service (exclud-
ing education)

Absolute numbers Percentages of 1929

Line Item _

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

I Policemen-- $2, 084 $2,105 $2, 205 $2, 103 100. 0 101. 0 105.8 100.9
2 Firemen--------- 1,976 2,007 2,051 2,002 100.0 101.6 103.8 101.3
3 Civil employees- 1,284 1,310 1,314 1,249 100.0 102.0 102.3 97.3
4 All employees-1,498 1, 517 1, 573 1, 514 100.0 101.3 105.0 101. 1
5 Bureau of Labor Statistics cost of

living index ----- 100.0 97. 4 88.9 80. 4

9.869604064

Table: Table 154.--Per capita income of active employees, city government service (excluding education)
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CHAPTER XV

SERVICE

The income estimates for the service industries presented in this
chapter have two primary limitations which must be borne in mind
when the data are utilized; first, some branches of activity normally
considered as belonging in this group have been omitted for reasons
cited below, the figures therefore understating the income resulting
from all service activities; secondly, because of the economic organ-:
ization, or lack of organization, in these industries it was not possible.
to find as satisfactory data and bases for estimation as are available
for most other industrial groups. There is thus a larger margin of
error in the estimates presented below.'
The field of service, as defined in this report, includes business

establishments and individuals engaged in the rendering of direct
services to final consumers. We exclude, however, services directly
connected with some other major industrial activity and dealt with
heretofore, and in addition some not previously covered but for which
fairly reasonable bases of income estimation are not available. The
two primary types of activity excluded are represented by such
services as public education and medical services of public hospitals
and of industrial establishments (excluded because already treated
under government and specific industry chapters), and such services
as hand laundering, boarding-house operation, advertising agency
operation, and the activity of a number of professional groups, all of
which were excluded because the investigators were unable to discover
satisfactory bases for a specific estimate of their incomes.
While the service industries are extremely varied, both in functions

and organization, they possess a number of characteristics in common
which justify a combined grouping. Their product is immediately
perishable" and cannot be stored. It is the result primarily of labor

sind la'bor-entrepreneurial activity and produces but little property
income. At the other extreme from the mng and quarrying indus-
tries, which are governed in nature and location by the nature al
placement of the raw material and which yield products mainly for
use or further elaboration by other industries, the service industries
require the performance of almost all of the productive activity for,
and in close proximity to, the final consumer. Their geographic dis-
1,ribution therefore follows, in general, the distribution of population.
As most of them require direct contact with the final consumer, they
are characterized by organization into a multiplicity of small inde-
pendent units, responsive to individual and changing requirements.
All of these characteristics leave their imprint on the movement of
income derived from this source.
The nature of the service industries, as suggested above, renders the

classification of persons engaged and of income difficult (and in some
I It is anticipated that a great Improvement in this respect can be made after the 1933 census of business

establishments, which will cover a large section of the service Industries.
87265-34 ---10 133
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cases impossible). Particularly, the differentiation between entre-
preneurs and employees, and between entrepreneurial income and
salaries tII(l wages in several groups has been made approximately
or not at all, while no attempt has been made in the majority of
cases to segregate salaries and wages.

1. THE INDUSTRY AS A WHOLE

The service industries in the aggregate furnished employment in
1929 for about five million salaried employees and wage earners and
another two thirds of a million individual entrepreneurs, the group
from the employment standpoint thus ranking close to wholesale and
retail trade after manufacturing and agriculture. There was a decline
in emiployment of a fourth by 1932, which was somewhat greater than
in trade, bIut less than in the manufacturing industries. The number
of entrepreneurs has changed but slightly during the depression ac-
cording to the most reliable data at hand. The result may be due
partly to at paucity of data and the assumption for some groups,
especially professional service, that the number of entrepreneurs has
remained constant after 1930. On the other hand, it does appear
reasonable to assume continued additions to the ranks of entrepre-
neurs to an extent sufficient to offset any departures from the field.

Total income paid out Ivy the service industries in 1929 amounted to
eight and a half billion dollars or 10.6 percent of the total for all
industries (see table 161 and chart XV). It is interesting to note
that practically all of this income was derived from labor or labor-
entreprenellrial sources, property income accounting for but 2 to 3
percent of the total. The decline of about 38 percent from 1929 to
1932 was, therefore, more characteristic of the general salary and
wage decline than of the movement of total income produced or paid
out. In conumon with many other industries, income withdrawals
during the 4 years exceeded the amount produced.
The industries considered in this chapter have been grouped as

follows: recreation and amusement, professional, personal, domestic,
business, and miscellaneous. A comparison of the number of persons
engaged in each of these groups will be found in table 155. Domestic
servants account for nearly half of the total number, although
receiving only a fourth of the total income (see table 161). The
professions, including only independent practitioners and their
employees, claim. less than a fourth in numbers, and receive abnost
40 percent of the total income. In this connection the per capita
income data in tables 157 and 159 should be noted. Further analysis
is presented under each group.

2. RECREATION AND AMUSEMENT

Included in the recreation and amusement group are legitimate
theaters (including vaudeville and concert halls), motion picture
production, motion picture theaters, radio broadcasting, and other,
the latter consisting of bowling alleys, pool halls, amusement parks,
aind similar establishments. Social and athletic clubs, fraternal
organizations, and such recreational or semiamusement enterprises as
are not predominantly commercial in character have been excluded
and classified with the miscellaneous services.
The commercial amusement industries have a number of general

characteristics which distinguish them somewhat from other forms
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of service. The function beingentertainment, there mustbeconstantly
supplied a novelty and change, in detail if not in form; this requisite,
coml)ined with rapid shifts in popular fancy and the luxury character
of the industry, make the business of supplying this demand
economically hazardous.
An examination of the gross income received by each of the major

groups of amusement industries as shown in table 164 brings out the
changing emphasis of popular demand with particular reference to
the years of (depression since 1929. It will be noted that the domi-
niant form of commercial entertainment in recent years has been the
motion picture, which has itself changed in form from "silent" to
soundid ", thus encroaching upon part of the popular demand formerly
supplied by the legitimate theater, and has added the attraction of
stage shows, thus absorbing some of the demand formerly supplied
by vaudeville houses. The effects of the continuance of this shift
since 1929 are registered in income; while the gross income of motion
picture houses declined al)out 44 percent in 4 years, legitimate theater
receipts fell off 64 percent. It will also be noted in tables 167 and 169
that the comparative decline in salaries and wages paid was 32 and
71 percent, respectively, and although corporate losses exceeded
dividends each year in the legitimate field, it was not until 1932 that
this situation came about in the motion picture group. The gross
income in motion picture production increased from 1929 to 1932,
being influenced by the shift to more costly sound picture production.
The sharp drop in radio broadcasting gross income from 1929 to 1930
may be caused by a reclassification of corporations; the increase
thereafter representing the actual continued expansion of a rapidly
growing new industry.
The amusement group accounts for the employment of half a

million persons, or between 8 and 9 percent of the total engaged in
service industries (see table 163). Over 60 percent of the em-
ployees are in motion picture theaters. The most striking features
of the trend since 1929 are the rise in employment in radio broad-
casting and the drastic falling off in legitimate theaters, a decline of
over 65 percent by 1932. In motion picture production, the casual
employment and compensation of most of the eleven thousand odd
"extras" listed with the Hollywood central casting office have been
excluded. The number of entrepreneurs, in the absence of definite
indication of change, was assumed to remain constant throughout
the period.
About 79 percent of the total income paid out by the amusement

group as a whole in 1929 went to salary and wage earners (see
table 166). This proportion has diminished slightly to 78 percent in
1932, while property income, with interest payments larger each year,
has increased. Business withdrawals have decreased as a proportion
of the total.
The per capita income of employees as shown in table 172 indicates

wide variations as between the individual industries. The motion
picture production group received over twice the general average
and has declined the most since 1929. The average for legitimate
theaters was somewhat higher than for the group in 1929. The
general average for the group has declined in about the same degree
as the cost of living, so that the 73 percent who were still employed
in 1932 were relatively about as well off as in 1929.
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3. PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

The professional services in this group include religious, private
education, private curative (including private hospitals and private
practice, medical, dental, and so forth), and private legal and engi-
neering services. Excluded were architectural, literary, and such
services for which adequate data were lacking.
Many of the estimates in this field were derived from samples ob-

tained from ten thousand odd questionnaires returned in a special
survey conducted for this purpose. Tabulations of these returns for
several professions will be found in appendix E.

Perhaps the outstanding characteristics of the professional services
are the long period of training required and the special qualifications
that must be possessed by those wishing to engage in practice, which
tends to make the numbers engaged rather stable. There are also the
individual nature of the services rendered and professional ethics,
which require the assumption of individual responsibility and confine
incorporation in this field mainly to business aspects, such as hospital
operation.
The characteristics mentioned above make a segregation of entre-

preneurs, professional employees, and other employees difficult, and
in some cases, impossible. The shift from the professional employee
to £lie entrepreneur status, and vice versa, is much more simple than
in other industries, as training rather than any large amount of capital
is the primary requirement.
The total number of persons engaged in independent professional

service was one and a third millions in 1929 (see table 173), accounting
for almost a fourth of the service industries total. The number has
remained fairly stable, with a small increase in 1930 and a slight
falling off in 1931 and 1932. A rough classification indicates a con-
stancy in the number of entrepreneurs, with the possibility that some
of the employees dropped in 1931 and 1932 shifted to the entrepre-
neurial group. The bases for estimation of the comparative trends
are not sufficiently well founded however to permit more than a rough
suggestion of plausibility.

Total income paid out in the professional services amounted to
about three and a half billion dollars in 1929, or roughly 40 percent
of the total for all service industries. The decline in this income from
1929 to 1932 was about 30 percent (see table 174). Property in-
come accounted for only 1 percent of the total income paid out, and
although a small item, it is interesting to note that in this industry
dividends were so drastically curtailed in years following 1929 as to
change negative savings into positive.
The number of clergymen (see table 175) was assumed to increase

since 1929 at the same rate as from 1920 to 1930 shown in the Census
of Occupations, 1930, and the compensation paid was estimated from
averages in several sample studies. The figures are therefore tenta-
tive, but all evidence available supports the remarkably small decline
shown in salaries paid and the rising volume of pensions paid.

In the field of private education also, the numbers employed and
compensation paid have been remarkably well maintained during
the depression, actually increasing up to 1931 (see tables 176 and
177). This suggests the reflection of favor on the part of students'
parents, who chose to curtail their demands first in other fields, and
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the fact that a considerable part of the gross income from which
payments are made in this field (as in the case, of religion) are derived
from endowments and other property sources, the income from which
lheld up well until 1932.
The number of employees in private education issomewhat larger

than the number of clergymen. A little over a third of the total
number engage(1 are in universities, colleges, and professional schools,
with only a few less in the elementary grade schools. The other
private education group is made up of teachers' colleges and normal
SChools, juiior colleges, a few schools of reform and for the deaf and
l)lind, and( corresl)ondence and business schools.

Average compensation paid in private education (see table 178)
varies markedly between the different groups, the relatively low pay-
ment in elementary and secondary schools reflecting a difference in
the training required and a high proportion of denominational con-
trol and operation. Average compensation for the group increased
in 1930 and declined but slightly in 1931 and 1932, leaving those
engaged in the industry relatively better off than they were in 1929.
The curative professions provide employment for about seven

hundred thousand people (see tables 179 and 182), the largest single
group being trained nurses on private duty, followed by the physicians
anid surgeons group. There are a little over half as many dentists
in private practice as there are doctors. The "other professions"
group includes osteopaths, chiropractors, chiropodists, optometrists,
veterinary surgeons, etc., while the other semiprofessional category
covers primarily masseurs and religious healers.
The total number of persons engaged in the private practice group

was assumed to remain constant after 1930, this being the most plau-
sible guess that could be made. Income produced and withdrawn,
however (see table 180), dropped a third from 1929 to 1932. Com-
pensation paid in private hospitals held ul) better than income in
private practice, corresponding more to the trend of dentists' em-
ployees in the latter group. Per capita income figures (see tables
181 and 182) indicate a decline in employees' incomes of less than
the drop in living costs since 1929, but a much more drastic decline
in the incomes of independent practitioners.

There are somewhat more lawyers than doctors in the United
States (see table 183). In the absence of more precise information,
the number was assumed to increase from 1929 to 1930 at the same
rate as from 1920 to 1930, as shown by the, Census of Occupations,
1930, and remain constant in subsequent years. Average compen-
sation derived from a sample indicates a probable lower per capita
return than is the case with physicians and surgeons.
The number of consulting engineers presented in table 186 is rela-

tively small, and represents an approximation of the number in inde-
pendent private practice. A much larger pro ortion of employees
than in other professional services will be noted, as well as the high
per capita withdrawals (see table 188) in 1929 and the precipitous
decline thereafter.

4. PERSONAL SERVICE

The personal service industries account for over a million gainfully
employed, or about a fifth of the service group (see table 189).
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Included in this class are hotels, power laundries, cleaning and dyeing
establishments, and barber and beauty shops, with a fairly even dis-
tribution of persons engaged among them, if laundries and cleaning
and dyeing establishments are considered together. The number of
entrepreneurs shown is not complete as it was found impossible to
segregate this group from employees in barber shops and beauty
shops; the number of employees in this group is, of course, corre-
spondingly overstated.

Total income produced in the personal service industries as a whole
amounted to a billion and a half dollars in 1929 and declined nearly
40 percent by 1932. Income paid out exceeded that produced in
each year, leaving a net loss to be made tip out of previously built-up
surplus and assets, or new borrowings.
With the exception of barber and beauty shops, the industries in

this group are characterized by relatively large establishments, with
considerable capital outlay per establishment; their property income
is therefore comparatively large and amounts to over 6 percent of
the total income paid out (see table 192). Reflecting primarily an
overdevelopment of hotel facilities as indicated in figures of room
occupancy, the industry has been in difficulty for some time, with
dividends paid out in each year from 1929 on being drawn from
surplus and assets, or from the cre-tion of new indebtedness.
Employee compensation in hotels includes a considerable amount

of gratuities and income received in kind, and that for barber and
beauty shops includes an estimate of gratuities. Average compensa-
tion is fairly uniform throughout the separate sections (see table 191),
except for power laundries which employ a large proportion of female
help. The decline since 1929 for the group as a whole has been
slightly more than that in the cost of living, with the greatest decrease
in the hotel group and the least in power laundries where compensa-
tion was already comparatively low in 1929.

5. DOMESTIC SERVICE

Employment in domestic service is the largest in any of the major
groupings of the service industries presented in this chapter, the
almost two and a third million persons engaged in 1929 representing
42 percent of the total for all groups (see table 193). Due to the
comparatively low average compensation paid and the lack of entre-
preneurial activity and property income, the total income paid out,
amounting to two and a. quarter billion dollars in 1929, was only
26 percent of the total paid out by all groups. The decline in aver-
age compensation was greater than that in the cost of living, leaving
the 60 percent of this group still employed in 1932 relatively worse
off than in 1929.

6. BUSINESS SERVICE

The employment and labor income estimates in the business service
group include only the following fields: independent private practice
accounting, trade associations, and chambers of commerce. Data for
other business services, such as employment and advertising agencies
and stenographic and mimeographing services, are included with cor-
poration property income estimates in the miscellaneous group, how-
ever, as it was found impossible to make a segregation essential to a
strictly comparable classification.
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The business service group, as defined above, provides employment
for less than a hundred thousand persons, two thirds of whom are in
the trade association group (see table 196). Salaries and wages
paid were 112 million dollars in 1929 out of a total income paid out
amounting to just under 150 millions. The decline in salaries and
wages paid up to 1932 was much greater than in employment, but
per capita income was only about 6 percent less than in 1929, after
having increased in 1930. These indications, and particularly the
individual trends shown in table 198, are based on estimates subject
to a large margin of error, and cannot be accepted with a great degree
of assurance. It is in accord with all other evidence at hand, how-
ever, that salary and wage rates were well maintained up to 1932.

7. MISCELLANEOUS SERVICE

The employment and labor income estimates for this group are
based upon data for the state of Ohio raised for the country as a
whole upon the basic assumption that these services bore the same
relation to retail commodity sales in the United States as in Ohio,
with minor adjustments for comparative wage rates and so forth.
Both the magnitude of the estimates and the trends are controlled
by the Ohio sample, and this should be borne in mind constantly with
reference to this group.
The individual industries included here are photography, under-

taking, mausoleum and cemetery operation, social service agencies,
athletic, yacht, and country clubs, Y.M.C.A.'s, Y.W.C.A.'s, and other
services not accounted for elsewhere. Most of these services are of a
type not easily curtailed or dispensed with, while social and welfare
agencies have had a special reason for increasing since 1929. The
number of employees was about a quarter of a million in 1929 and
probably increased, or at least did not decline greatly, during the 3
following years (see table 200). The estimated average; compensa-
tion of employees is probably fairly near the actual situation for 1929
but the trend shown since that year, except that there was probably
very little per capita decline, is open to question as far as the country
as a whole is concerned.
The limitations mentioned above do not apply to the property in-

come data for corporations, but property income in this group as in
most service industries was a small portion (about 2 percent in 1929)
of total income paid out (see table 201).
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TABLE 155.-Number of people engaged, service industries

Line| Item

EMPLOYEES
1 Recreation and amuse-

ment e
2 Professional 1 - -

3 Personal 3
4 Domestic
5 Business ,
6 Miscellaneous
7 Total

ENTREPRENEURS
8
9
10
11
12
13

14

15
16
17
18
19
20

Recreation and amuse-
ment

Professional 2 .
Personal I ----------..
Business
Miscellaneous
Total-

TOTAL

Recreation and amuse-
ment.-----------

Professional
Personal
Domestic .-----.
Business
Miscellaneous
Total

Absolute numbers

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929

407,105
759,789

1,072,477
2,309,480

57,8M
251,173

4,857,880

48,089
544,629
39,743
5,010
39,919

677,390

455,194
1,304,418
1,112,220
2,309,480

62,866
291,092

5,535,270

399, 115
772,891

1,041, 430
2,078,555

56, 545
247,693

4,593,229

43, 247
659,645
36,069
5,050

35, 675
679,686

442,362
1,332,563f
1 077 499
2,078,555

61, 695
283,368

5,276,915

333,05
761, 343
970,807

1,768, 315
50,636
26, 619

4, 147, 775

38, 652
559, 645
31, 214
5,050
29,023

662,184

369,707
1,320, 9
1,002, 021
1,766, 315

55,686
295, 242

4,809,959

295,691
736, 127
860,772

1,412,878
43,114
278,905

3,027, 547

34, 201
5659,646
29,109
5,050

27, 747
655,752

329,892
1,295,772
889,881

1,412,878
48,164

306,712
4, 283,299

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

Percentages of 19

1930

98.0
101.7
97.91
90.0
97.7
98.6
94.6

89.9
102.8
90.8
100.8
89.4
100.3

97.2
102.2
00.9
90.0
98.0
97.3
95.3

1931 1932

81.8
100.2
90.5
76.5
87.5
105.8
85.4

76.2
102.8
78.5
100.8
74.2
97.8

81. 2
101. 3
90.1
76. 5
88.f6
101.4
86R.9

72.6
90i.9
80.3
61.2
74.5
111.1
74. 7

71.1
102.8
73.2
100.8
69. 5
9.98

72. 5
99.3
80.0
61.2
7& 6
105.4
77.4

I Including clergymen.
S Soine professional employees classified with entrepreneurs.
I Barber and beauty shop entrepreneurs classified with employees.

TABLE 156.-Labor income paid out, service industries

Item

SALARIES AND WAGES

Recreation and amuse-
ment .

Professional I
Personal 2
Domestic .
Business
Miscellaneous .
Total -.-.------

OTHER LABOR INCOME
Recreation and amuse-
ment

Professional I
Personal a
Total .

TOTAL LABOR INCOME

Recreation and amuse-
ment -- -------

Professional I .
Personal I .-

Domestic
Business
Miscellaneous .
Total .

IAbsolute numbers (thousands of dollars)

690, 777
1, 179,818
1,428, 426
2, 219,031

111,683
277,080

6, 906,815

1, 02

21,003
3, 265

25, 320

691,839
1, 200,.821
1,431, 81
2, 219, 031

111,683
277,080

5, 932, 135

1930

653,165
1, 206,093
1,352,382
1,865,988

117, 220
303, 428

5,498, 267

931
21,916
3, 111
25,958

664 087
1, 228,009
1 355 493
1,8f6'988

117, 220
303,428

5,524, 226

1931

525, 616
1, 149,875
1,172, 233
1, 396, 085

102,859
325,014

4,671, 582

929
24, 754
3, 013

28, 696

626, 445
1, 174, 629
1, 175, 246
1,39f,085

102,859
325,014

4,700, 278

1932 1929
. .J

408,532
1,042, 189
899,094
946,984
77,920

308,355
3, 63, 074

770
26,3b4
3,008

30, 132

409, 302
1,068,543
902,102
946,98
77.920

308,355
3,713, 20f

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

I Excluding Income of employees classified with entrepreneurs.
2 Including entrepreneurial Income In barber and beauty shops.

Percentages of 1929

1930

94.0
102. 2
94. 7
84. 1
105.0
109.5
93.1

87. 7
104.3
95.6

102. 5

94. 6
102.3
94. 7
84. 1
105.0
109. 5
93. 1

1931

76.1
97.6
82. 1
62.9
92.1
117.3
79.1

87.5
117.9
92. 6
113.3

76.1
97.8
82.1
62.9
92.1
117.3
79. 2

1932

~9. 1
88.3
62.9
42.7
69.8
111.3
62.4

72. 5
125.5
92.4
119.0

59. 2
89.0
63.0
42.7
09.8
111.3
62.6

141

Line

2
3
4
5
6

8

9
10
11

12

13
14
15
16
17
18

9.869604064

Table: Table 155.--Number of people engaged, service industries


Table: Table 156.--Labor income paid out, service industries
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TABLJE 157.-Per capita income of employees, service industries

I teml

Recreation and amuseotl--lt-
P'rofession-al ..-- .
Personal --------------------------
I honesttic.
13business -- .-------------

NM iscellaneos
All service in(histries .
Blurean of labor Statistics cost of
living in(lex .

Absolute numbers

1929 19:30 1931 193

$1, 6s37 $1, fi37 $1, 578 $1, 3!
1, 553 1, 560 1, 510 1,4
1:332 1,299 1,207 1,0
961 898 790 6'

1,89:0 2, 073 2,031 1, 81
1, 10,3 1, 225 1,224 1,11
1, 216 1, 196 1, 126 1,0

.--- -

Percentages of 1929

2 1929 1930 1931 1932

32 100.0 96.6 93.0 81.4
16 100.0 100.6 97.2 91. 2
15 100.0 97.5 90.6 78.5
70 100.0 93.4 82. 2 69. 7
)7 100. 0 107. 4 10.5.2 93. 6
5 100. 0 111.1 111.0 100. 2
15 100.0 98.4 92. 6 83. 3

- 100.0 97.4 88.9 80.1

TABLE 158.-Entrepreneurial withdrawals, service industries

Item

Recreation and amiuse-
ment.--

Professional
Personal I

Ilusiness
Miscellaneous -

Total -- ---

Absolute numbers (thousands of dollars)

1929 19;30 1931 19:12

117, 001 102, 279 75, 503 55, 737
2,015, 366 1,936,209 1,636, 832 1,235,821

77, 221 68,315 53, 813 44 304
37, 335 36, 623 31,512 27,906
97, 802 91,934 70,325 63, 735

2, 344, 725 2,235,360 1, 867,985 1,427, 503

Percentages of 1929

1929 1 1930 1931 1 1932

100.0 87.4 64.5 47.6
100.0 96.1 81.2 61.3
100.0 88. 5 69. 7 57. 4
100.0 98 1 84. 4 74. 7
100.0 94.0 71.9 65.2
100.0 95.3 79.7 60.9

I Including some profemslonal employees and salaries and wages.
2 Excluding barber and beauty shop entrepreneurs and withdrawals.

TABLE 159.-Average withdrawals per entrepreneur, service industries -

Absolute numbers
Line Item _____

1929 1930 1931 19

I Recreation and amusement- $2,433 $2, 365 $2, 060 $1,
2 ProfessionalI--. 3,700 3,460 2,925 2,
3 Personal-II * 913 1,891 1,724 1,
4 lBusiness- 7, 452 7,252 6, 240 .5,
5 NI iscellaneous-- 2,450 2, 577 2,374 2,
6 All service industries- 3,461 3,289 2,821 2,
7 B3ureau of l,ahor Statistics cost of

living index .

I Including some professional employees and salaries and wages.
I Excluding barber and beauty shop enterpreneurs an(1 withdrawals.

32

630
208
522
526
297
177

Percentages of 1929

1929

100.0
100.0
100.0
100. 0
100.0
100.0

100.0

1930

97.2
93.5
97.6
97.3
105.2
95.0

97.4

1931

84.7
79..1
88. 7
83.7
96.9
81.5

88.9

1932

67.0
69.7
78. 3
74.2
93. 8
62.9

80.4

TA BLE 160.-Property income originated, service industries

Absolk

I _ _ _ em___.___1929

Recreation and amnuseiment 66 353

Professional---- 31,926

Personal ------------------------ 95,364
MI iscellaneou9s ---------------- 8, 377
'Iot Ia . 292,020

it_ numbers (thousands of Percentages of 192)dollars)

1930

84, 724
15, 733

100,302
8, 077

203, 836

1931

69, 167
9, 935

76, 737
7, 605

162, 444

1932 1929

61,026 100.0
6,672 100. 0

57, 264 100.0
7,678 100. 0

132,640 100. 0

1930 1931 1932

127. 7 104.2 92.0
49.3 31.1 20.9
105.2 79.4 60.0
96.4 90.8 91.7
103.4 80.4 65.7

Line

2
.3
4
.1
6
7
8

Line

I

2
3
4
5
6

Line

1
2
3
4
5,

142

9.869604064

Table: Table 157.--Per capita income of employees, service industries


Table: Table 158.--Entrepreneurial withdrawals, service industries


Table: Table 159.--Average withdrawals per entrepreneur, service industries


Table: Table 160.--Property income originated, service industries
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TABIJE 161.--Income paid out and produced, service industries

Absolute numbers (thousands of dollars) Percentages of 1929
Line Item

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

INCOME PAID OUT

1 Recreation and amusement.--. 875, 193 841,090 671, 116 626, 065 100.C 96. 1 76. 7 60. 1
2 Professional-------- 3,248,113 3,179,951 2,821,396 2, 311, 036 100.C 97.9 86.9 71.2
3 Personal- 1,604, 260 1,624,11 1,304,796 1, 003, 670 100.0 95.0 81.3 62.6
4 Domestic--- ------- --- 2, 219, 031 1,865,988 1,39, 08 946,984 100.C 84. 1 62.9 42. 7
5 Business-149, 01 163,843 134,371 105, 820 100.C 103. 2 90.2 71. 0
6 Miscellaneous-38, 259 403,439 402,944 379, 768 100. 0 105. 3 105. 1 99.
7 Total-8,478, 88 7,968,421 6, 730, 707 5. 273, 349 100. C 94. 79.4 62.1

BUSINESS SAVINGS

8 Recreation and amnusement- 27,184 -59,685 -120,967 --361,324-
9 Professional--4,383 11,663 -13,386 19,6590
10 Personal- -48,586 -89,680 -72,925 -114,627.
11 Business-1, 623 369 -1,762 -3,924
12 Miscellaneous--1,647 -4,99 -126 -88
13 Total------- --------- -25, 809 -142,331 -209,166 -460,273.

INCOME PRODUCED

14 Recreation and amusement - 902,377 781,405 650,148 164,741 100.C 86.6 61.0 18.3
16 Professional- 3, 243, 73 3, 191,614 2,808,010 2,330, 626 100.C 98.4 86.6 71.9
16 Personal---- - 1,6555,f8 1,434,424 1,231,871 889,143 100.C 92.2 79.2 57. 2
17 Domestic----------- 2,219,031 1,865,988 1,396,085 946,984 100.0 84.1 62.9 42.7
18 Business-160, 641 164,212 132,609 101, 90 100. 89. 1 88.0 67.6
19 Miscellaneous-381,612 398,447 402,818 379, 680 100. 104.4 10. 6 99.6
20 Total-------- ----- 8, 453, 071 7,826,09 6,521,641 4,813,076 100. 92.8 77.1 56.9

TABLE 162.-Percentage distribution of income paid out, service industries

Lie
_ Percentages of income paid out

Line Item

1929 1930 1931 1932

COMPENSATION OF EMPLOYEES

I Recreation and amusement-79.0 77.8 78.4 77.8
2 Professional------------------------ 37.0 38.6 41. 6 48.2
3 Personal-89.2 88.9 90.1 89.9
4 Domestic --------------------------------------------- 100.0 100.0 100. 0 100.0
6 Business--------------------- 74.9 76.2 76.6 73.6
6 Miscellaneous---- ----.----- 72.3 76. 2 80.7 61.2
7 All service industries- 70.0 69.3 69. 8 70.4

ENTREPRENEURIAL WITHDRAWAL.S

8 Recreation and amusement- 13.4 12.2 11.3 10.69 Professional------------------------ 62. 0 60.9 68. Ii 63.56
10 Personal.----- 4.8 4.6 4. 1 4. 4
11 Business------------------------------ 25.1 23.8 23.5 26.4
12 Miscellaneous. 25.6 22.8 17.5 16. 813 All service industries------. ------- 27.7 28.1 27. 8 27. 1

PROPERTY INCOME ORIOINATED

14 Recreation and amusement- 7. 6 10.1 10.3 11.6
16 Professional-1. 0 .6 .4 .316 Personal--------------------- 5.9 6. 6. 8 5.7
17 Miscellaneous-------------- 2. 2 2.0 1.9 2.0
18 All service industries . .2.4 2.6 2.4 2.5

9.869604064

Table: Table 161.--Income paid out and produced, service industries


Table: Table 162.--Percentage distribution of income paid out, service industries


460406968.9
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DETAILED TABLES, RECREATION AND AMUSEMENT

TABLF 163.--Number of people engaged, recreation and anmusement industry

Item

EMPLOYEES

legitimate theaters .- ......
Motion picture production
Motion picture theaters ..
Radlo broadcasting--------.----
Other recreation and amuse-
iment... .....
Total number of employees

RNTREPPXNEURS

Total number of entrepreneurs-.

TOTAL NUMBER ENGAGED

Absolute numbers

1929

49, 035
19,602

285,916
9,322

43, 231
407, 106

48,089

Total number engaged .-. . 455,194

1930

39,470
16,093

285,915
9,993

47,644
399,115

43, 247

1931

25 990
14'329

245,000
10 664

37,072
333,055

30,652

442, 362 369, 707

1932

16, 63
11,407
226 400
11 346

30,816
295,691

34, 201

329,892

Percentages of 1929

1929

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0

100.0

100.0

1930

80.6
82.1
100.0
107.2

110.2
98.0

89.9

97.2

1931

53.0
73. 1
85.7
114.4

85. 8
81.8

76. 2

81.2

1932

34.0
68.5
78.8
121.7

71.3
72.6

71.1

72.5

TABLE 164.--Gross income, various branches of the recreation and amusement
industry

Item

Absolute numbers (thousands of
dollars)

19 1930 1931

Percentages of 1929

1932 1929 1930 1931

1 Legitimate theaters ---------------- 250,494 166,000 129, 46 88,937 100.0( 66.31 51.8 35.5
2 Motion picture production - 307,768 379, 129 396, 478 39, 600 100.01123. 21 128.8 128.8
8 Motion picture theaters-1,250,000 1,000,000 850,000 700,000 100. 80. 68.0 68.0
4 Radio broadcasting I -- 172, 082 125, 239 130, 643 136, 078 100.0 72. 1 75.9 79. 1
6 Other recreation and amusement., 238, 203 245, 250 181,657 137, 074 100.0 103.01 76.3 67. 5
_ Total recreation and amusement 2, 218, 647 1,915,618 1,688,324 1, 468, 589 100.0 86.31 76.1 65.7

I The decline fromn 1929 to 1930 probably due to reclassification of corporations rather than actual falling off.

TABLE 165.-Incomne paid out and produced, recreation and amusement industry

Item

Salaries and wages -------------...

Other labor Income .-.- -

Total compensation of employees.
Dividends.
Interest .--
Total property income paid out .

Withdrawals of entrepreneurs .-.
Total income paid out .....

Corporate savings...
Business savings of individuals.
Total income produced ...

Absolute numbers thornr
of dollars)

1929

690, 77
1,062

691,839
34,617
31,736
6B,353

117,001
875, 19
25,854
1,330

902,377

1930

653, 160
931

654, 087
49, 55
35, 170
84, 724
102,279
841,090
-27, 624
-32, 061
781, 405

1931

625,516
929

626, 44B
36,141
33,026
69,167
75, 503

671, 11t
-64,195
-66,772
650, 148

usands Pe

1932 1929

408,532 100.0
770 100.0

409,302 100.0
29, 263 100.0
31,763 100.0
61,026 100.0
6, 737 100.0
626 065 100.0

-260,795-....
-100' 629 ...

16f4 74¢11-100 C

rcentages of 1929

1930

94.e
87. 7
94.5
143.1
110.8
127.7
87. 4
96.1

1931

76.1
87.5
70. 1
104.4
104.1
104.2
64.5
76.7

.8...6 61.0.
)86 1 61.0

1932

69.1
72.5
59. 2
84. 5
100.1
92.0
47. 6
60.1

Line

2
3
4
5

6

7

8

Line

1932

Line

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

i , I j___-

; _.. _

.~~._ __- . | .. , .... .. _ _ . . _ .__
9.869604064

Table: Table 163.--Number of people engaged, recreation and amusement industry


Table: Table 164.--Gross income, various branches of the recreation and amusement industry


Table: Table 165.--Income paid out and produced, recreation and amusement industry
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TABLE 166.-Percentage distribution of income paid out, recreation and amusement

industry

Percentages of Income paid out
Line Item _

1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Salaries andwages--,-- - -790 77.7 78 8 77.7
2 Otber laborincomes-. .1 .1 . 1
3 Total compensation of employees ... -.. ... 79.0 77.8 78.4 77.8
4 Dividends------------------ 4.0 6.9 & 4 658
5 Interest------------------ .---------a, B 4.2 4.9 60
6 Total property income paid out- 7.8 10.1 10.3 11. 8
7 Withdrawnof entrepreneurs-.13. 4 12.2 11.3 10.8
8 Total income paidout-- 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

TABLE 167.-Income paid out and produced,1 legitimate theaters

Absolute numbers (thousands Percentages of 1929
of dollars)

Line Item______

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Salaries and wages-118-----------------, 752 94,265 59,960 34, 100.01 80.7 51.4 29. 1
2 Other labor income----------------- 161 130 11 76 100.0 80.7 70.2 47.2
3 Total compensation of employees.--- 118,913 94,385 60,073 34,102 100. 80.7 51.4 29.2
4 Dividends----------------- 3,428 2,908 3m 54 100.C 84,9 11.6 1.8
6 Interest--- 2,920 2,048 1,528 1,170 100.0 70.1 2. 3 40.1
0 Total property Income paid out-- ,340 4,9.54 1,94 1,224 100.0 78.1 30.3 19.3
7 Total income paid out-. - 123, 259 , 339 81,997 35, 100.0 80.8 50. 28 7
8 Corporate savings -8,498 -, 9608 -8,439-14,908
9 Total income produced-116,783 9, 371 65, 20,4 100.02 79.1 47.8 17.6

I Exclusive of individual entrepreneurial Income.

TABLE 168.-Income paid out and produced, motion picture production

Absolute numbers (thousands Percentages of 1929
of dollars)

Line Item ___-___

19 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Salaries and wages- 85,028 82,498 F l, G37 31, 301100.0 73.6 81.0 37.2
2 Other labor Income- 400 294 IN 19 100.0 73.5 61.0 37.3
3 Total compensation of employees---- 85,428 62, 790 2, 111 31,779 100.0 73.6 81.0 37.2
4 Dividends-------------------- 7, 131 19,809 12, 431 7,801 100.0 277.8 174. 3 109.4
5 Interest----------------- 9,838 12,799 12,804 13,122100.0 130.1 130.2 133.4
6 Total property Income paid out...... 16,9 32, 608 25,235 20, 92 100.0 19 2 148.7 123.8
7 Total income paid out------ 102,397 95,398 77,346 62,702 100.0 98. 7 5 61.6
8 Corporate savings- 23, 007 183 -1I, 193 -81, 80t
9 Total income produced . 126, 404 9, 581 61,153-28,0100.m0 78. 248.

TABLE 169.-Income paid out and produced,' motion picture theaters

Absolute numbers (thousands Percentages of 1929
of dollars)

Line Item __

1929 1930 1931 1982 1929 1930 1931 1982

1 Salaries and wages----------------- 427,443 428,587 85,006 289,1 100.0 100.3 83 1 67.7
2 Other labor income 4801....................440 4 404 l 0. 11.&2 10l5
3 Total compensation of employees.... 427 883 42, 027 35 503 289, 6 100. 100.3 83.1 67.7
4 Dividends-.----------------- l13, 15,707 14,926 14,184 10 118. 1117 107,1
a Interest.....-.......14,107 1 ,018 14,191 13, M 100. 106.6 100.6 97.4
8 Total property income paid outl - 27, 30,72 20,117 27,93 110 112.8 106 102.1
7 Total income paidout-45-, 40,7 884, 317,691100Q101.084.689.8
8 Corporatesavings-2,JI-U 2, -144M -7 goo ... . ......

_ Total income produced..-47,4.A 89 270,M0.-0W 101. I81. 52.

I Exclusive of Individual entrepeneurial income.

9.869604064

Table: Table 166.--Percentage distribution of income paid out, recreation and amusement industry


Table: Table 167.--Income paid out and produced, legitimate theaters


Table: Table 168.--Income paid out and produced, motion picture production


Table: Table 169.--Income paid out and produced, motion picture theaters
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TABLE 170.-Income paid out and produced, radio broadc(asting

I bsolute numbers (thousands Percentages of 1929
of (dollars)

1Ine Iteom

1929 1030' 1S31 19:32 1929 1930 1931 1932

I Salaries and( waigos-9. . ...... S9°;)5; 14, 3:32; 19, 007 23, 791I 00. 0 149. 2 198. 5 247. 7
2 Ot her labor Invoie -------------- 8 131 18 13 100U 0 162. 6 225.0( 162. 63 TotHl compensation ofemnployetf----9ees, 6 IW3 14, 315 19,085 23,807; 100.0 149. 2 1U1. 5 247. 7
4 Divilends-.-. .,4.h'3! 6, 0S1 5, 270 5,2WI 1009 174.6 151. 3 152. 1
.S Interest---3-3-------------------- 3 - I-X:1 151 1521-
6 Total )roperty income paid out ..-.- :3, 119 8, 9733 6, 421 5,450 100. 0 13. 8 173. 2 174. 1
7 Tot(al income p)ald out----12-743.27i3 , 318 24, .06 29, 257 100. 0 159. 41 192. 3 229.0
8 CorlpraittesavIngs- 12,:882!- 12 050 -11) 112 -21, 26 1 . .
0 Total income produced. 25, 6251d 8X 26Y 14, 394 7, 106.I X.( 32. 3 56, 31. 2

'T'AII.E 171.--- lcom(e paid out (1a(d 'produce(l,' other recreation a11(d amlusicment.

Abs)olu~te numbers (t housands
of dollars) Percentages of 1929

,li!o Iteml_____________ _.

1929 193() 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

I Salaries Uaid wages-1---,0)4s|91 .53, S1 39, 617 29, 891 100.0 103. 0 70. 3 57. 6
2 Otiher labor income-... 53' .';1 61 60 0W.0 101.0 105. 7 94. 3
3 Total con1 I)elStion IOf employeVes .- 52, 0021 5;3. 540j 39,673 29,944 100.0 103.0 76.3 17.0
4 l)ividends--.- 7,3321 5, 01o 3, 118, 1,926 100.0 (18.9 42.5 26. 3

Interest-5,224j 5,415 4,352' :3, 582 100.0 103.7 83. 3 GS. 0
G Total ptrlcert V incOoIlO l)paidl Out 12, 556 10, 1114 7, 470i 5, K0S 100. 0 83. 3 59. 5 43. 9

7 TotlIIIeolne patid out-. 64, 5581 64,0 04 47, 143 35,152 100. 0 g9. 1 73. 0 5.9
8 (Corporaite savings--....--,19--11,G:31-17,-07--6 2,;1....---.--
9 Total income p)rOduIICed --- S 14311 52,373' 29, 636 -30, 5731 100.0 89. 1 50.7 .--
Exclusiveofindividualentrep_in_._me__

I l':xcI usi ye of 1illti -i( uall emit rei )remiciiri:il iIcoIIIC.

TAIALE 172.--efaictcaliltCOUi!((nof emip)lowc'S, recreational fl(l(1andamuscinent inldlustry

Linei ItoemIl

I A11 eml)laovees, lecitn:u to1he Iaters
2 A. 1 employees, motion pi(lore pro-

(1ucI.timl --.-
3 All emn1ploy ees, nloiotn picture

thea ters.--------------------
4 All emnlIoyees, other recreation alnd

amoli"0solelnt.
5 All emptlloyees in the Industry
6 Blureau of Labor Statistics cost of

liv' ilg ind(lex.

Absolute numbers

I~~~~~
19,29 1930 193 1 1932

. _ _1 .- _ ___ no,___

2,3281 2I3$2", $2,307 $2, 042

. 1,338 3,8S3 3,620 2, 758

1. 495 1, 19 1, 419 1, 2-83

1, 202 1, 123 1,069 970
1,697 1'655 1,578 1,382

., . . - -------

T'erelrntages of 1929

1929 1930 1931 1032

100.0 100.3 96.9 8.5.8

100.0 89.5 1 83.4 63.6

100.0 100.3 96.9 85.8

100.0 93.4 88.9 80.7
100.0 97.5 93.0 81.4

100.0 97.4 88.9 80.4

DETAILED TABLES, PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

TAB1LEJ 173.-\Tiumber of people engaged, professional service

l Absolute numbers

1929 1930 1931 1932

I Employees -.-.- 759,789 772,891 761, 343 736, 127
2 Entrepreneurs I- 544, 620 659, 65 559, 645 559, 645
3 Total number engaged. 1, 304, 418 , 332, 530 1, 320,988 1,295, 772

Including clergymen mund many small individual entrepreneurs.1 I1(1lilles legal professional employees.

Percentages of 1929

1929 1930 1931 1932

100.0 101.7 100.2 96..9
100.0 102.8 102.8 102.8
100.0 102.2 101.3 99.3

.1i

9.869604064

Table: Table 170.--Income paid out and produced, radio broadcasting


Table: Table 171.--Income paid out and produced, other recreation and amusement


Table: Table 172.--Per capita income of employees, recreation and amusement industry


Table: Table 173.--Number of people engaged, professional service
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TABLE 174.-Income paid out and produced, professional service

Item

Salaries and wages
Other labor Income --
Total compensation of employees.
Dividends.
Interest - -,-,-,---

'l'otal property income paid out..
Withdrawals of entrepreneurs.
Total income paid out

Corporate savings
Business savings of individuals.
Total income )roduced

Absolute numbers (thousands of

Absolute numbers thousandss of
dollars)

1929 1930 1931 1932

1, 179,8181, 206,093 1,149,875 1,042,189
21,003 21,916 24,764 26,364

1, 200, 821 1, 228,009 1, 174, 629 1,068, 643
28,718 12,489 7,321 4,292
3,208 3, 244 2,614 2,380

31,926 15,733 9,935 6,672
2,015,366 1,936,209 1,636,832 1,235,821
3, 248, 113 3, 179,961 2,821,30 2,311, 036
-24, 109 -8, 91 2,035 32 50C

19,726 20,64 -16,421 -12,910
3,243,73013, 191 6142, 808,0102,330,626

147

Percentages of 1929

1929 1 1930 1 1931 1 1932

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0
100.0

100. 0

2100,0100.0

100.0

102.2
104.3

102. 3

43. t
101. 1

49.3
96.1
97. 9

98. 4

07_
97,

117. i
97. E
25. ;

81.5
31. 1

81.2
86.8

88.3
125.5
89.0
14.9
74.2
20.9

61.3
71.2

71.9

TABLE 175.-Nulmber and compensation of people engaged, religious service

Item

Number of clergymen.- ..
Salaries Paid clergymen (thousands of
dollars).

Other labor Income of clergymen
(thousands of dollars)
Total compensation of clergymen
(thousands of dollarss)

Per capita salary (dollars)

Absolute numbers

1929

140,69
389, 156

17,864

407, 020
2,653

1930

148, 84

392, 291

18, 65j

410, 94

2, 63(

1931

i 11, 006

1 38, 887

i 21, 412

1 408,299
2, 62

1932

163,164

380,833

22, 947

403 780
2, 486

Percentages of 19

1929 1930 1931 1932

100.0 101.6 102. 9 104. 4

100. 0 100.8 99.4 97. 9

100.0 104. 4 119.9 128. &

100.0 101.0 100.3 99.2
100.0 99.4 96.6 93. 7

TABLE 176.-Number of employees, private education

Line| Item

I Universities, etc
9 qa11uu,l'.

3

4

Ellementary-
Other-
Total private education

Absolute numbers

1929

68, 263
31, 210
68, 161
14, 674

182, 817

1930

71, 634
30, 791
67, 857
15, 082

186, 364

1031

71, 862
31, 499
69, 301
1', 206

187, D28

1932

71, 116
31, 180
69,458
14, 425

186, 178

Percentages of 1929

1929

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

1930

104.9
98. 6
V8. 8
102.8
101. 4

1931

106.3
100.9
101.0
103. 6
102.8

1932

104.?
99.9

101. 2

98.3
101.8a

TABLE 177.-Total compensation of employees, private education

Line Item

Universities, etc
2 Secondary-
3 Elementary-
4 Other--- ------------
f Total private education ..

Absolute numbers (thousands of
dollars)

1929

107, 765
24,867
35, 505
19,648

187, 785

1930

116,298
24, 928
36,855
20,416
197,496

1931

114, 665
25, 288
35, 770
19,812

195,425

1932

112,048
24, 776
34,880
17,888

189, 692

Percentages of 1929

1929

100,0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

1930

107.9
100.2
101.0
103.9
105. 2

1931

106.3
101. 7
100.7
100.8
104.1

Line

2
3

4
6

Ii
7

9

10
11I

Line

2

3

4

1932

104.9
99. @
98.2
91.0
101.0

9.869604064

Table: Table 174.--Income paid out and produced, professional service


Table: Table 175.--Number and compensation of people engaged, religious service


Table: Table 176.--Number of employees, private education


Table: Table 177.--Total compensation of employees, private education
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TABLE 178.-Per capita income of active employees, various branches of private
education

Item

Universities,etc-
8econdary.
Elementary.
Other.--.-. ---------------
Total private education.
Bureau of Labor Statistics cost of
living index -- -

Absolute numbers

1929

11, 549
781

1,339
1,010

- -

1930

$1,594
793
519

1,354
1,048

1931

$1,53
787
b07

1 303
1,022

. ....

1932

$1,53
779
494

1 240
1,000

... . .

Percentages of 1929

1929 1930 1931 1932

100.0 102.9 100.9 90.6
100.0 101.5 100.8 99.7
100.0 102.2 99.8 97.2
100.0 101.1 97.3 92.
100.0 103.8 101.2 99.0

100.0 97.4 88.9 80.4

TABLE 179.-Number of people engaged, curative professional service (private
practice)

Item

Physicians and surgeons.--------------

D)entists ---------------------------
Other professions. .
Trained nurses on private duty
Other semiprofessional service, cura-
tive.----- --------------------

Dentists' employees .---------.
Total number engaged

Absolute numbers

1929

119,324
63,322
58,896

142,000

13,000
72, 538

489,080

1930

120,865
64, 678
59,684
149,365

13,207
74,128

481,805

1931

120,805
64, 678
59,5684

149,306
13,207
69,48477,3251

1932

120,885
64,678
69,684

il149,385

13 207
82,248

469,927

Percentages of 192

1929

100.0

100.0
100.01100 01100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0

1930

101.3
102.1
101.1
105.2

101.6
102.2
102.7

1931

101.3
102. 1
101. 1
105.2

101. 6
96.0
101.8

1932

101.3
102.1
101. 1
105.2

101.6
85.8
100.2

TABLE 180.-Income paid out and produced,' curative professional service (private
practice)

Absolute numbers (thousands of Percentages of 1929
dollars)

Line Item _ __

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Net income, physicians and sur-
geons- 068,453 841,431 549,211 416,017 100.0 96.0 82.2 62.2

2 Net income, dentists-289,698 283,354 245,388 180,581 100.0 95.8 82. 9 61.0
3 Net income, other professions 180,410 173,309 149, 182 111,451 100.0 96. 1 82. 7 01.8
4 Net income, trained nurses on pri-

vate duty-170,400 170,724 146,976 109,783 100.0 100.2 86.3 84.4
5 Net Income, other semiprofessions lf16,000 15,475 13,328 9,951 100.0 96.7 83. 3 62. 2
6 Compensation paid to dentists' em-

ployees- 77,471 79,167 72,919 0,505 o100.0 102.2 1) 1 78.1
7 Total Income paid out 1, 402,432 1,363,4 01,177,1 888, 288 100.0 97.2 83.9 63.3

Exclusive of property Income.

TABLE 181.-Per capita income withdrawn, curative professional service (private
practice)

Absolute numbers Percentages of 1929
Line Item ._

1 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Physiciansand surgeons.... .... $ 02 $5,307 $464" $3,442 100.0 94 7 81.1 61.4
2 Dentists------ 4, 675 4,381 3,794 2, 792 100.0 95 8 82.9 1. 0
3 Othor professions . -. 3,063 2,910 2,505 1,871 100.0 95.0 81.8 61.1.
4 Trained nurses on private duty 1,200 1,143 984 736 100.0 9.3 82.0 l. 3
6 Other semiprofessions . 1,231 1,172 1,009 763 100.0 96 2 82.0 61.2
8 Dentists' employees .................. 1,068 1,068 1,047 972 100.0 100.0 98 0 91.0
7 Total numberengaged ............... 2,990 2,830 2,466 1,890 100.0 94 82.6 63.2
8 Bureau of Labor Statistics cost of

living index ----.......... .... ...... -............... 100.0 97.4 88.9 80.4

Line

1
2
3
4
5
6

Line

2
3
4
5

6
7

l
9.869604064

Table: Table 178.--Per capita income of active employees, various branches of private education


Table: Table 179.--Number of people engaged, curative professional service (private practice)


Table: Table 180.--Income paid out and produced, curative professional service (private practice)


Table: Table 181.--Per capita income withdrawn, curative professional service (private practice)
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TABLE 182.-Number and compensation of people engaged, private hospitals

Absolute numbers Percentages of 1929
Line Item -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _

1929 1930 1931 1932 19 1930 1931 1932

1 Number engaged- 227,593 230,393 231,029 226,093 100.0 101.2 101.5 W.3
2 Compensation (thousands of

dollars)-268,317 271,617 258,295 230,376 100.0 101.2 96.3 869
3 Per capita Income (dollars) - 1,179 1,179 1,118 1,019 100.0 100.0 94 8 88.4

TABLE 183.-Number of people engaged, legal professional service

Absolute numbers Percentages of 1929
Line Item

1929 1 1930 1931 1932 19 1930 1931 1932

1 Lawyers-135,094 139,059 139,09 139,059 100.0 102.5 102.5 102.6
2 Nonprofessional employeesn-7, 647 80, 777 80,682 81,346 100.0 102.7 102.6 103.4
3 Total number engaged- 214, 341 219,838 219,741 220,405 100.0 102.6 102.5 102.8

TABLE 184.-Income produced and paid out,' legal professional service

Absolute numbers (thousands of Percentages of 1929
dollars)

Line Item

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

I Entrepreneurial Incomenonprofessional 661,36 641,91 439,M 1,641 lO0 783 620
2 Compensation pcid to nonprofessional

employees 126,938 128,5971 128,7681 122,588 100.0 101.3 101.4 96.6
3 Total income produced and paid out. 688, 302 670, 510 568, 333j 474, 100.1.097.4 82.6 68.9

Exclusive of property Income.
2 Includes professional employees.

TABLE 185.-Per capita income, legal profe-sional service

Absolute numbers Percentages of 1
Line Item-

199 10 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Lawyers $4, 137 $3, 897 $3, 161 $2,528 100.0 94.2 78.4 81. 1
2 Nonprofessionalemployees 1,614 1,592 1,596 1,607 100.0 98. 9 |. 9& 4
3 Bureau of Labor Statistics cost of liv-

ing index -------------------------- ------- ------------------------ 100.0 97.4 88.9 80.4

TABLE 186.-Number of people engaged, consulting engineering service

Item

Consulting engineers
Employees, professional and other-
Total number engaged

Absolute numbers Percentages of 1929

37265-84- 11

Line

1
2
3

II

J

9.869604064

Table: Table 182.--Number and compensation of people engaged, private hospitals


Table: Table 183.--Number of people engaged, legal professional service


Table: Table 184.--Income produced and paid out, legal professional service


Table: Table 185.--Per capita income, legal professional service


Table: Table 186.--Number of people engaged, consulting engineering service
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TABLE 187.-Income paid out and produced,' consulting engineering service

Absolute numbers (thousands of Percentages of 1929
dollars)

Linel Item
1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Withdrawals of consulting engi-
neers-. 129,039 110,003 93,185 56,497 100.0 85. 2 72. 2 43.8

2 Compensation paid to employ-
ees- 133,292 140,184 110,923 61,702 100.0 105.2 83.2 46.3

3 Total income paid out - 262, 331 250,187 204, 108 118,199 100.0 95.4 77.8 46.1
4 business savings-. - 19,726 20,564 -15,421 -12,910 .
6 Total Income produced- 282,057 270, 761 188, 687 105,289 100. 0 96.0 60.9 37. 3

I Exclusive of property income.

TABLE 188.-Per capita income, consulting engineering service

Absolute numbers Percentages of 1929
Line Itemi

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Consulting engineers-$10,412 $8, 523 $7,220 $4, 377 100.0 81. 9 69. 3 42.0
2 Employees, professional and other.-. 2, 588 2,026 2, 702 2, 277 100.0 101.5 104.4 88. 0
3 Bureau of Labor Statistics cost of liv-

ing Index ----- 100.0 97.4 88.9 80.4

DETAILED TABLES, PERSONAL SERVICE

TABLE 189.-Nurmber of people engaged, personal service

Absolute numbers Percentages of 1929
Line Item

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Number of employees, hotels- 377, 148 374,131 348,976 297,947 100.0 99.2 92.0 79.0
2 Number of employees, power laun-

dries- 256,151 247, 790 234, 803 216, 270 100. 0 97. 1 92.0 84.8
3 Number of employees, cleaning and

dyeing establishments-71, 812 60, 193 59, 720 48, 780 100.0 92. 2 83.2 67.9
4 Number of employees, barber and

beauty shops- 368,3C0 353,316 329, 308 297, 776 100.0 95.9 89.4 80.8
6 Total number of employees- 1,072,477 1,041, 430 970, 807 860,772 100.0 97. 1 90.6 80. 3
6 Number of entrepreneur -39, 743 30,069 31,214 29,109 100.0 90.8 78.5 73. 2
7 Total number engaged- 1, 11 2, 220 1, 077, 499 1, 002, 021 889, 881 100.01 96.9 90.1 80.0

I Includes many individual entrepreneurs.

TABLE 190.-Compensation of employees, personal service

Absolute numbers (thousands of Percentages of 1929
Line Item dollars)

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Salaries and wages, hotels-611,529 480,188 410,863 296,685 100.o 95.0 80.3 5& 0
2 Salaries and wages, power laundries. 278,684 268,012 241, 445 200,982 100.0 96.4 86.6 72.1
3 Salaries and wages, cleaning and

dyeing establishments- 101,135 91, 619 74, 190 62,30 100.0 90.5 73. 4 51.8
4 Salaries and wages, barber and

beauty shops I------------------.537,078 50, 063 445,735 349,067 100.0 94.2 83.0 65.0
5 Total salaries and wages - 1, 428,426 1,352,382 1,172,233 899,094 100.0 94.7 82. 1 62.9
6 Other labor income, hotels- 1,629 1,811 1,874 1,747 100.0 111.2 115.0 107.2
7 Otherlaborincome,powerlaundries- 1,526 1,202 1,046 1,160 100.0 78.8 68.5 76.4
8 Other labor income, cleaning and

dyeing establishments- 95 92 86 90 100.0 96.8 90. 5 97
9 Other labor income, barber and

beautyshops- 5 6 7 5 100.0 120.0 140.0 100.0
10 Total other labor income- . 3,255 3,111 3,013 3,008 100.0 95.6 92.6 92.4
11 Total compensation, hotels ......... 513,168 487,9 412,737 298,432 100.0 95.1 80.4 58.2
12 Totalcompensation,powerlaundries. 280,210 269,814 242,491 202,148 100.0 96.3 80.5 72.1
13 Total compensation, cleaning and

(iyeingestablishments-.-.l----101,230 91,611 74,276 62,450 100.0 90.56 73.4 51.8
14 Total compensation, barber and

beautyshopsI 1 537,083 506,069 445,742 349,072 100.0 94.21 83.0 65.0
15 'otal compensation- 1,431,681 1, 355,493 1, 16, 2461 902,102 100.0 94. 7 82.11 63.0

I Includes income of many Individual entrepreneurs.

9.869604064

Table: Table 187.--Income paid out and produced, consulting engineering service


Table: Table 188.--Per capita income, consulting engineering service


Table: Table 189.--Number of people engaged, personal service


Table: Table 190.--Compensation of employees, personal service
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TABLE 191.-Per capita income of employees, personal service

Item

Hotels.--- - - - - -- - -:. . .

Power laundries.-----------
Cleaning and dyeing establishments-
Barber and beauty shops I'.-----
Total - - - - - - - - - -

Bureau of Labor Statistics cost of liv-
ing index..............

Absolute numbers

1929 1930

$1,356
1,092
1,408
1,458
1,332

$1,300
1,084
1, 383
1,432
1,299

1931

$1, 184
1,028
1, 242
1,354
1, 207

1932

$996
929.

1,073
1,172
1,045

Percentages of 1929

1929

100. 0
100. 0
100.0
100.0
100. 0

100.0

1930

95. 9
99.3
98. 2
98. 2
97.5

97. 4

1931

87.3
94.1i
88.2
92.9
90. 6

88.9

19.32

73. 5
85. 1
76. 2
80.4
78.5

80.4

I Includes many individual entrepreneurs.

TABLE 192.-Income paid out and produced, personal service

Absolute numbers (thousands of Pecnasof12dollars)Pecnaeof19
Line Item

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Salaries and waaes----------1,428,426 1, 352,382 1, 172,233 899,094 100.0 94.7 82. 1 62.9
2 OtherlaborlIncome---------- 3,265 3,111 3,013 3,008 100.0 95.6 92.6 92.4
3 Total compensation of employees- 1, 431,681 1,355,493 1,175, 246 902,102 100.0 94.7 82. 1 63.0
4 Dividends-------------- 34,903 35,489 21,387 12,889 100.0 101.7 61.3 36.9
5 Interest--------------- 60, 461 64,813 54,350 44, 375 100.0 107. 2 89.9 73.4
6 Total property Income paid out.. 95,364 100,302 75, 737 57, 264 100.0 105.2 79.4 60.0
7 WIthdrawals of entrepreneurs--. 77,221 68,315 63,813 44,304 100.0 88.5 69.7 57.4
8 Total Income paid out.-------1,604,266 1,6524, 110 1,304,796 1,003,670 100.0 95.0 81.3 82.6
9 Corporate savings------- -29,279 -66,235 -41,616 -65,200.---
10 Business savings of 1dvdas. --19,'307 -23,451 -31,409 -49,327 ... .

I1I Total income produced-------1, 555,680 1, 434,424 1, 231,8711 889, 1431 100.0 92. 2 79. 2 87. 2

DETAILED TABLES, DOMESTIC SERVICE
TABLE 193.-Number of employees, domestic 86Tvice

Absolute numbers Percentages of 1929
Line Item

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

I Chauffeurs------------- 93,726 84, 355 71, 683 57, 339------------
2 Cooks, female------------255,828 230,24 195,600 156,509..............
3 Cooks male-16, 188 14, 669 12,381 9,903.-------------
4 Housekeepers.--------------194,679 175, 213 148,892 119,099 ------ ------

5 Laundresses--- ---351I,505 316,368 268,835 215,042.............
6Nurses, not trained---------152, 558 137, 30.4 116,678 93,331............

7 Waiters--------------- 1,248 1,123 954 783...............
8 WaItresses-............. 10,813 9, 732 8, 270 6,615--------------
9 Other servants-----------1, 232, 93.5 1, 109,653 942,962 754, 277
10 Total-..........-----2,309,4802,078,555 1, 766,315 1,412,87810.0907658.2

TABLE 194.-Coinpensation of employees, domestic service

Absolute numbers (thousands of Pecnasof12
Line Item ____ dlas

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

I Chauffeurs--------------120, 250 99,201 73, 332 48, 681 100.0 82. 5 61.0 40. 5
2 Cooks, female------------260, 433 217, 124 162,593 112, s00 100.0 83. 4 62. 4 43. 2
3 Cooks, male------------- 27,487 22, 247 16,170 11,329 100.0 80.9 68.8 41. 2
4 Housekeepers------------190,741 167,854 128, 494 89,920 100.0 84.0 64.3 46,0
5 Laundresses-------------313, 191 275, 864 208,885 134, 616 100.0 88. 1 66. 7 43.0
6 Nurses, not trained--------- 135,014 111,079 81,091 54,879 100.0 82.3 60.1 40.6
7 Walters--------------- 1,179 1,003 731 463 100.0 85.11 62.0 39.3a8 Waitresses-------------- 8,942 7,328 5,30 3,532 100.0 82.01 59.4 39.519 Other servants------------1,152,794 964,8 7194801 491,034 100.0 83.61 62.4 42 .6

10 Total----------------21,031 1, 865, 9288 1,39905 ,:964 100.0184.11 62.91 42.7
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Table: Table 191.--Per capita income of employees, personal service


Table: Table 192.--Income paid out and produced, personal service


Table: Table 193.--Number of employees, domestic service


Table: Table 194.--Compensation of employees, domestic service
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TrABLE 195.--Per capita income of employees, domestic service

Absolute numbers
Item

C haulfeurs ..- --

Cooks, female---------
Cooks, male .-
Housekeepers ..- -

Laundresses
Nurses, not trained .
Waiters.
Waltresses .
Other servants
Total.. . ----- ----------- ---------
Bureau of Labor Statistics cost of

living Index.--

1929

$1, 283
1,018
1,698
1,026
891
886
945
827
935

.961

1930

$1,176
943

1,627
958
872
809
893
763
809
898

1931

$1,023
831

1,306
863
777
695
766
642
763
790

1932

$849
719

1,144
755
626
588
607
634
651
670

Percentages of 1929

1929 1 1930 11931

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0

91.7
92.6
89.9
93.4
97.9
91.4
94. 5
91.1
92.9
93.4

97.4

79. 7
81.6
76.9
84.1
87.2
78.5
81. 1
77.6
81.6
82.2

8&89

DETAILED TABLES, BUSINESS SERVICE

TABLE 196.-Number of people engaged, business service

Item

Number of employees, accounting I...
Number of employees, trade associa-

tions .------..-..
Number of employees, chambers of
Iconmerce-..-
Total number of employees

Number of entrepreneurs, accounting.
Total number engaged.-..

Absolute numbers

1929

11,393

41,463

I 000
57, 86B
5,010
02,80

1930

11,694

40,118

4,833
K 645
5,0.50

61, 695

1931

10,307

35, 570

4, 759
50, 636
5,050

55, 68

1932

9,070
29, 403

4,641
43, 114
5,050

48, 164

Percentages of 1929

1929 1930 1931 1932

100.0 101.8 90.5 79.6

100.0 96.8 85.8 70.9

100.0 96.7 95.2 92.8
100.0 97.7 87.5 74.5
100. 0 100. 8 100.8 100. 8
100.0 98.0 88.6 76.6

Estimated fulltime equivalent.

TABLE 197.-Compensation of employees, business service

Absolute numbers (thousands of Percentages of 1929
dollars)

Line Item ___ _ _ _

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Salaries and wages, necounting._. 26,648 27,408 23, 644 19, 346 100.0 102.9 88.7 72. 6
2 Salaries and wages, trade associ-

ations..------------------- 77,535 82,562 72,315 52,249 100.0 106.5 93.3 67.4
3 Salaries and wages, chambers of

commerce--. 7,600 7, 250 6f, 90 6,326 100.0 96. 7 92.0 84.3
4 Total salaries atd wages- 111,683 117,220 102, 859 77,920 100.0 105.0 92.1 69.8

TABLE 198.-Per capita income of employees, business service

Absolute numbers Percentages of 1929

Line Item _ _ _ _ .
1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Accounting-$. 2, 339 $2, 364 $2, 294 $2, 133 100.0 101. 1 98. 1 91. 2
2 Trrado associations-1,870 2,058 2,033 1,777 100.0 110. 1 108. 7 95.0
3 Chambers of commerce-... 1, 500 1,600 1,450 1, 363 100.0 100.0 96.7 90.9
4 Total--.- . 1,930 2,073 2,031 1,807 100.0 107.4 105.2 93.6
6 Bureau of Labor Statistics cost of

living Index . . .. 100.0 97.4 88.9 80.4
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Line

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
I1I

1932

60.2
70.6
67.4
73.6
70.3
66.4
64. 2
64.6
69.6
69.7
80.4

Line

1
2

3

4
5
6
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Table: Table 195.--Per capita income of employees, domestic service


Table: Table 196.--Number of people engaged, business service


Table: Table 197.--Compensation of employees, business service


Table: Table 198.--Per capita income of employees, business service
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TABLE 199.-Income paid out and produced,' business service

153

Absolute numbers (thousands Percentages of 1929
of dollars)

Line Item _ _ ______

1029 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 193';

1 Salaries and wages.--.-.-. 111,683 117,220 102,869 77,920 100.0 105.0 92.1 69.8
2 Withdrawals of entrepreneurs .-. 37, 335 36,623 31, 512 27, 90 100.0 9. 1 84. 4 74.7
3 Total income paid out- . 149,018 153,843 134,371 105, 82 100.0 103.21 90.2 71.0
4 Business savings of individuals-_.... 1,623 369 -1,762 -3, 924 .

.

6 Total income produced- 10,1641 154, 212 132, 609 101,902 100.0 89. 1 88.0 87.6

Exclusiv, of property income.

DETAILED TABLES, MISCELLANEOUS SERVICE

TABLE 200.-Number of people engaged and average compensation of employees,
miscellaneous service

Absolute numbers Percentages of 1929
Line Item

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Number ofemployees.......5.... 281, 173 247, 93 265,619 278,9 100. 98.6 105.88111.1
2 Individual entrepreneurs .............. 39,919 35,675 29, 623 27, 747 100.C 89.4 74. 09.5
8 Total number engaged- 291,0 283, 368 295,20 306,712 100.0 97.3 101.4 105.4
4 Average compensation of employees

(dollars)-1,103 1,225 1,224 1,105 100.0 111. 1 111.0 100. 2
5 Bureau of Labor Statistices cost of living

index-. . .. . 100. 0 97.4 88.9 80.4

TABTjE 201.-Income paid out and produced, miscellaneous service

Item

Salaries and wages ..................
Dividends.---
Interest.......
Total property income paid out.

Withdrawals of entrepreneurs...
Total Income paid out.....

Corporate savings....-. ---

Total income produced.............

Absolute numbers (thousands
of dollars)

1929

277,08
6,210
2,167
8,377

97,802
383,269
-1,647
381, 612

1930

303,428
5,678
2,399
8,077

91,934
403,439-4,992
398, 447

1931

325,014
5,941
1,868
7,85

70,325
402,944
-126

402,818

1932

308, 35
6,2161,482
7, 678

83,735
379,768

-88
379,68

Percentages of 1929

1929

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0100.0
100.0

1930

109.5
91.4

I'110.798.4
9.0105.896 4i

1931

117.3
95.7
70.890.8
71.9

0. I
105.t

1932

111.3
100.187.6
9L785.299.1
9---6

Line

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

. ,

9.869604064

Table: Table 199.--Income paid out and produced, business service


Table: Table 200.--Number of people engaged and average compensation of employees, miscellaneous service


Table: Table 201.--Income paid out and produced, miscellaneous service
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CIIAPTER XVI

MISCELLANEOUS INDUSTRIES

In Iny estimate of national income by parts, the investigator sets
111) Some controlling figures Which will permit him at the end to asCer-
taini, if only approximately, whether he has covered completely all
economic activities of ai income creating type. In the present report
StChcohmtrollin(g fimires are the number of gainfully occupied slhoxNm
by the Census of Occupations and the totals of property incomes
shown by corporations reported in Statistics of Inconme. 1' from1 the
total nulml)er gainfully occupied we sul)tract the estimated number
of il1ellp)loyedl an(l thus obtain the number of gainfully eml)loyed,
the complete totals of labor and entrepreneurial incomes should refer
to this latter number. Similarly, all corporate groups reported in
Statistics of inCome should be included in the estimated income
totals. Of cou-Se, even then there is no assurance that the resulting
estimates are ali inclusive; but at least they anre complete in the lighlt
of the most inclusive statistical surveys available.
The estimates for miscellaneous industries are then a measure of

the residlual which has not been accountel for heretofore under the
various industrial divisions. The items entered in this miscellaneous
,rol11) are partly specific and partly undefined. The specific items
included fishing, forestry, taxical)s, brokerage, personal finance, mis-
coellaneous professional groups (such als architects, sculptors, artists,
authors, etc.), private water coml)anies; and for property incomes,
the net balance of the international movement of dividends and
interest. But there is also a large undefined group, which appears
because in the (Census of Occupations about 1.3 million gainfully
occupied are not distributed by their industrial affiliation; and because
in Statistics of Income there is a small group of corporations which
are not classified by any industrial grouping.
The estimates of number of l)eople actually employed in these

miscellaneous pursuiits (as distinct from the Inulmber gainfully occu-
pied) had to be made primarily on the basis of a tentatively assumed
similarity between the miscellaneous group and some other industrial
divisionn for -which precise observation is possible. The same method
had to be used in coinectioi with labor nid entrepreneurial incomes
of the grouIps im question. On property incomes the data available
in Statistics of Inco'nean(l other sources permit a much more exact

While the estimates of liumul)er eIl)loyed and various types of
income ini thel miscellaneous imid(ustries have been prepared by )arts
(some six subgroups have been (Iistinguishe(I), it was considered
advisable to present only the totals for the group as a whole.

Table 202 indicates that Some 2.9 million people were engaged in
time miscellaneous iniluistries in 1929; that about 70 percent of them
can l)e classified as employees and the rest as entrepreneurs; that
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AISCELLANEOUS INDUSTRIES

total employment declined by 22 percent from 1929 to 1932, there
having occurred a 30 percent decline in the number of employees
engaged, and only a slight contraction in the number of entrepreneurs.

Total income paid out and produced in the group are shown in table
203 and chart XVI. The group accounts for 6.3 billion dollars, or
about 8 percent of the national income paid out. There is a rather
substantial volume of property and entrepreneurial incomes, the com-
bined percentage of the two in total income paid out being higher
than the customary figure in most industrial divisions. The decline
in total income paid out was almost exactly the same as for industry
its a whole, equal by 1932 to about 40 percent of the 1929 level. Both
property income and entrepreneurial income appear to have declined
more moderately than did total income. But it is doubtful whether
one should attribute much significance to the testimony of estimates
in this group. A miscellaneous group is, after all, a confession of
inability on the part of the investigator to measure adequately a cer-
tain sector of the economic system. While it is valuable to have
those missing parts measured, if only very roughly, the resulting
measurements are more ilmportant as pieces needed to complete the
picture of the total than as a reliable indication of the internal move-
nients within the miscellaneous group itself.
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CHART XVI
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SUMMARY TABLES, MISCELLANEOUS INDUSTRIES

TABLE 202.-Number of people engaged, miscellaneous industries

Absolute numbers PercJitages of 1929
Line Item

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

1 Employees- 2, 255, 292 2, 070, 715 1, 832,640 1,605, 103 100.0 92. 1 81.3 71.2
2 Entrepreneurs-(.. 92, 395 68G9,05 081, 870 679, 834 100. 0 99.5 98. 6 98. 2
3 Total number engaged 2, 917, 687|2, 765, 760 2, 514, 610 2, 284, 937 100.0 93. 8 85.3 77. 5

TABLE 203.-Income paid out and produced, miscellaneous industries

* Item

Salaries and wages .-
Other labor income ...
Total compensation of em-
Uloyees..-------- .

Dividends.------ ---
Interest.- .---I)ividends an(1 interest (interna-

tional)
Total property income

Withdrawals of entrepreneurs
Total income paid out

Corporate savings .-..
Total income produced----------

Absolute numbers (thousands of
dollars)

1929

3,641, 258
10, 733

3, 651, 991
180,966
283,123

. 56 000
1,036,080
1, 667,873

254, 953
-301,647
5,953,306

1930 1931 1932

3, 332, 161 2, 762, 86 2,0, 314
13, 2281 16,608 16,568

3,345, 38U
127, 173
298,804

616,00t
1,041,977
1,489,331
6,876, 697
-417,17C
5, 459, 627

2,777,954
-9,800
270,359

636,000
796,6659

1, 275,184
4,849,697
-382,913
4,466,784

2, 078.882
-13, 742
270, 359

393,000
649,617

1,021,377
3, 749,876
-382,913
3,366,963

Percentages of 1929

1929 1930 1931 1932

100.0 91.5 75.9 66.7
100.0 123.2 145.0 146.0

100.0 91. 6 76.1 6. 9
100.0 68.0 - - -----
100.0 105.6 95.6 95.6

100.0 109. 94.9 69.6
100.0 100.7 77.0 62.8
100. 95. 81.3 65. 1
100.0 94. 0 77.5 60.0

1'C>000 91.7 76.0 66

1157

Line

1

3

4
5
0

7
8
9
10
11

9.869604064

Table: Table 202.--Number of people engaged, miscellaneous industries


Table: Table 203.--Income paid out and produced, miscellaneous industries
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APPENDIX A

SOURCES AND METHODS OF ESTIMATE BY INDUSTRIAL
DIVISIONS

Per capita salaries and wages are obtained by dividing salaries and wages,
inclusive of subsistence, commissions, and gratuities, by the number of salaried
and wage workers. The cost of living index used in the tables relating to per
caita income (in industries other than agriculture) is derived from the United
States Bureau of Labor Statistics semiannual index as given in the Monthly
Labor Review,- February 1933. The average index for the calendar year is
obtained by taking an average of the December figure for the preceding year,
December figure and June figure of the given year, the latter given double weight.

Tables 1 to 30, inclusive, are based upon data given in the detailed tables
presented in the industrial divisions. Wherever additional data are used specific
references are given in the text.

I. AGRICULTURE

TABLE 31

Line 1.-Figures for population are taken from Agricultural Situation, May
1933, table 2, page 5. Averages for the year are computed.
Line 2.-The number gainfully employed is given for 1930 in the Census of

Occupations, Gainful Workers by Industry and Occupation, table 2, page. 412.
The estimates for the other years are based upon the ratio in 1930 of the gain-
fully employed to total farm population.

Line S.-The number of farmers and tenants is given for 1930 in the Census of
Occupations, Gainful Workers by Industry and Occupation, table 2, page 412.
For the other years the estimates are based upon the ratio in 1930 of the number
of farmers to the number of farms other than those operated by managers, applied
to the estimated number of such farms. The total number of farms is estimated
l)y the Department of Agriculture as is the number of managed farms in 1929.
The number of managed farms in later years is estimated on the basis of the
average annual increase in the niumnber of farm managers from 1925-30 as
reported in the Census of Agriculture. Thle number of other farms is taken as
the difference between the total and the managed farms.

Line 4.-The number of equivalent full-time farmers is obtained for 1929 by
subtracting from the total given ill line 3, the estimated number of full time
equivalents of farmers working part time in other occupations. The latter
figure is a weighted average of the number of farm operators working for pay 25
days or more as reported ill table 45, page 601, of the Abstract of the Fifteenth
Census.

Line 6.-Tihe number of managers and other salaried employees in 1930 is given
in the Census of Occupations, tal)le 2, page 412, and estimated for the other years
on the basis of the ratio in 1930 of the numnbcr of managers anied other salaried
employees to the number of managed farms, applied to the estimated number of
managed farms ill the other years.

Lines 6 and 7.-Tie number of wage earners gainfully employed and the num-
ber of Ulnpaidl family laborers are both given for 1930 in the Ocnsgus of Occupa-
tions, table 2, page 412. T le difference between the total number of gainfully
employed and the estimated number of farmers and managers and other salaried
emlployeeS is divided into wage earners and unpaid family labor, on tile asstmnp-
tion that the ratio between the two in 1930 holds for the other years.
Line 8.-The numliber of full time wage earners is obtained by dividing total

cash wages and an allowance for board by the average full time wage without
board (excluding perquisites). This latter average is derived from the estimate
by the Department of Agriculture of wage compensation of farm operators See
table 8, Income from Farm Production in the United States, April 1933.. The
total wage compensation is divided by the number of farms.
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TABLE 32
I)ata on gross income are fromt the Income from Farni Productioln, mnimeo-

graplhed release of the Bureaui of Agricultural Elconomics, April 1933; and for
calendar years from a special tabulation by the Department of Agriculture. See
nelmloraI(lnldn fromt the Bureau of Agricultural IEconomics attached at the end of
these (onlhiefitts.

TrABLE 34

Line 1.-I)ata on gross income are from a special tabulation by the Department
of Agriculture. See menmorandumn attached at the end of these comments.

Lines 2, 7, atid O.-Gross income, current production expense, depreciation and
obsolescence, and the net income of operators are all from table 6 in the Income
from Farm Production, mimeograp)hed release of the Bureau of Agricultural
Economics, April 1933.

Line 8.-The estimates for rent were sul)plie(l by C. M. Purves of the I)epart-
ment of Agricultuire, by letter.

Line 4.-The estimates are e(lual to 75)percent of interest paid on mortgage
dlebt (after allowing 10 l)ercent for cicbt on farm dwellings) plus total interest on
hlank loans. Both of these estimates Nvere supplie(1 by Mr. PUrv'es of the DeTpart-
ment of Agriculture.

Line 5.-Taxes paidiare given in talble 5 of the Income from Farm Production.
It is assnlied(l that. 70 p)ercenlt of all taxes are p)aid by farmi operators.

Linc 8.-Cash wvages paid are takeen from table 5 of the Income fromt Farm
Production. The figures are equivalent to cash wvages paidl 1)11s anm allowance
of 25 percent. for board and an a(ldlitional 12% percent, for perquisites furnished
to hired labor.

TABLE 35

Line /,.-Dividencls are net originating in the industry and are estimated as
the difference between total dividends paid and dividends received. Table 16
Statistics of Income for 1929 and 1930 shows gross income of agriculture and
related industries and of agriculture only. The ratio of the agriculture. figure to
the total is applied to total dividend figures as given in table 14 (1929-30) and
table 13 (1931), Statistics of Income to obtain agriculture dividends. The 1932
net dividends are assumed to be the same as for 1931.

Lino C.-Interest on mortgage indebtedness is estimated at 90 percent of the
total interest on mortgage indebtedness (10 percent on farm homes) as given in
a letter from Mr. Purves of the, Department of Agriculture.

Line 7.-The total value of products retained for consumption is given in
Table 2, Income from Farm Production. The value used by farm ol)erators is
the difference between this total and the estimate of the allowance for board
furnished to hired labor.

Line 8.-The difference between line 9 and line 7.
Linc 9.-Total wages of operators and family labor are given in table 8 of

Income from Farm Production.
Line 11.-The difference l)etweenl operators' net income and withdrawals is

net income available for dividends. The subtraction of dividends from this
item leaves busilleSS savings.

TArBl, 37

Lines 1 and 4.-Cash income items are adjusted for price changes by means
of the Department of Agriculture index of prices laid by farmers for commodities
lSed in living.

Lines 2 and 5.-B3oard and commodity items are adjusted for price changes
by means of the Department of Agricultlire index of farm prices.

ESTIMATES OF Gitoss FARM INCOME ON A CALENDAR YEAit BASIS, 1929-32
[From tho Division of Statistical and Historical Iesearch, Bureau of Agricultural Econoinics]

In order to place the estimates of gross farm income from agricultural produc-
tion on a calendar year basis, it is only necessary to revise the incomes derived from
those crops which are only palrtially marketed in the calendar year in which they
are prodllucd and p)artially in the following calendar year, as estimates of income
from livestock and from most perishable crol)s are already on a calendar year
basis. The most important crops that are not all marketed in the calendar
year when l)roduced are grains, cotton and cottonseed, apples, citrus fruits, pota-
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toes, sweetpotatoes, and tobacco. Farm marketing are the principal source of
data by which such a revision can be made. In setting up a method of esti-
mating monthly farm income from marketings of agricultural products available
data have been used to measure monthly fluctuations in marketings and adjusted
to represent total marketings of each commodity. For example, the monthly
marketings of wheat have been measured by the receipts at primary markets
east of the Continental Divide and inspections of wheat at far northwestern
markets. If for any given crop year these equaled 80 percent of all wheat
estimated to be sold, the monthly marketings were multiplied by 1.25 so they
would equal the total annual sales of wheat for the crop year. Then multiplying
these adjusted monthly marketings by the monthly price received by producers
for wheat gave the value of wheat marketed each month, from which cash income
on a calendar year basis was determined.

For most of the important crops the monthly marketing data are sufficient for
making a fairly reliable estimate of the sales of particular crops within the
calendar year. In some cases, however, satisfactory data are not available. In
the case of grain sorghums, for example, data as to monthly marketings are not
available and the distribution of income within the calendar year had to be deter-
mined by other methods. As grain sorghums are harvested in the fall about the
same time as corn, the sales of this grain were distributed monthly the same as
for corn. The determination of the calendar year income of some of the other
crops wvas made in a similar manner.
The proportion of the crops consumed by the farm family also had to be con-

sidered in estimating gross income. In 1929 this amounted to 10 percent of
total income from crops. However, a large proportion of this income was from
perishable fruits and vegetables, most of which are consumed in the calendar year
in which produced, the value of farm gardens alone amounting to nearly 50
percent of the imputed income from crops consumed on the farm. The only
crops which were not primarily consumed in the same calendar year as produced
are corn, wheat, potatoes, and forest products. In estimating the human food
consumption of corn, wheat, and potatoes it was assumed that consumption
was the same each month. Thus multiplying the annual consumption by the
unweighted average of monthly prices for a calendar year gave the value of corn,
wheat, and potatoes consumed on the farm each year. Having no definite basis
upon which to make monthly estimates, the value of forest products (firewood)
for any crop year was divided evenly between the calendar years.
The combined estimates of cash income and income from crops consumed by

the family are shown on a calendar year basis in the accompanying table. The
most marked changes are in the income from grains, cotton and cottonseed,
where a large proportion of the crops is carried over into the following year or
years. No adjustment was made for sugar crops as they are practically all
marketed in the calendar year. The items included in "other crops" were also
left unadjusted, except for imputed income from home consumption of forest
products, as so little information is available on the monthly marketings of the
commodities falling in this group that no accurate adjustments could be made.
A significant point to be observed in using estimates of farm income on the

calendar year basis is that the income from some crops produced in a particular
year remains to be realized through consumption and marketing within the next
calendar year. The perishable crops are produced, marketed, and/or consumed
mostly within the calendar year. About 75 percent of the wheat crop is marketed

ill the year in which produced, and about 80 percent of the cotton crop, but only
30 percent of the corn crop. Consequently, the production of the calendar
year should not all be directly related to income of the same, but also in part to
the following calendar year. It is mainly on this account that the Bureau of
Agricultural Economics of the Department of Agriculture has in the past esti-
nated income from crops on a crop year basis.
The inventory of supplies of crop products on hand becomes of more signifi-

cance in estimating the income on a calendar year basis than it does upon a crop
year basis; the supply on hand at the end of the crop year is at the lowest level
for the season aid ignoring the changes in stocks from that at the beginning to
that at the end of the season is, as a rule, of no great consequence, but breaking
the season at the end of a calendar year finds the supplies of corn and some other
crops on hand at nearly the peak of the season. The difference between the sup-
p)lies on hand at the beginning and end of the calendar year may be mnuch greater
than woullld be the case at the beginning and end of the crop marketing season.
Furthermore, in the case of feed grains the proportion of supply to be marketed
or consumed ats food is indeterminate, and may vary consileral)ly from year to
year. This point also was considered important in originally decidingg to use the
crop year rather than the calendar year in estimating crop income.
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Although. the shifting of our estimates of farm income to a straight calendar
year basis does not involve a change in our method of handling income from live-
stock, it should be observed that the inventory problem is also of some importance
with reference to livestock. The end of the calendar year breaks into the season
of the heaviest slaughter of hogs, just a little past the peak. The hogs, lambs,
and cattle on feed at the end of the season to be marketed for slaughter within a
few months are mainly, of course, products of the calendar year and represent
accumulations of consumable goods. As in the case of crops, the significant point
is how much these stocks or inventories, at the end of the year, may vary from year
to year; but that variation may be a small percentage of the total production of
the year. In livestock there is also a problem similar to that in the case of corn
in that the number of animals on hand at the end of the year intended for slaugh-
ter for consumption within a few months cannot be easily determined.

Changes in the number of animals intended for breeding or to be fed out
mainly within the next calendar year present a real problem in handling inven-
tories and in analyzing the marketings of a year in relation to the production of
that year. For example, when cattle herds are being built up, the proportion of
the animals on hand at the beginning of the year that are intended for production
purposes will be high in relation to the total, but in years in which the herds are
being decreased that pro)ortion will be low. The marketings in years in which
the herds are being built up will be short of production, and in years in which they
are being reduced, in excess of production.

In using estimates of agricultural income on a calendar year basis, some of the
points discussed above should be taken into consideration, to avoid some of the
confusion that may arise in using the data without observing the important limi-
tations as to their utility. These estimates oln a calendar year basis are likely
in themselves to give rise to some confusion because of the fact that the official
estimates of agricultural income have been upon a different basis. The Depart-
mnent of Agriculture is considering replacing its previous estimates on the crop
year lvasis with estimates oln the calendar year basis, recognizing the need of a
calendar year estimate to fit in with such estimates of income from other sources.
Agricultural income has already been included in many unofficial estimates of
national income oil the calendar year basis, but should estimating annual national
income become a function of the Government, and these estimates including
agriculture begin to be widely used as official estimates, it will raise some doubt
as to the advisability of a Department of Agriculture publishing currently an
irl(lel)end(ent and perhaps different figure, even though it may be the more useful
in analyzinA agricultural conditions.

Estimates of gross income from farm. production, by groups of commodities, on a
crop year and calendar year basis, 1929-32

(Millions of dollars]

Crop
Crop
year

Oraliis-.- 1 2S3
Fruits and niuts . 706(Ni
\'egetah)les 1, 132
Sugar crops ------------..-.X 85
('otton and eed . 1,389
1'olbanco--.- 2.. 11
Other crops ---------------- -l 5to

'T'otal crops - 1,421
Total llvestocl -- 1-.--------- 6 '97

(1rand total ...-.- -11 ,OIS

1929 1930 1931 1932

Calendar ('rop Calendar Crop Calendar Crop Calendar
year year year year year year year

1,401 779 925 474 741 322 258
691 607 678 153 466 340 349

1, 016 913 1,027 724 816 690 614
85 94 ltG 69 69 68 08

1,&17 751 870 628 489 431 417
282 212 244 132 166 111 118
541 453 450 334 341 245 249

5,561 3 79 4,194 2,714 3,068 2,113 n,073
6, 497 5 615 5,615 4,197 4,197 3,030 3,030

- 12,060 0,411 9, 8019 6,911 7,265 6,143 5,103

Source: D)ivision of Statistical and iHistorical research, I3ureau of Agricultural Economics.

II. MINING AND QUARRYING

]!estimates of income from ininiilg have been made for the five branCh1es sepa-
ratel \y. These are (1) anthracite, (2) bituminous coal, (3) metal mines, (4) non-
mIetal m11ines and qua'rries lldi (5) oil an1d gas wells. A small group, containing
(data for lessors and holders, is included with the onolmetal mines and quarries.

9.869604064

Table: Estimates of gross income from farm production, by groups of commodities, on a crop year and calendar year basis, 1929-32


460406968.9
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The figures for all mining are summations of the individual items for the deriva-
tion of which explanations are given below. The methods used in estimating
several items, not shown separately for the various branches, follow immediately.

TABLE 38

Line 4-(a) Anthracite mines.-The number of entrepreneurs in 1929 is given
in table 2, page 254, of the Census of Mines and Quarries, 1929, and assumed to
be the same in 1930, 1931, and 1932.

(b) Bituminous coal mines.-The number of entrepreneurs in 1929 is given in
table 2, page 254, of the Census of Mines and Quarries, 1929, and assumed to be
the same for 1930, 1931, and 1932.

(c) Metal mines.-The number of entrepreneurs is given for 1929 in table 30,
page 44 of Census of Mines and Quarries, 1929, and assumed to be the same for
1930, 1931, and 1932.

(d) Nonmetal mines and quarries.-The number of entrepreneurs in 1929 is
given in table 30, page 44, of the Census of Mines and Quarries, 1929, and assumed
to be the same for 1930, 1931, and 1932.

(e) Oil and gas wells.-In the Census of Occupations, 1930, page 423, a figure for
the number of owners, operators, and proprietors of oil and gas wells is given. This
is assumed to be the number of entrepreneurs for each of the years 1929-32.

TABLE 39

Line 1.-Total value of production is a summation of the values for the five
branches as given in table 44.

Line S.-The index of mineral production is that of the Federal Reserve Board,
published in recent issues of the Federal Reserve Bulletin.

TABLE 40

Line 3.-Other labor income includes compensation for injuries and pensions.
Compensation for injuries is estimated separately for each of the branches as
follows: on the basis of data for sample States the ratio of compensation for
injuries to wage payments is derived for 1929 and applied to the total wage bill
to give a preliminary estimate of compensation for injuries in 1929 for each of
the branches. This estimate is adjusted to the estimate for all mining by the
ratio of the estimate for all mining to the added total for the various branches.
For all mining in 1930, 1931, and 1932, estimates are based upon the trend of
compensation payments by the sample States. The figures for various branches
are estimated oil the basis of the ratio of compensation of injuries to wage pay-
ments, adjusted in each year to the estimated total for all mining. Pension esti-
mates are those by M. W. Latimer of the Industrial Relations Counsellors, Inc.
They are given for 1931 and estimated by us for 1929 and 1930 at the same ratio
to total unclassified pensions as for 1931. Pension payments in 1932 are assumed
to be the same as in 1931.

Line 8-(a) Anthracite mines.-For 1929, withdrawals of individual entrepre-
neurs are all average of two estimates. The first is obtained as the product of
the number of entrepreneurs and the estimated average annual salary of salaried
employees. The second is based upon the withdrawal ratio for corporate mines,
i.e., the ratio of dividends plus compensation of officers to total sales as reported
in the special break-down of table 14 (1929-30) and table 13 (1931), Statistics
of Income. This ratio is applied to the value of production for noncorporate
mines as reported in table 12, page 270, of the Census of Mines and Quarries,
1929. The final estimate for 1929 is extrapolated for the years 1930, 1931, aind
1932, with the total salary payments used as index.

(b) Bituminous coal mines.-Withdrawals of entrepreneurs in 1929 are ob-
tained as the product of the estimated annual average withdrawal and the num-
ber of entrepreneurs. The average withdrawal is equal to the average of the
annual wage and salary as derived from the census. For 1930, 1931, and 1932,
withdrawals are estimated with the salary bill in the industry used as index.

(c) Metal mines.-In 1929 the total withdrawals of individual entrepreneurs
are estimated as the product of the number and the average salary paid in the
industry. Withdrawals for later years are estimated with total salaries used
as index.

(d) Nonmetal mines and quarries.-Withdrawals of individual entrepreneurs
In 1929 are computed as the product of the estimated number of entrepreneurs

87265-34-12
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and the estimated average salary. The later years are based oln total salaries
as index.

(e) Oil and gas tells.-Withdrawals of individual entrepreneurs in 1929 are
based upon two estimates of the average withdrawal per entrepreneur. In the
first estimate the average withdrawal is assumed to be equal to the average
salary paid in the industry. The second is based upon the withdrawal ratio for
corporations, i.e., the ratio of dividends plus compensation of officers to total
sales, derivedd from thle special break-down of table 14 (1929-30) and table 13
(1931), Statistics of Income. This ratio is applie(d to the estimated noncorl)orate
sales (total value of l)rodImetion its g~wen in IMfincral Resourccs minus gross sales
of corl)orations as given in Statistics of Income) to give a figure for total with-
drawals in 192(9. T1'le total is divi(led bV thme estimate(l numl)er of entrepreneurs
to givce thle average wit.hdrawval. The final estimate of average withdrawal is
an aritlhmetic average of thle two figures. For 1930, 1931, and 1932 total with-
drawals nre extral)olate(l on thle basis of thle total salary bill for thle industry.

TABLE 43

Line 1.-For 1929 the number of salaried employees in anthracite mining, in-
cluding those at producing mines and in central administrative offices, is reported
in the Census of Mines and Quarries, 1929, tables 19 and 20, page 279. For
1930, 1931, and 1932 the number of salaried workers in Pennsylvania reported
annually in the Rcport on Productive Industries, issued by the Department of
Internal Affairs of the State of Pennsylvania, is used as an index for extrapolation.

Line 2.-For 1929 the number of salaried employees in bituminous coal mining
includes those at producing mines and in central administrative offices as reported
in tables 19 and 20, page 279, of the Census of Mines and Quarries, 1929. Extrap-
olation for 1930, 1931, and 1932 is based upon-the ratio of the number of salaried
workers to the mmumber of wage workers. This ratio is derived from the census
in 1929 and extrapolated for 1930 and 1931 on the basis of the ratio of the comn-
billed numbers of salaried workers and wage workers for Pennsylvania, West
Virginia, and Illinois. Thle Pennsylvania data are given in the Annual Report
oIn Productive Industries; the West Virginia data in the Annual Reports of the
Del)artment of Mines; and the Illinois data in the Coal Report published an-
nually by the Illinois Department of Mines and Minerals. For 1932 only the
data for Pennsvlvania and Illinois are available for use as an index of the ratio
of the number of salaried workers to wage workers.

Line S.-The number of salaried employees ill metal mines includes those at
producing mines, nonproducing mines, anol in central administrative offices and
is given for 1929 ill the Census of Mines and Quarries, 1929, tablc 17, page 23,
for central administrative offices; in table 28, page 42, for nonproducing mines,
and in table 30, page 44, for producing miinees. Estimates for 1930, 1931, and
1932 are onl the basis of the ratio of salaried workers to wage workers, given in
the census in 1929 and extrapolated for thle later years oln the basis of the ratio
of number of salaried workers to wage workers in nonmetal mines and quarries.

Line ,.-Tl'le number of salarie(d en1p)loyees ill nomnetal illines and quarries
is givell ill thlle salmle tabl)es as thle number ill netal imiines ill the 1929 census. It
is estimated for 1930, 1931, anid 1932 onl the basis of the ratio of the number of
ssalaried workers to time number of wage workers, (lerive(l from the census for
1929 and extrapolated(l on the b)asis of time ratio for 1'emm usylvania. The Pennsyl-
vallia littlea on elil)loymiieInt aire given in the Annual Report oni IProductive
Inditstries, issued by the epl)artinenlt ol Internal Affilirs.

Linies 5 an2d 1O. -F-Ftr 1929-32, thle totals for oil andl gas wells are based upon
salinj)le (lata covering :l)proximnately 40 percent of thle industry (oll the basis of
value of l)ro(hictionI). The sanli)le emnl)loymnellt figures alre raised by the ratio
of total value of p)rodluctioim to value of i)ro(Inction of time samflj)le companies.

Lintes lo a.--For eacll branch of milling the imumnber of wage earners eml)loyed
directly by the inie owvncrs is given ill thle census of Mlines anid Quarries, 1929.
The nIimmnners ill coal mines are given ill tablle 28, p)age 42, and ill tabple 19, l)agC
279, anid those ii nietal amid mionmimietal mimies aindol quarries ill table 28, page 42,
anol table 30, page 44. To these figures an1 allowance for tile nlumber of wage
workers engaged ill contract work is added. In the census, thle total exp)end-
iture for contract work is also given in tables 28 and 30. According to F. E.
Ber(luist of the Coal D)ivision of the B3ureau of tile Censuts, 90 percent of total
contract work call be assumed to be wages. Onl this basis the estimate for wages
paid iii contract work is comntl)dt(l. The number of wvage workers ill contract
work is estimnate(l bY dividing into tihe total wage figure tlme average annlllual wage,
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derived from the census data onl wages and the number of wage workers. 'Tle
resulting figure is added to the number of wage earners reported in the census
to give the estimated total of the number of wage earners in 1929. The esti-
mates for 1930, 1931, and 1932 are based upon the United States Bureau of
Labor Statistics index of employment as reported in recent issues of Trend of
,1i¶nployment.

TABLE 44

Lin(es 1 to 4.-.-Valuio of productions is given in th1e Cen)suls of Milles and Quarries,
1929, table 30,' page 44, and extrapolated for 1930, 1931, anid 1932, using a1s an
index the mineral resources data for the same products.

Line 6.-The value of production of oil and gas wells is a total of value of
petroleum and natural gasoline, as given in Mineral Resources for 1931 and
Minerals Yearbook, 1932-33, and value of natural gas as estimated by apl)lying
to the quantity thle average value at thle well per Cu)ic, foot. Tihe price data were
sulpliied by G. R. Hopkins of the Bureau of Mines.

TABLm 45

The quantity figures for 1929 anid 1930, are taken from Mineeral Resources,
1931 summary. For 1931 and 1932, they are taken from Minerals Yearbook,
1932-33. In all cases, except for sulphur anld iron, they are pro(lductionl figures.
The stulphur and(1 iron data are for shipments onfly.

TABaLE 46

Lines 1 and 2.-Total salaries l)nai; in coal mines in 1929 are taken from tile
Census of Mines and Quarries, 1929, table 20, page 279, and table 27, page 286,
and include salaries Pnaid in central administrative offices and at producing mines.
For 1930, 1931, anld 1932, the figures for salaries ill Pennsylvania as given in the
Annual Report on Productive Indtistries, issued by the Department of Internal
Affairs are used as a basis of ex rcpolation for nanthracite figures. For bitumni-
nou)s coal figures in 1930, 1931, a-ad 1932, two estimates are made and averaged
to obtain the final estimate. Trie first is b-:ied u1)pon the ratio of salaries to value
of l)rodluction, given for 1929 annd extrapolated on the basis of the Pennsylvania
ratio. The Pennisylvania ratio is derived from figures for salaries and value of
production given in the Annual Report oln Productive Industries, issued by the
Department of Interiial Affairs. In the second estimate, salaries are obtained
as the product of the number of salaried employees multiplied by their estimated
average annual salary. The average annual salary is derive(d for 1929 from the
census data and extrapolated for the later years oln the basis of the average
salary paid in Pennsylvania. Average salary in Pennsylvania is based upon tile
total salary bill and number of salaried workers given iln Report on Productive
Industries issued by the Departme-nzt of Internal Affairs.

Line 5.-The 1929 figure for total salaries is a sumn of the figures for salaries
in producing and nonpro(1uCing 1ines and central administrative offices as given
in table 17, page 23, table 28, page 42, and table 30, page 44 of the Census of
Mines and Quarries, 1929. It is estimated for 1930, 1931, and 1932 on the basis
of the estimated total numimber of salaried employees amld their average annual pay.
Average annual pay in 1929 is derived from the census and in the later years based
upon the average salary computed for coal aild nilolllletal mines.

Line 4.--Total salaries for 1929 are taken from the same sources as salaries
in metal mines (line 3). For 1930, 1931, anrld 1932 the estimate is equal to
the product of the number of salaried employees and their average annual
compensation. Average animual salary is derived from thle census in 1929 anld
extrapolated on the basis of Pennsylvania olata. The Pennsylvaniia, figures are
given in the Report on Productive Industries, issued ly the bepartmnent of In-
ternal Affairs.

Line 5.-Tie salary figures reported by sample companies are used as a basis
for estimating totals. They are raised by the ratio of total value of production
to value of l)rodluctioml of tile sample comlalpaies.

Line 6.-Total wvages for 1929 are reported ill tal)le 2, page 254, of the Census
of Mines and Quarries, 1929, and to this figure is addeol 90)percemlt of the amount
of contract work also reported here, which 90 percent is assumed to be wages
paid. For 1930, 1931, anid 1932, two l)relimimnary estimates of wages are made.
The first is based upon the Umlited States Bureau of Labor Statistics index of
pay rolls as reported in recent issues of Trend of Employment, and the second is
based upon the wages reported annually in time Report onl Productive Industries
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issued by- thle Pennsylvania D)epartmnent of Internal Affairs. rhe final estimate
is nllaverage of the txwo.

Ilnte 7.--'l'otal wages in 1929 are taken from the Census of Mines and Quarries,
1929). Wages for nonproducing mines are given in table 28, page 42, for pro(luc-
ing mines inl table 2, page 254. To dliese two items, 90 percent of the amount of
contract work, also rel)orted ill tablc 2, page 254, is added, to yield an estimate of
total wages paid ill 1929). For 1930, 1931, and 1932, the estimates anre based on
the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics index of pay rolls, rel)ortcdI in receipt
issues of Trend of Employment.

Lines 8 and .9.-Totil wages paid in 1929 nre equal to the sum of those in pro-
(lucing miines, given in table 30, page 44, those in nonproducilng mines, givenI in
table 28, page 42, anl 90 percent of the value of contract work in both J)roducing
atild iiOn)roducing mines as re)orte(l in thle same tables. For 1930, 1931, and
1932, the figures are extrapolatcelby means of the Bureau of Labor Statistics
index of pay rolls, published in recent issues of Trend of Employment.

hine IO.----The wage totals reported by sample companies are used as basis for
estimating totals. They are raised bymnieans of tihe ratio of total value of lpro-
luction to value of pro(llletion of sample companies.

TAnImLE 47

Lines I to 5.--Dividenmds alre net, originating in the industry, and arc estimated
as the difference between total dividends paid and dividends received. They
are taken from a special break-clown of table 14 (1929-30) and table 13 (1931),
Statistics of Income. 1"or 1932, total dividends paid are estimated on the basis
of the 1931-32 change in (lividleniis of a corporate sample, and net dividends are
assumed to have thc same ratio to total dividends as in 1931.

Lines 6( to 10.-Interest is that oln long-term debt and is also a net figure. For
mining it is assumed that the only long-term investments of corporations are the
Government holdings, anl(d the interest o0l these bonds, reported in the special
break-down of table 14 (1929-30) and table 13 (1931), Statistics of Income, is
therefore deducted from the estimated total interest item. Total interest paid
is comnl)uted in 1929, 1930, tend 1931 as the product of total funded debt and an
average interest rate. The interest rate is derived from. a group) of sample cor-
p)orations. Long-termn debt for anthracite corporations filinlg balance sheets is
giveni for 1931 in a special break-down. of table 19 (1929-30) and table 15 (1931),
Statistics of Inconme, and assumed to be the same percent of all mining debt in
1929 as in 1930. These figures are raised to include the debt of corporations not
filing balance sheets, on the basis of the ratio of the number of income tax returns.
to the number of balance sheets reported separately for corporations having
net income and those having no net income. The estimate of total interest for
1932 is made on the basis of the 1931-32 change in the corporate samnl)le, and net
interest is assumed to have thee samnte ratio to total interest as in 1931.

TABLF. 49

Lines I to 5.-Total income paid out is at surnmnation of total compensation. of
eminl)loyees, property income, an(l withdrawvals of individual entrepreneurs.

lines 6 to 10.-Business savings include the savings of both corporations and
individual entrepreneurs.

(u) Corporate savings in 1929, 1930, andi( 1931 are estimated as the difference
between net profit after taxes and total dividends paid. Net profit after taxes is
given in at special break-down. of table 14 (1929-30) and table 13 (1931), Statistics
of Income, and adjusted for gains and losses from the sale of real estate, stocks,
bonds, and other assets. In 1929 the losses from. these sales arc assumed to be
zero. For 1932 corporate savings are estimated on the basis of preliminary
Statistics of Income data for all mines oln statutory net income plus interest
receive onl Governunent holdings minus Federal taxes and net profit froin the
sale of assets, which is assumed to be equal to the 1931 figure. The distribution
aumong the various branches is macde onl the basis of preliminary estimates for
each branch derived by means of a corporate sample.

(b) Business savings or losses of individuals are estimated as the difference
between their estimated net income and their wvithdrawals. Net income in, 1929,
1930, and 1931 is estimated by an)plying to the value of production of noncorporate
mines the ratio of total long-term interest paid plusn corporate statutory net in-
conie (adjusted for net profit from sale of real estate, stocks, bonds, and other
assets) )lus compensation of officers to gross sales as derived from the sl)ecial
break-clown of table 14 (1929-30) and table 13 (1931), Statistics of Income.
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The value of coal production of noncorporate mines is given for 1929 in the
census and assumed to be in the same ratio to total production in the later years.
The noncorporate value of metal and nonmetal mine production is derived from
the census. In table 30, page 44, of the census the total value of production is
given and is extrapolated with the Mineral. Resources value figures as index.
From table 10, page 14, a ratio of noncorporate to total value of production is
derived and applied to the estimated total value in 1929 and later years, to give
the value of production by noncorporate metal and nonmetal mines and quarries.
The noncorporate value of oil and gas production is equal to the difference between
the total value of production as given in table 44 and the corporate sales reported
in the special break-down of table 14 (1929-30) and table 13 (1931), Statistics of
Income. The estimate of individuals' business savings in 1932 is based upon the
percentage change from 1931 to 1932 in corporate savings applied to individual
savings in 1931.

III. ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER AND GAS

TABLE 51

Line 1.--A preliminary release of the Census of Electrical Industries for
Electric Light and Power Stations for 1932 shows the total number of employees
in that year. The Bureau of Labor Statistics index of employment found in
recent issues of Trend of Employment is converted to a 1932 base and is used to
extrapolate the total figure back through 1929.

Line 2.-On pages 751-763 of volume II of the 1929 Census of Manufactures is
given the number employed in 1929 in the manufactured gas industry. Annual
Statistics of the American Gas Association indicate the number of employees
for the years 1929-32. The number of employees in all establishments and those
in municipal companies as shown in the census are both extrapolated oln the
basis of the American Gas Association figures, and the number of employees in
municipal plants is subtracted from the total for the final estimates of employees
in commercial plants.

TABLE 52
Lines 1 to 7.-Data are from recent issues of the Survey of Current Business,

the yearly figures being totals of the monthly.
Lines 8 to 16.-These data are from Annual Statistics of the American Gas

Association.
TABLE 53

Line 1.-Total salaries, wages, and number of employees for 1927 appear on
pages 7 and 8, respectively, of the 1927 Census of Electrical Industries for Central
Electric Light and Power Stations. From these data an average compensation
is computed for this year. A special release oi the same census showing comn-
laral)le data for 1932 permits the computation of average compensation for
1932. The Bureau of Labor Statistics indexes of pay rolls and employment, as
given in recent issues of Trend of Employment have been divided, one by the
other to provide an index of average compensation. It has been assumed that
the average compensation for 1929 is the same as that for 1927. It is to be noted
that in manufactured gas the average compensation per employee showed a change
smaller than 2 percent between 1927 and 1929. The 1929 figure has been carried
through 1931 by means of the index of average compensation. The product of
the average compensation and the number of employees yields total salaries and
wages.

Ionie 2.-Other labor income consists of pensions and compensations for injuries.
M. W. Latimer of the Industrial Relations Counsellors, Inc., has made estimates

of pensions for public utilities for 1929, 1930, and 1931, and for the electric light
and power industry for 1931. The ratio of the electric light and power pensions
to all public utility pensions in 1931 is assumed to hold for the earlier ycars; 1932
pensions are considered the same as for 1931.

Replies to questionnaires sent to the States provide da& nP compensation for
injuries for electric light and power establishments and zo electric railways.
The 1929 ratio of salaries and wages in the sample States total salaries and
wages is applied to the compensation payments of the samp States to obtain
total compensation figures. This 1929 total is carried through 932 by means of
an index of compensation payments in sample States. A break-down of the total
into payments by the electric light and power industry and by electric railways is
made on the basis of the ratio of salaries and wages of each industry to the total.

Line 4.-Dividends are net, originating in the industry, and represent the dif-
ference between total cash dividends paid and dividends received. Both these
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itetis tare givell itia special l)reak-down of table li (1929--30) an1(1 table 13 (1931),
Statistics of Inconie, furnislde(d thye Treatsury D)epartment. Total (liVi(lven(s
for 1932 are estiluate(l ol the basis of the 19331--32 )erenlltage change in a corl)o-
ralte sample selected from Moody's lManual of lPIlic Utilities. The ratio of net
to total dividends in 1932 is assumed to be the -same atS in) 1931.

Line .T.--llterest is miet, originating ini the industry. '[lie ralte of interest
ol)tainled for at corporate saml)le taken from Moody's Manual of Pul)lic Utilities is
all)ldie(l to toltll long-terlni debt, of the industry. 'Thliis latter figure is arrived at
1b) raisilng the long-term (lebt for corl)orat ions subminitting l)alance sheets, aIs
rel)OI'te(l ill special datil from the Treasury D)epartlment for 1929, 1930, aind 1931,
to cover long-terni (debt of all orl)orations. The raising coefficient use(l is based
upon the ratio of tlie number of inicoine tax returns to the number of balance sheets
for net income anid deficit classes for transl)ortation and other public utilities
corp)oratiols as shown ill table 19 (1929-30) and table 15 (1931), Statistics of
Inucomne. lotal interest l)aidl ol long-term debt ill 1932 is estimated onl the basis
of the 1931 ---,32 percentage change in the corporate saml)le. From total interest
l)ai(d is deductedd interest. receiv(e(l, which itein is found in a special break-down
of table 14 (1929-30) and table 13 (1931), Statistics of Income. For 1932 it has
beemi assuline(l to rel)reseIlt the same l)ercelnt of the total interest laid as in 1931.

Litnc 8.- Corporiate savings or losses arC t-lie difference between net income and
total (lidi(len(ls pai(ld. Net income is obtained by ad((ling to compl)iled net l)rofit,
after tilXes, the loss from smile of real estate, stocks, bonds, and other assets andi
ded(lu(tilng l)rofit fromt sale of same. In 1929, where the loss is liot. shown, it has
beell regardd(ld ts zero. Itemlls mentioned are giveln in at special tabulation of
table 14 (1929- 30) aiid table 13 (1931), Statistics of Income. The 1932 net income
figure has heii estimnatedi oml the basis of the 1931-32 percentage change in a
corporate saminple ats taken from I\loody's Manual of Public IUtilities.

'rABLE. 54

-ine I .- Total salaries alnd wages and(l niniber of emiployees for mniinicip)al ald
other gs establishments are given onl paes 751--763 of volume 11 of the 1929
Census of NIlanufact ores. l)Data for commercial companies are obtained by sub-
tracting fromt the total figures those for the Inunkiail)pal concerns. Ali estimate of
thme average conipensat ion in 1929 is extrapolated through 19:32 by iealns of an
index of tfle average compensation of electric light and power Cliil)loyecs. Total
salaries a11(1 wVages for aill years are the result of multiplying the miumber of enmi-
ployees by the average ompnl)enisation p'aynmenit.

Line 2.---Othlicr labor. income is a total of the iteim for pensions and that for
compensation for injri(eS.

T'le (931 figure for pensions is an estimate made by MI. W. Latimner of the
In(lustrial Relations Counsellors, Inc. Figures for other years have been comi1-
puted by a plrocedlre siniilarr to that followed in making the electric light and
power estillmates.

Istimlates onl compensation for injuries are based on wage data. 'These are
givemi for 1929 on page 26, volume I, of the 1929 Censuis of Manufactures and in
the p)relimniniarv release of that census for 1931. By using an index of wages in all
other cheinical manufacturing, ws'ages in gas manufacturing have been estimated
for all years. Computation of comlpensation for injuries for gas establishments
has 1)been mna(lc ol the assumption that the prol)ortion of such payments by gas
companies would be the same as the ratio of gas wages to all chleical wages.

Lines 4, 6, and 8.--Samiie inethods aud sources are used as for table 53, lines
4, 5, and 8. Treasury data are for artificial saud natural gas, but the percent-
age of' natural gas is assumed to be negligible. Corporate samples are taken
from Mloodv's Manual of Industrials.

IV. MANUFACTURING
'rThe manufacturing industry has been divided into seven groups. These

groups represent, to a large extent, combinations of groupings as given in the
1929 Census of MIvlanufactures, pages 336-345.

1. The food and tobacco group combines the census group 1 and cigars and
cigarettes ami(l tobacco fromin group 16.

2. The p)alper, l)rinting, and pullblishing group cm)binmes the census groups 4
a lI(l 5.

3. The textile and leather group combines the censusC groups 2 and 9, with an
ad(ldition of the following iteC11s from group 16: Artificial and preserve(l flowers
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and plants; feathers, l)lunles, and manufacturers thereof; fur goods, dressed
furs, hair work, and men's straw hats.

4. The construction materials group combines the census groups 3 and 10.
5. The chemicals and petroleum refining group combines thle census groups 6

and 7 with the exclusion from the latter group of manufactured gas, illuminating
and heating.

6. The metals and metal products group is a total of time census groups 11, 12,
13, and 14 with the ad(l(ition of broomis and brushes, other than rubber, from
group 16 and the. exclusion from group 14 of aircraft and parts.

7. The miscellaneous and rubber group combines the eni]sus group 8 and all
iteC1s includedeiby thle census in group 16 not allocated to other groups. The
item for notion pictures, not including projections in theaters, has beeni excluded
entirelv from mnanufacturiig.

Tlhle census- group 15, railroad repair hiops, has also been excluded from the
manufacturing in(lustry.
Tables for total manufacturing are, in most part, summations of totals for the

various groups.
For iteins to which this statement dtoes not apply or for which there is no b)relk-

down of the industry into its various groups, a description of methods and
s urces follows inmediatelv.

TABLE 58
Line 1.-'rIio tIme summnation of the number of salaried employees in the various

groups is added the number of employees in central administrative offices. Since
this item is not allocable to tlme various groups, it. appears only in the total for
manufacturing. It is given for 1929 onl page 43 of the Cenisus of Manufactures,
1929, voltumie 1, and estimated for 1930, 1931, and( 1932 oln the basis of the other
salaried employee figures.

Line .4.-The numnl)er of proprietors and firm members engaged in 1929 iii the
manufacture of each product is given in the Census of Manufactures, 1929,
volume 1, pages 310--323. The total nulmb11er for each group is obtainedlby adding
together the industries comprising that gropl) ats outlined above. The estimates
for 1930 and 1931 arc based up)o01 the number of establishments given in thle
census and extrapolate(l by means of one of several indexes. The choice of index
depended upon the comparison of the trend of the iiidex to be used with the trend
of the number of establishnmrents. The llrocedure usel for etach of the. subgroups
is given below.

(a) F'ood and tobacco.-An index of the value of production lnha been obtained
by Inultiplying the Federal Reserve Board index of production for food (1932
Annual Supplement of the SuJrvev of Current Business, ). 11 anld Federal Reserve
Bulletin, February 1933, p. 108), by the Bureau of Labor Statistics index of
wholesale prices (Wholesale Prices, December and year, 1932, U.S. Department
of Labor, p. 1). The number of establishments in 1929 and 1931, respectively,
is given in the 1929 Census of Manufactures, pages 96-105 and 1931 Census of
Manufactures preliminary release dated December 30, 1932. The number of
establishments in 1930 and 1932 have been estimated by applying to the number
in 1931, the percentage change from 1930 to 1931 and from i931 to 1932 in the
index of the value of production.
The number of establishments owned by corporations in 1929 is alfo shown in

the 1929 Census of Manufactures, pages 96-106. The number of corporations is
considered to be the same as the number of income tax returns filed with the
Treasury Department. This information is given in table 16 (1929-30) and
table 14 (1931) Statistics of Income, and in the preliminary release for 1932. The
number of estailishmentis per corporation in 1929 has been estimated and applied
to the number of corporations in the later years to obtain the number of estab-
lishlmnents owned by corporations in these years.

Thle difference between the total number of establishments and. the establish-
nrents owned by corporations is assumed to rel)resent the numl)er of establish-
ments owned by individuals, partnerships. etc.

Time number of individually owned establishlments per proprietor ill 1929 has
been estimated and the result applied to the number of individually owned estab-
lishnments in 1930, 1931, and 1932 to obtain the numi)er of entrepreneurs.

(b) Paper, printing, and publi8hing.-The same method and sources have been
used as in the food and tobacco group), with the exception that the number of
establishments has been interpolated in 1930 and extrapolated for 1932 on the
basis of tile percentage change in the Federal Reserve Board imldex of production
from 1930 to 1931 and from 1931 to 1932, respectively.
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(c) Textiles and leather.--Saine method and sources as in pa er, printing, and
publishing. In the matter of the index of production, it has been necessary to
combine the textile index and the leather index. A weighted average of the
two is obtained by using the 1929 iiumber of establishments as weights throughout.

(d) Construction materials and furniture.-Instead of estimating the total num-
ber of establishments on the basis of the percentage change in the index of pro-
duction 1930-31, the number of construction materials establishments is based
on the l)ercentage change in gross sales of corporations. These data are given
in table 14 (1929-30) and table 13 (1931), Statistics of Income.

In other respects the procedure and sources are the same as those outlined for
textiles an(1 leather, with the further exception that the 1932 estimate of the
number of entrepreneurs is based on the assumption that the percentage change
from 1931 to 1932 is equal to that from 1930 to 1931.

(e) Chemicals and petroleum refining.-The methods and sources are the same
as those used in the construction materials estimates.

(f) Metal and metal products.-Same methods and sources as those outlined in
construction materials are used here.

({) AMiscellaneouts and rubber.-Same sources and methods as in construction
materials are used here.

TABLUE 60

Line 1.-To the sunmmation of total salaries are added the salaries paid at
central administrative offices as shown for 1929 on page 43, of the 1929 CenMus
of Manufactures. This item does not permit of allocation to the various branches
of manufacturing and so appears only in totals for the industry. It is estimated
for 1930, 1931, and 1932 with the total of other salaries used as index.

Line 3.-This item is a total of pensions and compensation for injuries.
(a) Pension estimates have been made by M. W. Latimer, Industrial Relations

Counsellors, Inc., for the entire manufacturing industry for the years 1929-31, and
for each group of the industry for 1931. The ratio of each group to the total in
1931 has been applied to the totals for the earlier years to obtain estimates of
pensions paid in each of the various groups. In cach instance it has been assumed
that pensions for 1932 are the same as for 1931.

Basic data for the estimates of compensation for injuries have been furnished.
by questionnaires sent out to the State governments. Trle ratio of compensa-
tion payments to wage payments in the entire industry and in the various groups
has been computed for all reporting States. The ratio obtained has then been
applied to wage payments for the United States to arrive at total compensation
payments. Owing to the fact that a greater number of States reported data for
MIl manufacturing than for the various groups, there is a discrepancy between
the total obtained by multiplying the ratio of compensation to wages by wages
for the whole industry, and the added total of the product of this ratio and the
wages in the separate groitps. This discrepancy is distributed among the seven
groups of the industry in proportion to each group's share of the added total.
The final compensation figure for each group is a total of that originally obtained,
plus the amount of the discrepancy apportioned to it. On the basis of this final
compensation figure, the adjustment is made separately for each year.

Total compensation payments are estimated by means of an index of total com-
pensation payments in all reporting States. By this index, the 1929 estimate of
total coml)ensatfion is extrapolated through 1932.

Line 8.-Total entrepreneurial withdrawals have been estimated in different
ways for the various subgroups of manufacturing, the choice being made after
consideration of the reasonableness of the average withdrawal when compared
with the average volume of business of the noncorporate establishments.

(a) Food( and tobacco.--Total entrepreneurial withdrawals are estimated by
multiplying tile number of entrepreneurs by the average compensation of. salaried
employees.

(b) Paper, printing, and publishing.-Same method as for food and tobacco.
(c) Textiles and leather.-Dividends paid by corporations and the compensa-

tion of officers of corporations (table 14 (1929-30) and table 13 (1931), Statistics
of Income) have been totaled as an approximation of the withdrawals in corpora-
tions in 1929. The ratio of this figure to the value of the product of corporate
entcrlpriscs (1029 Census of Manufactures, pp. 6-103) has been applied to the
value of the product of individual enterprises (1929 Census of Manufactures, pp.
96-103) to obtain an estimate of the withdrawals of individuals. The average
withdrawal per entrepreneur has been extrapolated through 1932 with the average
compensation of salaried employees as an index and multiplied hy the number of
entrel)reneurs to give total entrepreneurial withdrawals in 1932.
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(d) Construtction. materials andfurnitiure.-Saine inethod as for food and tobacco.
(e) Chemical and petroleum refining.-Total withdrawals are based on the 1929

estimates of average withdrawal per entrepreneur. The first estimate is that
outlined under textiles and leather and the second is that used in food and
tobacco. An arithmetic average of the estimates is extrapolated on the basis
of the average compensation per salaried employee and multiplied by the number
of entrepreneurs. -

(f) Metal and metal products.-Same method as for food and tobacco.
(g) Miscellaneous and rubber.--Same method as for textiles and leather.

TABLE 63

Lines I to 6.-The total number of salaried employees for 1929 is given oln
pages 310-323 of the 1929 Census of Manufactures. In estimating figures for
the later years, the following method has been used: the ratio of salaried em-
ployees to wage earners in 1929 is estimated and extrapolated through 1932 on
the basis of the ratio of salaried employees to wage earners in Pennsylvania,
New York, and Ohio. The ratio obtained has been applied to the number of
wage earners for 1930, 1931, and 1932 to give the number of salaried workers for
these years. Pennsylvania data are from the Pennsylvania Bureau of Statistics
in their Report on Productive Industries for respective years. New York data
are for a number of representative factories as given in the November issues of
the New York State Industrial Bulletin for respective years. From the total
number of employees in New York factories is subtracted the number of office
employees to obtain the number of wage earners. The 1929 Ohio figures are
taken from Bulletin on Rates of Wages, etc., of the Industrial Commission of
Ohio. Figures for later years are from special data furnished by the Industrial
Commission. The number of superintendents and managers in Ohio is not
available for inclusion in the computations.
Line 7.-Same method and sources as for lines 1 to 6, with the exception that

the 1929-32 extrapolation of the ratio of salaried workers to wage earners has
been based on figures for Pennsylvania and Ohio only, there being no comparable
miscellaneous manufacturing group for New York.

Lines 8 to 14.-The number of wage earners in 1929 and 1931 is given in the
1929 Census of Manufactures, pages 21-34 and the 1931 Census of Manufac-
tures preliminary release dated December 30, 1932. The index of these figures
has been interpolated for 1930 and extrapolated for 1932 by means of the Federal
Reserve Board index of employment (Federal Reserve Bulletin, recent issues)
on the assumption that the percentage change from 1930 to 1931 and from 1931
to 1932 would be the same for both indexes. The resulting index has been used
to extrapolate the 1929 number of wage earners. Wherever a manufacturing
group is in itself a composite of two or more groups, each lesser group has been
estimated separately and the results combined for a final total; e.g., the number
of wage earners in food factories has been based on the index of employment in
food factories. Wage earners in tobacco factories have been estimated by
using the index of employment in tobacco factories. A summation of both
figures gives the total number of wage earners in the food and tobacco group.

TABLE 64
Lines I to 7.-The value of the product of each group of manufacturing for 1929

and 1931 is found in the Census of Manufactures, 1929, pages 96-103 and the
Census of Manufactures, 1931, preliminary release dated December' 20, 1932.
The 1930 interpolation is based upon the proportionate change from 1929 to
1930 and from 1929 to 1931 in gross sales of corporations for each group as re-
ported in table 14 (1929-30) and table 13 (1931), Statistics of Income.

TABLE 65

Line /.-The estimated value of production has been adjusted for price changes
by means of the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics index of. wholesale
prices of foods.

Line R.-The index of production in paper and printing is that of the Federal
Reserve Board as given in recent issues of the Federal Reserve Bulletin. It was
applied to the 1929 dollar value as given in table 64.
Line 3.--The index of prices used for adjustment is a weighted average of

textiles and leather goods.
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Litnc 1,.---Tlhe index of prices u1sed for a(ljulst.inent is a weighted average of
brick an(l tile, p)ort.lanl cement, lumnber, an(l other building materials.

Line C.-The price index uised for adjustmnent is a weightedl average of thle
in(lexes for petroleiin l)ro(ucts, p)aints, chemicals, and drugs.

Line p.--TeI)rice index used for adjustment is that for metal and metal
products.

Line 7.-The price in(lex used for adjUAstUent is a weighted average of those for
anto tires and tulbes and other miscellaneous l)ro(ducts.

TABLI}E 66
,ines I tol 6.-Total salaries for 1929 are obtained by a(lding salaries as shown

in the 1929 Census of Manufactures, pages 310-323. The average salary paid
in 1929 is conl)utted an(l extral)Olated through 1932 on1 the basis of the index of
the average salary payments in Pennsylvania, New York, an(l Ohio. The result-
ing estimate of the average salary is multiplied by the number of salaried workers
to give the figures for total salaries. Pennsylvania data are taken from the
Report on Productive In(lustries of the Pennsylvania Bureau of Statistics for
respective years. The New York data are for a number of representative fac-
tories and the total salary figure is estimated by multiplying the weekly average
salary by, 52 and by the number of salaried workers as- given in the November
issues of the New York State Industrial Bulletin. The Ohio figures appear in the
1929 litllet'in onl Rates of Wages, etc., and in special tabulations furnished by
the Indiistrial Connmission for the subsequent years. Salaries of superintendents
andl managers aire not included in thle Ohio computations.

Line 7.-Sanie sources and methods are used as in lies 1 to 6 with the excep-
tion that the 1929 average salary paylnent is extrapolated through 1932 on thle
basis of the index of the average salary payments in Pennsylvania and Ohio,
there being no comnl)arable miscellaneous group for New York factories.

Lines 8 to I/.--Wages for 1929 and 1931 are found in the 1929 Census of Manu-
factures, pages 310-323 and the 1931 Cens8us of Manufactures preliminary
release date(l December 20, 1932. These figures, first converted to indexes
hlave been interl)olate(l for 1930 and extral)olated for 1932 by the use of the
Federal Reserve Board indexes of pay rolls, on the assumption that the per-
centage change from 1930 to 1931 and from 1931 to J932 would be the same for
both indexes. By ineans of the resulting index, the 1929 figure for wages has
been extrallolated through 1932. Wherever a manufacturing group is in itself a
composite of two or more subgroups each subgroup has been estimated sepa-
rately; e.g., wages in food factories have been estimated separately. Wages in
tobacco factories have likewise been estimated separately. The sulmmation of
the two represents total wages in thle food and tobacco group.

T1ABL.E 67

Lines 1 to 7.-Dividends are net originating in the industry. Net dividends
rel)resent, the balance of total cash(dividends paid an(l dividends received. Both
items are found for 1929, 1930, and 1931 in table 14 (1929-30) and table 1.3 (1931),
Statistics of Inconlue. Total cash dividendls paid in 1932 have been estimnate(l by
applying to the 1931 total tlie ratio of the change from 1931 to 1932 in a corporate
saillple takenm from Moody's ;Manual of In(duistrials). Net dividends for 1932
have been etinitated l)Y apluplying to total divi(len(ls the 1931 ratio of net to total.

Litles 8 to 14.-Interest is net interest on long-term debt originating in the
industry. ' Net interest, represents the difference between total interest paid and
interest received. For manufacturing corporations it is assumed that all long-
termn interest received is that on Government bond holdings. This item is re-
porte(l in tablle 14 (1,929-30') and table 1.3 (1931), Statistics of Income. Table 19
(1929-30) and table 15 (19:31), Statistics of Income show total long-term debt
of corporations ssubmitting balance sheets. This figure is raised to allow for long-
terin (dle)t of ill corp)orationIs, by applying tile ratio of the ]nimbler of companies
filing income tax returns to those submitting balance sheets for classes reporting
net income an(l those reporting no net income. The interest rate derived from
at corporate saml)le (taken froin Moody's Manual of Industrials) is applied to the
estimliated total long-teri (lel)t to give total interest paid. Total interest for 1932
is estimatedl on the basis of the 1931-32 )ercentage change of total interest pay-
mnents in the c-orl)orate sainl)le. It. is assumed theat the ratio of net interest
to total interest, in 1932 is the sate as for 1931.
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1TABLE 69

Total business savings are at silllm of tile saN'ings of corporations and those of
individuals. The corl)orate savings have been estimated a-s the (lifferelnce be-
tween not inCOme and total dividenl(lS paid. Tlhe methods lISe(d for (llchi silb-
grotip are given below.

Lines S to 14-(a) Corporate savings.-The difference, between neet income of
Corl)orations andi total cash dlividendls paid rel)resents savings. Table 14 (1929-
.30) and table 13 (1931), Statistics of Income, show net )rofits after taxes an(l
)rofit and loss from sale of real estate, stocks, bonds, afnd other assets. The
net profit figure has been adjuste(l by subtracting the difference between the
l)rofit and loss items froin sale of assets. In 1929 where the loss is not rel)orte(l, it
has been considered as zero. The 1932 estimate of net income is based on the
preliminary Statistics of Income data for statutory net income of corporations
plus estimates of interest and dividends received as computed with a corporate
sample as in(lex, minus estimated Federal taxes and net profit from the sale of
assets (assumed to be the same as in 1931).

(b) Individuals' savings.-Tle differencee b)etwoeen net income of entrepreneurs
andi entrel)reneurial wvithdrawals gives savings of individuals. Net income of
entrepreneurs is estimlatedl as follows: Total long-term interest paid )lus the
coml)ensat.ioli of officers of eorl)orations plus corl)orate statutory net income,
(table 14 (1929-30) and table 13 (1931), Statistics of Incomle), thic latter figure
adjusted by subtracting tIme difference between profit and loss from sale of real
estate, stocks, bon)d1s, anld other assets, where reported divided by gross sales
(table 14 (1929-30) and table 139 (1931), Statistics of Income) gives an approxi-
mation of a profit ratio for individuals. This ratio is then al)plied to the esti-
niated value of the product of factories owned by i mdividls, partnershlil)s, etc.,
to give the estimate for net income of entrepreneurs. The value of the product
of factories owvned h)y individuals, lpartnershil)s, etc., in 1929 (1929 Census of
Manufactures, pp. 96-103) is (livi(lel into the total value of the product in
that year and thle resulting ratio applied to the total value for 1930 and 1931 to
give the estimated value of product of noncorporate factories. To obtain the
19,32 entreprneneurial savings, the ratio of the 1931-32 change in corporate savings
has I)een al))ied(l to the 1931 entrepreneurial savings.

V. CONSTRUCTION

TABLE 71

Line 1.--The number of salaried employees in 1929 is not reported by all
establishments in the Census of Construction. The figures for reporting estal)-
lishments for number and total salaries are given in table 5, page 88. From these
an average salary is derived which, divided into the estimated total salary bill of
establishments with an annual volume of $25,000 or more as given in table IX,
page 23, results in the estimated number of employees in establishemits with an
annual volume of $25,000 and over. On the basis of the ratio of work done by
own force reported for establishments with annual volumes of over $25,000 and
under $25,000 in table VII, page 20, this estimate is stepped up to include all estab-
lishnments reporting to the census. The resulting figure is raised on the basis of
the ratio of the estimated total contract construction volume to the census
volume to give the total number of salaried employees in 1929. It is extrapolated
for 1930, 1931, and 1932 on the basis of the ratio of salaried workers to wage
workers in nonmetal mining, applied to the ratio for construction in 1929.

Line 2.-The number of wage earners in establishments with annual volume
of $25,000 or more is given for 1929 in table XVI, page 32 of thle Censuls of Con-
strimetion. The number i a the smaller establishments is derived by dividing into
total wages as given in table VII, page 20, the average wage derived from the
data for the larger concerns. The total is raised by the ratio of the estimated
total volume of construction under contract to the volume reported in the census
to give total number of wage earners employed in 1929. Estimates for 1930,
1931, and 1932 are averages of two preliminary estimates. The first is based on
a six-State employment index compiled by the Federal Employment Stabilization
Board and the second oln an index of the value of construction contracts adjusted
for changes in building costs. The F. W. Dodge Corporation contract figures
and the Turner Construction Co. index of construction costs are used in this
adjustment.

Line 4.-The number of entrepreneurs for 1930 is taken from the Census of
Occupations and is a total of builders and building contractors and owners, oper-
ators, and proprietors of the building industry, and of contractors, builders, and
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proprietors of cOnCerns in construction and maintenance of roa(ls, streets, sewers,
an(l bridges as givPen in table 2, pages 424 and 5414. It iS assumed( to be the
samne for the other years.

TABLE, 72

Litne 1.--Thc estimate of private contract construction is a total of the Dodge
contract figures for residential, commlnercial, factory, and religious and nmemiorial
buildings for 37 States raised by the Federal Employment Stabilization Board to
inclu(le the othli(er 11 States, plus farnm contract construction. Total farm con-
struction is estimatedl by the Department of Agriculture. The ratio of contract
to total farnm construction is assumed to be 60 percent in 1929 anl is extrapolated
for 1930, 1931, and 1932, the ratio of contract to total construction for State,
county, and city work being used as index.

Lines 2 and S.-Thie estimate of total public and public utility contract con-
struction for 1.929 is based upon the Census of Construction. In table 2, page 73,
the public and public utility total may be segregated from all business, under
general contract or (done directly for owner, distributed by class. The ratio of
public and public utility to the total is thus derived, and applied to the total
voluinie of construction by establishments with more than $25,000 annual volume,
to obtain l)ublic and public utility contracts by companies with annual volume
of $25,000 or more. For construction by establishments with less than $25,000
annual volume, table 12, page 166, a break-down of general contracts by class,
shows that 90 percent of the volume is for buildings. The other 10 percent is
public and public utility construction. Of the building construction it is assumed
that the sanme percentage is public and public utility as in the group of larger
establishments. These ratios applied to the total volume of construction under
general contract or directly for owner by establishments with annual volume of
less than $25,000, given in table VII, page 20, yield an estimate of total public
and public utility construction by the smaller establishments in 1929. The total
for all establishlnents is then derived and extrapolated for 1930, 1931, and 1932
on the basis of the F. W. Dodge figures for volume of contracts awarded in the
public and public utility fields. The break-down of the total into public and
public utility construction is made on the assumption that the public construc-
tion (lone directly for the Government is in the same proportion to the total, as
the Government figure for total construction, by general contractors, including
sul)contracts let, is to that total (table 2, page 42). This 1929 estimate of public
construction is extrapolated for 1930, 1931, and 1932 by the same index as total
l)ublic and public utility contract construction. Public utility contract construc-
tion is the difference between the total public and public utility construction and
the estimated public construction.

TABHLE 73

The volume of contract construction is adjusted for price chalngeS on the banis
of the Turner Construction Co.'s index of construction costs.

TABLE 74

Line I.-Total salaries l)ai(l in 1929 are based upon the figures for establish-
ments with annual volumes of $25,000 or more as given in Census of Construction,
table IX, page 23; and raised on the basis of the ratio of total volume of
contract construction to tile volume of those establishments with annual volumes
of $25,000 or more. The estimates for 1930, 1931, and 1932 are based upon the
average salary paid and the estimated number of salaried employees. The aver-
age salary in 1929 is derived from the Census, and for the later years is based upon
thle average salary in nonmetal mines.

Line 2.--Total wages in 1929 are based on the Census of Construction figure
given in table VIi, page 20, and raised to include all contract construction. Esti-
mates for 1930, 1931, and 1932 are an arithmetic mean of two preliminary esti-
mnates. The first is the product of the average wage and the number of wage
earners. Th}e aNerage wage is tile Census figure extrapolated on the basis of the
Ohio index of average wage, adjusted to the six-State eml)loyment index. The
second estimate is made with the F. W. Dodge figures on value of contracts
awarded used as index.

Line 3.-Other labor income includes compensation for injuries only. There
are no figures available on pensions in the construction industry. Compensation
for injuries to employees is based on data obtained by questionnaires from sample
States. These figures on compensation in 1929 are raised. by the ratio of wages
paid in the United States to wages paid in the sample States as reported in the
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Census of Construction. Estimates for 1930, 1931, and 1932 are based on the
trend indicated by the sam ele data.
Line 5.-Dividends are net originating in the industry, i.e., the difference

between the total paid and(ldividends received. Thley are taken from table 14
(1929-30) and table 13 (1931), Statistics of Income, after an adjustment for ship-
building dividends has been made. In the present industrial classification ship-
building is included with metals and metal products in the manufacturing group
while in the Treasury Departmnent's classification it is included with construction.
The estimates of shipbuilding figures for 1929, 1930, and 1931 are based upon the
ratios of shipbuilding gross income to total construction gross income for net
income and deficit classes as reported in table 16 (1929-30) and table 14 (1931),
Statistics of Income. The estimates for construction proper are the differences
between the total construction and shipbuilding figures. The estimate of divi-
dends paid in 1932 is based upon sample corporation data.

Line 6.-Interest is a net interest originating and it is assumed that in the
<construction field the only holdings of corporations are Government securities.
Total interest is estimated for 1929, 1930, and 1931, by applying to the value of
long-term debt (reported in table 19 (1929-30) and table 15 (1931), Statistics of
Income), and raised by the ratios of the number of income tax returns to the
number of balance sheets submitted by net income and deficit classes and ad-
juste(l for shipbuilding as explained above) the interest rate derived from a
sample of construction corporations. Interest receipts on Government securities
are given in table 14 (1929-30) and table 13 (1931), Statistics of Income, and
adjusted for shipbuilding also. The 1932 estimates of total and net interest
payments are based on sample data.
Line 8.-The withdrawals of entrepreneurs in 1929 are based upon the average

withdrawal estimated separately for proprietors of establishments with annual
volumes of more than $25,000 and those with less. The total number of entre-
renceurs is broken down into the two groups onl the basis of the data in the

Census of Construction on the number in each size group. The number of prop-
prictors of reporting establishments with over $25,000 annual volulmle is given in
tal)le 5, page 88. Their numl)er is raised oln the basis of the ratio of the total
number of establishments to the,number reporting. The total number of estiab-
lishnments with less than $25,000 annual volume is given in table VII, page 20.
From this figure is subtracted the difference between the total number of active
construction corporations reported in table 16 (1929-30) and table 14 (1931),
Statistics of Income, and the number of corporations reported in table 1, page 12
of the Census of Construction. It is assumed that there is one entrepreneur per
establishment. The total number of entrepreneurs is broken down in the ratio
derived from the Census of Construction of those with establishments of less than
$25,000 annual volume and those with more. To the estimated number of entre-
prencurs with the larger volume is applied the average salary reported in table
5, page 88, and to the smaller entrepreneurs is applied the average of the average
wage and the average salary in construction to give total withdrawals in 1929.
'Tihis total is extrapolated for 1930, 1931, and 1932, with total salary payments
as index.
Line 10.-Corporate savings in 1929, 1930, and 1931 are estimated as the differ-

ence between net profits after taxes and total dividends I)aid as reported in table
14 (1929-30) and table 13 (1931), Statistics of Income. Not profits are adjusted
for profits and losses from the sale of assets. In 1929, when losses are not reported,
they are assumed to be zero. All figures are exclusive of shipbuilding. The esti-
mlate of corporate savings in 1932 is based upon the preliminary Statistics of In-
come figure for statutory net income, stepped up to the total, plus interest received
on Government holdings minus Federal taxes and net profit from the sale of assets
(assumed to be equal to the 1931 figure). The difference between the resulting
figure and net dividends paid is assumed to be corporate savings for 1932.

Line 1I.-Business savings of individuals for 1929, 1930, and 1931 are esti-
mate(l as the difference between net income and withdrawals of entrepreneurs.
Net income is estimated by applying to the volume of noncorporate business
time ratio of net profit derived from corporate data. From a special tabulation
of the Census of Construction the volume of corporate business by establish-
inents of more than $25,000 is obtained. To this is added an estimate of cor-
porate business of smaller concerns made by multiplying the number of cor-
porations with less than $25,000 volume (the difference between the total re-
ported in Statistics of Income and the number reported in the Construction
Census) by the average volume of business done by these small concerns. Non-
corporate business is the difference between total contract construction and cor-
porate business and the ratio to the total is assumed to be the same for all 4 years.
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The ratio of iiet profit to sales is derived from gross sales plus profit from opera-
tioni other thani sales and total long-term interest paid plus corporate statutory
net income p)1hls coml)ensation of officers, all adjusted for shipl)uilding. From
statutory niet income is subtracted the profit from sale of real estate, stocks,
1)0o1(1s, awid other assets, an(l to it is added the loss from same, The estimate of
indivi(luals' business savings in 1932 is based upon the percentage change from
1931 to 1932 in corporate savings applied to individuals' savings in 1931.

VI. TRANSPORTATION

All iteils, cx~ej)t gross revenue, shown in the suimmary tables for steain rail-
road1s, Pulilman, anl express are thesumlls of tables 80) to 100, inclusive; for water
transportation, the slims of tables 101 to 106, inclusive, 1)111s steve(lore and long-
shore ol)eratiotis; for motor transp)ortatfioi, they are the sumnis of tables 107
to 109, ilncllsive.

TAim11 77

Linie 5.--It, is assuile(l that there are individual entrepreleurs only ill the
motor tru(ckihig and water traiisl)ortattion inu(listries anid that the other fields
are entirely corporate. After uinich discIIssioi with men familiar with the motor
trucking industry it was estimatedl that about 30 percent of the trucks in this
industry are owned by corporations atnd the other 7() percent by individuals and
partners. It was further estimated that the assumption of aln average of two
trucks per iidiviluial owvner or partner would )e fairly accurate and onl this basis
it w\as estimatedl that there were 35 percent as mreaty entrel)reneurs as trucks,
the number of which is giveii ill the notes onl motor transportation.
The Cenistis of Occupations of 1930 reports 518 owners, ol)erators, and l)ro-

prictors ill the water tiansl)ortiation ihidustry. This figure is projected for the
other years onl the basis of thic number of corporation officers for each year as
shown ill the special allalysis of the INterstate Commineree Commission (lata on
inladl water tranisportmtilol.

J'A1BL3,n 78

Lie 9.--Ei'i rel)reneurial withdrawals are estimated for the motor trucking and
water transportation industries only%. F'or motor trucking it consists of only two
l)arts. Onie is the return to owners ',or their labor contribution, i.e., assuming
that each owner is a driver and ili; labor incoine is equal to the average wage for
driver.s. To estimate tlh( withdriaxal of owners, the compensation paid to
corporation officers plus dividendslpaid are multiplied by the ratio of receipts of
other than corporations to receipts of corporations. The difference between the
estimated total receipts and receipts by corporations, furnished by the Treasury
Department, equaled the receipts by other thanh corporations.

The, 1926 Census of Water Transportation shows that 8.9 percent of the tonnage
capacity of the industry wais owhed by other than corporations. rhis ratio has
been gradually declining from the tinme of the 1916 Census and roughly projecting
thle trend, it is estimated that for the 4 years under study the proportion of
cal)acity owned by individuals and partnership)s probably varies around 8 percent
of the capacity owned by corl)orations. This 8 percent is applied to the total
compensation of corporation officers 1)lus dividends paid to arrive at an estimate of
withdrawvals of entrepreneurs in 1929. Compensation of corporation officers in
this industry is made available by the Treasury Department for the first 3 years.
The 192(3 figure is extral)olated through 1932 by inetias of the index of total
salaries paid.

TABLE SI

Linc 4.-The Bureau of Mllarine D)evelopment cf the Uniited States Shipping
Board has all estimate of stevedore ol)erations in Great Lakes and coastal ports,
based on Cargo handling and Longshore Labor Conditions, published by the
Department of [Labor and Commercial Statistics-Water-Borne Commerce of
the United States, plublished by the War Depart-ment. The former publication
is the result of a thorough study of labor conditions among stevedores and
longshorenemen and of labor costs of loading and utiloading various types of cargo.
The latter publication consists of statistics of cargo handled in various ports by
tyl)es of cargo. From these two studies the Bureau has} estimated the total costs
of loading anid unloading cargo for each year and also the labor required and men
eltgagedi in the work, basc(l onl expert opinions of the extent of part time employ-
lncut. These estimates included coastal and Great Lakes ports only and on the
basis of tolillage handled in inlaind ports relative to all other ports, the estimate
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was raised to inclu(ld all ports in the United States. Total number was adjusted
to full Lilie equivalent oil tile basis of the number of man-yrars required in this
industry.

Line 8.- Basic data for number of employees are given !or 1927 in the Census
of Electric Railways, 1927, pages 153 and 179 and for 1932 in a preliminary release
of the Census of Electric Railways, 1932. Interpolations for the intervening years
are made proportionate to the change from year to year in the iiumber of em-
ployees as estimated by the American Transit Associationl.

Line 9.-The data oln the iiumber of employees other than officers of corpora-
tions are from the Air Commerce Bulletin, May 1, 1933. Officers arc estimated
oln the basis of returns from questionnaires sent to air transport corporations.

Line 10.-Total nuniber of employees is equal to the sum1 of employees of
interstate and intrastate pipe lines. For interstate companies the figures are
given in Selected Financial and Operating Data from Annual Reports of pipe line
companies, a mimeographed release of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
The number employed by intrastate companies is a total of the replies to ques-
tionnaires sent to public service commissions of Kansas, Montana, New Mexico,
and Texas.

TABLE 82

Line 1.-Data for 1929, 1930, and 1931 are given in Statement 53 of Statistics
of Railways. The 1932 figure for gross revenue is based upon class I data as
reported in summary 1 of Preliminary Abstract of Statistics of Common Carriers
for 1932. The 1932 figures for ton and passenger miles are based on class I data
reported in Monthly Revenue Traffic Statistics.

Lines 2 and 3.-Figures are given in Summaries 3 and 4 of Preliminary Abstract
of Statistics of Common Carriers for 1929, 1930, and 1931 and 1932.

Line 4.-These data are reported in Bus Facts for 1933, a publication of the
National Association of Motor Bus Operators.

Line S.-This is an estimate based upon the ratio of profit to expenses as
derived from corporate data and applied to Mr. Tufts' estimates of total costs in
1930. Profits plus costs equal gross receipts. For the other years the estimates
are based on the change in the corporate receipts for the different years. Further
explanation of this item call be found in the general description of the procedure
followed in arriving at the motor transportation estimates.

Line 6.-The data on operating revenues and number of passengers carried are
compilations made by the American Transit Association, appearing in recent
issues of the Survey of Current business.

Line 7.-These data are for interstate companies only and are given in Selected
Financial and Operating Data from Annual Reports of pipe line companies.

TABLE 83

Lines 1 andi 2.-Same source as table 82, line 1.
Lines 3 and 4.-SaIne source as table 82, line 2.
Line S.-Same source as table 82, line 4.
Line 6.-Same source as table 82, line 6.
Line 7.-Same source as table 82, line 7.
Line 8.--Same source as table 81, line 9.
Lines 9, 10, and 11.-Series appearing in Survey of Current Business.

TABLE 84

Line 4.-This item represents the labor cost of loading and unloading cargo,
i.e., stevedoring and longshoring costs, as estimated by the United States Shipping
Board and explained in table 81, line 4.

Line 8.-Same source as table 81, line 8.
Line 9.-Salaries paid to the op)erating and office personnel are estimated as

the product of the number and the average salary, the latter as reported by
sample companies. Salaries paid to pilots are a product of the number and their
overage salary as reported in Air Commerce Bulletin, May 1, 1933.. All other
employees' salaries are estimated on the basis of their numNer and their average
wage. Their average weekly Garage in 1931 is given in the Monthly Labor Review
of August 1932 and extral)olated by means of mechanics' wages as reported in
the Air Commnerce Bulletin, May 1, 1933.

Line 10.-Same source as table 81, line 10.
Line 12.--Tie United States Employees' Compensation Commission admini-

isters the Longshoreman Act which concerns the payment of compensation for
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injuries to longshoremneni wVhile working oln vessels. Those working on the docks
are not covered by this net but are inelu(ie(l in the scope of State compensation
acts. Tlhe Comll;ission. has furnished data on the amount of payments for each
year. Generally there are about as many workers on the docks as on the vessels
for loading an(d unloading cargo, but the danger of injuries is greater on vessels.
For this reason it is assume(l that those oln the (locks received half as much
compensation as those oil the boats. Estimates are made for regular vessel
employees on1 the basis of tile ratios of number of vessel employees to the number
of longshoremen and stevedores for each year. The estimate of pensions paid
was l)rovi(led for 1929, 1930, and 1931 by M. W. Latimer of Industrial Relations
(-counsellors, Inc. Pensions for 1932 are assumed to be the same as for 1931.

Inne 14j.-Other labor income includes compensation for injuries and pensions.
Data on compensation for injuries are from replies to questionnaires sent to the
various States which provide such figures for electric light and power establish-
ments and electric railways. The 1929 ratio of salaries and wages in the sample
States to total salaries and wages is applied to the compensation payments in
the sample States to obtain total compensation figures. This 1929 total is
extra)olate(l through 1932 by means of the index of compensation payments in
the sample States. The break-down of the total into payments by the electric
light and power industry and by the electric railways is made on the basis of the
ratio of the salaries and wages in each field to the total. Pensions paid by the
electric railways have been provided by M. W. Latimer of the Industrial Relations
Counsellors, Inc., for 1931 and are assumed to be in the same ratio to his estimates
of payments by all public utilities other than steam railways for that year and for
1929 and 1930. The pensions paid in 1932 are carried at the same figure as in
1931.

Line 15.-Other labor income in the pipe line industry consists of pensions
only. M. W. Latimer of the Industrial Relations Counsellors, Inc., has prepared
tin estimate for pensions paid by pipe line companies in 1931 and estimates for all
1)1l)liciutilities other than railways for 1929, 1930, and 1931. The ratio of pensions
paid 1)y pipe lines to pensions paid by public utilities is assumed to be the same in
1929 and 1930 as in 1931. Total pensions paid by pipe line companies are
carried at the same figure in 1932 as in 1931.

TABLE 85
Line R.-Dividends are net, originating in the industry, i.e., the net difference

between the dividends received and the dividends paid as obtained from special
analyses furnished by the Income Tax Division of the Treasury Department.
In 1932, the figure is an estimate based on the change in dividend disbursements
of a sample of corporations in this field.

Line S.-Dividends are net, originating in the industry, i.e., dividends paid
miinuis dividends received by the reporting companies. For the first 3 years, the
figures are those obtained fromn the Income Tax Division of the Treasury Depart-
ment. For 1932, it was assumed that the 1931-32 decline was the same as the
1930-31 decline for motor trucks, and for bus transportation the data are based
on a corporate sample.

Lines 4 and 6.-Dividend payments are net originating in the industry and are
equivalent to the difference between total dividends paid and dividends received.
Both items are reported for in the special break-down of table 14 (1929-30) and
table 13 (1931), Statistics of Income, and extrapolated for 1932 on the basis of a
corporate sample.

Line 6.-Total dividends for 1929-32 are taken from the Interstate Commerce
Commission release, Selected Financial and Operating Data from Annual Reports
for interstate comp1anlies and from replies to questionnaires sent to various State
public service comninissions for intrastate companies. Dividends received in
1929, 1930, and 1931 are estimated on the assumption that they are in the same
ratio to dividend receipts of "all other public utility companies" as total cash
dividends of pipe line companies are to total cash dividends of "all other public
utility companies." Data for this latter group are given for 1929, 1930, and 1931
in a special break-down of taltle 14 (1929-30) and table 13 (1931), Statistics of
Income, and contain the pipe line companies. The 1932 net dividends originating
are assumned to be in the sanmc ratio to total dividends as in 1931.

Line 8.-The interest presented represents that paid on long-term debt less the
interest received from holdings of Government securities. The funded debt
totals for the first 3 years are from the Treasury Department (raised to cover
corporations not submitting balance sheets), whereas the 1932 figure has been esti-
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mated on the basis of a sample of corporations in the field. This sample also
furnishes the rates of interest, which, applied to the funded debt, yield estimates
of interest payments. The ratio of interest originating in the group to total
interest paid in 1931 applied to total interest paid in 1932 gives the interest
originating in the industry for 1932.

Line 9.-Interest represents the total paid on long-term debt less interest
received from holdings of Government bonds. The volume of long-term debt is
equivalent to the figures reported in a special break-down of table 19 (1929-30)
and table 15 (1931), Statistics of Incomie, adjusted uip to the total on the basis
of the ratio of the number of income tax returns to the number of balance sheets
for net income and deficit classes for the entire transportation group. The rate
of interest is assumed to be 6 percent each year. The 1932 figure for bus trans-
portation is estimated on the basis of a corporate sample and that for motor truck-
ing is estimated as the result of the assumlnption that the 1931 to 1932 percentage
change is the same as the 1930 to 1931 percentage change.

Lines 10 and 11.-Interest is niet, originating in the industry, and is estimated
from total interest payments and estimated interest receipts on long-term debt.
Total interest OD long-term debt is equal to the product of the average interest
rate, derived from sample data, and the estimated total long-term debt for the
industry. Figures for long-term debt are given in the special break-dowvn of table
19 (1929-30) and table 15 (1931,), Statistics of Income, and adjusted up to the
total on the basis of the ratio of i.le number of income tax returns to the number
of balance sheets for net income and deficit classes as given in Statistics of In-
come for the transportation and other public utility group. From the Census of
Electric Railways, 1927, pages 110 and 151, total interest payments on funded
debt and interest receipts are taken, net interest payments derived and their
ratio to total interest payments computed. This ratio is applied to the estimates
of total interest paid in 1929-32 to give net interest.

Line 12.-Total interest is estimated for interstate companies on the basis
of the value of funded(ldebt reported in Selected Financial and Operating Data
from Annual Reports and average interest rates computed from sample data
appearing in Moody's. For intrastate companies the data are totals of replies
to questionnaires. Net interest originating in the industry is considered equivalent
to total interest.

TABLE 87

Line 8.-Corporate savings for the first 3 years are obtained from a break-
clown of table 14 (1929-30) and table 13 (1931), Statistics of Income supplied by
the Treasury Department. They are equivalent to net profits after taxes (ad-
justed for profit and loss from sale of assets) ininus dividends paid. The 1932
estimate is based on the results of a sample of corporations in the industry.
Business savings of individuals are assumed to be proportionately the same as
for corporations and the 8 percent used in line 9, table 78, is applied to the cor-
porate figures just described.

Linre 9.-Corporate savings for the first 3'years are estimated as the difference
between net profit after taxes after adjusting for profit and loss from sale of assets,
reported in the special break-down of table 14 (1929-30) and table 13 (1931)
Statistics of Income, and dividend payments. For 1932, it was assumed that
the 1931 to 1932 and the 1930 to 1931 percentage changes are similar for motor
trucking. For bus transportation the 1932 figure is based on a corporate sample.
The business savings of individuals in the motor trucking industry are derived
1)y applying to the corporate savings, the ratios of noneorporate receipts to cor-
porate receipts following the same method as used in line 9, table 78.
Line IO.-Corporate savings are equivalent to net profits after taxes minus

dividends. These data are {lven in a special break-down of 'table 14 (1929-30)
and table 13 (1931), Statistics of Income. The net-profit item is adjusted for
profit and loss from the sale of real estate, stocks bonds, and other assets. Loss
from such sales in 1929 Is assumed to be zero. The estimate of corporate savings
for 1932 is based upon the percentage change from 1931 to 1932 in a corporate
sample.

Line 11.-For 1929, 1930, and 1931 the derivation of corporate savings is the
same as in electric railways. The estimate for 1932 is assumed to be equal to
the 1931 figure.

Line 12.-Corporate savings are equal to the difference between net income and
total dividends paid. Net income is taken from the same sources as total divi-
dends (see comment on line 6, table 85).

37265-34-13
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A. STEAM RAILWAYS, PULLMAN AND EXPRESS

TABI.ES 89, 93, AND 97

Lines 1 to b.-Railway total employment is given for 1929, 1930, and 1931 in
statement 16-A of Statistics of Railways. For 1932, the estimate is based on
class I railway data in Monthly Wage Statistics. The break-down into principal
salaried workers, other salaried workers, and wage workers is based on the classi-
fication of class I data as given in Monthly Wage Statistics. The Pullman
Co. and express companies data are given for 1929 1930, 1931, and 1932 in
Preliminary Abstract of Statistics of Common Carriers, summaries 3 and 4.
Averages are taken of figures reported for beginning and end of year.

TABLES 90, 94, AND 98
Lines 1-2.-For 1929 and 1930, compensation for class I railways is given in

statement 16 of Statistics of Railways. Compensation for class I switching and
terminal companies is taken from Monthly Wage Statistics., Compensation
for class 11 and 11 railways and switching and terminal companies is based
on ratio of the number of class 11 and III employees to the number of class I
employees. For 1931, comlxensation for class I railways Is given in statement 16
of Statistics of Railways; all other compensation figures have been obtained
directly from Mr. Casey of the Interstate Commerce Commission. The 1932
total compensation figure for railways is based on class I data reported In Monthly
Wage Statistics. The break-down into principal salaried workers other salaried
workers, and wage workers is based on class I data in Monthly VWage Statistics.
Express companies data are given in Preliminary Abstract of Statistics of Com-
mon0 Carriers, 1929 1930, 1931, and 1932. Pullman Co. data have been
obtained from Mr. dasey of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

TABLE 94

Line S.-Commissions paid by express companies are reported in Preliminary
Abstract of Statistics of Common Carriers, 1929, 1930, 1931, and 1932.

TABLES 90, 94, AND 98
Line 4 (line 6 in table 94).Same sources as for lines 1-2 are used here.

Gratuities to waiters are estimated at 15 percent in 1929 and 1930 and 10
percent in 1931 and 1932 of the gross revenue from dining and buffet-car
service and hotel and restaurant service for class I railways and switching and
terminal companies. The class I figures are assumed to be totals. For 1929
1930, and 1931 they are given in Statistics of Railways, in statement 35 for class I
railways and in statement 35-A for class I switching and terminal companies.
The 1932 figure for class I railways is given in summary I of Preliminary Abstract
of Statistics of Common Carriers. Gratuities to Pullman Co. porters are
derived from questionnaires and represent the total of average tips per berth and
chair passenger derived from questionnaires applied to the number of such pas-
sengers reported in Preliminary Abstract of Statistics of Common Carriers.

Line 0 (line 7 in table 94)).-Other labor income consists of (a) compensation for
injuries and (b) relief and pensions. The small item of operating expense of
re ief departments of railways is included here also.

(a) The employees' share of compensation for injuries-is taken at 67.28 per-
cent of the total, which is the percentage given by C. A. Luty, of the Railway
Express Agency. For 1929, 1930, and 1931 the total compensation for injuriesto which this ratio is appliedd Is based upon compensation for injuries by Class I
railways reported in statement 37 of Statistics of Railways. Figures for class I
railways are stepped up on the basis of the ratio of operating revenues for all
railways and switching and terminal companies to operating revenues for class I
railways. The operating revenues for 1929 for class II railways are given on
page 170, for class III on page 180 and for switching and terminal companies on
pages 192-3 of Statistics of Raifways. For 1930 and 1931 they are given in
statements 55A, 55B, and 55C, respectively. For 1932, the compensation for
injuries for class I railways is taken from summary 1 of Preliminary Abstract of
Statistics of Common Carriers, and stepped up by the ratio of total operating
revenue to class I operating revenue in 1931. The total for express companies is
given in summary 3 of Preliminary Abstract of Statistics of Common Carriers
for 1929, 1930, 1931, and 1932.

(b) Pensions and relief department expenses are given f or class I railways
for 1929, 1930, and 1931 in statement 37 of Statistics of Railways and for 1932
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in sunnnary 1 of Preliminaiy Abstract of Statistics of Common Carriers. They
are stepped up to include all railways on the basis of the ratio of total compen-
sation to class I compensation. Pensions for express companies are given in
Preliminary Abstract of Statistics pf Common Carriers for 1929, 1930, 1931, and
1932.
Line 7 (line 9 in table 94, and line 6 in table 98).-Dividends are net, originating

in the industry, i.e., difference between total dividend appropriations and dividend
income, Figures for these two items for all railways for 1929, 1930, and 1931 are
given in statement 34 of Statistics of Railways. The 1932 figures are estimated
on the basis of class I dividend appropriations and income reported in summary 1
of Preliminary Abstract of Statistics of Common Carriers. Pullman and oxpress
company data are given in summaries 3 and 4 of Preliminary Abstract of Statis-
tics of Common Carriers for 1929, 1930, and 1932.

Line 8 (line 10 in table 94 and line 7 in table 98).-Interest is net long-term
Interest originating in the industry. Short-term interest is considered a business
expense item and not included here. For 1929 1930, and 1931 interest paid on
funded debt and interest received on funded dcit by railways are given In state-
ment 34 of Statistics of Railways. For 1932 they are based on the figures for
class I railways reported in summary I of Preliminary Abstract of Statistics of
Common Carriers. Pullman and exp)rcss coinpany data are given in summaries
3 and 4 of Preliminary Abstract of ComminOI Carriers.

Line 11 (line 18 in table 94 and line 10 in table 98).-Corporate savings
are estimated as the difference between net incomeO and total dividends a)Rid.
Total dividends paid are computed in connection with line 7 above (and line 9
in table 94 and line 6 in table 98). Net incomne is given for railways for 1929,
1930, and 1931 in statement 34 of Statistics of Railways and estimated for 1932
on the basis of class I railways data for net operating ineonoe, other income, and
total income deductions as reported in summary 1 of Preliminary Abstract of
Statistics of Common Carriers for 1929, 1930, 1931, and 1932.

B. WATER TRANSPORTATION

This industry was at first divided into six groups, to show operations by foreign
carriers, coastwise carriers, inland-waterwayn carriers, lake carriers, harbor craft
and stovedores and longshoremen. Later the foreign and coastwise groups were
consolidated for expediency in making the estimates. Data oln harbor crat't
and harbor operations are so sparse and capricious that it was not possible to make
any estimates which would be substantiated in fact. Therefore estimates where
made for four groups and the harbor group was omitted and wifl be included in
the miscellaneous group.
One of the major problems involved concerns the element of duplication.

Many water transportation companies engage in traffic operations in more than
one of the above-defined groups. An effort has been made to place these coni-
panies in that group in which their activities are dominant. Many companies
employ their own stevedores, while others contract this type of work to concerns
engaged only in loading and unloading the cargo. For this reason stevedoring
and longshoring are considered as one separate and distinct group and eliminated
from the other groups.

Assistance in gathering the statistics was rendered by the shipping section,Tranlsportationi Division of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce'
the United States Shipping Board' the Bureau of Navigation of the Dcpartment
of Commerce' and the Interstate commerce Commission. The Interstate Com-
merce Conmlission Annual Report on Water Carriers consists mostly of inland,
Great Lakes, and coastwise carriers, about 120 companies reporting annually.
In a specially prepared analysis these reports are broken down into number and
pay of workers in specific occupationas and in different Nhipping operations, i.e.,
on vestels, onl shore, in offices, etc. Thus it is possible to determine the relation-
ship between the number of salaried workers and wage earners oil vessels and on
shore and also the relationship between salaries and wages of the same.

In tables 81-88 the estimates for Great Lakes, inland, and foreign and coastwise
shipping and stevedoring are combined. Harbor craft are not included, nor do
the totals include the data for operations of vessels under 1,000 gross tons capacity
engaged in foreign and coastwise water transportation. These groups are neces-
sarily omitted here due to an absolute lack of data.

(a) Foreign and coastwise water carriers.-The Bureau of Marine Developmentof the United States Shipping Board has compiled data oti the total number of
employees, pay rolls, and subsistence costs for all foreign and coastwise vessels of
1,000 gross tons anq over, which include most of the vessels engaged in this grouV.
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No olata are available on vessels tinder this size, and therefore the estimates are
exclusive of this group.

This same Bureau has also furnished an itemizedl list of various costs and ex-
pu1isCS of a samllple of companies in this group. From this sample, it is found that
in 1032 for foreign alnd coastwise shipping, the shore pay rolls equal 38.55 percent
of the ves'sol pay rolls, whereas for all shipping, this ratio is 110.48 percent, The
ratio for all shipping, extraJ)olated through 1929 otl the basis of the Interstate
Commerce Coininisslon special analysis furnishes a trend from which the for-
eign and coastwise ratio can be projected1 through 1929. By applyltig the result-
ing ratios to thel vessel pay rolls, the shore pay rolls are determined and the sum
of the two equals the total pay rolls on vessels and on shore of all foreign andl coast-
wise carriers.

As rogardH employment, the Interstate Comrnincre Commission report shows
that for all water tranisportation the number of shore employees in 1932 Is equiva-
lent to 61.53 percent of the vessel employees. Assimiling that the above relation-
ship between vessel and shore employees' wages holds In this case, In 1932 the
number of shore employees is found to equal 21,47 loreent, of the vessel employ-
ces of foreign and eoastwvise comnlies. Tor earlier years the trolnd of the Initer-
state Commerce Commission ratios of shore to vessel employees Is used, As a
result of this procedure, the iotal unilm)er of employees on vessels and on shore
is Ob)tainled.

'TABIJI 101

Line 1.--To cominte the b)reakdown between isalariled workers and wage
earners )oth on1 vessels and on shore, the Interstate Comimnerce Commission
special allalysis is. U5ed, I.e., the ratios of salaried workers to all employees on
vessele andl on shore rcapplied to the total nnumler of vessel and shore employees.

Lile 2,*--The saime method as in lilne , usitg ratio of wage earners to total.
Lim! .S.--This represents the total of vessel employees as given by the United

States Shippiig Board p)l1s the iiumber of shore employees estimated l)y the
ith)ove-(des(ribed nletho(d.

TABILE 102

The ratios of salaries and of wages to total pay rolls for both vessel and shore
ptrsontell nare obtained from the Interstate Commerce Commission special analy-
sis n(i applied to the total pay rolls for each group.
To salaries and wvagCs if added subsistence of vessel employees. The figure for

total subsistence is l)rovlfled by the United Stats Shipping Board and broken
(lonwi illtO payments to salaried workers and wage earners on the basis of the ratio
of tihe numbers of same obtaining in the Interstate Commerce Commission Special
Analysis. Included also with wages are gratuities, data for which are likewise
furinied by the United States Shipping Board.

(b) Inland waterway carriers.C-Ir this group, the only available data consist
of the Interstate Commerce Commission Annual Reports and "Inland Waterway
Freight Transportation Lines in the United States" United States Department of
Coinmecree, Domestic Commerce Series No. 32, which includes a list of all inland
carriers as of 1930 and their capacity. About 40 companies listed in the Inter-
state Commerce Commission Annual Reports are included in this census of the
industry.
The general method followed here is to determine what proportion of the total

capacity of all inland carriers Is represented by the 40 companies mentioned above
and then to raiso the compensation and employees of these 40 companies to in-
clude all the inland carriers. For this purpose it is necessary to determine a
common measurement of capacity, since capacity has been reported in gross regis-
tered tons, net tons, cases, and gallons.

Propelling equipment all being in gross and net tons separately, the net tons
are used, Barges are presented in net tons, gallons, and cases. No one seems to
know what is meant by "cases." We have, therefore, ascertained the cubic foot
capacity of the boats reported on this basis; and by using another sample, obtained
the number of cubic feet in a toln and in this manner converted case capacity to
ton capacity. Data obtained from the United States Shipping Board supply a
basis for converting gallon capacity to ton capacity.
The next step is to raise the compensation and employment figures for the 40-

comlpany sample to include all inland carriers.
It happens that for all inland water carriers the net tonnage of propelling equip-

ment is around 200,000 and the net tonnage of barge equipment over 500,000.
In the sample the amounts are about 54,000 and 31 000, respectively. There is
no crew expense attached to the operation of barges, but only to propelling equip-
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ment. Therefore, we cannot merely add both tonnages in the sample for compari-
son with both tonnages for all the carriers,

While barges do not add to crew costs, at least not to an appreciable extent,
nevertheless the more business carrier handles the more will be its office ex-
pense, not absolutely but relatively. If

company runs

1 000-ton vessel and
then adds a barge of the same capacity its expenses will not be increasedbut its shore personnel, disregarding longshoremen, will be added to. We have
arbitrarily assumed that in such situation the administrative, office, traffic, etc.,
expense would increase by figure approximating 33% percent. It seems fairly
reasonable that if the carrier's business doubled, the shore employee costs
would tend toincrease by about one third. The ratio should not be any greater
because most barge cargo is of large scale nature. If it should be less, then theexcess compensates for a possibly necessary addition to the propelling equipment
crew for pulling a barge.
The Interstate Commerce Commission A nnual Reports show that of all employeelay rolls, an average of 49.72 percent goes to those on vessels and 50.28 percentto those on land, exclusive of stevedores. One third of this shore employee

pay roll will equal 16.76 percent. Therefore, for the estimates of salaries andwages the tonnage of barge equipmentis given a weight of 16.76 and the tonnageof propelling equipment a weight of 10 In combining the two. The ratio of
the total tonnage to the sample tonnageis the basis for stepling up the salaries
and wagesin the sample toinclude salaries and wages of all inland waterway
employees. TABLE 103

Lines I andA.-From the Interstate Commerce Commission special analysis.the ratios of salaried workers and of wage earners to all employees are obtained
and applied to the estimate of all employeesin theindustry.

Line 8.-The total number of employees of which lines1 and 2 are the com-)onent partsis the estimate arrived at by raising the total number of employeesIn the sample companies toinclude all companies. The method used
is similar

to that outlined for the estimate of salaries and wages. Here, however, barge
equipment Is given a weight of 12.04 which is third of36.12 percent, the

proportion of all employees on shore,

TABLE 104
The ratios of salaries and of wages to total pay rolls, as determined from the

Interstate Commerce Commission special analysis, are applied to the estimated
total pay rolls. To salaries and wages is added subsistence cost of vessel em-

ployees whichis based the subsistence cost reported by Great Lakes carriers.The average subsistence per officer and per crew member, applied to the number
of inland waterway officers and crew,yiedds subsistence to salaried workers and

wage earners, respectively.(o) Lake carriers.-A report submitted by the Lake Carriers Association
presents complete Income and employment data for those employed on the ves-

sels of its members. The Association submitted list of nonmembers to whom
questionnaires were sent and from about one third of whom complete reports
were received. By using shipping directory, it is possible to determine the

tonnage capacity of all vessels ofnonmmmbers and the tonnage capacity of
vessels of those nonmembers who submitted reports. On the basis tonnage

capacity It is possible to raise the figures of the reporting firms to Include figures
for those who did not report. These estimates added to the reportof theLakeCarriers Association give estimate for the vessel operations of all lake carriers.

TABLB 105
Line 1.-Having obtained the data for vessel operations as described above, Itisth
en necessary tomatmakeestimatesforshore ersonnel and income

Th Inte
r-

state Commerce Commission special analysis distributions of employees and

compensation for each the years, as between vessels and shore are applied
to obtain the totals for those not vessels. This analysispermits further

break-down of shore employees and their pay into salaried and wage classes.
Therefore, this line represents the number of salaried workers vessels as

determined from the Lake Carriers Association report and the questionnaires to

nonmembers, plus thesalaried workers on shore, s estimated by applying the
distributions in the Interstate Commerce Commission special analysis.
Line,9.-For determining the number of wage earners, the method

used in line 1 isfollowed.
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TABLE 106

Thc same nectho(l is followed as in the p)recedilg table, using the Lake Carriers
Association report, questionnaires to nonmembers, and the Interstate Commerce
Commission special analysis on salary and wage data. The Lake Carriers
Association report and thle questionnaires to nonmembers include data on sub-
sistence cost of officers and crews on vessels, which item, adjusted to include
sublsistence of all noninembers, is added to the estimate of salaries and wages.

C. MOTOR TRANSPORTATION
Motor transportation includes common carrier busses, sight-secing busses, and

motor trucks, the labor income for each of which is estimated separately and
totaled. The property income includes a small amount of dividends and ilnter-
Cst pald by taxicab ) companics which could not be segregated. This is trute also
of corporate savings.

Greatest difficulty was encountered in estimating income in the motor truck
industry. A general (Ieseri)tion of the methods used is give here in addition
to s)ciflCi notes which follow).

In Facts and Figurcs of the Automobile Industry, published by the National
Automobile Chambeor of Commerce, the total truck registration In the United
States is given for 0ach year. In 1930 the Bureau of Public Roads of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture made a highway survey in 11 Western States determining
the type of traffic onl the highways. The proportion of for-hire trucks to all
trucks was obtained and this percentage when applied to total truck registrations
gives an estimate of tlhc total number of for-hire trucks In the country for the 4
years 1929-32, in rounded numbers,of 480 000, 495,000, 493,000, and 459,000,
successively, Inl the American rTralnsnporiation Problem, published by the
lBrookings Institutlon, It is estimated that the number of for-hire trucks in the
United States in1 1930 was about one half million, while the American Trucking
Association estimates for the past 3 years vary around the same figure, so that
the above estimates sceni to be fairly accurate.

Warner Tufts, a close student of the motor transportation industry, has
(evelOl)e(l soine formulas o0n mileage, costs, and pay rolls for trucks of varying
sizes, These formulas are based oln actual data wh ioh he has been able to com-
pile from1 a number of different sources and arc representative of the year 1930,
in or(ler to al)l)ly Mr. Tufts' formulas it is necessary to estimate the number of
for-hire trucks of different sizes, For this purpose the Facts and Figures of the
Automobile Industry lists of the annual production of trucks in eight size classifi-
cations are used. Thle production for the 7 years from 1926 to 1932, inclusive, has
been totaled for Clach class and distributionn of the aggregate into these classes
wfas taken to represent the size distribution of for-hire trucks. This distribution,
applied to thle estimated total number of for-hire trucks for each year, yields all
estimate of the number of for-hire trucks in each of the eight size classes.

Mr, Tufts' formulas provide a basis for converting capacity to gross weight
per truck and finding the average annual mildage per truck, total cost per
mnile and the average annual pay roll per truck. Thus for each of the classes of
trtuck capaoities aBs (eterminedi above the gross weight and the annual mileage
pCo truck are determined. The cost per mile times the average annual mileage
in Cach size groiup resuIlteCl in an estimate of cost of operation per truck in each
.size grout)p This figure multiplied by the number of trucks in each group in
193() gives the total cost for each group and when aggregated give an estimate
of total cost of for-hire motor truck operation inI tho United States in 1930.
Those cost estimates includeaill costs of running the concerns from gasoline and
wago expenses to provisions for depreciation of equipment.

'T'o arrive at estimates of gross recCil)ts in the industry it is necessary to revert
to the reraLlsitry l)Departmllent's corporate statistics in the cartage and storage
industry as described above, This is accomplished by applying the ratio of
profit to cXI)cIses in 1930 in the corporate group to tle estimated total costs to
determine the estimated profit for the industry. This when added to the total
costs fields Im estimate of total receipts. For years other than 1930 total receipts
are based on the change that takes place in the corporate group receipts for
those years.
W Th' formulas provided by Warner Tufts also permit the finding of the total
pay roll per truck of different size, and having estimates of the number of trucks
in each size class, It is possible to make an estimate of the total pay roll in the
industry in 1930. The ratio of pAy rolls to total receipts in that year is applied
to total receipts in thle other 3 years to get total labor cost estimates, which vary
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from 687 Aiillion dollars in 1929 to 502 million dollars in 1932. Total estimated
receipts for the 4 years, 1929-32, are 1,707 million dollars, 1,557 million dollars,
and 1,246 million dollars, respectively. The ratio of pay rolls to receipts was
40.26 percent which compares favorably with the 39.27 percent figure in Motor
Truck Freight Transportation, United States Department of Commerce,
Domestic Commerce Series 66, a survey of costs of for-hire motor truck operations

For employment and employee income there are very little data available and
some of the assumptions are based merely on the opinions of the expert authorities
who could be located and questioned. Various sources estimate that in 1980
there were approximately 90 percent as many drivers, including owner-drivere,
as trucks in the industry. This ratio is estimated to be 95 in 1929, and 85 In
both 1931 and 1932. At the present time, December 1933, the Bureau of
Labor Statistics of the Department of Labor is conducting a survey of this in-
dustry and from a preliminary sample It is found that ca irrently there are
approximately 82 drivers per hundred trucks in the industry.

TABLE 107
Line 1.-The number of employees in sight-seeing bus companies is estimated

by assuming that for every bus in operation there are 1.1 times as many drivers,
conductors, lecturers, etc., as there are busses; that there are one quarter as
many general garage men; and that there are two fifths as many repair men. The
number of administrative and office personnel is based upon the ratio of number
of such to number of busses operated, as given for common-carrier busses. The
data on personnel are from the National Association of Motor Bus Operators.
The number of busses in operation are reported in Bus Facts for 1933. They
are averages for the year. The employees of sight-seeing busses work only 6
months of the Year. We therefore convert the estimated number to full time
equivalents by dividing by 2,

Line £.-The number of employees in common-carrier bus companies is from
estimates by Warner Tufts, of the National Association of Motor Bus Operators.

Line S.-This is a sum of the estimated number of officers, other salaried
workers, drivers, and helpers on trucks. The individual estimates have been
made as follows: The number of corporation officers is estimated on the basis
of two such persons for each of the corporations included in this group by the
Treasury Department. The number of other salaried workers, as described
above, is obtained by arriving at a total sum paid to such workers and assuming
their salary is equivalent to that estimated for drivers. It is assumed that for
every 100 trucks in the Industry there were 95 drivers in 1929, 90 in 1930, and 85
in both 1931 and 1932, with 1 other wage earner for each 10 trucks throughout
the period.

Line 6.-For explanation see notes on line 5, table 77.

TABLE 108

Line 1.-Salaries and wages are estimated as the product of the number of
full time equivalents and the average salary and wage for the various occupa..
tional groups as reported for common-oarrier busses by Warner Tufts, of the
National Association of Motor Bus Operators.
Line 2.-For 1929 and 1930, the estimates are based on labor costs per bus for

city and intercity busses and the number of each type in operation. These
figures are from Mr. Tufts, who also estimates that for 1931 and 1932 the average
wage fell 4 percent from 1930 to 1931 and 10 percent from 1930 to 1932. Wit
the estimated average wage and the number of employees in these years the total
wage and salary bill is calculated.,

Line S.-As explained in the general note above, total pay roll Is estimated on
tfhe basis of its ratio to gross receipts.

Line 5.-This item includes pensions and compensation for injuries. 'The
estimate for pensions has been prepared for 1931 by M. W. Latimer, of the
Industrial Relations Counsellors, Inc and estimated for 1929 and 1930 by us
on the assumption that the ratio o/ pensions, paid by motor transpqrtation
companies to pensions paid by all public utilities other than steam railroads Is
the same for all 3 years, Pensions paid in 1932 are assumed to be the oame ;s
in 1931. The item of compensation for injuries is based on sample Statq data
for motor trucking only., Several States report the sum of the compensation
payments in this industry, and the ratio of the total number of truck OIriverqinthe United States, as reported in the 1930 Census of Occupations, to the number
in these reporting States is applied to the compensation payments in these
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States in this industry. The resulting estimate is stepped up to include the entire
motor transportation industry on the basis of total pay rolls.

VII. COMMUNICATIONS

TABLE 110
Line I.-The number of employees In 1927 is given on page 3 of the 1927

Census of Electrical Industries, Telephones, and in 1932, in a preliminary release
for that year. The Interstate Commerce Commission in its Selecte(l financial
and Operating Data for telephone companies for 1927 and later years also shows
the number of employees. The 1927 and 1932 ratios of the Census figures to the
Interstate Commerce Commission figures are connected by a straight line inter-
polation and applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission figures for the
intervening years to obtain the number of employees in those years,

Line 2.-the total number of telegraph employees Is a summation of employees
in land and ocean cable systems and wireless systems. The number of em-
ployees, exclusive of those in wireless systems, is found for 1927 on page 11 of the
1927 Census of Electrical Industries, Telegraphs. On page 26 of the same source
is given the number employed In wireless systems in 1927. A preliminary release
of the 1932 Censuls of Electrical Industries, Telegraphs, indicates the number of
emp)loyens in land and ocean cable systems for 1932. On the basis of the 1927
ratio of wireless workers to other than wireless workers, a 1932 figure for wireless
employees is estimated. Annual reports of the Interstate Commerce Commission
Ivling Selected Financial and Operating Data for telegraph companies show

fgures for the number of telegraph employees for the years 1927-32. The ratios
of the Census data to the Interstate Commerce Commission data in 1927 and 1932
are connected by a straight line yielding ratios for the intervening years. These
ratios are applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission totals for these
years to yield the final estimate of number employed.

TABLE1 1I1
Line 1.-Page 10 of the 1927 Ceosus of Electrical Industries, Telephones, and

the 1932 preliminary release show the operating revenue of the industry for
those years. Figures for the intervening years are estimated by applying to the
oj)erating revenue of the Bell System as given in Bell Telephone Securities for
respective years the straight line interpolated ratios of the Census data to those
for the Bell System.

Line R.-The Census of Electrical Industries, Telegraphs, for 1927 and the
preliminary release for 1932 give the operating revenue for land and ocean cable
systems for these years. The 1927 Census also shows operating revenue for wire-
less systems, The 1932 wireless figure is estimated on the basis of the 1927-32
chlangein the land and ocean cable totals. A summation of revenue for land and
ocean cable systems and wireless systems gives the total for the telegraph industry.
The yearly Interstate Commerce Commission publication of Selected Financial
and Operating Data for telegraph companies gives operating revenues for the
years 1927-32. The ratio of the Census data to the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission data is the same for 1927 as for 1932, and on this basis the Interstate
Commerce Commission data are stepped up for 1929, 1930, and 1931.

Line 4.-The number of messages for 1927 appears in the 1927 Census of Elec-
trical Industries, Telephones, on page 10 and for 1932 in the preliminary'release
of the census for that year. The number has been interpolated for the intervening
years by using the 1927 and 1932 ratios of Bell System calls to all calls and con-
necting the two ratios on a straight line basis. Data for the Bell System are
contained in the annual publication, Bell Telephone Securities.

Line 6.-The number of wireless messages plus the number of land and ocean
cable messages represents the total number of telegraph messages. The ratio of
wireless mesages to land and ocean cable messages Is assumed to be the same in
1932 as in 1927. The data for these years are given in Census of Electrical
Industries, Telegraphs, for 1927, pages 6 and 25 and the preliminary release for
1932. The tatio in 1927 and 1932 of these Census figures to those of the Interstate
Commerce Commission as found in Selected Financial and Operating Data of
telegraph companies for respective years is connected by a straight line. The
resulting ratios are applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission figures
for 1929, 1930, and 1931.
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TABLZ 112

Line 1.-Total salaries and wages for 1927 as given in the 1927 Census of
Electrical Industries, Telephones, have been adjusted by subtracting the Census
figure for the Bell S stem and adding salaries and wages of the Bell System as
obtained from the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. By using the Bell
System salaries and wages as an index for the later years, the 1927 fnal figure
of total salaries and wages is extrapolated through 1932.

Line B.-Annual reports of the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. list the
amounts paid by the telephone industry in pensions, sickness and accident dis-
ability benefits, and death benefits, all of which have been summated to obtain
other labor income.

Line 4.-Dividends are net, originating in the industry. From total cash
dividends paid are subtracted dividends received, the balance being the net
figure. The ratio of operating revenue of the Bell System to that of the entire
industry is applied to total dividends of the Bell System to obtain total dividends
paid by the industry. Total dividends received are given foi 1922 on page 49 of
the Census of Electrical Industries, Telephones, for that year. This 1922 figure
is extrapolated through 1932 by using the index of the nonoperating revenue of
the Bell System as given annually in BWell Telephone Securities.

Line 6.-Interest is net originating in the industry. From total interest paid
on long-term debt is subtracted interest received ong-term debt. Methods
and sources used in making the estimates are the same as those used in line 4.

Line 8.-Net income minus total dividends paid represents corporate savings.
The 1922 ratio of the net income of the Bell System to that of the entire industry is
applied to the net income of the Bell System for 1929 and subsequent years. The
1922 Census of Electrical Industries, Telephones, gives the net income for the
Industry in that year. Bell System statistics appear in Bell Telephone Securities
for respective years.

TABLE 113
Line 1.-On pages 11 and 26, respectively, of the 1927 Census of Electrical

Industries, Telegraphs, are shown salaries and wages for land and ocean cable
systems and for wireless systems. To obtain the 1932 figure for wireless systems,
the 1927 ratio of salaries and wages of wireless systems to those of other than
wireless systems is applied to the 1932 figures for land and ocean cable telegraphs,
as it appears in the 1932 preliminary release of the Census of Electrical Indus-
tries, Telegraphs. A total of the figures for each system represents salaries and
wages for the entire industry. The 1929, 1930, and 1931 figures represent an arith-
metic average of two estimates. For the first estimate 1927 and 1932 ratios of total
salaries and wages to salaries and wages of the Western Union Telegraph Co. are
connected by a straight line, and the resulting ratios applied to the intervening
years. Western Union Telegraph Co. data are from J. W. Rahde of that company
and represent monthly compensation multiplied by 12.
The second estimate is based on average compensation. The method followed

in estimating total salaries and wages is employed in estimating average com-
. ensation. The average, multiplied by the number of employees, yields total
salaries and wages.

Line 2.-Pensions and disability benefits paid by the Western Union Telegraph
Co., as reported by J. W. Rahde, are raised to include all Penions and benefits, on
the basis of the ratio of the number of employees in the Western Union to the total
number in the industry.

Line 4.-Dividends are not, originating in the industry, constituting the dif-
ference between total cash dividends paid and dividends received. The 1927
Census of Electrical Industries, Telegraphs, Pages 6 and 10, respectively, gives
total dividends paid and dividends received in 1927. Annual reports of the
Interstate Commerce Commission on Selected Finuncial and Operating Data of
telegraph companies show total dividends paid 192932. The ratio of the Census
figure for dividends paid to the Interstate Commerce Commission figure for
same in 1927 is applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission data for the
later years. The 1927 ratio of net dividends to total dividends is then applied
to the estimates of total dividends.

Line 5.-Interest is net, originating in the industry. The rate of interest paid
on long-term debt of the Western Union Telegraph Co. is applied to the long-
term debt for all companies. Basic data are given in the Interstate Commerce
Commission Annual Rports of Selected Financial and Operating Data on tele-
graph companies. Interest received is considered negligible since it is practically
all on short-term loans.
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Line 8.-Net income minus total dividends paid represents corporate savings.
The 1927 ratio of net income as given in the Census of Electrical Industries,
Telegraphs, to net income as given in the Interstate Commerce Commission re-
ports on Selected Financial and Operating Data of telegraph companies is applied
to Interstate Commerce Commission figures for later years.

TABLE 114
Line 2.-In addition to pensions and benefits this item includes compensation

for injuries, basic data for which are from replies to questionnaires ient to State
overaments. The 1927 ratio of the total number of telephones to the number

in the sample States reporting compensation is applied to the 1929 figure for com-
pensation in the sample States, to obtain a total compensation figure for 1929.
Total compensation for the later years is arrived at by using an Index of com-
pensation payments in the sample States for 1929-32.

VIII. WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE
TABLE 117

Line I.-The number of employees has been estimated In two parts, principal
salaried officers and other employees. For 1929, the number of principal sala-
ried employees is the figure for "executives" given on page 100 of the Census of
Wholesale Distribution, Summary for the United States. Extrapolation for
1930 and 1931 is based upon the estimated number of active corporations en-
gaged in wholesale trade. The number of active wholesale corporations is derived
from the number of corporations filing income tax returns as reported In table 16
(1929-30) and table 14 (1931), Statistics of Income. The mixed groups of trade
corporations, e.g., "Wholesale and retail" and "All other" are divided lin the
same ratio as the allocable wholesale and retail gross sales. The 1932 figure for
principal employees is estimated on the assumption that the ratio of principal to
all other employees in 1931 ap)lice in 1932.

For 1929, the number of other employees is taken as the difference between
the total number and the number of executives, reported on page 100 of the
Census of Wholesale Distribution, Summary for the United States. Estimates
for 1930, 1031, and 1932 are based upon the United States Bureau of Labor
Statistics index of employment in wholesale trade as reported in Trend of
Employment.

Line 2.-For 1929, the number of entrepreneurs is equal to the number of
proprietors and firm members, given on page 100 of the Census of Wholesale
Distribution, Summary for the United States. The estimates for 1930, 1931,
and 1932 are those of the Cost Analysis Section of the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce.
Line 4.-The total number of employees is a sum of the estimated number of

principal officers and of other employees. The number of principal salaried em-
ployees for 1929, 1930 and 1931 is estimated on the basis of the number of active
retail corporations. The number of corporations is derived from table 16 (1929-
30) and table 14 (1931), Statistics of Income. It is assumed, on the basis of a
sample that there are two officers to a corporation. The 1932 estimate is made
by applying to the 1932 figure for other employees the ratio of principal to other
employees for 1931.
The number of other employees in retail trade in 1929 is taken as the difference

between the total number of employees (full and part time) as given in table 1A,
page 47, of Census of Retail Distribution, part A, and the estimated number of
principal employees. The number of part time employees is adjusted to the
equivalent number of full time employees on the basis of the ratio of full time
to part time salary. The estimates for 1930, 1931, and 1932 are based upon the
United States Bureau of Labor Statistics index of employment in retail trade as
given in Trend of Employment.

Line 6.-The number of entrepreneurs is given for 1929 in table 1A, page 47,
of Census of Retail Distribution, part I, and estimated for 1930, 1931 and 1932
by the Cost Analysis Section of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic commerce.

TABL1 118
Line 1.-Total wholesale sales for 1929 are given in Table 1 page 69 of the

Census of Wholesale Distribution, Summary for the United Siates. The esti-
mates for 1930, 1931, and 1932 are based upon the figures for sales by whole-
salers only provided by the Cost Analysis Section of the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic commerce.
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Line S.-The figures for net sales in 1929 are given in table IA, page 47, of the
Census of Retail Distribution, part I, and for 1930, 1931, and 1932 estimated
by the Cost Analysis Section &f the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.

Line 4.-Total sales are adjusted for price changes by means of the general
wholesale price index of the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, published
in the Wholesale Price Bulletin.

Line 6.-Total retail sales are adjusted by a weighted average of the Indexes
of retail prices of food, clothing, and house furnishings (see the United States
Bureau of Labor Statistics cost of living indexes as given in the Monthly Labor
Review for February 1933).

TABLE 119

Line 1.-Total salaries and wages are a sum of principal salaries and other
salaries and wages. Principal salaries for 1929 are given in table 10, page 100,
of the Census of Wholesale Distribution, Summary for the United States. Fig-
ures for the compensation of officers of wholesale trade corporations derived
from a special break-down of table 14 (1929-30) and table 13 (1931), Statistics of
I neome, are used as an index to extrapolate the salaries of principal employees
from 1929 through 1931. The 1932 figure for principal salaries is estimated on
the assumption that the ratio In that year, of principal salaries to other salaries
is the same as in 1931.

Other salaries and wages for 1929 are given in table 10 page 100, of the Census
of Wholesale Distribution Summary for the United Staies. Estimates for 1930,
1931, and 1932 are based upon the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics
index of pay rolls In wholesale trade, reported in Trend of Employment.

Line 2.-Other labor income consists of (a) pensions, and (b) compensation for
inj uries.

(a) Pensions for 1929, 1930, and 1931 are derived from estimates supplied b)y,
Murray W. Latimer, of Industrial Relations Counsellors, Inc. For 1931 lie has
figures for pensions paid in wholesale trade and for 1929, 1930, and 1931 figures
for pensions in a group of miscellaneous Industries. The ratio in 1929 and 1930
of pensions in wholesale trade to pensions in all miscellaneous industries is assumed
to be the same as the ratio for 1931. Pensions for 1932 are estimated at the
same figure as for 1931.

(b) Compensation for Injuries to employees in 1929 is based upon the ratio of
compensation payments to wage payments for sample States applied to estimated
total wage payments for the country. The sample data are the results of a
questionnaire sent out by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
Department of Commerce. On the basis of sample data indexes of compensa-
tion payments are computed for total trade, wholesale trade, and retail trade
and applied to the 1929 estimates of compensation for all trade, wholesale trade,
and retail trade. The wholesale and retail trade estimates are then brought in
line with the figures for all trade.

Line 4.-Dividends paid are net, originating in the industry, i.e., the difference
between total dividend appropriations and dividend Income for 1929, 1930, and
1931. The data for total dividend payments and dividend receipts In the whole-
sale trade group are derived from a special break-down of table 14 (1929-30) and
table 18 (1931), Statistics of Income. The 1932 figure for net dividends paid is
based upon the total dividend payments to a sample group of corporations, and
the assumption that the ratio of net dividends to total dividends is the same as
that for 1931.

Line 6.-Interest is net long-term interest originating in the industry. The
only interest income received considered here is that on Government securities
held by wholesale trading corporations. For 1929, 1930, and 1931 total nterest
paid is computed by applying the average interest rate, derived from data for
sample companies in the field to the estimated total long-term debt. A break-
down of table 19 (1929-30) and table 15 (1931), Statistics of Income, is available
for these years and shows the value of long-term debt reported, which figure Is
stepped up on the basis of the ratio of the number of income tax returns to the
number of balance sheets reported separately for those corporations having net
income and those having no iiet income. The 1932 figure for net interest is
based upon the total interest payments of a sample group of corporations and
the assumption that the ratio of net interest to total Interest is the same as for
1931.
Line 7.-Withdrawals by individual entrepreneurs are estimated for 1929

1930 and 1931 by applying to the estimated sales by individuals the ratio of
dividends plus compensation of officers to corporate sales as derived from the
break-down of table 14 (1929-30) and table 13 (1931), Statistics of Income.
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Tue volume of noncorporate sales is estimated on the assumption that the ratio
of corporate to total sales, giveil in the Census of Wholesale Distribution for
1929 remains the same in the later years, 'rhe 1932 figure for withdrawals if
cstiniatcd by using the product of the average withdrawal and the number of
entrepreneurs as an index. The average withdrawal is based on the 1929 census
figure and the Bureau of Labor Statistics Indexes of employment and pay rolls.

Line 9.-Corporate savings for 1929, 1930, and 1931 are derived from the
b)reak-down of table 14 (1929-30) and table 13 (1931), Statistilo of Income.
They are equivalent to the not profit after taxes, adjusted for the gains and
losses from the sale of real estate, stocks bonds, an(l other assets, nus total
(dividends paid. In 1929 it is assuined the losses from the sale of assets are
zero. Tho 1932 corporate loss figure is estimated on the basis of the preliminary
Statistics of Income figure for all trade for statutory net income stept)ed up
to the total, plus interest received on Government holdings minus Federal
taxes and net profit fromr the sale of assets (assumed to b)e equal to the 1931
figure). Tile difference between the resulting figure antld net dividends paid
is ejual to cori)orate savings for 1932 for all trade. The division into whole-
sale and retail trade is madam on the basis of preliminary estimates derived by
means of a corporate sample.

Line 10.-Businiess savings of individuals are estimated as the difference between
ziet income and withdrawals. Net income for 1929, 1930, and 1931 .is estimated
b}y applying to the estimated noncorporate sales the ratio of total long-term
interest pai(l plus corporate statutory net income (adjusted for gains and losses
from sale of assets) plus compensation of officers to corporate sales as derived
from the special break-down of table 14 (19294--0) and table 13 (1031), Statistics
of Income. The estimate of loss of individual entrel)reneurs for 1932 is made
by applying to the 1931 figure tile percenItage change in corporate loss from 1931
to 1932.

TABILE 120

Line 1.--Salaries and wages are estimated as the sumn of principal salaries and
of other salaries and wages. Principal salaries in 1929, 1930, and 1931 are
assumed to be eqltivalent to compensation of officers as derived from thoe break-
down of table 14 (1929-30) and table 13 (1931), Statistics of Income. In 1932
it is assutined that the ratio of princil)al salaries to other salaries is the same as
inl 193s1.

Other salaries and wages in 1929 are estimated as the difference between total
salaries reported in tablo IA, page 47, of thle Consus of Retail Distribution, part
I, and thoe estimated principal salaries. The figures for 1930, 1931, and 1932 ara
averages of two estimates The first is based upon the Bureau of Labor Sta-
tistics index of pay rolls, applied to the 1929 pay roJ.l figure. Trhe second esti-
mate is based upon thle percentage " wage cost ", as estimated by the Cost Analysis
Section of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce. These percontages
arc adjusted to exclude the principal salaries amid applied to the estimated sales
figures to give the second estimate of salaries and wages paid.

Line 2.-Other labor income consists of (a) pensions and (b) compensation for
injuries, For the derivation of these estimates see above, Wholesalo Trade,
table 119, line 2.

Line 4.*-Dividends pai(l are net originating in tlie industry i.e., the difference
between total dividends p.aid and dividends received. For 1929, 1930, and 1931
the data for total divicienci payments and dividend receipts In the retail trade
grouj) irc (Ierive(l from a sl)ecial brcakdowvn of table 14 (1929-30) and table 13
(1931), Statistics of Ince.e, The 1932 figure for net dividends paid is based
upon the total dividend payments of a sample group' of corporations, and the
assumuption that the ratio of net to total dividends is the same as that for 1931.

Line C.-Interest is net long-term interest originating in the industry. The
only interest onl long-term securities considered as income received is that on
holdings of Government securities. For 1929, 1930, and 1931 total interest on
long-term debt is estimated by applying to the estimated total par value an
average interest rate derived from a group of sample corporations in the field.
The estimated total long-term debt is computed by stepping up the figure derived
froln ibreakdown of table 19 (1929-30) and table 15 (1931) Statistics of In-
come, on the basis of the ratio of the number of income-tax returns to the num-
ber of balance sheets tabulated, reported separately for corporations having
miot income and those having no net income. The 1932 figure for net interest is
based upon thle total interest payments of a sample group of corporations and the
assumption that the ratio of imet interest to total is the same as in 1931.
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Line 7.-Withdrawals of individual entrepreneurs are estimated as the product
of the average annual withdrawal per proprietor in retail trade and the estimated
number of entrepreneurs. The 1929 withdrawal is estimated from the total as
given In table 2A page 61, of the Census of Retail Distribution, part I, and
extrapolated on the basis of the Bureau of Labor Statistics indexes of employ-
ment and pay rolls.

Line 9.-For 1929, 1930 and 1931, corporate savings are derived from the
breakdown of table 14 (1629-30) and table 13 (1981), Statistics of Income.
They are equivalent to net profit after taxes, adjusted for gains or losses from the
sale of real estate, stocks, bonds, or other assets, minus total dividends paid.
It Is assumed that the losses on the sale of assets in 1929 are zero. The 1932
figure for corporate loss is estimated In the same manner as the wholesale figure,
for which see the explanation of table 119, line 9.

Line 10.-Business savings of individuals are estimated as the difference
between their net income and withdrawals. Net income of individuals in retail
trade is based upon estimated profit ratios and the estimated noncorporate sales.
The profit ratios are equal to the sum of the ratio of net profits to sales and the
ratio of the salary equivalent of proprietors to dales, both of which have been
supplied by the Cost Analysis Section of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce. Tho net sales of noncorporate establishments are estimated for 1929
1930, and 1931 as the difference between total sales as computed by the Cosi
Analysis Section, and corporate sales, given for M9O9 In table 12A, page 89,
Census of Retail Distribution, part I, and extrapolated for 1930 and 1931 on
the basis of the corporate sales derived from the breakdown of table 14 (1929-0)
and table 13 (1931), Statistics of Income. The 1932 estimate for noncorporate
sales is based upon the assumption that the ratio to the total retail sales is the
same as in 1931.

IS. FINANCE
A, BANKING

The estimates of the number of employees and of their salaries refer to all
national and State banks, loan and trust companies, stock and mutual savings
banks, joint-stock land banks, Federal Reserve banks, Federal land banks, and
Federal intermediate credit banks.

Estimates for all other items are given in the table for commercial banks only,
i.e., exclusive of Federal Reserve banks, Federal land banks, and Federal inter-
mediate credit banks.

TABLE 124
Line 1.-The number of employees in commercial banks other than joint-

stock land banks in 192' is estFinated by dividing into the total salary bill the
estimated average annual compensation. The average compensation figure used
In 1929 is that for Federal Reserve banks, data for which are found on page 156
of the 1929 Federal Reserve Board Annual Report. For the later years it is
extrapolated by means of the arithmetic average of the per capita payment to
salaried workers in steam railways and the per capita payment to all employees
in wholesale trade. The figures for joint-stock land banks are from Russeli
Engberg of the Federal Farm Credit Administration.
Line R.-Banks Included hero are the Federal Reserve banks, Federal land

banks, and Federal Intermediate credit banks. Figures for Federal Reserve
banks are taken from the annual reports of the Federal Reserve Board, 1930,
page 13, and 1932, page 33, and are exclusive of employees engaged on work for
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. Data for the other banks are from
Mr. Engberg.

TABLE 128

Line 1.-This item is a total of salaries and wages in commercial banks, sav-
ings banks, and joint-stock land banks. Salaries and wages for commercial
banks are estimated on the basis of their ratio to loans and investments as re-
ported for Federal Reserve member banks for 1929, 1930, and 1931 in the Federal
Reserve Bulletin of July 1931, pages 424, 428, and June 1932, pages 394, 399.
This ratio is applied to the total loans and investments as given in the Annual
Report of the Comptroller of the Currency, 1929, Pages 112-119; 1930, pages
94-101; 1931, pages 129-137; 1932, pages 77-85. The 1932 ratio for member
banks is assumed too be the ""me as for 1981. For savings banks salaries and
wages are estimated on tle basis of the ratio of sales to total de Ilts for mutual
savings banks in 10 States, applied to the total deposits for iavings banks.
The sample data for the 10 States are taken from various State banking reports
on file at the Department of Commerce. Total deposits are published in the
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Annual Report of the Comptroller of the Currency, 1929 pages 680-687; 1930
pagos 724-731; 1931, pages 986-993; 1932, pages 530-537. Total salaries paid
bgyeoint-stock land banks are reported by Mr. Engberg. They include a small
amount of directors' fees.

Lino I.--Thisitem Includes the salaries and wages of Federal Reserve banks
given in the Annual Report of the Federal Reserve Board; 1929, page 1655 1930
)age 102' 1931, page 166 and 1932, page 88; and the salaries and wages of ioderailand(l batlks and Federal intermiedia'tc-crodit banks as reported by Mr. Engberg.
The latter figures also include a small amount of directors' fees.

Line 4.-Other labor income in banking consists of pensions only. M. W.
Latimer, of the Industrial Relations Counsellors, Inc has estimated the pensions
paid in all finance in 1929 1930, and 1931. For 193{ Mr. Latimer has provided
an e"stilnlate of i)ensllons or banks separately and oni the basis of the ratio of
banik el)nsions to total finance pensions, bank pensions are estimated for 1929
and 1930. The 1932 peinsioiis are assumed to be the same as those for 1931.

TABLE 126 1

Line 2.-Sinco commercial banks, savings banks, and joint-stock land banks
comil)rise the -major part of thle banking industry, and the item for pensions is
not. allocable to the various kinds of banks, it is considered as being paid entirely
by the above-mnentioned group.

Line 4.--Dividends are totals and for 1929, 1930, aid 1931 for commercial
hanks, are from a break-down of table 14 (1029-30) and table 13 (1931), Sta-
tistl('s of Income. Total dividends plaid in 1932 are estimated by applyin to
the 1931 dividend figure the percentage change in total dividends obtained as
follows: Total (dividenids are comnl)uted by applying to the value of capital stock
piaid In, as given in the Annual Report of the Comptroller of the Currency, 1929,
pagos 112--119; 1930, pages 94-101; 1931, pages 129-137; 1932, )ages 77-85, the
estimnated dividend rate, derived for 1931 froin moinber batik data reported for
1931 in tile Federal Reserve Bulletin, June 1932, pages 394-399 and extrapolated
for 1932 on the basis of the bank dividend rate, compiled by Moody's and pub-
lished in thle Survey of Current Business.

Line a.--Nct Income less total cash dividends paid shows corporate savings.
Both items are taken from special tabulations of income tax data made by the
Treasury I)opartmcnit for 1929, 1930, and 1931. Thle final net income figure Is
tho result of adding to net profit after taxes, the loss from sale of real estate, stocks,
aind hon(s, and subtracting profit from the sale of same. Computation for stock
savings banks corporate savings, figures for which are included in the income tax
(aita, 111a0mI'to(ac on the basis of the ratio of resources of stock savings banks to
total resources of national, State, loan and trust, stock savings, and joint-stock
land banks, applied to the estimated corporate savings of this group. This is
(lOne oII the assumptioti that corporate savings of savings banks are an accrual
to the credit of depositorss and therefore a transfer item. Estimates for 1932 are
bitse(l on the Increase in thle surplus and undivided profits accounts of national,
State, loftaftTT-trtlwt, and joint-stock land banks as reported by the Comptroller
of the Currency.

B. INSURANCE

TABLE 129

Line l.-Figures for 1929, 1930, and 1931 are from the Association of Life
Insurance Presidents. Their estimates for 1932 are not available; It Is assumed
that the number of oflice employees remains the same as for 1931.

Lines £ and S.-The number is derived by dividing the total salary bill by the
average salary, the latter based on the replies to questionnaires sent to sample
companies.

Line 6..-The basic figure for 1930 is taken from the Census of Occupations
1930, chapter V, table 2, page 564, and extrapolated by the series of licensed
agents reported by the Association of Life Insurance Presidents.

TABLE 130

Lines 1 2, and 3.-Data are taken from the Life Insurance Yearbook, pub-
lished by ihe Spectator Co. for respective years.

Line 6.-Total salaries paid are estimated separately for fire and marine, and
casualty and all other insurance companies on the basis of replies to question-
naires sent to sample companies regarding total salaries. The sample total is
stepl)pe(d p on the basis of the ratio of all premiums received to premiums ro-
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ceived by the sample companies. Data on premiums are reported in the Fire
and Marine Insurance Yearbook and the Casualty and Miscellaneous Insuranoe
Yearbook for respective years.
Line 6.-Agents' compensation is estimated on the basis of the ratio of agents'

compensation to total premiums written by companies reporting to the National
Board of Fire Underwriters. This ratio is applied to the total premiums re-
ceived. The data are given in the insurance yearbooks,

TABLE 131
Line 6.-Dividends paid are totals paid to stockholders only, and are given in

the Life Insurance Yearbook for the respective years.

TABLE 132
Line 4,-Diviclends are net, originating in the industry, and are equivalent to

the difference between dividends paid and dividends received. For 1929, 1930
and 1931 the data are taken from a break-down of table 14 (1929-30) and table 1
(1931), Statistics of Income. The 1932 estimate is made with total dividends
as reported in the Fire and Marine Insurance Yearbook and in the Casualty
and Miscellaneous Insurance Yearbook as an index.

Line B.-Interest Is net, originating in the industry, and equal to the difference
between total Interest on long-term debt paid and interest received. Interest
paid in 1929-31 is based on the amount of funded debt reported in a break-down
of table 19 (1929-30) and table 15 (1931), Statistics of Income, and an average
interest rate for insurance company bonds, Interest receipts in 1929-31, for
insurance companies other than life are taken as the total interest receipts
given in the break-down of table 14 (1929-30) and table 13 (1931), Statistics of
Income on the assumption that the short-term interest receipts are negligible.
The 19h2 figure for net interest is assumed to be the same as the one for 1931.

Line 8.--Corporate savings are equal to net profits after taxes, adjusted for
profit and loss from the sale of real estate, stocks, bonds and other assets less div-
idends paid. These data are given for 1929-31 in the break-down oF table 14
(1929-30) and table 13 (1931), Statistics of Income. Loss on the sale of assets
is considered zero in 1929. The amount of corporate savings in 1932 is assumed
to be equal to the 1931 figure.

C. REAL ESTATE

TABLE 136

Line 1.-The number of salaried people in 1930 is taken from the industrial
classification of the Census of Occupations, 1930, chapter V, table 2, pages
564-566, and is equal to the total of the proprietary, professional, and clerical
groups under real estate, and those under domestic service who may be class[-
nedeas engaged in oare and maintenance of buildings. Extrapolations for the
other Years are made with the use of the number of salaried workers in manu-
facturing as index,

ixne B.-The source of the number of wage workers in 1930 Is the same as for line 1,
and the total Is the sum of those in the skilled and unskilled groups of the real estate
industrial branch and those in the same groups under domestic service which
may be classified as engaged in care and maintenance of buildings. An adjust-
inent for unemployment is made on the basis of the ratio of numbers employed
to total gainfully occupied for the domestic service group. Extrapolations for later
years are made with the combined index of employment derived from the employ-
ment estimates explained in appendix F.

TABLEI 137

Line I.-Total salaries are estimated as the product of the average number
and the average annual salary. The average annual salary used is that derived
from the manufacturing data.
! Line B.-Total wages are estimated as the product of the average number and
the average annual wage. The average annual wage is a figure for janitors based
on data obtained by questionnaires from public and private employment agencies
throughout the country.

Line 4.-Dividends are net originating in the industry, and for 1929, 1930, and
1931 are estimated similarly io the dividends paid by insurance companies other
than life. The 1932 figure is based on the percentage change from 1931 to 1982
in the net manufacturing dividends paid.
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Line 6.-Interest on corporate debt is a net figure also, and for 1929-31 both
total interest payments and interest receipts as given in the break-down of table
14 (1929-30) and table 13 (1931), Statistics of Income, are used to arrive at the
net figure. It is assumed that the short-term interest in both items is negligible.
The 1932 estimate is made with the net interest item for the manufacturing
industry as an index.

Line 6.-Intcrest payments on mortgages on individually owned property are
based on the estimated total mortgage debt as given in The Internal Debts of the
United States, publication of the Twentieth Century Fund, Inc., from which the
corporate long-term debt for the real estate field, as given in a break-down
of table 19 (1929-30) and table 15 (1931), Statistics of Income, is subtracted.
To the remainder, the average interest rate for various industrial fields is applied
to yield the total interest payments on individual urban mortgage debt. Those
industrial fields are chosen in which the interest rate on corporate debt in 1929
approached 6 percent. The interest paid on mortgages of farm homes is esti-
mated by the Department of Agriculture.

Line 8.-In 1929 the net rentals paid to individuals are estimated as the sum of
(1) total agricultural rents minus rents received by agricultural corporations and
after an allowance of 25 percent to cover expenses; (2) mining, construction,
retail and wholesale trade rent items, as reported in the various censuses; and
(3) estimated rent paid on urban leased homes as derived from the Bulletin on
Families in the Census of -Population, 1930. The gross items in groups (2) and
(3) are reduced by the rent receipts of corporations, as given in Statistics of
Income, and adjusted to give a net figure for rent received By individuals on the
assumption that the ratio of net to gross is two thirds. Extrapolation for the
later years is made with the rents and royalties received by individuals (adjusted
on the basis of the ratio of dividends reported by individuals to net dividends
paid by corporations) and reported in table 7 of Statistics of Income as index.

Line 1O.-Corporate savings for 1929, 1930, and 1931 are estimated similarly
to corporate savings of insurance companies other than life. The 1932 estimate
is made by extrapolating the net profit before dividends on the basis of the pre-
liminary data on net income for the finance group, contained in the advance
Statistics of Income data for 1932, and subtracting from the resulting figure the
total dividends as estimated above.

Line 11.-The estimate of business savings of individuals for 1929, 1930, and
1931 is made by applying to the gross rentals of individuals the ratio of profits
to gross rental for corporations. The estimate for 1932 is based on the per-
centage change from 1931 to 1932 in the corporate savings figure. The gross
rental receipts of individuals in 1929, 1930, and 1931 are estimated on the basis
of the net rents and royalties (for method of estimation see line 8, above) to gross
rentals. The ratio of net rental to gross rental is assumed to be two thirds in
1929 and extrapolated by the ratios given for 1929, 1930, 1931, and 1932 for
office buildings in the Accounting Experience and Exchange Report (annual)
of the Association of Building Operators and Managers.

X. GOVERNMENT
The derivation of estimates of number and compensation of employees in

Federal, State and county, and city service is described in the notes to tables
146, 147, 149, 150, 152, and 153.

TABLE 140
Line 4.-The number of employees in public education includes both the

teaching and the administrative staff. For public elementary and high schools
the estimates are based upon figures for a large sample of city school systems,
which report to the National Education Association every other school year the
number of employees of each type and their median salaries. It is estimated by
the National Education Association that these sample cities make up 80 percent
of all city white schools. The totals for these sample cities are stepped up to.
include all city school systems. The raising to totals for all elementary and high
schools is carried through on the basis of the ratio in the 1930 Survey of Education
of the total number of teaching positions to the number in the city schools. The
resulting estimates are for the school years 1928/29, 1930/31, and 1932/33. In-
terpolations for 1929/30 and 1931/32 are made along a straight line. For the
year 1930/31 the National Education Association obtained data from the colored
schools also and estimates for the other years are made with the number of
employees in white schools as index. These two figures are totaled and estimates
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for the calendar years obtained by weighting the given year three and the following
year one and averaging. To the resulting total an estimate of the number of
school bus drivers is added. (They are not included in the National Education
Association surveys.) From the United States Office of Education the number
of bus drivers in 1930 is obtained. It is estimated for the other years on the
basis of the number of school busses in operation as reported in Bus Transpor-
tation Census, published by McGraw Hill.

For higher public education, i.e., junior colleges, normal schools, teachers'
colleges and universities, data for total expenses are obtained from the United
States office of Education, Biennial Survey of Education 1928-30 for the school
years 1927/28 and 1929/30, and by special tabulation for 1931/32. The in-
tervening years are interpolated. Salaries and wages and the ratios of salaries to
total expense for private colleges in 1.929-30 have been obtained by special tabu-
lation. These ratios applied to the total expense item for all public schools above
high school give total wages and salaries paid, for four groups of employees (1)
teaching staff, (2) research staff, (3) plant, and (4) administrative and control.
The number of teaching staff is reported by the United States Office of Education
in the Biennial Survey and is interpolated for other years. The number on the
research staff is obtained by dividing the total salaries paid to the group by the
average teacher's salary. The total of plant and administration salaries is divided
by the average salary obtained by questionnaire from seven colleges and univer-
sities to give the estimated number of employees in the branches. School years
are averaged to give calendar years by giving the school year ending in the
calendar year double weight and the following year, single.

TABLE 141

Line 4.-The sources and methods used here are similar to those used in esti-
mating the number in public education. For elementary and high schools the
stepping up ratio is derived from the 1930 Survey of Education figures for total
salaries (teaching staff) and for salaries in city school systems. The compensation
of bus drivers is obtained by applying to the estimated number the average
annual wage estimated in the section on Motor,-Transportation. The derivation
of salaries in the public schools above high schools is explained in detail in notes
to table 140, line 4.

Line 5.-Pensions paid by the Federal Government are reported for fiscal years
by the Administrator of Veterans' Affairs. Estimates for calendar years are
obtained by averaging the fiscal years.

Line 6.-Pensions paid by States are given for fiscal years in the Financial
Statistics of States for 1929, 1930, 1931 and derived from reports for 33 States
for 1932. Estimates for calendar years are derived by averaging two fiscal years.
The 1932 calendar year figure is assumed to be equal to the fiscal year amount.
County pension payments are estimated by applying to the State pensions the
ratio of county to State total salary figures.

Line 7.-Pensions by city governments include the pensions paid in the public
school system. For cities of 30,000 or more the figures are reported in Financial
Statistics of Cities for 1929, 1930, and 1931 (preliminary release) and estimated
for 1932 on the basis of data for 70 cities already available. These figures are
stepped up to include all cities and schools on the basis of the ratio of total salary
payments of cities to the salary payments of cities of 30,000 or more.

TABLE 143

Line 1.-Total interest paid by the Federal Government on long-termdebtis
given for fiscal years in the Report of the Secretary of the Treasury on the State
of the Finances. To this is added the interest paid depositors in the Postal
Savings System, as given in the Annual Report of the Comptroller of the Cur-
rency for fiscal years 1929, 1930, 1931, and 1932 and in a letter from the Director
of Postal Savings for 1933. Averages are derived for calendar years.

Line R.-Interest payments by State governments are reported for fiscal years
in Financial Statistics of States for 1929, 1930, and 1931. The figures for the
fiscal year ended June 30, 1932, are based upon interest payment by 33 States
only, and the calendar year estimate is assumed to be the same as the fiscal year.
Line S.-Interest payments by county governments are based upon the ratio

of county interest payments to State and city interest payments in 1929. For
1929 the National Industrial Conference Board has an estimate of total interest
paid by States and local governments in its bulletin dated February 20, 1933.
From this total, State and city interest payments are subtracted, the ratio of

87265-84-14
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county to State and city interest computed and applied to the total of State and
city interest payments in later years to obtain county interest payments in these
years.

Line 4.-From Financial Statistics of Cities for 1929, 1930, and 1931, interest
payments for cities with population of 30,000 or more are given. The 1932 esti-
mates are based upon figures for 70 cities already available. On the basis of the
per capita interest payments for these cities of 30,000 or more and the estimated-
total urban population, total interest payments by city government are computed.

TABLE 146

Line 1.-The number in the Army military personnel on June 30 of each year
was reported to the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce by the personnel
officer of the War Department.

Line 2.-The number in the Navy military personnel includes the Navy
Marine Corps, and Coast Guard. The number in the Marine Corps and Coast
Guard was reported by the personnel officers of the respective departments by
telephone. The number in the Navy proper, is obtained by averaging the average
numbers for the fiscal years as reported by Rear Admiral C. J. Peoples, Pay-
master General of the Navy.

Line S.-The number in postal service does not include those in temporary
field service. These latter are employed by individual postmasters and no report
on their number is made. Their compensation, however, is included with the
total salaries paid. The estimates here given are a total as of June 30, of the
number listed Aly the Civil Service Commission and those excluded from the list.
These figures are obtained from the Annual Report of the Civil Service Com-
mission.

Line 4.-The number in executive civil service is also for June 30, and is ob-
tnined from the Civil Service Commission's reports for 1929, 1930, 1931, and 1932.
To these figures are added the numbers in the legislative and judicial branches
the estimates for which for 1929, 1930, and 1931 are from the Congressional
Record of March 17, 1932. The estimates for the legislative and judicial branches
oil June 30, 1932, are derived from the average numbers for the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1932, as given in a tabulation made December 6, 1932, by the
Bureau of the Budget, and those for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1933, as
contained in the President's message transmitting the Budget, January 3, 1934.

TABLE 147
Line 1.-The compensation of the Army is a total of cash payments and the

allowance for subsistence. Figures are originally given for fiscal years and
averaged. The cash payments for the fiscal years 1929, 1930, 1931, and 1932
were provided in a letter from Maj. Gen. F. W. Coleman, Chief of Finance, War
Department. and extrapolated for the fiscal year 1933 on the basis of the change
in the pay of the Army from 1932 to 1933 as reported in the Combined Statement
of the Receipts and Expenditures, etc., of the United States for 1932 and by letter
from the Treasury Department for 1933. The figures for value of subsistence for
the fiscal years are taken directly from the Combined Statement of the Receipts
and Expenditures, etc., and tile totals of pay and subsistence for fiscal years are
averaged to give totals for calendar years.

Line 2.-The pay of the Navy includes that of the Marine Corps and the Coast
Guard. Tile figures for tile Marine Corps and Coast Guard cash pay are taken
from the Combined Statement of Receipts and Expenditures, etc., of the United
States and averaged to obtain estimates for calendar years. The figures for cash
pay including rental and subsistence allowance for the Navy for fiscal years 1929,
1930, 1931, 1932, and 1933 were provided in a letter from C. J. Peoples, Paymaster
General of the Navy. In Rear Admiral Peoples' letter figures for the value of
subsistence of the Navy are also given for the fiscal years 1929-33. The value of
subsistence of the Marmne Corps is based upon the per capita figures for the Army
and Navy and the estimated number in the Marine Corps.

Line S.-The total pay of the Postal Service for the fiscal years 1929, 1930,
1931, and 1932 is a summation of the personal service items given in the special
table Audited Expenditures-Service of the Post Office Department in Combined
Statement of Receipts and Expenditures, etc., of the United States. Averages of

-fiscal years are taken to obtain estimated for the calendar years 1929, 1930, and
1931. The estimate of total pay for 1932 is made by applying to the number of
employees on June 30, 1932, the average annual salary derived for 1931 from total
pay and number of employees.
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Line 4.-Total civil service pay is a total for executive, legislative, and judicial
bIranches and includes the pay of the Public Health Service and Coast and
Geodetic Survey. The total pay of the judicial and legislative branches for the
fiscal years 1929, 1930, and 1931 is taken from the Congressional Record of
March 17, 1932. For the fiscal year 1932 the items are taken from a tabulation
made by the Bureau of the Budget on December 6, 1932. For all other civil
service the total salaries for the fiscal year 1932 (given in this same table) includ-
ing those of temporary employees, are considered basic; and extrapolated back to
1929 on the basis of a list of salary payments recorded as such in the Combined
Statement of Receipts and Expenditures, etc., of the United States for the respec-
tive years. Fiscal year figures are averaged and estimates for calendar years 1929,
1930, and 1931 derived. From the 1931 data on total pay and number of
employees in civil service an average annual figure is derived and multiplied by
the number of employees on June 30, 1932, to yield an estimate of total salaries
in civil service in 1932.

TABLE 149

Line 1.-The number of employees in State government includes the full time
equivalent of part time employees. On the basis of data given in the National
Municipal Review supplement, Extent, Costs, and Significance of Public Em-
ployment in the United States, by W. E. Mosher and S. Polah, the estimated
full time average annual salary in 1926 is computed and estimated for 1929, 1930,
1931, and 1932 using as index the average full time annual salary for city employ-
ees (see notes to table 152). The number of employees is computed by dividing
the total wage and salary bill (the derivation of which is given below (see table
150)? by this average full time salary.

Line 2.-The number of employees in county government is the average of two
estimates. The first ia derived from the total wage and salary bill estimation of
which is given below (see notes to table 150), and the average full time salary for
State employees. The second is based upon the total compensation and the
average full time salary of city employees.

TABLE 150

Line 1.-Total salaries paid by State governments are computed first for fiscal
years ending June 30, the period for which 32 of the 48 States file reports. From
basic data given in the National Municipal Review supplement, Extent, Costs
and Significance of Public Employment in the United States, by W. E. Mosher
and S. Polah, the ratio of total salaries including full and part time work to the
operating budget, exclusive of education for each State in 1926 is computed.
This ratio is assumed to remain constant for the entire period studied. From
Financial Statistics of States for 1929, 1930, and 1931 the figures for operating
budgets, excluding education, are taken. Total salaries are computed for each
State and summated. Financial Statistics of States for 1932 are available for
only 33 States. Estimates of the total operating budget for the United States in
1932 are made on the basis of this sample, and total salaries computed. Figures
for calendar years are averages of the two overlapping fiscal years. The estimate
for the 1932 calendar year is assumed to be equivalent to the figure for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1932.

Line 2.-Total salaries of county government are based upon State data also.
In the 1932 Census of Debt and Taxation, for which data for 27 States are avail-
able at present, figures for both county and State expenditures are given. The
ratio of county to State expenditures is computed from these data and applied to
the total operating budgets of all States for the calendar years (as derived for
line 1 above) to give the estimated operating costs of county government for
calendar years. From data published in the supplement to the National Munici-
pal Review Extent Costs and Significance of Public Employment In the United
States, by iV. E. Mosher and S. Polah, the 1926 ratio of total salaries (full and
part time) to the operating budget is derived and assumed to be constant for 1929,
1930, 1931, and 1932. This ratio, applied to the estimated total operating cost,
yields an estimate of total salaries for the 4 years.

TABLE 152
Line 1.---The number of policemen is estimated on the basis of data for sample

cities of various population groups (see tabulation of data in appendix). The
sample data were obtained by questionnaire, and have been stepped up on the
basis of the ratio of the total population for each group to the population of the
sample cities in the group.
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Line 2.-Same method as for line 1.
Line S.-The number of full time civil employees in 1929 is estimated in the

same way as the number of policemen and firemen, on the basis of sample data.
To the resulting number, however, is added the full time equivalent of the part
tine einl)loyees. The ratio of part tineyears to full time years in 1929 is assumed
to be the same as in 1926 for which year William S. Mosher and Sophie Polah in the
National Municipal Review 1932, Supplement volume XXI, no. 1, Extent, Costs,
and Significance of Public Employment in the United States computed the ratio.
This ratio is applied to the number of full tinie employees in 1929 and the total
number of employees (including the full time equivalent of part time employees)
is derived. On the basis of this number and the total wage and salary figure
(for the derivation of which see the notes for table 153) the average full time
salary for 1929 is computed and extrapolated with the average salary for police
and firemen as index. The total miumber of employees in 1930, 1931, and 1932 is
estimated by dividing the total wages and salaries by the average annual full time
salary.

TABLE 153

Lines 1, 2, and 4.-Estimates of total salaries are totals for full and part time
employment. They are based upon sample data, secured by questionnaire and
stepped up on the basis of the ratio of total population to lpoplulation of the sample
cities. The analysis of the returned questionnaires indicates that the cities tended
to report total salaries and wages paid, inclusive of compensation to temporary
employees; but that in reporting the numbers they tended to exclude temporary
employees.

XI. SERVICE
A. RECREATION AND AMUSEMENTS

TABLE 163

Line 1.-Retail trade in Canada, 1930, Preliminary Summary, reports the
average salary and wage in theaters other than motion picture, which figure is;
raised by the ratio of the average salary and wage in retail trade in the United
States Census of Distribution, Retail Trade, United States Summary, to the same
for Canada and divided into the total salaries and wages, as shown in table 167,
line 1.

Line 2?.-The number of salaried employees and wage earners listed in the 1929
Census of Manufactures is extrapolated by means of the index of employment in
motion picture production and developing. This index, which appears in Cali-
fornia State Unemployment Commission's Report and Recommendations,
November 1932, page 168, is adjusted for changed base year.

Line 3.--From the Motion Picture Almanac, 1931, page 7, is derived the number
of employees for 1931 which is extrapolated by an index of total employment in
all branches obtained from Motion Picture Statistics, Motion Picture. Section,
United States Department of Commerce.

Line 4.-This represents the estimated total number of regular duty employees
derive(l from National Association of Broadcasters, The Economics of Broad-
casting (manuscript), 1933.

Line 5.-The number of superintendents and managers in bowling alleys, pool
rooms and amusement l)arks (assuming one per estal)lishment) as reported in
Fluctuation in Emnployment, Ohio, has been raised to a total for the United States
by the ratio of Ohio retail employees to all retail employees, basic data for which
ratio arc given in Census of Distribution, Retail Trade, United States Summary.
To the resulting number is added the number of bookkeepers, stenographers,
office clerks salesmen, and wage earners raised to a United States total and add
justed to fuii time equivalent bly the ratio of the average salary and wage paid to
the average salary and wage paid full time employees, as derived from Census of
Distribution, Retail Trade, U united States Summary.

Line 7.-Tlis is a total of the number of individual theater owners as estimated
by Motion Picture Section, United States Department of Commerce and the
nubll)er of billiard room dance hall, pleasure resort, race track, etc., keepers,
Census of Occupations, painful Workers by Industry extrapolated by an index
of retail trade entrepreneurs, as provided by the Cost Analysis Section, Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
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TABLE 164
Line 1.-The estimated gross receipts of 1930, are taken from J. F. Steiner's

Americans at Play, Recent Social Trends Monographs, 1933 extrapolated by an
index of gross income of legitimate theater corporations, data for which appear in
special tabulations of Statistics of Income.

Line B.-This item equals gross profits from operations shown in table 14
(1929-30) and table 13 (1931), Statistics of Income. Motion Picture Section,
United States Department of Commerce estimated that there was no change
from 1931 to 1932.

Line S.-These estimates have been furnished by the Motion Picture Section,
United States Department of Commerce.

Line 4.-Gross income is taken from Statistics of Income, special tabulations,
and has been extrapolated for 1932, assuming the same percentage change from
1931 to 1932 as between 1930 and 1931.
-Line 5.-Salaries and wages paid as shown in table 171 have been raised by the

ratio of receipts to salaries and wages in amusements as reported in Retail Trade
in Canada, 1930, and adjusted for the United States by the comparative ratios of
salaries and wages to receipts from commodity sales, derived from Census of
Distribution, Retail Trade, United States Summary, 1930, to the same for Canada.

TABLE 165
Line 7.-Withdrawals of entrepreneurs are the product of the estimated num-

ber and their average salary. The average salary is that derived from data
on the compensation of officers given in the break-down of table 14 (1929-30)
and table 13 (1931), Statistics of Income, and their number is the result of an
estimate of two to each theater corporation and one to each other amusement
corporation. The 1930-31 percentage change in total withdrawals is applied to
the 1931 figure for the estimate of 1932 total withdrawals.

Line 10.-Business savings of individual entrepreneurs are estimated as the
difference between their net income and withdrawals. Net income is based on the
ratio of statutory net income, adjusted for net profit from sale of assets, plus the
compensation of officers plus total long-term interest paid to gross income of
corporations applied to noncorporate volume of business, estimated as the differ-
ence between the total (see table 164) and the corporate figures supplied by the
Income Tax Bureau. The figure for 1932 is estimated on the basis of the 1930-31
percentage change applied to the 1931 figure.

TABLE 167
Line 1.-The ratio of salaries and wages to receipts in theaters other than

motion picture, Retail Trade in Canada, 1930, Preliminary Summary adjusted
by the comparative ratios of salaries and wages to receipts in retail trade in
Vanada and in the United States, Census of Distribution, Retail Trade, United
States Summary, is applied to the estimated gross receipts in legitimate and
vaudeville theaters in the United States (Recent Social Trends, vol. II, p. 949).
This yields an estimate for 1929. The ratio of this estimate to salaries and wages
paid in motion picture theaters, table 169, line 1, extrapolated by an index of
the ratio of compensation of officers in legitimate theaters to the same for motion
picture theaters (taken from break-down of table 14 (1929-30) and table 13 (1931),
Statistics of Income) is applied to the estimated salaries and wages in motion-
picture theaters, table 169, line 1, to yield an estimate for the other years.

Line B.-Compensation for injuries is estimated by applying the ratio of such
compensation to salaries and wages in service industries (adjusted for amusements
by the New York State ratio) as determined by a special survey, to the salaries
and wages, line 1.

Line 4.-Table 14 (1929-30) and table 13 (1931), Statistics of Income, show
cash dividends paid and dividends received. 4' The difference equals net dividends
paid, with 1932 extrapolated on the basis of a corporate sample.

Line 6.-The volume of bonded debt and mortgages for all recreation and
amusement shown in a break-down of table 19 (1929-30) and table 15 (1931),
Statistics of Income, was raised to total with ratio of returns reporting balance
sheets (with net and with no net income) to total returns (with net and with no
net income) and multiplied by the average interest rate paid determined from a
corporate sample, less interest received from Federal, State, and municipal bonds,
Statistics of Income table 14, with 1932 resulting from the extrapolation of the
above items. The distribution among the subgroups is based Qn the distribution
of gross income as given in table 16 (1929-30) and table 14 (1931), Statistics of
Income.
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Line 8.-A break-down of table 14 (1929-30) and table 13 (1931), Statistics'
of Income, shows compiled net profit after taxes, from which were deducted net
gain fromI sale of assets and cash dividends paid for 1929, 1930, and 1931. Esti-
mates for 1932 are based on the preliminary Statistics of Income figure for all
service for statutory net income, stepped tip to the total, plus interest received on
Government holdings minus Federal taxes and net profit from the sale of assets
(assumed to be equal to the 1931 figure). The difference between the resulting
figure arnd net dividends paid is equal to corporate savings for 1932 for all service.
The distribution among the various subgroups is made oIn the basis of preliminary
estimates derived byapplying to the 1931 figure the 1930-31 percentage change.

TABLE 168
Line I.-The Census of MIanufactures shows total motionlpicture production

salaries and wages. These were extrapolated by using motion picture production
and developing pay roll index, California State Unemployment Commission,
Report and Recommendations, November 1932, page 168, adjusted for changed
base year.

Line 2.-Compensation, for injuries was estimated by applying the ratio of such
coml)ensation to salaries and wages in all manufactures, determined in a special
survey, to the total line 1.

Line 4.-A break-down of table 14 (192b-30) and tal)le 13 (1931), Statistics of
Income, shows cash dividends paid anid dividendss received. The difference
equals net dividends paid, with 1932 extrapolated on basis of a corporate sample.

Line 5. . The sources and methods used are the same as those outlined above
for table 167, line 5.

Line 8.-A break-down of table 14 (1929-30) and table 13 (1931), Statistics of
Income, shows compiled net profit after taxes. From, this wVas deducted net profit
froI sale of assets and cash dividends paid. Estimiiates for 1932 are Imade similarly
to those for legitimate theaters.

TABLE 169
Line 1.-Number of employees, table 163, line 3, was multiplied iL- average

salary and wage in "theatres", Fluctuation in Employment, Ohio.
Line 2.-Compensation for injuries was estimated by applying the ratio of such

compensation to salaries and wages in service industries (adjusted for amuse-
ments by the New York State ratio) as determined by a special survey, to the
salaries anld wages, line 1. k

Line 4.-From a break-down of table 14 (1929-30) and table 13 (1931), Sta-
tistics of Income, cash dividends'reccived were deducted from cash dividends
paid with 1932 extrapolated on the basis of a corporate sample.
- Line 5.-The sources and methods used are the same as those outlined above
for table 167, line 5. N

Line 8.-A break-down of table 14 (1929-30) and table 13 (1931), Statistics of
Income, presents compiled net profit after taxes from which was deducted net
gain from sale of assets an(d cash dividends paid. The estimate for 1932 is made
similarly to that for legitimate theaters.

TABLE 170
Line 1.-The estimated total pay roll of individual stations plus network

stations was reported by National Association of Broadcasters, The Economics
of American Broadcasting (manuscript) 1933.

Line R.-The ratio of compensation for injuries to salaries and wages in the
communications industry, derived from a special survey, was applied to the
salaries and wages, line 1 above.

Line 4.-A break-down of table 14 (1929-30) and table 13 (1931), Statistics
of Income, shows cash dividends .paid and dividends received. The difference
represents net dividends paid, with 1932 extrapolated on basis of a corporate
sample.

Line 5.--A break-down of table 19 (1929-30) and table 15 (1931), Statistics of
Income, shows bonded debt and mortgages which are raised to total with ratio
of returns reporting balance sheets (with net and with no net income) to total
returns (with net and with no net income) and multiplied by the average interest
rate paid determined from a corporate sample. From this was deducted interest
received on Federal, State, and municipal bonds, with 1932 resulting from extra-
polation of above items.

Line 8.-A break-down of table 14 (1929-30) and table 13 (1931), Statistics
of Income, shows compiled net profit after taxes from which was deducted net
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profit from sale of assets and cash dividends paid in 1929, 1930, and 1931. The
1932 estimate is made similarly to that for legitimate theaters.

TABLE 171
Line I.-Salaries paid superintendents and managers of bowling alleys, pool

rooms, and amusement parks in Ohio, Fluctuation in Employment, Ohio, were
raised to total for the United States by the ratio of commodity sales, Census of
Distribution Retail Trade, United States Summary for Ohio to the same for
the United States, and adjusted by the ratio of the average wage paid in retail
trade in Ohio to that in the United States. To this were added salaries paid
bookkeepers, stenographers, office clerks, and salesmen and wages derived in A
similar fashion from the Ohio reports.

Line R.-Compensation for injuries was estimated by applying the ratio of
such compensation to salaries and wages in service industries (adjusted for
amusements by the New York state ratio) as determined by a special survey,
to the salaries and wages, line 1.

Line 4.-A break-down of table 14 (1929-30) and table 13 (1931), Statistics
of Income, shows cash dividends paid and dividends received. The difference
represents net dividends paid, with 1932 extrapolated on basis of a corporate
sample.
Line 5.-The sources and methods used are the same as those outlined above

for table 167, line5.
Line 8.-A break-down of table 14 (1929-30) and table 13 (1931), Statistics of

Income, shows compiled net profit after taxes for 1929, 1930, and 1931. From
this was deducted net profit from sale of assets and cash dividends paid. The
1932 estimate is made similarly to that for legitimate theaters.

B. PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

TABLE 174

Line 4.-This represents cash dividends paid less dividends received from stock
of domestic corporations, both shown in a break-down of table 14 (1929-30) and
table 13 (1931), Statistics of Income, with 1932 extrapolated on the basis of the
percentage change from 1930 to 1931.

Line 5.-A break-down of table 19 (1929-30) and table 15 (1931), Statistics of
Income, shows bonded debt and mortgages, which were raised to total with the
ratio of returns reporting balance sheets to total returns (with net and with no
net income), and multiplied by the average interest rate paid as determined in a
corporate sample. From this was deducted interest received on Federal, State,
and municipal bonds, with 1932 resulting from extrapolating above items.

Line 9.-A break-down of table 14 (1929-30) andtable 13 (1931), Statistics of
Income, shows compiled net profits after taxes for 1929, 1930, and 1931. From
this was deducted net profit from sale of assets and cash dividends paid. The
1932 estimate is made similarly to that for legitimate theaters.

TABLi 175

Line1.-The number of clergymen, reported in the Census of Occupations,
1930, was estimated for the other years by applying the average annual increase
since 1920.

Line S.-The salaries paid in cash to Catholic clergymen were estimated from a
survey of the dioceses raised to totals by the ratio of clergymen in the reporting
dioceses to the total for the United States given in The Official Catholic Directory.
For non-Catholic clergy the number of Catholic clergy was deducted from the
total, line 1, and the resulting number multiplied by the average salary derived
from reports from the Congregational Christian, Protestant Episcopal, Metho-
dist Episcopal, South and Southern bapti churches. To this was added the
sum of other cash income and income in of Catholic clergymen derived the
same as for Catholic clergy salaries, and the rental value of parsonages furnished
non-Catholic clergy as estimated as a ratio to salaries paid by the Protestant
Episcopal Church.

Line 8.-Pensions of non-Catholic clergy were estimated by the ratio of pen-
sions to salaries in the Congregational and Christian Churches applied to esti-
mated non-Catholic salaries paid, line 2.

TABLE 176
Line I.-The number of teachers was reported in the Biennial Survey of Edu-

cation 1928 and 1930, volume II chapter IV, pages 11-12 and special tabulations.
Intervening years were interpolated along a straight line, 1932/33 decline from
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College Salaries, 1932-33. Other employees are derived from the salaries and
wages paid for administration and general control and for plant maintenance
(table 177, line 1) divided by the average pay of a sample of seven large colleges
and universities.

Line 2.-The number of principals in Catholic high schools and academies was
taken as equivalent to one per establishment, as reported in the Directory of
Catholic Colleges and Schools, extrapolated on the basis of an index of the
number of principals in Catholic elementary schools shown in a special survey of
the Catholic dioceses. To this was added the number of principals in non-
Catholic private high schools derived by applying the ratio of principals to
teachers in Catholic elementary schools to the estimated teachers in non-Catholic
secondary schools. The number of teachers in Catholic high schools and
academies reported in the Directory of Catholic Colleges and Schools was
extrapolated by an index of the number of elementary school teachers reported
in a special survey of the Catholic dioceses. Teachers in non-Catholic schools
were estimated by deducting the above from the number of teachers in all private
high schools reported in the Biennial Survey of Education, Bulletin 1931, No. 20,
table 5, extrapolated by the same index as above. The total number of adminis-
trative and plant employees in non-Catholic schools was derived from thesalaries
and wages paid such employees (estimated by the ratio of such salaries and
wages to the same for teachers in a sample of seven large colleges and universities
applied to the teachers' salary and wage estimate for non-Catholic secondaryschools) divided by the average salary and wage of administrative and plant
employees in a sample of seven large colleges and universities. To the number
of wage earners thus obtained was added the Catholic school estimate derived
-from the ratio of other employees (excluding principals) to teachers given in a

specialsurvey of Catholic dioceses, applied to the total number of Catholic
teachers derived above.

LineS.-The number of principals in Catholic elementaryschools was derived
from a special survey of Catholic(lioceses and the Directory of Catholic Colleges
.and Schools. The number of principals in non-Catholic elementary schools was
taken at a rate of one perschool of this type reported in Statistics of Private
Elementary Schools, United States Office of Education, Bulletin 1933, No. 2,
advance pages, extrapolated by an index of the number of principals in Catholic
elementary schools. The number of teachersin Catholic elementary schools
was derived from the number reported inthe Directory of Catholic Colleges and
Schools extrapolated by an index of teachers reported in a special survey of
Catholic dioceses. For non-Catholic schools, the number of teachers in this
type of school reported in Statistics of Private Elementary Schools was extra-
polated with the same index as for Catholic school teachers. The number of
wage earners in Catholic elementary schools was, derived from a ratio
of such employees to teachers reported in a special survey of Catholic
dioceses applied to the total estimate for teachers. The same ratio was applied
to the estimate of non-Catholic school teachers to obtain the number of non-
Catholicschool wage earners.

Line 4.-The ratio of the number of instructors and other employees in a special
survey of four large commercial schools to the total reported in Statistics of
Private Commercial and Business Schools was applied to the data for each year
in the special survey. An estimate for correspondence schools was derived by
raising the salaries and wages paid in a large representative school on the basis
of the ratio of its gross income tothe estimated total gross income of all corre-
spondence schools asgiven by the National Home Study Council. The averagesalary and wage paidby the sample school was divided into thetotal salary and
wage estimate to obtain the number of employees. The number of teachers in
private teachers' colleges and normal schools and in private junior colleges was
reported in the Biennial Survey of Educationspeciall tabulation) and of instruc-
tors in all schools for delinquents, mentally deficientdeaf,and persons were

reported in United States Office of Education Circulars 70, 76, 76, and83 (1933),
in each case adjusted for private schools only with the ratio of expenditures for
education and salaries in private as compared with public schools.Interveningyears were interpolated and academic years converted to calendar year basis.The number of other employees was derived from the salaries paid for administra,
tion and for plant maintenance in private teachers' colleges and normal schools
and in private junior colleges reported in the Biennial Survey of Education (special
tabulation) and divided by the average salary and wage of other than teaching
employees in a sample of seven large private colleges and universities. The
number of other employees in other private schools was estimated by applying
the ratio of these to instructors in teachers' colleges, etc., to the estimated number
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of instructors in other schools. The intervening years were interpolated and
academic years converted to calendar year basis.

TABLE 177
Line 1.-A special tabulation of the Biennial Survey of Education was made to

Five salaries paid for administration and general control. Intervening years were
interpolated. Teachers' salaries were obtained from a special tabulation of the
Biennial Survey of Education. Intervening years interpolated; 1932 change
from College Salaries, 1932-33. To these totals were added pensions derived
from the ratio of pensions to salaries and wages in a sample of seven large colleges.
and universities applied to the total above.

Line B.-The average cash salary paid principals in Catholic elementary schools
found in a special survey of Catholic dioceses was applied to the total estimated
principals in Catholic high schools and academies. To this was added the
estimate for non-Catholic schools based on the number of principals and an
average salary derived from the average salary of public elementary school
teachers, raised by the ratio of principal to teacher average salaries in Catholic
secondary schools. For teachers, the average cash salary paid teachers in Cath-
olic elementary schools found in a special survey of Catholic dioceses was applied
to the total estimated number in Catholic high schools and academies. To
this was added the estimate for non-Catholic schools based on the number of
teachers and the average salary of, public elementary school teachers. For
wage earners, the ratio of cash wages paid to teachers' cash salaries in a special
survey of elementary schools in Catholic dioceses was applied to the estimated
salaries paid teachers. To this was added the estimate for non-Catholic second-
ary schools based on the salaries and wages for administration and for plant
maintenance reported in the Biennial Survey of Education, interpolated and
adjusted for calendar years, less the salaries paid principals of non-Catholic
secondary schools, line 1 above. For payments in kind, to the estimated number
of Catholic secondary school teachers was applied the average payment in kind
received by elementary teachers reported in a special survey of Catholic dioceses.

Line S.-The cash salaries paid principals in Catholic elementary schools re-
ported in a special survey of Catholic dioceses raised to the total on the basis
of the number of principals was added to salaries paid in non-Catholic elementary
schools based on the number of principals applied to the average teacher salary
in public elementary schools raised by the ratio of principal to teacher .average
salaries in Catholic elementary schools reporting in a special survey. For
teachers, the cash salaries paid teachers in Catholic elementary schools reported
in a special survey of the Catholic dioceses raised to the total on the basis of the
ratio of number of teachers in the survey to the number given in the Directory
of Catholic Colleges and Schools was added to salaries paid non-Catholic elemen-
tary school teachers derived from the number reported in Statistics of Private
Elementary Schools applied to the average salary of public elementary school
teachers. For wage earners, the ratio of cash wages paid to teachers' salaries
paid determined from a special survey of Catholic dioceses was applied to the
estimated teachers' wages above. For other income, the income in kind of
Catholic elementary school employees derived from a special survey of the Catholic
dioceses raised as for cash salaries, above, was added to the pensions paid in all
private elementary schools estimated by applying to the estimated total salaries
and wages the ratio of pensions to salaries and wages in public elementary schools.

Line 4.-The salaries of teachers in commercial and business schools given in
a sample of four large schools was raised to a total by applying the ratio of in..
structors in all reporting schools in Statistics of Private Commercial and Business
Schools to the number in the sample schools. For other employees, the salaries
and wages of other employees in a sample of four large schools raised to a total
as above were added to the salaries and wages paid in a large representative
correspondence school raised to a total by a ratio of the gross volume of business
of all correspondence schools estimated by the National Home Study Council to
that of the sample school. To this were added the salaries of teachers i private
teachers' colleges and normal schools and private junior colleges reported in the
Biennial Survey of 'Edueation (special tabulation), with intervening years iner..
polated, and the expenditures for education (almost entirely salaries In private
residential schools for blind, deaf, delinquent, etc., reported Uni'ed At
Office of Education CCireilars Non. 70, '7, 76, and 88(1WS) nd intead.
Asademl years were converted to calendar years To this wee added
and wYes aid for administration and for plant maintenance, hfor 'teann
above, added to the same for other private schools based on the appromate
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ratio of such salaries and wages to salaries of teachers. Adjustment was made
from academic to calendar years.

TABLE 179
Line 1.-The American Medical Directory listed the number of physicians and

surgeons in the United States in 1929 and 1931 and the average of these 2 years
was assumed to be representative of 1930. Due to advance employment oppor-
tunities, tending to offset the normal increase, it was assumed that the number
of physicians was the same in 1931 and 1932 as in 1930. It was estimated by
Maurice Leven in The Income of Physicians, publication no. 24 of the Committee
on the Costs of Medical Care, that at the end of 1929 the number of private prac-
titioners equaled 78.24 percent of the total number of physicians and surgeons.
This ratio when applied to the total number for each year gave the number engaged
in )rivate practice.

Line 2.-The total number of dentists for 1930 was taken from the 1930 Census
of Occupations and interpolated for 1929 on the basis of the change from the 1920
census to the 1930 census. Here also the number was assumed constant after
1930. In Medical Care and the American People, publication no. 28 of the
Committee on the Costs of Medical Care, It was estimated that in 1929 the private
practitioners equaled 91.03 percent of the total number of dentists and this
percentage when applied to the above estimates of the total number for each
year yielded the number of private practitioners for the years 1929 to 1932,
inclusive.

Line S.-Other professions in the field include osteopaths, veterinary surgeons,
chiropractors, chiropodists, optometrists, naturopaths, etc. Tho number of
osteopaths and veterinarians was taken from the Census of Occupations for 1930
and estimated for 1929 on the basis of the 1920 to 1930 change. In Medical
Facilities in the United States, by Allon Peebles, abstract of publication no. 3
of the Committee on the Costs of Medical Care, the number of persons engaged in
these other professions are estimated for 1929. The estimates for the 3 succeod-
ing years were based on the trend in the number of physicians, dentists, osteo-
paths, and veterinarians.
Line 4.-The Census of Occupations for 1930 lists the total number of trained

nurses and the estimate for 1929 was based on the change between the 1920
census and the 1930 census and the number assumed constant from 1930 to
1932, inclusive. In Medical Care and the American People, publication no. 28
of the Committee on the Costs of Medical Care, the number of trained nurses on
private duty was estimated at 142,000 for 1929. The ratio of this figure to the
above estimated total in the same year was applied to the estimated totals in
the other years to arrive at annual estimates of trained nurses on private duty.

Line 5.-This group consists of masseurs and religious healers, and the 1929
figure was taken from Medical Facilities in the United States, by Allon Peebles,
abstract of publication no. 3 by the Committee on the Costs of Medical Care.
For the later years the estimates were based on the trend in the number of
physicians, dentists, osteopaths, and veterinarians.

Line 6.-The Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce sent questionnaires
to a sample of dentists all over the United States. Information on the num-
ber of full time and part time employees was obtained for each year from 1929
through 1932. The ratios of full and part time employees to the number of
dentists as obtained from the sample were applied to the number of dentists
each year. The part time workers were converted to a full time equivalent on
the basis of their average salary compared to full time salaries. Some pro-
fessional assistants are undoubtedly included in this number but there was no
basis for estimating their number. No data were available for estimating the
number of persons employed by the other professional persons in this field.

TABLE 180

Line 1.-The Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce sent questionnaires
to a sample group of physicians and doctors all over the United States requesting
data on their gross and net income for each year from 1929 to 1932, inclusive.
The average net income thus obtained for each year was multiplied by the num-
ber engaged in private practice in each year.

Line B.-The net income of dentists for the year 1929 was assumed to be the
estimated income as presented by Maurice Leven in the Income of Physicians,
publication no. 24 of the Committee on the Costs of Medical Care. A large number
of questionnaires was sent to dentists but the sample appeared to have a marked
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bias so the average income fromn this sample was not used, but the trend of the net
income for the 4 years was used and applied to the above figure.

Line 8.-In Medical Facilities in the United States, by Allon Peebles, abstract
of publication no, 3 of the Committee on the Costs of Medical Care, the average
income in 1929 was obtained for osteopaths, chiropodists, and chiropractors.
From these estimates an estimated average income for the rest of the group was
made except for veterinarians. The report of the committee on education of
the American Veterinary Medical Association included an estimate of the average
income of practicing veterinarians in 1931. The average incomes for the pro-
fessional classes in this group were estimated for other than 1929 (1931 for
veterinarians) on the basis of the trend in the average incomes of physicians and
dentists. The average income for the entire group for each year was multiplied
by the estimated number employed in each year.

Line 4.-In Medical Care and the American People, publication no. 28 of the
Committee on the Costs of Medical Care, the average income for trained nurses was
estimated at $1,200 for the year 1929, based on various sample surveys. The
trend in the average income for the succeeding years was assumed to be the same
as the trend in the average income of physicians and dentists. The average
income for each year was multiplied by the number employed each year.

Line 5.-In Medical Facilities in the United States, by Allon Peebles, abstract
of publication no. 3 of the Committee on the Costs of Medical Care, the average
income in 1929 for those in this group was estimated and the estimates for the
succeeding years were based on the trend of incomes of physicians and dentists.
The estimated average income each year was multiplied by the estimated number
employed each year.

Line 6.-The dental survey furnished the average incomes for full time
employees and for part time employees in each year and these were multiplied by
the estimated number of full and part time employees.

TABLE 181

Line 1.-This figure represents the average net income of physicians, which was
obtained from the survey described in the preceding table.

Line 2.-The per capita net ineqme of dentists was derived from the Income of
Physicians for 1928, which average was assumed to be representative of 1929 and
projected on the basis of the trend in the income of dentists included in our survey.

Line 3.-The derivation of the average net income for this group was ex-
plained in line 3 of the preceding table.

Line 4.-As explained in line 4 of the preceding table, the average income of
trained nurses was taken from Medical Care and the American People for 1929
and projected on the basis of the trend in the average net income of physicians
and dentists.

Line 5.-The per ca)ita income for this group wvas explained in line 5 of the
preceding table.

Line 6.-Obtained in the dental survey.
Federal, State, and municipal hospitals having been included in the data on

governments, these estimates are only for private hospitals, i.e., operated by
individuals corporations, fraternities, churches, and independent hospital asso-
ciations. Most of the basic material used in making the estimates was derived
from various publications of the Committee on the Costs of Medical Care. A few
additional studies on hospital costs and operations were also used.
On page 5 of Medical Care and the American People, publication no. 28 of the

Committee on the Costs of Medical Care, the number of hospital beds for non-
Government hospitals was reported for 1930. This number was extrapolated
for 1929, 1931, and 1932 on the basis of the trend in the number of hospital beds
in Ohio, as shown in the annual reports of the Ohio Department of Health, and in
the hospitals included in the annual reports of the United Hospital Fund of New
York. These latter two publications also included average operating costs per
bed for the 4 years, 192-32, and these two samples were combined to arrive at
an estimated operating cost per bed in the United States for the 4 years. The
estimated number of beds times the average operating cost per bed gave an
estimate of total operating costs.

Ratios of pay rolls to operating costs were available from two sources, i.e., the
reports of the United Hospital Fund of New York and a special study of 16 hos-
pitals published on page 56 of the March 1932 issue of Hospital Management.
From these two sources ratios of pay rolls to operating costs were estimated and
when applied to the estimated total operating costs yielded estimates of total
pay rolls for the 4 years.
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A study of wages and personnel in 1928 in 279 hospitals was made by the
UJniited States Personnel Classification Board and published as Document 602,
Seventieth Congress, second session. 'Tlie given occupations were regrouped into
the following six classes: Principal officers and professional employees; other
salaried workers; graduate nurses on the hospital staff; wage earners; internes,
and student nurses. 'Thle distribution of the total pay roll as between these
groups was al)plied to the eftiniated total pay roll for 1929 in the United States.
For the following years thel distribution was varied arbitrarily, based on the
characteristics found in other in(lustries, i.e., relatively larger portions of- the total
pay roll going to the salAried groups as the depression continlle(l to force total
pay rolls downward. Applying those distributions, the pay rolls to each of the
6 groups for each of the 4 years were determined.

Average wages and salaries b)y occupations were available from the above
survey of the United States 1Personnel Classification Board and from two studies
in Hospital Management, Augiust 1931, page 19, and November 1931, page 51.
With these three sources as a basis, arbitrary average wages and salaries were
determined for each of the occupational groups for the 4 years and when divided
into the total l)ay roll for each group, gave the estimated number employed.

TABIE 182

Line 1.--See general description above for method of derivation.
Line .'.--ThIe distribution of total pay rolls for 1929 wvas taken from the United

States Personnel Classification Board's publication aud applied to the estimates
of total pay rolls ill all non-Gov'ernnme-it hospitals in the United States as
described above. Estimates of maintenance are included here. 'Tl'e results of a
survey of 17 hospitals in 1:3 States, lpul)lislled on page 17 of the August 1932 issue
of Hospital Management, includled data on thre number of employees in different
Occul)atiions who received maintenance from the hospitals in addition to money
compensation. The ratios of the number in each class receiving maintenance to
the total reported inl each class were applied to the estimated total number
emnp)loyedl in the United States l)y (lasses. This gave the number of hospital
employees getting maintenance along with their salary.

In connection with the domesticc and personal service group, questionnaires
wvcre sent to pl)uic and private employment offices all over the country to get
wages paid, including maintenance andt 'Wages paid without maintenance. The
difference between these two figures was taken as representative of costs of main-
tenance and as at weekly rate it was $6.30 for both 1929 and 1930; $5.71 in 1931,
and $5") for 1932. These weekly rates were l)lace(l on an annual basis by using
5( weeks, assuiilnlig the hospital employees left the hospitals an average of two
weeks each year. 'rhis proce(lure assumes the maintenance costs of an employee
in a household to be the same aIs an icmployce in a hospital and may be high.

TABIE 183

Line 1.--Thc 1930 Census of Occupations lists the total combined number of
lawyyers, judges, and justices. rhe number in this group was estimated for 1929
on the basis of the change from the 1920 census to the 1930 census and assumed
the sarne for 19331 and 1932 as for 1930. In the statistics of occupations by
indlustries, the 1930) Census of Occupations gave the number of lawyers in the
professional service field, and the ratio of this group to the total number of law-
yers, judges, and justices for 1930 was applied for each year.
The Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce sent out over 6,000 question-

naires to a sample group of lawyers taken from the Martindale-Hubbell Lawyers
Directory. From the results of this survey the number of both full and part
time professional and nonprofessional employees was obtained. The part
time professional and nonprofessional workers were converted to a full time
equivalent on the basis of the ratio of their average salaries to the average salaries
of full time workers. The number of professional employees per partner or
individual practitioner was used to estimate the total number of independent
lawyers in the professional service field and the number of lawyers who worked
for other lawyers in this field.

Line 2.-From the survey of lawyers described in line 1, the number of non-
professional employees per partner or individual practitioner was ascertained for
each year and applied to the total number of partners and individual employers.
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TABLE 184

Line 1.-To obtain an estimated average net income for lawyers, various sources
were studied and the average income for lawyers who were graduated from land
grant colleges was used as a base after being adjusted by the ratio of the net
income of physicians formed from our survey to the net income of physicians who
were graduated from land grant colleges. This average representing 1928 was
obtained from the Survey of Land Grant Colleges and 'Universities in the United
States, published in 1930 by the United States Department of the Interior, Office
of Eeducation. The 1928 average was assumed to be the same in 1929 and was
l)rojected forward on the basis of the trend of accountants' net income derived
from the questionnaire returns.

Line 2.-From the questionnaires received from lawyers, the average salary for
nonjprofessional employees was taken and this average was multiplied by the
number of nonprofessional employees as given in the preceding table.

TABLE 186

Line 1.-Four classes of engineers are listed in the 1930 Censuis of Occupations,
namely, civil, electrical, mechanical, and mailing. In the industrial classification
of occupations is listed the number of each of these groups in the professional
service field. The latter figures represent those engineers who wore unattached
to other industries and presumnably were mostly engaged in consulting activities.
The Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce sent questionnaires to over

3,000 consulting engineers selected from various association directories. The
number of full and part time employees was recluested on these schedules. The
number of part time workers was converted to a full time equivalent from the
ratio of their average salary to the average salary of full time employees. Thus
the number of full time employees per partner or individual employer was ob-
taied, This number was divided into two groups-professional and nonprofes-
sional. Having the total number of engineers in professional service in 1930
and the ratio of professional employees to employers for each year it was thus
possible to apply the ratio to the total and determine how many of the total
were partners or individual employers and how many were salaried employees in
1930. The number of employers was estimated for 1929 on the basis of the
1920-30 trend derived from the Census of Occupations, while no change was as-
sumed for 1931 and 1932 due to lack of employment and unemployment data
in this field.

Line 2.-The survey of engineers supplied the data for the ratio of employees
to employers for each year and these ratios were applied to the estimated number
of consulting engineers for each year as shown in line 1 of this table.

TABLE 187

Line 1.-From the questionnaire replies, the average net income and the
average withdrawals per partner or individual were calculated. A larger group
reported net income than reported both net income and withdrawals. From
the schedules reporting both, the ratio of withdrawals to net income was obtained
and applied to the average net income derived from the entire group reporting.
This line represents the average withdrawal per consulting engineer multiplied
by the estimated number of consulting engineers as given in the preceding
table.

Line R.-The questionnaires sent to engineers also included requests for infor-
mation on the average salary paid to employees. The average so obtained was
multiplied by the number of employees as given in the preceding table.

Line 4.-Business savings represent the difference between net income and with-
drawals, both of which were included on the questionnaire.

C. PERSONAL SERVICE

TABLE 189

Line 1.-This was taken from the Census of Hotels, special tabulations for
full time and part time hotels with estimates for hotels not covered therein
(under 26 rooms), with duplication in employment in part time hotels elimi-
nated by a ratio estimated from the same source and extrapolated with the
Bureau of Labor Statistics index of employment In hotels.
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Line 2.-Froin thle Census of Manufactures, Power Laundries, the number
of salaried officers and(l employees was extrapolatcd by ratios to wrage earners,
laundry and dry cleaning, Fluctuation in Employment, Ohio, applied to esti-
mated wage earners and a(ldedl to the number of wage earners given in the same
census source, extrap)olated by the Bureau of Labor Statistics index of em-
ploymenrt in power launl(lries adjusted to 1931 census data.

Line 3.-From the Consus of Manufactures, Cleaning and Dyeing, the number
of salaried officers and employees was obtained and extrapolated by ratios to
wage earners, as roporte(l in laundry and dry cleaning, Fluctuation iln Employ-
ment, Ohio, api)lic(l to estimated wage earners and added to the number of wage
earners given ill tile same censtus source, extral)olated by Bureaut of Labor Sta--
tistic.4 in(lex of employment ill establishments a(ljuste(l to 1931 census data.
These were raised by ti!e ratio of total voluime of business including plants under
$5,000 to the census total estiiate(l by N. r. Stone, inlpubl)lished report, Research
and Planning Division, National Recovery Administration.

Line / .-n-'1'e miumber of gainfully occupied barbers, hairdressers, and mani-
curists in the Census of Occupations, 1930 was anljuste(l for employment with
tile Census of Unemployment., 1930 an(l extral)olated with the adjusted Bureau
of Labor Statistics in(lc.x of empl)loyinent, in retail trade.

LitC fl.-Thoe number of full time and part Clinc hotel plroprietors and firm
members talent from the Censuis of Hotels, 1930, was added to the estimated
itnilber of hotels not covered, sanie source, and cxtrapolated l)y the index of

entreprr('nurs in retail trade, talble 117, line 5. To this was added the number
of proprietors and firi mneinl)ers in power laundries andi in dyeing and cleaning
estal)lislmineimts, given in the Censtis of M~anufactures, 1929, extrapolated with
an indlex of thle decline in the number of establislunents, Census of Manufactures,
19:31, prelinlinary rel)ort, interpolated for 1930 and extrapolated for 1932 on a
straight line.

TABLE, 190
Line I.-From the Census of Hotels, special tabulations for full time and part

tinie hotels with estimates for hotels not covered therein (under 25 rooms) were
extrapolated with the TBuireau(of Labor Statistics indlex of pay rolls in hotels.
Gratuities andi the value of board and lodging furnished were estimated as ratios
to total sales from a survey of representative hotels by Horwath and Ilorwath.

Line 2.-From the Censuis of Manufactures, Power Laundries, the salaries
paidl were extrapolatedl l)y the ratio to wages paid reported in laundering and
dry cleaning, Fluctuations in Employmient, Ohio, and applied to estimated
wages an(ladded to wages paid given in the same census source, extrapolated
by the Bureau of Labor Statisties index of pay rolls in power laundries adjusted
to 1931 census data.

Line S.-From the Census of Manufactures, Cleaning and Dyeing, the salaries
paidl were extrapolatedl by ratio to wages paidl reported in laundering and dry
cleaning, Fluctuations in &nmploymcnt, Ohio, and applied to estimated wages and
addledI to wages l)aid given in the same census source, extrapolated by the Bureaul
of Labor Statistics index of pay rolls in cleaning and dyeing establishments ad-
justecd to 1931 census data. The totals were raised by the ratio of the total
volumne of l)usiness including plants under $5,000 to the census total estimated
by N. I. Stone, unpublished report, Research and Planning Division, National
RecoverY Administration.

Line 4.-The average wage l)aid barbers and hairdressers given in Fluctuations
in Empml)loyment, Ohio, 1929, was raised to the average for the United States
with the ratio of average ages in retail trade in the United States to the aver-
age in Ohio reported in Census of Distribution, Retail Trade, United States
Summary, 1929, adjusted by the ratio of average wages similarly estimated in
laundering and cleaning and dyeing to the average wage in these industries for
the United States in the Census of Manufactures, 1929. Gratuities were esti-
rmate(l b)y a ratio to salaries and wages as supl)lied by the Division of Research
and Planning, National Recovery Administration.

Line3 61 to 9.-Conmpensation for injuries was based upon the ratio of compen-
sation to salaries and wages p)aidl in sample rel)orts from State compensation
commissions applied to the total salary and wage estimate for the United States.

TABLE 192

Line 4.-Cash dividendss paid less dividlends received from stock of domestiC
Corl)orations, were ol)tained from a break-down of table 14 (1929-30) and table 13
(1931), Statistics of Income, with 1932 extrapolated, assuming the same per-
centage change from 1931 to 1932 as from 1930 to 1931.
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Line 5.-A break-down of table 19 (1929-30) and table 15 (1931), Statistics
of Income, reported bonded debt and mortgages, which were raised to total with
ratio of returns reporting balance sheets to total returns and multiplied by the
average interest rates paid determined in a corporate sample. From this was
deducted interest received on Federal, State, and municipal bonds, with 1932
resulting from extrapolation of above items.

Line 7.-Total withdrawals of entrepreneurs were estimated as the product
of their number and the average income of salaried workers in laundries and
cleaning and dyeing establishments and of all employees in hotels.

Line 9.-A break-down of table 14 (1929-30) and table 13 (1931), Statistics of
Income, showed compiled net profits after taxes from which was deducted the net
profit from sale of assets, and the cash dividends paid for 1929, 1930, and 1931.
The 1932 estimate is made similarly to that for legitimate theaters.
Line 10.-The ratio of statutory net income, adjusted for realized changes in

value of assets plus compensation of officers plus long-term interest paid to cor-
porate volumes of business was applied to unincorporated volume of business, less
withdrawals, line 7. The 193,2 estimate was based on the percentage change in
corporate savings.

D. DOMESTIC SERVICE

TABLE 193

Lines 1 to 9.-The number of employees in the different classes of domestic
service from the Census of Occupations, 1930, was adjusted for employment by
the Census of Unemployment, 1930, and extrapolated with an index based on the
trend of the ratio of unemployment from above and from the Census of Unemploy-
ment, 19 Cities, 1931. See appendix for further explanation.

TABLE 194

Lines 1 to 9.-The average wages paid, with room, with board or with both,
were obtained by a special survey of governmental and private employment
agencies. From a total of 35 returns the average wage reported in each geographic
region was weighted by the number of that class of employee in each region to
obtain an average for the United States. These averages were applied to the
estimated number of employed as given in table 193 to give total wages paid.

E. BUSINESS SERVICE

TABLE 196

Line 1.-The number of accountants and auditors in professional service is
given in Census of Occupations, 1930, and estimated for 1929 by the average
annual increase from 1920 to 1930, same source, and assumed constant thereafter.
Proprietors are segregated from employees by ratios derived from a special survey.
(See appendix E, table 11.)
Line 2.-The average salary and wage paid was obtained from a special survey

of commercial organizations and was applied to the estimated total salaries and
wages, table 197, line 2.

Line S.-The average salary and wage estimated by'the commercial organi-
zation division, United States Chamber of Commerce, was applied to the esti-
mated salaries and wages, table 197, line 3.

Line 6.-See line 1, above.
TABLE 197

Line 1.-The average salary and wage of employees was obtained from a spe-
cial survey of accountants, appendix E, table 11, and applied to the estimated
number of employees, table 196, line 1.

Line 2.-The ratio of salaries and wages to gross expenditures was derived from
a special survey of commercial organizations and was applied to gross expenditures
of all trade associations estimated by the Trade Association Section,- United
States Department of Commerce, and extrapolated with an index of the trend in
the special survey above.

Line S.-The ratio of salaries and wages paid to gross income was derived from
a survey of chambers of commerce by the Commercial Organization Division,
United States Chamber of Commerce, and was applied to gross income derived from
the same survey.
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TABLE 199

Lines 2 and 4.-The average income and withdrawal of accountants were
derived from a special survey, appendix E, table 9, and applied to their number.

F. MISCELLANEOUS SERVICE

TABLE 200
Line 1.-The number of employees in each group given in Fluctuations in

Employment, Ohio, 1929, and special tabulations for sul)sequent years was raised
to the total for the United States by the ratio of retail trade employees in the
United States to the same in Ohio, reported in the Census of Distribution, Retail
Trade, United States Summary, 1929, adjusted by the ratio of similarly estimated
employees in laundering and cleaning and dyeing to the numbers given in these
industries for the United States in the Census of Manufactures, 1929.

Line 2.-From the numbers of photographers in professional service and of
undertakers and cemetery keepers given in Census of Occupations, 1930, was

deducted the estimated number of emnployces ill these occupations determined'as
inl line 1 above.

TABLE 2P1
Line I.-Same soures as table 200, line 1.
Lines 2 and S.-Same source as tal)le 192, lines 4 and 5.
Linve .-The average income of salaried employees in Fluctuations in Em-

ployment Ohio, adjusted for the United States by the ratio of salaries and wages
in retail irade, United States to Ohio, reported in the Census of Distribution
1929, United States Summary, was ap)plic(l to the estimated number of individual
entrepreneurs for 1929 extrapolated with an index of entrepreneursin retail trade.

Line 7.---Samne source as tal)le 192, line 9.

XII. MISCELLANEOUS

TABLE 202

The number of clil)loyces and entrepreneurs in forestry is taken from the
Census of Occupations, 1930 chapter 7. The estimate of employees is adjusted
for unemployment with the census of Unemployment, 1930, and extrapolated by
means of the Federal Reserve Board index of employment in sawmills and mill-
work. The number of entrepreneurs is kept constant.
The basic figure of 50,000 for all persons engaged on harbor craft is derived

from the Census of Occupations, 1930, after making several adjustments in the
total water transportation group. Extrapolation for the other years is on the
basis of the water transportation employment index. It is assumed that one
third of the number are entrepreneurs and the others, employees.
The total number of people engaged in the taxicab field is estimated on the

assumption that there are 1% people for each cab. The total number of cabs is
based on registration in various cities, persons per cab, and the total urban
population. Of the total number engaged it is assumed, on the basis of a New
York City survey, that 25 percent are entrepreneurs. The 1932 figure is esti-
mated to be the same as in 1931.
The number of employees engaged in the brokerage business is derived from

the total for banking and brokerage reported in the Census of Occupations, 1930.
From this total, our estimate of banking employees is subtracted. It is assumed
that the number of entrepreneurs in the brokerage field in all years is 30,000
(based on the number of individual returns from finance business in Statistics of
Income). The net figure after subtracting entrepreneurs is adjusted for unem-
ployment and extrapolated on the basis of an index of the trend of unemploy-
ment based on data in the Census of Unemployment, 1930, and from the Census
of Unemployment, 19 Cities, 1931.

This also includes all persons engaged in professional pursuits in the profes-
sional service industry not included in the preceding analysis. In the 1930
Census of Occupations, the occupation by industry break-down in this field per-
mits a break-down between the number of persons in independent professional
service and the number of employees in this field. From these totals it is neces-
sary to exclude all those employees included in other fields, such as school teach-
ers, college presidents, etc., and all those previously accounted for such as lawyers,
physicians, dentists, engineers, etc. The balance represents the number of em-
ployers or individual practitioners for 1930. The number for each of the other
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years is based onl the trend ill the professions previously covered, i.e., lawyers,
engineers, physicians, etc. This group includes architects, authors, chemists,
inventors, artists, etc. The number of all other eml)loyces in the professional
service induhstrv is estimated for 1930 by the same method as used in line 1, for
employers arid individual practitioners.
The total number listed under "not specified industries and services" ill the

Census of Occupations, 1930, chapter 7, is adjusted for unemployment and
extrapolated by means of an index compiled after estimating the trend in unllen-
ployinentt from the Census of Unemployment, 1930, and the Census of Unem-
ployment, 19 Cities, 1931.
The number of fishermen is rel)orted in the Census of Occupations, 1930,

chapter 7, and assumed to be conIstanit for all years. The number of individuals
in hand trades is reported in the Census of Occupations, 1930, chapter 7, and
assumeed to be constant for all years.

TABLE 203

Line 1.-See explanation of line 8, below.
Line 2.-Other income includes unclassified pensions, pensionS paqd by finance

other than banking, an(l nonallocable penlsiolns, as estimated by M. W. Latimer
of the Industrial Relations Counsellors, Inc., for 1929, 1930, and 1931. The
1932 figure is assumed to be equal to the 1931 estimiate.
Line 4t.-Dividends )aid are net originating in the industry anrd estimated as

the difference between total paid and total received. Included lere are the
figures for fishing and forestry, public utilities not covered elsewhere, stock and
bond brokers, loan and financing companies, business service, and corporations
not elsewhere classified. The (data are taken from a break-down of table 14
(1929-30) annd table 13 (1931), Statistics of Income, afnd 1932 assumed to be the
same as 1931.

Line 5.-Interest is let interest paid an(l estimated as the difference between
total interest oln long-term debt anid interest receipts on Government holdings.
The industries covered are the same as for dividends. Long-term debt, as given
in the break-down of table 19 (1929-30) alid table 15 (1931), Statistics of Income,
is stepped Ui) to the total on the basis of the ratio of the number of income tax
returns to the number of balance sheets reported separately for corporations hav-
ing net income and those having no net income. An1 average interest rate of 6
percent is used. Interest payments in 1932 are assume(l to be equal to the 1931
figure.
Line 6.-This is the net balance of international interest and dividend pay-

nments as reported in The Balance of International Payments of the United
States in 1932, issued by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.

Line 8.-All income figures for individuals, employees, anid employers, are a
product of the estimated number and all average income. The average pay in
lumber factories is assumed to be the average income of employees in forestry.
The average salary paid in lumber factories is used for entrepreneurial income.
The average pay in water transportation is used for both employees and entre-
preneurs in harbor craft. The average pay of truck drivers is used for both
employees and entrepreneurs in the taxicab business. The average salary paid in
manufacturing is used for brokerage business. The average salary paid to dental,
legal, and engineering employees is used for miscellaneous professional employees.
The average pay of all manufacturing employees is used for unclassified. A
memorandum from the Bureau of Fisheries gives income and number of fisher-
men for 1929, 1930, and 1931, from which an average income is derived. The
1932 figure is assumed to be equal to the 1931 estimate. The average pay of all
manufacturing employees is used here for independent hand trades. The aver-
age income of entrepreneurs from the finance business is estimated on the basis
of Statistics of Income data on individual returns and extrapolated for the later
years with average legal withdrawals as index. For miscellaneous professionals
the average withdrawals of legal, engineering, and curative professions is used.

Line 10.-Corporate savings are estimated as the difference between net income
after taxes, adjusted for net profit from sale of assets, and total dividends paid.
They include the figures for the industrial fields listed in the note on line 4, above.
The data are given in the special break-down of table 14 (1929-30) and table 13
(1931), Statistics of Income, and assumed to be the same in 1932 as in 1931.

37265-34-15
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TABLE 1.-Corporation income tax returnsfor 1929, 1930, and 1.931 filed by concerns whose predominant business is classified under thefollowing

subdirisions of "Mining and Quarrying"-3Metal mining, anthracite, bituminoius coal, and oil and gas; showing analysis of cornpilc(J
receipts and statutory deductions, also net profit (or net loss), statutory net income less statutory deficit, tax, and net profit after-deducting tax

[Composite for returns showing net income and no net income but e.:cluding returns filed for inactive corporations]

Distribution Metal mining

1929
Receipts, taxable income:

Gross sales .
Profit or loss from sales:

Returns showing profit-
Returns showingloss-

Profits less losses!-
Gross profits from operations other than amounts tabulated as gross
sales-

Interest ------------------------------------------
Rents-I
Profits from sale of real estate, stocks, bonds, and other capital assets ----

Miscellaneousreceipts-
Receipts, tax-exempt income:

Dividends on capital stock of domestic corporations-
Interest on Federal, State, and municipal bonds

Total compiled receipts 2 - - - --------------------------------------
Statutory deductions:

Cost of goods sold-----------------------------------
Compensation of officers-----------------------------
Interestpaid-
Taxes paid other than income tax
Bad debts-_----------------------------------------------
Depreciation-_-
Depletion-
Loss from sale of real estate, stocks, and bonds3_-_---_-_-___- __-
Miscellaneous deductions I

Total statutory deductions-_------------------------
Compiled net profit less net loss-----
Less tax-exempt interest and dividends on capital stock of domestic corpora-
tions to arrive at statutory netincome.

Statutory net income less statutory netdeficit-
Net loss for prior year deducted by concerns reporting net income for 1929 --

Statutory net income (HE less statutory net loss for prior year (I)
Totaltax---
Compiled net profit (F) less total tax(K).

$1,124,816,191

423,1S6,681
1,419,523

421, 7' 7, Mi

31, 839, 202
13,39;, 87

2, 63,712
4,807,429
10, 365,813

23,744,785
4, 118, 0;6

1,215, 693, 105

703,049,033
6,212,002

29,747,607
31,281,623
1,775,553

49,0S9. 871
80,488,928

120,961,351
1, 022, 605, 968

193,067, 137

27,862,871
165,224,266
6,523,797

158,7,00,469
20,053,890
173,033.247

Bituminous ~ NounmetallicAnthracite Bituminous Oil and gas and others
coal adohr

$292, 237,453 $885, 346, 412 $796,705,3S3 $453, 509, 90

70.263,196 163,915,029 337,764,150 192,532,757
1:30.453 2,180,343 4, 987,636 533,258

70.132,743 161, 734,686 332, ,,6,514 191,999, 499

7, 865,745 51,570.040 74,238,968 48, 90 723
1,741,035 10,492,333 13,438,558 5, 7S7, 626
4,656,440 13,952,936 2, 861, 674 6,070,496

621,8 69 0C,174 100 2', 180,040 7,780,2S5
3728, 0,3 19,898,550 45,741,323 17,460,551

4,985,121 4, 973, 105 11,561,639 14,470,427
1, 226. 971 2,725,702 1,652,574 1,754,807

317; 062,717 995, 133,178 975,33, 159 555,794,882

222,104 710 723, 611, 726 463,928,869 261,510,468
1,767 005 15,001,693 14, , S99 18,439,967

10,230,153 27, 839, 929 22,913,687 20,532,4.53
14,498,753 19,600,464 14,892,535 11,182,533
1, 275, 030 2,819.809 3, 107,710 2,561,082
17,705.451 49,127,,S98 80,519,988 31,886,576
7. 250.456 18. 483 467 106 484. 593 30.045.769

33,596,824
308, 428, 388

8, 634, 329

6,212,092
2,422,237

659, 720
1,762,517
1,339,793
7,294, 536

-- ----- - ---

142,253,238 225,830,4fl
998,738,224 932,566,812
4 3,605,046 42,816,347

7,698,807 13,214,213
4 11,303,853 29,602.134

2, 628, 807 7, 371, 675
4 13, 932, 660 22,230,459

3, 940. 062 10,437, 571
4 7,545,108 32,378,776

117, 268, 250
493, 427, 08
62, 367,784

16,225,234
46, 142,550
3,304,031
42,838,519
8,547,482
53,820,302

Total

$3, 552,615,406

1, 187,661,813
9,251,213

1,178,410,600

214, 474, 678
44, 857,439
30,145,258
48,563,723
97, 197,320

59, 735, 07,
11,478,140

4,059,067,041

2, 374,204, 80

56, 309, 626
111,263,829
91,455,908
11,539,190

228,329,784
242,753,213

639,910,134
3,755,766,490

303,300,551

71,213,217
232,087,334
20,488,030
211,599,304
44,318,798
258,981,753

A.

B.

C.
D.

E.
F.
G.

H.

I.

J.
K.

L.

H

Q

z

3

I

z
0
C

to
C.0

C',
to

i

9.869604064

Table: Table 1.--Corporation income tax returns for 1929, 1930, and 1931 filed by concerns whose predominant business is classified under the following subdivisions of "Mining and Quarrying"--Metal mining, anthracite, bituminous coal, and oil and gas; showing analysis of compiled receipts and statutory deductions, also net profit (or net loss), statutory net income less statutory deficit, tax, and net profit after deducting tax
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Cash and stock dividends distributed:
Cashdividends-
Stockdividends-

Total dividends distributed----------------

1930
A. Receipts, taxable income:

Grosssales-
Profit or loss from sales:

Returns showing profit
Returns showing loss ------------------------------

Profits less losses I-------------------------------------------
Gross profits from operations other than amounts tabulated as gross sales-
Interest ---------------------------------------------------------
Rents-- -
Profits from sale of real estate, stocks, bonds, and other capita] assets
Miscellaneous receipts ---------------------------

B. Receipts, tax-exempt income:
Dividends on capital stock of domestic corporations-
Interest on Federal, State, and municipalbonds.

C. Total compiled receipts 2_---------------------------------------------------
D. Statutory deductions:

Cost of goodssold-
Compensation ofofficers-
Interest paid --------
Taxes paid other than income tax
Baddebts-
Depreciation-_---------------------------
Depletion--------------
Loss from sale of real estate, stocks, and bonds-
Miscellaneous deductions--------------------------------

E. Total statutory deductions---------------!
F. Compiled net profit less net loss------------
G. Less tax-exempt interest and dividends on capital stock of domestic corpora-

tions to arrive at statutory netincome-
H. Statutory net income less statutory netdeficit-
I. Net loss for prior year deducted by concerns reporting net income for 1930 --
J. Statutory net income (H) less statutory net loss for prior year (I)-
K. Total tax _- - ---_--_-
L. Compiled net profit (F) less total tax(K).

Cash and stock dividends distributed:
Cashdividends-
Stock dividends-

218,822,378
24,468,830

243,291,208

721, 130,270

167,845,603
4,092,067

163, 753,536
7 205, 9S4
6,716,813
2,329,794
1,771,924

14,402,5 80

8,074,248
3,085,412

764, 717,025

557, 376, 734
5,346,725
13,439,987
28,828,510

450, 121
42,581,866
61, 018,925
3, 188, 727,
62,279,682
774,511,276
4 9,794,251

11. 159,660
420,953,911

341,331
'21, 295, 242

3, 187,459
'12,981,710

20,592,358
75, 650

20,668,008

290,916,093

66,808,110
203,291

66,604,819
2,248, 191
1,480,094
4,435,66
2,528,484
5, 673, 135

8, 196,623
903, 938

316,382,219

224,311,274
1,471,075
10,259,838
12,956, 694
1, 007,567

11, 153,431
6, 365, 136

19,513
31,527,8531

299, 172,381
17, 209, 838

9, 100,1561
8,109,277

666,519
7,442, 758

1 V3,91.5, ~93, 9.38

31,815, 442
433,575

32,249,017

790,983,614

142,682,536
3,679,106

139,003,430
37, 022,545
8660, 894

14, 124, 149
3, 676,815

15, 855,209

4,459,756
2, 699,939

877,482,921

651,980,184
14,511,268
25,277,672
16,82°4,996
3,473,802

45,900, 807
15,982,625
12,548,652
125,894, 262
912,394,268
4 34,911, 347

7, 159,695
4 42,07-1, 042

1,868,829
4 43. 9.39 871

2,637,057
4 37,548,404

80,952,900
7,354,8,72

88,307,7772

426,394,693

217,284,143
5,391,389

211,892,7 4
43,590,427
7, 60_, 857
5,107,330

50,823,200
20,022,471

24,091,028
1, 759,529

579,391,535

214,501,939
11,899, 565
17,762,039
12 118,889
3, 165, 315

63, 171,853
75,587,5.50
10, 423,:67

154, 379, 532
563,003, 289
16,388,246

25,850,557
4 9,462,311
3,873,661

e13,335, 972
7,723,934
8,664,312

72,875,124
7,116,871

79,991,995

396, 112,930

165, 481, 636
1,881,298

163,600,338
36,619,325
5,478,703
6,935,337
6,991,0°1
9,044,607

8,759,228
1,652,003

471, 593, 224

23, 522,182
17, 634, 864
18,671,220
11,360,648
3,181,172
31,636,507
23,711,286
7,418,046

95,008,579
441,145,004
30,448,220

10,411,231
20,036,989
2,026,614
18,010,375
6,656,145
23,792,075

425,058,202
39,449,798

464,508,000

2,625,537.600

.60,102,028
15,247,151

744,854,877
126,686,472
29,939,361
52,932,271
65,791,444
64, 998, 072

53,580,883
10,100,821

3,009,566,924

1,880,692,813
50,856, 497
85,410,756
82,089,737
11,277,9,,'
194,444,464
182, 665, 522
33,698,545

469, 089, 907
2,990,226,218

19,340, 706

63,681,704
444,340,998

8,776,954
'53,117,952
21,474,495
4 2,133,789

It
I'd
M
14
t.
>4
W

100,645,142 21,398,833 28,458,405 103, 135,313 49, 003, 677 302,641,370
6,095,077 --304,972 3,493,349 2,720,684 12,614,082

Total dividends distributed--------------- 106,740,219 1 21,398,833 28,763,377 1 106,628,662 51,724,361 1 315,255,452
l" Gross sales" less "cost of goods sold" (shown under statutory deductions).
X Includes net profit from the sale of real estate, stocks, bonds, etc., and other capital assets, but not gross receipts from these items. Excludes nontaxable income reported in

schedule L of the return, except interest on tax-exempt obligations and dividends on stock of domestic corporations.
X Not available.
4 Deficit.

-



TABLE 1.-Corporation income tax returns for 1929, 1930, and 1931 filed by concerns whose predominant business is classified under thefollowing
subdivisions of "M11ining and Quarrying"-M1fetal mining, anthracite. bituminous coal, and oil and gas; showing analysis of compiled
receipts and statutory deductions, also net profit (or net loss), statutory net income less statutory deficit, tax, c.l,. net profit after deducting
tax-Continued

Distribution Metal mining

1931
A. Receipts, taxable income:

Gross sales-$439, 6,51,335
Profit or loss from sales:

Returns showingprofit- 98,750.071
Returns showing loss --6, 441,7S3

Profits less losses-92', 308, 2S
Gross profits from operations other than amounts tabulated as gross sales. 8,656,072
Interest- 4, 483, 803
Rents-2,_ 155,553
Profits from sale of real estate, stocks, bonds, and other capital assets.---- 1, 657.834
Miscellaneous receipts- 5,550,763

B. Receipts, tax-exempt income:
Dividends on capital stock of domestic corporations --- 4,003.6,45
Interest on Federal, State, and municipal bonds--- 2,145,063

C. Total compiled receipts 2-468,304 068
D. Statutory deductions:

Cost of goods sold-_ 347,343,047
Compensation ofofficers- 4,793, 186
Interest paid- 13,303,630
Taxes paid other than income tax _ -- 22, 53, 720
Bad debts------- --------------- 1,229,355
Depreciation----------i 3420,2
Depletion _ 33.926,584
Loss from sale of real estate, stocks, and bond 42,459,613
Miscellaneous deductions- 3,486,014

E. Total statutorydeductions-)_533,345,417
F. Compiled net profit less net loss-| ' 65, 041,349
G. Less tax-exempt interest and dividends on capital stock of domestic corpora-

tions to arrive at statutory net income ----- 6, 148,708
H. Statutory net income less statutory net deficit-' 1, 190,057
I. Net loss for prior year deducted by concerns reporting net income for 1931. 786,244
J. Statutory net income (H) less statutory net loss for prior year (I)-_-_----- 71.976, ::01
K. Totaltax _--_ ------_--------- , 005. 377
L. Compiled net profit (F) less total tax (K)-_-_' 66,046,726

Cash and stock dividends distributed:
Cashdividends-- 41,791,701
Stock dividends-774

Total dividendsdistributed-41,792,475

Bit m Ouil and gas NonmetallicAnthracite Bitum ous il and gas ; o e Total

$323,634,-N39 $|58. 02.744 $166,200,423 $:23, C, 949; $1,1,517,387
66,924,669 96,882 242 ' 133. _S2,SI05 1113.3 .699 41so;3,486
1 199,.836 3.492.541 2.-l'ti. 115 1. 557 14. 374.s32

A6, 724..33 93, !io. 701 130, 794,690 109.k591,142 492. 4-', .;54
3. 7,72, 009 22'1,8S0, 002L 4z, 38K5, 395 32.240, 376 117, 9 .9.7 4
2,467.565 1 6,855.77 . 4 8I3 ;t. 056. 982 24 335.965
5,0:30,46:5 11,80,804 , 0w;" O 733,73 24,810,355

541, '307 89.272 I°2.2, 077 ,3112 1; 642, 312
3.323,195 I10,357,655 S ,C41,:316O 9.27J9,505 37. 152 475;
8.171, 131 4,046,249 13I 6818,fiC21 4,.721,747 34,841, 3.84

436,868 1.9,490 1 Z,7 1.359 144 920.s4
347.478, 029 626,S61,993 4,2,9065794341, 90 §95 12,2,11 579

256.910,056 475,513,043 2235,40 7.33 173, 5.36,854 1. 48.,708,713
1.669,6J74 j 12,352. 6f1 99W.),6 16,165 138 I4I274915

12, C41.546! 21, 197, 1-4 23,548. 156 15, 328,076 . 018 5.Z2
14,631,480 14,-3-,358 12.092, 355: 10,183, 8 -7,925721

815,461 3,042,763 3, 179.359 5, 959,959 14,22, 897
12.58S,682 43, 009,130 74, 599, 461 29, 5'24,027, 194,266),W
6,448,857 10. 219, .845 41,436.824 16,348, f33 108.380,743
2,044.959 6 389,310 13,930,, 5,864,209 30.688,314

32.,733,655 | 2,:142,786 143,492.7041 76,215,857, 408.071,016
340,484,370 668,391,020 557,910,701 349,126,561 2.449,258,069

6,993,659 41, 529,027 4 105,203,907 47.265,866 4 212,046,490
8,607,999 6, 21.5, 739 15,678, 891 6,11 Q891' 4a,762,228

4 1,f614,340 4'47,744,766 4 120,882'.7 4 13,376,757 42S54808,718
.526,383 556,526 2,521, 425 1,830,712 61 251, 20

4 2 140,.723 448,331.292 '123,404,223 4 25,27, 4469 4261.060,008
622,315 1, .S74 1, 033, 622 3,511,008 7,211, 196

6.371,344 442567. 4'106.237,.529 ' 10.7,6,8741 ' 219,257,686

17,590,856 19, 62J, 124 51, 100,785 43,201, 485 173.314,951
17.700 4z15,496 301,513 4,244,72 4,980,205

17,608,556 20,045,620 51,40'2298 47,446,207 178,295, 156

z

z

z

'-4
20

C~

too

1 " Gross sales" less " cost of goods sold" (shown under statutory deductions.)
I Includes net profit from the sale of real estate, stocks, bonds, etc., and other capital assets, but not gross receipts from these items. Excludes nontaxable income reported in

schedule L of the return, except interest on tax-exempt obligations and dividends on stock of domestic corporations. 3 INot available. 4 Deficit.

256.910, 056 475,513,043 235,405,-,33 173, 5.36, &54 1.498. 708.-,13
1. V59. 674 12, &S) 6II 9, W-,, "'86 16,165,138 '195

12, G41.;-A6 2i, 19" 11-4 23,548.156 15, 32S, 076 2
14,631,4',SO 14, -0-1, 358 12. W2, 3555 lo, 18.3, b08 -,S, 925, 721

815,461 3. 04:2, 763 3 179.359 5, (4.59,959 14. 2215, 897
12.58S. 682 43.009,130 74: S59, 461 291 5'24' 0'-r,' 194, 26),W
6, 448,857 10. 219, -845 41, 436, S24 16,348, FM 108.3S0,7,43 I.D
2,044.959 6.3S9,310 13,930,223 5,864,209 30.68S,314

32. -733, 65.5 62,142,786 143.492,704 76,215,S57 408.071,016
340,484,370 668,391,020 5,57,910,701 349,1%--,561 2.449,258,069

6,993,659 1 41, 529, 027 105,203,907 4 7. 265,W 4 212,046.490

8,607,999 6, 21-5, 739 15, 678, 891 6,111).891 4--,762,228
4 1,614,340 4 47, d44' 766 4 120, 882', 7CS 413,376,757 2.54.808,718

526.383 5S6,526 2 521, 425 1,830,712 6. 251, 2W
4 2 140,723 4 48,331.2492 1'->3,404,223 4 1.5,207,469 261.060,008

622,315 1, WS, S74 I, 033, 3, 51 1, W8 7,211, 196
6. 371, 3U 4 4Z 567,1901 4 106.237.529 4 10, -56,874 L 4 219,257,686



TABLE 2.-Corporation income tax returns for 1929, 1930, and 1931 filed by concerns whose predominant business is classified under the follow.
ing subdivisions of "Transportation and Other Public Utilities "-water transportation, aerial transportation, autobus lines, cartage and
storage, telephone and telegraph, radio broadcasting, water companies, and all other public utilities: showing analysis of compiled receipts
and statutory deductions, also net profit (or net loss), statutory net income less statutory net deficit, tax, and net profit after deducting tax

(Composite for returns showing net income and no net income but excluding returns fled for inactive corporations]

Distribution Steam railroads

l929I
A. Receipts, taxable income: 1

Gross sales a.
Profit or loss from sales:

Returns showingprofit-
Returns showingloss-

Profits less losses---------------
Gross profits from operations other than amounts tabulated as gross sales&. $6,692,730,308
Interest-111,359,015
Rents-89,256.104
Profits from sale of real estate, stocks, bonds, and other capital assets 22,339,301
Miscellaneous receipts-140,052, 86

B. Receipts, tax-exempt income:
Dividends on capital stock of domestic corporations-214,908,398
Interest on Federal, State, and municipal bonds-14,953, 236

C. Total compiled receipts '-7,285,599,198
D. Statutory deductions:

Cost of goods sold-
Compensation of officers-8,840,547
Interest paid-608,913.186
Taxes paid other than income tax------ 330,895,924
Bad debts-------- ----------------- ----------------------- 3,455,573
Depreciation-189,794,283
Depletion--- 3.956,453
Loss from sale of real estate, stocks and bonds 2 ------------------------_______________-
Miscellaneous deductions-5,150,867.640

E. Total statutory deductions--------------------------- 6,296,723,606
F. Compiled net profit less netloss- 988,875,592
G. Less tax-exempt interest and dividends on capital stock of domestic corpora-

tions to arrive at statutory net income-229,861,634}H. Statutory net income less statutory net deficit-759,013,958
I. Net loss forprior year deducted by concerns reporting net income for 1929 16,103,186
J. Statutorynet income (H) less statutory net loss for prior year (I) - 742,910, 772

Electric rail-
ways

Water trans-
portation and
related indus-

tries

*---------------!----------------.I----~~~~~~~~~-7--
SS78,67s,%4 $476,684.,745
23, 197,357 7, 200, 002
60,619,793 6,490.921
4, 174,295 3,824,455

11,999, 24 8,577,792

12, -59.037 4,824,829
3,316,365 1,745,637

1,094,742, 035 509,348,381

7, 093, 839
130,461,608
47,822 076

882,634
S0,441.514

20,587

633,813.316
960,535,574
134.206,461
16,075,402

118, 131,059
715,066

117,415,993

12, 130, 98
12,166,757
4,491, 236
1,438,044

133, 35.279
42,000

393,321, 697
456.94; 001

5\2,401 380

6,570,466
45,830,914
5,354,396
40,476,518

Aerial trans-
portation

$33. 7-46.284
1,662 507
354,788
331,677

1,692,161

281,498
30,245

38,099,160

1,426,312
479,748
320,462
79, 137

5,777,957
11,870

36i, 180, 695
44,276, 181
3 6, 177, 021

311,743
3 6,488, 764

387, 680
6 6,876,444

Autobus lines,
taxicabs, and
sightseeing
companies

$22, 781,955
840,446

2 461, 840
2, 803, 779
5,27,9,116

1,83% 399
25,604

2492,031,796

9,483,i16
3, 358,499
5,570 103

690,890
31,020,111

72,877
185, 033,354
235 229.003

6,802, 793

1, 86 003
4, 938.790
941,966

3,996,824

Cartage and
storage

$782-,,6 217 :>
12,451,472 't
23,35 904W
12 398,306 M
17, 056, 454

4,388.225fi
827, 522

853, 142 100 W

35,988,353
2Z 916.736
17,085,632
4,164,777

45, m9,452
62, 65

674, 027, 063
799.290, 283
53,851,817

5,215,747
48,635,070
2,014,909

46,621, 161
1 Includes net profit from the sale of real estate, stocks, bonds, etc., and other capital assets, but not gross receipts from these items. Excludes nontaxable income reported In

Schedule L of the return, except interest on tax-exempt obligations and dividends on stock of domestic corporations. - 2 Not available. 3 Deficit.
-L

9.869604064

Table: Table 2.--Corporation income tax returns for 1929, 1930, and 1931 filed by concerns whose predominant business is classified under the following subdivisions of "Transportation and Other Public Utilities"--water transportation, aerial transportation, autobus lines, cartage and storage, telephone and telegraph, radio broadcasting, water companies, and all other public utilities: showing analysis of compiled receipts and statutory deductions, also net profit (or net loss), statutory net income less statutory net deficit, tax, and net profit after deducting tax
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TABLE 2.-Corporation inTcome tax returns for 1929, 1930, and 1931 filed by concerns whose predominant business is classified under the follow-
ing subdivisions of "Transportation and Other Public Utilities"-waler transportation, aerial transportation, autobus lines, cartage and
storage, telephone and telegraph., radio broadcasting, water companies, and all other public utilities; showing analysis of compiled receipts
and statutory deductions, also net profit (or net loss), statutory net income less statutory net deficit, tax, and net profit after deducltirng tax-
Continued

Distribilton

1929
K. Totaltax-
L. Compiled net profit (F) less total tax (K) -

Cash and stock dividends distributed:
Cash dividends-
Stock dividends-

Total dividendsdistributed--
1 nin

Steam railroads

$Wi, 196, 687
902, 678,905

502,810,096
4,592

502, 814,688

Receipts, taxable income:
Grosssales-

Profit or loss from sales:
Returns showing profit
Returns showingloss.

Profits less losses-
Gross profits from operations other than amounts tabulated as: gross sales. 5, 619. 289, 020
Interest-------8------------------------98.914,897Rents- 46, 782,541
Profits from sale of real estate, stocks, bonds, and other capital assets.... 4, 275,339
Miscellaneous receipts.,----------- 87,959,489

Receipts, tax-exempt income:
Dividends on capital stock of domestic corporations-203,-575,536
Interest on Federal, State, and municipal bonds-12, 934, 141

Total cothpiled receipts I------ -------------- 6,073,730,963
Statutory deductions:

Cost of goods sold---------------------------- -
Compensation of officers----I----- 9,018.908
Interest paid---------------------- 610,609, 220
Taxes paid other than income tax --309,326,792
Bad debts:--------------------------- 1,811,502
Depreciation -- 180,303, 980
Depletion- -8,101.250
Loss from sale of real estate, stocks, and bonds -5,258,769
Miscellaneous deductions --4,478,739,180

Total statutory deductions --5,603,169,601
Compiled net profit less net loss -- 470, 561,362
Less tax-exempt interest and dividends on capital stock of domestic corpora-
tions to arrive at statutory net income --------j---------| 216,59,677

Electric rail-
ways

$16, 462. 620
117. 743.841

Water trans-
portation and
related indus-

tries

$5, 7S7. 972
46, 613.408

Aerial trans-
portation

$28A, 304
3 6.46,5.325

160, 972, 653
277,. 35

i6l, .'.50, 4f88

888, 699,817
2,7-46,094
52.010Q007
3,773.293
12,349,374

17,724,738
2,488,610

997, 791,933

5,710,901
115, 161, 557
41,309,532
1,487,638

74,560, 110

1,255,525
635,031,257
874, 516, 520
123, 275,413

20.213,348

33, 404. 87
213, 139

259,496
48.728

33,618, 026 308, 2 4

407,917,927
4,850,185
5, 054.,778
3,376,905
10,009,869

5,458,567
1,463,861

438, 132, 152

10, 798,338
11,035522
4, 144,265

657,311
30,173,548

8,396
4,99, 368

359,343,443
421,070,191
17,061,961
6,922,428

44, 2.76,930
2. 192, 278

602 254
1, 109,981
1, 669, 605

443,833
28.880

50,323,761

1,739,927
2,069,410
572,017
410,300

7,619,567
800

1,269,907
55,320, 983
69,002,911

3 18, 679, 150

472 713

Autobus lines,
taxicabs, and
sightseeing
companies

$1.075,409
5,727,384

6f577,s040
360.017

6,937. 057

233, 239,021
915,125

3, 145,995
663, 048

6,354,417

3,580,693
23.947

247,922,246

8,760,089
4,567,478
7,261,802

608,!595
30,191,668

46,114
2 389, 15"d

196,6G7, 145
250,432, 079
32, 509,833

3, 604,640

Caartage and
storage

A.

B.

C.
D.

E.
F.
G.

$6. 161, 328
47, 69, 489

36. 487. 099
2,930.496

39,417,595

802, 126,651
6,021,060
19,366,150
3,303,802
12,677,022
3,630.874

513, 642
847, 63i,201

,4z
0

z
0
0

to

F

CD
co
W

36, 212, 682
21, 866, 295
17, 195,545
5,457,944

45, 274. 892
36,356

2 288,869
695, 114.893
823,447,476
24,191,725

4, 144, 516



Statutory net income less statutory net deficit
Net loss for prior year deducted by concerns reporting net income for 1930

Statutory net income (E) less statutory net loss for prior year (I)
Total tax
Compiled net profit (F) less total tax(K)--

Cash and stock dividends distributed:
Cash dividends --
Stock dividends---------

Total dividends distributed -.--

Receipts, taxable income: 1931
Grosssales-

Profit or loss from sales:
Returns showing profit
Returns showing loss------------------------------------------

Profits lesslosses-
Gross profits from operations other than amounts tabulated as gross sales--
Interest ----------------------------------------
Rents -------------
Profits from sale of real estate, stocks, and bonds, and other capital assets-
Miscellaneous receipts-------

Receipts, tax-exempt income:
Dividends on capital stock of domestic corporations
Interest on Federal, State, and municipal bones:

Total compiled receipts ' ------------------------
Statutory deductions:

Cost ofgoods-sold-
Compensation ofofficers-:
Interestpaid.-.-.-----
Taxes paid other than income tax
Bad debts
Depreciation---
Depletion--
Loss from sale of real estate, stocks, and bonds
Miscellaneous deductions ---------------------

Total statutorydeductions---------Compiled net profit less net loss

Less tax-exempt interest and dividends on capital stock of domestic corpora-
tions to arrive at statutory net income

Statutory net income less statutory net deficit
Net loss for prior year deducted by concerns reporting net income for 1931 ---

Statutory net income (H) less statutory net loss for prior year (I)
Total tax-------- ---

Compiled net profit (F) less total tax (K)
Cash and stock dividends distributed:

Cash dividends
Stockdividends-I

Total dividends distributed-

254, 051,685
756, 094

253, 295, 591
41,024,053
429,537,309

103,062,065
339,051

102,723,014
14,788,930

108,486,483

10,139,533
376,816

9,762, 717
4, 017,743
13,044,218

19, 151, 863
631,540

19, 783, 403
177,255

3 18,85, 405

3 6, 114,473
533,309

3 6,647,782
659, 255

3 3,159,088

20,047,209
1,725,301

18,321, 908
4, 128,016
20,063,709

540,915,926 116,711,985 35,647,886 271,749 6,824, 147 32, 283,434
10,378,400 518,380 9, 362, 550 55,100 426,954 2,779,937

551, 294,326

4, 564,157,523
82,348, 198
44A,257, 349
3,418, 164

29,379,023
113,679, 644
14,470,553

4,851,710,459

6, S54,941
624,244,997
323,978,368

1,799,592
216, 535,013

5, 187,462
14,632.426

3,700,139,370
4,893, 372, 169

3 41, 661, 710

128, 150, 197
; 169,811,907

1,071,237
3 170, 83, 144

12,514,339
3 54,176,049

117,230,365

735,760,690
9,338,037
12,494,164

956,713
9,799,301

17, 220,203
2, 041 519

787,610,627

5,205,590
95,513,749
36,755,773

476,220
73,779,982

7,645
1,764,094

508,750,695
722, 253,748
65,356,879
19,261,722
46,095,157

336,408
45,758,749
10, 299,774
55,057, 105

45, 010, 436

339,151,989
5,957,823
4,899,075

540,893
5,205,778

2, 995,263
1,778,746

360,529,567

10,24S, 859
13,639,734
4,331,312

798,116
35,550.226

9, 822
8,528, 38

295,855,306
368,962 213
a8,432, 646

4, 4,009
3 13,206,655

846, 140
3 14, 052, 795

2,475,914
3 10,908,560

326,849

.66,825,7f87
2,351,235

606,712
174,546
978,034
590,899
557,873

72,085,086

2,448,084
2, 265,102

650,974
303,119

9,634,424
1,859

4,869,378
65, 373,689
85,546,6293 13, 461, 543
1, 148, 77 2

3 14,610,315
3

383,053
3 4, 993, 368

250,427
3 13,711,070

7,251, 101

210,963,769
1, 351, 390
2,2226,397

663, 170
2,436,659
3,019,229

25,497
220,686, 111

7,539,269
4,493,767
7,225,364

878, 297
30,719,734

4, 144
2, 593, 780

170,569,441
224,023,796a 3,337,685
3,044,726

3 6,382,411
745,415

3 7,127,826
486,7503 3,824,435

35,063,371

713,927,7614,214, 131
14,621,871
1,597,722112-045.737

6,967,349 It
436,661 0

753, 811, 232 tZ
!4

34, 692 497
20, 464, 600
17, 115,976
6,758,582
49,867,250

44,405
3, 541,658

607, 243,598
739,728,566
14,082,666
7,404, 010
6,678,656
2,209,299
4,469,3573,319,076
10,763,590

N;

324, 678,109 102,4-8,225 22,646.191 792, 99 5,217,052 30,680,577
358,500 15,241 913,472 33 306,1,72377668

68~~~~~~~~~~~~-

325,036,609 102,493,466 23, 559, 663 793,012 5,328,289 31, 181, 245
I Includes net profit from the sale of real estate, stocks, bonds, etc., and other capital assets, but not gross receipts from these items. Excludes nontaxable income reported in

Schedule L of the return, except interest on tax exempt obligations and dividends on stock of domestic corporations J Not available. 3 Deficit.

H.
J.
I.
K.
L.

A.

B.

C.
D.

E.
F.
G.

H.
I.
J.
K.
L.



TABLE 3.-Corporation income-tax returns for 1929, 1930, and 1931 filed by concerns whose predominant business is classified under thefollowing
subdivisions of " Transportation and other public utilities "-Water transportation, aerial transportation, autobus lines, cartage and storage,
telephone and telegraph, radio broadcasting, water companies, and all other public utilities; showing analysis of compiled receipts and statutory
deductions, also net profit (or net loss), statutory net income less statutory net deficit, tax, and net profit after deducting tax

[Composite for returns showing net income and no net income but excluding returns filed for inactive corporations)

Distribution

1¶129
A. Receipts, taxable income:

Gross sales----------------------------
Profit or loss from sales:

Returns showing profit--------------------

Returns showingloss.
Profits lesslosses-

Gross profits from operations other than amounts tabulated
asgross sales---

Interest-
Rents----------------------------------------
Profits from sale of real estate, stocks, bonds, and other capital
assets------ -------- -----!

Miscellaneous receipts
B. Receipts, tax-exempt income:

Dividends on capital stock of domestic corporationis-
Interest on Federal, State, and municipal bonds-

C. Total compiled receipts ---------------------------
D. Statutory deductions:

Cost of goods sold -------------------------
Compensation of officers-
Interest paid--------- --------------------------------
Taxes paid other than income tax ---- --- --------------
Bad debts ------------ -------

Depreciation---------------------------I-----
Depletion ----------------------------------------
Loss from sale of real estate, stocks, and bonds 2 _
Miscellaneous deductions--- ------------

E. Total statutory deductions-----------
F. Compiled net profit less net loss
G. Less tax-exempt interest and dividends on capital stock of domes-

tic corporations to arrive at statutory net income_ ----

H. Statutory net income less statutory net deficit
I. Net loss for prior year deducted by concerns reporting net income

for 129-
J. Statutory net income (H) less statutory net loss for prior year (I) - - -

K. Total tax--..------------..------------------.--.-----
L. Compiled net profit (F) less total tax(K)--_

Electric light
and power
companies

$2,217,128,174
5, 591,966

40,991,378

25,391,447
:35,859,

268,431,06S
1,931, 521

2, 675, 325. 134

12,340,592
370, 710,017
1:36, 932,002

6,972,.357
247,227,381
9,319,136

1,200, 184,0 94

1, 983,685,579
691,639.555

270,362.589
421, 276, 966

13.703.094
407,573,872
46,683,366

644, 956, 189

Gas companies,
artificial and

natural

$468,491,262
12,382, 027
3,893,864

1,240,64
10,581,948

58,246,939
175,371

555, 012, 051

4,740,879
57,021,455
23, G96.868
2, 064, 84

45,346, .349
7,718,179

303,60, 665

443,849,243
111, 162,808

58,422, 310
52, 40,498

1,288,311
51, 45Z IS7
6,915,638

104,247, 170

Water companies
Telephone and
telegraph com-

panies

O
I

$7. .n2-M I$ 1,8356.067, 153
2, 025, 150
1, 234,87-2

435,470
1, 703, 168

17,138.500
175,215

101,744,648

2,365, 494

14,036,702
6,510,263
350,276

8,911,420
_335

32,998,898
65,175,388
36,569,260

17,313,715
19,255,545

1,116,948
18, 138,597
2,022, 647

34,546,613

35,274,362
20,456,535

2, 576,041
446,868,336

176, 17,976
3,555,830

2,540,976,233

5,907,883
107,519,010
75, 013, 850
8, S08,747

208, 558,589
5, 909

1, 669, 082, 955
2,074,896,943

466, 079,290

179, 733.806
2S6,345,484

845,929
285,499,555
31,465,513

434,613,777

Radio broadcast- All other publicutilitying companies Icompanies

$172,081,654
592, 193
334,288

3,428
9,963,464

1,146,931
503, 131

184,625,089

1, 69,458
413,544
957,091
295,927

3,249,636

158,457, 192
165, 052,848
19, 57Z 241

1,650,062
17, 922, 179

581, 9l27
17,340,252

057,628
17,514,613

$847,797,580
40, 269, 106
31, 772,18S6

7169I1 tl2732 5 F_2C

2 240,601
1,032,864,784

6,938,414 ~
123,517,170
45,586,7-91 CAD'

83,939,206
7,343, 118

554,435,5.39
824,575,431
208,289,353

73,929,912
134,359,441

4,709,970
129,649,471
17,366,284
190,923,069

_;

9.869604064

Table: Table 3.--Corporation income-tax returns for 1929, 1930, and 1931 filed by concerns whose predominant business is classified under the following subdivisions of "Transportation and other public utilities"--Water transportation, aerial transportation, autobus lines, cartage and storage, telephone and telegraph, radio broadcasting, water companies, and all other public utilities; showing analysis of compiled receipts and statutory deductions, also net profit (or net loss), statutory net income less statutory net deficit, tax, and net profit after deducting tax
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Cash and stock dividends distributed:
Cashdividends.
Stock dividends.

Total dividends distributed
1930

Receipts, taxable income:
Gross sales .

Profit or loss from sales:
Returns showingprofit-- -

Returns showing loss --

Profits less losses
Gross profits from operations other than amounts tabulated
as gross sales----------
Interest.
Rents
Profits from sale of real estate, stocks, bonds, and other capital]-

assets __ -

Misoellaneous receipts - ---
Receipts, tax-exempt income:

Dividends on capital stock of domestic corporations .
Interest on Federal, State, and municipal bonds

Total compiled receipts'i
Statutory deductions:

Costofgoodssold
Compensation ofofl~lers
Interestpaid._
Taxes paid other than incometax.
Bad debts.-.--------------------------------
Depreciation
Depletion - .-.-
Loss from sale of real estate, stocks, and bonds
Miscellaneousdeductions.

Total statutorydeductions.
Compiled net profit less netloss.
Less tax-exempt interest and dividends on capital stock of domes-

tic corporations to arrive at statutory net income
Statutory net income less statutory net deficit .
Net loss for prior year deducted by concerns reporting net income

for1930.-
8tatutorynetincome (H) lessstatutory net loss forprior year (I).
Total tax... ---.--_.
Compiled net profit (F) less total tax (K).

Cash and stock dividends distributed:
Cashdividends..
Stockdividends.

Total dividendsdistributed.

614,848,58
20,063,986

634,912, 574

2,425,921,529
96,413,474
35,955,879

13,492 895
58,833,203

192,849, 625
4,110,708

2, 827, 577, 313

12. 357, 772
423, 160,.525
162,533,835
7,830,984

277, 687. 53.S
6,384,7i30
11,817, 898

1,442,390,222
2,344,163,504

483, 413, 809

196,960,333
286,453,476

5,123,633
281,329,843
41,971,281

441,442,528

124,545, 137
131,384

124,676,521

558,981,893
19, 705,369
7,793,269

2,594,340
7,200,217

71,441,231
388,974

668,105,293

4, 874352
73, OOS, 450

28,212, 307
366,578

58,054,523
8,016,391
2,337,320

370, 830,273
547,700,194
120,405,099

71,830,205
48,574,894

985,201
47,589,693
8, 132,798

112, 272, 301

29,604,192
97,047

29,701,239

88,422,382
1, 129,018
955,909

1,201,958
1, 047, 213

12,813,216

59, 799
2,105,629,495

1.879.955
15,556,219
6,149,750

175,318
8,722,353

964

14,638,891

39,365,393
86,488,843
19,140,652

12, 873,015
6,267,637

94,672
6,172,965
2,549,613
16.591,039

34, 193,491
2,37,561

346, 566, 052

1,851,009,984
42,089,328
28,141,758

2,512,379
587,981,450

166,732,428
6, 733, 766

2,685,201,093

4,370,566
125. 542,8
81, 134,67
11,092,547

233,937,167
18,573

1,197,459
1,820,907, 041
2, 278,200,848
407,000,245

173,466,194
233,534,051

161,069
233, 372,982
28,410,60 3
378,589,642

4, U29,688
11,080

4,64,768

125,238,677
908,187
793,472

27,501
22,170,634

118,752
269,597

149 526,820

2,831,675

1,77.7,936
1,741,184
860,437

6,407,593

215,790
141,455,507
155,290, 122

a5,763,302

388,349
B6,151,651

187.014
3 6,338,665

274,985
X 6,038,287

234,39, 585
13,626,269

248,022,854

.-----------------
- -

770, 675, 85

40,466,010
29,708,879

2,417,892
21, 88 134

61,861,004
1, W5, 554

935,003,332

5, 720, 295
129, 070, 718
34,438,085
1,985,211

69,595,334
4, 049;349
2,213,756

554,096,149
801,168,897
133,834,435

63,846,558
69,987,877

2,695,430

67,292,447
10, 437,809
123,39, 626

It

'-4

690, 140,758 139,388, 371 63,719,348 368,668 365 6,200,223 223, 103,792
6,411,657 3,376,832 2,743.436 757.334 45,000 3,388,82

696,552,415 1 142,765,203 66,462,784 1 369,425,699 6,245,223 226,492,621

I Includes net profit from the sale of real estate, stocks, bonds, etc., and other capital assets, but not gross receipts from these items. Excludes nontaxable income reported in
schedule L of the return, except interest on tax-exempt obligations and dividends on stock of domestic corporations.

Not available.
*Deft. t-0

A.

B.

C.
D.

E.
F.
0.

H.
I.

J.
K.
L.

.
Z

-ll l - - - S - - - - - - -



TABLE 3.-Corporation income-tax returns for 1929, 1980, and 1931 filed by concerns whose predominant business is classified under the following
subdivisions of " Transportation and other public utilities "-iVater transportation, aerial transportation, autobus lines, cartage and storage,
telephone and telegraph, radio broadcasting, water companies, and all other public utilities; showing analysis of compiled receipts and statutory
deductions, also net profit (or net loss), statutory net income less statutory net deficit, tax, and net profit after deducting tax.-Continued

Distribution

1931

Electric light
and power
companies

Receipts, taxable income:
Grosssales-

Profit or loss from sales:
Returns showing profit .
Returns showin loss . l----------

Profits less losses -------- ---------
Gross profits from operations other than amounts tabulated

as grosssales- $2,466,903,328
Interest--- - 113,459, 293
Rents- 39,343,238
Profits from sale of real estate, stocks, bonds, and other
capital assets.----..---- S.047,

Miscellaneous receipts W. 943
Receipts, tax-exempt income:

Dividends on capital stock of domestic corporations 172,819, 120
Interest on Federal, State, and municipal bonds-----1,887,-62

Total compiled receipts_-2, 825, 329,32
Statutory deductions:

Cost of goods sold-I
Compensation of officers ------------------------------------- 11,644,723
Interest paid ---- -------- 540, 706,432
Taxes paid other than income tax 168,473,289
Bad debts 18,283,285
Depreciation 314,435,246
Depletion-- 5.6&34,94_
Loss frona sale of real estate, stocks and bonds 23,182.546
Miscellaneous deductions 1,352.905.935

Total statutory deductions 2,435.266.398
Compiled net profit less net loss-390,062,994
Less tax-exempt interest and dividends on capital stock of do-
mestic corporations to arrive at statutory net income- 1.4.706,742

Statutory net income less statutory net deficit-215,356.252
Net loss for prior year deducted by concerns reporting net in-
come for 193-3, 242' 897

Statutory net income (H) less statutory net loss for prior year (I) 212. 113.355
Total tax--------------------------------------- 34,377,204
Compiled net profit (F) less total tax (K)-355,685,790

Gas companies,
artificial and

natural

$544, 688.377
26.580.783
3, 717. 078

429.439
6,955,419

72 457.716
421,814

65.5,250,626

4,537.266
80. 072 373
30.403,888
2 864,135

64,903,916
8,455,997
3,311,224

359. 748, 694
554,297,493
100, 953 133

72 879,530
28, 073.60i3

735.316
27,338,287
6,747,022

94,206,111

Water companies1

$123. 415, 375
2,418.887
1,389,561

959.368
792, 705

18,874. 190
65,383

147,915,469

1,850,118
18. g71. 317
6,678,694

603,371
12,330,848

25, 179

388,273

83,115,570
123, 863370
24,052,099

18, 939, 573
5, 112, 26

63,727
5,048,799
1,460,061

22,592,038

Telephone and
telegraph com-

panies

$1, 660,312,57 1
35,511,878
25,122, 605

1,230,475
30,243,221

161.83,022
9,708 969

1,923,961,841

3.558, 1691206, 797o0
96,185, 379
12. 119,805

246,425,832
5,391

8,846 991
1,071,373,531
1,559,312.168
364,649,673

171,540,991
193, 108,682

113,982
192994,700
24,358,090

340,291,583

Radio broadcast-
ing companies

$130,542,56
758,810

1,084,994

73,566
3, 566, 44

963,031

137,,092,963
. 37 __0go_'

3, 3, 9.38

1,573,861
1.707,536
1.255.184
7,829, 948

6,235
537308

125,000,753
140,945,763
3 3,852. 800

1,066,587
34,919,387

106,393
3 5.025. 78

489 072
3 4,341,872

All other public
utility

companies

_- - -
O

$600,828,715
14,5779,629 t

17,555,02 ,

595,263
4,287,329

43,465,414 X
1,579,199 t4

62, 890, 569

4,750,918
103,761,407 I
40,263,980 1

1, 627, 108 Co
il IfAA A47 W

3,513 000
9.974, 23

400 896,669
625,953.707
56,936.862

45,044,613
11,892, 249

932,
10,959,393
8,807,589

48'129,273

A.

B.

C.
D.

E.
F.
a.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L. l - - -------------------i

------------------

------------------

------------------

------------------I------------------
------------------ ------------------

------------------I------------------



Cash and stock dividends distributed:
Cash dividends-
Stock dividends

Total dividends distributed

6014853 232
2 894820

604,748,052 !

149,362,594
1,046,376

41,732,919
173,798

379, 227, 550
330,147

150,408,970 41.906, 717 37 ,557, 697

6,232,732
42,535

6,275,267

131,613,814
9.807, 162

141,420, 976

1 Includes net profit from the sale of real estate, stocks, bonds, etc., and other capital assets, but not gross receipts from these Items. Excludes nontaxable income reported in
schedule L of the return, except interest on tax-exempt obligations and dividends on stock of domestic corporations. 2 Not avaiable. a Deficit

TABLE 4.-Corporation income tax returns for 1929, 1950, and 1931, filed by concerns whose predominant business is classified under "Trade-
wholesale, retail, wholesale and retail, and commission;" showing analysis of compiled receipts and statutory deductions, also net profit (or
net loss), statutory net income less statutory net deficit, tax, and net profit after deducting tax

[Composite for returns showing net income and no net income, but excluding returns filed for inactive corporations]

Distribution

1929
A. Receipts, taxable income:

Gross sales --$14,
Profit or loss from sales:

Returns showingprofit- 1
Returns showing loss

Profits less losses '- 1
Gross profits from operations other than amounts tabulated as
gross sales-________-----
Interest--
Rents-
Profits from sale of real estate, stocks, bonds, and other capital

assets-
Miscellaneousreceipts-

B. Receipts, tax-exempt income:
Dividends on capital stock of domestic corporations
Interest on Federal, State, and municipal bonds

C. Total compiled receipts 2 _________________________________--_--- 15,
D. Statutory deductions:

Cost of goods sold--- 13,
Compensation of officers-- ----
Interest paid----- -
Taxes paid other than income tax _- _ -_
Bad debts --

Depreciation_.--- -

Depletion.--
Miscellaneous deductions-1

wholesale Retail

956,300,218

876, 136,960
7, 676,377

868,460,583

88,856,125
41,888,378
17,039,191

20, 582, 861
104,391,307

20,341, 32
3,355,054

252, 754,516

087,839,635
266,665,449
87,328,290
43, 142, 919
88,752,384
61,315,521

503,569
395,888,036

$18,880,062,617

4,684,147,522
2 776, 056

4,681,371,466

169,234,402
67,618, 118
105,939,433

21,927,341
183,210,143

20,172 647
6,496,334

19,454,661,035

14, 198,691.151
451,050,897
122,037,131
117,028,455
102,035,351
161,579, 181

973,629
3,918, 908, 659

'Wholesale and
retail

$4,577,572,256

984,275,857
453,023

983, 822,834

25,445,373
15,930, GS4
13, 664, 071

6,028,161
35,570,408

4,594,306
955,7710

4,679,761,029

3,593,749,422
96,411,158
29,005,587
27, 182, 978
24,798,884
45,390,592

298,559
753,788, 899

Commission

155,122,353
6S, 244

154,437,109

180,239,746
19, 786, 224
2,428,731

4, 269,997
19, 171,298

9,014,371
576.073

071,052, 226

1, 681, 128, Ts77
66,914,175
18,782 519
4, 734, 802
14,152,599
6,207,757

23,289
229,844,838

AUl other Total trade

$1,940,849,694
449,230, 662
2,388,815

446,841,847

54, 98,065
7,,719,449

15, 072,067

4, 171, 074
19,755,972

5,134,776
393,007

048,080,104
1,494,007,847

76, 197,712
19,703,754
12 722, 080
14,064,766
25,348,128

285,656
366,953,2G5

$42, 190,350,571

8,148,913,354
13,979,515

8,134,933,839

518,759,711
152,942, 853
154,143,493

56,979,434
362,099,128

59,257,482
11, 77 ,238

43,506,308, 910

34,055,416,732
957,239,391
276.857,281
204,811,234
243,803,984
299,841,179

2,0 4,702

fi, 665,383,637

X "Gross ses" less "Cost of goods sold" (shown under statutory deductions).
2 Includes net profits from the sale of real estate, stocks, bonds, etc., and other capital assets, but not gross receipts from these Items. Excludes nontaxable income reported in

Fchdule It of the return, except interest on tax-exempt obligations and dividends on stock of domestic corporations.

Pa
1-4

X
e

-j - - -

9.869604064

Table: Table 4.--Corporation income tax returns for 1929, 1930, and 1931, filed by concerns whose predominant business is classified under "Trade--wholesale, retail, wholesale and retail, and commission;" showing analysis of compiled receipts and statutory deductions, also net profit (or net loss), statutory net income less statutory net deficit, tax, and net profit after deducting tax


460406968.9



TABLE 4.-Corporation income tax returns for 1929, 1930, and 1931, filed by concerns whose predominant buv ness is classified under "Trade-
wholesale, retail, wholesale and retail, and commission;" showing analysis of compiled receipts and statutory deductions, also net profit (or
net loss), statutory net income jess statutory net deficit, tax, and net profit after deducting tax-Continued

Distribution

1929

Total statutory deductions ---------

Compiled net pro.lt less net loss-
Less tax-exemnpt interest and dividends on capital stock- orf domnes-

tic corporations to arrive at statutory net income
Statutory net income less statutory net (deficit.
Net loss for prior year deducted hy concerns rel)ortinz net iiwome

for 1929-------,
Statutory net income (II) less statutory net loss for prior year (1)
Totnl tax -- _-------------------------------------- ------

Compiled net profit (F) less total tax (K)
Cash and stocks dividendis (1istributeLd:

Cash dividends --------------------------------
Stock dividends-. -.-.-.

Total dividends distributed.- ..

1930
Receipts, taxable income:

Gross sales-
Profit or loss from sales:

Returns showingprofit.
Returns showing loss .

Profits less losses I

Gross profits from operations other than amounts tabulated as
grosssales-
Interest.
Rents- ---*------------------- ----
Profits from sale of real estate, stocks, bonds, and other capital

assets .
Miscellaneousreceipts-

Receipts, tax-exempt income:
Dividends on capital stock ofdomestic corporations
Interest on Federal, State, and municipal bonds

Total compiled receipts2 ---------------------
Statutory deductions:

Cost of goods sold .--
Compensation of officers --

Interest paid----------------- -
Taxes paid other than income tax

Wholesale, Retail

$15. 0:31. 435, S03
221,3:18. 713

23:,3696. 436;
197. 6252, 277

11, 847, 673
1,. 774,6 04

10, 450. 984
190. X67. 729

$19, 072. 304, 454
382. 356, ;81

26, 668,981
355, 687,600

17, 221.544
*38, 466. 056
52, 438,841

329.917, 740

Wholesale and
retail

$1, 570,626.079
10, 1:4.9.50

5,550.076
103.5,,S74

6, 643. 378
96, 9-11, 496
12,791,835
96,343,115

Commission

$2,021, 7,58 656
49. 263. 570

9,590.444
39. 673, 126

2.50.8.55
37. 166, 271

.5. 775, 45
43.,488.025

All other

$2. 009. :28, 145
:8,7%9, 9,5;

5,527 ,7.3
33. 269. 173

4., 3, 512
2, 235,631
5, 691.443

:33, 10.5, 513

167.,312,529 334.046.010 65,855,902 :31. 751,092 25,910, &1
28,58.3,756 50,626.345 9,475, 445 4.90, 19:3 4. 119,972

19.;, 896,,285

12,488.554,223

1,615,232,606
19,366,327

1, 595, 0, 279

66,150,883
40,520,883
15,928,511

7.633,560
65,626,688

31, 667, 85&
3,234,375

12,719,316,979

10,892,687,944
252, 170,892
78,509,360
57, 147,349

384. 672,355

16,601,884, 007

4,154,843,496
15,338, 691

-4, 139,504,805

132,837,620
62,313,767
106,796,047

9,185,917
188,126,441

15,001,311
3,223,847

17, 11, 36, 957

12,462,379,202
419, 609, 727
120,048,936
121,764,243

75, 331, 347

4, 137, 22,08

894,784, 519
2d16t, 609

892,722,910

15,044, 346
15,832,2Z6
13, 86, 841

4,937,983
32,624,489

5, 403, 775
902,050

4, -25,754, 8

3,244,600,298
91, 552,278
28,827,925
30268, 320

36, 657. 285

1,596,719,658

144.288,401
4, 130, 039

140, 158.362

159,328,726
18,027,016
3. 04, 613

1,297,092
17.573,483

8,701,888
10,576,046

1,815.318,522

1,456,561,296
63,692,216
17,079, 176
4.920, 041

30,030. S53

1. 259,292,221

313,586,656
2, 705,973

310,880,683

47,465.218
5,707 363
14,945 853

1,391,812
14,884,972

3,212,947
417,983

1,347,318,369

952, 281,024
61,293,811
13, 440,811
9,649, 661

rl:

E.
F.
(11.

H.
1.

J.
K.
1,.

A.

B.

C.
D.

Total trade

$42'. 705, ).V. 140
.0, 570, 7 0

71,033.720
729-S37. 0,50 ;~

42,2 2, 02
(A7.5M, 058
1O7. 148, fA
693. 722,122

624. 876. 414 Z
97,711.7,1! C

722, 58,1255

36,083, m73, 317

7, 122,735,678 o
43,602,639

7.079, 133,039 co
to

420.826,793
142,401,325
154,451, 865

24, 446,364
318, 836,073

63.987,777
18,354,301

37,227,077,815

29,008,509,764
888,318,924
257906, 206
223,749,614



Bad debts --- ----------------------------------l
Depreciation -

Depletion---------;
Loss from sale of real estate, stocks, and bonds !---:11
Miscellaneous deductions-.-

Total statutory deductions --.---------------
Compiled net profit less net loss--
Less tax-exempt interest and dividends on capital stock o
Inestic corporations to arrive at statutory net income

Statutory net income less statutory net deficit
Net loss for prior yec.- deducted by concerns reporting net income

for 1930 .
Statutory net income (H) less statutory net loss for prior year (1)
Tots] tax-----------------------------
Compiled net profit (F' less total tax(K).

Cash and stock dividends distributed:

Cash dividends--------------
Stock dividends .-

Total dividends distributed

1931
Receipts, taxable income:

Gross sales
Profit or loss from sales:

Returns showing profit
Returns showingloss.

Profits less losses ' ---------
Gross profits from operations other than amounts tabulated
asgrosssates.---.----------------------------

lnterest _ --------------~~~~~~~~Renterst--------------------------------------------------- --Rents-_ _ l~aSWdfe -----i--Profits from sale ofreal estate, stocks, bonds, and other capital
assets
Miscellaneousreceipts.

Receipts, tax-exempt income:
Dividends on capital stock of domestic corporations
Interest on Federal, State, and municipal bonds

Total compiled receipts12--------------------------
Statutory deductions:

Cost Of goods sold -------------------------------------
Compensation ofofficers----
Interest paid ------------------------------------
Taxes paid other than incometax.
Bad debts -----------------------------------------------
Depreciation--------------Depletion .---------.-------------------------------

98,210, 891
63, 756, 5177

576,735
15,849, 176 I

1,275,513.510
12, 34,422 374

'315,105,395

34,902,231
3 50,007,626

6,457, 999
3 56,465, 625
17,367,314

3 32,472,709

102,413,103
169,534,971

55Z 412
26, 596, 473

3,696,436,355
17, 119,335,422

33,535

18, 25, 158
3 18,191,623

7,611,878
3 25, 803, 501
33, 56,284

3 33,533, -49

27,939,055
49,852.596

721, 978
3,452, 928

743,261, 146
4,220,476,524

5,278, 464

0,305,825
3 1,027, 361

2,087,472
33, 114, 833
7,555, 104

3 2, 276,640

14,746,096
5,773,164

21,543
4, 083,543

233,911,180
1,800,788,255

14,530,267

19,277,934
3 4,747, 667

1,395,290
3 6,142,957
3,366,279

'11,163,98

12,201,917
19, 787,212

167, 510
3,536,649

284,952,020
1,357,310,615

3 9,992,246

3,630,930
3 13, 623, 176

2, 739,798
3 16,362,974

2,309,799
312,302,045

255,511,062
308, 704,460

2,040,178
53,518,769

6,234,074,211
37,232, 333,190

3 5,255,375

82, 342,078
3 87,597,453

20,29, 437
3 107,889, 890

64,165,780
3 69, 421, 155

160,245,857 289,479,070 -
- 65,,752,545 29,344,236 16,017,228 560,838 936

15,052, 468 28,455,501 9.648,008 6,842,087 1,706,663 61.704 727

175, 298,325

10,091,027,325

1,367,837,847
20,027,391

1,347,810,456

69,333,457
38,765,240
14,073,700

4,957,395
86,333,583

24,I082,620
2,984,790

10,331, 558, 110

8, 743,216,869
220,670,198
65,915,886
46,472, 119
99, 116,391
62,252,705

694,336

317,934,571

14, 165, 475. 506

3,573,460,257
14,987.493

:3.558,472, 764

106, 131,6663
54,751,960
105,016,893

31, 432, 35

228,297,517

12,497,333
7, 7*28, 1%0

14,711,331,997

10,607,002,742
363, 846,652
107,000,083
122,153,012
106,511,079
174,269,994

1,189,222

75,400,553

3,290, 133,349

714,784,023
2, 693,422

712, 090, 601

12, 568,542
10,897,089
11, 609,006

2,138,418
27,729,743

3,248,725
636,343

3,358,961,215

2,578,042,748
82,559,113
22,672,528
24,585,551
32,685,078
49,556,611
4,313,521

36, 186.323

903, 638, 929

81,801,100
3,337,208
78,463,892

135,737,287
11, 579, 510
2,355,230

606,334
13,686 452

5,508,164
479, 747

1,073,591,653

825, 175,037
51,799,459
9,537,376
3,68,910
13,064,424
4,935,465

20,359

17,723,891

1, 054,151, 799

261,030,103
3,937,727

2557,092,376
42,543,063
4,259,172

11, 486,577
1,345,505

14,041,618
2, 003, 949
278,816

1,130,110,499

797,059,423
*f. 431, 151
12, . X,508
9,249,514
12,821,822
21,578,493

124,122

622,543,66-3

29,504,426,908
5,998,913,330

44,983,241
5,953,930,089

366,314,012
120,252,971
144,541,406
40,480,587

370,088,913
47,340,791
12, 107,886

30,605, 553,474
23,550, 496,819

775, 306, 573
21 ,846,381
206,145,106
264, 198,794
312,593, 268

6,341,560

>4

I "Gross sales"' less "Cost of goods sold" (shown under statutory deductions).
' Includes net profits from the sale of real estate, stocks, bonds, etc. and other capital assets, but not gross receipts from these items. Excludes nontaxable income reported in

Schedule L of the return, except interest on tax-exempt obligations and dividends on stock of domestic corporations.
Deficit.

E.
F.
G.

H.
I.

J.
K.
L.

B.

C.
D.



TABLE 4.-Corporation income tax returns for 1929, 1930, and 1931, filed by concerns whose predominant business is daSsified uLnder "Tr( de-
l ':olesale, retail, wholesale and retail, and commission"; showing analysis of compiled receipts and statutory deductions, also net proji (or
net loss), statutory net income less statutory net deficit, tax, and net profit after deducting tax-Continued

Distribution

1931j

Statutory deductions-Continued
Loss from sale of real estate, stocks, and bonds
Miscellaneous deductions-

Total statutory deductions-
Compiled net profit less net loss
Less tax-exempt interest and dividends on capital stock of domes-

tic corporations to arrive at statutory net income
Statutory net income less statutory net deficit
Net loss for prior year deducted by concerns reporting net income

for 1931-
Statutory net income (H) less statutory net loss for prior year (I) -_

Totaltax-
Compiled net profit (F) less total tax(K).

Cash and stock dividends distributed:

Cash dividends ---------------
Stock dividends-

Total dividends distributed-

Wholesale

$87, 170,591
I, 199,321,912

10, 524, 831 007
' 193, 272, 897

27,067,410
3 220,340,307

7,602,629
3 227,942,936

10,142,175
3 203, 415, 072

128,489,020
5,097,291

133,586,311

Retail

.$32, 572, 030
3,395,896,351

14.910, 441, 165
3 199,109,168

20,225,523
'219,334,691

7,170,473
3 226,505,164

27, 825,578
3 226,934,746

235.898,144
6,340,303

242, 238, 447

Wholesale and
retail

S5, 055,893
612,760,491

3,412, 231,534
3 53,270,319

3, 885, 068
3 57, 155,387

1, 30, 883
3 58,786, 270

4,579,903
3 57,850,222

40,294,978
1,93, 740

42,233,718

Commission
!

$6, 683,325
172,646.038

1,087,546,393
3 13,954,740

5,987,911
3 19,94 651

1,459,740
321, 402,391

1,843,837
I 15,798,577

15,640,692
1,424,685
17,065,377

All other

$8, 613,275
257, 853,022

1, 176,451,330
z 46, 340, 831

2,282,765
48, 623,596

1,315,892
'49,939,488

1,316,643
3 47,657,474

13, OO2671
1,713,263

14,715,934

Total trade

5,

31,

3

3

3 Deficit.

S140, 095,114
I- IsD.1

>, S, Sl i, 01iS
.,111, 501,429 2t
505,947,955 >

59,448,677 o
565,396,632 Z

19,179,617
584,576,249
45,708,136

$551, W5,091 S
0

433,325,505 4
16,514,282 MT

449,839,787 ,-

to

to

D.

E.
F.
G.

H.
I.

J.
K.
L.

1.



APPENDIX B 227
TABLE 5.-Corporation income-tax returns for 1929, 1930, and 1931 filed by con-

cerns whose predominant business is classified under "Service-Domestic, Amuse-
ments, Professional, and Business;" showing analysis of compiled receipts and
statutory-deductions, also net profit (or net loss), statutory net income less statutory
net deficit, tax, and net profit after deducting tax

[Composite for all returns]

Distribution

1929

A. Receipts, taxable income:
Gross sales.-

Profit or loss from sales:
Returns showing profit.
Returns showing loss-
Profits less losses

Gross profits from operations
other than amounts tabu-
lated as gross sales .

Interest - .-.------.-.-.----
Hents .------- -------
Profits from sale of real estate,
stocks bonds, and other
capital assets .

Miscellaneous receipts
B. Receipts, tax-exempt income:

Dividends on capital stock of
domestic corporations.

Interest on Federal, State, and
municipal bonds-

C. Total compiled receipts '
D. Statutory deductions:

Cost of goods sold-
Compeusation of officers-
Interest paid .
Taxes paid other than income
tax.

Bad debts ---
Depreciation
Depletion --
Miscellaneous deductions

E. Total statutory deductions-
F. Compiled net profit less net loss--
0. Less tax-exempt interest and divi-

dends on capital stock of domes-
tic corporations to arrive at stat-
utory net income .

I. Statutory net income less statutory
net deficit;------- ---

I. Net loss for prior year deducted by
concerns report ing net income
for1929-

J. Statutory net income (HI) less
statutory net loss for prior year (1).

K. Total tax-- -----------------
L. Compiled not profit (F) less total

tax(K).
Cash and stock dividends dis-
tributed:

Cash dividends .
Stock dividends-

Total dividends dis-
tributed-

Domestic Amusements Profes-
sional Business All other

$1, 665, 274, 085 $1. 003, M,2 $329, ,464 $627, 278, 414 $172, 812 672
9,400,374 12,192,461 5,230,99 11,308, 276 2,77451
96,384,923 60, 212,874 4,797,815 3, 262, 321 4, 089,846

5,690,638
28,401,399

5, 266, 678

415,000
1,810,833,097

76, 878, 618
73, 186,993

43, 173, 109
5,771,545

96,434,294
207,163

1, 491, 719,303
1,787,371,025

23,462,072

5,681,678

17, 780,394

6,925,426

11, 854, 968
6,879, 762

16,582,310

14, 600, 267
43, 978, 363

14, 430, 633

225, 282
1,139,443,412

26, 210, 561
43, 266, 030

23, 051, 493
3,179,702

68, 366,193
107, 697

890,646,124
1, 054, 827, 643

84, 615, 769

14, 655, 915

69, 959, 854

6,671,722

63, 288,132
11,578,249

73, 037, 520

6,863, 651
12,638, 778

8,597,917

225, 737
367, 951, 361

4, 410,669
8, 940, 616

30,194, 363

395, 98
685, 790, 63

..

741,924,834 53,459,29
) 7,389,932 4,956,746

4,010,644
3,969,378
10,703,850

22,163
275,685,393
343,706,224
24,245, 137

8,823,654

15,421,483

1,024,770

14, 396, 713
4,173,878

20,071,269

4, 275, 076
5, 345, 658
10,686,931

29,986
527,831, 378
606, 585, 064
79, 205, 574

30, 590,343

48, 615, 231

2,388,796

46, 226, 436
5,891,581

73,313,993

2,972, 029
5,677, 737

1,123,083

208,895
189,361,713

19,499,995
4,015,177

2,645,449
2,642,734
6,465,900

59,862
144, 275,988
179,695, 105
9,760,608

1,331,978

8, 434, 630

865, 119

7,569,511
1,108,829

8,657,779

_
:

- 37 316 37 M40, 169, 595 45, 664, 267 37, 316, 37G 46, 151, 710 7, 333,189
3,420,940 ' 948, 738 1, 060, 683 901,662 1, 037,563

43,590,535 46,513,005 38,377, 0591 47, 053, 3721 8, 370,752
IIneludes net profits from the sale of real estate, stocks, bonds, etc., and other capital assets but not gross

receipts from these items. Excludes nontaxable income, other than interest on tax-exempt obligations and
dividends on stock of domestic corporations as reported in schedule L of the return.

9.869604064

Table: Table 5.--Corporation income-tax returns for 1929, 1930, and 1931 filed by concerns whose predominant business is classified under "Service--Domestic, Amusements, Professional, and Business;" showing analysis of compiled receipts and statutory deductions, also net profit (or net loss), statutory net income less statutory net deficit, tax, and net profit after deducting tax
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228 NATIONAL INCOME, 1929-32

TABlE 5.-Corporation income-tax returns for 1929, 1930, and 1981 filed by con-
cerns those predoominant business is classified under "Service-Domestic, Amuse-
71ne 8, Professional, and Business;" showing analysis of compiled receipts and
statutory -deuctions, also net profit (or net loss), statutory net income less statutory
net deficit, tax, and net profit after deducting tax-Continuted

DIstribution D)omestic Amusements Profes- Business All othersional

1930

A. Receipts, taxable income:
(lrosssales.. . .. . ..-..-..

Profit or loss from snleos:
Returns showing profit .
Returns showing loss-. . . . . .-.

Profits less losses . . . . . .-.
(Iross profits from operations
other than amounts tabulat-
e(d as gross sales-$1, 658, 869, 674 $1, 044,967, 880 $299, 715, 505 $620, 977, 780 $162, 536, 709

Interest------ ---- 8, 126,8 49 11, 460,934 3, 475, 758 10, 738,889J 2, 212, 355
Rents---9, 189, 004 45, 368, 509 4, 744, 013 3, 410, 580 3,888, 741
Profits from sale of real estate,
stocks, honds, and other
calpital assets.-. . ---5---. 037, 719 12,204,365 2,203,833 2,371,253 2,037,046

Miscellaneous receipts-- 29, 636, 187 36, 599, 194 9, 471, 471 27, 807, 923 4, 658, 944
13. Receipts, tax-exempt income:

I)ividends on cai)ital stock of
domesticc corporations-2.92, 041 15,869, 531 4, 428, 845 27, 515, 296 423, 408

Interest on Federal, State, and
municipal honds------ 446, 608 1I11,059 494, 253 443, 291 293, 203

C. Total conipiled receipts- 1, 806, 235, 082 1, 166, 659, 472 324, 533, 678 693, 265, 012 176, 0(50,406
I). Statutory (ledluctions:

Coit ofgoodssold---, . . ,
Compensat ion of officers- 76, 525, 811 25, 707, 741 4(0,344,588 51, 273,96 1'1, 010, 146
Interestpaid-- 76), 859, 594 48, 133, 844 5, 488, 748 4, 671,108 3, 717, 589
Taxes pad(itotier thanltncomne
tax- 46,808,036 24, 228,50) 3, 424, 759 3, 808, 191 2,650, 301

Bad (Iebts-)10, 751), 602 2,952,956 .5, 081, 449 5, 797, 375 2, 6336, 313
Depreciation--.-.-- --- - 102,517, 591 61, 987,067 10,919,679 11,044,813 6, '291, 222
I)epletion--------.-----54 505 57, 186 22, 728 2, 427 19,679
loss from sale of real estate,
stocks and bon(s------------ 8,003,298 7, 270,088 2, 836, 497 2, 654, 409 6-10, 071

Miscellaneous (ledtuctions------ 1, 507,89, 6f4 938, 108, 543 246, 628,892 548, 565,802 137, 698, 278
E. Total statutory (Ie(Iuctions-------- 1, 829,428, 591 1,108,445,934 314,747,340 631,418,089 172,663,598
F. Compiled net profit less net loss... 2 23, 193, 50 58, 213, 538 9, 786, 338 61,846, 923 3, 386,808
(. Less tax-exemlit Interest and( divi-

d1enq(1 on capital stock of (1o-
niestic corlioratlons to arrive at
statutory net Income -.- 5, 375,649 16,068, 590 4,923,098 27, 958, 587 716, 611

II. Statuitory net incoie less statut ory
net deficit--- 2 28, 569, 158 42, 144, 948 4, 83, 240 33, 888, 336 2, 670, 197

1. Net loss for prior year (le(lucte(d by
concerns reporting not income
for1930-2. . 2, 406,583 4,324,065 1,175,127 1, 598, 936 425, 744

J. Statutory net income (II) less
statutory net loss for prior year
(1)----------- --- 2 30,975, 71 37,82(0,83 3, C8, 113 32,289,400 2,244,453

K. Total tax------------------------- 5, 594, 487 9,510,030 2,401,442 5, 317, 518 881,276
L. Completed net profit (F) less total

tax (K)---------- 2 28, 787, 996 48, 703, 508 7, 384, 896 56, 529, 405 2, 505, 532
Cash an(I stock dividends (dis-

tributed:

Cash dividends-------- 40, 412, 671 59, 342, 472 16, 918, 405 43, 304, 376 6, 1()0,872
Stock dividends. 6, 437, 781 1, 292, 890 284, 38S 2,637,980 626, 773

Total tlivldends dis-
tributed -- 46, 850, 352 60,635,362 17, 202, 773 45,942,356 6,727,645

IIncludes net profits from the sale of real estate, stocks, bonds, etc., and other capital assets but not gross
recel ts from these items. Excludes nontaxable income, other than interest on tax-exempt obligatIons anddividends on stock of d(lomestic corporations as reporte(1 in schedule I, of the return.
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TABLE 5.-Corporation income-tax returns for 1929, 1930, and 1931 filed by con-
cerns whose predominant business is classified under "Service-Domestic, Amuse-
ments, Professional and Business;" showing analysis of compiled receipts and
statutory deductions, also net profit (or net loss), statutory net income less statutory
net deficit, tax, and net profit after deducting tax-Continued

Distribution Domestic Amusements sronaf Business All other

A. Receipts, taxable income:
Gross sales-. . . . .-.-.-.

Profit or loss from sales:
Returns showing profit .
Returns showing loss-

Profits less losses . . . .
Gross profits from operations
other than amounts tabu-
lated as gross sales- 1,460,558,30 $1, 017,981, 263 $ ,265,346 $521, 817, 3,30 $167, 760, 229

Interest------ -- 8,90, 895 15, 654, 457 2,484,086 8, 518,925 3, 209,282
Rer!.s- 80,648,844 42,882,299 2,724,376 2, 643, 705 3, 070, 003
Profits from sale of real estate,
stocks bonds, and other
capital assets- 1,830,016 2, 850, 952 753,330 489, 737 1, 762, 320

Miscellaneous receipts-19, 511,150 27, 770, 346 4, 412,264 8, 513, 415 4, 276,324
B. Receipts, tax-exempt income:

Dividends on capital st9ck of
domestic corporations- 3, 348, 613 17, 801, 05 1, 304, 776 18,925,895 642, 189

Interest on Federal, State, and
municipal bonds- 414,595 179, 87 291,078 327, 641 365,071

C. Total compiled receipts - ,. 1,575,218,943 1, 125,120,789 238,235,255 561,136,648 181,091,418
D. Statutory deductions:

Cost of goodssold-
Compensation of officers - 69,818,632 22,163,312 31,770,047 49,038,372 19,374, 178
Interest paid-70,4B8,316 51, 557, 041 4,830,418 5,152,184 3,764,351
Taxes paid other than income
tax-44,913,064 27,179,372 2,943,919 3,477,508 2,826,243

Bad debts- 8,920,920 3,749,701 4,196,103 6, 225,802 3,255,418
Depreciation- 101,674,704 62,431,458 9,328,913 10,740,341 6,434,046
Depletion-398,912 59,401 44,637 54,079 58,003
Loss from sale of real estate,
stocks, and bonds- 20,376,881 8,350,371 2,872,102 13, 362, 681 4,710,330

Miscellaneous deductions- 1,340,066,876 957,045,134 189,887,375 453,616,825 143, 432, 663
E. Total statutory deductions- 1,650,627,303 1,132, 541,850 246,873, 514 541,667,692 183,855,100
F. Compiled net profit less net loss. . 81, 408, 360 2 7,421,001 2 7,638, 259 19, 468,956 2 2, 763, 682
(1. Less tax-exempt Interest and divi-

dends on capital stock of domes-
tic corporations to arrive at stat-
utory net income-.-. 3,763,208 17, 981,472 1, 695, 853 19,253,536 1,007,260

H. Statutory net income less statutory
net deficit-.----- 285,171, 568 2 25, 402, 633 2 9, 234,112 215,420 2 3,770,942

I. Net loss for prior year deducted by
concerns reporting net income for
1931- 1, 617,932 3, 166,033 742, 222 1,049,896 370, 672

J. Statutory net income (HI) less stat-
utory net lbss for prior year (I) 3.286, 789, 500 2 28, 658,566B 9,976, 334 2 834, 476 2 4,141,614

K. Total tax- 3, 389, 29 3,496,432 903, 03 2, 545, 796 745, 594
L. Compiled net profit (F) less total

tax (K)- 2 84, 797,619 ' 10,917,493 ' 8,541, 762 16, 923, 160 23,509,276
Cash and stock dividends dis-
tributed:

Cash dividends-.-.-. 24, 73f, 532 48,671,522 8,625, 744 27,104, 766 0, 582, 513
Stock dividends-829,121 253, 157 284, 10 8,871, 960 246,882

Total dividends dis-
tributed . -.... 25, 564,653 48,924,679 8, 909,845 35, 976,726 6,892,395

37266-34--i C

I Includes net profits from the sale of real estate stocks, bonds, etc. and other capital assets but not gross
receipts from these items. Excludes nontaxable income, other than interest on tax-exempt obligations and
dividends on stock of domestic corporations as reported in schedule 1, of the return.

' Deficit.
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TABLE 6.-Corporation income-tax returns for 1929, 1930, and 1931 filed by con-
cerns whose predominant business is classified under the following subdivisions of
"Amitsements "-Theaters, legitimate, vaudeville; motion-picture producers,
motion-picture theaters; and other amusements; showing analysis of compiled
receipts and statutory deductions, also net profit (or net loss), statutory net income
less statlutory n'c (deficit, tax, and net profit after deducting tax

[Composite for returns showing net income and no net income but excluding returns tiled for inactive
corporations)

Theaters Motion- Motion- Other Total
I)jstribution ndl vaude- plture picture amuse- amuse-

a lle producers theaters ments ments

1929

A. Receipts, taxable income:
(Oross sales - . .

Profit or loss from sales:
Returns showing profit .
Returns showIng loss . .

Profits less losses........ - -. ...-....
(Irass profits from operations other
than amounts tabulated as gross
.sales-$,91, 395,60M $307, 767,907 $441, 335, 143 $163, 404,826 $1,003,903,542

Interest ------- ------------- 731,052 2,383, 278 7,830,756 1,247,365 12,192.451
Rents- 4,768,291 10,435,363 26,926,603 8,082, 557 50, 212, 874
Profits from sale of real estate,
stocks, bonds, and other capital
assets- 2,014,053 8,940,143 2,481,843 1,064,128 14,500,267

'Miscellaneous receipts-3,799,714 9,675,645 22,162,788 8,340,216 43,978,383
11. Receipts, tax-exempt income:

I)ividends on capital stock of
(lolnestic corporations------- - 1, 100,921 4, 242, 448 7, 701,638 1,385,626 14,430,633

Interest on Federal, State, and
municipal bonds- 138,070 8, 426 23, 312 65, 474 225,282

C. Total compiled receipts I--.----- 103,947,767 343, 453,210 508, 462, 243 183, 580,192 1,139,443,412
D). Statutory (le(luctlons:

Cost of goods sold -l . . . .-.-.-.-.-.
Compensation of officers-2,464,922 4,117,980 9,610,741 10,016,861 26,210,604
Interest paid-----3, 527, 610 9,296,319 24, 293,820 6, 148,381 43,260,030
rl'nxes laid other than income tPr 2,900, 935 3,317,647 10,876,776 6,956, 136 23, 051, 493
lBnd debts- 117,89 450,868 1,638,434 972,501 3,179,702
D)epreclation.- 4,276,9U93 27, 346, 046 24,010,855 12,702,299 88,366, 193
Depletion-1,120 770 61,056 44,B51 107,597
Loss front sale of real estate, stocks,
and )ol(s . -------

Miscellaneous reductionss-89,918,638 250,273,174 407,821,986 142,632,326 890,646, 124
R. Total statutory (d(lllctioDS.---- 103,208,017 294, 802,804 478,343,607 178,473,155 1,054,827,643
F. Compiled not p)roilt less net loss- 739,750 8, 650,406 30, 118,676 5, 107, 037 84, 015, 769
a. Iess tax-exepl)t interest and (livi(len(ds

on capital stock of domestic corpora-
tions to arrive at statutory net in-
collme- . 1, 238,991 4,250,874 7, 724,950 1,441,100 14,655,915

II. Statutory net income less statutory
net (defelt-. 499, 241 44,399,532 22,393,626 3,665,937 69, 959,854

1. Net loss for prior year electedd by
concerns reporting net Income for
11)29) --------------------------------- 1,402,614 2, 202,126 1, 971, 770 1,095, 212 6,671, 722

J. Statutory net income (11) less statu-
tory net loss for prior year (1)-.- 3 1, 901 855 42, 197,406 20,421,856 2,570,725 63,288, 132

K. Total tax------------ - 694,252 5,330,474 4,104, 616 1,448,907 11, 578, 249
I.. Compile(i net profit (F) less total tax

(K)-. - 45,498 43,310,932 26,013,960 3, 88, 130 73,037,620
Cas'h in(l stock dividends distrib- --l--- -=

uteml:
('ash (lividends- 4, 526,819 11,373,014 20,946,714 8, 717, 720 45, 564, 267
Stock dividends --------- --- 89, 500 27,592 625,306 206,340 948,738

Total dividends distributed. 4, 616,3191 11,400,W601 21, 572, 020 8,924, o0o0 46,613,005
Includes net profit from the sale of real estate, stocks, bonds, etc., and other capital assets, but not gross

receipts fromI t hese Iotms. Excludes nOn IaX;bie income reported In schedule L of the return, except Interest
onl tax-excmpt obligations and dividends on stock of domestic corporations.

2 Not available.
3 D)eflCit.

9.869604064

Table: Table 6.--Corporation income-tax returns for 1929, 1930, and 1931 filed by concerns whose predominant business is classified under the following subdivisions of "Amusements"--Theaters, legitimate, vaudevilie; motion-picture producers, motion-picture theaters; and other amusements; showing analysis of compiled receipts and statutory deductions, also net profit (or net loss), statutory net income less statutory net deficit, tax, and net profit after deducting tax


460406968.9
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TABLE 6.-Corporation income-lax returns for 1929, 1930, and 19.31 filed by con-
cerns whose predominant business is classified under the following subdivisions of
"Amusements"-Theaters, legitimate, vaudeville; motion-picture producers,
motion-picture theaters; and other amusements; showing analysis of compiled
receipts and statutory deductions, also net profit (or net loss), statutory net income
less statutory net deficit, tax, and net profit after deducting tax-Continued

Distribution

1930

A. Receipts; taxable income:
Gross sales.

Profit or low from sales:
Returns showing profit
Returns showing loss.

Profits less losses
Gross profits from operations other
than amounts tabulated as gross
sales.

Interest... .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .

Rents- -
Profits from sale of real estate,

stocks, bonds, and other capital
assets.

Miscellaneous receipts-
B. Receipts, tax-exempt income:

Dividends on capital stock of do-
mestio corporations

Interest on Federal, State, and
municipal bonds ..

C. Total compiled receipts'
D. Statutory deductions:

Cost of goods sold
Compensation of officers .
Interest paid.----.-
Taxes paid other than income tax
Bad debts ---------
Depreciation .
Depletion
Loss from sale of real estate, stocks,
andbonds..

Miscellaneous deductions .
E. Total statutory deductions.
F. Compiled net profit less net loss
G. Less tax-exempt interest and dividends

on capital stock of domestic corpora-
tions to arrive at statutory net in-
come ------------

H. Statutory net income less statutory net
deficit.-- ------

I. Net loss for prior year deducted by con-
cei ns reporting net Income for 1930--.

J. Statutory net income (H) less statutory
net loss for prior year (I)

K. Total tax -- .
L. Compiled net profit (F) less total tax

(K)
Cash and stock dividends distribu-

ted:
Cash dividends
Stock dividends.

Theaters-
legitimate
and vaude-

ville

$60, 582,03
476, 100

4,074, 539

1,
488,741
416,821

652, 6W8

60, 262
67,651, 667

2 032 392
2,086,616
1, 652,738

59,856
3,039,314

1, 250,40161,:468, 237
71, 695, 654
'3,943, 887

612,830

'4,565,717

485,780
3 5,042, 497

330, 597

'4, 274, 484

Motion-
picture

producers

Motion-
picture
theaters

Other
amuse-
ments

Total
amuse-
ments

$379, 128, 539$444, 832, 219 $160. 424, 488 $1,044,967,880
2,038,341 7,873, 678 1,062,815 11,450,931
12,682,806 21, 271, 424 7, 339, 74 5,388,609

1,241,459
8,920,857

6,688,302

14,006
410, 714, 31

4, 6., 694
15,760,523
4,823,386

789,327
20,244,275

1,521,269
332,826, 68
380,624,042
30,090,208

6,702,308

23,387,960

871,486

22.616,474
3,689,832

26,400,436

3, 460, 621 26,496,891
031,6 24, 00

Total dividends distributed--. 4,092, 1861 26,620,897

9,717,734
21, 448, 723

7,960,880

78 761
613,183,419

9,840,751
23,922,76
11, 463,10

607,967
24, 198, 629

12, 395

3,057,961
402, 236,838
476,400,403
37, 782,956

8,039,641
99,743,315

2,217,685

27, 62, 630
4, 612,931

33, 170,025

23, 68 078
448, 056

24,116,1341

4,
756, 431
812, 790

667,781

46,031
176, 110, 076

9,176,904
6,363,945
6,289, 223
1,435,80

14,504,849
44,791

1,434,467
141,676,90
180,825,876
35, 715, 799

713,811

06,429, 610
749,114

57,178, 724
876,670

^ 6,692,469

5,716,982
189, 103

6,906,145

12,204,365
36,599, 194

15,869,531

199,069
1,160,659,472

2.5 707,741
48,133,844
24,228,509
2,9112,956

61,97,067
67,186

7,270,088
938,108,543

1, 108,445,934
68,213,538

10, 068, 590

'%Z, 1i,1 Ifia
4,324,065

37, 820,883
9,510,030

48,703,508

59,342,472
1, 292,890

60,635,362
I Includes net profit from the sale of real estate, stocks, bonds, etc and other capital assets, but not

gross receipts from these Items. Excludes nontaxable income reported in schedule L of the return, except
interest on tax-exempt obligations and dividends on stock of domestic corporations.

I Deficit.

..-..

_
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TABLE 6.-Corporation income-tax reluwns for 1929, 1930, and 1931 filed by con-
cerns whose predominant business is classified under the following subdivisions of
"Amnusements"-Theaters, legitimate, vaudeville; motion- picture producers,
motion-picture theaters; and other amusements; showing analysis of compiled
receipts and statutory deductions, also net profit (or net loss), statutory net income
lcss 8ttatUory net deficit, tax, and net profit after deducting tax-Continuted

distribution

19:41

A. Receipts, taxalble incollme:
(iross sales

Profit or loss from sales:
Returns showing p)rofl _-
Returns showing loss.

Profits less losses
(iross profits from operations other
than amounts tabulated as gross
sales-.--

Interest -----------------

Rents ..-

Proflts from sale of real estate,
stocks, bonds, and other capital
assets-

hMiscellaneous receipts- --.
13. Receipts, tax-exempt income:

Dividends on capital stock of do-
mestic corporate ons0-

Interest on Federal, State, and
municipMl bonds

C. Total coml)iled receipts I

1). Statutory de(lductions'
(Cost of goods sold--
Comipenration of otfllers.
Interest, paid,-.-----------------
Taxes paid other than income tax-
Bad debts-.-
D)epreciation-
l)epletion-.----
Loss from sale of real estate, stocks,
and bonds-.-

Miscellaneous de(luctions
E. Total statutory de(Iuctions
F. Compiled net Isrofit less net, loss .
a. Less tax-exeml)t interest and (livi(len(ls

on capital stock of domestic corpora-
tions to arrive at statutory net in.
come------------------------

11. Statutory net income less statutory net
deficit-

I. Net loss for prior year deducted by
concerns reporting net income for
1931 . -.

J. Statutory net income (11) less statu-
tory net loss for llrior year (1)

K. Total tax-.
L,. Compiled net p)rofit (F) less total tax

(K)
(Cash and stock divi(lends (listrib-

tited-
(Cash dividends.
Stock dividens-(ls

Theaters-
legitimate
an1d vaude-

ville

Motion-
picture

producers

$47, 320, 019'$396, 478 284
481, 777 4, 411, 393

2, 102, 941 13, 589, 267

179, 347
845, 834 14,

481, 821

70, 884
51, 982, 623

1, 458, 808
1, 312, 912
1, 303, 565

94, 362
2, 469, 970

1, 511

329,326
50, 593, 133
57, M63, 587
36, 580,964

552, 705

133, 660

111, 745

BO, 245, 414
130, 216

3'5, 711, 180

103, 377
785, 784

12, 579, 162

17,638
441, 964, 905

3, 235, 603
20, 531, 388
7,743,100

748, 196
22, 133,602

8 517

5,316,603
378, 326, 258
438, 042, 167

3,022, 738

12,596,800

38, 6i74, 002

44, 410

3 8, 718, 472
318, 401

3,604,337

877, 591 25,009, 653
3,600 69,725

Total dividends distributed. 881, 191 25, 079, 278

Motion-
picture
theaters

$139, 414, 047
9, 767, 805

21, 615, 181

1, 767, 412
7, 678, 962

4, 408, 225

52, 488
484, 704, 120

9,233, 558

22,904,403
11,744,565
1,9*1,360

24,931,880
14,877

911,788
404,118,117
475,820, 548
8,883,572

4,460,713

4,422,859

2,365, 226

2,057, 33
2, 638, 11f

6,

Other
amuse-
ments

Total
amuse-
ments

$134, 768, 913 $1,017,981,263
93, 482 15, 654, 457

5, 074, 910 42,882,299

4,
800, 816
459, 766

332, 397

38,8f57
146,469,141

8, 235,343
6,808,338
6,388,142

945, 783
12,896,006

34,556

1,79, 754
124, 007, 626
161,116,648
3 14, 46, 407

'15,

371, 254

017, 661

644, 652

3 15, 662, 313
409, 700

2,850, 952
27, 770, 346

17,801, 605

179, 807
1, 125, 120, 789

22,163,312
51,5657,041
27, 179, 372
3,749,701

62,431,458
59, 461

8, 356, 371
957,045, 134
132, 541, 850

7, 421,01
1,

17, 981, 472

3 25, 402, 533

3,166, 033

3 28, 568, 5W6
3, 496, 432

245, 457 15, 056, 107 3 10, 917, 493

19, 333, 918
164, 766

19,498,684

3,450,460
15, 066

3, 465, 526

48, 671, 522
253, 157

48,924,679

I Includes not profit from the sale of real estate stocks bonds, etc., and other capital assets, but not
gross receipts from these items. Excludes nontaxable income reported in schedule L of the return, except
interest on tax-exempt obligations and dividends on stock of domestic corporations.

I Deficit.

l - --l -
J6,
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TABLE 7.-Corporation income-tax retflrns for 1929, 1930, and 1981, filed by con-

cerns whose predominant business is classified under the following subdivisions of
"Finance "-Stock and bond brokers, real estate and really holding companies,
life insurance, other insurance and loan companies; showing analysis of
compiled receipts and statutory deductions, also net profit (or net 108s), statutory
net income less statutory net deficit, tax, and net profit after deducting tax

Composite for returns showing net income and no net Income but excluding returns filed for inactive
corporations)

Distribution

1929

A. Receipts, taxable income:
aGross sales -- -.-----------

Profit or loss from sales:
Returns showing profit.
Returns showing loss -

Profits less losses-.
Gross profits from operations
other than amounts tabu-
1n ted as gross sales

Interest-------
Rents
Profits from sale of real estate,
stocks, bonds, and other capi-
tal assets

Miscellaneous receipts-
B. Receipts, tax-exempt income:

Dividends on capital stock of
domestic corporations

Interest on Federal, State, and
municipal bonds .

C. Total compiled receipts I
D. Statutory deductions:

Cost of goods sold
Compensation of officers
Interest paid
Taxes paid other than income

tax
Bad debts
Depreciation
Depletion .
Loss from sale of real estate,

stocks, and bonds -.
Miscellaneous deductions

E. Total statutory deductions
F. Compiled net profit less net loss -

C}. Less tax-exempt interest and divi-
dends on capital stock of domes-
tic corporations to arrive at
statutory net income .

HT. Statutory net income less statutory
net deficit .

I. Net loss for prior year deducted by
concerns reporting net income for
192929 ---------------

J. Statutory net income (H) less
statutory net loss for prior year
(I).

K. Total tax - ------ -----------
L. Compiled net profit (F) less total

tax (K) ------
Cash and stock dividends dis-
tributed:
Cash dividends .
Stock dividends
Total dividends distrib-

Stock and
bond brokers

Real estate
and realty
holding

companies

Life insur- Other insur- financin
ance com- ance com-r companies

panie's panies copne

$3,403,822,869 $591,241,0151 $3,076, 439 $1,740,063,2411$1,521,656,733
100,050,384 145, 430, 129 727, 807,037 92,146, 6151 510,934,058
14,183,988 1,341,954,6961 21, 516, 963 10, 667, 272 63,857,836

194,721,004
52, 37, 604

147, 289, 86

11,795,834
3,924,501,547

44,685, 074
103, 579, 437

11,320,831
13,986,893
8,300,868

24, 902

3, 527, 519,077
3,709,417,082

215,084,465

159,085, 702

55, 998,763

2,825,519

53, 173, 244
34,996,168

180,088,297

147, 449, 508
25,165, 623

uted -- 172,615,191

187,363,737
87, 527, 226

94,948,588

7,222,125
2,455,687,516

245, 431
4, 707, 735

15,041, 103

40,374,607
812,769,315

48, 286, M8
47,609, 795

53,177, 641

31, 982, 528
2, 023,933, 778

l 1483240,7329 573,038 18, 812, 88
511, 335, 177 9,811,473 7, 208, 613

303,408,967
52, 384,344
193,889,859
2,758,372

1, 06)6,688, 707
2,276,705, 755

178, 981, 761

9, 596,467
9,801

8,827, 696

623, 876, 05O
652, 694, 533
160,074,782

102,170,713 55,415,710

76,8 1,048 104,659,072

24,859, 761

51,951, 287
32,976,140

146,005,621
_~~ ~33 28757 2086594. 100582__ ,68 69,92,3

333,287 .576
106,179,970

439, 467, 646

2,991

104,656,081
12, 096,590

147, 978, 192

43, 646, 217
2,351,001
3, 569, 024

1, 771, 360,208
1,846,947,947

176,985,831

85,160,169

91,825, 662

2, 522,808

89,302,854
20,911,130

156, 074, 701

20, 8Wf, 594 100, 682, 684
l---------- 20,202,483

l o,856,5941 120,78i,167

385,204,814
116,256,753

614,758,997

32,616, 616
3,245,285,807

133,843,571
335,467,513

41,206,416
50,959,048
27,827,789
3, 259,991

1, 572,560,936
2 165 125,264
1,080,160,543

647,375,613

432,784,930

8,269,805

424, 515, 125
67,741, 520.

1,012,419,023

16S3'952, 933
420,225,672

1, 114,178,605
I Includes net profit from the sale of real estate, stocks, bonds, etc., and other capital assets, but not gross

receipts from these items. Excludes nontaxable income reported in schedule L of the return, except interest
on tax-exempt obligations and dividends on stock of domestic corporations.

2 Not available.

9.869604064

Table: Table 7.--Corporation income-tax returns for 1929, 1930, and 1931, filed by concerns whose predominant business is classified under the following subdivisions of "Finance"--Stock and bond brokers, real estate and really holding companies, life insurance, other insurance and loan companies; showing analysis of compiled receipts and statutory deductions, also net profit (or net loss), statutory net income less statutory net deficit, tax, and net profit after deducting tax
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234 NATIONAL INCOME, 1929-32

TABLE 7.-Corporation income-tax returns for 1929, 1980, and 1931, filed by con-
cerns whose predominant business is classified under the following subdivisions of
"Finance"-Stock and bond brokers, real estate and realty-holding companies,
life insurance, othcr insurance, and loan companies; showing analysis of
compiled receipts and statutory deductions, also net profit (or net loss), statutory
net income less statutory net deficit, tax, and net profit after deducting tax-Contd.

Distribution

1930

A. Receipts, taxable income:
(Oross sales .

Profit or loss from sales:
Returns showing nroflt
Ret urns showing losses.

Profits less losses--
Oross Tro-flts fromn operatlons
other than amounts tabui-
late(i as gross sales .

Interest .
Rents -.-.-.-.-.---
Profits from sale of real estate,
stocks bonds, and other
cap)itaf assets

Aliscellaneolls receipts .
13. Receipts, tax-exeml)t income:

Dividends on capital stock of
domestic corporations.

Interest on Federal, State, and
municipal bonds

C. Total Compile(i receipts I
D. Statutory de(lductions:

Cost of goods sold .__.__
Compensation of officers-
Interest paid .
Taxes paid other than income
tax-.

Bad debts .
D)epreciat ion-
D)epletion .
Loss from sale of real estate,

stocks, andbl)onIds .
Miscellaneous deductions-

E. Total statutory de(lductions-
F. Compiled net proft less net loss ---
(. Less tax-exemi)t interest and divi-

dends on capital stock of domes-
tic corporations to arrive at stat-
utory net income-

if. Statutory net inconie less statti-
tory net deficit .

1. Net loss for prior year deducted by
concerns reporting net income
for 1930.

J. Statutory net income (1I) less stat-
utory net loss for prior year (I)

K. Total tax -------
L. Compiled net profit (F) less total

tax (K)
Cash and stock dividends dis-
tributed:
Cash dividends .
Stock dividends .
Total dividends dis-
tributed .

Stock and
band brokers

Real estate
and realty
holding

companies

$2,729,704,953 $406, 640, 883
100, 253, 027 134, 898,226
25, 189, 872 1, 476, 266 408

84, 861, 181
29,604,936

180, 517, 926

12, (93, 747
3,162 2225,642

44, 4'51, 465
97, 772,966

15,103, 521
15,622,978
7,987, 885

560,630

194, 216,821
3, 035,945, 563
3,411, 157,829
3 248, 932,187

192,611,673

441,643,860

4, 69, 722

a 446, 240, 582
7,110, 770

105, 45,328
58,890,257

74, 693, 458

5, 412, 477
2,262,347, 031

131, 718, 5
545, 793, 92
311,985,226
24, 781,313

218, 759, 9
2,169, 548

86,225,454
957,291,806

2,278, 725, 721
16, 378, 69C

80,105,935

90, 484,62

21, 60, 615

118,451,146
22, 052, 60

$ 26, 042, 9571 1 38,431,292

144, 198,006 228,488,89(
84,090,935 9, 097, 621

228,288,941 237,568,611

Life insur- Other insur-
ance com- ance com-
panies panies

Loan and
financing
companies

$70, 845, 732 $1,632,124,322 $814, 334, 309
807, 775, 653 92, 276, 139 499,144,648
24, 824, 998 12, 339, 161 52, 983, 304

79, 864
2,413, 977

26, 767, 469

36, 120 381
968,833,974

391, 6-3
12,087, 470

13,754,039
226,836

9, 605, 794

643, 248
774, 98, 039
811,677,069
157, 156, 905

62,893, 850

94,263,055

551

94, 262, 604
12,843,200

144, 313, 639

22, 689, 288
725, 000

10,853,105
91, 523, 309

64,002,843

24, 130,190
1,927,249,068

26, 133,830
12,6164, 176

42, 026,993
3,923,219
4,603,729

24, 408,485
1, 798, 438, 534
1, 912,198, 96

15, 050, 102

102, 207, 014
101, 012,780

609,901,101

43,893,377
2,283,476,533

128, 381, 131
333, 930,357

39,605,942
65, 264, 134
27,406, 612
1,823,841

228,962,932
850,778,906

1,676, 153,855
607, 322,678

88, 133,0331 713,1794, 478

a 73, 082,931

3, 690, 667

76, 773, 498
10, 469, 054

3 100,471, 800

8,836,406
a 115,307, 206

20, 193, 763

4, 681,048 678, 126,915

103, 076, 659 698,632,356
7, 203, 000 40, 629,612

23,314,2881 110,278,6591 739,161,908
I Includes net profit from the sale of real estate, stocks, bonds, etc., and other capital assets, but not gross

receipts frorn these items. Excludes nontaxable income reported in schedule L ofthe rturn, except interest
on tax-exempt obligations and dividends on stock of domestic corporations.

a l)eficit.

3

I I



APPENDIX B 235

TABLE 7.-Corporation income-tax returns for 1929, 1930, and 193 1, filed by con-
cerns whose predomzinaut businessi8 classified under the following subdivisions of
"Finance"-Stock and bond brokers, real estate and realty holding companies,
life insurance, other insurance and loan companies; showing analysis of
compiled receipts and statutory deductions, also net profit (or net loss), statutory
net income less statutory net deficit, tax, and net profit after deducting tax-Contd.

Distribution

1931

A. Receipts, taxable income:
Gross sales .

Profit or loss from sales:
Returns showing profit
Returns showing loss.-

Profits less losses -
Gross profits from operations
other than amounts tabu-
lated as gross sales .
Interest.-- ------------
Rents----------
Profits from sale of real estate!
stocks, bonds, and other capi-
tal assets

Miscellaneous receipts.
B. Receipts, tax-exempt income:

Dividends on capital stock of
domestic corporations .

Interest on Federal, State, and
municipal bonds

C. Total compiled receipts '-
D. Statutory deductions:

Cost of goods sold --
Compensation of officers-- -
Interest paid .
Taxes paid other than income
tax.

Bad debts -- --------------
Depreciation .
Depletion
Loss from sale of real estate,
stocks, and bonds- .

Miscellaneous deductions .
E. Total statutory deductions .
F. Compiled net profit less net loss ---
G. Less tax-exempt interest and divi-

dends on capital stock of domes-
tio corporations to arrive at stat-
utory net Income.

H. Statutory net income less statutory
net deficit -------------

I Net loss for prior year deducted by
concerns reporting net income
for 1931.

J. Statutory net income (H) less stat-
utory net loss for prior year (I).--

K. Total tax -. -----
L. Compiled net profit (F) less total

tax(K).
Cash and stock dividends dis-
tributed:
Cash dividends.....
Stock dividends .
Total dividends distrib-
uted-----------------

Stock and
bond brokers

Real estate
and realty
holding

companies

$1,827,152,343 $311, 054, 210
72, 345,'834 116,028,903
14, 444, 777 1,400,431,035

19,514,789
1I, 008,292

112,321,240

10, 382, 944
2,072,170,219

34,402,876
64,765 665
10,343,841
29, 442, 295
7, 236,167

130,800
358,367, 476

2,012,446,570
2, 617, 135, 80
3 444,965, 461

122, 704,184

55, 378, 63C
68,014,632

47, 603, 654

6, 740, 635
2,005, 251, 60

109, 677, 67
630,050,083
335, 223, 676
62,518,025
231,601,623

1,821,031
160,117, 238
856,592, 663

2, 277, 602,716
3272,261,111

64,344,289
8 607, 669, 0451 3 326, 595, 400

9,303,468 13, 329, 57C
a 576, 973, 113 38339,924, 97C

1, 949, 1271 14, 146,882

Life insur-
ance com-
panies

$22, 749, 124
843, 774, 704
256 03,988

40, 551
1,984,691

27,280,254
50,846, 869

972,280,181

560 115
14,020,018

14, 219,960
149 223

10,867, 235
798

2, 305, 778
794,860,050
836, 983, 167
135, 297,014

78,127,123

Other insur-
ance com-
panies

$1,662,946,655
98, 793,004
15, 405 166

3,211,763
21, 318, 622

67,051,74-3
21, 512,566

1, 890, 239,420

17, 963, 405
19, 953, 496

40, 682, 176
6, 409, 616
5, 926, 956

1, 430

73, 357, 955
1, 778, 625,991
1, 942, 921, 025

' 52, 681, 605

88, 664, 310

Loan and
financing
companies

$599, 402, 594
336, 840,4932
42,052, t13

30, 230, 984
76,286,127

478, 849, 337

22, 242, 791
1, 58X,905,078

110, 163,437
234,340,146
29,843, 327
76, 647, 580
27,580,893
1,291,942

368,977,089
679,902,381

l, 528, 746, 795
55, 158,283

501,092,128
57, 169,8911 3 141, 245, 9161 3 445, 933, 845

271

67,169, 820
10,348, 096

8446,914, 5881 286,397, 993 124,948,918

76,564,5601
1,698, 245

78,152,746

169,889,741
6,313,184

176,202,905

18, 250, 508
626,339

18, 876, 847

1, 708,129
3 142, 954, 044

6, 897, 448

3 59, 579,053

110,841,045
4, 076, 933

114, 917,978

6, 474, 138

3 452, 407, 983
13, 434, 666

41, 723, 717

469,418,305
14,926,6 5

484, 344,970

I Includes net profit from the sale of real estate, stocks, bonds, etc., and other capital assets, but not gross
receipts from these items. Excludes nontaxable income reported in schedule L of the return, except Interest
on tax-exempt obligations and dividends on stock of domestic corporations.

3 Deficit.

l-



APPENDIX C

Corporation income-tax returnsfor 1930 and 1931 filed by concerns whose predominant
business i's classified under certain subdivisions of the following major industrial
groups: Mining and quarrying; transportation and other public utilities; trade;
service, and finance; showing the number of balance sheets tabulated, the bonded
debt and mortgages, and capital stock

(Composite for returns showing net income and no net Income but excluding returns filed for inactive
corporations]

Num Bonded debt Capital stock

Disposition baer of and mort- _
sheets gages Preferred Common

1930

Mining and quarrying:
Metal iniilng-iron, copper, lenfd, zinc, gold,

silver, quicksilver-6-----624 $114,491,343 $103,428,485 $1,529,925,417
Coal:

Anthracite-99 174, 493, 695 16, 653, 935 183, 156, 042
Bituminous, lignite, and peat- 1,962 307,618,234 115,7f54,512 997,728, 126

Oil and gas- 3,169 176, 706,562 88,169, 046 1,293,294,809
Transportation and other public utilities:

Transportation an(1 related activities:
WVater transportation and related activities-
Ocean and fresh-water lines, canals, dock-
ing, drawbridge operating, lighterage, sal-
vaging, piloting, wharfing, lessors-1, 483 155, 941, 597 70, 140,842 330,425,049

Aerlal transportation-498 4,243,814 7,138,815 122,049,642
Autobtus lines, taxicabs, and sightseeing com-
panes-- 1, 740 33, 960,148 45, 901,025 106,210,277

Steam railroads-- 524 14, 127,092, 186 768,282,093 9, 385,135, 197
Electric railways- 687 2, 296,634,714 331, 158,484 1,821,825,213
Electric light and power companies-802 6,521,695,167 2, 389, 308, 790 4,606, 587,155
(las companies, artiflcal an(l natural-428 938,353, 681 303, 055, 50 1,354,995,786
('artage and storage; food storage; packing and
shipping; local transportation and related
in(lustrnes n.e.c-6--6,889 288,062, 176 88, 513, 645 418,933,777

Other )ublic utilities:
rI'leplhone and telegraph companies-2,007 1, 683,814, 83 313, 158, 647 2,869,274,101
Radiobroadeasting companies-271 3,075,693 37,616,295 71, 449, 619
\Vater companies- 1,023 457, 160, 576 179, 786, 845 190, 771,0940
All other public utilities-Terminal stations,

pipe lines, toll bridges and toll roads, irri-
gation systems, etc-896 2,329, 338,023 863, 730, 926 1, 663,160,069

Trade:
Wholesale--------------------------- 22,276 294,1563,648 669,100,566 2, 232, 711, 388
Retail- 71,059 745,745,180 806,703,759 3, 510, 988, 906
Wholesale and retail------------ -- 9,825 169,658,444 220, 961,361 841, 423, 201
Commission----6,-----------6,215 24,961, 796 73,971,799 346, 363, 144
Allother-- 10,417 95,935,358 74,924,591 396, 928,232

Service:
l)omestic servie--laundries, hotels, restaurants,
etc---------------------------- 11,431 1, 022, 892, 1l63 267,349,009 724,993,206

Total amusements-------------- 5,815 653, 203, 304 114,268,810 749,753,594
Professional service-curative, educational, engi-
neering, legal,etc--.---------------. 5,045 58, 387, 023 58,318,650 280,476,875

Business service--detective bureaus, trade showvs,
initneogral)hing, I)ublishing directories, adver-
tising, etc- 4,576 41,924,769 57,233,412 192,712,334

Finance:
Banking and related industries:

Stock and bond brokers, investment brokers,
investment bankers, and investment trusts 4,127 476, 664, 279 711,152,746 2,378,991,870

Real estate and realty holding companies-
realty development, holding, or leasing;
realty trust,etc--63, 412 7,837, 535, 667 786,461,077 5, 338, 8S, 671

Insurance companies:
Life insurance-mutual or stock companies. 482 129, 513 --185,411,447
Other insurance-accident, casualty, fire,
marine, title, etc-. 1, 227 254,426,419 8,540,050 729,772,216

Other finance:
Loan companies-building and loan associa-

tions; mortgage, note, or pawn brokers;
insurance agents, 1)romoters, stock syndi-
cates, foreign exchange, and finance, n.e.c 23, 333 2, 270,747, 675 2, 292,078,531 7,712, 792,048
236

9.869604064

Table: Corporation income-tax returns for 1930 and 1931 filed by concerns whose predominant business is classified under certain subdivisions of the following major industrial groups: Mining and quarrying; transportation and other public utilities; trade; service, and finance; showing the number of balance sheets tabulated, the bonded debt and mortgages, and capital stock
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APPENDIX C 237
Corporation income-tax returns for 1930 and 1981 filed by concerns whose predominant

business is classified under certain subdivisions of the following major industrial
groups: Mining and quarrying; transportation and other public utilities; trade;
service, and finance; showing the number of balance sheets tabulated, th.c bonded
debt and mortgages, and capital stock-Continued

Num- Bonded debt Capital stock
her Of' Bonded______debt_Disposition balance and mort-
sheets gages Preferred Common

1931
Mining and quarrying:

Metal mining-iron, copper, lead, zinc, gold,
silver, quicksilver-

Coal:
Anthracite -----------------
Bituminous, lignite, and peat .

Oil and gas
Transportation and other public utilities:

Transportation and related activities:
Water transportation and related activities-
ocean- and fresh-water lines, canals, dock-
ing, drawbridge operating, lighterage, sal-
vaging, piloting, wharfing; lessors

Aerial transportation.----- .- .
Autobus lines, taxicabs, and sightseeing com-
panies .

Steam railroads
Electric railways
Electric light and power companies
Gas companies, artificial and natural ---

Cartage and storage; food storage; packing
and shipping; local transportation and
related industries, n.e.c .

Other public utilities:
Telephone and telegraph companies .
Radlobroadcasting companies
Water companies
All other public utilities-terminal stations,
pipe lines, toll bridges and toll roads, irri-
gation systems,etc.

Trade:
Wholesale---- ----
Retail
Wholesale andretail.
Commission .-----------.-------
All other .- -

Service:
Domestic service-laundries, hotels, restaurants,
etc -.---------------------------

Total amusements --------------
Professional service-curative, educational, en-
gineering, legal, etc

Business service-detective bureaus, trade shows,
mimeographing, publishing directories, adver-
tising,etc.

Finance:
Banking and related industries:

Stock and bond brokers, investment brokers,
investment bankers, and Investment trusts.

Real estate and realty holding companies-realty
development, holding, or leasing; realty trust,
etc

Insurance companies:
Life insurance-mutual or stock companies-.
Other insurance-accident, casualty, fire,
marine, title,etc.----- ------------

Other finance:
Loan companie3-buildlng and loan associa-

tions: mortgage, note, or pawn brokers; In-
surance agents, promoters, stock syndi-
cates, foreign exchange, and finance, n.e.c. - -

548

78
1, 801
3, 016

1, 441
437

1,647
510
637
687
379

6, 785

1,792
266

1, 015

861

21, 325
66, 788
9, 990.
5, 612
10,171

11, 173
6, 390

4, 453

4, 251

3, 264

61, 862

437

1, 221

$145, 348,333

212,423,131
274, 383, 650
220,685,854

239,145,945
2,903,028

32, 651,809
12,337,212,824
1,983,364, 278
7,403-384,049
1,025,397, 340

269,226,365

1,463,839, 650
4,840, 342

505,168,384

1, 757,047,339

335,915,052
725,940,603
134,723,078
24,963,096
93,323,873

932, 327, 768
577,890, 196

50,299,563

40,727,074

405,807,330

7,743,297,729

282,021,234

22,067 12,054,446,208

$117,903,411

16, 212, 562
115,854,502
168,433,892

72,112,215
15,837, 284

49, 296, 215
1, 024,65, 776
300,817,670

2,969,032, 504
306, 302, 291

82, 580,386

294, 235,071
37, 591,411
88, 841, 601

560, 639,024

607,442,483
760,545,658
181,450,823
60, 573, 348
72, 762,985

264,060,849
95, 691, 130

27, 476, 019

60, 776, 283

659, 634, 235

807,471,202

8, 082, 600

2,105,187,453

$1,318,393,611

207,812, 454
878,359,615

1,320,300,916

367,760,120
104,382, 178

102,694, 443
7, 753,727,734
1,800,430,156
4,672, 257,488
1,390, 422, 702

406, 286, 306

2,848,529, 796
45,312, 821

238,244, 540

1,010,194,595
2,095,339,740
3,272,514,305

791,589,660
295,705,739
382,352,910

719,454,759
730,985, 283

226,025,928

176,083,095

1,694,086, 574

5,259,758,802
177,599,349

7B4, 564,141

6,150,180,802



APPENDIX D

lrABIAi 1.-Rct urns from. questiontaires on grand total of city employees; includes
m71 uniCi pal public utilities, excludes schools

ItOUP 1.-CIT'IES WITII POPULATION OF OVER 500,000

City

p)etrolt, mich- -.
Chicago, Ill-
Los Angeles, Calit.
(Cleveland, Ohio
Baltimore, M(.-
Pittsburgh, Pa-t-__
Buffalo, 'N.Y . ,

1929

Numi- Total sala-
her ries

31,0-.5 $59,792,08:3
24, 667 61,519, 795
16), 406 32, 952,164
8,918 15, 73i1,949
9,442 14,278,759
6,605 1 1,079, 234
7,133 12, 951, 108

1930 1931 1932

Nmin- Total sala- Num- Total sala- Num- Total sala-
ber ries her ries ber ries

31, 801 1$57, 38, 147

16,,816,
8, 990
9, 735
6, 875
6, 956

33, 152, 489
15,994, 724
15, 110, 238
12, 624, 393
13, 381,067

19,997
23, 732
16,690
11, 172
10,139
6, 493
7, 368

$40, 727, 492
00,464, 203
33,054,431
16,081,687
15,367, 772
12,980, 755
13,423,882

20,412
23, 000
17, 430
9, 531

$55, 160,000
57, 514,638
29,777,125
14, 876, 977

6,049 i10,597,915
6,831 12,451,029

GROUP 2.--CITIES WITHI POPULATION OF 300,000 TO 500,000

Cincinnati, Ohlio- 4, 097 $0, 248, 737 4, 358 $6. 317, 618 4, 494 $6, 541,613 4,339 $6, 322, 827
Newark,N--.J- 6,1 8t 11,459,921 6,420 11,687,708 6,867 12,130,638 6,663 12, 617, 403
Seattle, Wash -6-, 229 11,889,011 6,305 11,964, 720 5,965 12, 184, 236 6, 472 9,903, 402
Rochester, N.Y- 3,#86 6,153,305 3, 973 6,415,234 4,111 6, 657, 476 4,033 6,161,962
Louisville, Ky- 3, 122 4, 230, 183 3, 314 4,414,018 3,227 4, 324, 764 2,191 3, 339, 586
Portland, Oreg- 2, 340 4, 584, 258 2, 369 4, 610,252 2, 376 4,611,893 2, 277 3,811,083

0ROUP 3.--CIT'IS WITH POPULATION OF 100,000 TO 300,000

Columhus, Ohio- 2, 119 $3, 623, 216 2, 117 $3, 582, 441 2,043 $3, 658,744 1,893 $4, 241; 228
itouston, Tex-- - 2, 227 2,951,063 2, 203 3,067, 616 2,180 3, 262, 233 1,849 2, 303,180
Oakland, Calit 1,985 3, 735, 745 2,165 4,095, 038 1,895 3, 748, 342 2, 168 3, 570,000
Providence, It I- 2, 984 4, 598, 934 3, 339 4, 874, 842 3,500 4, 886, 084 3, 22 5, 108, 785
Birmingham, Ala - 1, 565 2,143,868 1, 619 2,105, 061 1,500 1, 843, 627 1,267 1,269,454
Yonkers, N.Y- 2,100 3, 478, 084 2, 150 3, 821, 795 2, 150 4,124,042 1,850 4, 037, 660

GROUP 4.-CITIES WITH POPULATION OF 60,000 TO 100,000

Allentown, Pa-395 $595, 6500 375 $571, 000 421 $613,000 510 $657,035
Savannah, (ia-898 1, 2(6, 538 998 1, 223, 648 1,001 1,228,604 938 1,102,309
Saginiaw, M icll-574 923, 052 613 950, 026 627 955, 677 -

Manchester, N.I 0H61 1, 134,839 1,175 1, 122,044 1,377 1, 244, 036 867 1,016,863
Lincoln, Nebr-246 4(10, 823 254 407, 006 275 445, 611 606 786,180
H1utntington, W.V11 250 401, 7;38 259 406, 760 271 414, 558 238 333, 100
PIlleblo, Colol-- 219 353, 773 217 358,031 205 343, 612 283 421, 497
Binghamton, N.Y...-- 611 1,096, 399 648 1,161, 260 656 1,166, 984 671 1,190,260

GROUP 5.-CITIES WITH POPULATION OF 30,000 TO 60,000

Pittsfield, nMass-376 $366,224 467 $399,765 680 $429,934 1,981 $1,062, 240
WVaterloo, Iowa-275 326, 638 268 34:3, 678 389 344, 604 229 327, 540
Port Arthur, T'ox 134 235) 433 142 243, 477 175 297, 273 120 135, 360
D)earborn, Mich-299 702, 577 335 852, 408 356 859.913 619 898, 707
Phloenix, Ariz- 584 016, 500 565 954, 482 607 1,004, 958 539 714, 792
Wichita Falls, Tex-- 308 415, 902 303 429, 287 226 335,032 190 280, 230

GROUP 6.-CITIES WITH POPULATION OF 10,000 TO 30,000

Alhamibra, Cal--i -

Blanigor, Maine
(Treat Falls, Mont ....
Salem, Oreg
Albuquerque, N.Mfex
1inint ingt.on Park,
W.Va-------

Mlzason ('ity, Iowa
Pittsburg, Kans
Aledford, Oreg..

2:88

219
367
235
112
94

81

113
76
65

$361, 091
41(0, 241
267, 826
133, 284
172, 767

125, 347
186, 870
123, 850
81, 952

240 $392,077 236 $379,654
381 440,901 383 448,079
234 272, 100 226 277, 246

120 146,552 124 147,393
94 186,126 94 172,698

90 133,490 105 155, 459
117 194,034 119 193,940
73 119,596 64 103,622
74 98,330 72 96,569

189
274

157

88
130
67
60

$270, 351
390, 382

151, 645
183, 526

139,968
208,720
100, 858
84,829

9.869604064

Table: Table 1.--Returns from questionnaires on grand total of city employees; includes municipal public utilities, excludes schools
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APPENDIX D 239
TABLE 1.-Returns from questionnaires on grand total of city employees; includes

municipal public utilities, excludes schools-Continued
GROUP 7.-CITIES WITH POPULATION OF 5,000 TO 10,000

1929 1930 1931 1932

City
Num- Total sala- Nurm- Total sala- Num- Total sala- Num- Total sala
ber ries ber ries ber ries ber ries

Monterey, Calif ....... 109 $91, 100 110 $98, 564 108 $102, 494 91 $83, 858
Ottawa, Kans--------- 77 85,999 77 84, 061 77 86,659 80 88, 967
Antigo Wis----------- 60 70, 795 67 72, 269 60 69, 347 58 57,099
Iola, rans --- 70 63, 576 65 69, 556 66 52, 751
Athens, Ohio-29 32,933 26 32,396 25 31,567 ,0 60,903
Fredericksburg, Va -.- 63 64, 416 69 68, 915 70 68,931 76 62,075
Las Vegas, Nev .... 21 27, 316 25 35, 840 32 58, 240 37 59, 680

GROUP 8.-CITIES WITH POPULATION OF 2,500 TO 5,000

Glassboro, N.J .... 20 $20, 602 20 | $20, 992 20 $20, 992 20 $20, 992
Crisfield, Md --- 16 18, 247 --- 15 15,820
PortTownsend,Wash. 19 20,122 19 26, 110 19 26,313 .
Benwood, W.Va 17 23, 799 17 23, 890 18 23, 611 18 15,113
Cooperstown, N.Y .-- 14 13,953 14 14, 513 12 13, 322 13 12,876
Lehi, Utah- 30 8,0S3 32 9,830 32 10,658 31 9,902
Claremont, Calif 25 22,105 25 23, 796 25 25, 560 21 20,695
Forest City, N.C 34 19 273 34 18, 246 31 16, 218 31 9,956

TABLE 2.-Returns from questionnaires on police department's
GROUP 1.-CITIES WITH POPULATION OF OVER 500,000

1929 1930 1931 1932

City
Nuni- Total sala- Num- Total sala- Nuiii- Total sala- Num- Total sala-
ber riems her ries her ries ber ries

New York, N.Y 17, 954 $42, 714, 230 18,905 $44,896, 067 19,664 $56,557, 817 19, 716 $58, 071, 554
Chicago, Ill- 6,464 16, 360, 262 6, 719 16, 522,861 6 681 16, 644, 220 6,478 12,706, 108
Philadelphia, Pa- 5, 652 9, 921,041 5, 712 11, 203, 664 5,714 11,620, 543 5,493 10, 625 814
Detroit, Michi - 3,942 9,895,220 4,096 10,353,603 3,800 8,786,649 4,011 7,831,368
Los Angeles, Calif- 2, 595 6, 615, 652 2,672 6, 244, 734 2,658 6, 273, 082 2,680 5, 773, 728
Cleveland, Ohio- 1 444 3,712, 286 1,444 3, 676, 907 1, 6f0 3,713, 584 1, 585 3, 414, 281
St. Louis, Mo- 1867 4, 771, 005 1,860 4, 779, 649 1, 868 4,791,815 2, 284 4 779, 632
Baltimore, Md- 1,883 4,201, 484 1 886 4,224,930 1,886 4, 236, 915 2,046 4,479,536
Boston, Mass - . 2,485 5, 059, 562 2,620 5, 281, 992 2,621 5, 331, 139 2, 622 5, 240, 625
Pittsburgh, Pa - 1, 288 2, 683, 013 1,376 3,126, 315 1, 268 3, 366,893 1 141 2, 614,880San Francisco, Calif........ 1,366 3,391, 215 1,351 3, 296, 327
Milwaukee, Wis- 1, 023 2, 078,607 1,077 2,176, 352 1, 125 2, 436, 370 1,133 2, 433,894
Buffalo, N..Y- 1, 306 2, 958,865 1, 294 2, 908, 755 1, 290 2, 904, 263 1, 265 2,878, 458

GROUP 2.-CITIES WITH POPULATION OF 300,000 T-500,000

Washington, D.C-. 1, 262 $2, 740, 700 1, 262 $2, 722, 110 1,265 $2,725,080 1, 335 $3, 170,814Minneapolis, Minn- 651 1,131,468 544 1,197, 733 646 1,188,720 5600 1, 062,880Cincinnati, Ohio- 676 1, 239,153 644 1, 262, 839 651 1,247, 631 624 1,169, 325
Newark, N.J-1, 323 3, 282, 776 1,417 3, 281, 413 1, 416 3, 426, 649 1, 410 3,450, 077
Kansas City Mo 779 1, 060, 749 . 5 1 20, 125 678 1, 099,924 619 845, 942
Seattle, Wash - .- 636 1, 377, 603 639 1, 394, 713 677 1, 490,700 666 1, 345, 288
Rochester, N.Y-478 1, 029, 709 483 1,041,112 490 1, 045,421 480 1, 039, 287
Louisville, Ky -- 496 813, 592 509 845 057 495 834, 243 481 809, 655
Portland, Oreg- 435 997,440 456 | 1,016 023 458 1,031,177 462 1 1,042,165

9.869604064

Table: Table 2.--Returns from questionnaires on police departments
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TAMY; 2,-- Ucturns from, questionnaires on police departments-Continued
GROUP 3.-CITIES WITH POPULATION OF 100,000 TO 300,000

1920 1930 1931 1932

City-
Num- Totnl sala- Nunm- Total sala- Num- Total saIR- Nur- Total sala-
her ries ber ries ber ries; ber ries

Columbus, Ohio-- 301 $097,584 361 $698,292 342 $680,307 338 $052,997
Denver, Coo------ 4'20 813, 560 421 820, 929 413 821, 505 403 793, 687
Houston, Tex------ 302 623,131 342 675, 75.5 348 621,5656 328 473, 312
Oakland, Calif----- 399 966,095 393 993, W60 365 948, 468 365 917,6534
St. Paul, Miun -__. 340 633,831 348 636, 064 334 602, 647 361 640, 233
Atlanta, (la---------- ------------------ 427 830, 000 430 744, 162
Providence, RI1----- i88 1,220,768 602 1, 268,809 612 1, 268, 065 666 1, 262,198
Worcester, Mass-__. 389 916,553 414 942, 266 416 962,579 430 969,673
liar tford, Conn--- 3152 707, 626 403 773, 742 403 796,893 464 789, 868
Springfield, Mas313 679, 253 325 690, 763 336 706, 601 334 706,800
Flint, Mich------- 171 360, 252 174 376,008 167 340,116 138 185, 340
Birminghiam, Ala-.- 294 561,619 292 665, 333 272 493,628 232 317, 506
Yonkers, N.Y------ 305 781,715 31:3 854,907 314 931,115 325 934, 741
Bridgeport, Conn. 291 716, 725 288 707, 173 286 700, 883 280 692, 768

OROUP 4.-CITIES WITH POPULATION OF 60,000 TO 100,000

Sacramento, Calif--. 120 $285,081 123 $2S9, 244 124 $292,450 122 $282,098
Allentown, Pa----- 06 171,000 98 178,924 98 180,000 101 178,810
,Savannah, (in------ 163 246, 777 168 2,57,948 165 247, 979 162 234, 678
Rockford, III------ 76 152,042 75 152,916 83 101,6537 93 126,968
Saginaw, Mich----- 105 1941,372 117 207,6503 116 199,716.---- -----
Manchester, Nh123 237, 077 119 216,468 124 246,404 113 225, 531
Lincoln, Nebr------ 48 71, 180 60 72, 208 68 81,662 62 87, 463
Huntington, \%.Va--- 68 122,484 6:3 120,977 73 129, 287 74 119,032
Pueblo, Cola------ 5 102, 237 55 103, 346 61 104,011 48 85, 681
Binghamton, N.Y - -- 10 218, 747 12:3 218,090 127 2418,779 126 254, 691

GROUP 6.-CITIES WITH POPULATION OF 30,000 TO 60,000

Pittsfield, Mlas----- 51 $136, 969 61 $138, 716 61 $140,910 66 $133, 863
New Castle, lPa ---- 45 86, 078 45 85,000 46 84,660 44 73,811
Stockton, Calif----- 54 121, 316 .54 122, 145 64 123, 535 64 118,461
Waterloo, Iowa----- 31 54, 639 32 55, 212 33 67,036 - 33 65,678
Port Arthur, T1ex__ 20 40, 313 22 41, 336 24 42,972 11 17,268
Dearborn, Mich ---- 99 270, 971 113 297,788 118 307,6529 117 266, 293
Jackson, Miss------ 45 87,215 45 93,175 46 92,318.---------
Phoenix, Ariz------ 70 140,428 71 141,692 76 160,951 76 131,024
Clifton, N.J------- 44 111,816 59 142,006 67 148,762 60 162,687
Jlanmestown, N.Y 6---4 98, 40:1 63 112,138 61 116,680 66 90,400
Portsmouth, Va .... 45 81,381 45 81,115 45 79, 769 45 81,350
WNichilta Falls, Tex -_ 39 69,120) 39 70,135 34 53,428 30 48, 240

GROUP 6.-CITIES WITH POPULATION OF 10,000 TO 30,000

Alhamnbra, alf36 $63, 182 42 $72, 667 44 $73, 915 30 $60, 432
Bangor, Mai~ne-f341 67,653 36 71,6G45 42 72, 693 42 74,081
(Oreat Falls, Mdout_-.1 28 650,158 26 66,98q8 27 65, 737 26 40,402
Salem, Greg------ 20 33,206 22 34,376 23 34,408 20 31,620
Albuquerque N.AMex. 21 36, 817 21 38, 797 21 43, 876 19 43, 876
Appleton, Wi ---- 20 32,410 21 34,000 22 36,895 22 37,398
Johnson City, Tenn 17 24, 851 21 26, 847 16 28,808 15 24,000
Hunt ington Park,

Calif--------- 29 53,888 31 51,608 33 82,714 30 47,910
Marion,10132 46,836 30 51,562 28 46,000 30 47,750
Mason City, Iowa... 22 3621 22 :37, 447 22 38,485 21 38,481
St. Cloud, Minn ---- 18 30,000 18 30,240 18 30, 240 16 30,779
Berlin, N.11------ 24 41, 457 25 4t1, 400 24 43,873 24 41,943
Findlay, Ohio_-- 16 26,025 16 26,687 16 24,449 14 18,197
P'ittsburg, itn1 19,1.10 11 19, 140 8 14, 100 9 14, 100
Cheyenne, Wyo --- 1.5 22,?7qO 15 29,078 14 21,095 19 30,380
Grand Forks, NIDak__ 17 27,300 17 27, 300 17 27, 300 18 24,765
Modesto, Calif----- 20 27,094 25 29,042 20 27, 742 17 27,607
Atchison, Kans----- 15 21,906 14 2.3, 168 14 22,633 14 19,920
Medford, Greg----- 8 12,811 8 14,352 8 14,439 8 12,931
Hudson, N.Y --------- ----------------- 18 32,800 18 32,800
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TABILE 2.-Retiurns from questionnaires on police departments-Continued

GROUP 7.-CITIES WITH POPULATION OF 5,000 TO 10,000

1929 1930 1931 1932

City
Num- Total sals- Num- Total sala- Nuni- Total sala- Numn- rotail sala-
ber riesq ber ries ber ries her ries

Monterey, Calif 11 $22, 035 11 $22, 584 12 $23,633 10 $17, 447
Ottawa Kans- 7 9, 191 7 9, 286 7 8, 972 7 8,880
Red w ng, Minn . 10 13,146 10 13,099 10 13, 191 8 12,489
Carthage, Mo -- 4 5, 220 4 5,220 4 5, 220 5 0,063
Lansdale, Pa-3 5,200 3 5, 200 3 5,200
Antigo, Wis- 7 9, 700 7 10,188 6 9, 773 6 8,889
Twin Falls, Idaho 7 8,731 8 14, 588 8 14, 635 8 9,600
Iola, Kans- 7 8, 460 6 7, 760 6 ( ,910 6 6,258
Athens, Ohio-3 4 585 3 5, 541 3 5, 580 7 6,142
Yankton, S.I)ak 5 7,800 5 7,800 6 9,300 5 7, 800
Fredericksburg, Va ..- 6 9,954 6 9,289 6 9, 49-1 6 9,278
Hinton, W.Va 7 8,700 6 8,530 5 6f, ,95 15 6,400
Hancock, Mich n6 5, 084 6 5,7.54 6 7, 034 5 5,930
Las Vegas, Nev 5 11,460 7 15, 600 9 18, 00 12 25, 800
Brighaxn City, Utah-. 4 4,258 4 4,224 4 4,250

GROUP 8.-CITIES WITH POPULATION OF 2,500 TO 5,000

Martinsville, Ind 3 $3, 900 3 $3,900 3 $:3, U00 3 $3,983.
Glnssboro, N.J ------- 3 4,680 3 4, 920 3 4,920 3 4,920
Geneva, Iil . --- 5 9,095 6 9,4915 5 8,103
Dunn, N.C-4 5,520 4 5,537 4 4,615 4 4,632
Carthage, N.Y-4 6, 273 4 6,539 4 6,414 3 4,544
Roanoke, Ala-4 3, 840 4 3,840 4 3,840 .
Canmas, Wash-2 3, 420 2 3, 420 2 3, 420
Lamar, Colo-2 3, 480 2 3, 480 3 4, 140 3 4,000
Forest City, N.C 21j 3, 734 2Y2 3,564 26 3, 024 2 2,132
Benwood, W.Va 4 7, 740 4 /2 9,193 5 9, 317 6 6,000
Port Townsend,
Wash------------ 3 3, 710 3 4, 280 3 4, 310

Souderton, Pa-2 2, 300 2 2,300 2 2, 300 2 2,433
Crisfield, Md-4 3, 493 4 3,882 4 3, 803 4 3,344
Glendale, Ariz ---3 4, 200
Wallace, Idaho-3 3,697 3 4, 138 3 3,699f 2 3,825
Jasonville, Ind-3 4,680 3 4,680 3 4, 680 2 2, 192
Rochester, Mich 1ji/ 2,662 2 3, 368 1 1,800 1 1,372
Bowie, Tex-3 3,020.
Cooperstown, N.Y --- 2 1,381 2 2,090 2 2,600 2 2,380
Lehi, Utah-2 2, 280 2 2, 280 2 2,280 2 2,040
Perry, Fla-3 2,880.
Dillon, S.C- 3 2, 944 3 2, 465 2 2, 471 2 2,182
Claremont, Calif 2 2 4, 065 2j 4, 129 2V 4,194 4 5,460
Paso Robles, Calift--- 2 3,900 2 3, 900 2 3,900 2 3,_60

TABLE 3.-Returns from questionnaires on fire departments
GROUP 1.-CITIES WITH POPULATION OF OVER 600,000

1929 1930 1931 1932

CitY _ --- - - -~-~ -~ -~
Num- Total sala- Num- Total sala- Num- Total sala- Num- Total sala-
ber ries ber ries ber ries ber ries

NQw York, N.Y- 7,295 $18,860,053 7,521 $19,6l6,088 7,68 $23,332,839 7, 638 $23, 181,848
Chicago, Il.- 2,657 7,377,562 2,802 7,606,734 2,720 7,217,920 2,627 5,660,219
Philadelphia Pa 2,168 4,197,977 2,152 4, 545, 798 2, 065 4,606,089 1,971 3,765,823
Detroit, Mich 2,010 5,072,003 2,045 5,121,336 1,702 4,136,523 1,672 3, 267,939
Los Angeles, Calif-_ 1,620 4,099, 556 1, 732 4, 230, 268 1, 733 4, 293,193 1,751 3,914,897
Cleveland, Ohio- 1,058 2,600,066 1,049 2, 642, 505 1,059 2,622,896 1,051 2,394,736
St. Louis, MO-908 2,001,960 907 1,9,980 931 2,055,360 958 1,994,675
Baltimore, Md - 1,446 2, 568,860 1,447 2,716,08 1, 447 2,718,635 1,447 2,548,835
Boston, Mass-1, 643 3, 575, 812 1,735 3, 749, 710 1,746 3,7768,940 1,747 3, 742,504
Pittshurgh, Pa-9------938 1,994,119 996 2,409,958 903 2,402,578 889 1,842,095
San Francisco, Calif.----- 1,205 3,036,697 1,212 2,973,918
MIlwaukee, Wis- 779 1,631,680 799 1,692,076 803 1,801, 234 792 1,789,363
Buffalo, N.Y-986 2,283,905 988 2,286,886 984 2,280,017 932 2,204, 690

9.869604064

Table: Table 3.--Returns from questionnaires on fire departments
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TA BLE 3.--Returns front questionnaires on fire departments-Continued
OROUP 2.-CITIES WITH POPULATION OF 300,000 TO 500,000

1929 1930 1931 1932

City
Numn- Total sala- Num- Total sala- Num- Total sala- Num- Total sala-
ber ries ber ries ber ries ber rles

Wwsh}Ringt~rlon, D.C--.- 881 $1,865,842 884 $1, 867, 439 88-1 $1,897,000 872 $2, 164,883
Minneapolis, Minn ,555 1,183,394 556 1,250,661 557 1,249,270 500 1,126,782
Cincinnati, Ohio 4 1, 253, 963 683 1, 267, 708 673 1, 254, 015 644 1,197,675
Newark, N.J -- 898 2,298,131 900 2,315,290 936 2,328,441 916 2,292,909
Kansas City Mo 489 894, 5,25 481 798, 083 490 801,083 488 749, 354
Seattle, WasiL - 744 1,570,946 752 1,589,927 765 1,613,940 690 1,438,553
Rochester, N.Y -- 517 1, 13, 467 518 1,12,5,576 521 1,136,376 517 1,126,672
Louisville, Ky---- 340 57-1, 52. 345 590, 289 341 576, 510) 342 587, 165
Portland, Oreg -- 519 1, 246,808 519 1, 262, 146 520 1, 255, 264 521 1, 252, 122

GROUP 3.-CITIES WITII POPULATION OF 100,000 TO 300,000

('olmblits, Ohlio 371 $733, 277 370 $729,041 353 $711,863 353 $688, 546
Denver, Colo-- 417 793, 550 415 811,838 417 819,128 414 813,584
Houston, 'I'x -- 31) 56t3,252 350 649, 231 3511 664, 880 371 516,850
Oakhmud, ol f('nif- 397 1985, 221 382 991, 84l 376 977, 052 378 969, 226
St. Paul, MIlini . 40;s 820,3S4 .165 825,039 462 842,537 476 868,320
Atlanta,..a 3146 743,000 331 628,036
P'rovidlece, 1 .1------- 481, 1,022,711) 4811 1,055,475 487 1,051. 551 478 1, 063, 801
W\orcester, Mass 1,70 828, 9'J 472 839, 839 495 852, 774 365 854,410
Mllrfordr(l I(u 2- 6857, 423 288 1182, 091 289 692,950 330 697, 164
Sp>ringfield,IM,lss -.-- 31.5, 7111, 224 31!1 781,819 3:62 812, 760 374 829,369
Flint, M -------- () 33',2,12 I6) 3.54, 3X0 160 338, 112 157 20X,927
11irnujglmg111,Aa1,-.1 3-IX) li(N, (11lS3M 603, 4(19 291 54!9, 96Js 205 374, 027
Yonikers, N. .- 17,9 4,12 r35 1791 403,375 179 530),839 175 517,052
Ilridgepjort, Coii- 258 645, 33.1 2116 659, 285 260 658,482 24.5 637, 762

(iIIOUP 4.-CL'PIES Wi'iIi POPULATION OF 50,000 TO 100,000

Sacramento, Calif .-|- 181 $451,910 183 $451,114 192 $468, 510 186 $454,703
Allentown, Pa - - 51 98,5'00 54 105,000 56 108,000 63 105,776
Savannah, Oa--- - 130 205, 305 130 205, 235 131 206,550 131 195,675
Rockford, Ill-j--| 100 201, 874 100 202, 067 100 202,770 100 150,655
Saginaw, Mic W108 197, 638 114 204,590 114 199,604
MN1anchiester, NIl 131 235, 690 132 216,982 133 238,976 118 225,882
Lincoln, Nebr -- 81 137, 344 94 141, 408 103 162,946 102 163, 657
Huntington, N1.Va__j 157,266 89 157, 473 89 156,858 90 146,608
Pueblo, Colo . 58 103, 305 58 107, 084 62 103, 940 52 93,158
Binlghamllllton, N.Y 136 272, 309 146 297,181 146 299,493 146 303,686

GROUP 6.-CITIES WITH POPULATION OF 30,000 TO 50,000

Pittsfield, Mass 6--58 -$118,408 58 $119,658 64 $128,279 64 $134, 233
New Castle, Pa .-...... 40 75, 429 42 77, 156 41 76, 399 42 73, 521
Stockton, Calif -------- 124 242, 847 105 230,080 104 227, 202 105 217,303
Waterloo, Jowa -- 49 85, 246 49 85,238 49 85, 010 49 81, 09
Port Arthur, 'ex 42 71, 647 42 71,982 40 69,105 22 24,852
Dearhorn, 63ich 179,851 79 203,239 80 209,487 82 183,702
Jackson, Miss -- 53 92,733 6 3 100,461 53 99,811
Phoenix, Ariz-- 63 129,380 64 138, 680 64 138,082 64 122,372
Clifton, N.J-- 33 77, 677 48 113,088 47 119,489 59 142,369
Jamestown, N.Y 69 120, 534 71 128, 056 70 127,135 69 115,637
Portsmouth, Va 39 73, 938 39 74, 919 39 74, 691 39 76, O8
Wichita Falls, Tex 66 101,120 63 101,099 41 81,360 44 62,944
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TABLE 3.-Returns from questionnaires on fire departments-Continued

GROUP 6.-CITIES WITH POPULATION OF 10,000 TO 30,000

1929

City

Alhambra, Calif ..
Bangor, Maine.
Great Falls, Mont
Salem, Oreg
Albuquerque N Mex
Appleton, Wis-
Johnson City, Tenn-Huntington Park,
Ccalif ----------------

Marion, Ind
Mason City, Iowa--_
St. Cloud, Minn
Berlin, N.H
Findlay, Ohio.
Pittsburg, Kans .
Cheyenne, Wyo
Grand Forks, N.Dak.
Modesto, Calif .- .
Atchison, Kans
Medford, Oreg

Num-
ber

34
44
31
37
29
32
19

10
50
19
27
64
21
18
17
16

30
22
8

Total sala-
ries

$73, 832
67,982
60,128
55, 291
45, 648
36,149
12, 229

18, 412
80,978
32, 08

45, 600
33, 196
34, 648
29, 460
31, 162

25, 740
27, 039
32, 427
11,536

1930

Num- Total sala-
ber ries

37
48
30
39

29
32
20

10
60
19
27
64
21
18
18
16

30
23
8

$78, 447
79,653
60,525
62, 511
48, 544
46,000
18, 743

22,050
81, 259
33,184
45,600
38, 201
36, 005
29,460
30,817
25, 920
27,568
32,108
13, 370

1931

Num- Total sala-
ber ries

38
49
30
46
29
33
27

20
60
21
27
64
21
14
18
16

30
23
8

$78, 438
80, 870
62,6 28
69, 492
48, 064
57, 260
19, 431

28, 863
81, 000
35, 076
45, 600
39,860
35,785
23, 220
32, 484
26, 920
27, 421
32, 200
13, 757

1932

Num- Total sala-
ber ries

36
47
30
37
28
33
14

20
60
18
23
61
21
14
19
16
30
21
8

$59, 976
74, 520
51, 803
05, 520
48, 064
95,120
24, 300

32,414
81, 589
34, 952
42, 655
38, 670
27, 579
23, 220
31, 318
23,408
25,595
31, 298
11, 902

GROUP 7.-CITIES WITH POPULATION OF 5,000 TO 10,000

Ottawa, Kans- 7 $9, 360 7 $9, 379 7 $9, 230 7 $9, 317
Red Wing, Minn 13 17,833 13 18,007 13 18, 045 11 16, 484
Carthage, Mo-10 12,660 10 12,660 10 12,660 10 12,660
Antigo, Wis-10 14, 780 10 14,788 10 15, 025 9 12,867
Twin Falls, Idaho. - -. 7 11,972 8 12,393 8 12,064 8 9,600
lola, Kans-4 4,920 4 5, 105 4 4, 770 4 4, 440
Athens, Ohio-2 2,520 2 2, 520 2 2, 520 3 3, 640
Fredericksburg, Va. - 2 3,019 2 3,185 2 3,117 2 3,137
Monterey, Cal it------- 4 6,126
Hinton, W.Va ------- 2 2, 200

GROUP 8.-CITIES WITH POPULATION OF 2,500 TO 5,000

Martinsville, Ind-
Glassboro, N.J
Geneva, Ill-
Carthage, N.Y-
Camas, Wash
Lamar, Colo
Bcnwood, W.Va
.'.ort Townsend,Wash.
Crisfleld, Md
Wallace, Idaho-
Rochester, Mich .
Bowie, Tex
Lehi, Utah-.-
Dillon, S.C ----
Claremont, Calif .

4
1

1
2
1¼
1
6

$4, 650
1,66

1,664
2,000

780
3,320
1,714
1,040
7, 244

----

4
1

2h
1

2¼
82¼j
1

6

1

$4, 650
1,560

1,702
3,000

780
3, 600
2, 992

1,040
7,320

900
900

4
1

2

1
2
2
0~

.

.

$4, 650 4 $4, 650
1,560 1 1,560

----------- 2 2,148
1, 675 1 1, 649
3,000-

600 1 1, 200
3,237 2 1,860
3, 053-
1, 025 1 915
7, 384 5 6, 973

----------- 2 1, 357

------ -
1 1,020

----- . 1 720



APPENDIX E
TABLE 1.-Biennial survey of education, special tabulation of salaries and wages paid, private universities, colleges and professional schools

State

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas-
California
Colorado-_-_-------------
Connecticut
Delaware ------------
District of Columbia
Florida ----
Georgia---------------
Idaho -

Illinois -----------------------
Indiana --------------
Iowa ---------
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana _
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan ---- -------
Minnesota-
Mississippi -----------

Missouri
Montana-----Nebraska_---------
Nevada--
New Hampshire
New Jersey ---
New Mexico --

New York _
North Carolina
North Dakota
Oho_io
Oklahoma-Oregon __ -

Pennsylvania-
Rhode Island .

Instruction

1927-28

$500, 735

270,639
3,818,150
375,445

2 796,953
964,813
305,753

1, 161, 043
55,7-09

6,413,868
1,633,252
1,493,914
829,426
648,451
939, 379
434,874

2, 148,027
5,001,207
934,996

1,009,140
344,872

1,713,447
27,000

671,038

851, 743
1, 342, 108

1 452,670
1,387,938

61,294
4,971,821

267,625
363,813

10, 176, 28
571,9'21

1920-30

$499,750
223,838

4,171,790
470,915

2, 607,708

1,299,962
394,034
863,356
83,252

6,863,841
1,613,478
1,300,920
844,090
695,965
932, 784
451,609

2,220,111
10, 132, 954

856,015
1,037,062
358,406

2, 182, 645
28,390
OW, 733

1,014,230
1,48, 784

19, 955, 104
1,498,324

67,612
5,161,9531

349, 7081
332,570

10,651,381
578, 085

1931-32

$489, 598
------ Li37i,32i

2, 105,935
482 690

3,362,665
1 1,621,651

379,760
1, 285, 261

87,225
4,753,713
1, 920, 736
1, 095,092

751, 106
387,619
962,591
506,273

2, 192,049
11,686,818

992,202
1,213,550
305,384

1,763,399
42,711
56, 927

1,053,660
2,090,272

17, 599, 39i1
1, 770, 789

66,107
5,156,124
281,226
401,645

10,925,248
728, 576

Administration and1 general
control

1929-30

$146,992

60, 981
818,945
103,625
400, 44

246,689
64,217

676,447
19,662

2,237,019
214,496
238,534
171,711
162, 09
183,147
71,529

240,542
1,135,006

170,237
264, 145
77,3'I
277,287

5,900
104,126

145,599
165,246

2,919,285
298, 770
4,500

1,026,601
60,272
67,861

1,364,197
108,459

1931-32

$125,668

45, 1
375,618
118,899
555,192

299, 541
105, 085
249,226
22,821

1,001,211
403,676
226,385
159,758
116,450
186,101
85,598

293, 102
1, 620,877

191,516
270,424
77,987

278,253
12, 360

135,725

144,641
254,553

3,116,555
313,410

4,80
1,057,780

56,506
75, 967

1,306,392
115,870

Physical plant operation and
maintenance Total salaries and wages

1929-30 1931-32 1924-30
!-

$65,610 $49,1471 $7G2,352
I~~~~~~~~~~~~

8, 6771 9, 534 293,496
369,524 298, 247 5,380,259
41,044 38,468 615,584

318,407 546, 531 3,326, 579

157,036 96,18 1, ,03,67
20,347 24,522 478, 598

235,Sil 96, 540 1,776, 614
3,452 7,371 110,36

324,'42 518, 617 9, 425,102
382,481 73,205 2,210,455
95, 754 101,169 1,635,208
87,385 70,041 1,103,186
51,761 39,040 910, 535
68,815 77,443 1,184,746
87,402 49,820 610,540
199,825 170,157 2, 660,478

1,696, 181 1,843,965 12, 964, 141
69,007 73,052 1,095,259
132,573 157,795 1,433,780
31,609 14,112 467,896

229,055 223,597 2,688,987
1,800 1,924 36,090

64,754 68,750 819,613

15, 151 1,160,229
308,767 412,5641 1,972,797

2.295, 545 2, 182, 368 25, 169, 934
135,593 176,459 1,932, 687

5,693 72,112
440,970 532, 278 6,629,524
21,897 12,547 431,877
21,891 27,779 422,322
719,254 1, 066,850 12, 34,832

6, 000 102,257 692,544

1931-32

$664, 413

I19Y- 036
2,77X9,S

640, 057
4.464,388

2,017.
509,367

1,631,027
119,417

6,273,541
2,397,617
1, 422, 639

543, 109
1,226,135

641, 691
2, 655, 308

15, 151, 660
1,256,770
1,641.769
397,483

2,265,249
56,995
765,402

1,213,452
2,757,389

22,898,314
2,2605

76,60
6, 746, 182
350,279
505,391

13,298,490
946,703

r
Q

z
0

ec

VD
I
CO

i-l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

9.869604064

Table: Table 1.--Biennial survey of education, special tabulation of salaries and wages paid, private universities, colleges and professional schools
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South Carolina .
South Dakota o.
Tennessee -
Texas __ --------------
Utah
Vermont
Virginia -----

Washnilon ___- - _

West YLeg~ia ---------

Wisconsi o- n------------
Wyoming

Total

637,645
281, 195

1,450,413
1,669,824
225,524
228,141

1,019,00
245,99
202,207

1, 155,755

76,059, 105

725,321
217,990

1, 723,990
1,817,053
214,696
248,469

1,121,513
228,766
258,443

1,205, 138

89, 652,738

530,294
268, 80

1,431,564
1,616,321
220,484
274, 193

1,118,299
338, 013
237,655

1,299,579

86,494,524

136,414
39,545
296,576
362,491
14,400
59,536

246, 150
70,368
74,096
195,751

15,748,908

105,946
74, 151
28, 110
273,569
16,000
72,215
237,055f89,863
41,804

211, 9

14,813,480

,33,341
13,605

235, 707
176,295
19,041
38,182
71, 773
45,796
19,764
73,498

9,414,471

34,469
23,762
124,374
142, 96
17,809
12,349

106 612
67,726
13,243
96,596

99,324,080

I895076 670,709
271,140 366,721

2,25 273 1,844,048
2, 355,839 2,032, 856

248,137 254,293
346,187 358,757

i,439,436 1,40 966
344,930 49 ,02

352,303 29Z7 02
1,474,387 1,607,814

111, 132, 084

TABLE 2.-Gross and net income of physicians, 1929-32
[Sample survey of members of American Medical Association]

State

Alabama
Arizona

Arkansas

California

Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware --- --------------------------------------
District of Columbia
Florida -----------------------------------------------
Georgia _
Idaho_. ----------------------------------
Indiana
Iowa.
Kansas.
Kentucky.
Louisiana

Maine --------------------------
Maryland-

Massachusetts.
Michigan-------------------
Minnesota.
Mississippi
Missour

Montana-.......

Returns

47
10
20

204
20
25
2

24
30
32
3

163
76
t57
30
27
22
19

* 28
78
85
45
21
63
7

Gross income from practice

$5 239
78,763
92,349

2,415,135
125,69
291,715

8, 820
219,300
276,043
271,262
24,772

1,646,434
681,506
420, 529
287, 143
22948
225,988
176,603
389,897
701,247

1,270,609
433,818
14,680
885,841
3248

1930

$197, 045
76,73B
67,661

2, 344, 779
125,143
272 575

8,701
187,752
310,948
245,027
2Q' 279

1, 539,59
611,111
388,528
257.580
194, 65
2186,8
175,637
328, 690
668,870
628, 79
415,916
123,901
660,347
35,017

1931

$172,448
68,109
61,515

2,181,690
114,588
260,735
8,797

224,419
283,569
217,208
14,958

1,348, 793
530319
352,369
212,854
172 9148
19 306
145,793
307,5571
63, 227
521,487
381, 412
198,631

585,3363
23. 920

1932

$138, 987
53,594

1 A5 8611
1,747, 118

89,519
205,385

6,088
208 668
231,218
186,403
9,090

1,024,218
389,816
274,404
163,603
143,188
1 'nom
124,157
249,119
573,480

39I 691
284,958
75,340

491,753
22,52

Net income from practice

1929

$129,464
59,609
58, 257

1, 328, 680
82, 112

172, 794
4,515

142,066
176, 551
161, 103
12,416

950,727
390,211
262,379
195,982
138, 99
137,465
117,930
230,028
426,775
236,549
265, 648
79, 428

390,642
17,128

1930

$106,882
50,460
38,439

1,250,588
78,021
156,084
4,410

134, 287
204,031
139,058
9,433

874,908
357,022
216,843
171, 218
117,194
136,325
116,235
196,903
395,339
363,871
244,883
65,161
5%681
16,792

1931

$88, 76
48,264
32, 539

1, 15,084
70,773

128, 675
4,871

144,951
189,350
107,194
8,179

752, 581
299,957
196,083
130,703
103,307
120,594
0947

180,630
35,005
287,090
208,189
48,113

327, 66
1 7,889

oQ

4

I'
-I

M

CN

1932

$81,901
30362

130609
188 632

48,357
103,653
4,314

129,576
131,360
95,64
4,197

521, 155
197,578
164,569
105,684
83,685
91,058
72,795

138,958
31'9, 210
199,947
147,332
38,457
26, 487
7,403

_ ! -i _l
114,816,117 1

9.869604064

Table: Table 2.--Gross and net income of physicians, 1929-32
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TABLE 2.-Gross and net income of physicians, 1929-S2-Continued

state

Nebraska.
Nevada
New Hampshire---------
'ew Jersey----------------------------------
NewMexico.
NewYork-
North Carolina-
NorthDakota-
Ohio-__ -

Oklahoma-----------------
Oregon-_-Pennsylvania-
Rhode island---------------
SouthCarolina-
SouthDakota-
Tennessee --------------------
Texas.
Utah --------
Vermont__
Virginia-- --------------------------------------
Washington --.--------------------------
West Virginia---------------------------
Wisconsin-
Wyoming-------------- -

Miscellaneous-

Total-

Returns

26
5

13
56
3

217
25
12

123
33
29
183
17
18
10
36
133
9
7

45
41
13
46
3
2

2,2631

Oross income from practice

1929

$313, 950
35, 442
142 002
667, 477
6,237

2,287,597
135,954
56,299

1, 084, 934
194, 392
219, 743

1,727,707
220,445
132,316
121,902
371,372

1,415,454
80, 132
49,562
392 951
681, 555
106,212
336, 829
., 100

180,723

22,302,592

1930 1931 1 1932

$312,938 $261, 215 $09, 466
24,910 24, 713 18,904

132, 943 113,424 98, 34
640, 895 600,733 *S7, 562

4, 282 3, 209 1,842
2,166, 915 2, 076, 231 1,748, 261

128, 112 110,460 98, S32
49,826 34,940 2S, 617

971, 872 865,908 701,768
182,656 15,973 129, 604
205,469 192 983 143,410

1,604,610 1,461,188 1,180,777
197,405
116,531
104,830
331, 174

1,352 589
73,559
48,016

366, 617
727, 199
95,604

331,455
18,80

171, 184

20,458,173

20,776
107,282
85, 179

290,242
1,201,492

59, 545
42,799

329,77,
632, 519
81,737
317,974
16,300

153,908

18,515,397 1

175,800
92,199
56, 982

230, 110
951, 240
46, 070
37, 028

272, 225
496, 731
66,465

237, 690
15, 100
138,802

14,967,419

Net income from practice

1929

$1C, 48
25, 737
107,409
395, 248

5), 629
1,347,025

83, 501
40,763
619, 853
117,492
124,475

1, 108, 140
156,810

3, 643
69,349
20, 324
825,851
39, 528
26,916

240,002
352 703
63,971

207,808
11,800

100,480

12,676,401

1930 1 1931

$159,345 $131, 748
20,426 14, 425
96, 13 79, 284

377,527 342,352
3,262 2,830

1, 257, 590 1, 173, 143
.,,272 67,648
32,1127 19, 58

97,774
111, 148
964, 453
139, 222
69,866
58, 083
180,511
760, 186
34,511
31, 548

219, 8S7
406, 6715
56,316

210,078
11, 700
9,818

12,009,501

44S, 58G
96, 066
94, 181

833,797
134, 37
59, 066
42,599

148, 266
641, 123
24, 040
27,415

190 923
318, 840
45, 583

177, 749
10.500
82,038

10, 284, 009

1932

$9-5, 300
13,969
4, 181

250, 425
1,891

89, 185
54,429
16, 659

336,721
66,060
63, 189

598, 646
115,764
51,7 10
26,230

1 12, 922
483, 623
16, -80
2:3. 812

148, 666
225,777
34,103
145,951
9,400

64, 074

7,789,4462

z
Q

to

I
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APPENDIX E 247

TABLE 3.-Gross and net income of dentists, 192S-32*
[Sample survey of members of American Dental Associatlon)

Gross income from practice Net income from practice
Re-

State turns 1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

Alabama-. 6 $36,643 $32,583 $26, 344 $18,223 $21,403 $21,81f $15,006 $17,764
Arizona-4 42,932 34, 608 33,430 28, 186 26,441 20, 240 19, 649 16, 271
Arkansas-13 77,729 66, 60,608 47,695 44,390 40,728 36,480 24,747
California-108 1,049,304 1,006,13 920,911 712,562 684,116 600,816 610,600 33,641
Colorado- 26 163,736 169,441 154,247 120,850 94,171 99,739 90,343 70,213
Connecticut-25 219,707 214,458 188 699 150,040 132,472 130,337 116,745 79,951
Delaware-3 30,568 27,750 21,843 20,501 19,144 18,011 13,290 12,133
District of Columbia 10 107, 353 101,596 95,577 83,639 61,402 C7, 06 51 578 43, 173
Florida-18 128,392 131,303 122,938 98,749 67,652 82,546 68,840 63,181
Georgia- 15 107,483 103, 841 92,626 74, 027 60,761 63, 187 48, 563 32,944
Idaho-- ------ 4 37, 222 34 244 29, 649 19,983 22,863 21,145 17, 182 10,671
Illinois-121 1,020,430 982,874 838,453 632,082 605,705 582, 359 490,947 348,740
Indiana- 28 147,791 136,039 118, 427 95,789 89,831 82,045 71,933 63.648
Iowa-43 261,793 261,817 215,748 154,986 161,658 168,992 128,069 84,049
Kansas- 23 147,267 139,558 121,934 88, 771 82, 836 82,282 76,823 60,644
Kentucky- 16 92, 742 87, 326 72,533 61,465 52, 256 49, 778 40,947 32, 602
Louisiana-3 30,687 32, 660 34, 649 28,,580 14,444 13, 151 15, 145 10,892
Maine-12 121,942 123, 217 130,174 101,627 69,455 69,116 70,627 52.g9
Maryland-13 139,294 126,385 119,727 99,433 82,922 76,665 73,951 59,974
Massachusetts 48 460,003 439,855 426,760 356,824 2606,370 253,434 230, 348 187, 587
Michigan-42 337,254 285,669 261, 689 199,227 '207,178 169,451 169,733 118,645
Minnesota - 62 404,600 428, 186 353,090 263,049 249,000 229,158 202,866 146,885
Mississippi-11 67,992 60,387 61,572 38,310 38,013 33,612 32,241 20,899
Missouri 40 217,820 213, 184,278 147,256 124,681 123,112 10,73 76,436
Montana-7 51,627 47,482 42 396 ?3, 679 31,604 28,267 24,900 17,983
Nebraska-14 168,786 138,181 125,992 8 859 94,165 78,637 71 195 47,674
Nevada-5 39,636 35,679 33, 670 24,743 24,658 22,942 20, 784 14, UV0
Now Hampshire. 16 110,670 100,218 104,395 89,415 67, 197 63, 158 61,339 61,096
New Jersey-51 674,006 562,199 -493,936 392,100 321, 242 305,006 259, 181 194,030
New Mexico 3 24,404 26,800 27,543 19,436 16, 139 19,097 19,054 13,487
New York-127 1, 752, 323 1,700, 796 1,566,992 1, 270,078 988,312 951,601 844,864 638,4159
North Carolina 12 91,239 83,549 68,87 46,80 64, 091 44, 937 37,388 39,020
North Dakota 13 83,461 75,822 64, 439 49,644 46,236 45, 849 37,098 29,487
Ohio--1----I00 715,313 69fl,955 687,547 467,055 443,969 410,280 347,041 262,247
Oklahoma-17 145,638, 129,518 108,622 77,826 86,202 79,688 61,609 27,797
Oregon-18 142,416 134,936 114,297 80,481 87,213 82,386 69,011 43,597
Pennsylvania 86 813,965 751,95 646,089 50, 716 477,240 440, 418 378, 252 269,428
Rhode Island 7 46,701 48,063 42,524 35,619 26,603 27,616 22,924 19,048
South Carolina 7 44,439 43,988 35,817 31,234 24,035 23,047 17,647 15,616
South Dakota .. . 14 115,095 119,469 100, 77,602 71,785 75,419 62,361 45,190
Tennessee-14 105,605 92,641 86, 149 66,584 62,07 49, 670 40,497 30,758
Texas-35 338,837 313,296 269, 890 199,522 192,446 181,681 147, 316 107,176
Utah. 2 13,000 13,476 13,235 9,416 8,860 9,298 7,921 5,837
Vermont-- 3 10,434 9,233 7,770w 7,624 6,673 5,905 4,6698 1,979
Virginia 19 152,426 146,245 138,213 121,609 87,972 85,914 80,84 60,448
Washington-28 236,344 215,224 175,789 130,863 131,791 113,034 93,634 70,410
West Virginia 14 105,368 98,489 81,79 62,023 66,945 59,915 48,057 36,029
Wisconsin . 14 109,249 107,497 89,376 74,426 59,791 61,670 48,67 41,233
Wyoming- 4 25,625 28,643 29,468 19,705 14,968 17,325 16, 227 11,108
Miscellaneous 9 66,994 64,77 62, 55,115 45,310 46,029 39, 381 33,176
Tl1 333|11, 533, 245111 096, 64319, 793, 02317, 674, 59616,691, 52416 407, 61415, 548, 63214, 0, 307Total- ----

9.869604064

Table: Table 3.--Gross and net income of dentists, 1929-32
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NATIONAL INCOME, 1929-32

TABLj 4.-Net income and unthdrawals of dentiats, 1929-32

(Sample survey of members of American Dental Assoclation]

Net Income I

State Re-
turns

1929 1930

Alabamn-.-----1 $5,000 $8,500
Arizona--1------.-I 10,100 8,112
Arkansas-I 37, 954 34,730
California-.-.-- 87 438,165 447,013
Colorado-11 40, 802 39, 368
Connecticut 24 1'29, 269 127, 670
Delaware 2 12,710 11, 163
District of Columbia_ 6 29, 351 28, 560
Florida-.---- 10 38, 628 40,246
Georgia----- -- 9 43, 436 40,327
Idaho ---1 6, 200 4, 261
Illinois .-.--..- 70 362,243 343,754

Indifina---------.--- 16 55, 001 48,721
Iowa------------------ 23 82,440 78 441

Kansas 12 41,322 42, 68

Kentucky------ 10 30,409 29 849

Louisiana----------- 1 3,876 4,154
Maine-- ----------- 7 30,062 32,426
Maryland 6 49,407 45 5B3
Massachusetts 24 176,629 170,301
Michigan . 24 113, 745 92,791
Minnesota 41 185, 677 176, 196
Mississippi .-ff6 16, 397 16, 03
Missouri------------- 25 81,436 85,423

Montana-- 4 19,953
Nebraska--. 51,7923 46,27

Nevada-.--- - 4 21,654 20,230
New Inmpshire . 10 39,786 38,437
New Jersey-37 245, 613 234, 228
New Mexico 3 17,139 19,097
New York----- 74 647,6 59,831

North Carolina - 3 12,371 10,699
North Dakota-. 9 32,280 34, 717
Ohio--6-----------f8 3.35,617 310,587
Oklahoma 11 63,682 68,148
Oregon 11 59,274 54,899
Pennsylvanla ......... 50 295,705 270, 343
Rhode Island 6 25,389 26,048
South Carolina . b 13,213 12,867
South Dakota-10 53,620 67, 327
Tennessee ------------ 4 -19, 189 20Q 830
Texas-.----------- 22 144, 524 29. 262
Utah----------- 1 3,500 3,b00
Vermont . -.. .. 2 5,472 4,905
Virginia 13 69,092 65,94
Washington 17 82,972 67,704
West Virgia.. 10 50,385 44,795
Wlsconsln 8 32,082 31,24
Wyoming 3 11,168 13,126
Miscellaneous-- 3 16,347 15, 01

Total-.. 823 4, 388, 6 119,911

trorn practice

1931

$5, 000
7, 670

30, 387
384, *'18
38,107
114,305

7, 612
25, 472
89,211
34,939
2, 76

288 143
44,001
68, 740
39,036
25,124
4, 644

34,051
41, 446
162, 081
81, 127

162, 610
16, 670
70, 271
14,791
41, 160
18,099
34,118
199,900
19 054

490,456
7,877

28,324
255,386
44,010
60, 723

238, 411
21,413
13, 749
46,939
14,400
114,979

3,000

3, 798
60,971
64,223
35, 323
25,307
11, 727
13, 887

3, 564, 044

1932

$3, 000
7,16

21, 213
270, 515
28,12
78,262
6,691

21,345
29,084

21, 712
1,783

209,929
39,717
38 489
28, 201

i20,411
2,968

23,212
35, 246

121, 028
69, 794
113,795

653

52,934
11, 112
28, 360
12,292

27,231
148,840
13 487

358 226
7,761

22,919
201,656
16, 377
29, 577
168,810
18,489
7, 649

35,852
10,754
77,636
2,280
3,622
47,316
40, 328
26,068
22,714
7,808
11,562

2, 596,148

Net income withdrawn

1929

$,000

10,000
36,681

396,119
39,703
123,947
12,330
19,684
36, 463
41,658
5,200

348,736
4451

69,168
35,499
2, 412

500
26,631
47,988
172,109
109, 525
174, 322
15, 919
79, 053
18,425
48, 191

21, 654
39, 785

203, 204
16,967

684, 070
11,828
29,249

319, 05
63,582
64,321

276,007
21,921
11, 621
46, 612
19,187
133,832
3,300
5,472

66 226
74 867
45,772
31, 663
10,9

13, 88

4, 053, 28

1930

$6, 500
8,000
33,730

409, 026
38,470
121,959
11, 163
21,171
38, 683
40,070
4, 261

336,303
48,278
71; 673
39 672
25, 212
1,000

28, 217
45, 562

162, 744
84, 123

164, 935
16, 562
82,934
16, 171
43, 467
20, 230
38, 437
216,460
18,610

525, 481
10,012
33, 346
300 916
67, 448
60, 531

262,809
22,184
12,359
60,637
20,829

117, 680
3,300
4,905
62,082
63,829
41,281

29, 144
12,884
16,326

3,890,284

1931 1932

$5,000 $3 000

7, 500 7,000
29,370 20,103

353,440 260,069
36,188 27,998
110,482 76,274

7, 512 6,498
19 730 16, 98
38, 29,068
34,101 21,620
2,758 1,783

278,188 194,632
43,132 32,439
60 726 35,799
35,776 26,631
21,083 18,092
1,000 300

30, 402 21,934
41, 115 34,024
149,237 119,303
79,606 68,841
146,089 106,386

14,834 11,435
68,510 52,304
14,136 10,601
36,843 28,270
18 099 12,292
34,118 27,231
182,821 136,237
18,636 13,022

467, 232 333,628
7,3049 7,031

26,066 19,417
249,591 196,446
44,010 15,982
47,196 27,179

222, 608 164,486
19,746 16,628
10,468 8,916
42,771 86, 752
14,400 10,764

108,775 74,066
2,800 2,000
3,798 3,622
68 014 46,1B6
49,530 38,569
30,016 19,860
24,911 22,078
11,563 7,807
13,764 10,843

3,351,678 ,450,122

248

-- --

9.869604064

Table: Table 4.--Net income and withdrawals of dentists, 1929-32
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TA&BLE 5.-Number and compensation of dental assistants, 1929-32

(Sample survey ofmembers ofAmerican Dental Association]

Number of assistants, Number of assistants, Salaries and wages paid assistants, full Salaries and wages paid assistants, part
fulltimeparttime time ~~~~~~~~~~~time

State ~~~Re- fl iepr ie jtm
turns

_____

1929 1930 1931 1932 192 1930 1931 1932 192 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

AlSbI1$I--------------- 4 6 8 6 6 1 2 3 ----- $2,275 $2,508 $2,168 $1,77,1 $39 $156 $174 ------
Arizona...--------------- 3 3 3 3 a 3 3 3 3 3,696 3,391 3,815 3,183 1,200 1,200 1,000 $90
Arkansas-------------- 10 8 8 6 6 3 4 3 3 3,503 2,610 2,587 2,476 812 1,320 860 861
California-------------- 75 79 85 77 69 22 23 21 23 99,027 100,999 88,917 72,778 6,077 7,922 7,673 7,582Colorado-------------- 18 17 17 18 14 1 3 1 3 18,243 18,766 17,512 11,500 177 553 228 652
Connecticut------------- 16 15 16 17 17 9 12 S 9 16,218 15,612 14,635 14,812 9,403 8008 7,061 3,557
Delaware-------------- 2 3 1 2 2 1 4 1 1 1,562 346 1,320 1,320 37 1,230 207 lAS
District of Columbia-------- 6 7 7 7 6-1-- 1 ---- 6,831 7,371 7,835 6,306 ------ 624 520 ------
Florida..--------------- 12 11 11 11 12 5 5 5 5 8,760 9,377 8,670 8,693 3,119 3,337 2,9P3: ,27
Georgia...--------------- 9 12 12 11 10 4 3 2 .3 9,575 9,708 8,964 7,986 612 1,347 801 704
]Idabo.....--------------- 3 2 2 I 1 1 1 2 2 2,804 2,500 1,662 975 189 52 648 296 ,
Illinois--------------- 67 63 63 55 46 20 22 25 23 69,711 69,391 61,122 42,473 10,499 11i,307 11,687 8,392 i
Indiana.--------------- 10 6 5 5 4 5 5 6 4 9,654 8,975 7,255 5,168 i1.526 1,879 1,627 1,284 Z
Iowa---------------- 26 22 23 20 12 6 7 11 12 14,413 15,541 13,362 7,956 2,224 2,477 4,074 3,628
Kna--------------- 11 11 13 11 9 4 4 4 2 10,114 6,756 5,208 3,292 823 473 953 302 -

Kentucky-------------- 8 6 5 5 5 4 3 3 3 3,284 2,902 2, 732- 2,712 1,006 876 382 357 N
Loisiana..----------3 4 4 4 4------------- 2,648 3,657 5.,8931 4,203.--------------- --maime.------------------ 8 16 17 17 14 1 1 2 2 19,162 16, 1.52 16,188 I13,636 320 226 816 - 2
Mayad-------------- 7 9 i9 8 8 3 3 3 5 13,062 11,998 9,8021 9,189 1,567 1,464 1,234 2,020Massachusett---------- 31 31 30 28 28 12 12 13 14 31.024 30,715 29,974 26,849 3,398 3,110 4,268 4,818Mich~an,------------- 27 24 20 19 16 7 8 11 14 25,326 19,442 18,151 12,980 2,242 2,576 4,521 3,296
Minnsota....----------- 46 41 38 35 29 7 12 14 17 30,456 31,117 28,0581 21,642 1,359 2,381 6,150 4,666
MisimDD---------------- 4 5 5 4 --- ----- ----- 3,643 3,457 2,922 1,807----------------------MISOWL------------------ A 14 14 14~ 143 $ 6 13,840 13,860 13,862 11,950 1,168 960 670 - 880

Montana-------------- 3 31 3 .3 3 I 1 1 3,224 3,154 2,706 2,310 53 164 164 164Nebraska..-------------- 10 11111 8 5 3 5 4 18,968 11,070 9,680 7,066 5,016 2,972 3,482 2,116
NewHampshire----------- 10 10 Wq ii 11 7 8 5 6 7,721 7,744 8,483 7,924 2,183 1,985 1,484 1,776NowlJeraey------------- 34 38, 3 34 29 8 9 10 10 47,893 49,141 42,113 34,846 2,757 3,387 3,439 3,740
NewMexico..------------ 2~ 1 1 1 1 ---- 1 1 1 1,200 1,210 1,296 9121------- 300 300 300New York..-------------- 85 116 I118 111 103 29 25 28 32 162,613 182, 809 181,761 160,607 12,777 11,075 11,754 11,099
North Carolina----------- 10 818 81 8 3 2 2 2 8,650 9,005 8,515 6,879 2,400 1,920 1,500 1,450NorthDakota------------ 6 Sf5 41 4 4 3 5 4 4,856 4,556 3,361 3,166 1,082 890 1,280 866
Ohio.....--------------- 61 52 j53 501 43 18 23 23 22 39,000 41,3922 34,457 27,419 11,911I 11,921 10,156 9,280
Oklahoma-------------- 12 14 12 12 11 1 2 2 3 10,605 9,813 9,060 7,403 600 1,496 93 1,021Orego ---------------- 12 9 9 7 7 4 4 5 4 8,093 7,686 7,010 5,951 1,302 1,242 1,770 458
s~ansylvania..------------ 541 63 64 55 46 24 15 19 21 77,305 79,074 61,548 48,766 7,817 6,120 8,620 10,151 t

Rhode Island..-------414! 4 3 3 2 2 3 3 3,614 4,086 2,947 2,572 416 416 741 741 j
South Carolina------ 514 4 .4 3 4 4 4 3 3,147 . 3,185 3,282 2,902 3,361 3,207 3,100 1,947 C

9.869604064

Table: Table 5.--Number and compensation of dental assistants, 1929-32
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TABLE 5.-Number and compensation of dental assistants, 1929-32-Continued

state

South Dakota
Tennessee ----------------------
Texas -------- ------
Utah-_-----------------
Vermont------------
Virginia ---- -- - - - - - -

Washington-
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming .------------.
Miscellaneous

Total

Re-
turns

11

9
2
1

11
19
8
9
2
3

835

ube ofasstns

ISomber of assistants.
full time

1929 193 1 1932

8 1n 10n I
7

33
1

19
6
7
2
3

849

7
36
1

9
16
6
7
2
3

850

28
1

12
5
8
2
3

783

25
1

-

10
4
8
2
3

Number of assistants, Salaries and wages paid assistants, full
part time time

1929 1930 11931

4 1
3 3
8, 7
1 1
1 1
6 6
7 8
3 2
3 4

6941 2741 278

1
1
8
I
I
6
10
2
3

293

11932 1929

2 $7,407
11,1806--i 23, 560

1 150

7 7, 821
11 24,332
1 3,942
2 4,880

. ----- 1,076

. -----1 5,448
301! 906,316

1930

$8, 763
8,388
24,365

277
8, 151

20,894
4,155
4,725
1,076
5, 174

907,844

1931

a 304
7,880
19,758

515

7,856
13,081
3,558
5,191
1,076
5, 233

819,885

1932

$6,613
6,334

15, 987
540

5, 912
10,797
2,675
4,701
1,056
4.982

674,791

01cZ
Salaries and wages paid assistants, part

time

1929

$1,603
650

4,406
200
175

1,406
4, 856

405
842

1930

S370
738

3, 022
200
175

1,477
5,072
346

1,704

1931

365
108

4, 025
100
100

;, 572
5,914

909
1,094

114,715 114, 117 121,690

1932

$343

2,633
100
100

2,081
5,797

136
715

106,598

TABLE 6.-Gross and net income of engineers, unincorporated, 1929-32

[Sample survey of unincorporated consulting engineers]

State Re-
turns

Number of partners or
individuals

19 1930 1931 1932

Gross annual receipts

1929
I

Alabama-
Arizona-
Arkansas-
California-
Colorado-
Connecticut-
Delaware-
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia--- --- --. - --- - -

Idaho --------------------
no _ -_-_

I
1
3

55
4
9
1
9
4
4

1
2
5

66
4
12
2

10
4
4

I
2
5

69
4
12
2
10
4
4

1
2
S
69
4
13
2

10
4
5

1
2
5

69
4
13
2
9
4
5

. 11 131 12 121 13

$8,177
11,917
64,246

976,201
22,595
K 85B
16,000

102,352
'40,880
73,794

892,674

1930

$8, 129
7,417

48, 734
876, 012
11,410
74,235
14,000

143,556
28,985
90,632

528,621

1931

$8,970
3,206
17,712

697,031
14, 345
72, 268
10,000

149, 678
14 168
37, 311
406i,_886

1932

$6,600
3,376
4,237

462,327
10,856
37,708
15,000

102,520
7,800

10,743

Net income from practice.

1929

$6,454
5,099

24,403
487,650
20,457
55,122
5,8C0

61, 75
9, 236
35,755

235,757 165,352

1930

$6, 146
r 1,631

14, 710
395, 445
9,200
40,767
I 4,600

74,489
9,644

46,813

0

t4
-4

0
0

N

co
to
to

Co
to

1931

$7,092
876

6,451
293,035
12,32S
43,750
5,300

68,219
6,092
18,415

1932

$5,405
673

1,078
182,585
9,131
23,787
4,000
26,038
4,478
6,318

113-, 09 137, 410 A68,183

!.

--I-

---1----------I----------I---------- 11----------I----------

9.869604064

Table: Table 6.--Gross and net income of engineers, unincorporated, 1929-32
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Indiana-----------------------------
Iowa .- - -

Kansas-
Kentucky.
Louisiana---------------------------
Maine-_---------
Maryland
Massachusetts .
Michigan--
Minnesota .
Mississippi-
Missouri-
Montana-
Nebraska-_
Nevada ----

Now Hampshire .
New Jersey-
NewMexioo-
New Yorlc- -

North Carolina--
North Dakota
Ohio ._____----____ ---- ---- ---

Okhoma-
Oregon-__ ---_-

Pennsylvania-
Rhode Islant .
South Carolina-
South Dakota-
Tennessee-Texas-Utah .
Vermont-
Virnia-
Washington .
West Virginia .
Wisconsin __
Wyoming .- -

Misoellaneous.
TotaL __ - .

- -

2

1
1

4
23
7
5
1

12
1
3
I

9

3

3
25

I:11
3
4

1
5

1 1
4

1---

330

2
1

1
.-------i-

37
16
5
1
19
1
4
1

139

2
1

4
36
15
6
1

16
1
4
1

.
- -

i6
----iii-141

3
.I------ 1

.l2 3 3
4

34

10
.

7
8

10
1
5

476

4
34

10
1
6
8

--------

1
10
1
S

475

2
1

-- - ---i-
1
1

. _ _ _

4
35
15
6
1
16
I
3
1

is5
139
3

15
3
4
34

1
6
9

-- ------

1010
S

.

471

2
1

1

33
15
6
1
16
1
3
1

137~
3

15
3
34
15
6G

9

1

S

*9

.----

.---

.--_-_

466

45,554
4,800
26,00
59,200

76,120
i,152,331
229,690
122,727
4,850

516,927
6,382

55,532
6,000

433, 173

7,558,646
39,353

317, 905
26,174
88,739
789,667

50)4,021
3,000

259, M
12B, 3M

21, _06
42,928
41,000

2DO,709

39,728
4,500
21,000
18,565

78,315
1,224,991
224,962
118,316
3,000

605, 674
5, 481

57,758
5,400

319,320

6,609,651
33,346

23.3,669
14,504

105, 705
718,222

.

325, 058
3,700

221,897
104,844

38,292
, 700

.7

47,800
5,248

8,500
25,608
74,612

752,592
175,294
108,925

2,400
421,610
3,927
35,818
1,400

193,913

4,298,250
14,578

226,159
19,588
44,763
623,842
273,6S91

1,500
181,881
91,02,5

.

--

_ ' _

2,000
20,363
5, 700

98,468

44,757
2,614
3,800
4,409

. _ ,_ _9-3-45,937
445,553
66,589
57, 3

318,896
1,369

14,690
500

128,698

2,232,510
17,029

147,238
17,076
19,817

439,990
175,029

500
51,866
62,790

7,252
8,400
83,279

7nI047 1I,-601 14,008S 19,502

15, 145, 103 13, 180,200 9,205,038 5,316,774

4,200
2,850

1i,800
3,500

40,436
418,043
84,949
38,077
3,600

115,242
1, 265

11,499
5,300

201,470

2,886,975
6,841

145,508
13,199
34,882
327,560

I 205,899
2, 000

73,222
44,975

.110,000
30,417
36,000
70,005
17,057

5,713,849

4,500
2, 700

3,500
41,0Ql9

367, 162
67,699
33, 504
3,000

130,467
S96

13,950
4,700

113,229
2,664,452

8,326
107, 494
6,706

30,242
255,712
42 777
2, 000

40,981
36,944

26,344
8,000
51,340

4, 805, 227

10,313
2,230

5,000

34,728
175,746
£3, 836
37,492
2,400
95,847

285
9, 344
1,025

38,327

1, 338924
1,556

97,650
12,658
13, 365

218,039

1'000
13, 271
21,937

1,700
17,023
5, 200

24, 957

8, 9,-9 3,858
2,837,778 1 1,573,757

16,296
1,367

-1,462

I 19, 198
86,918
26,088
7,8392,400

74,932
157

Z 985
400

35,201

--633,00S
6,356

I----- _ _

50,438
12 982
7,242

131,005
51, 700

1 17.813
27, 993

5,0

7,500
23,602

4,472

-I'

N

tZC.'

I--



252 NATIONAL INCOME, 1929-32

TAnlAm 7.-.\cl income and withdrawals of engineers, unincorporatled, 1929-3,?

ISamniole survey of unincorporated consulting engineers]

l ~~Not income

SIoletuNnlucrsn
tin-us 1929 1930

Alahamaln-- - --.
Arizona .---- $5, 09 $1,631Arkansas..-.---- 3 24, 403 14, 710
Cnlifornia -------- 20 226,837 212, 56C
Colorado -------- - - ---------

Connleclielt----- - 32, 570 31, 037
Delaware.----------- 1 5,800 4, 600
I districtt of Colimhia-4| 29, 73:3 48, 429
florida --------------- 3 ,23r6 9, 6411
Georgia------------ 2, 13, 267 28, 023
Idlallo -- - ------ ------ ---------
illinois --6, 100,2-32 61, 84-

Iowa -------------- 1 2,8,02,700
Kanss. ------I---- - ------

Kentucky-- E 1, 8SO
Louisiana

-M a,in~e . . .-I--- -- ----- -- -- -- -- - ---. -
Manlane---12 21, 186 19, 935
Massachlsetts --------- (11 328, 545) 2901,90
MiIchigan . .---- 4 602, 9'22 419J, 516
Minnlesota -2j 38, 077 33, 50-1
Mississippi)-)i-.-.-:-- 11 :3,Cm .3,0(O
M\issoulri *- - SO:), 5-10 117, 224
Alontala--1-- I 1, 265 936RC)Nehraska-- 21 7, 469 7,150
Nevada-----.--1--- 5, 300 70(0
Now Hampshire I----- --

Now Jersey- -- 5! 177, 131 l31, 362
Now Alexico - . . -|-..
New York-.--....- .52 2, 420, 10312, 249, 193
North Carolina ------- 1 4, 536 4, 127
NortlDi1akota . . - --

Ohlo-io -- .sl 10, -57 71, 414
Oklahomia------- 1j 5,250 4, 228
Oregon --- 34, 882 30, 2-12
Pennsylvania -- 14, 227, 362 157, 267
}thode Island ----- --- --- ---------

South Carolina -1---1 205, 899 42, 777
South D)akota-' .
'Tennessee- 3 73, 222 40,981
Texas -------------- 4 41, 975 30, 944
Utah . . . .
Vernmont-. --------.-.-.-!-Virginia - ------------ -------

Washiligton --------- 21 23,594 18,984
West Virginia . . ------

Wisconsin--*-*! 1 16, 300 11,600
Wyom ing --- -- ---- ---

Total--------- 4,3413,4443,702, 260

from practice

1931 1932

6, 451
16W3, 880

33, 730
5 300

35, 367
6,02

10, 496

53, 202

2, 230

i 14,8
118, 715
49,942
37, 4192

2), -10
83, 0)07

2858,29-i
1, 025

2 1,935
1, 035, 32,5

70, 239--70, 686
7, 102

13, 365
148, 154

1, 078
105,860

4, O0
11, 558
4, 478

Net income withdrawn

1929

*i -1¢
$5,0o9924,403

221, 618

35, 343
6,200
26,823
9,236

o)f 0.3 I z' luo

1I,201 9,300

1, 367 2,85

15,000

5, 1-18 24, 186
52, 358 26/4, 0)37
22, 488 56, 892
7, 839 12, G564
2,-*(0 3,C6

66,4(64 115, 541
15 1, 265

2,985 7, 469
400 5,300

25,116 150, 657

773
42, 072
7, 279
7, 2-12

85, 446
--

1,099 61, 700

13, 271 17, 813
21, 937 27,993

- 10,-w t-2, 526

8,800 7,100

1, 987, 15 1, 100,341

2, 027,861-1, 536

5, 250
28, 399

160, 002

219, 2

53,208
34, 475

16,,620
16,300

1930

14, 710
235,6ML

32, 039
5, 800

38, 05(1
9,644

2-1,963

57,898

127,000

19,935
294, 634
54, 311
19, 8r' 5

) 3,000
97, 491

986
7, 150
4, 700

1 33, 339

1, 919, 1534 , 127

4, 228
35, 911
190, 405

!192, 056i

40, .91
35, 994

18,600

1931

. $64
6, 451

183, 623

4 700
35, 257

8552

1932

1,078
125, 10

23,798

4, 478
6,008

-

45, 02 19, 626

2, 230 1, 367

}1 6&5aO ,6000
148

220, 1M 107,806
42, 887 23,416
29, 154' 7,820
2,400 2,400

117, 331 76,274
285 1,57

8, 294 3, 396
1, 025 400

73, 948 0, 795
1,095,0144

1, 239
---

70O,-886
7, 102

17, 5-15
146, 380

i110, 7,i

36, 311
28,230

13, 500

> 8,800

673, 750773

39 1307, 279
7, 387

110,260
.58,881
15, 172
24, 193

3485
7,40

3,767 - -L3, 767, >3833, X8, "F 380, 949i 1, 4X6, 267

9.869604064

Table: Table 7.--Net income and withdrawals of engineers, unincorporated, 1929-32
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TABLE 8.-ANumber and compensation of employees, engineers (unincorporated), 1929-32
[Sample survey of unincorporated consulting engineers)

State

Alabama
Arizona .
Arkansas-
California .
Colorado
Connecticut .
Delaware
District ofColumbia.
Florida .
Georgia .
Idaho _ -

Illinois .
Indiana
Iowa---
Kansas
Kentucky-
Louisiana .
Maine
Maryland .
Massachusetts-
Michigan
Minnesota .
Mississippi .
Missouri .
Montana -
Nebraska
Nevada .
New Hampshire.
New Jersey .
New Mexico .
NewYork--

North Carolina--
North Dakota .
Ohio------
Ok]ahoma-
Oregon --

Pennsylvania .
Rhode Island --

South Carolina --
South Dakota .

Employees, full time
Returns-

21929 1 1930 1931 1932

-1 1!1---
3 9 , 3

36 79 79 631 37

7 - Y13 11 7
1 5 4 3 4
5 ff 6 13 13

41 12 10 5S .

20 9 7 11 12
2 12 1 .0 11 6
1 .

1 2 2 1 1
1 4 .4--------I-------------
4 14 151 14 10

20 133 13-7| 96 E8
6 33 41 27 11

-!6 16 15 14 9
I 1 - - -

11 99 98 83 50
1 3 2 2 2
3 0 10 6 2

I--1 .
90
4

13
,1 1
-l3

1_ 20
---

-11

.I.
. ------I--------

150 109

711 711
19 13

47 41
1 1
3 5
85 81

62 59

77 42

535 362
13 8

28 23
1 1
2 ---

72 53

i45 26
. - - - - -- -

Employe'is, part time

1929

12
14
67

3
7
20
8

,1
1---- - ---

.--------

'--------

2

29
13
5
2
32

I 'Mo 1931

'I- --- --
- -I----- ---

.13 6
82 57

6 .5
2 1 2
131 3

--

!- 91 - --13-

13
35
21
5

-- .i

14
23
27
2

20

Salaries and wages, full t

1932 r 1929 1930 1931

1 $1:, 200 $995 $978
20,700 16, '00 4,500

47 18G,385 183,375 157,528

3 35,261 26.275 21,741
2* 4,000 2,900 2,200
4 10,244 13,945 31,164
3 16,931 8,153 1,978
6 19,780 22,447 11,061

14 32,600 30,300 26,893
-------- --22,8833 22, 120 21,078

12
6
8

118

21, 00
9,000
30,236

313,156
82,270
32, 797
1,000

240.310

21,000 6,500

28. 864

347,292
95, 56
31,193

234. 792

20,735
208,540
61,322
30,025

l08. 053

time Salarii
-___ I

1932 1929

$1,200 $2, 494
1------- 6,800

80,6181 35,873

15,330 2,694
3,400 1,500
28,691 4,535
----- 9,437

3,763
35,590 6,960
12,095 1

---------- l 1,200

5,000 ---------

21,451
98,610
19,232
23,.51

111.202
5 3 1 1 5,008 497 31579 3;086

}6 5 [ 3 21 7,100 17,300 11,900 2,406
---- ---

--I:iI - -

10 271 i 29,642 239,416 166,913 83,492
1,7279

210 344 307 126 2,178,497 2,198,672 1,724,796 915,510
8 7 6 5 56,753 36,413 29,500i 16,200

-
---- --- I----I---- I- -- -- - -- -- -- -- -- --- --- -- - - -- -- -- --- I---- - --- -- I--- ----- --

14 12 11 10 93, 18 73,252 74,529 55,811
5 6 5 6 1,600 1,600 1,600 1.600
4 11 9 5 6,200 10,6001 3,700

50 1 49 44 33 176,874 177,560 1153,50 100,034

23 21 1 32 30 100,537 151,711 119,158 60,319
I 11 ------- --- --- -- - -- - -- - -- --- -- --

_
----------__,__ __

1,377
20,833
6,341
5,353

200
31,374

387
3.049

4, 860

84, 636

3,219

14,748
4,025
3,000

1 32,800

7,687
200

Bs and wages, part time

1930

$1,631
5,250
33,679

1,023
1,000
5,399
6,278
7,656
4,9095

---------

548
18,276
12,936
3,014

21,711
256

2,091

*1---------

-

3,252

1343,580
4,115

3,460
848

9,500
33,600

,
-

200

1931 1 1932-J
$2,200
49,521

.I-----

2,636
1,000
6,145
2,280
1,802

. 7,854

I-2,-151

1,5552
10, 086

15,459
1,.583

,I

14,753
169
6'04

,--_-_-_

5,6 1

1279,453
3,057

4, 666
128

4,300
35,807

33,703

.,3---7--

-

1$.50
200

\ 29, 786

712
1,000
5,94
1,458

906
- 2------

4, 527

---------

1 , 91
6,642
2, 362
6,013

'--------

16,497
57

56
l--------

12, 371

.

I1t15,418
6,902

4,157
303

2,110
21,273

31A, 405
- - Cz3Co

Itj
It

I- °° ------- --------

.I-_- - _ I---------

9.869604064

Table: Table 8.--Number and compensation of employees, engineers (unincorporated), 1929-32
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TABLE S.-Nu-,ber and compensation of employees, engineers (unincorporated), 1929-32-Continued

State Re-
turns

Tennessee - 3
Texas------- 6
Utah-1
Vermont-Virginia-.---
Washington-
West Virginia--2
Wisconsin-S----------| 5
Wyoming .--- -----.--
Miscellaneous- 1

Total-- 307

Employees, full tin

192}9 1930 1931

38 45 22
16 15 16

-- ---- -- ---- _____
6 14 --------

401 26 24

1,670 1, 608 ,208

me | Employees, part time 'SalE

932 i 9199 1930 1931 1932 1929

12 14 12 14 8 $61,904
9 12 10 9 9 S0,722

~~~~~1 .-- -1--------1l 1, 1 1-----1-----------
13 6 3 3 12,642

' 102 8 6 4 10,000
211 17 11 6 2 112,183

I1 !01 10 10 10 1,300

I 84 652 762 C49 406 4,321,496

tries and wages, fuli time

1930 1931
.
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

$96 184
37,989

12}9000
7,241
8,000

I., -\

$43, 750
37, 218

1,200
8,000

Ohl NOV,O

1,130 1, 040.
4,221,949 3. 264,5S2

I Salaries and wages, full time

1932 19S29 I 1930 1931 | 1932

$15, 740 $7,624 7,994 $4,571 $2,042
19, 400 4, 510 2,55 3,030 3,740

---------- 212 37 221 188
.I

1,200 1 1,83 !3,251 j 861 524
6,0001 4 230 4,250 2.250 2,50

47, 233 6:,427 7, 151 941 340
1,040 24,,36 15,843 3, 356 1 5, 040

1,785,341 440,987 577,021 501,,70 287,,362

TABLE 9.-Gross and net income of public accountants, 1929-32
[Sample survey of public accountants]

State

Alabama s--
Arizona-- 3
Arkansas -- 5
California -- 52)
Colorado
Connecticut-- I2
Delaware -- 1
District of Columbia -- 10
Florida- X
Georgia- 9
Idaho- 3
Illinois---- - 41
Indiana 1)
Iowa -- 8
Kansas- 2

Offices Offices
ope~r- report-
ated ed

;1 s
3 3
5 5

52 52
!,

9
I') 1q

10
8

12

4

53
10

13

31

I
10

11
4

53
10
13
2

Partners or firm members

1929

6

9

81
14
14

16

S

15

3575

15
11
4

1930 1931 1

61 7
5 5
9 9

15 15
14 15
2 29l
15 15
8 8

15 14
3 3

,,i 5
15 15

111 11
4) 4

1932 1929
7-. $56,783
5 90368
9 177,439

73 1, 029, 455
15 135,034
15 357,907
2 15,910
16 223, 221
8 176, 236
14 203,729
3 24, 094
76 1,953,441
34 1 407,586
11 153,275
41 62,025

Gross annual receipts

1930 1931

$50. 607 $52,352
69, 181 5S, 189

i:i1, 046 143, 7.52
9S6, 956 943, 36
136,831 140, 933
33S,1:7 284,411
17,048 13,767

250,42S 271,522
130, 675 102,234
1S1,057 135,756
25,882 22,833

1.707,147 1,408,79S
430,130 417, 886
155,365 157,009
45,600 60,185

1932

$52, 06.3
42, 032

104, 243
694, 698
12'2, 227
245,093
18,828

216, 053
85,566

102, 640
17,,469

1, 208,045
372, 795
151,604

4, 827

1929

1 $32,8C89
50,052

102.351
4S1, 6;2
80,659

168, 32S
10, 518

117,U29
69,526
73, 8SS
11,375

495, 136
147, 617
65, 625
25, 146

Net income from practice

1930

$30, 369
34, 528
57, 205

476, 172
82, 656

154. 514
11,4S2

152, 728
60, 00
63, 727
10,245

412,06
136, 32
60, 7 68
17,845

1931

$34, 460
27,417
74, 150
417,823
71, 903
114,553
9,631

166,305
45, 039
54, 563
5,660

304,574
152, 505

150, 485
27,358

C7i

L-1

0
02

rco
to

1932

$34. 745
1IS,,56
43 199

3 129504
61, 480

107, 01
13.9S4

110, 0C,2
37,,624
4S, 13,3
3,824

307. 449
1I3, 247

55, 216
20,051

9.869604064

Table: Table 9.--Gross and net income of public accountants, 1929-32
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Kentucky - SI
Louisiana - 9j
Maine
Maryland- 5
Massachusetts-43
Michigan-29
Minnesota-
AMississippi- 4
Missouri-13
Montana-- 41
Nebraska-- 5I
Nevada .
New Hampshire- :3
New Jersey- 25
New Mexico - -- 1,
New York -- 126
North Carolina-- 6
North Dakota --
Ohio -- 19
Oklahoma -- 9
Oregon------ 6
Pennsylvania- 32
Rhode Island -- 4
South Carolina- 3
South Dakota- i
Tennessee 8
Texas - 15
Utah- 3
Vermont-
Virginia--- 9
Washington -- 15
West Virginia-
Wisconsin -- 11
Wyoming - 4
Miscellaneous- 4

Total - 618

IS
9

4$
27
9
4
16
7

3
31
1

173

2
24
16
6

35
S
:11
1
9
18
4

12
16

11
5
4

731

9

oSI
48
27
9
4

IG
16
3

31

1715
7

24
15}5
31

1 3

9
19
4

12
16
11

4

726

18
14

74

34
13
7

18
6
8

3
Od
3

242
10
3

038
17
747
10
3
1
S
29
6

12-
21
10
25
5
7

1,021

14
14

'3

8
18
6
8

3
36
3

240
10
3

37

7
45
8
3
1
S
28
6
12
21
10
26
S
7

18
14

70
36
147
1S
6
8

3
35
3

247
11
3
39
ig
48
8
3
1
8

6

----i--12
21
10
26
5
7

1,015 1 1,021

17 260,196
17 150,714

7 90,709
70 1,272,559
36 605,242
13' 124, 739
|7 T 63, 594

i18 396,097
6 79,395
8 88,951
3 2L7,412
35 821,656
3 23,361

244 6,673,198
10 127. 143
3 25,807
39 661,847
17 231,266
7 30,568

45 959,345
8 147,056
3 47,533
1 5,000
8 102,405
27 435,647
6 75,174
12 140,851
21 257,039
10 69,902
26 187,758
5 58,258
7 100,989

1,031 19,407,914

267,774 1
137,227
102, 02

1, 202,2Z
i5.30, 396

136, 678
118, 642
430, 4463
63. 882
70, 041

32, 741
764,930
34,451

6,849,464
145,840
25, 124

642, 57
265,566
30,946

896,819
149, 334
41, 176
5,700

97,207
467, 272
83, 770

152, 284
231,961
70,073

188, 762
58, 6S4
102,384

19, 022. 680 1

211,670
113, 568

85, 073
1,016,408
421,569
125, 113
46,946

379, 184
5u, 24°
75, 653

30,601
724,883
26, 602

5, 524, 542
161,302
18,361

657, 702
209,389
24,987

310.522
125, 191
40, 558
3,000
67,409

433, 178
99,338

141, 561
203,464
67, 182

173, 351
48, 399
81,400

5,911,481

173,213
96, 639

68,320
864, 193
335,435
10S, 1S3
32,956

312,434
47,392
53, 899-

29, 115
619,307
20,576

4,439,443
104,888

9,028
503,008
122,465
23,928

279,741
111,691
41,025
2,000

57,800
3S9,326
74,975

t122,815157,040
45, 744
142,444
46.299
65,283

12, 988, 788

144, 782
88, 951

38,311
566,701
295,711
67,095
34, 3S5
153,949
39,285
51, 189

17, 50
351,442

8,736
2,-619,321

29,702
10,894

221,702
72,008
22,237

417,494
71,32726,087
2,500

34,396
172,419
32,295

l------------l

68, 561
130,939
47,534
88,829
34, 151
47,734

7, 939, 135

149,845
78,062
42,845

485,755
240,452
74,232
49,444
143,736
28, 932
32,470

18,850
296,582
13,880

2,643,315
29,337
9,511

200.740
61,82922,310

358,342
61,634
18,392
3,400

32, 167
162,239
36,981

67, 622
100, 420
49,970
83,483
39,203
40,800

7,434,407

115,358
64, 137
33,7Z6

397,300
191, 166
60 469
22,392
125,071
24, 488
42,068
15,951

284,447
9,211

1,976,888
33,937
7,315

150,068
55,851
17, 313

275, 462
48,85118,007
2,000 I
18,723

145,429
49,326
50, 157
84,202
49,360
70,841
31,475
34,716

92, 627
65,093

298
317,461
146, 135
47,731
22,120
105,707
26.372
28,078

14,986
215,485
8,281

1,450,540
11,135
4, 177

135,890
40,321
16,984

255,581
37,715
21,932
1,50

15,726
140,663
27,664

48,975
61, 541
31,977
60,576
27,999
26,091

6,061, 682 4,895.046
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NA'I'IONAL INCOME, 1 929-32

TABLE, 10.-Ne inicomIe andl with drawals of public acco untoants, 1929-32

State

Alabama -
Arizona

Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware .-
District of Columbia-
Florida.-- -----
Georgia - .---.---

I(ll-ho
Ilinols.
Ind(iana -.-. -

Iowa.
Kansas..

Kentucky
Lou Islana

Maino-Mdaryland-
Massachusetts-

Michigan
Minnesgota

Mississipl-p--------
MSIssour
Montana

Nobraska
Nevada-.
New Hampshire.
New Jersey ----New Mexic--
New York
North Carolina
North DJakota
01h1i-o-.

Oklalhoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania

1111o(1 Islan( - ....
South Carolina .
South D)akota
Tennessee .-
Texas

Utahl
Ver ont .-

V irgi ii

Washington
Wrest Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming -.-.-----
Miscellaneous

Net inconie froni practice Withdrawals by firm members

turns

1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

4 $28, 259 $25, (.13 $29, 036 $28, 588 $27,759 $25, 143 $28,536 $28,S08
3 50,052 34, 5-28 27, 417 18, 560 44, 481 36, 395 30, 483 19,923
6 102,351 57, 205 74, 150 43, 199 92,803 68, 249 74, 401 45, 674

32 394, 758 407, 284 3,56, 053 262, 955 364, 859 346, 219 323, 101 250,709
8 74, 357 78,047 69,382 57, 462 73, 547 78, 197 65, 979 58,257
7 166, 328 152, 314 112, 153 105, 001 142, 468 139, 539 121, 721 106 285
1 10,518 11,482 0,638 13,984 10,518 11, 482 9 638 13, 984
7 1(X), 1I 137,241 1,51,4461r 109,809 8.8, 598 137,994 160, 996 68, 213

6 47, 498 :36, (667 28, 601 20,407 42, 328 33, 120 29, 43 21, 473
9 73, 088 60,627 541, 563 48, 133 76,824 78,198 1,871 50, 701
2 8, 86:3 7,807 3, 339 2, 157 10,100 8, 6,750 6, 865
31 452,107 372,930 240,482 281,012 491,358 4148, 185 406,542 381,110

65, 634I 93,15 110,207 67, 94.1 93, 411 85:,018 38, 605 195, 771
Si'S, 461 .53, 57j 43, 419 49, 4S9 46, 837 48, 128 46,5558 42, 880
2 25 1.16 17 815'1 27,358 20, 51 1.1,54S 13,403 19,634 16,397
6 136:811n 141, 225| 108,40S 87, 796 133, 632 136,538 101,019 83,689

5r) w6, 129 43, 985 42, 035 57, 58 3 53, 992 44, 576 41, 768 57, 932

3 25, 3571 27, 566. 17, 98n1 19, 087 :31, 080 29,543 27, 621 23, 060
32 4 1, 90921 387, 148i 321, 129 210), 572 411, 869 418, 175 341, 444 287, 605

23 2611, 463 219,772' 175, 8,17 131,278 2,31, 421 220, 557 182,033 142,419
6 6l1 1761 67, 086! 53,667 42,691 59,2265 66, 079 56,506 40,452
4

32,
3!,! *9, 114 229 392 22,120 31,473 43,134 25, 60S 17,066

. 1 13s2 01:3' 125s8d 114,020 89,531 1 18, 64 110,305 104,06C) 89,731
3 :34,585, 25,8 3:2: 21,488 2.3, 372 30,030 29), 725i 25, 359 27,677
1 13, (097 27, 124' 37,371 22,925 33,850 28, 6SO 40,446 25, 758

3 17,50111 18,850 1F,951 14,986 15,125 18,929 15,497 16,240
22 302,810 2,50, 651 212,6 3.5 183, 259 257,096 234, 489 186, 996 207, 773
1 8, 736i 13, 8S9 9, 211 8,281 7,896 8,788 6,213 9,874

101 2, 310,8912, 350, 39'8 1, 780, 694 1, 285, 9402, 191, 1582, 186,01911,849,741 1, 558,692
5r 29, O,05! 27, 622: 33,531 11,0(I 4-1,321 43,763 56,188 42,f523
2 10,894, 9,511' 7,315 4,177 8,476 8, r0m 6,213 4,054
17 215,702, 195,240 145,068 131, 09() 253,712 265,735 195, 888 195,
217 6 8591 fi4,20 49,80G 34,733 74,7901 89,8031 74, 30 49,200
3 13:4871 1.4, 510 10),913 10,034 13,3961 13,2181 10,905 7,696
3352-15 O9' 289,799 240,967 215, 287 317, 769 285,362' 249,947 217,367
3 67, 54 .58,35 38, 061 35, 143 65, 5941 53,256' 45,978 38,411
2 18, 977i 14 500 12,759 18,771 18,977 14,500 12,759 18,771
1 2 500 3, 400 2,000 1,500 2, 500 3,400 2,000 1,500
6 30, 040~ 27, 362j 1.5, 296 12,11If 25,5658 25, 0931 18, 289 15, 250

12 149, 2711 135, 134,084 126, 8412 152,204 1:30 320( 131, 211 123,495
3 33,'295 3(0,081 49,326 27,664 27,253 28,121 41,275 24, 655

:1 --- ---------- -------.i!~~t.~ - --------i4 ---3--f-- ---4i- ii31-- --------- -5(--i-- --- ------
6 55, 3M51 155, 647 39,142 37,623 47, 143 49,908! 50, 147 42, 636

12 113,491 94, 81,248 63,787 109,198 109, 864 85,573 70,268
4 30,843 33,468 35,136 20,420 30,346 30,084 33, 058 20, 307
91 79 829 7498,3 62,841 53,076 107,956 108,648 91,167 84,717
3 32,251f 37:703 30,375 27, 149 19,000 16,0OO 15,000 14,000
3 42 785j 38 0721 33, 268 21, 454 37, 516; 34, 392 31, 454 23,922

480 |6, 902, 750'6, 497, 700 5, 321, 81514, 200, 346 6, 615,602 6, 433, 380 5, 636, 489 4, 887, 679
I I I,

256

9.869604064

Table: Table 10.--Net income and withdrawals of public accountants, 1929-32
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TABLE 11.-Number and compensation of employees, public accounting, 1929-32

State

Alabama .
Arizona
Arklansas
California
Colorado
Conrecticut
Delaware .
District of Columbia_
Florida -- ------
Georgia .
Idaho .
Illinois ---
Indiana .
Iowa .
Kansas .
Kentucky
Louisiana .
Maine-
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota ----------I
Mississippi .
MissourL |
Montana
Nebraska .
Nevada-1-
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota ._--
Tennessee .

Re-
turns

4
3
4
52
9
12

10
8
9
3

41
10
8

8
9

43
2)9
7
4

13
4
5

3
25
1

126
6
2

19
9
6
26
4

6

Offices
oper-
ated

4
3
4

52
9
12
1
10
S

112I
4

53
10
13
3
8
9
5
5i48

33
9
4
16

7s5
3
31
1

175
7
2

23
16
6

35
5
3

9

Offices
re-

ported

4
3
4

52
9
12

10
X

11
4

53
10
13
2
s
9

5
48
33
9
4
r16
S
3
31
1

175

2
22
15
5

31
5
3
1
,

Employees, full time Employees, part

1929 1930

6 6
8 6
13 13
75 .4
1.- 15
51 51
1 4

23 2.3
23 19

153 140
54 57
27 29
17 13
29 27
21 22

13 14
17 178
80 71
36 30
51 13

55 59
10 9
14 13

3 6
109 111

5 6
609 629
21 30
6 5

91 80
39 44
2 2

100 103
22 24
6 6

13 10

1931 1932

I 5 5

1 10
70 60
16 15
46 37

1 1
211 19
16 1
21 17

!-- -----------
124 110
59 37
31 25
14 16
27 26
is 11

14 13
164 166
58 46
23 24
4 3

c0 52
8 6
9' 8

61' 5
1051 97
41 4

569 480
32 22
3 2
79 79
31 20
1 1

98 89
25 23
5 4

10 8

1929 1 1930 1 1931

2
17
9

41
4

10
16
16
4
90
22
1)
15
14

107

1 5
6

23
21
5

1

2
221

25
10
3
34
3

111 11

9

41
44

2'
9
4

16

22
22
1

14
13

l------

S
109
54
8
8
26
14
6

------

2
141
2

27
9
3
42
2
9
1

12

4
S
2
11

5

16
32

111

81
48
10

23

77

10

1 2

182

3

.1I

24
8
31
3

23

82

Lime Sal,

1932 19129

3 $12, 11
5 19, 597
1 32, 269

44 152,8S06
4 27,847
3 130, 901
I 2, 070
2 44,040
8 GS, 745
6 55, 701
1 2,400

102 400,953
18 162, 9S4
30 46,87S
2 28, 015

14 81, 678
8 40, 685

* -- -- - - -- 6-

5 26,100
72 390,708
46 174, 743
10 54.442
3 is,163

'23 142, 679
13 15, 633
71 25,862

*---- 4,400
17 286,275
2 10,209

92 1,497,306
2 41,541

t------l 11,935
16 212,701

883,970
3 2,999
23 254.485
1 53,348
3 13,600

7 1 23,118

liries and wages, full time

1930

$9, 978
15, 315
32, 543

147, 32S
2:3, 595

131, 042
1,208

45, 5:36
48, 089
53, 721

395, 226
176, 979
56,853
21, 199
82, 926
38, 649

33, 312
393,972
161, 3SS
49,522)
44,100
152,344
16, 399
22, 048

8,427
266,752
14, 277

1,535,042
52,587
12, 143

186,897
118,931
3,449

228,575
51,619
14,470

19.,750

1931

$7, 482
14, 296
29,823

143, 206
32, 2t8

118. 929
1,381

48,043
40, 652
46,289

318,834
168,067
52,093
26,456
63,089
329, 007

30, 598
359, 530
119, 20S
38, 386;
14, 100

150,597
10, 283
16,016

8, 634
244, 004
11, 463

1,338,401
61,901
8,438

196, 554
80, 241
2,720

215, 527
53,231
14, 500

--- -------

1932 j 1929
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

f$6,868
8,923

24, 314
115, 664
28,705
8.5,822
1, 412

38,374
30, 775
31, 096

28S, 343
77, 111
50,7 18
26), 22S
54,923
14, 498
23,524

94, 320
34, 490
9, 100

113,432
8,813

121, 043

8, 91
236,558

8,667
1,075,572

39,635
2,720

164, 213
38,264
1,603

198,270
48, 625
11,800

13, 619

$1, 491
8,360
1,349

21,370
2,926

1600

3,635
8,438
8,062
1,750

33,306
12,571
1), 699

50
8,920
4, 066

6, 254
59,306
34,755
6,165
3,927

35, 524
5,713
1, 567

672
10,527

500
104, 637

176

15, 767
17,949
1,000

40,083
3,000
490
800

10,326

| Salaries and wages, part time

1930

$1,844
4,169
1,747

17,411
4, 229

600

12,92
1, 680

16,844
1, 652

27,798
13, 0 >2
8,S296

50
8,666
2, 946

9,665
52, 155
27, 601
3, 282
11,464
37, 308
4,196
2,181

11,232
500

64,879
447

12, 681
12, 132

900
39,050
3, 000
300

1,200
15, 214

1931 1 1932

$1,950
3,468
1,1s

13, 197
4,998
1,000

2,790
1,789
6,958
1, 143

19, 895
10,028
16, 241

150
5, 183
2,302

3,439
31,344
20,737
4,480
1,529

35, 757
3,610
3,340

500
45,952

380

9,075

29,649
3,000
1,099

50
7,415

$2, 078
1,573

4:3
15, 470
.5,121
1,700

1,660
3,012
2378
459

31,746
12,673
11,733

75
6,765
3,233

1,596
125, 895
IS, 862
3,846
6,335

28, 790
2,309
3,262

7,589
500

69,181
178

4,882
4,424
1, 603

31,825
3,000
462

5,810

4rA

'-4

9.869604064

Table: Table 11.--Number and compensation of employees, public accounting, 1929-32
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TABLE 11.-Number and compensation of employees, public accounting, 1929-32-Continued

OecIOices Employees, full time Employees, part time Salaries and wages, full time Salaries and wages, part time
State oper- re--

turns ated ported 1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932 1929 1930 1931 1932

Texas-14 19 19 44 45 40 33 31 40 33 40 $114,459 $121,619 $111,501 $S5,019 $15,444 $22,438 $17,144 $18,563
Utah-3 4 4 15 16 15 15 9 9 10 9 30.304 34,122 36,473 34,533 2,286 3,098 3,954 3,658.~~~~~~~ - -- - -7 - -- - - - - - - -_ - - - - - - -

-.- -̂;-,- ------ 20 14 20 10 6 41, 678 52,761 55.892 46, 244 7,352 4,355 4,026 2 ,391
Washington-14 16 16 34 33 27_2. i 09,088 66,139 60,872 48, 821 10,863 13,887 10,968 7,672
West Virginia-5- 71 2 2 2 1 6 5 6 6 2,318 3, 6 1,830 1,200 3, 584 3, 228 3, 777 3, 326
Wisconsin _ 11 11 19 19 IS 17 9 10 16 14 29, 768 31,510 28,019 28, 405 12,935 13, 583 14,054 8,343
Wyoming-3 5 5 9 6r, 5 6 ------ 12,4499 12,971 11,126 10,433
Miscellaneous- 4 4 4 1]6 17, 16 14 7 15 6 7 32,415 32,,757 24,763 19,136 1,823 3,940 2,265 2,818

Total-_---- 599 737 728 2,1392 2,124 1,945 1,6865 960 85S 707 698 4,98,36S 5,021,986 !4,462,135 13,596,153 541,306 487, 829 371,873 367,693
0
z

t;.4

Ct
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APPENDIX F

EMPLOYMENT ESTIMATES
The only available monthly estimates of unemployment for the United States

are those prepared and published by the American Federation of Labor, and these
are not broken down by any industrial classification. The study requires esti-
mates of the number employed in each of many industrial groups, and for a num-
ber of these there are no prevailing indexes of employment. Therefore, it was
necessary for the purpose of this study to make employment estimates for the do-
mestic and personal service group and others for which employment data are
lacking.
The particular industries for which these estimates were prepared were not

covered in any of the censuses of 1929, i.e., Manufacturing, Construction, and
Distribution. It was, therefore, necessary to use the 1930 Census of Occupations
and 1930 Census of Unemployment as the basis for the estimates. It must be
recognized at the outset that taking a house-to-house census is inherently dif-
ferent from taking a census of industrial establishments, as far as the results are
concerned. For instance, the 1929 Census of Manufactures gave the number of
persons engaged by manufacturing concerns producing more than an established
minimum of products, which result included over 99 percent of all workers in
manufacturing. The 1930 Census of Occupations reported the number of persons
who said that their industrial connection was in the field of manufacturing. It
was found that the number of gainful workers in manufacturing, shown in the
Census of Occupations industrial classification, less the number reported unem-
ployed in this group, as shown in the 1930 Census of Unemployment, was not
comparable to the number engaged in manufacturing in 1929, as shown by the
Census of Manufactures, carried forward to April 1930 by employment indexes.
Even more accentuated was the difference found by comparing the 1929 Census
of Construction and the 1930 Census of Occupations data on construction.
The above material is presented for the purpose of pointing out the possibility

of error in using the Census of Occupations industrial classification. It is natural
that when an individual is questioned about his industrial connection, he will cite
the nature of his immediate work. Thus a man may state that he works in a
garage when actually it is the garage of a large wholesale trade or construction or
steel concern and would appear among the latter in a census of industrial estab-
lishments. In the service industries the errors in this regard are not likely to be
as great as in manufacturing, trade, or construction and our interest lies pri-
marily in the service group. Although cognizant of the error involved, there was
no other choice for us but to use the 1930 Censuses of Occupations and Unem-
ployment as a basis.

THE UNEMPLOYMENT CENSUSES

The first requirement was to determine the number of persons employed as of a
certain date. The United States census in April 1930 reported the number of gain-
ful workers in each industry on the first of that month and also the number unem-
ployed in each group on the same date. The unemployed persons were classified
into seven categories, A to G, inclusive. For our purposes it was necessary to
find out how many of those listed as gainful workers were not receiving pay nor
were on the pay roll of any firm at the time of the enumeration.

Class A consisted of persons out of a job, able to work and looking for a job
and all of this group were regarded as being unemployed.

Class B were persons having jobs but on lay-off without pay, excluding those
sick or voluntarily idle. This group includes those working part time and those
who were promised to be recalled when business picked up. All those idle under
1 week were considered as working part time and the balance were counted as
unemployed.

Class C included persons out of a job and unable to work and all of these were
counted as unemployed.

259
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Class 1) was composed of persons having joI)s but idle otl account of sickness
or disability. 11 ndoultedl\v all of this group were not beiwig retained on the
company pay roll and all those i(le over 2 veeks were regardle(l as unemll)loyed.

Class E includes persons otit of at job and not looking for work and all were
classed ats uelnl)loye(d. There might be a question as to whliet-her persons in this
class an:l also class f) shouldlinve lbeen considered as gainful workers, but since
they were ilclu(le(1 ill the number of gainful workers, it was necessary to regard
thellm as uelll)loye(.

Class F included those who ha(l jobs b)ut were voluntarily idle, without pay.
They may have been vacationing otl their own time. Only those unemployed for
over 2 weeks were counted ats ineml)loye(l, for if idle for that long, it is likely that
they were mot, included as employed in the employment index for the month.

Class (G consiste(l of persons having jobs and drawving pay, though not at work
oln the (lay prior to the enumeration. For the l)pur)oses of this study the entire
group was regar(le(l as being employed.

While these decisions are somewhat arbitrary, nevertheless they appear to be
well [oln I(le(l for dlefilillg tle nulnl)er of pCersonS unemplloyed from our viewpoint.
By this process, it was possible to determine thle numl)er of persons rel)orted tin-
etiil)loyCd by thme Ceiisu1s ill the Uifited( States in April 1930, the nunIl)er ill the
special e011inu erationi area of 19 cities, covered in the January 1931 Ullemployelnit
Census, and,.also ill the same special enumeration area ill April 1930. For the
special enumeration area in April 1930 and January 1931, break-downs for dura-
tion of i(lleness were limited to classes A and B so that time United States data for
April 1930 hlad to be applied in (letermining what prol)ortions were idle over 2
weeks ill classes D and F. Time number of unemployed was then dle(lucte(l from
the number of gainful workers on these platess and ill these areas to arrive at the
umumuber of personas employed.

ADJUS'TING THE BASE NUMBER OF EMPLOYED

Because of time Illite(l States census (lata available for April 1930 it was de-
Ci(le(l to ulse that month ats the basis of the estimates. Wh'len the results of the
AI)ril 1930 Censuts of l'nemuploynment were made public there wtts at great deal of
discussionn a11111ong slatisticians regar(ling the reliability of thle figures. Many
l)ersons belie\ved there was at (lehilelcy ill the number rel)orte(l as unemployed
and this situation was ait least ill )art the reason for time Unemployment Census
being taken ill January 19:31 ill 19 selected cities.
The Bluvreaui of LJabor Statistics and Federal Reserve Board Indexes of Employ-

mnent ill most industries are generally, accepted its being indicative of epnloy-
nenlt clhanges. If these inlexes are atcel)ted as accurate then it. is possible to

study thie naceuracy of the April 1930 or the *January 1931 Unemployment Cenisus
by ruling the same areas ill April 1930 ats those used ill January 1931.

Using six indexes of employment generally comparable to similar classifications
ill tme celisuli, it was possible to check thec, accuracy of one census against thle
other. Thme indexes use(l vere tile Federal Reserve Board una(ljustecl factory
employment inlex; Bureau of Labor Statistics wholesale anid retail trade Cm-
l)loymllelnt ilndexes collmbilled by )ro)er veigltithg; and time Bureau of Labor
Statistics ildexes of telephone and. telegraph, steam railroad, street railroad, and
hotel eml)plovmnent. These id(lexes covered apl)roximately 57 percent of all thle
gainful workers ill time special enumeration areta.

According to the censuses, employment in the special enumeration area iln
April 1930 was 116.49 percent of what it was in January 1931 ill the industries
eovere(l by the six ilm(lexes use(l. The indexes showed that April 1930 employ-
mnent slhoulkl have been only 114.75 pereent of January 1931.
These indexes represent oldy waige earners ill most eases, so that it was neces-

sairy to make adjustments for salaried employees also. Ohio a1nd Pennsylvania
publihll anual (latl onl employment of both salaried workers and wage earners.
Ain analysis was made of the employment index of wage earners and tlme index of
salaried workers aln(l wage earners Collnbille( and the relationship betweell these
two inldexes was applied to the above results. With this adjustment it was fouid
that emlploymelmt in April 1930 should have l)een 113.66 percent of the employ-
mnenit ill January 1931. Th'lierefore, if the .1Jainarv 1931 census vas correct, the
nimbeIr rej)wrte(l empl)loye(lin Ap)ril 1930 had to lb red(llce(l to 97.799 percent of
its l)revious level.
By applying tile llabov llmethods we coIlle to the necessary conclusion that if

tihe eml)lovyment in(lexes are accurate either the April 1930 Census of Unemn-
ploymiemitt was deficient, or else the January 1931 Cenisus of Unemployment
rel)orted -an1 excessive number of unemployed persoims. Onie or the other mIulst be
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accepted as being correct if we are going to proceed with unemployment and
employment estimates. As previously stated, this is a highly controversial
matter but probably the weight of authority would tend toward accepting the
January 1931 Census of Unemployment as being the better of the two, particu-
larly due to the method of enumeration used in the two censuses. Thus, assuming
the January 1931 census as accurate and the employment indexes revealing the
correct changes between the two dates, the April 1930 census results have been
corrected accordingly.

Applying the correction ratio of 97.799 to the number reported employed in
April 1930, we find that the number reported unemployed is increased from
3,388,360 to 4,388,587, an increase of approximately 1 million, or 29.52 percent.
While this correction appears to be very large and is subject to some degree of
error, it has not been arrived at without careful and prolonged analysis and
thought. It is granted that the 57 percent of gainful workers covered by the
indexes may not reflect what happened in the remaining 43 percent but there are
no indexes for checking the other 43 percent to the special enumeration area.
Then, also, it may be stated that these six indexes reflect employment changes
for the whole country and the changes may be different for the special enuimera-
tion area. The investigator realizes these shortcomings but is also cognizant of
the need for making the best use of all available material in order to get results.

THE ESTIMATES

What has been explained so far covers only the work and methods involved in
establishing a basis for estimating employment for the years 1929-32 in certain
industries for the purpose of this study. TIlierc were nine ind(utstries involving over
12 million gainful workers for which either no employment indexes or only
indexes for part of the period were available. Because of this lack of data it was
necessary to resort to new methods of estimating the trend of employment for
these industries and it wlas for this purpose that the present study was undertaken.
There were three factors available for consideration in making the estimates:
1. The percentage of unemployment in April 1930.
2. The employment decline from April 1930 to .January 1931.
3. General knowledge of the varying incidence of unemployment among the

various industrial groups as the delpression continuedi and unemployment
increased.

Prior to making any estimate, at combined index of the retail trade, wholesale
trade and factory employment indexes was prepared and corrected for seasonal
variations by use of a 12 month moving average. Tlle same was done for a
combined retail and wholesale trade index.
Each of the industries under consideration was taken separately and its extent

of unemployment in April 1930 and the decline of employment from that date to
January 1931 were studied in relation to other single or combined series for which
indlexes were available. In the domestic service field, employment opportunities
tend to vary directly with the change in general business activity and general
employment conditions. Probably during the early part of a depression the
adjustment in this field of activity takes lplace in wage rates rather than in the
number employed. As the depression continues, the adjustments become more
significant in employment. It was found that the percentage of unemployment
in April 1930 in this field wvas lower than in the combined fields of trade and
manufacturing, but the April 1930 to January 1931 decline in employment wa-'
greater in the former than in the latter. These figures tend to substantiate the
above statement about the lagging tendency in this field.

Thus, for estimating tile employment trend and tile annual index in the
domestic service group, the combi ned trade and manufacturing employment
index was used as a base. On the basis of the above describedd data andd(leduce
tons, it was assumed that, as the depression continued, the employment decline
in this field was more rapid than was the decline in trade and manufacturing.
The resulting employment index for the group was assumed to be representative
of each occupation in the group.

This method was used in the employment estimates made in the miscellaneous
industries as presented in the final chapter of the text. For these miscellaneous
industries the employment trend in the combined trade and manufacturing indus-
tries was used without further revisions. The same method was also used in
several other service industries.
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